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ON BITOPOLOGICAL SPACES II 
J. DEÁK
In this paper, we investigate the relations between multifunctions and bitopolo- 
gical separation properties. § 5 contains the definitions and gives, in terms of (fami­
lies of) multifunctions into topological spaces, conditions guaranteeing that a bispace 
is S;, respectively that one of its topologies is Sf with respect to the other (i =  1,2, 3). 
(The results for i — 3 are cited from Smithson [12].) Only a few of these conditions can 
be shown to be necessary and sufficient, so several problems remain open. § 6 gives 
a complete answer ro the same question with i —n. § 7 contains some results on 
multifunctions between bispaces. § 8 deals with a special case of multifunctions 
into topological spaces, namely the decompositions of spaces. For §§ 0...4, see the 
first part of this series [5]; notions defined there will be used without explanation.
A cknowledgement. The author wishes to thank Prof. M. Bognár (Budapest) 
for raising the problem of inducing bitopologies by decompositions of topological 
spaces.
§ 5. Bitopologies induced by families of multifunctions into topological spaces
5.0 Let X  and Y  be sets. A function in assigning to each X  a subset of Y is a 
multifunction (multivalued function, set-valued function) from X  into Y. If we are 
given a topology J  on f  [and also a topology Sfi on X], we shall refer to in as a 
multifunction[from the space (X, SYj] into the space (F, .T). A multifunction m into a 
topological space will be called compact valued, respectively closed valued if for each 
x£X, m(x) is compact, respectively closed. For AczY  and BczX, put
= {xCA": m(x)(T/4 ^  0}, m(B) — Urn [21].
m is onto if m (Z )= F .
Remarks, a) The formula
xrmy  *>F€m(x)
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between multifunctions from X  into F 
and relations between elements of X  and F, so we could just as well speak of rela­
tions instead of multifunctions. It is, however, more in keeping with the traditions to
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work with multifunctions, although some authors prefer the relations. In addition, 
if the definition below were formulated for relations, it would be in conflict with the 
usual definition of lower/upper semicontinuity in the special case when (Y , 2~)= 
=  (R, S) and rm happens to be a function.
b) The notations and m(B') are motivated by the equalities m_1(/l}=
= r^[A ]  and m(F) =  /•„,[£].
c) Closed valued multifunctions are sometimes called point closed.
Definition (Wilson [15], Kuratowski [8] and Bouligand [3]). A multifunction 
m from a space (X, Sf) into a space (Y, ,T) is
a) lower semicontinuous if for each ^-open set G, trt-1(G) is .S^-open;
b) upper semicontinuous if for each ^-closed set F, tn_1(F) is ^-closed.
Remarks, d) For the motivation of the names, see e.g. [7] 1.7.17 (a).
e) Kuratowski gave these definitions only for closed valued multifunctions into 
compact metrizable spaces. (Wilson considered an even more special case.) The 
restriction on Y was later dropped, but upper semicontinuous multifunctions are often 
closed valued or compact valued by definition; the same applies sometimes also to 
lower semicontinuity; see e.g. [13], [2], [6], [7], and also the references in [13].
f) It is often contained in the definition of lower/upper semicontinuity (or even 
in the definition of a multifunction) that m (x)^0 for each x£X,  cf. [2], the foot­
note on p. 114.
g) Sometimes other names are used instead of lower/upper semicontinuity, 
e.g. infra- and supra-continuity in [15]; cf. [13].
5.1 D efinition (Smithson [12]). Let X be a set and 9JÍ a family of multifunctions 
m from X  into topological spaces (Ym, ,Tm). Let and be the coarsest topologies 
on X  making each m£äR lower, respectively upper semicontinuous. Then (!Pm, 2m) 
is the bitopology induced by SR. For a single multifunction m, (^ {m}, J {m}) is called 
the bitopology induced by m.
Notations. 9>m = 0>ln), 3 m = 2 (m), XOT = (T; 2W), Xnt = (X; 0>m, J m).
Remarks, a) The systems
(m_1(G>: G€^-m,m€SR}
and
{m-1(F>: JL \F € ^ n,m6SR}
form a subbase for respectively a closed base for . In the case of it is 
enough to take inverse images of open bases (but usually not subbases); in the case 
of £ m, it is not enough to consider inverse images of closed bases.
b) = sup {£?m: m£SR}, = sup {ÜOT: mgifil}.
c) We have interchanged the role of á3 and 2. in the above definition in order to 
adjust it to our other definitions,1 e.g. R.
1 Added in proof. Cf. the footnote to 0.4.
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d) In place of 9W, it would be more precise to take {(m,-, $~t)\ idl).  We have
chosen, however, the simpler terminology and assume instead that when­
ever
e) As the results of this paper are evidently valid for the empty bispace, we 
may always assume in the proofs that X?± 0.
5.2 If arbitrary multifunctions into arbitrary spaces are allowed then each bi­
topology can be induced by a family of multifunctions. Indeed, put Y=  {1, 2}, 
^{{1}} and
Y if *€G _  íY if x£F
{2} if x$G  W  “  |{1} if x$F
9JÍ = {mG: 0 G’€^}U{mF: 0 *  F£co-J}.
Then X =  Xffl, . The problem is more complicated if the multifunctions tn and/or 
the topologies 3Tm are supposed to satisfy some conditions. The cardinality of 9JÍ 
can also be restricted; in particular, it is an interesting question which bitopologies 
can be induced by a single multifunction (satisfying certain conditions). Let us 
start the investigation of such problems with some remarks:
a) One can usually assume without loss of generality that m(x)?±0 (x£Z) 
[equivalently: m-1(Fm)=Ar]. Indeed, if this condition is not satisfied then take the 
topological sum of Y  and a one-point space {z} and put n(x)=m(x)U {z}. Now 
ti (x)^0 (x£X)  and X„=Xm. What is more, n and inherit from tn and 2Tm 
most of their good properties, in fact all the properties considered in what follows 
(multifunctions will be closed valued or compact valued, topological spaces will be 
compact and/or they will satisfy one of the usual separation axioms).
b) In contrast, supposing m to be onto is a real restriction. We can make tn 
onto by substituting m(A') for Ym, but in this case the non-hereditary properties of 
STm (e.g. compactness) are lost.
c) Let (Z, be the T0-identification of (Fm, T f)  and
n(x) =  {z€Z: m (x)ilz 0} (z£Z).
Then X„=Xm and n is compact valued, closed valued, respectively onto if tn has 
the same property. Consequently, the topologies 3Tm can always be assumed T0.
d) Each family of multifunctions can be replaced by a single multifunction in­
ducing the same bitopology. Let (T, .5") be the topological sum of the spaces (ym, 3~m) 
(mCäJl) and Z —Y\J{w} where w£ Y. To simplify the notations, assume that the 
sets Ym are disjoint and Y=  U {Fm: m€9Jl}. Put
"(*) =  ( U m(x))U{w} (x€T)
and let A£.2Tn iff A\{w}£&~ and either w $ A or A covers all but a finite number of 
the sets Tm. Then X„— Xtpi, furthermore, rt and STn inherit many good properties of 
the multifunctions rnCSÖÍ and of the topologies 2Tm.
In particular, c) and d) give:
T heorem. Each bitopology can be induced by a single compact valued multifunc­
tion onto a compact normal T0-space.
i*
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5.3 We shall try to characterize certain classes of bispaces by the existence of 
some special (families of) multifunctions inducing their bitopologies.
T heorem, a) For a bispace X, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) S  is S\ with respect to 2;
(ii) its bitopology can be induced by a family o f multifunctions into Sx-spaces;
(iii) its bitopology can be induced by a compact valued multifunction onto a com­
pact Tx-space.
b) The following conditions are also equivalent for a bispace X:
(iv) 2 is Sx with respect to
(v) its bitopology can be induced by a family o f closed valued multifunctions into 
arbitrary spaces;
(vi) its bitopology can be induced by a closed valued multifunction onto a compact 
Tü -space.
P roof. (ii)=>(i): Since the half Si property is preserved when taking the supre- 
mum of bitopologies, it is enough to show that for a multifunction m into an Sx- 
space (X, FT), S m is SL with respect to 2m. Since ST is Sx, each H ^ S  is the union of 
some ^"-closed sets. Thus m -1(//> is the union of the inverse images of these closed 
sets, and these inverse images are, by definition, -closed. The sets rn~1(H) (H £S)  
form a subbase of S m, so S m is indeed Sx with respect to 2 m.
(iii) =>(ii): Evident.
(i)=>(iii): Let WxGZ.S be fixed and denote by S' the family of the non-empty 
^-closed sets contained by G. Since S  is Sx with respect to 2, we have G~ US'.  
Put Y=(SXco)U{0},
m(x) =  ({F£3F: x€F}Xco)U{0} (x£X)
and let S'  be the co-finite topology on Y. S '  is a hereditarily compact Tx -topology, 
therefore m is a compact valued multifunction onto a compact Tx -space. m_1({0})= 
= X  and for each (F, n)£Y, in_1(((F, n)}) = F, thus the inverse image of any S~- 
closed set (i.e. finite set or Y)  is ü-closed; furthermore, we get each F£ S' in this 
way. Any intersects all the sets {F}Xco (F^S-), so if
0 $ H  and m~1(H)—X  if 06//. Take now such a multifunction mG for each 
QX-G^S. These mG together clearly induce (S, 2)  (in the case of 2, recall that 
G — X  has not been excluded, thus we get each F£co-2 as the inverse image of a 
closed set). To complete the proof, apply now Remark 5.2 d).
(v) =>(iv); Let m be a closed valued multifunction from X  into a space (Y, S~). 
Assume x £ G = X \ m ~ 1(F) where F is ^"-closed. m(x)(TF=0, so with H = Y \  
m (x)£S~: F a H  and X \ G  = m~1(F)(zm~1(H)eS ,m. Clearly, x$m _1(f/), i.e. 
r \ n r 1(E )cG  is a ^„-closed set containing x. Thus G is the union of ^„-closed 
sets, and the same holds for each element of a subbase for 2 m. Consequently, 2 m 
is Sx with respect to S m. According to the observation made in the first sentence of 
the proof, a similar statement holds for families of multifunctions.
(vi) ^>(v): Evident.
(iv) =>(vi): Let GxO  be a ü-open set. If G is at the same time ^-closed, let 
(Y, S')  be a one-point space and m-1(y)=A ’\G .  It is evident that (Sm, 2 m) is 
coarser than (S, 2) and G is J m-open. On the other hand, if G is not ^-closed then
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let ^ denote the family of the ^-closed sets contained by G. Since 2 is Sl with respect 
to we have G= ÖF.  Put Y —F[J{G} (recall that G$F),
m(x) =  {S£Y : * £ 5 }  (x£X)
and let the topology 9~ on Y consist of (i) the family F of the ascending subcollec­
tions of F  (i.e. Fks f tr ,  F c z F ^ F  imply Fids/) and (ii) the sets of the form 
j/U  {G} where (h^s/dT. It is easy to check that F  is indeed a topology. If Qd&dF 
then 3&= Y or 09= F , thus any ^-open covering of Y  has a subcovering of cardi­
nality ^ 2 , hence F  is compact. For xdG, m (x) is a proper descending subcollec­
tion of F  (proper because c l, {x}€^\ttt(*)), so it is ^"-closed. For x d X \ G ,  
m(x)—Y. So m is closed valued. G is not ^-closed, therefore X \ G  0, thus m 
is onto, too. We claim that the inverse image of any ,^-open set is ^-open. It is 
enough to show this for Q^AdT,  since m-1({G})c:m-1({F}) for any FdF,  
thus
nt_1(jafU(G}> =  m-1(^>U m _1({G}) =  m-1(.s/).
But m_1({F}> = A \F  is á^-open for each FdF,  consequently is á^-open,
as it is the union of the F-open sets m_1({F}) (Fds/). Let us consider now the in­
verse images of the ^"-closed sets. {G} is ^"-closed (this follows from G <f F )  and 
m-1({G})=A'\G. Any other non-empty ^-closed set intersects F  in a non-empty 
descending subcollection, i.e. it contains 0 as an element, and its inverse image con­
tains m-1({0}) as a subset; but m“1({0})=Z. To sum it up: rrt is again a closed 
valued multifunction onto a topological space such that (Fm, 2 m) is coarser than 
(F , 2) and G is J m-open
For ecah non-empty Gd 2,  let denote the multifunction we have just defined. 
Then
{m£ : 0 jt Ge3}U{mc : 0 *  GdF)
(with mG taken from the beginning of 5.2) induces (F, 2). The proof can now be 
completed by applying Remark 5.2 d).
Corollary. Any family o f  closed valued multifunctions into Si-spaces induces an 
Si-bitopology.
Problem. Can each S1-bitopology be induced by a family of closed valued multi­
functions into Sx-spaces?
5.4 Proposition. Any family o f compact valued multifunctions into S2 -spaces 
induces an S2-bitopology.
Proof. Let m be a compact valued multifunction from X  into the S2-space 
(Y, F ). Assume xdGdF, z d X \ G .  We may suppose without loss of generality 
that G belongs to the subbase furnished by m, i.e. G — m-1(/f) for some H dF.  
Take a point yfm (x)i)//. Any point /£m(z) is outside the ^-neighbourhood H 
of y, so they have disjoint neighbourhoods. As trt(z) is compact, there are disjoint 
^"-open sets U and V such that yd U and m(z)c:V. Now
(1) x d m ~ ' (U )d F ,
and these two sets are disjoint. Consequently, Fm is S2 with respect to 2 m. (Fm, 2 m)
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is Si by Corollary 5.3, thus it is S2, too. To complete the proof, observe that the supre- 
mum of S2-bitopologies is S2.
Problem. Is the converse to the above proposition true?
5.5 On the analogy of Corollary 5.3, one could expect that Proposition 5.4 
remains true if “compact” is replaced by the weaker condition “closed” . The next 
example disproves this conjecture.
Examine. Let 2 f= T = R 3, S=]0, -~[X{0}, i= (0 ,0),
2T ^  (f2U {T\S}, m(x) =  {x}US (x£X). 
m is a closed valued multifunction onto a T2-space. It is easy to check that
{Ac =  ] -c ,c [2\ S :  c > 0}
is a 0>m -neighbourhood base of /. To get a closed subbase of J?m, it is enough to take 
the inverse images of ^-closed sets not meeting S  (since nt_1({x})=X for each 
s£S).  But for such a set F, m S o  the J'-closed sets disjoint from S, which 
are just the (^--closed sets disjoint from S, form a closed subbase for J m, conse­
quently they are the J m-closed sets different from X  (since they satisfy the inter­
section and finite union axioms). Thus the non-empty -open sets are <?2-open sets 
containing S, so they intersect each Ac, i.e. for s£S  and t, there are no disjoint 
U^SPm and with t£U  and s£V, although t has a 2Pm-neighbourhood not
containing s. Therefore 2Pm is not S2 with respect to J m. Similarly, J m is not S2 
with respect to 2Pm.
5.6 T heorem  (Smithson [12]). a) I f  'JR is a family o f multifunctions into S:i- 
spaces then Is 5 ;i with respect to
b) I f  sJJi is a family o f closed valued multifunctions into normal spaces then J j ,  
is S 3 with respect to SPan.
c) Any family o f compact valued multi functions into S3-spaces induces an S3- 
bitopology.
P roblem. Can a) or c) in this theorem be reversed?
R emarks, a) Part b) of the theorem cannot be reversed; this will follow from 
Theorem 6.5.
b) Part c) of the theorem does not remain valid if “closed” is substituted for 
“compact” ; an example will be given in 6.9. Observe, however, that any family of 
closed valued multifunctions into S3-spaces induces an S2-bitopology [apply a) 
from the theorem and Corollary 5.3].
5.7 The statement “if 9JI is a family of multifunctions into S;-spaces then
is Sj with respect to J j ,” holds for /=  1 (5.3), i=3  (5.6), and also for i —n (6.4). 
Example 5.5 shows that this statement is false for i=2. What is more, we have:
T heorem. I f  2? is Sx with respect to J  then {2P, J )  can be induced by a multifunc­
tion onto a T2-space.
R emark. We cannot expect this multifunction to be compact valued (cf. Propo­
sition 5.4), or even only closed valued (cf. Theorem 5.3 b)).
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Proof. For any cardinality x>0, let (ZX,£PX) be a T2-space such that there 
is an open set H<zZx satisfying the following conditions:
(i) there exist x  disjoint dense subsets of H;
(ii) any ÍZX-closed subset of H is finite.
We shall construct such a space at the end of the proof.
Let fi^Ggá9 be fixed. Denote by 3F the family of the non-empty ü-closed sets 
contained by G. Since 3P is Sx with respect to Ü, we have G = U ^ .  Put (Fm, En) = 
=(ZX, E )  where x —\ ^ \ .  As there is no restriction on the values of tn, it will be 
more convenient to define m—1 instead of m. Let HczYm be as given at the beginning 
of the proof. By (i), there are disjoint dense sets AF with H — IJ Ae . Let
Fi?
if y£AF, 
if y€Ym\ H .
If S c F m and S<tH then evidently m~1(S)=Ä \ Let SczH be En-open; then 
nt_1(S )=  U ir =G, since S  intersects each AF. On the other hand, if SczH is En­
closed then S is finite by (ii), i.e. m_1(S) is J-closed, being a finite union of in­
closed sets. In particular, we get each &  as the inverse image of a one-point set. 
Consequently: Pm£  {6} and á mc i :  in the special case G—X, we have l m= l .
For each let mc denote the multifunction defined above. Then
(mG: 0^G€^*} induces (&, 1). According to Remark 5.2 d), this family can be 
replaced by a single multifunction onto a T2-space.
Now we get to constructing the spaces (Z x, £AX). Let x be fixed and assume x>io 
(the space (Zmi, En) will obviously do for countable cardinalities, too). First we 
define H as the power set of x. Take the topology 0t on H for which
LU{d) = (C/c(a) = {b£H: aflc  = hf!c}: c£H, |c| S  cu}
is a neighbourhood base of a (a£H). Let (i'€x) be disjoint uncountable subsets 
of x. Put
D, =  {b£H: \b\d,\ =§ to, \d \b \  S  cu} (z'ex).
These sets are disjoint and dense. In (H , 32), each GÄ-set is open, therefore disjoint 
countable subsets of H  are contained by disjoint open sets. Take now a maximal 
almost disjoint collection ^  of countably infinite subsets of H, i.e.
(1) C ^ ^ - C c z H ,  \C\ = cu;
(2) Clt C2€<^’, Cx C2 => |cxnc2| <  cu;
(3) B cz H, \B\ = cu, B W  =>3C£<g, |ß(TC| =  cu.
(Zorn’s Lemma guarantees the existence of such a collection.) For each C€#, 
take the open filter
0C ={S cz H : |C \in t,,S | <  cu}.
If C1,C 2€<^’, Cl ZC., then <9Cl and 0Cl have disjoint elements (by (1) and (2)); 
if a£H  and Cf/é then °U(a) and 0C have disjoint elements. Therefore any exten­
sion of (H, 32) with the trace filters 0c ( C ^ )  is Hausdorff. Let (Zx, £AX) be the loose
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extension belonging to these trace filters, i.e.
Zx =  tfU{0c: C^S),
4V(a) is an 5^-neighbourhood base of a (a£H) and
{{0c}US: SeOc}
is an ^-neighbourhood base of 0C (C€/£). H  is clearly an open subset satisfying
(i). To show (ii), take an infinite set Ia H .  By (3), there is a C e ^  with |/nC |=co, 
thus Ocd&l-cl I, i.e. I is not closed. This completes the proof.
Problem. Characterize in terms of multifunctions the property “á3 is S2 with 
respect to FL”.
§ 6. Multifunctions and complete regularity
6.0 We begin with establishing a connexion between inducing bitopologies by 
multifunctions and by pseudo-directions, thus making Theorem 4.14 applicable. 
Let d be an orderly pseudo-direction on the set X  and put
" W  =  hd(x), - [  (x£X).
Then n is a closed valued multifunction from X  into (d, .X<d) and X„—Xd. Indeed, 
observe that
(1) n-i<{(G, F)}> =  F (GdF)
and
n-1 <]--, (G, F)[) = G (GdF).
Consequently, 3?da3P„ and J rfc J n. On the other hand, to prove that
it is sufficient to show that n _1(a) is always 3Pd-open if a is an open interval or an
open half-line (cf. Remark 5.1 a)); this is, however, evident since
«-!<]>>, (G, F)[) =  G if ]y, ( G , F ) [ * 0
and
■*■[) =  x  if y * ( x , x ) .
It remains to show that l nc\2.d, i.e. that n_1(a> is J rf-closed whenever a is closed. 
Two cases are to be considered.
a) If  a has a last element (G, F) then n~1(a)=F, a J^-closed set.
b) If a does not have a last element then the set
b =  {zed: yea => y  <d z}
cannot have a first element (otherwise a would not be closed), thus
n -1 (a) = U{F: T irana} =  D{G:G6domI»} =  fl{F: F6ran b}eco-£ld
by (1) and the orderliness of d.
Now we define a closed valued multifunction onto (d, sr<d\.
m(x) =  {(0,0)}U[yrf(x), - [  (xeX),
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i.e. m=nU{(0, 0)}. As m 1<a)=n-1(a> or m_1(a)=Ar (a a d ), we have 
and a  . Further,
m” 1^ ,  F)}> = F (GdF, F *  0) 
and
nt” l (](0,0), (G, F)[) =  G (GdF),
thus 0>da0>m and á j c i m. Consequently, Xm—Xd. We shall denote the multi­
functions n and m just defined by nd and mrf, respectively. If d is in particular an 
orderly direction then md is a compact valued multifunction onto a compact T2- 
space.
Thus we have seen that inducing a bitopology by an orderly pseudo-direction 
can be regarded as a special case of inducing bitopologies by multifunctions. The next 
example shows that no similar statement holds if we allow arbitrary pseudo-direc­
tions (or only directions).
Example. On X={1,2},  take the direction
d =  {(0,0),(0,{1 }),(* ,*)}.
Suppose that the bitopology of Xd can be induced by some multifunction m into 
(d, 3F<d). As ST<d is discrete, {m-1(a): aad}  is an open subbase for 3>d as well as 
a closed subbase for SLd\ this is a contradiction since 2Pd is indiscrete while Hd is not.
Remark. Compare the definition of md and nd with the following well-known 
fact: a real function/is lower/upper semicontinuous iff the multifunction m defined by 
rrt(x)=]-<-,/(*)] (x£dom/ )  has the same property. (See e.g. [7] 1.7.17 (a).)
6.1 Definition. Let m be a multifunction from X  into Y. For a pseudo-direc­
tion d on Y,
m - 'd  = {(m~ \G ), m_1(F » : <7<fF}U{(m-1(F), X), (X, *)}.
Lemma, a) I f  d is a pseudo-direction on Y and m is a multifunction from X  into Y 
then m_1d is a pseudo-direction. I f  d is normal then tn-1d is normal, too.
b) I f  d is a pseudo-direction o f the space (Y, ST) and m is a multifunction from X  
into (Y, ST) then m-1d is a pseudo-direction o f the bispace Xm.
Proof. m-1d is a pseudo-direction because in”1 preserves the ordering by 
inclusion. Assume now that d is normal and take <££ran m_1d, J ^ f f d o m m - y  
with r . Then there are F€ran d and Gddom d such that <I>—m~1(F) and 
F = m -1(G). As dom dUran d is ordered by inclusion, <PQT implies FaG;  
thus there are G'ddomd  and F'drand with F a G 'a F 'a G .  Therefore
<P a  m~1(G') a  m ~ \F ' )  a  F, 
m-1(G,)€dom m_1d, m” 1(F ')6ran m”1«/,
so d is normal.
b) Evident.
6.2 We intend to prove the theorems of this section without using real functions 
(cf. 4.13), therefore the obvious way of proving the next two lemmas (i.e. through 
Lemma 4.8) has to be avoided. Both lemmas could be stated in a stronger form, with
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orderly directions instead of normal pseudo-directions (cf. Lemma 4.9). On the other 
hand, these lemmas will be needed in this section only in the special case SP—3. 
(But in § 7 we shall use them in the bitopological form proved below.) Compare these 
lemmas with E. Deák [4].
L em m a . Let X be a bispace. I f  SP is S„ with respect to £1, AS\B = 0, A is in­
compact and B is SP-closed then A can be separated from B by a normal pseudo-direc­
tion o f  X.
Proof. Straightforward from Definition 4.13 and Lemma 4.11 a).
6.3 L emma. I f  X is normal, A£co-3, Bico-äP, A(~)B = Q then A can be sepa­
rated from B by a normal pseudo-direction o f X.
Proof. Let d be a maximal pseudo-direction of X containing 
{(0, 0), (0, A), ( X \ B ,  X), (X, X)}.
Clearly, d separates A from B. If (G1; /7])< 1/(G2, F2) are neighbours then choose 
G^SP and F£co-3 with Fj C G c F c G2 by the normality of X. Now GdF, since d 
is maximal, therefore G =  F = G i= F i with i— 1 or 2, thus d is normal.
6.4 Theorem. For a bitopology (SP, 3), the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) SP is Sn with respect to 3;
(ii) (SP, 3) can be induced by a family o f multifunctions into Sn -spaces;
(iii) (SP, 3) can be induced by a multifunction onto a compact T.A-space.
Proof. (ü)=a(í) : Assume that (SP, 3) is induced by a family 5ÖÍ of multifunctions 
in into S„-spaces (Ym,3 'm). Take xCm _1(/7) where mCTOt and Choose a
yfm(x)C\H.  By Definition 4.13, there is a normal pseudo-direction d of (Tm, 3~m) 
separating {y} from X \G .  By Lemma 6.1, m_1d is a normal pseudo-direction of X. 
If F£ranrf and Gfdom d with yG FcG c:// then
•x£m_1(F ) c  in_1(G) c  rrt_1(//),
i.e. m -1d separates {x} from X \m ~ 1(H). Hence SP is S* with respect to 3, by Lem­
ma 4.11 b) and Definition 4.13.
(iii)=»(ii): Evident.
(i)=>(iii): Postponed until 6.7.
6.5 Theorem. For a bitopology (SP, 3), the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) 3  is S„ with respect to SP;
(ii) (SP, 3) can be induced by a family o f closed valued multifunctions into normal 
spaces;
(iii) (SP, 3) can be induced by a closed valued multifunction onto a compact normal 
T0 -space.
Proof. (ii)=>(i): Assume that (SP, 3) is induced by a family 501 of closed valued 
multifunctions m into normal spaces (Ym,3~m). Take x £ X \n t-1(X) where tnf 50i 
and A is -closed. m(x) is also .^„-closed and A H m(x) = 0, thus there is a normal 
pseudo-direction d of (Ym, ,Tm) separating A from trt(x) (Lemma 6.3). Now m -1d
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is a normal pseudo-direction of X, by Lemma 6.1. If F€ ran d and G£dom d with
A c  F c  G c  Xm\m (jc)
then
c  m-1(F) c  m_1(G) c: .Y\{x},
i.e. nt-1d separates from {x}. Therefore 3  is S* with respect to á8, by Lemma
4.11 a) and Definition 4.13 [cf. the observations made in the proof of Lemma 4.11 b)]. 
(iii)=>(ii): Evident.
(i)=>-(iii): Postponed until 6.7.
6.6 Theorem. For a bitopology (3P, 3), the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) it is SK;
(ii) it can be induced by a family o f compact valued multifunctions into Sn -spaces;
(iii) it can be induced by a family o f closed valued multifunctions into Si-spaces;
(iv) it can be induced by a closed valued multifunction onto a compact T.z-space.
Proof. (iii)=>(i): Apply (ii)=>(i) of Theorem 6.4 and 6.5.
(ii)=>(i): FP is S* with respect to 3, by Theorem 6.4. To show that 3  is also S„ 
with respect to 3P, repeat the proof of (ii)=>-(i) in Theorem 6.5, using Lemma 6.2 
instead of Lemma 6.3.
(iv)=>-(ii) and (iv)=>(iii): Evident.
(i)=>(iv): Take a compatible orderly directional structure D of X (Theorem 4.14). 
For each d£D, let md be the multifunction defined in 6.0. Then {md: d£D} is a 
family of closed valued multifunctions onto compact T2-spaces and it induces (3>, 3). 
To complete the proof, apply 5.2 d).
6.7 Proof of Theorems 6.4 and 6.5 continued.
a) (i)=Kiii) of 6.4: By Corollary 4.14, there is a topology 3 xa 3  such that 
{3P, 3 J  is . By Theorem 6.6, (3P, 3 X) can be induced by a multifunction m, onto a 
compact T2-space. Let (Y, ST) be tu +1 with the order topology. For each non-empty 
J-closed set F, we define a multifunction mF onto the compact T2-space (Y, 3T) by
mF(x) Y if x£F  co if x  $ F.
Now ntF1({ai})=F; for any Qy A czY different from {cu}, we have m 
therefore 0>mF is indiscrete and 3mr ^  {T \F } . Thus
sJJl =  {mjJUintf: 0 ^  F?co-J}
induces {3P, 3). According to 5.2 d), 931 can be replaced by a single multifunction onto 
a compact T2 -space.
b) (i)=^(iii) of 6.5: Take a closed valued multifunction onto a normal space such 
that &micz3P and 3mx—3  (Corollary 4.14 and Theorem 6.4). Now with mG from 
5.2.
{nti}U{mc : 0 ^  G i^8}
is a family of closed valued multifunctions onto normal spaces, inducing {&, 3). 
Finally, apply again 5.2 d).
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R emark. The proof of 6.4 is somewhat “less internal” than the other proofs in 
this section, or in §4: it uses not only the natural numbers, but also the set of the 
natural numbers. To see that using <x> cannot be avoided in the proof of 6.4 (i)=>(iii), 
consider X={1, 2} with SP indiscrete and 2. é  {{1}}; here 5? is S* with respect to k,  
X  is finite, but {SP, 3) cannot be induced by a multifunction into a finite T2-space, 
(cf. Example 6.0).
6.8 If  using real functions is allowed, the lemma below may replace Lemmas 
4.11, 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 in the proof of Theorems 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. In the proof of (i)=> 
=>(iv) in Theorem 6.6, 5.3 e) can be used instead of Theorem 4.14. The construction of
6.0 can be replaced by the following: a function f \  X-+[0, 1] is bi-continuous on X 
iff the multifunction m defined by
m(x) =  {0}U [/(*), 1] (x iX )
is S lo w er and ,2-upper semicontinuous; cf. Remark 6.0. Corollary 4.14 could also 
have been proved directly, without using directional structures.
Lemma. Let m be a multifunction from a set X  into the space (Y, ST) such that 
nt_1( y ) =  T  and let fb e  a bounded continuous real function on (Y, -T). I f
g(x) =  inf/[m(x)] (x£X)
then g is a bi-continuous real function on Xm.
Proof. For any fdR, put
G, =  t[, F, =  t].
It is easy to check that
so g  is -upper semicontinuous. Further,
g - ' m  = n S-MGJ = n = n m-^ Z-^ FJ^ co-^ ,
s>i 5>f S>i
so g  is -lower semicontinuous, too.
6.9 E xam ple . [Showing that “compact” cannot be replaced by “closed” in 
Theorem 6.6 (ii) and Theorem 5.6 c).] Let (7, ST) be a non-normal T* -space (e.g. the 
Tikhonov plank). Take disjoint closed sets A,BczY  which are not contained by 
disjoint open sets. Choose a yZA  and put
*= (rv«uw , «.(*) = {£, ;[ x- f A
Now trt is a closed valued multifunction onto a T„-space, but Xm is not even S3. 
Indeed, assume that l m is S3 with respect to SPm \ then there are G^3Pm and F£co-3m 
such that
(1) B c. G a  F c. Y \ A ,
since B = m ~ 1(B) is -closed. One can readily show that the 3 xn-open (respec­
tively, the 3 m -closed) sets not containing y are just the ^-open (respectively, 3T- 
closed) sets not meeting A, i.e. (1) is a contradiction.
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§ 7. Multifunctions between bitopological spaces
7.0 Definition. A multifunction from a bispace X into a bispace (Y ; 3 , 3 )  
is semicontinuous if it is (3 , y)-lower and (2, ^")-upper semicontinuous. It induces 
the bitopology (3 , 2) if (3 , 3) is the coarsest bitopology on X  for which it is semi­
continuous. A family of multifunctions into bispaces induces the bitopology (3 , 3) 
if (3 , 3) is the coarsest bitopology for which each of the multifunctions is semicon­
tinuous.
7.1 Those parts of the theorems in § 5 and § 6 which claim that the induced 
bitopologies satisfy certain separation axioms can be generalized for bitopologies 
induced by families of multifunctions into bispaces; the proofs are essentially the 
same, therefore we shall state only some of the results, and the proofs will be left to 
the reader. For example, the generalized form of Theorem 5.6 runs as follows:
Theorem. Let (3 , 3) be induced by a family $01 o f multifunctions m into bispaces 
(rm; 3m, 3 J .  Then:
a) I f  3 m is S3 with respect to STm (mg $01) then 3  is S3 with respect to 2.
b) I f  (3m, .Tm) is normal and trt is 3 m-closed valued (mg$0l) then 2  is S 3 with 
respect to 3 .
c) I f  3 m is S3 with respect to 3m and m is 3 m-compact valued (mg $01) then 2  
is S3 with respect to 3 .
d) I f  3 m is Sx with respect to 3 m and m is 3 m -closed valued (mg $01) then (3 ,  2) 
is S3.
e) I f  (3m, 3~m) is S3 and m is 3 m -compact valued (mg 501) then (3 , 3) is S3.
Remark. In b) and d), also SK could have been concluded, instead of S3.
7.2 The similar results for S, and S* can also be generalized in the same way: 
compact valued and closed valued are to be replaced by 3 m -compact valued and 
3m -closed valued, respectively. In the case of S„, real functions are not necessary in the 
proofs; the lemmas in §6 have been formulated in the generality needed here. Axiom 
S2 deserves some attention, since it is not enough to copy the proof of Proposition 5.4.
Proposition. Let (3 , 2) be induced by a family $01 o f multifunctions m into bi­
spaces (Ym; 3 m, 3 m). Assume that m is 3 m-compact valued (mg$01).
a) I f  3 m is S 2 with respect to 3 m (mg$01) then 3  is S3 with respect to 2.
b) I f  3 m is S2 with respect to Sm (mg$0l) then 2  is S3 with respect to 3 .
c) I f  (3m, .Tm) is S2 (mg$01) then ( 3 , 3 )  is S 2, too.
Proof, a) Modify the proof of Proposition 5.4.
b) Take zg/7gá and x £ X \ H .  Assume that X \ H = m ~ 1(F) where mg$01 
and Fgco-,^n. Choose a j>gm(x)flF. Now Ym\ F  is a ^.-neighbourhood of 
tit(z) not containing y, therefore there are disjoint sets Ud3m and V£3m such that 
ygC and m (x)czV [since m (x) is ^.-com pact and 3~m is S2 with respect to 3 m], 
So we have again 5.4 (1).
c) Combine a) and b).
Remark. Part b) of the above proof was not needed in the proof of Proposition 
5.4 because it is enough to prove half of Axiom S2 if the bispace is already known to 
satisfy Sx.
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7.3 The converse results are in some cases trivialities; e.g. each Sa-bitopology 
can be induced by a multifunction onto an S2 -bispace such that it is compact valued 
in the second topology: take m(x)= {x} into the original bispace. The similar weaken­
ing of Problem 5.3 can also be answered by putting m(x)=cl*{x}. In several 
other cases, the converse results were proved in § 5 and § 6 in a much stronger form.
Concerning multifunctions between bispaces, see also [9], [10], [11].
§ 8. Bitopologies induced by decompositions of topological spaces
8.0 Let 3) be a decomposition of the topological space (Y, ST) (i.e. a family of 
non-empty disjoint sets with U3= Y ) .  We define the topologies 0>a and on 3  
as the coarsest topologies for which
{D ^Sr.D ^S  *  0}
is open, respectively closed, whenever S is open, respectively closed. These topologies 
individually (but not together as a bitopology) have been considered by several 
authors, see e.g. [14] (“g-space” and “c-space”), [1] (“schwacher Zerlegungsraum”). 
Clearly, the bitopology (&a, 2.f) is identical with (3>m, 3m) where v,i(D) = D (Df3) .  
In this section, we shall investigate the problem whether or no bitopologies inducible 
by multifunctions into certain types of spaces can also be induced by decompositions 
of spaces with the same properties. As the points of a bispace (3>; 2Pa , Slf) are always 
disjoint sets, the property of being inducible by a decomposition in the above sense 
is not an invariant under bi-homeomorphisms, so let us agree on the following defi­
nition, which will remove this inconvenience.
D efinition. A multifunction m from X  into Y is a decomposition o f Y  if
(i) m-1(T>= X;
(ii) m(T> = Y ;
(iii) x, z^X, x ^  z => nt(x)rim(z) =  0.
Clearly, a bitopology can be induced by a decomposition in this sense iff it is 
bi-homeomorphic to a bitopology inducible by a decomposition in the earlier sense.
A closed/compact valued decomposition will be called a decomposition into 
closed Icompact sets.
8.1 In the results of §§ 5 and 6, families of multifunctions can always be re­
placed by single multifunctions, furthermore, 8.0 (i) and (ii) can always be assumed 
without loss of generality [(i) by 5.2 a)]. Applying the well-known construction of 
resolving a relation into the composition of a function and the inverse of another 
function (see e.g. [12]), it is easy to define a decomposition inducing the same bitopo­
logy as the multifunction: let m be a multifunction from Tinto (Y, 3~) satisfying 8.0 
(i) and (ii), and denote by R the relation rm introduced in Remark 5.0 a); define a 
function f:  R-*Y  by
/((*> y)) = y  (j€m (x))
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and put
b(*) =  {(a, y): (xdX);
then b is a decomposition of the space (T?,/-1^ -) and 3a)=(tPm, 3 m).
If S ' is S( (/ =  1, 2, 3, n, 4), compact, or normal then so is f ~ xS' \  if m is a com­
pact valued multifunction then b is a decomposition into compact sets, since m (x) 
and b(x) are homeomorphic. On the other hand, closed valuedness and axiom TQ 
are lost in this construction. Thus we have from Theorem 5.2:
Theorem. Each bitopology can be induced by a decomposition into compact sets o f 
a compact normal space.
8.2 In the above theorem, we cannot assume that the space is T0. Indeed, let b 
be a decomposition of a compact T0-space (7, ST)\ then there is a closed one-point 
set in Y [for each ordinal a, take @AFxdco-ST such that (i) if /i-=a then FaczFß, 
(ii) if |FJ=~1 then Fcl+19i Fa (here we make use of T0); the compactness of ST 
guarantees that the recursion does not break off at limit ordinals; the sets Fx are all 
different as long as |F J>1, so |FJ =  1 if a is large enough]. Now if {7} is closed 
then b-1({y}) is a -closed one-point set.
8.3 We have, however:
Theorem. Each bitopology can be induced by a decomposition o f a normal T0- 
space.
Proof, a) Let S  be a non-trivial subset of X; let Ys be a linearly ordered set with 
the normal T0-topology 3~s consisting of the descending subsets of Ys . Fix an AdS~s 
and define a decomposition bs of (7S, 3~s) such that dombs=X, bs(x)c:/l is 
coinitial and cofinal in A if xdS,  bs(x) is coinitial and cofinal in y  if x  ^S. Now
is indiscrete and
b) The same construction, with Adco-S~s , gives a decomposition bs such that 
S>hs ^  (AX51} and 3 0s is indiscrete.
c) Given an arbitrary bitopology (SP, 3) on X, it can be induced by a family of 
decompositions of normal T0-spaces, as described in a) and b).
d) To replace this family of decompositions by a single decomposition, we shall 
apply a modified form of the construction in 5.2 d). Let X> be the family of decomposi­
tions b of spaces (Yb, S~b) obtained in c) and let Z  be a linearly ordered set. Assume 
that the sets Yh (b£D) and Z  are disjoint and put
y =zu u n-be®
The topology S ' on Y is defined as follows: for y6ys, the ^-neighbourhoods o fy  
form a ^"-neighbourhood base of y  (b£35); for z£Z, the sets
{ a d Z : f l S z J U U f t :  b €$0} (3>0 c  D, |D \© 0I <  ©)
form a neighbourhood base of z is to be understood in the ordering of Z). Let e 
be a decomposition of Z  such that dom z= X  and for each xdX, e(x) is coinitial
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and cofinal in Z. Then
c(x) = c(x)U U b(x) (x£X)  
b€S
defines a decomposition c of the normal T0-space (Y, ST) such that (P?c, J c) =  (^ , M).
8.4 It is not true that each bitopology can be induced by a decomposition 
into compact sets of a T0-space. Indeed, if X  is finite and b is a decomposition into 
compact sets of the T0-space (Y, ,T) then ST is compact, thus there is a -closed 
one-point set by 8.2.
8.5 From Theorems 5.3 a) and 5.7 we have, through the construction in 8.1:
T heorem . For a bispace X, the following conditions are equivalent;
(i) & is S± with respect to 3,\
(ii) its bitopology can be induced by a decomposition into compact sets o f a com­
pact Si-space;
(iii) its bitopology can be induced by a decomposition o f an S2-space.
R em arks, a) S4 and S2 cannot be replaced by Tt and Ta: if b is a decomposition 
of a T4 -space then ü ö is Tx, too ; thus R is an S4 -bispace which cannot be induced by a 
decomposition of a Tx-space.
b) Theorem 5.3 b) does not hold for decompositions: if a bitopology on a finite 
set X  can be induced by a decomposition b into closed sets of a space then each b(x) 
( x£X)  is open-closed, therefore and are both discrete. Thus the two-point 
sub-bispace of R (which is S4) cannot be induced by a decomposition into closed 
sets of a space.
8.6 Similarly, we have from Theorems 6.4 and 6.6:
T heorem , a) In a bispace X, P? is Sn with respect to Qiff {5P, J )  can be induced by 
a decomposition o f a compact S2-space.
b) A bitopology is Sn iff it can be induced by a decomposition into compact sets 
o f a compact S2-space.
R em ark . Concerning Theorem 6.5, see Remark 8.5 b).
8.7 C onjecture . A bitopology is sT* iff it can be induced by a decomposition 
into closed sets of a compact T2 -space.
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J. DEÁK
We shall consider the following questions: connexions between bitopologies and 
different kinds of asymmetrical proximity relations (§9); internal characterizations of 
complete regularity in bispaces (§10); compactifications of bispaces (§11). For 
notations and terminology, see Part I (§§ 0...4) [22] of this series; the present paper 
can be understood without being familiar with Part II (§§5...8) [23],
§ 9. Bitopologies induced by generalized proximities
9.0 There are two approaches to proximities and their generalizations: as a 
primitive term, one can take either “near to”, or “is a proximal neighbourhood of”. 
We have chosen the second way; the definitions and the statements can be easily 
transcribed by putting: A is near to B (AÖB) iff the complement of B is not a proxi­
mal neighbourhood of A (A\ZX\B) ,  see e.g. [11] or [55].
D efinition. The relation c  between subsets of a set A is a pseudo-proximity
on X  if 
PI A C  X;
P lc 0 c  0;
P2 =  P2C A C B=>A a  B ;
P3 A c B c C = > A c C ;
P3e A c B c C = > A e: C;
P4 A C B, A oC = > A  C BHC;
P4C A C C ,  B CC=>AUB o  C.
Defining
A^sr^ -t>Vp£A, {^} c  A,
we get the topology STc induced by C . , ^ c ) —(^c  * &ce) is the bitopology induced
by C . (See 0.1 for the definition of C c.)
Remarks, a) To see that the above definition is correct, two trivialities are to 
be observed: 3TU is indeed a topology; if C is a pseudo-proximity then C c is a pseudo­
proximity, too, since Pi holds for C iff P/c holds for C c.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54E55; Secondary 54D15, 54D35, 54E05, 
54E99.
Key words and phrases. Bitopology, completely regular, compactification, quasi-proximity, 
orderly directional structure.
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b) A pseudo-proximity is called symmetrical if
s c = cc,
i.e. if the relation “near to” associated with C is symmetrical in the usual sense, cf.
[11].
c) Pseudo-proximities were introduced, as “topogenous orders”, in [10],
d) Pseudo-proximities satisfying no further conditions provide an inadequate 
tool for inducing bitopologies: it does not depend only on the wT0-identification of 
the bitopology whether or no it can be induced by a pseudo-proximity. (The topology 
ST ö  {cu\{0}} on co can be induced by the symmetrical pseudo-proximity Q where 
for O ^AczB^co  we have
A r  B o ( A  = {0}, |<u\2?| <  co) or (B = co\{0}, \A\ <  co),
while the wT0-identification of (ST, 2T) cannot be induced by a pseudo-proximity.) 
Therefore we shall consider some special classes of pseudo-proximities.
9.1 For a pseudo-proximity C,
intc A = {q: {q) C A)
defines an interior operation in the sense of [8] 14 A. 10, and is the topology asso­
ciated with intc ([8], 15 A).
D efinition. A pseudo-proximity c  on A is
a) a quasi-T-proximity if
T {p} C B => {p} C intc B,
Tc {p} E 'B =>{p) tIcintCcP;
b) a quasi-L-proximity if
L A C B => A C intc B,
Lc A c cB = > A ccintc cB;
c) a quasi-S2-proximity if
S2 =  SI {p) C A \{^} ^  3C, {p} C C c  Z \ { 9};
d) a quasi-R-proximity if
R { p } E B ^ 3 C ,  { p ) C C \ l B ,
Rc {p} CCB => 3C, {p} CCC c  TB;
e) a quasi-E-proximity or simply a quasi-proximity if
E = E C ACB=>3 C,  A C C C B .
R emarks, a) Quasi-proximities were introduced in [10], with the terminology 
“ {CZ} is a topogenous structure” .
b) Observe that if C is a quasi-A-proximity (A =T, L, S2, R, E) then so is E c-
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c) Clearly, E => R =>-S2
II II
L =>T
and the same holds with e added to each letter. It would be possible to define a num­
ber of similar conditions, see [15] for the symmetrical case.
d) If □ is a quasi-T-proximity then intc = ^ c -int and {A: {p}E.A} is a neigh­
bourhood base for at p. A dual statement holds for Cc and .
e) For special kinds of symmetrical pseudo-proximities, we shall drop the prefix 
“quasi-” instead of using the adjective “symmetrical”, e.g. a T-proximity is a sym­
metrical quasi-T-proximity.
f) There is no general agreement on the terminology concerning asymmetric 
(or even symmetrical) generalizations of proximities. Authors working in bitopolo­
gies clearly need Axioms A and Ac together (A=P1, P3, P4, T, L, R), while those 
using such relations for inducing a single topology assume only one of the twin axioms, 
or both, according to their particular needs (see [31], [33], [41], [46], [53], [72], [66], 
[71 ], respectively [39], [47], [48], [55], [57], [58], [74], [37], The term “quasi-proximity”, 
however, seems to be universally accepted in the above sense, although it was used 
originally for a slightly more general notion, see [57].
9.2 Let X be an Sx-bispace. Then
A $13 cl £ A G mtpB
defines a quasi-L-proximity on X, which induces {2P, 2) [72]; if X is S2 then 
is a quasi-S2-proximity (straightforward); if X is S3 then E?,# is a quasi-R-proximity 
[72]. Using Remark 9.1 d), it is easy to show that the bitopology induced by a quasi-A- 
proximity is Sj (A=T), S2 (A=S2), respectively S3 (A =  R). So we have:
Proposition. For a bitopology (I?, 2), the conditions within each o f the following 
groups are equivalent.
a) ([72] for (i)«*(iii)) (i) It is Sx;
(ii) it can be induced by a quasi-T-proximity;
(iii) it can be induced by a quasi-L-proximity.
b) (i) It is S2;
(ii) it can be induced by a quasi-S2 -proximity;
(iii) it can be induced by a quasi-S^-proximity, which is also a quasi-L-proximity.
c) [72] (i) It is S3;
(ii) it can be induced by a quasi-R-proximity;
(iii) it can be induced by a quasi-R-proximity, which is also a quasi-L-proximity.
9.3 The following theorem is well-known; it is essentially the same as the theo­
rem of Fletcher [29], [30] and Lane [44], [45] stating that a bitopology is S„ iff it is 
quasi-uniformizable (apply the results from [11] concerning the connexions between 
quasi-uniformities and quasi-proximities; cf. [38], [49], [13] and [31]); see also [46], 
[66] and [41].
Theorem. A bitopology is S* iff it can be induced by a quasi-proximity.
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We are going to re-prove this theorem, using the results of § 4. Our method is 
similar to that applied in the proof of [21] (1.1). To begin with, a connexion between 
pseudo-proximities and pseudo-directions has to be established.
9.4 If d is a pseudo-direction on a set X  then
A n?B o B F ^ r a n d ,  3G€dom<f, A c z F c z G c z B c i X
(i.e. A CAB iff d separates A from X \B ,  in the sense of 4.8) defines a pseudo­
proximity. If d is normal then (áV , l f )  = (SA*d, SLd) where C = Cf, In particular, 
( ^ c , J c ) = (^rf, 2j) if d is orderly.
L em m a . I f  d is a normal pseudo-direction then r d is a quasi-proximity inducing
&1).
R em a r k . It is impossible to recover d from Crf, even if d is assumed to be an 
orderly direction.
9.5 Let Hi and C2 be pseudo-proximities on the same set X. We say that C2 
is finer than Q  if Ci c: C2. For a family R of pseudo-proximities on X, there exists 
a unique pseudo-proximity sup R (i.e. a pseudo-proximity coarser than any pseudo­
proximity finer than each element of R): in case R ^ fi, we have sup R=(UR)q 
([ii]; see 0.1 for the definition of q). It is easy to show that if R is a family of quasi-T- 
proximities then supR is a quasi-T-proximity, too, and
dfupR — sup {2~-: C <E/?}.
If R  consists of quasi-proximities then supR is also a quasi-proximity ([11] 8.24). 
If D is a pseudo-directional structure, define
ZD = sup {Crf: d£D}.
P roposition. I f  D is a normal pseudo-directional structure then is a quasi­
proximity inducing {8P*D, 2ff). In particular, i f  D is a compatible orderly pseudo- 
directional structure o f the bispace X then CD induces {3P, 2).
R emark. In [21], the proximities (Crf)s (cf. 0.1) and
(Cö)s = sup {(DO5: d£D)
are used, where d is an orderly direction and D an orderly directional structure.
9.6 L emma. Assume that r is a relation between subsets o f X  satisfying
(1) FrG => F c  G,3F', 3G', FrG' c  F'rG 
and F0rGa. Then there is a normal pseudo-direction d on X  such that
(2) 0dFo, G0dX,
(3) dom d cz ran rU{0, X}, ran d a  dom rU{0, 2f}.
Proof. Let d be a maximal pseudo-direction on X, satisfying (2), (3) and
(4) (G1,F 1) ^ J (G.i ,F^=>F1rGi .
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We claim that d is normal. Indeed, assume that (Gu  Fi) and (Gz, F[) are neighbours 
i n e , ;  such that
(5) Ft .
Now FirG2 by (4), so e = d lj {(G', F')} is a pseudo-direction on X  satisfying (2),
(3) and (4), where G' and F'  are chosen according to (1) (with F=Flt G—GÍ).
(5) implies e^ d ,  a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 9.3. a) If X is SK then apply Theorem 4.14 and Proposition 
9.5.
b) Conversely, assume that the bitopology of X is induced by a quasi-prox­
imity C .
1° Define
FrG o  F C G, Fdco-3, Gd^-
If FrG then, by Axiom E, there is a C with F C C c G , thus, by Axioms L and Le,
F C int^C c  claC C G,
i.e. r satisfies (1). Take now xdG^dSP- From Axiom Lc we have clj {x}rG0, therefore, 
according to the lemma, there is a normal pseudo-direction of X separating {x} from 
X \G 0. Hence SP is Sn with respect to 3, by Definition 4.13 a).
2° To prove that 3  is also S„ with respect to 8P, apply 1° to (A; 3, d?) and Cc.
§ 10. Some more characterizations of complete regularity
10.0 There exist several internal characterizations of complete regularity in 
topological spaces, see e.g. [1], [12], [21], [32], [35], [36], [42], [73], [75], [82]. The bito- 
pological counterparts of some of them can be found in [25], [27], [64], [66J. In this 
section, we shall obtain some characterizations of S„; the proofs will be based on 
ideas due to E. Deák and Hamburger [21] and Hamburger [36].
10.1 Lemma. Let X be a bispace. I f  there is a closed subbase ^  for 3P such that 
{x} can be separated from F by a normal pseudo-direction o f X whenever x([ Fd 
then & is Sn with respect to 3.
Proof. Definition 4.13 a) and Lemma 4.11 b).
Theorem. The bispace X is Sn iff there is a relation f  between subsets o f X  such
that
(i) ran /  is a closed subbase for 3P;
(ii) dom / is a closed subbase for 3;
(iii) AfB=>Af\B =  0;
(iv) xdCdran f=>3A3B, x d A f B ^ C ’,
(v) x<lCddomf=>3A3B, C c  AfB^x;
(vi) AfB=>3A'3B' , AfB',  A'fB, A 'UB'  = X.
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Proof, a) If X is Sre then choose a compatible orderly pseudo-directional struc­
ture D  and put
AfB o  A O B  =  0, 3d£D, A£rand, B£co-dom d.
b) Conversely, assume the existence of an / .  Put
FrG Ff(X\G) .
(iii) and (vi) imply 9.6 (1), thus, by Lemma 9.6, there is, for each AfB, a normal 
pseudo-direction dAtB of X separating A from B (it is a pseudo-direction of X by
(i) , (ii) and 9.6 (3); it separates A from B by 9.6 (2), where F0=A, Ga= X \ B ) .  If 
C 6 ra n / then dAB separates {x} from C, where A and B are chosen according
to (iv). Thus SP is S* with respect to 2, by (i) and the lemma. Analogously, (v) and
(ii) imply that 2  is S* with respect to 3P.
10.2 The conditions in Theorems 9.3 and 10.1 are internally equivalent to SK 
(see 4.13). It is an open question whether the same holds for Theorems 10.2 and
10.3, cf. [21] (3.3). (An internal proof for (i)=>(ii) below ought to be found.)
Theorem. For a bispace X, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) it is S„;
(ii) there are a closed base $  for SP and a closed base 3F for 2  such that $ and 
are lattices (i.e. closed for finite unions and finite intersections) and
(1) E€S, F<i&, EO F = 0=> 3E1€<?3F1e # r, E1UF1 =  X, EC\F1 =  0 =  F{AEX,
(2) x$E€&  =► 3FZ3F, x£F, E H F  = 0,
(3) x iF £ 3 ?  =>3E£g, x£E, £ f ! F  =  0;
(iii) there are a closed subbase £  for SP and a closed subbase OF for 2 satisfying (1),
(2) and (3).
Proof. (i)=>(ii) (cf. [64]): Take
«  =  {E, = g~H[0, - [ ) :  g€C(X)}, f  = {Fg =  g6C(X)},
where C(X) denotes the family of the bi-continuous real functions on X. EgUEh= 
= E m*x(g,h), EgC\Eh=Emin(g3h). If EgC\Eh=0 then E i= E g+h, F1=Ft+h satisfy (1).
(ii) =>(iii): Evident.
(iii) =>-(i): Observe that S= S\3  (0, X} and ,# = & \J  {0, X) also satisfy (1)—(3), 
and then apply Theorem 10.1 to the relation /  defined by
A fB  <=> T €# , £€<?, AD B = 0.
R emarks, a) Saegrove [64] proved that (i) is equivalent to a condition lying be­
tween (ii) and (iii); see also [25], [21]. (The proof given in [27] does not work since the 
operations applied there to elements of C(X) lead out from it.)
b) Theorem 10.3 will make (iii)=>(i) in the above proof superfluous.
10.3 Notation. For a set S, [5]/ ={Tc.S: \A\<co}.
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T heorem . A bispace X is S„ iff there are a closed subbase £  for S  and a closed 
subbase S' for 2L such that
(1) E0i£ ,  F0£ F ,  Eon F 0 = 0= > 3**e[tY3**S[*Y ,
E0 c l j ^ ,  F0 cz\JS?*, M E ag*VF íF*3SE,F<L[SY3FE'r(L[Fy,
U ^ , rU U ^ £ .f  = ^  F n u ^ , í  =  0 = £ í l U i r£,f ;
(2) x$E0<LS=>3g*<i[£y, Ea cz{J£*, \/E£**3FeZ&, x £Fe, EDFe = 0;
(3) F0a [ J ^ * ,  VF£&*3Ef ££, x €£>, Ef OF = 0.
We omit the proof, since a stronger statement can be deduced from the results 
of our paper “Preproximities and internal characterizations of complete regularity” 
(to appear1 in Studia Sei. Math. Hungar.); cf. 5.34 c) of that paper.
C o ro lla ry . A topological space (X, S') is S* iff it has a closed subbase £\3SF 
such that £ and S' satisfy (1), (2) and (3).
P ro o f . If S ^ c o - £  and ü ^ c o -# - then (S’, S) and (Ü, HP) are both S„ by the 
theorem, thus (S~, S~) is S„ by 3.3 b), i.e. S ’ is S„.
R em ark . This corollary can also be deduced from [36] Theorem 2.1: take the 
preproximity (<f VJ2FV} {0, X}, r l l r -1), where
ArB o  A££U{0,X}, BeS?U{0,X},  T n ß  = 0.
Letting £ = S r would weaken the corollary, see the example below.
E xam ple . Let A"=J*\{(1, 1)} (J=[0, 1] with the Euclidean topology),
£  = {JX[0,1], [0, t]XJ: /€J}, &  =  {Jx[í, 1], [i, 1]XJ: /GJ}!*.
The pair (£, S') satisfies the requirements in the corollary, but (£{JSr, £ \ J S )  does 
not so (consider {1}X[0, 1[ and [0, 1[X{1}).
§11. Compactifications
11.0 In this section, we intend to deal with a bitopological generalization of the 
concept of a T2-compactification (or, more generally, reduced S2-compactification) 
of a topological space. (An extension Y  of a topological space X  is called reduced if 
distinct points Y  and y£ Y \ X  have different neighbourhood filters in Y, see e.g. 
in [14].) First of all, we have to choose from the different bitopological generalizations 
of “S2”, “compact” and “dense” . So let us consider the following bitopological 
notions, and examine which of them lend themselves to a reasonable theory of com-
1 Added in proof. 24 (1989), No 2—3, 147—177. See also: A a r t s , J. M. and MrSeviő, M., 
Pairwise complete regularity as a separation axiom, J. Austral. Math. Soc. Ser. A 48 (1990), No 2, 




sS2 —y S2 —y WS2 —y
. qS2 => sup-S2, pairwise S2
=> bi-compact
sup-compact =  quasi-compact =>• pairwise compact 
sup-dense=>quasi-dense=bi-dense=>pair\vise dense 
(cf. 0.9, 0.10, 1.5, 1.6).
Choosing sS2, bi-S2 or pairwise S2 would exclude such good bispaces as the 
bitopological interval J; on the other hand, a compact (in whichever of the above 
senses) wS2-bispace is not necessarily regular (Example 1.5 b)) or normal (X= 
=  (1, 2, 3}, ^^{{1}, {2}, {2, 3}}, Ü^{{1, 2}, {2}, {3}}). Take now the sub-bispaces 
A, B and C of J where A = {0, 1}, B=]0, 1[, C —J\{ l/2} . A and J are compact (in 
any sense) and A is bi-dense (therefore also pairwise dense) in J, an undesirable situa­
tion in a good theory of compactifications. On the other hand, B and C are dense in J 
(in any sense), B and j are pairwise compact, C and J are bi-compact.
Thus we are left with S2, sup-compactness and sup-density, and there is in fact 
a theory of bitopological compactifications based on these notions, which shows a 
great analogy to the topological case (Császár [13], Salbany [65], [66] ;  see also
[28], [69]). Another argumentation in favour of just this type of compactifications 
was given by Salbany [68],
We shall show (but not work out in detail) how to build up a theory of bitopolo­
gical compactifications using directional structures.
For notions of bitopological compactness (including some not even mentioned 
in this paper), see also [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [9], [16], [17], [24], [26], [30], [43], [50], [51], 
[52], [54], [59], [61], [64], [76], [80], [81], [7], [34], [56], [62], [63], [67], [77], 
[78], [79?
11.1 N otation . Let Y = (7 ; &*, J*), Z = (Z; &>**, 1**).
D efin itio n . The bispace Y is a compactification of X if Y is S2, X is a sub­
bispace of Y, and (Y, 3P*'/‘2*) is a reduced compactification of (X,
R em arks, a) If Y is a compactification of X then Y is S4 (Reilly [60]) and X 
is S„ (Remark 1.7 f) and 3.3 d)).
b) The next examples show that there is no one-to-one correspondence between 
the compactifications of X and of (X, ^vJ2), i.e. that the results on bitopological 
compactifications are not direct consequences of the similar results on topological 
compactifications. Observe also that in the second example SP=2l, but ^*^31*.
E xamples, a) R is pairwise compact, so it has at most one compatible quasi­
proximity (Jas and Baisnab [40]), therefore it has at most one compactification 
(Császár [13]). But it is clear that R has a compactification bi-homeomorphic to J. 
Thus R has neither a one-point-compactification, nor a compactification Y with 
0>*v2*=ß<$.
Added in proof. See the footnote to 1.8.
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b) Take
*  =  [0, 1[X[0, 1], T =  Z  = [0, l]2,
0> =  2. = <f“|Z, ^  ^ U ^ 2|F, J* £= J U (£ XS)\Y, &** = £** = <T|Z.
Now Y and Z are both compactifications of X, and their sup-topologies coincide. 
Moreover, the bitopology of Z is strictly finer than that of Y.
c) The same construction starting from Y —Z —fw^  + 1)X[0, 1] (aij-fl taken 
with the order topology) shows that more than one compactification may correspond 
to the Stone—Cech compactification of the sup-topology.
11.2 D efinition (Császár [13]). Let Y and Z be compactifications of the bispace 
X. Y is said to be finer than Z if there is a bi-continuous mapping / :  Y-»- Z such that 
f{x )=x  whenever x£ X. Y and Z are equivalent compactifications of X if Y is finer 
than Z and Z is finer than Y.
R emarks, a) The mapping /  in the above definition is onto ( /  is sup-continuous, 
Y is sup-compact, therefore f[Y]  d I  is sup-compact).
b) Y and Z are equivalent compactifications of X iff there is a bi-homeomor- 
phism /  from Y onto Z such that f ( x )—x  for x£X.
11.3 Definition. Let D be a compatible orderly directional structure of the
wT0 (hence T J bispace X. The D-compactification of X, denoted by C0 X, is the 
sup-closure in D of equipped with the bitopology inherited from D (cf. 4.3 c)
and Notations 4.4). We shall write
CßX = (cDX-, c i ^ ,  c2d1).
N otation. Let %D X denote equipped with the bitopology inherited from D 
(i.e. from Cz>X).
Remarks, a) The notations introduced in the definition contain redundant 
elements: as D determines X, it would be enough to write e.g. cD=(c°D; C/>, cd).
b) As a matter of fact, cD X is not a compactification of X, but of %D X, which 
is bi-homeomorphic to X. In order to obtain a compactification of X bi-homeomor- 
phic to cflX, we can take e.g.
(1) cDZ  =  * U (c0 *\Xi>[Z])x{*},
(2)
where
cDX = (cDX; g - ' c b ^ g - i c l ß )
(3) if y e x o i nö \(y, X)  otherwise.
c) If X is not wT0 then cD X is clearly not bi-homeomorphic to a compactifica­
tion of X, but cD X defined by (1)—(3) is again a compactification of X. For the sake 
of simplicity, we shall state and prove the results to follow for cD X (where X is 
wT0), but everything remains true for cD X (with wT„ dropped).
d) Definition 11.2 does not apply to O-compactifications, so we shall say that 
cD X is finer than cE X if cD X is finer than cE X, i.e. if there is a bi-continuous map-
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ping /': Cd X — c£ X such that y£= /oy0; similarly, a compactification Y of X is 
finer than c£X if there is a bi-continuous mapping g: Y—c£ X such that gfJY=y£; 
Y and c £ X are equivalent if this g is a bi-homeomorphism.
e) For Z)-compactifications of topological spaces, see E. Deák [18], [19], [20].
P ro po sitio n . I f  Ec~ D then cD X is finer than c£ X.
P r o o f . Restrict to cD X the projection from IID  onto LIE.
11.4 Proposition. I f  cd X is finer than c£X then there is a D1zdE such that 
cDi X is equivalent to Qd X.
P r o o f . Take DX=E\JD.  By Proposition 11.3, c D[ X is finer than cD X. Con­
versely, let / :  Ca X-»■ c£X be bi-continuous such that XD=f°XE and let h be the 
identity mapping of cDX; define the flth coordinate of g: cfl X—/7Z), to be the 
dth coordinate of / i f  gdE and of /z if g£D (for g£DC\E, the two definitions give 
the same, since they are both equal to Xd° Xd1 on the sup-dense subset Xd[X] and 
they are sup-continuous mappings into a sup-T2 bispace). Now g is a bi-continuous 
mapping into cDiX  and X.D=f°XD-
11.5 Proposition. I f  D is a compatible orderly directional structure o f the 
vvT0 -bispace X then there is a largest one among those directional structures C o f X 
for which cD X and ccX are equivalent. Denoting this directional structure by Dm, 
we have Dm z> Em iff cDX is finer than C£X.
P r o o f . Let Dm be the union of all the Cs mentioned above. By Proposition
11.3, c Bm X is finer than cD X ; on the other hand, the argument in the foregoing proof 
(applied now to the Cs instead of D and E) gives that Co X is finer than cDm X. The 
second statement follows from Propositions 11.3 and 11.4.
11.6 T heorem. Let D be a compatible orderly directional structure o f the com­
pact wT0-bispace Y and let X be a sup-dense sub-bispace o f  Y. Then Y (regarded as a 
compactification of X)  is finer than CD,X X. Y and cfl|X X are equivalent, assuming 
that D satisfies the following condition: whenever 0 Á A A Y  and A^dom  dflran d 
for some d£D, there are e£D and B c Y  such that either AeB and
or Be A and ( d \B ) n i ^ 0 .
R em a r k s , a) D clearly satisfies the condition in the theorem if it contains all 
the directions
{(0,0), (0, A), (A, Y), (Y, Y)} (A£&>*Hco-J*).
b) The proof is analogous to that of [19] Theorem (3.1), but there is an impor­
tant difference: in contrast to the topological case, it is not enough to prove the exist­
ence of a bi-continuous one-to-one mapping, since such a mapping from a sup-com­
pact bispace onto a T2-bispace is not necessarily a bi-homeomorphism (take the 
identity mapping from (J; <?|J, <?|J) onto J).
P r o o f . 1° Denote d\X by d" (d£D). For each dC_ D, define a mapping Qd: 
d - d "  by
Qj((G, F )) = (GC\X, FOX) (GdF).
The sup-density of X  implies that if Ed"<P then Qd 1[{(F, i>)}] has a first and a last
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element in the ordering (in fact, it cannot have more than three elements, see
E. Deák [19] Remark (2.3) (d)), therefore nd is bi-continuous (copy the proof of
[19] Lemma (2.4)).
For each d£D, (pd=Qd°Xd- Y-+d" is bi-continuous and (pd\X =xd’> so 
(p^—Vdt whenever d’[ = d'i (because they coincide on a sup-dense subset), hence it 
is admissible to define mappings f d>: Y-*-d" by (pd= fr  (d"£D\X) and / :  Y-*- 
-*I1(D\X) such that its d"th coordinate is f d*. Now f \ X = x D\x and/ is a bi-contin­
uous mapping onto c ^ X .  Therefore Y is finer than cfl|XX.
2° Assume now that D satisfies the additional condition, too. First we show that/  
is one-to-one. Take y,z£Y ,  yAz ;  then, by wT0, there is a ddD suchthat x.d(y) ^  
^Xd(z), say Xd(y)<dXd(z).
If Fd(y)?i Gd(z), then, by the sup-density of X,
{fd'(y) — d" fd’(x) is evident, but if equality held then we would have Fd(y)C\X= 
= Fd(x)C\X = Fd"{x), implying x£Fd(y), a contradiction; the case of the second 
inequality is analogous); thus f (y)9if(z).
On the other hand, if Fd(y)=Gd(z) then choose e and B to A = Fd(y). If 
AeB and (2?\/l)nA V 0 then
(the first inequality follows as above, the second one is a consequence of z $ Gd(z) = 
—A); i.e. f ( y ) ^ f ( z )  again; the remaining case can be similarly dealt with.
3° To complete the proof, we have to show that f ~ 1 is bi-continuous, i.e. that/  
is bi-open. For this purpose, it is enough to prove that /[<?]€cD\x 3P whenever 
0 ^ G # F , G£dom d and d£D  (the case of the second topologies is analogous). 
But this certainly holds if there are a c£Z) and an F c  Y  such that (G, F) is the < c- 
smallest element of ^7* [{?c((G, F))}], because then a p£cfl]xX belongs to f[G] 
iff the c"th coordinate ofp is -smaller than qc{(G, F)). [Indeed, y£G iff yc(y )< c 
< C(G, F), i.e. iff fAy)=Qc(Xc(y))^c Qc((G , F)).]
a) If G $ ran d then there is a unique F with GdF, and (G, F) is the first ele­
ment of F))}]. [Indeed, if ed((G1, F1))=Qd((G, F)) and (Gx, Fx)< d
< d(G,F) then FnA '= F i n A 'c G n T c ;F n X, so (G \F 1)C\X=9, i.e. FX=G 
by the sup-density of X, a contradiction.]
b) If there are e£D and B c Y  such that GeB and (F \G )nA V 0 then (G, B) 
is the first (in fact, the only) element of e71[{öe((<?> 5))}].
c) 3 Finally, if there are e£D and BczY  such that BeG and (G \.B )nA V 0 
then let b=](B, G), -<-[ (in the ordering <„). Now b has a smallest element (G0, F0) 
[otherwise (G}Uco-ran b would be a sup-open covering of Y having no finite sub­
* This part of the proof is superfluous if D is assumed to contain the directions mentioned in 
Remark a).
(Gd(z ) \F d(y ))n x  *  0, 
thus with an arbitrary point x from this set we have
fd’(y) <d-fd‘(x) < r f d’(z)
f A y )  ■*=•*(ACiX, BOX)  -át*fAz)
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covering, contrary to the sup-compactness of Y], By the orderliness of e, G=G0, 
and (G, F0) is the first element of ge~1[{i,e((G'> F0))}].
11.7 The quasi-proximity C_D introduced in 9.5 is not suitable for establishing 
a connexion between the two theories of bitopological compactifications, namely the 
one presented in this paper and the one given by Császár [13]. Instead, we have to take
A CaB <=> 3(Ci, jFj), (G2, F2)£d, A c  F1 c  G2c  B, Gj ^  Fa,
Cd — sup {\Zd'- d£D},
cf. E. Deák [20], where the proximities ( and ( Cß)s are considered (see also Re­
m arks).5).
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Let G be an open set in R" and let L(x, D)= 2  an(x)D" be a linear partial
W\Sr
differential operator with C“ (G)-coefficients. Suppose that L(x,D ) is formally 
hypoelliptic, that is, L(x, D)  is of constant strength in G and in addition L(x0, D ) =  
— 2  aa(*o)D” is hypoelliptic. Let 3Spy ,  p£[ 1, °°] be the Hörmander
\o\&r
space (cf. [2], p. 36). Furthermore, let £ JC be defined by
L~o(Z) = \ Z \ [ ^ L ( x 0,Z)
r
Then for each x£G one can find an open neighbourhood UxczG of x  and an 
operator E\ Cj?{Ux)-~38p kL~ such that
(1.1) E(L(x, D) cp) =  (p in Ux
(1.2) L(x, D)(Etp) — <p in Ux 
and that
(1-3) m \ P'kL; ^ C x\\<p\\P'k
for all (p6Cj°(C/J (cf. [2], p. 174 and [9]). Especially, one gets the inequality
(1-4) IMIp.*!,, — C'x\\L(x, D)(p\\P'k for all <pdC?(U'),
where U'x is a relatively compact open set of Ux . In addition, one knows that 
L~o(0 —► oo with | i | -►oo. The operator E  is so-called local fundamental solution of 
L(x, D).
Let ääPtk(G) be the completion of C^(G) in á?p>k. Furthermore, let Bp k(G) 
be the subspace of S3'(G) such that for each m£BPiJ[(G) there exists f u(z^p,k such 
that u—f u in G. We topologize the space Bp k(G) in the obvious way (cf. Section 
2. 1).
Choose k  and k~  from j f  such that k  (O-"00 with |£|-*-«>. We show a local 
existence result of distributional solution for the equation
L (x ,D )u = f; u£Bnkk-(G), f£ B p k(G)
The basic assumption is that the formal transpose L'(x, D) of L(x, D) satisfies the
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 35E05, Secondary 35D05. 
Key words and phrases. Coercive operators, minimal and maximal realizations, generalized 
solutions, local existence of solutions.
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a priori estimate
(1-5) II L'(x, D)(p II — ^ 1  II^ Pll p’, 1/k CzWvWp’.lKkk“)'' •
Herep lies in the interval ]1, »]; p' and k£ p f are defined by (l/p)+(l/p ')= l and 
k~ (£)= k(—£). For the sufficient algebraic conditions of the validity of this kind 
estimates we refer to [1], [5], [3] and [7], for example.
Supposing that
(1-6) ||Z/(x, D)<p\\2Am ~r  — Ci IIÍPÜ 2, i/fc CT2ll<Plla,i/(fcO''
and
(1-7) ||L(at, Z))<p||2jfc = C1||<p||2>lt— C2\\(phk
for all q>£Co(G), we show that essentially for each x£G there exist a neighbour­
hood UxczG of x  and a continuous linear operator E: ^ 2,k(Ux)-^B2tkk (Ux) 
such that
(1-8) E(Luxu) = u in Ux, for all u^DiLuJ
and that
(1.9) L'*x{Ef) —f  in Ux, for all fC % ,k(Ux).
Here Lvx (L'*x) is the minimal (the maximal) realization of L(x, D) in the spaces in 
question.
Finally, we consider the regularity of the Schwarz kernel KZ@'(UxX Ux) of E. 
A sufficient criterion under which K  is a Cm-function outside the diagonal D of 
UxXU x is given.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. For the needed (unexplained) notations about the distribution theory and 
for the definition of spaces .%Ptk and (G) ; p€[l, °°]> k£Jf, we refer to the 
monograph [2], pp. 1—45. Here G is an open set in R". Let á?p>t(G) be the subspace 
of 3dP'k such that for each w£á?p,n(G) there exists a sequence {cpn}czCő(G) with
\Wn-u\\„,k -  o with n -  co.
Then one has
CPnW-= f  (Pn(x) lHx)dx 11 OP) for all IpaC™
R "
with n —oo. The space 33Pik(G) is essentially the completion of Q°(G) in 38Ptk. 
Furthermore, let A be a closed set in R". We denote by äSp k(A) the subspace of 
3SPik such that for each vd^Sp k(A) one has
supp v a  A.
One sees that &p k(A) is closed in 38ttk and that 38p>Jt(G)cá?Pik(G).
Let Bp,k(G) be the factor space
(2.1) B ;wk(G) = * p,J<*Plk(R *\G ).
We equip the space B~ k(G) with the norm
limn;,* =  inf Hull,,*.
Then Bp_*(G) becomes a Banach space.
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Assume that T belongs to B~p,k(G) and that uT is a representative of T. Then the 
linear mapping / :  BpJt(G)—^ '(G ) defined by
J  (T ) = Uj |0
is injective (here uT|C denotes the restriction of uT on G). We define a linear subspace 
BP.*(G) of 9'(G) by
(2.2) BPiJk(G )= y(B ;,t (C?)).
The linear space BpJfc(G) is equipped with the norm
(2.3) iiih ii,.* = w - iv\\\;.k,
and then BpJk(G) becomes a Banach space. One sees easily that a distribution 
V£@'(G) lies in Bp>k(G) if and only if there exists fvZ&p.k such that
(2.4) V(<P)=MV) for all <p{C?(G).
Let C(5,(G) be the subspace of C“ (G) such that for each iJ/tCfifiG) one finds 
an element f+ iCő  with
(2.5) \]/(x) =  f#(x) for all x£G.
When p£[l, °°[, C^)(G) is dense in BPifc(G), since Cq is dense in 89 pk. We also 
remark that C£° is not dense in 89„tk. Hence we have that á?«,>k(R")^ál»>j. When 
p lies in the interval [1, »[ we however get 39Ptk(Rn)=89Ptk.
2.2. We establish some further properties of the space 89Pik(G),á?Pi*(G) and 
Bp>k(G). Clearly for every open set G of R" the inclusion
(2.6) 89pk(G) c  89Pik(G)
holds. For the first instance we give a sufficient condition for the equality
(2.7) a Pik(G) = « Pl»(G), 
where p lies in the interval [1, °°[.
Let A be a closed set in R” and let S’(A) denote the subspace of S ’ such that for 
each u^S'(A) one has supp uczA.
Lemma 2.1. The space 88p kDd’(A) is dense in the space 88p k(A) (when
P€[l,~[)- □
The proof of Lemma 2.1 follows from Theorem 2.2.11 of [2], p. 42.
We set the following property for the boundary dG of the open set G cR "
Condition 2.2. For every x^dG  there exist an open neighbourhood i/xcR "  
of x, a vector yx6Rn and a positive number ex>0 such that
(2.8) GClUx+B(eyx,e) c  G for all e£]0, e j.
We show
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that the open set GgR" satisfies Condition 2.2. Then 
the relation (2.7) is valid (when p£[l, °°[).
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P roof. Because of Condition 2.2 for every x£G there exists an open neigh­
bourhood i/jCR" of x , a n d  £x> 0  suchthat
(2.9) GD Ux+B(eyx, e) c  G for all e6]0, ex[.
Choose a nonnegative function \l/xZCo(B(yx, 1/2)) such that
(^ ipx)(0) =  J*ftx(y) dy = \.
R "
Here 3F denotes the Fourier transform 9 ”-+SP. Furthermore, define functions
tf 'je c r  by
(2.10) <P](y) = j nr ( j y ) ,  y€N.
Assume that u is in SäVtkC\$'(G). Since one has
supp u c  U Ux
*€G
and since supp u is compact in R", one finds elements x^G , 1= 1, ..., N  such that
N
supp ucz 1J UXl. Take the C“ -partition of unity {£,} for the set supp u (with
i=i
respect to the covering {C/Xl}). Then for each y€N the distribution
(2. 11)
i=i
belongs to C” (R") and in addition one has
( N \  N
2  (ÍikW Í '  c: U supp ((£,«) ^ y ')
/= 1  /  J= 1
(2 . 12)
c  U (supp (£,w)+supp c  U (GD UXl+B(yxJj, 1 //)).
Hence in virtue of (2.9) supp  ^^  (£, u) * xj/j > j  is a compact subset on G, when j is
large enough.
Furthermore, for every ££R"
(2.13) ^ ( « i u ) * r M ) = ^ « ,« ) ( o w ? o ( € )  
-  *■«,«)«) W 'O K Z /) -
with j  —oo and in addition
(2.14) !*■(«,M)**J-)«)I s  | ^ « , ii)(0 | /  =  |^ ( í ,« ) (ö l
R"
for all ££ R". Since belongs to á?Pi* for every /£ N, the Lebesgue Dominated 
Convergence Theorem implies that
m u ) * ^ - Z , u \ \ Pik -  0 with j  — oo
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and then
Z(Ziu)*'Pj' -  2  Ziu =  u in ®,.k-1=1 /=i
Hence in virtue of Lemma 2.1 the proof is ready.
Remark. A. Every open ball Be. R" and every interior of the complement of 
an open ball obeys the Condition 2.2. Hence for each open ball B
(2.15) £„'k(B) = á P'k(B) and £ p>k(R "\B ) = # PiJk(R"\B)
(when p f\  1, °°[).
B. Using the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 of [2] one sees that ű8„tk(Rn)Ci<f'(A) is 
dense in 38n,k(Rn)0&~>,k(A), where .4c R" is a closed set.
Let k be in and let p€[l, °°]- We define and p'€[l, °°] by k~ (£)=
= k( — £) and (1 Ip')+(1 Ip) =  1. Applying the Hahn—Banach Theorem and Theorem
2.2.9 of [2], p. 42, we can establish for the dual dB*.>1/t. (G) of äBpi/k-(G) the 
following characterization
Theorem 2.4. Let G be an open set in R" and let p£]l, °°]. Then for every 
T(zí8P’,i/k- (G) there exists a unique element t£ BPifc(G) suchthat
T(p = t(cp) for all (p£C^(G).
On the other hand, suppose that t belongs to BPtk(G). Then the linear form T: Cő(G) — 
—*-C defined by
Tq> = t(cp)
has a unique continuous extension onto the whole space á?p , i /*-(G). Furthermore, 
one has
(2.16) Ill’ ll =  lll/lllp.A- 
In addition we have
Theorem 2.5. Let G be an open set in R" and let p{E ]l, °°[. Then for every 
Q£B*pk(G) there exists a unique element q^.BP tl/k~ (G) suchthat
ŐOpIg) = ?(<P) for all
On the other hand, suppose that q belongs to 3BP\i/k- (G). Then the linear form 
Q : C(°5) (G)—C defined by
QÜ =  q(f+)
has a unique continuous extension onto the whole space Bpk(G). Furthermore one has
(2.17) IIÖII =  IlillpM/*-.
Proof. Since p belongs to ]1, °°[, the spaces á£p-il/k- are reflexive. Hence the 
spaces 3SP',nk~(G) are (as the closed subspaces of dSp.Alk-) reflexive, as well. Let 
xp\i/k~: ^p-,i/k~ (G)-^^p*iik~ (G) be the canonical isomorphism. In virtue of 
Theorem 2.4 the linear mapping J p k: Bp k(G)-~&p,i/k-(G) such that J„,kt=
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= T  is an isometrical isomorphism and it satisfies
(2.18) (Jp,k t)((p) = t(<p) for all (p£Cő(G).
Hence one has for each Q£B* k(G) and
QW a) = { K J J U 'Q W U  =  V t t Q W ,*  W g)) =
=  (^.*(<AI<;))(^i / » - M ) ,
where we used only the elementary properties of dual operators. Let {(pn}czCo(G) 
be a sequence such that \\(pn — xp']1/k~ (Jp~k Q)\\p-,iik~ —0. Then by (2.19) and (2.18) 
one has
Q W c )  = lim (Jp,kM G))(<Pn) = lim (pM) =
(2.20)
= (*p-^-(^r*1ö))«0 =: q f f l
and
(2.21) IIŐII =!Iv .ia ' ( ^ 1Ö)IIpmm-
It is easy to prove the converse of the assertion and then the proof is complete. □
R emark. A. In virtue of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 there exist isometrical isomor­
phisms JPtk: Bp,*(G )-^£..!/*-((?) and j p-,1/k- : 33p%1/k~ (G)-B*>Jk(G) such that
(2.18) (Jp.k t)(<p) = t((p), for all <peCö(G) (p<E]l, °°]) 
and
(2-22) (y,M/»-?)(^lc) =  <?('A), for all ipeC f (/?€] 1, °°[).
B. In the case when p£]l, °°[ the spaces 3Sp-tl/k-(G) and Bp(l(G) are reflexive.
C. Furthermore, we remark that the norm |||F |||Pjk of V£BPik(G) can be 
replaced with
niniip.*= inf «fv-n P.k,R"\o
when p€[l, °=[ and when the relation (2.7) holds for Rn-5.
Finally we show for k  s  1
Corollary 2.6. Let k and k~ be in K and let p£]l, °°[. Then the imbedding 
h ' Bp,«-(G)-*-Bp>ft(G) is compact i f  and only i f  the imbedding i2: &P\i/k (G) — 
33Pwnkk - y  (G) is compact.
P roof. Suppose that q is compact. Then the dual operator if. B* «(G)-* 
- (G) is compact, as well. One sees that
(2.23) i2 =  jp’\i(kk~)'-oli o jp-,iik~ >
where Jp-,i/k- : á?p-tl/Jk- (G)—B* fc(G) is the isometrical isomorphism (mentioned 
above). Hence i2 is compact. Similarly one sees that
(2-24) ii=J~P\° i to J p,kk~
and then the proof is ready. □
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Remark. A. One sees also that the compactness of the imbedding 
/2: Kkk~y(G) implies the compactness of the imbedding q:
Be,**-(<?)-•-B „ilk(G) (cf. Theorem 2.4).
B. In the case when G is a bounded open set and when k~ (£)—°° with | -*■ 
the imbedding i2: 3SPikk~ (G)—ä9p_k(G) is compact (cf. [2], p. 38).
3. Existence results of solutions
3.1. Let G be an open set in R" and let k, k~£K  and p€[ 1, °°]- Furthermore, 
let L(x,D ) be a partial differential operator
(3.1) L (x,D )=  2  a„(x)Da
\ a \ — r
with C“ (G)-coefficients a„. The formal transpose
(3.2) L'(x, £>)(•)= 2  ( - DY{aa(x)( •))
M—r
satisfies the relation
(L(x,D)cp)(il/) — (p(L'(x,D)\l/) for all <p, ^£C“ (G).
Define a linear operator L'Cr: ^Sp',iik~(G)—^p-ti/iuc~y(G) with
r3 3t lD (L'o) =  Cq (G)
( ■ ’ [L'acp = L'(x,D)<p for (p£C?(G).
Then L'a is densily defined.
We need the following lemma
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that G' is a relatively compact open subset o f G, that is, G' 
is open and G' is a compact subset o f G. Then the operator L'a.: tMp^ 1/k- (G')— 
-~$P’,i/(kk~)- (Gr) is closable.
Proof. Let <p6Q°(G) be such that <p(x) =  1 for all x£G'. Suppose that 
{<pB}cCj°(G') is a sequence such that lim ||<pJP',i/ir —0 and
n-+oo
lim \\L'(x,D)(pn- f \ \ p.-mkk~y =0ll-* CO
with some fd& p-,mkk~y (G'). Then for each one has
f(<p) =  Jim (L'(x, D)(p„)(<p) = Jim q>H(L(x, D)<p) =
= lim (pn(<t>L(x, D)<p) = 0,
rt-~oo
since for all h^3SPik and \J/£C~ the inequality
(3.4)
is valid. Hence f —0, which implies that L'a. is closable (cf. [10], p. 77). □
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R emark. Similarly one sees that
Lg '- -*■ (G)
is closable, when L(x, D) has C"(R")-coefficients and when G is an arbitrary open 
set in R \ (In [7] it appears a misprint. The operator (2.4) of [7] must have C°° (R")- 
coefficients.)
When L'q is closable, we denote by L'G~ its smallest closed extension 
&p'.i/k~ (G) -► &p',inkk~y (G).
Furthermore, we define a linear operator L’g : Bp kfe-(G)—BpJi(G) with 
the requirement
(3.5)
D{L'*) = {«6 Br fcfc-(G)l there exists g€BPi*(G), suchthat 
v(L'(x,D)q>) = g(cp) for all (p lc ^ (G)}
L'G* v = g .
Since for all iv£BPiJt(G) and one has
(3.6) M M ^ m U p , k m , . ! * - ,
one sees that the operator L ’q is closed. In the case when G—R", one sees that 
Lr»c:Z,rÍ .  The equality Lr» =  LrÍ  holds when L(x, D) has constant coefficients.
Let Lq \ (G) —ääp-'i/k-(G) be the dual operator of L'G. Then one
sees easily
T heorem  3.2. Suppose that p belongs to ]1, »]. Then one has
(3-7) L’q = J p%o{L'q )oJ pkk- = Jp\o(L 'G *)oJpkk~. D
3.2. Let x be in G. Choose ex>0 such that the open ball B(x, 2ex)czG. In 
virtue of Lemma 3.1 the operator L'B(xilx): á?p%1/k-{B(x, Ex))-*äSP'A/(kk~)~ (B(x, ex)) 
is closable. Denote by Gp-.1/jt- the subset of G defined by
GpmA- := {*€G =  {0}}.
In the case when the principal part 2  aA x)^" is different from zero for each
|<r| =  r
(x, ^)£GXR", we know that Gp-A/k- —G (cf. [4], p. 469).
We have
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that there exist constants Cx>-0 and C2^ 0  such that 
for all (p£CB(G)
(3-8) l|L'(x, D)(p\\P''i/(kk~)'' — — Ca||<j5||p.jl/(|k]t-) '',
where p f [  1, «>], and such that k~(£) — °° with \£\ — Then
L'b[x,ex)5 x$G, is. a semi-Fredholm operator with
(3.9) dim N(L'B~(Xytx)) <  □
For the proof we refer to [7], p. 226, for example.
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Corollary 3.4. Suppose that (3.8) is validfor L'(x, D). Then for each x€Gy,i/*- 
there exist constants <5C]0, £*] and C>  0 suchthat
(3.10) II t/||p'.l/fc'' — C Mllp',l/(*1[~)'' 
for all u£D(L'g~(X'S)).
Proof. Since dim N(L'B\XCx))<<x> and since x £Gyil//r one sees that there 
exists a constant <5€]0, e*] such that
(3.11) N(L'B;XtS)) =  {0}.
Because the range R(L'B\X_0)) is (by Theorem 3.3) closed, the Closed Graph Theorem 
implies the validity of (3.10). □
We can now show
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that p€]l, °°] and that (3.8) is valid for L.'(x, D). Then 
for each x£Gyil/(c- there exists a constant á€]0, e j  such that
(3.12) R(L$x,a)) = Bp.k(B(x, <5)).
Proof. Let ő be as in Corollary 3.4. Then L'fix i) is (by (3.10)) correctly solv­
able. Thus one has
(3.13) R(L'b;:,S)) = (B(x, <5)),
and then (3.7) completes the proof. □
3.3. We now assume that p=p' = 2. Then the spaces T^k(G):~3d2tk(G) and 
Hk(G):=B2,k(G) are Hilbert spaces for each Hence we are able to show the
following result:
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that there exist constants Cx>0 and C2 = 0 such that 
for all <p6Q°(G')
(3-14) IIT'C*, T>)<p || 2, !/(&*-)“ = C7X || || a> i/fc— C2||<p||2ii/(|[n"')'' •
Then for each x£G2,i/k~ there exists a constant <5£]0, £x] and a continuous linear 
operator O: Hk(B(x, <5)) — Hkk~(B(x, <5)) such that
(3.15) L'b*x,6)Qv =  v, fur all v£Hk(B(x, S)).
Proof. Let <56]0, ex] be as in Theorem 3.5. Since N(LB*Xt6)) is closed in 
Hkk~(B(x, 5)) there exists the orthogonal complement N of N(LB**,«). The linear 
operator ^ := L B*Xti)\N: NC\D(LB*XtS))-<-Hk(B(x, <5)) is closed, since N  is closed. 
Furthermore, one sees that jV(.S?)={0} and by Theorem 3.5, R(££) = Hk{B(x, 5)). 
The operator Q:=&~y: Hk(B(x, <5))—N  satisfies (3.15) and in view of the Closed 
Graph Theorem, Q is continuous. □
A subset G2,kk~ is defined (as G2>1/*-) by
o t,kk~ =  = {o}}.
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HereZ,G: Jfkk- (G)-~yfk(G) is defined as L'a (cf. (3.3)) and L~a is the smallest closed 
extension of La .
We show
Theorem 3.7. Suppose ihat there exist constants Cx>0 and C2= 0 such that
(3.14) holds and that for all cp£C^(G) the inequality
(3.16) \\L(x,D)cp\\2tk ^  C A c p h ^ -C J c p h k
holds. Then for each x fG 2il/t -n G 2,H- there exist a constant á£]0, ex] and a con­
tinuous linear operator
E : 3/ek(B(x, S)) -  Hkk-(B(x, Ő))
such that
(3.17) E(LB(X i)u) = u\B(XtS) fo r all u(zD(LB^x ^) 
and
(3.18) Lßtx.tfE f) = f\B(x,s) for all f e ^ k(B(x, Ő)).
Proof. Let (5'6]0, ex] such that the assertion of Theorem 3.6 holds (then the 
assertion of Theorem 3.6 holds for each <5£]0, S'], as well). For each x&G2ikk~ 
we find a number <5£]0, 5'] such that R{LB(X0)) is closed and that
(3.19) llwlU.u" — C\\LB(X,})U\\2'k f°r u€-D(.LB(x,»))
(cf. the proofs of Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4).
Let R be the orthogonal complement of R(LB(x i)) and let n: ,/fk(B(x, (5)) — 
R(LB(x i)) be the continuous projection. Since the restriction operator rk: 
.yf (B (x, <5))—Hk (B (x, <5)) defined by
rku = u\B(Xtl)
is continuous, one sees that the operator
E: yPk{B(x, 8 ))~ H kk~(B(x, <5))
defined by
(3.20) E f=  rkk - ( L ; ^  (nf))+Q(rk((I—n)f))
is continuous and satisfies (3.17)—(3.18). Here Q: Hk(B(x,S))-»Hkk-(B(x,S)) 
is the operator as in the assertion of Theorem 3.6, and I  is the identical operator
* k(B(x, S)) -~ tfk(B(x, 6)).
Hence the proof is ready. □
4. On the regularity of the Schwarz kernel of E
4.1. In the previous chapter we gave a sufficient criterion under which for every 
x ^-GitUk~ C\G2<kk~ there exist a number <5£]0, e j  and a continuous linear operator 
E: yfk(B(x. Sj)—Hkk~(B(x, <5)) suchthat
(4.1) R ( R ß ( X , s )  « )  =  « I B(x.S) for all u€D(LBiXit))
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and
(4.2) L'Bt» { E f)  = f \ B(Xii) for all f ^ k(B(x,5)).
We denote Ux=B(x, ö). Since the imbeddings C^(Ux)—JÍ?k(Ux) and Hkk~(Ux)~* 
-~3>'(UX) are continuous (here CB (UX) is equipped with the standard inductive 
limit topology and 3>'{UX) is equipped with the weak dual topology), one sees that 
the restriction E of E  on Cq (Ux) is a continuous linear operator Cq (Ux)-~i&'(Ux). 
In virtue of the Schwarz kernel theorem (cf. [8], p. 531) we find a distribution 
Ki£>'(UxXUx) such that
(4.3) (£i/f)(<p) =  K(il/<gnp) for all (p,\l/^CB(Ux),
where \J/<g)(p£Cő(UxXUx) is defined by (il/<g>(p)(x,y)=il/(x)(p(y). In the sequel 
we shall study some regularity properties of the kernel K.
We assume further that L{x, D) has C“ (G)-coefficients and that there exists 
constants C \> 0  and C2sO  such that for all <pZCB(G) one has
(3-14) \\L'(x, •D)<p||1/(*it-')'' — CilMli/ie C2||<?>||1/(h ~)''
and
(3.16) \\L(x, D)cp\\k s  C M « - - C 2\\cp\\k.
Here we denoted || • ||2,*=|| • II* when Similarly we denote 111-1112,*=
=  ||| • |||k. The open ball B(x, S), where á£]0, ex] is chosen so that the assertion of 
Theorem 3.6 holds, is denoted (as above) by Ux . Let d„ be a positive number defined 
by
dn =  inf {d >  0| / (l/(l+|<i|*))«</£ is finite}.
R"
We show
Theorem 4.1. Assume that the inequalities (3.14) and (3.16) are valid with the 
weight functions k and which satisfy
(4.4) fcy( 0 : = ( l  +  |£|2)7/i^C(fcfc-)(£) for all £eR",
where y>d„ + m. Then there exists a mapping q: Ux-*Jff(Ux) such that for each 
v^J^k(Ux) the function z —{q(z))(v) is in Cm(Ux) and that
(4.5) (Ev)(<p) = f  (q(z))(v)<p(z)dz for all <p£C?(Ux),
where E is as in (3.20). Furthermore, one has
(4.6) sup \\q(z)\\ < o o .
2 i V x
Proof. A. For all (píCB and |a| Sm  we get
(2r) -" |(Z )» (z)| =  I / (Jrq> m ?eM ’*dli\ 5
R"
^  /  \km(0(^<p)(0\ d Z * { f  (l/A:?- m(0)2^ ) 1/2H<pLr
R" R"
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and then by (4.4)
(4.7) sup |(£>>)(z)|=gC 'M L -
z £ R "
with the suitable constant C '> 0 . Hence every /€«%k~ is in Cm(R") (more pre­
cisely, the density o f/is  in Cm(R")). The inequality (4.7) implies that for each /€ 3fkk- 
and for all H 'í^ fc-(R n\C /x) one has
(4.8) sup \(Daf)(z ) \ =  sup \(D*{f+w))(z)\ == C’\\f+w\\kk-
z£Ux ziVx
and then
(4-9) sup \(D*f)(z)\ s  C'HI/luJlljyf.
zeux
Hence every g£Hkk~(Ux) lies in Cm(Ux) and
(4.10) sup \(Dxg)(z)\^C '\\\g \\\kk- for all g iH kk-(Ux).
ziVx
B. Let z be in Ux . Then the function qz: JFk{Ux)—C defined by
qz(v) =  (Ev)(z)
is well-defined and in addition by (4.10)
(4.11) \ q M \  =  \(Ev)(z)\ ^  C 'lll^ H L - ^  C 'm M t -  
Hence qz lies in Ofk (Ux). The function q: Ux—3Vk (Ux) defined by
q(z) = ^z
is well-defined and by (4.11)
(4.12) sup 11 )^11 S C '|U ? ||< ~ .
zZVx
Since (q(z))(v)=(Ev)(z) and since Ev£Cm(Ux) one sees that the mapping z-* 
-*(q(z))(v) is in Cm(Ux). Finally, we see that
(Ev)(tp) =  f  (Ev)(z)cp(z)dz = f  (q(z))(v)(p(z)dz, 
vx vx
and so the proof is ready. □
4.2. Let J1/k~ : H1/k- (Ux)— Jifk (Ux) be the isometrical isomorphism
given in Section 2. Define a mapping e: Ux- 'H ljk- (Ux) by
(4.13) e(z) = Jyi~(q(z)),
where q: Ux-~3tf’k (Ux) is as in Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.2. The function e: Ux -*■ Hltk - (Ux) has the continuous partial deriv­
atives D*e up to the order m (for the definition o f partial derivatives in locally convex 
spaces cf. [8], p. 285)).
Proof. A. Let z be in Ux . Then one sees that
(4.14) \D°(Ev)(z)\ S  C'\\\Ev\\\kk- ^  C 'llEIM *
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for all v£Ji?k(Ux) and |ot|Sm (cf. (4.10)). Thus by Theorem 2.4 there exists 
ea,z£Hiik’ (Ux) such that
(4.15) eXiI(<p) =  (D*(E<p))(z) for all <p£C»(Ux).
We show that (Dxe)(z)=eXtZ and that the mapping z — is (well-defined) and 
continuous.
B. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we see that for all z,ydU x and (p£C^(Ux) 
\(e(z)-e(y))(q>)\ =  \{q(z)-q(y))(<p)\ = \(E<p)(z)-(E(p)(y)\ ^
(4.16) S  ((2 * )-  f  (\e‘^ - e l^ \ / k y ( 0 ) 2)Ut lll^lll**- S
R"




\M z ) - e { y ) \ \ \ i ^  =  II <7 (*)-<? O') II ^  ( (2 * )-  / ( k '^ « - ^ - « |/A :y(0 )2)1/21|£||.
R"
According to the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, the right-hand side of
(4.17) is tending to zero with y-»z  (note that pd „+ m ä(/„ ). Hence e is continuous. 
Similarly one sees that
.. \ \ \ - ‘((e( z + h e J -e izW ty -e a ' 0 .... 0),*llli/t'' S
( 4 .1 o )
^  ((27t)- / 1(- i(e*'+kt»<>-<■'<*■U)/h)- & ei(z'*>)|/*T(<D)2)1/2||£||,
R"
(where ek=(l, 0, ..., 0)) and then D(1,0,'",0V exists and (D(1,° ”,0))e(r)=
= e(lj0 o),z- The continuity of £>(1,° 0)e is seen as the continuity of e. In the
same way we can show that DV exists and is continuous for each |a|Sm. □
In addition we need
Lemma 4.3. Let e: Ux—H1/k~(Ux) be defined by (4.13). Then one has
(4.19) e(z)\vx\U)€N(L*x\iz)) for each z£Ux,
where L* (for an open set UczUx) is defined (as L '*) by
(4.20)
D(L$) = {u£H1/k~ (U)\ there exists f£ H 1Kkk~^ (U) such that 
u(L(x,D)(p) =f((p) for all (p£Cő(U)}.
L* u = f .
Proof. The distribution e(z)|i/x\{z} is in H1/k~(Ux\{ z ) ) .  Furthermore we 
get for all ip£Cő(Ux)
e(z)(L(x,D)\l>) = {q(z))(L(x, D)ip) = (E(L(x,D)\p))(z) =  iA(z) = őfiip),
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where we used the relation (4.1) and the definition of q. bz is the Dirac measure at z. 
Hence for all (pCC^t/^Xjz})
(e(z))(L(x,D)(p) =  0,
as desired. □
Remark. The proof of Lemma 4.3 shows that the relation
(4.21) L l(e (z ))  = 02 
is valid.
4.3. We assume further that the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are valid and that 
the mapping e : Ux-*H1/k- (Ux) is defined by (4.13).
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that the inclusion
(4.22) N (L $ )c jr 'k°~c(U):=@'Zl~(U)
is valid, where U is an open set o f Ux and k~ . Then the function e: Ux\ l Ü-+ 
- ^ ° c(f/) defined by
(4.23) i(z) = e(z)\v
has continuous partial derivatives up to the order m.
Proof. A. Since L*  is a closed operator, the kernel N(Lv) is closed in H1/k~(U). 
The imbedding i: N(Lu)-~^f*-c(t/) is closed. Hence due to the Closed Graph 
Theorem i is continuous, in other words, for each (p^C^(U) one can find a constant 
C >  0 such that
(4.24) W cp u h ^C W M U -  for all u£N (Lt)
(cf. [10], p. 42 and note that the topology of (U) is defined by the semi-norms
u-~\\<pu\\k‘ , <P€CT(£/)).
B. In virtue of (4.21) one sees that e(z)=e(z)\v£N (L t) for each z£Ux\ Ü .  
Since the restriction mapping R: H1/k- (Ux)-*■H1Jk~(U) defined by is
continuous and since
(4.25) e(z) =  (ioRoe)(z) for all z£ UX\U ,
one sees by Lemma 4.2 that e has continuous partial derivatives up to the order
m. □
Assume that k~ satisfies the inequality
(4.26) ky(0  s  C k fO  for all c€R",
where y>dn+m. Then for every w^yfl°c(U) there exists a function f wdCm(U) 
such that
W(<p)= f f jy ) (p (y )d y  for all (p£C?(U).
U
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Furthermore, the mapping A: defined by
A(w) = / w
is continuous (for die definition of the topology in Cm(U), cf. [8], p. 86). Hence the 
mapping e: Ux\U -+Cm(U) defined by
S =  Aoe
has (by Lemma 4.4) continuous partial derivatives up to the order m.
Let D be the diagonal of UxX Ux (that is, D=  {(z, _g)€ UxX Ux\z—y}). We have
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that the assumptions o f Theorem 4.1 are valid and that the 
inclusion
(4.27) N{L$) c  m m U )
holds for each open set UaUx . Then there exists a function h6Cm(UxX UX\ D ) 
such that
(4.28) K I ux x v x\ d  = h.
Proof. It suffices to show that for each (z, y)£UxXUx\ D  there exists a neigh­
bourhood V of (z, y) such that K\v is a Cm-function. Suppose that zX y . Choose 
(5>0 such that B(z, S)XB(y, 5 )c zU xX UX\ D  (that is, B(z, ő)XB(y, Ő) is a rela­
tively compact open subset of UxX UX\D ) .  Then the mapping e : B (z ,6 )— 
-+Cm(Ux\B ( z ,  ő)) is a Cm-function (as we above verified). Since Ux\ B ( z ,5 ) z> 
Z)B(y,(5), one sees that also the mapping e: B(z, 5)-*Cm(B(y, ö)) is a Cm-func­
tion. Hence the function h : B(z, d)XB{y, <5)—C defined by
h(t, s) =  (S(t))(s)
is a Cm-function (cf. [8]). In addition, one sees that
f  h(t,s)ip(t)\)/(s)dsdt= f  (e(t))(\l/)(p(t)dt =
. .  . . .  B(z, Ö)(4.29)
= /  (?(0)WO?(0<fr = (CEtyO)(<p) =  K(\l/®<p).
B(z. Ő)
Since the linear hull of the subset ® dC^ (B (z, (5)), (p£C^(B(y, <5))} is dense
in Cő(B(z, S)XB(y, ő)) we get the assertion from (4.29). □
Remark. With the assumptions of Theorem 4.5 one sees that for each z£Ux 
(Eip)(z)= f  h(z, y)<p(y)dy for all \l/£C^(Ux\{z}).
Vx \ { z )
One sees immediately
Corollary 4.6. Suppose that there exists a number m„fN such that 
1° for each mSm0 there exist constants Cj >0  and C2S 0 such that 
(4-30) ||L (x, — C1||(p||1/km—C2||<ii>||i/(;(ni:-)''
4
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and
(4.31) ||Z,(x,£>)<p||*m ^ C 1|M|4mt- - C 2||<p||km for all cp(LC?(G), 
where &"(£)-*-«» when
2° every solution u^SH'(U) of the distributional equation
(4.32) L'(x,D )u = 0 
lies in C°°(U), where U is an open subset o f G,
3° 2  aa(x)^a X  0 for all (x,H)eGX R".
|ir |= r
Then for each x£G there exist a neighbourhood Ux cczG and a continuous linear 
operator E: .?f (Ux)^,yTk k~(Ux) such thatm0
(4.33) E (LUxu) = u\vx for all ueD(LvJ  
and
(4.34) L'u*x (Ef) = f \ v x for all f ^ km{Ux).
Here L Vx: fffkmk~(UX) - * (Ux) and L'*x \ Hkmk-{XJf)^Hkm{Uf) are defined 
as above. Furthermore, the Schwarz kernel K o f E satisfies
K I c  x  x  v x \ d  =  h ,
where h: UxXUx\ D  — C is a C°°-function. □
Remark. A. The assumptions of Corollary 4.6 imply that one has for all
u £ * km (Lix) n r ( u x)mo
sing supp (L(x, D) u) = sing supp u
(cf. [6], p. 39).
B. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are valid. Choose an open set 
U of Ux such that U is compact in Ux. Let 0 € C “ (Ux) such that 0 (x )~  1 for all 
x£Ü. Then one has for all ip^.C^(U)
{Exjjfiz) =  (<?(z))(i/0 = (e(z))(ip) = (0e(z))(W
= (2n)~n f  ^ (0 e (z))(O e-i(i-zH^<l/)(i)eii('z)d f
R n
where E(z, i*):=^(0e(z))(^)e_i({’z)=(e(z))(0e-i(í’ '))e -i(í,zl= £ ,(0e“ <(í’ ))(z)e-,(i,I) 
is a Cm(UXY.R")-function.
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Р Е Ш Е Т К И  Э К В А Ц И О Н А Л Ь Н Ы Х  Т Е О Р И Й  У Н А Р Н Ы Х  А Л Г Е Б Р
С. Р. КОГАЛОВСКИЙ
Статья содержит развернутое изложение результатов из [1], полученных 
в 1982—83 г. В ней дается характеристика решеток эквациональных теорий 
унарных алгебр, проясняющая природу ряда известных фактов о таких решет­
ках. В частности, доказывается следующая теорема: решетки эквациональных 
теорий унарных алгебр, имеющих постоянные термальные операции, — это (с 
точностью до изоморфизмов) все решетки конгруэнций моноидов с левыми 
нулями и только они. Из этой теоремы следует, что решетки эквациональных 
теорий алгебр, имеющих нульарные и разве лишь унарные операции, — это все 
решетки конгруэнций моноидов с левыми нулями и только они. Замечается, 
что всякая алгебраическая решетка представима как главный идеал решетки 
конгруэнций моноида с левыми нулями. Отсюда выводится, что всякая алгеб­
раическая решетка представима как главный идеал решетки эквациональных 
теорий унарных алгебр. Отсюда же выводится, что всякая алгебраическая 
решетка представима как полный эндоморфный образ решетки конгруэнций 
моноида с левыми нулями. Первый из названных результатов был сообщен 
в 1983 г. на Международной алгебраической конференции в Сегеде.
Выражаю признательность Л. А. Скорнякову за внимание к статье, за 
указание на близкую по духу статью [2], и Б. М. Шайну за предоставленную 
им возможность ознакомиться со статьей [3]. Я глубоко благодарен рецензенту 
за ценные советы по улучшению оформления статьи.
Пусть х — некоторый кардинал. Будем рассматривать язык Lx узкого 
исчисления предикатов с одноместными функциональными константами 
/ Д ж х )  и без индивидных и предикатных констант. Для всякого натурального 
0 будем обозначать через Т„(1„) множество всех термов (тождеств) языка 
Ьж, в которые не входят иные переменные, кроме х0, ..., xn_j.
Замыканием в /„ системы тождеств I Q I n будем называть наименьшую из 
систем Г', включающих I  и удовлетворяющих условиям
для всяких P, Q, R, Rj, R j из Т„ (S (T ) обозначает терм, образуемый подста­
новкой терма Т  вместо переменной в терм S).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 08B15; Secondary 03C05. 
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P = P e l ',
P  =  Q t r  => Q =  P e r ,  
p  =  Q e i'A Q  = R e r  => p  = R e r ,
p  = Q e r  => R(P) =  R(Q)er ,  
P(x,) = Q (x j )er  => P(R,) =  Q (Rj)er
A k a d é m ia i K ia d ó , B u d a p est
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Из известной теоремы Биркгофа (см. [4], § 64) следует, что замыкание в /„ 
системы XQ /„ состоит из всех тождеств из являющихся следствиями сис­
темы Z, и что эквациональные теории Z в Ьх взаимоопределимы с Z П  12. 
Поэтому всюду ниже мы будем рассматривать лишь тождества из 12 и усло­
вимся замыкание в 12 всякой системы Z Q 12 называть эквациональной тео­
рией, определяемой Е, и обозначать через CL(E).
Для всякой эквациональной теории Е будем обозначать через ЛХ(Е) или 
Л(Е)  решетку всех эквациональных теорий, включающих Е. Решетку /1(0) 
будем обозначать через Лх или Л.
Замыкания (в / 2) систем регулярных тождеств, то есть тождеств вида 
P (x i) = Q(xi) («'€{0,1}), будем называть регулярными эквациональными 
теориями. Для всякой регулярной эквациональной теории Е регулярные эква­
циональные теории, включающие её, образуют решетку, являющуюся главным 
идеалом (СТ(Д)] решетки Л(Е). Эту решетку будем обозначать через ЛХ(Е) 
или ЛК(Е). Она изоморфна решетке замыканий в Д всевозможных систем 
тождеств из Д, включающих ХП Д.
Пусть эквациональная теория содержит тождество P(x0) = Q(x1). Тогда 
в силу (5), она содержит P (x1) = Q(x1), а значит, и Р(ха) = Р (х}).
Пусть и Е2 — нерегулярные эквациональные теории, Ц(х0) = Щ х^с 1; 
(/= {1 ,2 }). Тогда, в силу (5), нерегулярное тождество V1(V2(x0))=V1(V2(x1)) 
принадлежит Zi, а в силу (4) оно принадлежит Ег. Таким образом, нерегуляр­
ные эквациональные теории образуют подрешетку Лх (этот факт приводится в 
[3]. Его доказательство, использующее суммы Плонки, дается в [5]). Эту под­
решетку будем обозначать через Лх или A N.
Для всякого терма Р  обозначим через сЦР ) число вхождений в него функ­
циональных констант. Для всякого тождества a: P — Q через d(a) будем обоз­
начать min {d(P), d(Q)}, а через 3(a) — max {d(P), d(Q)}. Пусть правило 
вывода S ' таково, что для всякого кортежа тождеств (а15 ..., ст) тождество 
<р, являющееся результатом применения S ' к этому кортежу, удовлетворяет 
условию 3(<p)smin {3(cj), ...,3 (а ш)}. Тогда будем говорить, что ^монотонно.
(6) Пусть *:>0, -c0:P = Q  — нетривиальное тождество и F-терм, для 
которого 3(F) >3(т0). Тогда тождество т: V(P)=V(Q)  таково, что СТ({т}) — 
собственная подсистема СТ({т0}).
Действительно, пусть CL~((t}) — наименьшая из систем тождеств, содер­
жащих т и удовлетворяющих условиям (2)—(5). Так как правила вывода, 
выражаемые этими условиями, монотонны и 3(т)>3(т0), то 3(<р) >3(т0) 
для всякого ср£СЬ~ ({т}). Следовательно, т0(£ CL“ ({т}), а так как рефлексив­
ное замыкание СД_ ({т}) есть CL({т}) и т0 — нетривиальное тождество, то 
Toí CL{{т}).
Из (6) непосредственно следует
(7) Если я>0, то Лх не имеет атомов (см. [6]).
Так как т регулярно (не регулярно) в случае регулярности (нерегулярности) 
т0, то из (6) следуют также
(8) Если я>0, то Лх не имеет атомов (см. [3], предложение XV);
(9) Если у, >0, то Лх не имеет минимальных элементов (см. [3], теорема 1).
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Легко видеть, что эти предложения справедливы и для эквациональных 
теорий алгебр, имеющих не нульарные сигнатурные операции.
Рассмотрим класс J Í  всевозможных алгебраических систем М =  (М; о , N, 
е, си) таких, что о — бинарная операция (на М ), NQ  М, cüÇ M , и удовлетворя­
ющих условиям
(a) (М; о, е) — моноид и (N; о, е) — его подмоноид,
(b) со — левый ноль в (М; о ) ,
(c) 7V\{e} — система образующих для М (и значит, всякий элемент М  
либо принадлежит N  либо есть Рот для некоторого PÇN),
(d) Pom = Oom=>P = Q для всяких P,QÇ.N.
Из этих условий следует, что m£N  влечет одноэлементность М и что Pom £N  
влечет Рот = Р для всякого P£N.
Всякая система (М ; о ,  N, е, со), удовлетворяющая (а) и такая, что 
(М ; о )  образуется из (N ; о )  присоединением внешним образом левого нуля 
со, принадлежит J Í. Класс всех таких систем будем обозначать через N .
Конгруэнцию Е  на ^/-системе М будем называть ..//-конгруэнцией, если 
М \Е £  ,//. Легко видеть, что Е  в точности тогда есть ..íZ-конгруэнция, когда 
она удовлетворяет условию
Более того, для всякой . //-конгруэнции Е  на М имеет место
(11) (P, Qom)Ç_E=>(PoS0, Q oS^ÇE  для всяких P, QÇN, S0, S ^ M .
Действительно, (P, Qom)Ç.E влечет (Рот, Оот)£Е, а значит, (P, Q)Ç.E и 
( Q o o j , Q)£E. Следовательно, для всяких S a, S t ÇМ  имеет место (PoS0, 
Qom)£E  и ( ß o c o ,  QoS^ÇE, откуда (PoS0, QoSx)Ç_E.
.//-конгруенции на М ^Ж  образуют полную решетку, которую будем 
обозначать через Conм  М.
Пусть Шх —  (Мх\ о ,  Nx, е, ш) — система из .// такая, что Nx= (Nx; о ,  е) —  
моноид со свободными образующими / я(а<*:), и значит, (Мх; о )  образуется 
присоединением к (N x; о )  внешним образом левого нуля со. Обозначим через 
функцию, определенную на Тг, со значениями в Мх, для которой
Для всякого тождества P —Q будем обозначать через PP(P=Q) пару 
(ЗГ(Р), ,Т(ОУ). Для всякой системы тождеств I  будем обозначать через 3~(1) 
множество {&~(о)\<т£Е}.
Пусть I  — эквациональная теория, то есть 1  удовлетворяет условиям 
(1)—(5). Тогда Т (1 )  — конгруэнция на М*, удовлетворяющая (10), и значит, 
есть .//-конгруенция. Обратно, для всякой «^-конгруэнции Е  на М* множество 
■Т~Г(Е) удовлетворяет (1)—(5) и, следовательно, есть эквациональная теория. 
Отсюда и из того, что 3~ взаимно однозначно и изотонно вместе с обратным 
отображением, следует, что для всякой эквациональной теории I  решетка 
Л(Х) изоморфна решетке всех .//-конгруэнций на Мх, включающих У(Е).
( 10) (Рот, Qom)Ç_E=>(P, Q)dE  для всяких P, Q£N.
если i =  0, 
если / =  1.
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Так как последняя изоморфна Con^ то Л(Т) = Соп^ В
частности, Л = Соп й М*. Таким образом, имеет место
Теорем а 1. Решетки эквационалъных теорий в Lx—это все решетки 
Conм М для J Í -систем М, имеющих S  х  образующих, и только они.
Пусть I  — регулярная эквациональная теория. Тогда -Т(Д) — конгруэн­
ция на Мх, натянутая на некоторую конгруэнцию на (Ny, о) и потому являю­
щаяся ^-конгруэнцией. Очевидно и обратное: для всякой конгруэнции Е  на 
(.N x; о) натянутая на неё конгруэнция Е ' на М* есть J Í -конгруэнция такая, 
что ^ '~ 1(Е') — регулярная эквациональная теория. (М у  о)/Е ' образуется из 
(N y  о)/Е  присоединением внешним образом левого нуля со/Е'. Следователь­
но, справедлива
Теорема2. Для всякой регулярной эквационалъной теории I  в L x существует 
система MG/С, имеющая S x  образующих и такая, что A x( Z ) s Соп^М . 
Обратно, для всякой системы М £ Л ,  имеющей S x  образующих, существует 
регулярная эквациональная теория I  в L x такая, что Сопм М = ЛХ(2Г).
Для всякого моноида N=( N;  о, е) будем обозначать через N* моноид, 
образованный присоединением к N внешним образом левого нуля, со. Конгру­
энцию Е  на N* будем называть ^-конгруэнцией, если она удовлетворяет (10). 
Из рассуждений, доказывающих теорему 2, следует
Теорем а 2*. Для всякой регулярной эквационалъной теории I  в Lx сущест­
вует моноид N, имеющий S x  образующих и такой, что A X(Z) изоморфна 
решетке Con м N* всех Л-конгруэнций на N*. Обратно, для всякого моноида N, 
имеющего S x  образующих, существует регулярная эквациональная теория I  в 
Ьх такая, что Con^ N* =  TX(Z). В частности, ConÄ M xs A x.
Из теоремы 2* и из того, что решетка конгруэнций на Мх, натянутых на 
конгруэнции на (Nx; о), изоморфна Con (Ny, о), следует
Т еорем а 3 (А. И. Мальцев [7], § 13). Для всякой регулярной эквационалъной 
теории I  в Лх решетка Лх (1) представима как решетка конгруэнций моноида 
S x  образующими. Обратно, для всякого моноида S x  образующими решетка 
его конгруэнций представима как ЛХ(Е). В частности, Con N„ = А х.
Для всякой полугруппы А решетка Con А представима как главный идеал 
Con А1, где А1 — полугруппа, образованная присоединением к А единицы, 
е, a Con А1 представима как главный идеал Con ^  М для ^//-системы 
M =(A f; о, N, е, со). Если А имеет S x  образующих, то, согласно теореме 2, 
C on^ М s A x(Z) для некоторой регулярной эквационалъной теории I .  
Отсюда следует, что для всякой полугруппы А с S x  образующими Con А 
представима как интервал [1±, Т2] в Лх такой, что Z1 и Х2 — регулярные теории. 
Так что, в частности, справедлива следующая теорема Д. М. Смирнова [8]: 
для всякой полугруппы решетка её конгруэнций представима как главный 
идеал решетки эквациональных теорий унарных алгебр. Ниже эта теорема 
будет обобщена.
Заметим также, что из вложимости решетки Part (со) разбиений счетного 
множества в решетку конгруэнций полугруппы с двумя образующими и из
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вложимости последней в Л2 следует результат Ежека [9] и Барриса [10]: 
Part (ш) вложима в Л 2.
Зафиксируем какое-нибудь нерегулярное тождество a: V(x0)—V(x1).
<х-замыканием системы тождеств I  будем называть эквациональную теорию 
CLa(Z) = CL (rU{<r}).
(12) Для всякого нерегулярного тождества т: P(x0) — Q(x1) с-замыкание 
системы {т} совпадает с «т-замыканием системы, состоящей из тождеств 
тх: P(x0)=P(V(x0)) и т2: P(x0)=Q(x0).
Действительно, пусть Z — какая-нибудь сг-замкнутая система. Если т£ I , 
то, в силу (5), P(R) = Q(S)ÇZ для всяких R, S  из Т2, и значит, т2 и P (V (x0))= 
Q (хД принадлежат Z.  Из r Ç Z  и Q(x1) =  P ( V ( x 0) ) Ç Z  следует тl Ç Z .  Обратно, 
пусть t1, t2ÇZ. Так как o£Z,  то, в силу (4), Р(К(х0)) =  Р(К(х1))бГ. Отсюда и 
из т1,т г€1' следует, что тождества Q(хх) = Р(х1) = Р (V(xj))—P (V (х0)) =  Р(х0) 
принадлежат I. Следовательно, т<ЕТ.
Для всякой системы тождеств Z будем обозначать через h(Z) систему, 
образуемую из Z заменой всякого её тождества P i x ^ - Q ^ )  на P(x0) = Q(x„), 
а всякого тождества P(x0) = Q(x1) или P(xi) = ß(x0) — на пару тождеств 
P(x0)= P(V(x0)), P(x„) = Q(xn). Из (12) следует
(13) CLa(/i(Z)) = CLa(Z) для всякой системы тождеств Z.
Пусть Z=h(Z), то есть ZQ IX. Через cl„(Z) будем обозначать замы­
кание в Д системы Z, пополненной всевозможными тождествами V (х0) = 
— V (R(x0)). Это замыкание будем называть слабым <т-замыканием Z.
Легко видеть, что h(Z)=Z  П Д для всякой а-замкнутой системы Z. Следо­
вательно, если Z п-замкнута, то h(Z) слабо o’-замкнута. Иначе говоря, 
h(CL„(Z))~c\„(h(CLrj(Z))) для всякой системы тождеств Z. Более того, 
h (CL„(Z))=c\<r(h(Z)) для всякой системы Z. Иначе говоря, имеет место
(14) h(CLa(Z)) = Z для всякой слабо о-замкнутой системы Z.
Действительно, пусть Z слабо ст-замкнута. Включение ZÇ=h(CLa{Z)) 
очевидно. Всякое тождество из CL„(Z) выводится из системы Z*, образуемой 
добавлением к Z тождества а и всевозможных тождеств Р=Р, применением 
правил вывода, выражаемых условиями (2)—(5). Индукцией по длине вывода 
докажем, что всякое тождество из h(CLa(Z)) принадлежит Z.
Для всякого натурального к через Zk будем обозначать систему всех 
тождеств, выводимых из Z* применением правил вывода (2)—(5) не более /с раз. 
Ясно, что h(Zn), то есть h(Z*), включается в Z. Пусть h(Zn)QZ. Покажем, что 
тогда h(Zn+l)QZ. Для этого покажем, что если тождество т0: P(xl) = Q(xJ) 
принадлежит Z„+l, то тождество т: P(x„) — Q(S), где S= x0 или S  — V(x„) 
и i т«(/, принадлежит Z. 1
1. Пусть т0 образуется из принадлежащего Z„ тождества применением 
правила (2). Тогда Q(x0) = P(x0) принадлежит h(Z„), а значит, и Z. Отсюда 
P ( x o ) =  Q ( x 0) £ Z .  Е сли  ;V ./\ т о  и Q ( x 0) =  Q ( V ( x i>) ) £ Z .  Отсюда и из Р(х0) =  
= Q(x„)Ç_Z следует, в силу слабой гг-замкнутности Z, Р(ха) = Q(V(xn))Ç Z. Таким 
образом, в рассматриваемом случае т ÇZ.
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2. Пусть т0 образуется из принадлежащих 2„ тождеств тх: P(Xi)~R(xk) 
и т2: R(,xk)=Q(xj) применением правила (3). Так как тождества P(x0)= R (x0) 
и R(x0) = Q(x0) принадлежат h(Z„), то они принадлежат и Z. Но тогда Р (х0) =  
= Q(x0)£Z. Пусть i?±j. Если при этом k  = i, то Р(х0)-— R(x0) и Ж*о) — 
= Q (y(xо)) принадлежат 1. Если k ^ i ,  то JP(x0)= R (V (х0)) и R(E(x0)) = 
— Q(V(xо)) принадлежат Z. В обоих подслучаях P (х0) — Q{Т(х0))6 Z .  Таким 
образом, в случае 2 т€Г.
3. Пусть т0 образуется из принадлежащего Z„ тождества тх: Т(х,) = 
- - U(xj) применением правила (4), а значит, т0 есть H/ (r(x i)) = fV(U(xJ)) для 
некоторого терма W. Из Tx£Zn следует T(x0)= U (x0)£Z. Но тогда, в силу 
слабой д-замкнутности Z, W(T(x0))=W (U(x0))Ç.Z. Если iA j, то Т(х0) = 
= U(V(x0))£Z, откуда W (T (x0)) = W (U(V(x0)))£Z. Таким образом, в рассмат­
риваемом случае т£Z.
4. Пусть т0 образуется из принадлежащего Zn тождества тх: T(Xj) =  U\xj) 
применением правила (5), а значит, т0 есть T(Ri(xil))=U(Rj (xj )) для некоторых 
термов Ri,Rj. Так как T(x0) = U(x0)£Z, то T(Ri(x0))= u (k i(x0))£Z. Пусть
Тогда T(x0) = U(V(x0))çZ.  Отсюдаииз Т(х0) =  U (x0)Ç Z следует, что тож­
дества T(x0)=T(k' (x0) )=[ / (K (x0))—U(xg) принадлежат Z. Но тогда, в силу 
слабой сг-замкнутности Z, тождества T(Ri(x0) ) = T ( V ( R i(x0))) = T(V(x0)) = T(x0) 
принадлежат Z. В частности, T(Ri(x0))= T(x0)ÇZ. Из U(x0)= U(E(x0))ÇZ 
следует, что тождества (J(Rj(V(x0)))=U(V(Rj(P(х0))))= U(V(x0))= U(x0) при­
надлежат Z. Отсюда T (R i (x 0)) = b (Rj(V(x0)))eZ  и T(Rl(x0) )=U (ЛДх0))<ЕZ, 
a значит, т Ç.Z.
Для всякой эквациональной теории Z0 будем обозначать через Aa(Z0) 
решетку всех д-замкнутых систем тождеств, включающих 20, а через /P(Z0) 
решетку всех слабо д-замкнутых систем тождеств, включающих h(Z0). Отоб­
ражение h решетки Ля(2'0), переводящее всякую её систему Z в h(Z), изотонно. 
Так как h(Z) слабо д-замкнута для всякой д-замкнутой системы Z, то h отобра­
жает Л "(Io) в Aff( r 0). В силу (13 ) h взаимно однозначно и /г-1 изотонно. Значит, 
И — изоморфное вложение Л<Г(Г0) в л"(Х,,). Отсюда и из (14) следует
(15) Л»(10) -  Г(2:0).
Áa (Z„) изоморфна Лл(СТ(/г(Г0))). Согласно теореме 3 последняя изоморфна 
решетке конгруэнций моноида Njy (C L (h (Z 0))), имеющего левые нули (та­
ковым является &~(V(x0))). Таким образом, Л<Г(Т0) изоморфна решетке кон­
груэнций моноида с левыми нулями, имеющего S x  образующих.
Пусть М — моноид с левыми нулями, имеющий S x  образующих. 
М  = N J E  для ^ подходящей конгруэнции Е  такой, что для некоторого элемента 
V  все пары (V, V o R )  принадлежат Е. Легко видеть, что ^ ‘_ 1(Ё )  —  слабо д- 
замкнутая система тождеств, где д есть V (x 0) = V (x 1), a .T~^(V) есть F(x0), 
и значит, Con М s Z a(,T~1(E)). Отсюда и из (15) следует
Теорема 4. Для всякой нерегулярной эквациональной теории Z в Ьх решет­
ка Л Х(Е) представима как решетка конгруенций моноида с левыми нулями, 
имеющего S x  образующих. Обратно, для всякого моноида с левыми нулями,
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имеющего S x  образующих, решетка его конгруэнций представима как ЛХ(Е), 
где Z — нерегулярная эквациональная теория.
Из теоремы 4 очевидным образом выводится
Теорем а 4*. Для всякой эквациональной теории Z в языке L*, относящем­
ся к алгебрам, имеющим нульарные и разве лишь унарные операции, решетка 
L*(Z) всех эквациональных теорий в L*. включающих I ,  представима как решетка 
конгруэнций моноида с левыми нулями. Обратно, для всякого моноида с левыми 
нулями решетка его конгруэнций представима как L*(Z) для некоторого языка 
L*, относящегося к алгебрам, имеющим нульарные и разве лишь унарные опера­
ции.
Из рассуждений, доказывающих теорему 4, легко выводится следующее 
предложение: преобразование г решетки Аж, переводящее всякую эквациональ- 
ную теорию Z в её регулярную часть r(E)—CL(h(Z)), есть полный эндомор­
физм. Действительно, равенство r(V T,)=Vг(Х,) очевидно для регулярных 
Если же какое-нибудь из них не регулярно, то есть ему принадлежит некоторое 
тождество сг: V(x0) = V ( x 1), то VZt= VCL„(Zi), а значит, r(VZi)=r(V CL(r( r i)). В 
силу (15) /г (VCL„ (£,))= \!h{CLa{Zf) = V/i(X,), а значит, A(Vz})—M/i(Xf), откуда 
/•(Vr,) = \fr(Zi). Равенство г(П Zt)=  Dr(Z,) очевидно.
Пусть Xj и Z2 — неравные нерегулярные эквациональные теории, а: V (х0) =  
= V (xi) — тождество, принадлежащее Z1Í)Z 2. Из (13) и из того, что Х,= 
— CL„(Zj) (/£{1,2}), следует h(Z j)^h(Z2), а значит, r(Xj)?ír(X2). Таким об­
разом, ограничение г на Лж взаимно однозначно. Следовательно, оно есть 
вложение Лж в Лгх. Отсюда и из (15) следует теорема 3 из [3]: ограничение г на 
Лж есть вложение, при котором всякий главный фильтр переходит в главный 
фильтр.
Из основного результата работы Лэмпа [11] следует, что всякая алгеб­
раическая решетка представима как главный идеал решетки конгруэнций 
группоида. Более того, имеет место
Теорем а 5. Всякая алгебраическая решетка представима как главный 
идеал решетки конгруэнций моноида.
Действительно, пусть L — алгебраическая решетка, А = (А; F) — унарная 
алгебра такая, что Ls;Con А и L-клон. Рассмотрим группоид М = {A U L; о) 
такой, что
a) элементы А — левые нули М;
b) для всяких /£  L и aÇA элемент / о  а есть /(а ) — результат операции/ 
над а в А;
c) для всяких / ,  g  из F элемент fog  есть композиция операций /  и g в А.
Очевидно, что М — полугруппа с единицей. Пусть Е  — конгруэнция на А. 
Тогда EU Ар, где AF— { (/./) |/£ L ), есть конгруэнция на М. Отсюда ясно, что 
Con А изоморфна главному идеалу (A2UAF] решетки Con М.
Из теорем 4 и 5 следует, что всякая алгебраическая решетка представима 
как главный идеал Лк(Е) для некоторого х и некоторой нерегулярной эквацио­
нальной теории Z.
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Заметим также, что с помощью теоремы 4 и конструкции, использованной 
в доказательстве теоремы 5, нетрудно, отправляясь от любой алгебраической 
решетки, имеющей пару компактных элементов с некомпактным пересечени­
ем, построить пару конечно базируемых эквациональных теорий унарных 
алгебр, пересечение которых не конечно базируемо (ср. [12]). Так, из существо­
вания пары компактных конгруэнций с некомпактным пересечением в полу­
группе с двумя свободными образующими (таковы конгруэнция, натянутая на 
(а, Ь), и конгруэнция, натянутая на (Ьа, а2Ь), где а я b — свободные образую­
щие; этот пример принадлежит Д. И. Молдаванскому и Л. М. Шнеерсону) 
следует существование пары конечно базируемых (более того — однобазируе- 
мых) регулярных эквациональных теорий в Л2, пересечение которых не конеч­
но базируемо.
Из рассуждений, доказывающих теорему 5, следует, что для всякой алгеб­
раической решетки L  существует пара (М, А) такая, что М — моноид, А — 
подполугруппа М и  L  изоморфна решетке тех конгруэнций на А, которые 
индуцированы конгруэнциями на М. Обыгрывая это обстоятельство, мы дока­
жем следующую теорему:
Теорем а 6. Все алгебраические решетки (и только они) представимы как 
полные эндоморфные образы решеток конгруэнций моноидов (с левыми нулями).
Пусть L  — алгебраическая решетка, А и М — те же, что и в доказательстве 
теоремы 5, h — преобразование Con М такое, что Ь(Е)—(А2Г\Е)0 Аг . Ясно, 
что h(E) — конгруэнции на М. Пусть {Z?,|iÇ/}QCon М. Очевидно, что 
h(C\Ei)— C\h(Ej). Очевидно также, что A h(Ei)Qh(''J£)). Докажем обратное 
включение.
Пусть (a,b)£h(VEi). Тогда (а, Ь)еУ Е:. Значит, существуют g0, g1, ..., gn 
такие, что (a, g0)£E it), (g0,g i)tE h, ..., (gn, b)Ç.Ein+1 для некоторых ... 
..., /п+1€/. Но тогда для всякого cÇA имеет место
(аос, g0oc)£Eio, (g0oc, g1oc)^Eil, ..., (g„ос, boc)£Ein+1,
или:
(a, g0oc)eEio, (g0oc, gioc)^E il, ..., (gn°c, b)^Ein+1.
Так как g0oc, gnoc принадлежат A, to
(a, g0oc)£h(Eio), (g0oc, g ^c ïeh iE iJ , ..., (gnoc, b)eh(Ein+1).
Отсюда (a, b)£\!h{E?). Этим доказано, что h — полный эндоморфизм решетки 
Con М. Её h-образ есть её главный идеал, изоморфный Con А, а значит, и L.
Из рассуждений, доказывающих теорему 5, нетрудно усмотреть, что для 
всякой конечной алгебры решетка её конгруэнций представима как главный 
идеал решетки конгруэнций конечного моноида. Отсюда и из рассуждений, 
доказывающих теорему 6, следует, что для всякой конечной алгебры решетка 
её конгруэнций представима как эндоморфный образ решетки конгруэнций 
конечного моноида. Естественен следующий вопрос: всякая ли конечная решет­
ка представима как эндоморфный образ решетки конгруэнций конечного 
моноида? (Или, что то же, всякая ли конечная решетка представима как эн­
доморфный образ решетки конгруэнций конечной алгебры?) Положительное 
решение этого вопроса давало бы, как кажется, продуктивную характеристику
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конечных решеток. Из отрицательного решения следовало бы, что не всякая 
конечная решетка представима как решетка конгруэнций конечной алгебры.
В заключение — следующие открытые вопросы:
1. Существуют ли кардинал у. и регулярная (нерегулярная) эквациональная 
теория I  в Lx такие, что Лх(1) не изоморфна Лх(1') ни для каких кардинала X 
и нерегулярной (регулярной) эквациональной теории Г  ?
2. Существуют ли кардинал у и регулярная эквациональная теория I  в 
Lx такие, что Лх(1) не представима как решетка конгруэнций полугруппы?
3. Существуют ли язык L, относящийся к универсальным алгебрам, и 
эквациональная теория I  в L такие, что решетка всех включающих I  эквацио- 
нальных теорий в L не представима как решетка эквациональных теорий 
унарных алгебр?
С этим вопросом связана следующая задача:
4. Найти прозрачную абстрактную характеристику решеток эквациональ­
ных теорий унарных алгебр.
Вероятно, эта задача не менее трудна, чем задача абстрактной характери­
зации решеток эквациональных теорий универсальных алгебр. В [13] содер­
жатся новые важные результаты, связанные с последней задачей. (Пользуюсь 
случаем сообщить, что мне не удалось восстановить доказательства заявлен­
ного мною результата о справедливости обращения леммы Маккензи, обсуж­
даемой в [13]).
Как показывает теорема 1, задача 4 близка к задаче абстрактной характери­
зации решеток конгруэнций полугрупп. Весьма вероятно, что Лх определимы 
как подрешетки Лх хорошо обозримым абстрактным свойством. Если это так, 
то задача 4 не менее трудна, чем задача абстрактной характеризации решеток 
конгруэнций моноидов.
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ON A PROBLEM CONCERNING ORTHOGONALITY 
IN NORMED LINEAR SPACES
ADAM P. BOSZNAY
Introduction
In [1], the following orthogonality concept in the real normed linear space 
(X, || • II) was introduced.
We call the vectors x, y ^ X  orthogonal in the following cases.
Case I. INI • Ml =  0.
Case II. x
I N I =  Y2.
We denote the orthogonality of x  and y  by x _Ly. In inner product spaces, this 
trivially coincides with the usual orthogonality concept.
We say that the above orthogonality relation is additive, if x ± y  and x_Lz 
imply xj_(y+z).
In [1], the following open problem is mentioned: Does additivity of the above- 
defined orthogonality imply that the space is an inner product space?
Clearly, this is not the situation in the case of two-dimensional spaces.
In this paper, we solve the problem affirmatively in the case dim X ^ 3 .
The result
Theorem. Let (A', || • ||) be a real normed linear space with dim Afs3. Let us 
assume that the orthogonality relation is additive. Then (X, || • ||) is an inner product 
space.
Proof. Let (T, || • ||) an arbitrary three-dimensional subspace of (X, || • ||). 
We prove that (Y, || • ||) is an inner product space.
First, we need some lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let y€Y, y^O . Then the set
y 1 = {x£Y; x_Ly}
is a two-dimensional subspace o f Y.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 46C05; Secondary 46B20. 
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Proof of Lemma 1. [1], 3.07 says that x_Ly implies x + ay for arbitrary 
a£R . So, x1, x2dy1- yields that ax1+ßx2£y± for all a, ßd R, hence y x is a sub­
space of Y. Because y ± y  is absurd, y1 + Y. On the other hand, elementary conti­
nuity reasoning shows that dim >'-‘-£2. Lemma 1 is proved.
Lemma 2. Let y£Y , ||y|| =  l, ||x|| =  l}. Then for all x ^ y 1-, a£R
we have ||y+ ax ||£ l.
P roof of Lemma 2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that ||x|| =  l. 
Clearly, there exists x*£y±, ||x*|| =  l such that
f||x* +  ax|| S  1
(1) i.. * . . .  for all a£R.l|| —x +ax|| £  1
Let S ^ S H y -1-. If z£ S ', then ||y—z||= /2 . This implies that
F f r ; 2^ } cS -
where the left-hand side is a homothetic image of S'. Because of this, (1), and 
x*€S ', x€S"
(2) x + y—— |-ax
]/2
£  1 for all a£R.
x + yClearly, x is an element of the subspace generated by x and — =+•. Now, applying
if 2
the same argument again, an easy computation shows that
(3)
Let
p * + y '|-L
l Y2 )









Because of this and (3),
x + y  x* — y
f 2 ]/2
7 f
■ +ax 1 for all a€R.
So, ||y + a x ||£ l for all a£ R. Lemma 2 is proved.
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L emma 3. Let M ez Y a two-dimensional subspace. Then there exists a y£ Y, 
Ht I| = 1 such that y-L=M.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let be linearly independent. One can easily
check that L=yj- C\yt is a one-dimensional subspace. Let y£L, ||y|| =  l. Clearly, 
y±Yi ,  y±-yt , and so, y ± a y l + ßyi for all a, ß£R.
Using Lemma 1, Lemma 3 follows.
L emma 4. Let M  c  Y be a two-dimensional subspace. Then there exists a linear 
projection P: Y —M such that ||P|| =  1.
Proof of Lemma 4. Let ||y|| =  1 and y x =M. (Here we have used Lemma 3.) 
Using Lemma 2, we have for all m£M, ot, ß, € R
(4) \\am+ßy\\ £  |a|||m||.
We define
P(txm + ßy) =  am.
(4) easily implies that ||P|| =  1. Lemma 4 is proved.
Applying now the Kakutani characterization of the inner product [2 p. 157], 
the Theorem follows.
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STRONGNESS IN /-LATTICES 
GERD RICHTER
Abstract
The investigations of strongness in lattices of finite length in [3], [12], [13] shall be continued for 
/-lattices of arbitrary length. In such lattices we investigate geometric exchange properties, the basis 
exchange property, join symmetry in the sense of Gaskill—Rival [4] and further properties as 
well as strong and strict elements.
1. Introduction
In [3] Faigle—Richter—Stern investigated some kinds of exchange properties 
and showed the equivalence of them with strongness in semimodular lattices of finite 
length. In [13] we extended in lattices of finite length the notion of a strong join- 
irreducible element to arbitrary lattice elements in two ways using two unary opera­
tions and we got the notion of a strong element and the notion of a strict element. 
Since lattices of finite length are special algebraic /-lattices we shall continue this 
investigations for /-lattices of arbitrary length. Some of the obtained results are im­
provements of unpublished results of [9].
In Section 2 we give some basic notions.
Further we investigate strongness and semimodularity in arbitrary /-lattices in 
Section 3 and strong semimodular /-lattices in Section 4. In Section 5 we restrict the 
investigated class of lattices to algebraic strong semimodular /-lattices. As a main 
result in this section we give a generalization of the Theorem of Kuros-Ore for in­
finite join representations. In the foreground of Section 6 we are engaged in join 
symmetry and basis exchange.
2. Basic notions
Let L  be a complete lattice. An element v£L  is called join-irreducible, if the 
implication
(* ) T  Q L  and v — VT imply v£T
is satisfied for each finite subset T  of L. v is called completely join-irreducible, if 
(* ) is satisfied for each subset T  of L.
Let /= / ( £ )  be the set of all completely join-irreducible elements of L. If an 
element bdL has a join representation b=VU  with UQJ we say b has a decom­
position. A decomposition b=WU  is irredundant if h=»V(t/\{w}) holds for each 
ueu.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 06C10; Secondary 06C05. 
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L  is a J-lattice if each element of L has a decomposition. If a s x ^ b  (a, b, xdL) 
implies either a= x  or b = x  we say a is covered by b or b covers a and we write 
a<b. In a complete lattice each completely join-irreducible element v covers exactly 
one element. This element will be denoted by v'.
An element cdL  is called compact if TQ L  and c ^ f T  imply cS .\IT ' for 
any finite subset T' of T.
Let K=K(L) be the set of all compact elements of L. L is an algebraic or a 
compactly generated lattice if each element adL  has a join representation a=  V T 
with TQK.
An element qdL  is called precompact (or inaccessible from below, cf. Birk- 
hoff—Frink [1]) if TQ L  and q=\JT  imply q = \/T ' for any finite subset T' of T.
Let Q be the set of all precompact elements of L. L  is a prealgebraic lattice if 
each adL has a join representation u= V T with T^=Q.
It is obvious that JQ Q  and K ^Q  hold in each prealgebraic lattice. In an 
algebraic lattice JQ K = Q  holds.
For lattice elements x and y  we define the interval y/x  to be the set of all zdL  
such that x ^ z S y  holds. If y/x=$  and x/y = 0 hold then x  and y are said to be 
incomparable.
For Ed {/, K, Q} we denote by E(y/x) the set of completely join-irreducible, 
compact and precompact elements, respectively, of the interval y/x.
A lattice L is (upper) semimodular if, for a, bdL, a/\b<a implies b< afb .
A /-lattice L  has
a) the derivation property (D) if vdJ, TQ J  and » s  V T  imply v '^
y(t':tdT),
b) the derivation property (DO) if adL, v£J  and v ^ a  imply a fv '^ a fv ,
c) the derivation property (Dl) if adL, vdJ and vAßa imply a \h f< a fv ,
d) the exchange property (El) if adL, u,vdJ, v s .a fu  and v ^ a f u '  imply 
mS űV m'V ü,
e) the exchange property (E2) if adL, u,vdJ, v&aMu and v ^ a f u '  imply 
u ^ a \/v ,
f) the exchange property (E3) if adL, u,vdJ, v S a fu  and v ^ a f u '  imply 
r s a f v  and udßafv',
g) the hereditary property (HJ) if adL and vdJ imply a\lvdJ{a\lv/a).
(El), (E2) and (E3) are called geometric exchange properties (cf. [3]). It is ob­
vious that a lattice with property (Ei) also has property (Er — 1) (/—3, 2) and a 
lattice with property (D l) also has property (DO).
A /-lattice L is strong if it has (DO).
For adL let Ua:={u: udL, u< a}.
If Ua=0 then we define a+:=a otherwise let a+:=l\Ua. Further let 
a':=\j{y': vdJ{a/0)) for each element a of a /-lattice L.
An element a of a /-lattice L is strong if xdL  and a s x f a '  imply a ^ x .
An element a of a /-lattice L is strict if xdL  and a ^ x f a + imply a s x ,
A minimal pair (p, A) o f L  is an antichain A Q J  together with an element 
p d J  such that the following three conditions are fulfilled:
(M pl) pdA  
(Mp2) p^MA_
(Mp3) p $ \J Ä  for every antichain Ä<A.
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Ä ^ A  holds if to each ä£Ä  there exists an a£A suchthat ä S a  holds.
The lattice L is join symmetric if it satisfies 
(Js) (p , A) minimal pair of L  and q£A imply that (q, (^4\{5})U {p}) is a minimal 
pair of L.
An antichain AQ J  is called a basis of x€L if the following two conditions are 
satisfied:
(Bl) x= \JA
(B2) x ^ V Ä  for every antichain A<A.
A /-lattice L  has the basis exchange property if it satisfies 
(Be) x£L, Bt and B% bases of x and b ^B i imply the existence of an element 
b2£B2 such that {b2} is a basis of x.
3. Strongness and semimodularity in arbitrary /- lattices
The first definition of strongness of a lattice was given by Faigle [2] by a property
(St') p, qdJ, q <  p, x£L and p s. qMx imply p ^  x.
In lattices of finite length properties (DO), (St') and
(St) p £ /, x£L and p S  xVp' imply p S  x
(given in Faigle—Richter—Stern [3]) are equivalent. It is obvious that (St) and (DO) 
are equivalent for arbitrary /-lattices. But there are /-lattices which have (St') 
but not (DO) as is shown in Figure 1 (cf. also Richter [9], Figure 9.4).
Fig. 1
Conversely, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 1 (Richter [9], Satz 9.5). Every strong lattice has properly (St').
Proof. Let p,q€J, q ^p ,  x£L and p S xV q . Since q<p we have q ^p ', 
i.e. p ^ x V q-^xMp'SxVp and, therefore, xVp'=xVp holds. If L  is strong, i.e. 
if L has (DO), this is possible only in the case that /?Sx holds.
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By the definitions of strong lattices, strong elements and strict elements one can 
simply verify the subsequent
Lemma 2. For a J-lattice L the following conditions are pairwise equivalent:
(i) L is strong.
(ii) Each element o f J (L ) is strong.
(iii) Each element o f J(L) is strict.
In the following we want to characterize strongness and strictness, respectively, 
o f an element of a /-lattice by forbidden join-subsemilattices.
Theorem 3. Let L  be a J-lattice. An element adL, aA 0, is strong (strict) iff 
a?: a' (aAa+) holds and L does not contain a join-subsemilattice o f the form o f Figure 
2 or o f Figure 3.
Proof. If adL is not strong (strict) then there exists an xdL  such that 
ű áx V o ' (aSxVa+) and a^ßx hold. Then there are two possibilities:
(1) a=a' (a=a+) or
(2) a '< a  (a+< a) and a\/x= a '\lx  (aVx= a +\Jx).
In the second case we have x^ßa' (x^=a+) since x ^ a ' ( x ^ a +) and a '^a  
(a+ <ű) yield x\!a '< a (x\fa+<a) contradicting a'J x=a\/ x  (a+ j x —aMx). 
Therefore, x ^ a  yields a join-subsemilattice of the form of Figure 3 and x3pa 
yields a join-subsemilattice of the form of Figure 2.
If L  contains a join-subsemilattice of the form of Figure 2 or of Figure 3 then 
there is an xdL  with a^xW a' (aSxVfl+) but a ^ x  what means that adL is 
not strong (strict).
Remark. If adL is a precompact element then there is no element xdL  such 
that there exists a join-subsemilattice of the form
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Fig. 3a
Since in the interval a/x there would exist an element c£L suchthat xS.c<a  holds. 
Then a +S c  and, therefore, a ^ a +Vx ^ c < a  would hold, a contradiction.
In [13] (Proposition 3) we proved that a lattice of finite length is strong iff 
each of its elements is strong. In /-lattices of arbitrary length this does not hold, since 
there can exist, for instance, injective elements which are not strong. An element a 
of L is called injective if a=a! holds. But we are able to prove that in a strong lattice 
each compact element is strong.
Proposition 4. Let L be a strong J-lattice. Then each compact element c£L 
(c^O) is strong.
Proof. Let c£K, c^O  and x£ L  with cs.x\lc '= xM c  and c^ßx. Then there 
holds cS jcVc '= x \I\j(y ': v£J(c/0)). Since c is compact there are vlt ..., vn£J(c/0) 
such that c S x fv 'fJ  ...\Jv'n holds. Without restriction of generality it is possible to 
assume that b—x\lv'1\J...\Jv'„ is an irredundant join representation of b. Therefore, 
there exists an index i (1 S /S n ) such that vts b —x\lc  and VfißxMv^M... 
...Vv'i_1y v 'i+1\/...\lv'n<b  hold.
This is a contradiction to our supposition that L and, therefore, each completely 
join-irreducible element is strong.
In [13] (Theorem 6 and Corollary 8) it was shown that in a strong lattice of finite 
length a '^ a + holds and in a semimodular lattice of finite length a+S /  holds. In 
Theorem 5 and Theorem 7 these results will be generalized.
Theorem 5 (cf. Richter—Stern [13], Theorem 6). Let L be a strong lattice. 
Then for each a£L always a '^ a + holds.
Proof. Let a£L. If t/„=0, i.e. a+=a, then it is obvious that a '^ a +=a 
holds. Let Ua7±&, b£Ua (i.e. b<a) and v£J(a/0). If v'ißb holds, it follows 
a=b\lv' and thus v^bW v'. Since v '^ b  also implies v ^ b  we obtain a contradic­
tion to our supposition that L  is strong. Hence r 's f t  holds for each vdJ(ajO) and, 
therefore, if = V(v': v£J(a/0))^b  for each b£Ua. This implies a '^  AUa=a+.
The following lemma which is interesting in itself will be needed for the proof 
of Theorem 7. In [13] this lemma was called “Butterfly lemma” since in the proof 
was made use of a diagram in the form of a butterfly.
Lemma 6 (cf. Richter—Stern [13], Theorem 7). Let L be a semimodular 
lattice and for a£L let a=w,V...V«„ («!, ..., un£J(a/0)) be an irredundant decom­
position o f a. Then a+^ u [V ...Vi/' holds.
The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 7 in Richter—Stern [13], since in 
that proof was not made use of the assumption that L  is of finite length.
T heorem 7 (cf. Richter—Stern [13], Corollary 8). In a semimodular J-lattice 
L a+S a ' holds for each precompact element a£L.
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Proof. In a /-lattice L  each precompact element a has an irredundant decompo­
sition a= «1V...Vw„ with ult ..., M„C/(a/0). The definition of a' yields a 'su iV ...V u '. 
Since L  is semimodular it is possible to apply Lemma 6 and we obtain a' ^ u ' f l ... V h' s  
=za+.
In Faigle—Richter—Stern [3] (Theorem 1) it was shown that a lattice of finite 
length is strong semimodular iff it has the geometric exchange property (E2). We 
will show that in arbitrary /-lattices this is not so.
Lemma 8 (cf. Richter [9], Hilfssatz 5.4). Each semimodular J-lattice has the 
geometric exchange property (El).
Proof. Let a£L, u ,v£J, u^aWv, u^ßaWv'. Then vA(a\fv')=v'-<v holds. 
This implies aM v'V v=aV v> a\J v' by semimodularity of L. Therefore, we obtain 
a \/v —a\lv'\lu, i.e. wSaVv'Mu.
The converse of Lemma 8 does not hold. It is even possible to show that a 
/"-lattice with (E3) and, therefore, also with (E2) and (El) must not be semimodular
Lemma 9 (cf. Richter [9], Satz 9.3). A J-lattice L with geometric exchange 
property (E3) is not necessarily semimodular.
Proof. In Figure 4 a /-lattice L is shown, in which the conditions u, »£/, 
a£L, u ^ a jv  and h^ űVi>' are satisfied only in the case a<u=v, i.e. it is ob­
vious that L  has (E3). But L  is not semimodular, since cAb<c and b< cdb  hold.
o
Fig. 4
In lattices of finite length (El) and semimodularity are equivalent (cf. Stern 
[14], Theorem 2).
For strong lattices the following theorem holds.
T heorem 10 (cf. Richter [9], Satz 5.5). Let L be a strong J-lattice. Then the 
following conditions are pairwise equivalent:
(i) L has (Dl).
(ii) L has (El).
(iii) L has (E2).
(iv) L has (E3).
(v) L is semimodular.
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Proof. (i)=>(v): Let a, b£L and af\b<a. Then there is a vdJ(a/Q) with 
vipahb, i.e. a=(aAh)Vr holds. By (Dl) we obtain a/\b^(al\b)\/v'<(al\b)Vv=a, 
i.e. (a/\b)\/v'—al\b and, therefore, also v’s.at\b-^b  hold.
Further a\lb — (al\b)\Jv\Jb=b\lv holds. By (Dl) we obtain a\lb = v\lb>  
>v'Vb=b, i.e. L is semimodular.
(v)=>(ii): This holds by Lemma 8.
(ii) =>(iii): Let a£L, u ^ a y v  and u^aM v'. Then vSaV v'V u  holds
by (El). Assume v£ a \/u . Then we obtain a\lv=-{a\lu)\]v=(a\lu)\Jv' in contra­
diction to the strongness of L. Therefore, L has property (E2).
(iii) =>(iv): Let a£L, u,v£J, u^aMv and ir^aMv'. Then v^aM u  holds by
(E2), i.e. a\/v=a\/u. Further u^aWv' implies u ^ a .  Consequently, aWu'^aWu 
holds since L is strong. v^aM u' would yield aVvS a V u '<aV u = aVv, a contra­
diction. Thus holds, i.e. L has (E3).
(iv) =>(i): Let a£L, v£J, v$ a . Then aVv'<a\lv  holds since L  is strong. If 
there is an element b with aVr'<ii<flV«, then there is also an element u£J(b/0) 
such that u^ßaMv' holds since otherwise b=aMv' would hold. u^ßaVv' and 
uSb^aM v  yield v^aM u  by (E3), i.e. aV v= aV u^b  holds in contradiction to 
b^aMv. Thus L has (Dl).
4. Strong semimodular ./-lattices
As a consequence of Theorem 10 we obtain immediately the following corollary.
Corollary 11. A J-lattice L has (D l) iff it is a strong semimodular lattice.
Proof. Since a lattice with (Dl) always is strong the assertion follows from Theo­
rem 10.
Theorem 12 (Richter [9], Satz 5.6). Every strong semimodular J-lattice L has 
the hereditary property (HJ).-
Proof. Let a£L, v£j, v $ a . By (Dl) a\/v'< a\lv  holds. If aVv$J(a\/vla) 
holds then there exists an element b with a ^b ^a W v  and b^paWv'. Therefore, 
thereisa u£J(b/0) with u^aM v' and u^aV v  since L  is a /-lattice. By Theorem 10 
L has exchange property (E2). Thus we get aMv—aMu^b contradicting b^aWv. 
Therefore, L  has (HJ).
Remark. There are finite strong lattices with (HJ) which are not semimodular 
(Figure 5) and there are also finite strong lattices which have not the hereditary 
property (HJ) (Figure 6).
Fig■ 5
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As a corollary of Theorem 12 and results of the papers [7], [8] and [10] we obtain 
the following
Corollary 13. Let L  be a strong semimodular lattice and let a = « 1V...V«„ = 
= v f j  . . . \ v m be two irredundant decompositions o f a with ult vx, ...,vmf j .
Then the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) n = m (Theorem o f Kuros-Ore).
(2) For each ut there exists a Vj such that
a = m1V...Vmí_1V ^V m(+1V...V u„
=  V 1 \ / . . . \ J V j _ 1 \ / u i \ / V j  + 1\/...Wvn.
(3) There exists a permutation n o f the numbers 1, n such that for i= l ,  n
a =  M1V...VMj_1Vr’«(j)V wf+1V
holds.
Since L has property (HJ) by Theorem 12 the assertion is proved by the Theo­
rems 1, 4 and 7 of Richter [7] (Remark: In [7] property (HJ) is denoted by (Vi)). 
Analogously Theorem 7 of [7] yields the proof of the following corollary.
Corollary 14 (cf. Richter [7], Theorem 7). Let L be a strong semimodular 
lattice and let a—\/T = V R  (T, RQJ) be two decompositions of a. Then for each 
t f T  there exists an r fR  such that a= rW \/(T \{t}). Moreover, this resulting decom­
position is irredundant i f  the decomposition a— V T is irredundant.
In the subsequent lemma it will be shown that a strong semimodular /-lattice 
has the derivation property (D) restricted of finite sets TQ J.
Lemma 15 (cf. Richter [9], Satz 5.8). Let L  be a strong semimodular lattice 
and let
v ^  v f j . . . \ j v n = a0 (v ,vx, . . . ,v n£J).
Then ...\lv'n holds, i.e. a'f) — v'1\/...\/v'n.
Proof. Let l'0= 0 , a,=v'0\/...\/v'l_1Vvl+1\ / and bi=vx\ / . . .Vi>j_iV
\/v l+1\/ ...Vv„ ( l s / s n ) .  Without restriction of generality it is possible to assume 
that
(* ) v $  b,
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holds for / = 1 , F u r t h e r  we have y' ^ a 0 = t>óVa^—vflay . Let us assume that 
y'SymVam and y'^r^Vu*, (lS m S /i) hold. Then there exists a u£J(v'/0) with 
u ^ a mMvm and u iß a jd v'm. Since L has exchange property (E3) by Theorem 10, 
vm^ a mMu and, therefore, amJvm=am\Ju=am\Jv' hold. Let cm=y1V...Vym_t . 
Then a0=cmf(a m\/vm) and hmVy, =cmV(amVy') hold, i.e. a0=bmWv' since 
amVy'=űmVym holds. Thus v ^ a 0=bm\/v '^b m\/v holds, i.e. we obtain bmWv'= 
—bm\/v in contradiction to the strongness of L  since v bm holds by (* ). Conse­
quently, v '^ a mMv’m and also v'-^an\lv'n — v'fj ...\/v'H hold.
An important class of /-lattices is the class of AC-lattices (cf. for instance Maeda- 
Maeda [6]). An AC-lattice is an atomistic lattice, that is a /-lattice in which each 
completely join-irreducible element v is an atom (i.e. y>-0), which has the covering 
property (C) a ,pßL ,p  atom and a/\p=0 imply a< djp .
In the subsequent we investigate connections between strong semimodular /- 
lattices and AC-lattices.
T heorem  16 (Richter [9], Satz 5. 11). Let L be a strong semimodular J-lattice 
and let aßL. Then the interval ala! is an AC-lattice.
P r o o f . Strongness, semimodularity and v's.a ' yield either y g /  or a'-c.a'Vv 
(vßJ(a/0)). Let ußJ(aja') and u^a!. Since L  is a /-lattice u= V (y: y£/(w/0))= 
= f  (a'Vv: vßJ(u/0)) holds. Since u is completely join-irreducible in the interval 
a/a' there is a y0£/(«/0) such that u=a'Mva, i.e. u=a'\lva>a’ holds. Therefore, 
each element u of J(a/a') with u^/ a' is an atom in aja\ i.e. L is atomistic. In addition 
to that we have only to show that L  has the covering property (C).
Let b£a/a' and q an atom in a/a' with q ^ b .  Then there is an v£J(a/0) with 
q=a'Mv, v^ßb and v '^ a '^ b .  Consequently, b = b\lv'<b\lv=b\lq  holds, since L 
has property (Dl).
At last in this section we intend to compare a' and a+ for precompact elements a 
of a strong semimodular lattice L.
T heorem  17 (cf. Richter—Stern [13], Theorem 9). Let L be a strong semi- 
modular J-lattice. Thena+=a' holds for each precompact element aß L.
P r o o f . Theorem 5 and Theorem 7 yield the assertion.
5. Algebraic /- la ttice s
In algebraic /-lattices we are able to sharpen some of the above mentioned results.
T heorem  18 (cf. Richter—Stern [13], Proposition 3). Let L be an algebraic 
J-lattice. L is strong iff each compact element is strong.
P ro o f . In a strong /-lattice each compact element is strong (Proposition 4). Let L 
be an algebraic /-lattice in which each compact element is strong. Since in an algebraic 
lattice each completely join-irreducible element is compact, each completely join- 
irreducible element is strong, i.e. L is strong.
P roposition  19 (cf. Richter—Stern [13], Proposition 10). Let L be an algebraic 
semimodular J-lattice. Each compact element o f L is strong iff it is strict.
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P roof . If each compact element is strong then L  is strong by Theorem 18. Thus 
c '= c + holds for each compact element c£L  by Theorem 17. Hence c&xMc+ 
( —x\Jc') yields cSx , i.e. each compact c£L  is strict.
Conversely, if each compact element of L  is strict, then also each completely 
join-irreducible element is strict and, therefore, strong, i.e. L is strong. Thus c+=c' 
holds for each compact cdL  by Theorem 17. Consequently, c ^ x j c '  (=xV c+) 
yields c á r ,  i.e. each compact c£L is strong.
C orollary 20 (cf. Richter—Stern [13], Corollary 11). Let L be an algebraic 
semimodular J-lattice. Then the following three conditions are equivalent:
(i) L is strong.
(ii) Each compact element o f L is strong.
(iii) Each compact element o f L is strict.
P roof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Theorem 18. Proposition 19 
yields the equivalence of (ii) and (iii).
T heorem  21 (cf. Richter [9], Folgerung 5.9). Let L  be an algebraic strong 
semimodular lattice. Then L  has the derivation property (D).
ProoF. Let v£J, T ^ J  and v^M T. Since in every algebraic lattice JQ K  
holds, there exists a finite subset S  of T  with r á V 5 .  By Lemma 15 v' ^  V0’': 
s<=SQT)7S\/(t': t iT )  holds.
P roposition  22 (cf. Richter [9], Hilfssatz 5.10). In each algebraic J-lattice 
which has derivation property (D) and, therefore, also in each algebraic strong semi­
modular J-lattice for any subset T o f  J always (VT)'=  V(C: t£T) holds.
ProoF. By definition (\ZTY—j{y ':v^.J(W T/0))^W (t':t^T ) holds since 
TQ/iVT/O). For each v£J(VT/0) we get » 's V ( i ': lC 7 )  since r s V F  holds and 
L  has property (D), i.e. (V r)'^V (C : ?€T )á(V T f .
An algebraic AC-lattice is called a geometric lattice. As a consequence of Theo­
rem 16 we obtain
C orollary 23 (cf. Richter [9], Folgerung 5.12). Let L be an algebraic strong 
semimodular J-lattice. Then for each a£L the interval ala' is a geometric lattice.
P r oof . Head [5], (Lemma 1), proved that each interval b/a of an algebraic 
lattice is also algebraic. Thus Theorem 16 yields the assertion.
In Corollary 14 we proved that if ű= VT= \JR  (T, R cf J )  are two decomposi­
tions of a in a strong semimodular J-lattice L then any element / of T can be replaced 
by an element r<i R- But if these decompositions are irredundant there are no state­
ments about the cardinality of T  and R except in the finite case (Corollary 13). For 
algebraic strong semimodular /-lattices we are able to generalize the Theorem of 
Kuros-Ore for infinite decompositions and to give a statement about the cardinality 
of T  and R. The proof of the following Theorem 24 will be published in the subse­
quent paper [11], since for this proof it is necessary to investigate an abstract inde­
pendence relation in a special subset of /  in prealgebraic lattices. One can find the 
proof also in [9] (Satz 5.15).
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T heorem  24 (cf. Richter [9], Satz 5.15, and [11]). Let L be an algebraic strong 
semimodular J-lattice. i f  a = V T —\/R (T, R*=J) are two irredundant decompositions 
of a then T and R have the same cardinality.
In [3] Faigle—Richter—Stern investigated in connection with strong semimodu- 
lar lattices of finite length also join symmetric lattices and lattices with basis exchange 
property. In lattices of finite length the equivalence of the following three conditions
(i) L  is strong and semimodular.
(ii) L  is join symmetric.
(iii) L  has the basis exchange property.
In infinite /-lattices this does not hold as it will be shown in the subsequent results. 
At first we prove that a finite strong lattice is not necessarily join symmetric.
P roposition  25 (cf. Richter [9], Satz 9.8). Let L be a strong finite lattice. 
Then L must not be join symmetric.
P ro o f . Figure 5 shows a finite strong lattice which is not semimodular. There­
fore, this lattice is not join symmetric by Theorem 4 of Faigle—Richter—Stern [3]
P roposition  26 (cf. Richter [9], Satz 9.9). Let L be a strong semimodular 
J-lattice. Then L is not necessarily join symmetric.
Proof. Figure 7 shows a strong semimodular /-lattice, since a£L, u € /=  
= {x, yx, ..., z ,q } and v ^ a  imply a\/v'<a\lv. The pair (q, (x, z}) is not minimal 
but the pair (z, {x, q}) is minimal. Thus L  is not join symmetric.
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If in a strong semimodular /-lattice each element has an irredundant decomposi­
tion what is satisfied, for instance, in each lattice of finite length, then L  is join sym­
metric but the converse does not hold.
T heorem  27 (cf. Richter [9], Satz 9.10). Let L be a strong semimodular 
J-lattice and let each q' with q fJ  have an irredundant decomposition. Then L is 
join symmetric.
P r o o f . Let (p, C) be a minimal pair and let q£C and x =  V(C\{#}). Then by 
the supposition q' has an irredundant decomposition q'—\IB and2?is an antichain. 
Since b<q holds for each b£B we obtain D = ( C \ {</})U(_B\(x/0))< C, where D 
is also an antichain. Thus p S x j q '  = V£>-< VC = xVq would be a contradiction to 
the minimality of (p ,C ), i.e. p ^ x j q  and p ^ x j q '  hold. By Theorem 10 L  has 
exchange property (E3), i.e. q ^ x j p  and q ^ x j p ’ hold. Let M = (C \{i})U  {P}- 
Then the pair (q, M ) satisfies conditions (Mpl) and (Mp2). If (q, M) violates con­
dition (Mp3) then there exists because of q ^ x j p '  an antichain £ < C \{ ^ }  such 
that q-^V E jp  and q i ß j  EM p'-^xjp' hold. By (E3) we obtain p^W EVq, i.e. 
p ^  VF where F = (E \(q /0))U [q) is an antichain of J  with F<C. This is a contra­
diction to the minimality of (p, C). Thus (q, M ) satisfies condition (Mp3), i.e. L 
is join symmetric.
T heorem  28 (cf. Richter [9], Satz 9.11). Let L be a join symmetric J-lattice 
which has the basis exchange property and in which each element has an irredundant 
decomposition. Then L must not be strong or semimodular.
P r o o f . In the lattice of Figure 8
J  {?,*, Xj, y i . / — 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, ..., j  — 0, 1, 2, ...}
holds. Each element has an irredundant decomposition with at most two elements of J. 
Let a£L  and une{v„,yn, zn} (n£ {0, 1, -  1, ...}) or un= xn (n£{0, — 1, —2, ...}). 
Then u'„=un- x and, for a ^ u n, a\/un= aVun_ , = a Vu„ hold especially also if 
u„^ßa holds, i.e. L  is not strong.
Further x0= v/\z< v  and z<vM z=\ imply that L is not semimodular.
Since to each antichain B£J and to each wgL with B and \B \^2  there 
is an antichain B'={b': bdB}<B  with u ^ V B ',  there exists no minimal pair in L f 
i.e. L  is join symmetric. The same reason yields that except the elements of J  no ele­
ment has a basis, i.e. L  has the basis exchange property.
The following theorem shows that each strong semimodular lattice has the basis 
exchange property.
T heorem  29 (cf. Richter [9], Satz 9.12). Each strong semimodular J-lattice 
L has the basis exchange properly.
P r o o f . Let xZL  and let B and C be bases of x. Since by Theorem 12 L  has the 
hereditary property (HJ) there exists to each b£B an element c fC  with x=  
= V(B\{h})Vc. This decomposition is irredundant since x = J B  is an irredundant 
decomposition (Corollary 14). Let us assume that there is an antichain D with 
D < (B \{b})U  {c}=B' and x =  VD. Then there are an element d£D and an ele­
ment e£B' with d<e, i.e. d ^e '. Let y=  V(B/\{e}). Then x=yV e—VC=V 
S  V(J>\{/})Ve' = >’Ve holds, i.e. e^ßy and y d e = y je '  hold contradicting that L  is
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Fig. 8
strong and semimodular. Therefore, there is no antichain D with D<B'. Since B' 
is an antichain of J, B' is a basis of x, i.e. L has the basis exchange property.
Theorem 29 and Proposition 26 yield that a /-lattice which has the basis exchange 
property must not be join-symmetric. There are even finite lattices which have the 
basis exchange property but which are not join-symmetric (cf. Figure 5). By Theorems 
4 and 5 of [3] each join symmetric lattice of finite length has the basis exchange prop­
erty.
P roblem . Does there exist an infinite join-symmetric /-lattice which does not 
have the basis exchange property?
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IRREGULARITIES OF DISTRIBUTION AND CATEGORY THEOREM
JÓZSEF BECK
1. Introduction
Suppose that we have a configuration P —P(N) of N  points, not necessarily 
distinct, in the unit square £/2=[0, l)2. Let Z2 denote, as usual, the set of integer 
lattice points in the plane R2. Denote by P* the set of points p + n where p £P  and 
n£Z2. Thus P* is a periodic set.
Let 5 cR *  be an arbitrary compact set with usual Lebesgue measure (i.e. 
area) p(B). Write Z[P*\ B ] for the number of points of P* in B, and
D'0T[P; B] = Z[P*; B] -  Np(B).
The quantity D'°’[P\ B] tells us how far Z[P*\ B] deviates from the expected number 
Np(B) of points of P* in B.
Let A be an arbitrary compact and convex set in the plane. For arbitrary real 
number a and two-dimensional vector v£R2, set
A(a, v) =  {ax + v:x£.^}.
Clearly A (a, v) is a homothetic image of A. Let
A,or[P; A] =  sup|D,or[F; A(a, v)]|
a, t
and
A'Z'[A) = in fd ,or[i>; A]
where the supremum is extended over all contractions — l s a s l  and translations 
v£R2, and the infimum is extended over all N-element sets P in the unit square U2.
We say that d$r [A] is the “torus discrepancy” of the homothetic family A (a, v), 
— l S a S l ,  v£R2 (note that reflection across the origin is allowed).
We recall the following two results from Beck (1987) (see Corollary IB and 
Corollary 4C, respectively).
T heorem  A. Let AczR2 be a compact convex region such that the boundary 
curve o f A is twice continuously differentiable and has strictly positive curvature. Then
lim inf W lA ]iV1/4(log A)~1/2 =►0.
6
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T heorem B. Let ^ I c R 2 be a convex polygon. Then for any e > 0 ,
limn-* oo
AW[A] 
(log TV)4+£ =  0 .
Comparing Theorems A and B, we see that the torus discrepancy A'ST[A] is 
“ large” or “small” according as A is “smooth” or “cornered”, respectively. The next 
result demonstrates the existence of a compact convex region with very irregular 
discrepancy behaviour. We shall actually prove that “most” (in the sense of category) 
convex regions have this property.
Let CONV(2) be the metric space of all compact convex regions in R2 endowed 
with the Hausdorff metric, defined by
distH (A, B) = max (max min |x — y|, max min lx — y|)
A u y £ i  y í Bxía. J '
for A, CONV(2). Here |x — y| denotes, as usual, the euclidean distance. By the 
Blaschke selection theorem (see, for example, Hadwiger (1957), p. 154 and p. 201), 
CONV(2) is locally compact. It follows from the Baire category theorem that the 
sets of first category in CONV(2) are “small” compared to their complements.
We have
T heorem 1.1. Let f:  N—R+ and g: N —R + satisfy (TVs2)
lim ~n----a,-,!-»-« >  0«-<» (logTV)4+e
for some £>0 and
g(N) _  
n~~ TV1/4(logTV)- 1/2
Then for all /f^CONV (2), except those in a set o f first category,
(i) A'f[A] <f(N )  for infinitely many TV, and
(ii) A'-f lA] >g(N) for infinitely many TV.
Note that Theorem 1.1 was motivated by Gruber and Kenderov [2] (see es­
pecially Theorem 2).
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
The simple underlying idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is as follows: Let P 1 
be a convex polygon. By “smoothing” the comers of P1 slightly one can obtain a 
convex region B 1 of differentiability class two. In B 1 one can inscribe a convex poly­
gon P 2 which approximates B 1 very closely. By “smoothing” the corners of P 2 
slightly one can obtain a convex region B 2 of differentiability class two. And so on. 
If in this process, P 1, B 1, P 2, B 2, ... differ by only very little, then A —P i r\B ’l C\ 
C\P2C\B2C\... satisfies the requirements (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.1.
After the heuristics, we begin the proof of (i). We shall actually deduce it from 
Theorem C below (see Theorem 4B in Beck [1]).
T heorem C. Let AczR2 be a compact convex region. Given any integer l=2>, 
let Atd A  denote an inscribed l-gon (i.e. polygon with l sides) o f largest area. Denote
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by £n(A) the smallest integer /S 3 such that p (A \A ,) ^ l2 N  x. Then for any 
N ^ 2  and e>0,
A'S'[A] <  Cl(A, e) • f„(A) • (log Nfi+‘.
Let POL(rt) denote the subspace of CONV(2) consisting of all convex polygons 
of at most n vertices. For every .4£CONV(2), let
v(A, n) = inf p (A \P ),
where the infimum is extended over all Pd POL(n) satisfying P a  A.
The following lemma was independently proved by Schneider and Wieacker
[4] and by Gruber and Kenderov [2].
L emma 2.1. Let h: N —R + satisfy h(n)—0 as n — °°. Then for all Ad. 
€CONV(2), except those in a set o f first category, v(A, n)<h(n) for infinitely 
many n.
P r o o f . The function A-*v(A,n) is clearly continuous for each ndN . Thus 
the sets (T6CONV(2): v(A, n)^h(n)} are closed for each «€N. It follows that the 
set
Ak = {T6CONV(2):v(.4, n) s  h(n) for all n ^  k) —
=  n  {y46CONV(2):v(T, n) ^  h(n)}
n = k
is again closed for each k£N. We shall show that
(2) Ak is nowhere dense in CONV(2) for each k£ N.
In view of (1), it is sufficient to show that Ak has empty interior. Suppose that for 
some k£N, the interior of Ak is non-empty. Since the set of convex polygons is 
dense in CONV(2), there exists a convex polygon P£Ak. Then v(P, n)—0 for all 
sufficiently large n. This contradicts the definition of Ak. Hence (2) is established, and 
Lemma 2.1 follows. |
Let /i(«) = 2_2\  and write
s i  = {T€CONV(2):v(T, n) <  h(ri) for infinitely many n).
Then for every Ads/ and ATS3,





A'nt[A] <  f (N )  for infinitely many N
(here f(N )  is a function satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1). Theorem 1.1 (i) 
follows, since by Lemma 2.1, CONV(2 ) \s /  forms a set of first category.
Next we prove (ii). The proof is based on the following result, which is implicitly 
contained in the proof of Theorem A (see Beck [1]).
6»
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T heorem  A*. Let A c R 2 be a compact convex region. I f  the boundary curve T  
o f  A is twice continuously differentiable and if, for some real number y >0, the ratio
minimum curvature of T 
maximum curvature of T
is greater than y, then for arbitrary 0<<5< 1 and for arbitrary n-element set P c  U2, 
we have
Ö-1 f  ( J D to'[P; A(A, x)]|2 dxje-W 'dÄ  » yö ■ (np(A))1/2.
- C O  V 1
R em ark . The Vinogradov’s notation » r means that the implicit positive con­
stant may depend on the value of y.
For every T€CONV(2), let
q(A, n) = inf l(A, n) A (A, x)]|2 dx)e->'l^ A^  dA,
- C O  V1
where I (A, n)=log (2+np(A)) and the infimum is taken over all «-element subsets 
& of U \
The function A — Q(A,n) is continuous for each n£N. We indicate this as 
follows: Let A, i?£CONV(2) and distal A, B)<5. Observe that if ő<ő(A,e), 
then
(3) (1— e)Z? + u c  A c  (l+ e)B + \
for some u, v£R2. For the sake of brevity, let
Da{A, y) = D tor[á?; A(A,y)].
Then by (3), for arbitrary x,
min {\Db ((1 -  s)A, Au+ x)| -  (p (A) -  (1 -  e)2 p (B)),
|Z)B((1 +e)A, Av +  x)| —((1 + E)2p(B) — p(A))} ^  \DÁ{A, x)|
— max {|Db((1 - e)A, Au+ x)| + (p(A) -(1  - e)2p(B)),
\Db ( (1  +  e )  A, A v+ x ) |  +  ( ( I  +  e)2p (B)—p (A))}.
Moreover, let
Ub(A)= J  \Db(A, y)|2 dy. 
u*
Clearly (let d(B) stand for the diameter of B )
|Z>Ä(A, y)| «  nAd(B),
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and so we have (note that n =  #  3P is fixed)
DO OO
I f  C/B( ( l+ e ) A ) * - * ’< t t -  /  =
— OO — OO
(5) = | /  C/B(A)[-y-L- <?-A*/(l+i)‘ _L_ ^ -A’/d-oO
<k n2(d(B))2 f  X- L-^— e-i'/O-«)*— _J— fa.
' \  J 1 — e l  +  e— oo I I.
Since the right-hand side of (5) tends to 0 as B-~A and e—0, the continuity of 
A — q(A, ri) for fixed n easily follows from (4) and (5).
We need
L emma 2.2. Let G: N —R + satisfy
G(n) _  
n1/2(log m)-1
Then for all CONV(2), except those in a set o f first category, q ( A ,  n)>G(n) 
for infinitely many n.
Proof. We repeat the argument of the previous lemma. Since the function 
A-+Q(A,n) is continuous, the sets {/i£CONV(2): e(A,n)sG(n)} are closed for 
each n£N. It follows that the set
38k = {/íeCONV(2);e(/í, n) 5  G(n) for all n*sk} -  
= f |  {46CONV(2):e(4,7i) S(7(n)}
n= k
is again closed for each fc£N. We shall show that
(6) 38k is nowhere dense in CONV(2) for each /+N.
Suppose on the contrary that for some the interior of 38k is nonempty. Since
the analytic convex sets are dense in CONV(2), there exists an analytic set B£38k.
We now recall Theorem A* with ö~l =l(A, n)=\og(2+np(Aj): If A satisfies 
the hypotheses of Theorem A*, then
(7 )  KA, n) f  A ( i ,  x)]| -J*) ' - » « M M  » , ,
where SP is an arbitrary «-element subset of U2
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Applying (7) to the analytic set B^fl3k, we get
q (B , rí)lim inf - 0.n1/2(logn)-1
This contradicts the definition of 28k, and Lemma 2.2 follows. |
Let 0>d J i, where be arbitrary but fixed. Clearly
\Dia,[2?\ A (A, x)]| <k nAd(A), where d{A) is the diameter. 
Thus we have
l(A, rí) f  ( f  I Dior[&; A (A, x)]|2 dx) e - W . *  dA
U|»i u*
«  l(A, n) f  (nA d(A)f(l(A , n))-»'«■*) dA ^  l
\x\ti
if n is sufficiently large depending on A.
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that for all /i(ECONV(2), except those in a set of 
first category,
i
(8) l(A, rí) f  ( / 1£>‘or[^ ; A(A, x)]|2 dx) e~»*■***•"> dA >  G (n )-0 (  1)
- i  u*
for infinitely many n. Since
oo




(9) 7i1/2|d,or[á»; A]I2 S  /(A, rí) f  [ f  A(A, x)]|2tfx) e - » * A-"'dA.
- l  u*
Theorem 1.1 (ii) now follows from (8) and (9). |
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SOME FACTORIZATION THEOREMS FOR 
HILBERT SPACE OPERATORS
ERNESTO JAIMES and ZOLTÁN SEBESTYÉN
The present paper contains two theorems about factorization type problems 
with respect to not necessarily bounded operators in Hilbert space. We give neces­
sary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a positive (resp. self-adjoint) opera­
tor B on H  satisfying the identity
(1) Ax = BCx (xdD(A))
where H  is a (complex) Hilbert space, A and C are given densely defined operators 
with domains D(A) and D(C), respectively.
Of course, it is assumed once and for all that the following relation holds true
(2) D(A) c  D(C).
As a reference we use a theorem ofZ. Sebestyén [1] concerning positive extendibility 
of an operator on a subspace of a Hilbert space.
T heorem 1. Let A and C be densely defined operators in the Hilbert space H, with 
D (A)cD (C). Then there exists a positive operator B on H satisfying (1) i f  and only i f  
there exists m=0 such that
(3) (A x ,(m C -A )x)  S  0 (x£D(Aj).
Proof. Assume first that such an operator B exists. Since B is positive, B satis­
fies the Schwarz inequality:
II^ PlI2 S  ||B|| {By, y) (y£H).
Using this we have by (1), for any x£D(A)
\\AxII* =  \\B(CxW S  ||5|| (B(Cx),Cx) = \\B\\(Ax,Cx).
Therefore (3) is true with m=||2?||.
Assume now (3), let b: C(D(A))-+H given by
(4) b(Cx) =  Ax.
Now b is well defined because if C x= 0, then (3) gives Ax—0. Moreover, b is 
linear because A and C are linear operators. We have thus b is a linear map satisfying
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 47A20; Secondary 47B15. 
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the Schwarz inequality
(5) ||b y V ^ M { b y ,y )  (yeC(Z>(T))).
Indeed, for y= C x  we have by (3)
|&(Cx)||2 =  \\Ax||2 S  m (A x,C x) =  m(b(Cx),Cx)
(xtD(A)).
Therefore by Theorem of [ 1] there exists a positive extension B of b to the space H. 
The theorem is proved. (For another proof of this Theorem see [2].)
T heorem  2. Let A and C be densely defined operators in a Hilbert space H, with 
D (A)aD(C). Then there exists a self-adjoint operator B on H satisfying (1) i f  and 
only i f  there exists m sO  such that
(3) ' ((mC + A)x, (mC — A)x) ^  0 (x^H(A)).
P r o o f . Assume first (1), with a self-adjoint operator B. Then, since B is bounded, 
we have
\\AxI! =  H*(Cjc)|| S  ||fi||||C*|| (x €D(A)).
Therefore
((\\B\\C+A)x, m \ C - A ) x )  =
= II*II2 l|Cxl|2 +  ||*|| (Ax, Cx)—|l*ll (Cx, A x)-\\AxV  =
=  \ \B r\ \C xr  +  \\B \\{BCx,Cx)-\\B\\(Cx,B(x)-\\Axr =
=  \\BV\\CxV +  \\B\\{BCx,Cx)-\\B\\(BCx,Cx)-\\AV  =
=  | | * | | 2 | |C x ||2 - M * l l 2 ^ 0
((3)' is true, with m = ||* ||).
Assume now (3)', let b: C(D(A))—H  defined by
(4) ' b(Cx) = Ax
Clearly:
a) b is well defined since if C x—0, then by (3)' A x= 0.
b) b is linear because of the same property of A and C.
c) b is bounded since by (3)'
(* )  (Ax, Cx)—(Cx, Ax)£R  (x£D(A)) => Im (Ax, Cx) =  0 (x^D(Aj)
=>(Ax,Cx)€ R (xCD(Aj).
Now we have by (3)', (4)' and (*) •,
m2||Cx||2-||fc(Cx)||2 =  m2||Cx||2-M x ||2 =
=  m2\\Cx\\2 — \\Ax\\i + m ((A x,C x)—(Cx, Ax)) =
- ((mC + A)x, (mC—A)x) S  0 (x£D(A))
and therefore b is bounded with ||fc||S/n, moreover,
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d) b is symmetric in C(D(A)) since in view of (* )
<b(Cx), Cx) =  (Ax, Cx) — (Cx, Ax) =  (Cx, b(Cx)) (x£D(A)).
Now, by Krein’s Theorem (see [ 1], Cor. 3) there exists a self-adjoint extension B 
of b defined on the whole space, with the same bound.
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In the present paper we investigate finite direct decompositions of the unit 
element of a modular lattice. We give here a generalization of some results of papers
[2], [3] and [5].
Let L  be a bounded lattice. Then L  has a least and a largest element, these ele­
ments will be denoted by 0 or 1, respectively. Denote by V or A the join or meet in L, 
respectively.
If a is an element of L, then we say that a is a direct join of the elements ax, a2, ... 
and we write
a = űjV a2V ...V fl„,
if a = a 1Va2V...Va„ and for each *= 1, 2,
aIA(űiV...VaI_iVa1+iV ...V an) = 0.
The direct join of the elements a,, /£ / is also written V (at: id I).
An element b is called a direct summand of a if and only if a= b\lx  for some 
element x. We denote by S(L ) the set of all direct summands of the unit element of L.
Let adS(L). An element b is called a complement of a iff \=a\!b. For adS(L), 
if b is a complement of a, then the function a of I  defined by
(1) xol =  aA(xVh) for every xdL,
is called a decomposition endomorphism of a.
Let
(2) 1 = a\Jb,
and let a be the function of L  defined by the formula (1). Define the function ß on L 
by xß= bh(x\!a). The maps a, ß are called the decomposition endomorphisms 
related to decomposition (2). We say also that a, ß is a pair of complementary 
decomposition endomorphisms of L. Any member of the pair will be called a 
decomposition endomorphism of L.
Let E(L) denote the smallest set satisfying 1) and 2):
1) if (p is a decomposition endomorphism of L, then cpdE(L),
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 06C05.
Key words and phrases. Modular lattices, direct decompositions, decomposition endomorphisms, 
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2) if (p, \I/£E(L), then (pi]/£E(L)1.
The elements of the set E(L) are called the endomorphisms of L.
Let (p£E(L) and a,b£L. If a<p=b and from cSa, ccp=0 follows c=0, 
then we say that q> induces an isomorphism of a onto b. In particular, if cp induces an 
isomorphism of a onto a, then we say that (p induces an automorphism of a.
D efin itio n  1. Let a£S(L). We say that a satisfies the B-condition in the lattice 
L  iff for every decomposition endomorphism a of a and for every pair <5, e of comple­
mentary decomposition endomorphisms of L, there exists a direct decomposition 
a —afija2 such that an automorphism is induced in ax by aSoc and in a2 by aeoc.
We shall say that a direct summand a of 1 satisfies the ß*-condition (in L) if 
for every afiL  such that a' is a direct summand of a, a' satisfies the B-condition 
(in L).
The main result of our paper is expressed in the following refinement theorem.
T heorem  1. Let L  be a bounded modular lattice. I f  the unit element o f L has 
two direct decompositions
(3) 1 =  afj...<jam =  bx\J...<Jbn
such that, for each \ ^ j = n — 1, bj satisfies the B*-condition, then there exist direct 
decompositions
at =  an\i ...Vain (i =  1, 2, ri)
(4 ) . .
bj = bjX\J ...Mbjm ( j  = 1,2, ..., m)
with the property:
i f  1 S k S m , and i f  J  is a subset o f {1, 2, ..., «}, then
(* )  1 =  V(a,-: I ^  k)<l\J(akj-. K J)V \J (b jk: R J )
holds.
In Section 4 we give some consequences of this theorem. Throughout this paper L 
will denote a bounded modular lattice.
2. Properties o f decomposition endomorphisms
The following lemmas state elementary properties of endomorphisms of lattices.
Lemma 1 (cf. [3], Lemma 2). I f  (p is an endomorphism of a lattice L and T is a 
subset o f  L such that V T exists, then
(VT)<p = V (tcp: i£T)
holds.
Lemma 2 (cf. [3], Lemma 3). Let (p£E(L), x ,yd L , and xcp—y. Then for any 
y '€ L  with y'=y, there is an x 'dL  satisfying x ' ^ x  and x'(p=y'.
(p<// is the map of L defined by x((pij/)—(x<p) y/, x £  L.
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Lemma 3 (cf. [3], p. 92). Let (pdE(L), and let a, b£L. I f  (p induces an isomor­
phism o f a onto b, then (p is an isomorphism between a/02 and b/0.
Lemma 4 (cf. [4], p. 453). I f  (p induces an automorphism o f elements xy and x2, 
and x^ A x2—0, then cp induces an automorphism o f x f j x 2.
Lemma 5 (cf. [4], Theorem 20). Let a be a decomposition endomorphism o f L and 
let ő,e be a pair o f complementary decomposition endomorphisms of L. We put
r\ =  xSxex, i/x =  a<5a, rj2 = aea.
For every natural number i, rj induces an automorphism o f I f  iff an automorphism o f 
lrj‘k is induced by rjk, for k=  1,2.
Lemma 6 (cf. [1], Lemma 1). Let r  ^ and r;2 be given as in Lemma 5. Then for 
every xdL,
=  xr\2 r\x .
Lemma 7. Let a be a direct summand o f 1 and let <xbe a decomposition endomor­
phism o f a. Then for every x£L,
x  S  a implies xu. =  x.
P r o o f . Let b be a complement of a such that xa—af\(x\!b) for every x£L. 
Hence by modularity we obtain
xx =  xV(aAh) = xVO =  x.
Lemma 8 (cf. [6], Lemma 3.1). Let l —a fb  and
(5) a = a fj  a2.
Then
(6) 1 = a flia fjb ) .
I f  xl , a2 and x[ , x2 are the pairs o f decomposition endomorphisms related to decomposi­
tions (5) and (6), respectively, then for every x S ű  we obtain
xxk = xx[ and xx2 = xa2.
Let cp be an endomorphism of a lattice L. We denote by k((p) the join of all 
x£L  such that xcp=03.
By Lemma 1 we have
(7) k((p)<p =  0.
Lemma 9 (cf. [4], Lemma 6). I f  <p£E(L) and i is a natural number, then 
k(q>i) =  k(<pt+1) i f  and only i f  l(p‘Ak((p‘) = 0. *
* For two elements x, ydL ,  y/ x={udL:  x S u S y } .  
a By Lemma 4 from [3], V (x: xip—0) exists.
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Lemma 10. For every endomorphism <p o f L  the following conditions are 
equivalent:
(i) there exists a natural number i such that l(pi=lcp‘+1 and k(cpi)=k((pi+1),
(ii) there exists a natural number i such that an automorphism o f l<p‘ is induced 
by cp.
Proof. The proof of the implication (i)=>-(ii) is given in [5], p. 746.
(ii) implies (i). Suppose that an automorphism of 1 <pl is induced by (p. Conse­
quently,
(8) V  = V +1.
Now we will prove that l<piAk((pi)=0. Suppose on the contrary that lp'A&OpO^O. 
Then there exists an element x^O  such that x s l <p‘ and x^k(<p‘). By (7), we 
have x<p‘=0. Hence x= 0  because <p‘ induces an automorphism of lip*. Thus we 
obtain a contradiction and therefore we must have lcpiAk((pi)=0. By Lemma 9 
we conclude that k((p‘)=k((pi+1). From this and (8) we obtain (i).
3. Proof of Theorem 1
The following lemmas are required for the proof of refinement theorem.
Lemma 11. Let ax be a direct summand o f the direct summand a o f 1. I f  ax satis­
fies the B-condition in L, then ax satisfies the B-condition in the lattice a/0.
P roof . Since ax is a direct summand of a, there exists an element a 2 such that 
a = a f j  a 2. Let al5 a2 be the decomposition endomorphisms related to this decompo­
sition of a. Let ßx, ß2 be a pair of complementary decomposition endomorphisms of 
a/0 — for example — induced by a direct decomposition a=b1Vb2. Since a is a 
direct summand of 1, there exists an element b such that 1 =a\Jb. Therefore,
1 =  a x < J (a fi/b )  =  b x \ / { F f !  b ) .
Let oc'x, a2 and ß[, ß'2 be the decomposition endomorphisms related to these decom­
positions of 1. Since ax satisfies the B-condition in L, there exists a direct decomposi­
tion ax=afi/al such that an automorphism is induced in a[ by ajß[a'x and in a" 
by a.'xß2a.'x. By Lemma 8, for every x ^ a  we have xoil ß i a 1= x a '1ß'i oi'x, /=  1, 2. There­
fore, XxßxXx induces an automorphism of a[ and a.lß2.a1 induces an automorphism 
of a'x- Then, by Definition 1, av satisfies the B-condition in a/0.
The next lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 11.
Lemma 12. Let ax be a direct summand o f the direct summand a of 1. I f  ax satis­
fies the B*-condition in L, then a± satisfies the B*-condition in a/0.
Lemma 13. Let the unit element o f L have two direct decompositions 
(9) l =  a <Jb = d\/e,
and let at least one o f the summands o f these decompositions o f 1 satisfy the B-condition
in L. Then there exist direct decompositions
(10) a = a'\! a", b = b'<Jb\ d = d'\Jd", e = e '\e "  
such that
a'\Jb' = b'<Jd' = d '\/e ' =  e'Wa',
(11) . . . .
a"Md" =  d '^ e "  =  e"Vb" = b"\la".
P roof. The proof of the lemma is given in [5] (cf. Theorem 1).
We need the following
Lemma 14. I f  an element a£L has two direct decompositions 
a =  dV a y  ...V an =  dWb,
then b=b1\/ ...Wb„, where
bi =  b/\(dVa,), i = 1,2, ..., n,
and
d\J flj = dWbi for i =  1, 2, ..., n.
Proof. The proof of the lemma is just the same as the proof of Lemma 3 
from [5].
Lemma 15. Let 1 —a\/b and let a1 be a direct summand o f a. I f  a0 is a direct 
summand o f  1 such that
(12) bW a0 = bVax,
and i f  a0 satisfies the B-condition in L, then at satisfies the B-condition in a/0.
P roof. Since a± is direct summand of a, there exists an element a2 such that 
a=ay\Jai. Let o^, a2 be the decomposition endomorphisms related to this decom­
position of a. Let , ß2 be a pair of complementary decomposition endomorphisms 
of a/0. Then there exists a direct decomposition a=bi\/b2 of a such that , /i2 
are the decomposition endomorphisms related to this decomposition. Clearly,
1 = a y (a 2\Jb) =  b f l  {b f ib )  = a0V(a2Vh).
Denote by <x[, a2, ß[, ß2 and a', ß' the pairs of decomposition endomorphisms rela­
ted to these decompositions of 1. Since a0 satisfies the B-condition, there exists a 
direct decomosition a0=a'0Va'ó such that an automorphism is induced in a'0 by 
a' ß'ia.' and in a'ó by ot'ß'2a'. From (12) we conclude, by Lemma 14, that a2 = a’f j a ’f  
where a'1=alA(b\/a'0), a'{=a1A(bWa'ó) and
(13) b<Ia'„ =  b<Ja\, b<J a'ó =  b<J a'f
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It is obvious that for every xl t x2€ i ,
(14) if x y b  = x2Vb, then XjaJ = x2ot'i and x1ß[ = x2ß'i-
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Hence in view of (13) we obtain
(15) a'0ai = a^ a'x and a'0ß'x = a'xß'i- 
Now we shall prove that for every x£L
(16) xa'Vh = xa. [Vb.
Indeed, using (12) and by modularity we have
xx'Mb =  [a„A(xVfl2Vh)]Vh =  (a0Vfc)A(;cVa2Vf>) = 
=  (axV b)A(xV a2V b) = [ax/\(x\ a2V h)]V b — xa^Mb. 
By (14) and (16) we conclude that for every x£L ,
(17) xa'a[ =  xa.'xO.’y = xa[ and xa'ß[ = xtx'xß'x- 
By Lemmas 8 and 7, and from (15) and (17) we obtain
fliaiß iai — ai ai/Aai — aiß iai — außi&i — aoßia ai — (a0a ß[oc )%'i■
Then, since a' ß[a' induces an automorphism of a'0 we have a'1a1ß1<x1 — a'0a.'1, and 
hence, by (15) and Lemma 7 we obtain
(18) a'xaxßxccx = a[.
Suppose now that x ^ a [  and xa1ß l a1= 0 .  Since a'0<x'1=a'1 and x ^ a [ ,  by 
Lemma 2 we conclude that there exists an element y £ L  suchthat y^ a 'Q and y<x[=x. 
Compute:
yet ßxOL = (using (17) and ya'x = x) =
= yct'xß{a =  xßiot.' = (apply Lemmas 8 and 7) =
= xßxU = xa-xßxa' i; xoíjßxa \ l b =  (by (16) and Lemma 8) =
=  xotxßxU [Vb = xccx ßx cCjVh.
Hence, since xoc1ßx<xi = Q’ we get ya' ß [a '^ b .  Furthermore, ya'ß'x<x'^a0. Conse­
quently, yx 'ß [a .'sb A a o= 0 ,  that is yx'ß'xX.'=0. Therefore, since x 'ß [a! induces an 
automorphism of a'0 we conclude that y —0. Then x = y x [= 0 .  Thus, from x ^ a [  
and x<Xxßi<Xx—Q follows x=0. From this and (18) we obtain that oq/^oq induces 
an automorphism of a 
Now observe that
(19) a'óoq = a'{oq, a'0 ß'2a'x =  a'iß^x'x, and for every x£L, xx' ß'2x' =  xa'xß'2x '.
The first equality holds because űó'Vh=űiVh. We prove the second. By (13) and 
Lemma 1 we obtain
aZß’2Vbß'2 = aZß'zVbßl
Since bß'2= b , we have alß'2\tb~a'{ß'2Vb. Hence in view of (14) we get the second 
equality of (19). Similarly, by (16) we conclude that the last equality of (19) holds for 
every x£L.
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Applying (19) it is easy to verify that aj/^a, induces an automorphism of a{. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 15 we get
Lemma 16. Let 1 = aVh and let ai be a direct summand o f a. Let a0 be a summand 
o f  1 such that (12) holds. I f  a0 satisfies the B*-condition in L, then ax satisfies the 
B*-condition in a/0.
Finally, we prove the following
Lemma 17. Let
(20) i d<Je = bx<lbt \!...V bn
be two decompositions o f 1. I f  for every j£ {2, ..., n), bj satisfies the B-condition, then 
there exist direct decompositions
bj = b'j<Jb% j  =  1, 2, ... ,  n
(21) .
d =  dxM ...Mdn, e = exW ...V  e,
such that
(22) 1 =  d V V(e,: V(*5: M
and
(23) 1 = e\l\J{dj: j£J)<J S/(b): j$J), 
hold for every subset J  o f {1,2, ...,«}.
Proof. We prove Lemma 17 by induction on n. Let n=2. By Lemma 13, two 
direct decompositions 1 =d\Ie=b1\ib2 have refinements:
d =  dx</d2, e = etVex, bx = b'x\/bx, b2 = tJVfcJ
such that
dx<Je2 =  e2<Jb’x = b[\Jbl =  b;<Jdlt 
d f/b l  =  bxWb’2 = b't \iex =  ex<id2.
Therefore,
1 = dVe^Jbl =  d<Je2<lb”x =  e<ldx\lb’t =
= e<Jd2<Jb'x = d<Jbl<Jb”t = e<Jb'x<Jb'2,
and hence the lemma holds for n=2.
Let «>2. We set
= a, bn = b.
Then we obtain direct decompositions (9). By Lemma 13 these decompositions of 1 
have refinements (10) such that (11) holds.
We consider the following decompositions of a:
(24) a = d<Ja” = bx<J ...<Jbn_x.
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From Lemma 11 we conclude that each bj, j —2, — 1 satisfies the B-condition
in a/0. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis we obtain refinements:
(25)
such that
bj =  b'j<Jbl j  — 1 , 2 , n —1 , 
a ' =  oiV ...V a;_1, a" = a'i<J ...<Ja:_t
a =  o'V V(a] : j^J)< /\/(b]: j$ J ),
( ^ )  .  .  ,  .
a = a"\jy{a’f  j£J)V \/(b 'j: j$ J ),
where /  is a subset of (1, 1}. Since e '\a '= e '\Jd ’ and a'=a]}J ...\l a'n_l5 so
e'ya{\/...\/a’n_1=e'Vd'. Hence, by Lemma 14, there exists the following direct 
decomposition of d':
(27) d' = djV ...V 4 -L
where dj = d'A(e'\/a'j) for y<n, and
e 'V a 'j  = e ' V d j ,  j  =  1, 2,  . . . ,  n - 1 .
We set ej—e"A{d"ya'j) for /</?. Then it follows from eH\Jd"=d"\Ja", a"= 





e" = exV . . . \  en-x 
d"\J a”j = d"\le}, for j  -= n.
=  h ' = h;, d" =  dn, e' =  eH.
Then, from (10), (25), (27) and (28) we obtain (21).
We have to show the validity of two contentions (22) and (23). For reasons of 
symmetry it suffices to verify one of these properties, say (22). We distinguish two 
cases.
Case 1. n does belong to J. Then we may assume without loss of generality that 
J =  {«, 1, 2,..., i} for some /<«. From (29), and from equalities d'Ve'=e'\]a' 
and ö"= űi V...Va',_1 we obtain
1 = dV e = d'\Jd"‘\!ei\ ... Wn-iVe' =  </'Ve'Vd"VaiV...Va;_1 =
=  e’\ fl'V d"<J a" =  e'VcTVo.
Hence, by (26) and (29) we have
\=e'\Jd"<Ja =  e'<Jd"\Ja’\Ja'i<J . . . \ / a ' ; < J b ' U - S j =
= d/Ve'Vy,,Ve1V...VejVfc;,+1V...Vh:_1 =  dVV(^: X W V i b ] : M J ).
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Case 2. n does not belong to J. Then we may assume without loss of generality 
that J — {1, 2, /} for some z<n. Then
1 = d'<le’<Jd"<JetV ...Ve,</ b'US/... V K -i  =
=  d'Wb'\Jd/y e 1\/...\ /e l\Jb,{+1\/...\/b :_1 = d\/\f(ej: M J).
This completing the verification of (22) and completing the inductive proof of Lemma 
for every n.
Now we are able to prove our fundamental refinement theorem.
For m = 2 and for every n the statement follows from Lemma 17. Now let us 
assume the statement to hold for m — 1 and for every n. Let
(30) d =  űíV ...V am_lt e =  am.
Then we obtain direct decompositions (20). Applying Lemma 17 upon these de­
compositions we obtain refinements (21) meeting the requirements (22) and (23). 
From (23) we infer in particular that
(31) 1 = eVfcíV...Vt;.
Let Vj=dA(e\/bj). Then, from 1 =e\Jd, (31) and Lemma 14 it follows that d=  
d=v1V...Vv„ and
(32) eVbj =  e'Ávj for j  =  1,2, ..., n.
For every j= l ,  2 , ...,«  — 1, bj satisfies the ß ’'’-condition in L, and therefore, by 
Lemma 16 and (32), Vj (j=  1, 2 ,..., n— 1) satisfies the 5 *-condition in d/0. Thus we 
may apply the induction hypothesis upon the direct decompositions
d =  öjV ...V am. 1 =  »iV... V iv
Consequently there exist direct decompositions 
^  at = aa V . . .  Vain (i = 1 , 2, m -1 )
Vj  = v n <J ...<JvJtm.  i 1,2.......n)
with the property
if 0<&<m, and if /  is a subset of {1, 2, ..., n}, then 
(34) d =  V(at: i *  k)\/\/(akJ: y€/)V  V(vJk: j$ J )
holds.
Let bj^bjA ieVvj,), j= l , . . . ,n ,  i= l ,  1. In view of (32) and (33),
from Lemma 14 we infer that
^  fcy =  fcyiV...V
e\JVji = e\JbJiy
y
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for 7=1,2,, ..., n and f=  1 ,2 ,.. .,m  — 1. Finally, we let
(36) bJm = *>; and amJ = ej for j  = 1,2, ..., n.
Then it is clear that
ai =  aa V...,<Jain, bj — b}1\ l .■■ V bJm
for /= 1 , 2, m, and j=  1, 2, n. Now we shall prove that these direct decom­
positions have the property (*).
Let /  be a subset of {1, 2, n} and let 1 ^ k S m .  We shall consider two cases.
Case 1. k<m . We may assume without loss of generality that k=  1. By (34) 
and (35) we obtain
1 = d<Je = a2<J ...V am^ <J\J{aiJ: 7<E7)V V(u; i : 7<J/)Ve =
=  a2V...Vűm-iV V(flij: y € /)V V (^ : y í/)V e  =
= V(fl;: l)V V (a y :y € /)V V (^ :y V ).
Ca.ve 2. k=m . From (22), (30) and (36) we have
1 =  rfVV(e,: j£ J )V \/(b ] : r tJ )  =  <hV... Va^-iVV(fl*,: jiJ)< /V(bJm: f t J ) .
Thus Theorem 1 is true for every m and n.
4. Some consequences of refinement theorem
Let L  be a modular lattice with 0 and 1. If every direct summand of the unit 
element of L satisfies the B-condition in L, then we shall call L  a ^-lattice.
From Theorem 1 we obtain now
T heorem 2. Let L be a B-lattice and let the unit element o f L have two direct 
decompositions (3). Then there exist direct decompositions (4) with the property (*).
R emark 1. By Lemma 10 from [2] (p. 489), Theorem 2 implies Theorem 2 [2].
R emark 2. By Lemma 14 [3] (p. 98) and Theorem 2 we obtain Theorem 5 [3].
D efinition 2 (see [3], p. 95). We say that an endomorphism <p of a lattice L  is 
distinguished if there is a decomposition endomorphism a of L  and a pair 5, e of 
complementary decomposition endomorphisms of L such that (p = oidaea..
Lemma 18. Let every distinguished endomorphism q> o f a lattice L (L is modular 
with 0 and 1) satisfy condition (ii) of Lemma 10. Then L is a B-lattice.
P roof. Let a  be a direct summand of 1, and let a be a decomposition endomor­
phism of a. Let <5, e be a pair of complementary decomposition endomorphisms of L. 
By assumption, endomorphism i7 = a<5a£ce satisfies (ii), that is, there exists a natural 
number i such that an automorphism of 1 tj‘ is induced by tj. By the proof of Theorem 
11 from [5] we obtain
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where t]1=aőtx and rj2=aaix. We put
űj = aAk(t]‘2), a2 =  [a AA:(»7Í)] V W .
By the proof of Lemma 12 from [3] we conclude that rjx induces an automorphism of 
aAk(t]2) and rj2 induces an automorphism of aAk(r\[).
Now we will prove that an automorphism of 1 rj‘ is induced by rj2. In view of 
Lemma 6, we have
(W)fl2 =  =  (Wi+1)ni-
By Lemma 5, rj2 induces an automorphism of 1 r\2, and therefore li?á+1 —Wi- Hence, 
(l»7i)^72= 1^ 72^ 71= 1^7* - Moreover, if x S l r\l and xrj2= 0, then x=0. Thus rj2 induces 
an automorphism of lij*, and by Lemma 4 we conclude that an automorphism of a2 
is induced by t]2. Therefore, a satisfies the B-condition and the proof is complete.
D efinition  3 (see [3], p. 101). We say that an element x£L  has property (Ax) 
iff, for every y, z£L  with if the lattices y/0 and y/z are isomorphic, then
z —0. We say that an element x£ L has property (Az) iff, for every y, z^L  with 
z S y S x ,  if the lattices y/0 and x/0 are isomorphic, then y —z.
Lemma 19. Let for every distinguished endomorphism tp o f a lattice L the following 
condition (iii) or (iv) be satisfied:
(iii) 1 (phas property (Ax) and the lattice l<p/0 satisfies the descending chain con­
dition;
(iv) 1 <p has property (A2) and the lattice l<p/0 satisfies the ascending chain con­
dition.
Then L is a B-lattice.
Proof. By Lemmas 18 and 10, it suffices to prove that (iii) implies condition (i) 
of Lemma 10 and (iv) implies (ii).
(iii) implies (i). Since l ip s  l<p2^...S l<p"S ..., and the lattice lcp/0 satisfies 
the descending chain condition, there exists a natural number / such that 1 <p‘ =  1 <p,+1. 
Moreover, by the proof of Corollary 1 from [5] (p. 747) we conclude that k(<p‘)= 
=k((pi+1). Therefore (p satisfies condition (i).
(iv) implies (ii). Since
\(pAk(cp) S  lcpAk(<p2) S  ... S  ltpAk(tpn) s  ...,
and lip/0 satisfies the ascending chain condition, there exists a natural number i 
such that l(pAk(cpi~l)=l(pAk((pi). Clearly, (l<p')<p =  l<pi+1. Furthermore,
(37) if x S  1 (pl and xtp = 0, then x  =  0.
Indeed, since x S ( l<p)<pi_1, by Lemma 2, there exists an elementy  such that yS ltp  
and y<pi_1=x. Hence y<pl—0, and so ySk((p‘). Then yslipA k(ip i)=l(pAk(ipl~1) 
and therefore x —yipi~1s(lipAk(ip,~1)){pt~1Sk({pi~1)ipi~1 (by (7)) = 0, i.e., x=0. 
Thus, ip induces an isomorphism of lr/r onto 1 <pi+1. Then, by Lemma 3, the lattices 
1 (p‘/0 and 1 (pi+1/0 are isomorphic. Since l(pi+1 s l ip 1 Slip, and lip has the prop­
erty (A2), we conclude that lip‘= lipi+1. This and (37) implies that tp induces an
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automorphism of lcp‘. Then condition (ii) is satisfied. This ends the proof of 
Lemma 19.
By Lemmas 18, 10 and 19 we obtain the following
T heorem 3. Let L  be a bounded modular lattice. I f  for every distinguished endo­
morphism tp o f L a t least one o f the conditions (i)—(iv) is satisfied, then L  is a B-lattice.
From this theorem we get at once
C orollary. Every modular lattice o f finite length is a B-lattice.
D efinition 4. Let
(38) 1 =  a iVa2V...Vfln =  bfdbfil ...\/bn.
We say that these decompositions are exchange isomorphic, if there is a permutation 
n of the set /=  (1 ,2 , . . . ,«} such that
1 =  űlV...Vai_lVhn(i)Vűi+1V...Vű„,
for all /£/.
Direct decompositions (38) are said to be directly similar if there is a permutation 
7t of I such that for each /£ / there exists an element cf such that
1 =  at<Jc, = h„(()Vc£.
Theorem 2 give the following
T heorem 4. I f  L is a B-lattice, then any two finite direct decompositions o f the 
unit element o f L have exchange isomorphic refinements (and so also directly similar 
refinements).
Combining Theorems 3 and 4 we obtain
T heorem 5. Let L be a bounded modular lattice. I f  for every distinguished en­
domorphism cp o f L at least one o f the conditions (i)—(iv) is satisfied, then any two 
finite direct decompositions o f  1 have directly similar refinements.
R emark 3. From this theorem we have immediately Theorems 3 and 4 of 
paper [2] and Theorems 11 and 12 of [5].
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О Б  О Д Н О М  Э К С Т Р Е М А Л Ь Н О М  П О Л И Н О М И А Л Ь Н О М  
О П Е Р А Т О Р Е  Д И Ф Ф Е Р Е Н Ц И Р О В А Н И Я
Д. Л. БЕРМАН
1. Ради простоты результаты формулируются и доказываются для прост­
ранства С 2л-периодических непрерывных функций f(x )  с нормой ||/|| =  
= Мах |/(х)|. Обозначим через + m множество всевозможных линейных
операторов из С в С, обладающих свойствами: для любой /£ С
и„'„+т(/, х) есть тригонометрический полином порядка не выше п+т, и 
если Т(х) тригонометрический полином порядка не выше п, то U„_„+m(T, х)=  
=  Г(г)(х). Положим ejft+m = inf (r) ||C/„.n+J .  Пусть оператор Ű из Я£>+т.
Будем говорить, что он экстремальный, если выполняется равенство ß ^ i+m = 
= ||Ï7||. Возникает естественный вопрос о нахождении в множестве ß ^ +m 
экстремального оператора и о вычислении ß(nr\ +m. Эта задача была поставлена 
в [1]. Она, как нам кажется, еще не решена. В [1] она была решена для г=1 и 
m=n — 1. В настоящей заметке дается полное решение этой задачи для любого 
натурального г и т =п — 1.
2. Обозначим через П н множество всех тригонометрических полиномов 
порядка не выше п.
Теорем а 1. Для любого натурального г и любого ТаП„ имеет место 
тождество
I  J "  (  r j r \  П - 1
(1 )  Tir)(x) =  —  f  T(x+t) cos \n t  +  —  I V + 2  2  kr cos(n—k)t] dt. 
n  f  V 2. )  * = i
Д оказательство . Для любого Т£ПП имеем
гд е





П р о д и ф ф е р е н ц и р у е м  э т о  р а в е н с т в о  г р а з , т о г д а  п о л у ч и м , ч т о
(2) Г<г>(х) = -  /  T(x+t)D<pO)dt, D ^(t)  = 2  к 'соА k t+ ~ \ .я /  * = i V 2 )
A k a d é m ia i K ia d ó , B u d a p e st
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С другой стороны, для любого TÇ__ П„ выполняется равенство
(3)
1 » и- l  Г Г7Г 1
— [  T (x+ t) 2  krc o s \(2 n -k )t + -7r\d t = 0.
n J * = i  L Z \
Из (2) и (3) следует, что
(4)
Так как
T (r)(x) = J  T (x  + t) |n r cos +  2^ r ( c o s ( ^ + - ^ )  +
+  cos ^(2n—k)t + -
cos ^Æi + -^-j + cos ^(2и — = 2cos (wi+~^~) cos (n~ k)t,
riz
~2
то из (4) вытекает (1).
3. Построим теперь экстремальный оператор.
Теорема 2. Оператор
1 2 тс / ' \ п j
(5) U (f,x) = — С f(x+ t)cos  |иН --^-| [нг+2 2  krcos(n—k)t\ dt п J V 2 УL
принадлежит классу Ojl'\n_1.
Д оказательство. Из равенства (4) следует, что U(f, х) можно записать 
в виде
Ü (f,x) = ±  f  f ( x  + t)[D £4  0 4 - Д  ^ c°s ((2 fi-* )í+ -y -)]  А.
Поэтому ясно, что оператор U ( /, х) переводит функции из С в тригонометри­
ческие полиномы порядка 2и —1. Далее, в силу теоремы 1 для Т£П„ U(T, х) = 
=  7’<г)(х). Итак, ÜeQn.ir,-!-
4 .  Для дальнейнего важна
Теорема 3. Для всех t£( — выполняется неравенство
Fn(t)  =  nr+ 2  2  K r cos ( n - k ) t  S  0 .
k = l
Д оказательство. Л. Фейер [2] доказал теорему: Пусть полином 
Тп(х) =  а0 + 2а1 cos t+...+2a„ cos nt
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удовлетворяет условиям
(6) a v- 2 a v+1 +  fly+8 S  0 ,  V = 0 , 1 , - ,  ( л - 2 ) ,
(7) a „ - i -  2а„ SO, ап s  0, 
тогда Тп(х)Ш0, — оо<х<оо.
Это утверждение доказьшается весьма просто. Достаточно к правой части 
применить два раза преобразование Абеля и затем воспользоваться нера­
венствами (6) и (7) и тем фактом, что ядро Фейера неотрицательно на всей 
числовой оси. Проверим, что полином F„(t) удовлетворяет неравенствам (6) и 
(7). Ясно, что неравенство (7) выполняется. Известно, что при а^О, b ^ 0  
и любом вещественном г S i  выполняются неравенства
^а+Ъ jr ^  t f +ЬГ
Поетому (л—v)r—2(л—v + iy + í«  —v+2)r s 0 , v=0, 1 ,.. .,(л—2). Стало быть, 
выполняется неравенства (6).
С ледствие 1. При всех f£(—«>, °°) выполняется равенство
(8) Sign F„(r) cos — Sign cos ^лГ+
за исключением корней полинома Fn(t), где левая часть равенства (8) равна нулю.
5. Для дальнейшего нужна теорема из [1].
Т еорем а 4. Справедливо равенство
где
е й —1 = in[ -*(«i, •••,»»•А
J  = J (ax,
®n-l, Ä, "*" > ßn-l),
ß l i  , A ,-,) =
=  f  | ^ i r ) ( 0 + ! z  (<XjCos(n+j)t+ßjsin(n+j)t)\dt.
Если интеграл J  достигает наименьшего значения при ai = a j1), ßJ= ß f ), 
7= 1, 2, ..., (л— 1) wo экстремальной является операция
0 ( f ,  х )  =  —  f  f ( x + t ) [ D („r)U)+ "Z («f0  c o s  (n+ j ) t + ß <jl) s i n  ( л + 7 ' ) / ) ]  dt.
п  о 7 = 1
Заметим, что при четном г, r=2s, (х) — четная функция, а при нечет-
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ном r ,r = 2 s+ \,D ^ +l){x) — нечетная функция. Поэтому справедливы равенства
(9)
2 п п—1
in f  /  | ^ 2s)( 0 +  2  (ccjCos(n+j)t+ßjsin(n+j)t)\ dt =
j =1
2к n — 1
=  inf f  | ^ Ч О + Д  yj cos (n+ j)t\ dt,
л—1




=  inf f  |ß<2i+1)(0 + 2  ô jsin(n+j)t\ dt.
*- J 1 )=i '
Воспользуемся теперь известными фактами теории наилучших приближений в 
метрике L [3]. Тогда из теоремы 4 и равенств (9), (10) получим
Теорема 5. 1) Для того чтобы оператор Ü(f ,x ) обладал наименьшей 
нормой в классе операторов ß (2f^ ,_ i необходимо и достаточно, чтобы числа 
Ы У-Í 113 формулы (9) удовлетворяли условиям
г  »-1
/  Sign [ ß ( 2s)( 0  +  2  yjCOs(n+j)t ]cos(n + i ) td t  =  0, /  =  1, 2, (и — 1).
о J=1
2) Для того чтобы оператор Ü(f, х) обладал наименьшей нормой в классе 
операторов необходимо и достаточно, чтобы числа {<5J"“* из формулы
(10) удовлетворяли условиям
f  Sign [Z><2s+1) (t) + 2 öjS\n(n+j) t ] s in(n+í ) t  dt = 0, i  — 1 ,2 ,.... (л—1).
0 J = 1
Поэтому из следствия 1 вытекает
Следствие 2. 1) Для того чтобы оператор Ü(f, х) обладал наименьшей 
нормой в классе операторов ß ^ fln -i необходимо и достаточно, чтобы выполня­
лись равенства
ГС
(11) J  Sign cos nt cos j t  dt = 0, J  =  л+1, (2л— 1).
о
2) Для того чтобы оператор О(/, х) обладал наименьшей нормой в классе 
операторов ß ^ f ln i i  необходимо и достаточно, чтобы выполнялись равенств
К
(12) J  Sign sin nt sin j t  dt = 0, j  = и+1, (2л—1),
о
Теорема 6. Среди всех линейных операторов í/n>2„_1 (/, х) из С в С, 
переводящих функции из С в полиномы порядка 2л — 1 и обладающих тем свойст-
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вом, что для любого полинома Т порядка не выше п имеет место равенство 
U„'in- Á T ,  х) = 7'<г)(х), оператор (5) обладает наименьшей нормой. Таким образом
\ \ и \ \  =  в ^ - х  =  ~ п ' ,  г  = 1 , 2 , . . . .и
Д оказательство . В [3], стр. 99—100, доказано следующее утверждение. 
Пусть интегрируемая функция Ф(х) удовлетворяет условию Ф(х+п)— — Ф(х). 
„  тПусть т, п — целые числа и отношение — не есть нечетное число, тогдап
П
(13) f  е‘тхФ(пх)с1х = 0.
В частности, беря Ф (х) =  sign cos х  и Ф (х)= Sign sin х  получаем из (13) 
равенства (11) и (12). Для вычисления Qfyn- х заметим, что из формулы для 
экстремального операторе (5) следует, что
I 2п \ / \ I п_2
влХп-х = —f  cos н/+4г- [лг + 2 2  Ar'cos(n-k) t]d t .  n J \ \  Z Л fc = i
При четном r, r—2s получим
1 г  п - 1
(14) e Ä - i  =  — f  |cos nt\\rf+2 2  kr cos (n—k)t] dt.
n о
При нечетном r, r = 2 j+ l ,  получим
i ?я »—i
(15) eJifU-i =  — f |s in n /||y + 2  2  kr cos (n-k) t]d t .n J
К равенствам (14) и (15) опять применяем равенство (13), тогда выводим, что
пг У1 rf 2”
(16) CÍfai- 1 =  —  /  |cos nt\ dt, eJSfto-i = —  f  lsin nt\ dL71 J  T i J0 0
Легко видеть, что
2 it  2 n
J  |cos nt\ dt = J  |sin nt\ dt = 4.
Поэтому из (16) получим, что
4
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KREISUNTERDECKUNGEN AUF EINEM HYPERZYKELBEREICH 
IN DER HYPERBOLISCHEN EBENE
I. VERMES
K. Böröczky hat in [3] gezeigt, daß die Dichte eines Systems von kongruenten 
Kreisen in der hyperbolischen Ebene keine eindeutige Erklärung hat. Er konstruierte 
zwei Zellenzerlegungen zu demselben Kreissystem so, daß die Dichten bezüglich 
der ersten und der zweiten voneinander verschiedene Werte geben.
In dieser Arbeit wollen wir uns mit den Kreisunterdeckungen auf einem Hyper- 
zykelbereich und mit ihren Dichten beschäftigen.
Man versteht unter einem Hyperzykel (oder einer Abstandslinie bzw. Äquidis­
tante) die Gesamtheit derjenigen Punkte der Ebene, die von einer Geraden (Grundli­
nie) gleichen Abstand / haben, und alle auf derselben Seite von ihr gelegen sind. Die 
beiden kongruenten Äquidistanten, die auf verschiedenen Seiten der Grundlinie 
sind, begrenzen einen Teil der Ebene, der als Hyperzykelbereich vom Abstand / 
heißt.
Unsere Untersuchungen gründen sich auf einem Satz von K. Bezdek [1]:
Sind nS 2  einander nicht überdeckende Kreise Klt ..., Kn vom Radius r>-0 
in der hyperbolischen Ebene, so gilt
Tr ^  )/12
wo T  die konvexe Hülle der Mittelpunkte von Klf ..., K„ und Tr die äußere r-Parallel- 
menge (oder Äquidistantmenge) von T  im Abstand r bedeutet. (Tr ist die Vereini­
gungsmenge der Kreise vom Radius r, deren Mittelpunkte zu T gehören. Wir bezeich­
nen den Flächeninhalt eines Bereiches ebenso mit demselben Symbol wie den Bereich.)
Vor allem definieren wir den Begriff des //-Bereiches vom Abstand /. Unter 
einem //-Bereich vom Abstand / verstehen wir denjenigen Teil der hyperbolischen 
Ebene, der auf folgende Weise begrenzt ist: durch zwei Äquidistantbogen vom Ab­
stand /, die zu einer Strecke von Größe h>0  gehören, und durch zwei Halbkreise vom 
Radius /, die diese obigen Bogen berühren (Fig. 1).
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 52C15; Secondary 51M09.
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Fig. 1
Die große Achse des //-Bereiches ist der Durchmesser, der auf der Grundlinie der 
Äquidistanten liegt, und seine Länge h+2l ist. Die Radien dieses //-Bereiches sind 
die gerichteten Strecken (PT), die aus den Punkten der Äquidistanten auf die Grund­
linie senkrecht stehen, bzw. die die Radien der oben erwähnten zwei Halbkreise sind.
Wir beschäftigen uns mit den gesättigten Kreissystemen in den //-Bereichen 
vom Abstand /. Es ist klar, daß die Ungleichung r ^ l  für die Radien der kongruen­
ten Kreise gilt. Wir betrachten die Dichten der Unterdeckungen der kongruenten 
geschlossenen Kreise vom Radius r in den geschlossenen //-Bereichen. Dazu muß 
man das folgende Lemma beweisen:
L emma. E s  seien zwei Kreise vom Radius r (r<l) in einem geschlossenen H- 
Bereich vom Abstand l gegeben. Betrachten wir die Abstandslinie vom Abstand r, deren 
Grundlinie auf der Gerade liegt, die die zwei Mittelpunkte verbindet, und so berührt 
die Abstandslinie beide Kreise. Wir behaupten, daß der Bogen dieser Abstandslinie 
zwischen den Berührungspunkten zum H-Bereich gehört.
Zum Beweis ist es genügend nur untersuchen, falls die beiden Kreise die Grenze 
des //-Bereiches berühren. Insofern man einen oder beiden von Kreisen in das Innere 
des //-Bereiches bewegt, so verbindet dieser Abstandsbogen vom Abstand r zwei 
innere Punkte, und hat er — wegen #•-«=/ — eine kleinere Krümmung, als die Grenze 
von H, also liegt dieser Bogen im Inneren von H.
Falls die beiden Kreise Kx, K2 die Grenze von H  in den Punkten Sx, S2 berühren, 
und S j, S2 auf einer Abstandslinie oder einem Kreisbogen liegen (Fig. 2), so schließt
die Verbindungsstrecke der Mittelpunkte 0 1 und 0 2 wie mit dem Radius S10 1 als 
auch mit dem Radius S 20 2 des H-Bereiches einen spitzen Winkel. Folglich schneiden 
die auf 0 X0 2 senkrechten Geraden diese Kreise in den Berührungspunkten Tlt Tt
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der Äquidistante vom Abstand r. Die Punkte 7\, T., und folglich der Bogen TXT2 
liegen im Inneren des ^/-Bereiches.
Ebenso kann man das Lemma beweisen, falls der erste Kreis Kx mit dem Kreis­
bogen von H den Berührungspunkt Sx und gleichzeitig der zweite K2 mit dem Ab­
standsbogen von H  den Berührungspunkt S2 haben (Fig. 3) und falls die Radien S1 Ox 
und SoOt auf derselben Seite von 0 X0 2 gerichtet sind.
Falls Kx den Kreisbogen von H  in dem Punkt Sx berührt, und K2 mit dem Ab­
standsbogen von H  den Berührungspunkt S2 hat, ferner die Sx Ox und S 2 0 2 Radien in 
verschiedene Halbebene bezüglich 0 X0 2 zeigen (Fig. 4), so bilden diese Radien mit 
den Strahlen 0 X0 2 bzw. 0 2Ox je einen spitzen Winkel. Daraus folgt, daß die auf 
0 X0 2 senkrecht stehenden Geraden OxTx bzw. 0 2T2 die Kreise Kx bzw. K2 in den 
Punkten Ty bzw. T2 schneiden. Die Punkte T\, T2 und auch der Abstandsbogen
TxT2 vom Abstand r sollen im Inneren von H liegen.
Fig. 4
Auf ähnliche Weise kann man die Fälle — inklusive auch die Grenzfalle — er­
ledigen, wenn Kx und K2 zwei verschiedene Kreis- bzw. Abstandsbogen von H be­
rühren.
Damit ist unser Lemma bewiesen.
Ein unmittelbaren Korollar unseres Lemmas ist die folgende
Be h a u pt u n g . E s  seien Kx, die Elemente eines gesättigten Systems von
kongruenten Kreisen auf einem H-Bereich, und P die konvexe Hülle der Kreismittel­
8
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punkten Ox, On. Die äußere r-Äquidistantmenge (oder Parallelmenge) Pr von P 
gehört zum H-Bereich.
Nach dem Satz von Bezdek ist die Dichte dieses Kreissystems kleiner im Bereich





Falls man die Größe der großen Achse des //-Bereiches unbegrenzt steigert, so 
erhält man eine willkürliche Folge H1czH.iczH3c:...<zHkc:... von //-Bereichen. 
Auf Grund des obenerwähnten Lemmas gilt die Ungleichung
für alle Bereiche / / ;, in denen dt die Dichte eines gesättigten Kreissystems vom Radius 
r bedeutet (/=  1, 2, 3,...).
Ein Hyperzykelbereich vom Abstand / kann durch die obigen {//;} Folgen will­
kürlich approximiert werden. Dieses Verfahren zeigt, daß die Dichte eines Systems 
kongruenter Kreise auf einem Hyperzykelbereich erklärt werden kann, und diese
71Dichte kann nicht größer a l s __sein.
y  i2
A n m er k u n g . Man kann — wie obenan — eine ebensolche Ungleichung für 
die Dichte eines gesättigtes Systems kongruenter Kreise bezüglich eines Horozykel- 
bereiches auf Grund der folgenden zwei Tatsachen erhalten.
Erstens hat K. Bezdek in [2] bewiesen: Sind in der hyperbolischen Ebene in 
einem Kreis mindestens zwei kongruente Kreise eingelagert, so ist die Kreisdichte in
dem Kreis kleiner als -4L=-.
\ 12
Andererseits kann jeder Horozykelbereich durch die Folge der Kreise von un­
begrenzt-zunehmenden Radien willkürlich approximiert werden.
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Dedicated to Professor Paul Erdős on his 75-th birthday
§ 1. Introduction
This paper concerns the generalization of some theorems from [1] and is the 
continuation of [2] in the sense that we apply here the same methods as in [2].
N ota tion , a) a, ß, y, S, t; are positive constants, r and s signify positive finite 
parameters and is a variable tending to infinity, so that if
then x-«-l, y —1 for and 0<r, .v< °° means that when the point (x, y)
approaches to (1,1) on an arbitrary continuous curve it is not tangent to the straight 
lines x — 1, y=  1. These curves will be called admissible.
b) Let us denote by L an open, two dimensional, bounded, Jordan measurable 
set in the first quadrant of the plane (x^O, y = 0) with closure L, boundary dL 
and measure \L\ >0. We shall use the same notation for other sets of similar nature. 
We derive from L the following sets: if (x, y)£L then
c) RU'V is called a basic rectangle if it has a vertex at the origin and two sides of 
length u and v on the axes Ox and Oy, respectively. Itf „ is the basic rectangle obtained 
from Ruv by the mapping (1.2) (ii).
d) Finally we use the square
( 1. 1) X  ~  g  1/rX  ^ y  ^  g —1/sA
( 1.2)
(i) (lx, Xy)iLx, Ly = L,
(ii) (*< ,/)€£* , L 1 = L.
Q =  {(*> T ) :  0  S  x  <  1, 0  S  y  <  1}.
Our starting point is the following result of Túrán [5]. 
T heorem  T. Let the series
be convergent in Q and assume that
lim/(x, y )(l—x)(l —y) = 1
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as (x,y)-»( 1, 1) on an arbitrary admissible curve, then
(1.3) Hm A-2 2  « ... = IL\.
Remark 1. Since in (1.3) the pairs of indices (m, n) are taken on the closed set 
jL; , we may neglect the cases in which a subset h of <)L consists only of inner points 
of L (see Fig. 1).
For in such a case hx consists merely of inner points of L ; and the two-dimensional 
Jordan measure of h is equal to zero, so that \L \h\ = |L|.
§ 2. Statement and proof of results
1. To formulate the first theorem we still need the notation 
M4 = 0 x n l 4, N ' = O y n I 4. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that the series
f(x ,y )=  2  am,n*myn, amn = 0
m, n = 0
is convergent in Q and i f  (x, y)—(1, 1) on an arbitrary admissible curve, we have
(2.1) / ( x . ^ - o - x ^ - i + o - y ’) - 4.
Moreover i f  the linear sets M i and iV4 are Jordan measurable, then
(2.2) A fL )  = lim A-4 2  am„ =  (|M4| a~4+|iV4| / T W £  + 1).
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Let psO , <?S0 integers. Replacing x and y  by x p+1 and yq+l, respectively, then 
(2.3) yields
(2.4)
i l l  J L  -  (7 ) + (?)
1
(9 +  D{
1
[(^ ) f  e Xg P*x! § e  1>e~ 9y y i ~1 -
Therefore if g(x, y) is any real polynomial, it follows from (2.4) that 
* rr-'[g) = lim A"« 2  amnxmyng(xm,y ”) =
(2.5)
m, n—0
= JJfi [(7) f  e xSie M)*4 l d x + [ j )  j e  ’g( l , e  V 1^]-
It is easy to see as in [2] (p. 170) that for fixed r and s, SFr's is a positive linear func­
tional on the normed linear space of real polynomials g(x,y) where ||g|| = 
=max(I>j,)e2|g(x,y)|. Obviously # 'r,s is positive, additive and homogeneous and it 
results from (2.3) that it is bounded, too, namely
that is
13Fr' s[g]| ss (lim 2  amn xm y") max ^ ■ ^ - [ ( 7 ) +( ? ) l w -
« ' ' ■ » “ ( - í í + í ? / -
Hence it is natural according to the theorem of F. Riesz that has the integral 
representation (2.5).
The polynomials form an everywhere dense subspace of the normed linear space 
of continuous functions on Q with maximum norm. Consequently, by the Hahn— 
Banach theorem & r,s is extendable uniquely to the entire space without changing 
the norm. Furthermore, the representation theorem of F. Riesz [3], [4, pp. 250—261] 
states that &rr,s can be extended to the class of functions which are limits (everywhere) 
of sequences of continuous, increasing, bounded functions. This larger class con­
tains the discontinuous function
( 2 .6)
i l /xy if e 1 ^  x  s  1 and e~x s  1
w(x, y) =  | 0 if x$[e-1, 1], or ySle-1, 1]. 
That is we may write w(x,y) instead of g(x,y) in (2.5):
& r’s[w] =  l im  a - {  2  amnxmy X w yn) =
m, n —0
= 775 [(?) / * ' - * + ( 7 )
(2.7)
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In virtue of (2.6) and (1.1) we have to consider the values mlrX^ e ~ 1 and
merely, such that m^rX, nSsX and so (2.7) gives
(2‘8) h m~ m£ x 0mn =  r « + i )  [(7 ) +  ('j )  ] =  A l(R ^ -
r t^ s k
Hence if L is the basic rectangle R„ (see notation c)) then |M 4| =/'4, |1V4| =.r4, further 
m^rX, n^sX  means that (m, n)£Lx. In other words, (2.8) proves (2.2) in this partic­
ular case.
Moreover, let L ~ R X be the rectangle with the side (a, b) on Ox, 0^ a < b  and 
the sides parallel to Oy of arbitrary positive length, then we have by (2.8)
(2.9) ^ ( i g  =  lim A-« 2  nmB = (&4- a 4)/r(£ + l)a 4 H M 4|/r(£ + l)a4
A — ° °  a k ^ m ^ b k  
n ^ s k
for any j> 0 . Likewise we have for a rectangle Ry — L defined as Rx with the side 
(c, d) on Oy, O s c « /
(2.10) AARy) =  lim A-4 2  =  (di -c<)/r(^ + l)/?4 =  |N<\/r(t+ l)/?4
m ^ r k
c k ^ n ^ d k
for any r > 0. We infer from (2.9) and (2.10) that if a=-0 and c=*0 and R0 is the 
rectangle with vertices (a, c), (b, c), (a, d), (b, d) then /t1(/?o)=0. Thus if the set 
L'czR0 then 0 ^ A i(L ') ^ A 1(Ro)=0. Therefore Ay(L) does not change if we com­
plete or truncate L by any set having no common points with the axes. This fact 
enables us to prove Theorem 1 in full generality.
Assume first that JV4 = 0 and M j is the unique interval (a4, fc4). Consider two 
rectangles of type Rx. One of them R _ with the side [(a+s)4, (b—e)4], e>0 and 
the other one R + with the side [(a — e)4, (h + e)4] if 0 and [0, (fe + e)4] if a= 0. 
Their sides parallel to Oy are of the same length o O .  If c and e are small enough 
then R .c L  and by (2.9)
AA R-) = [(6—e)4—(a+s)4]/r (^ + l)a 4 S  At (L).
On the other hand (L - R +)C\Ox=Q so that A ^L  — R+)= 0  and AX(L) being 
an additive set function we have
Ai(L) s  Al (L -K + )+ A 1(K+) = [(ft+£)4- ( a - £)4] /r ( i  +1)«4,
whence for £—0
Aj(L) = (h4- n 4)/r(£  + l)a4 = |M 4|/F (£ + l)a4.
This is the desired result. This proof remains valid even if Af4 and A4 are the union 
of a finite number of pairwise disjoint intervals. Finally, let M ( be a general Jordan 
measurable set, then to any s> 0  we can find two sets H  and K each of them gener­
ated by a finite number of pairwise disjoint intervals and such that
H  c  M ( a  K, |M 4| - e ^ | / / | ,  |M 4|+ e s | t f |
and e-*-0 completes the proof.
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2. To announce the next theorem we introduce some new notation. Let laß 
be the half straight line y=(ß/<x)x, xSO and denote by the image of lsß obtained 
by the mapping (1.2) (ii), this is the half straight line Y=(ß/a)iX  where Y —y i 
and X = x( . Put
Faß = l(af r IL«, Gif = l i fDD.
T heorem  2. Assume that the series
A x , y )=  2  amnxmxn, amn s  0
m, n =  0
is convergent in Q and i f  (x, y)—(1, 1) on an admissible curve we have
(2.11) f(x , y) ~  ( l - x V ) _ i- 
Moreover, i f  the linear sets F%ß, Giß are Jordan measurable and
(2.12) \Giß- F iß\ = UißOdL  ^ =0,
then
(2.13) At(L) =  lim A-{ Z  amn = \Fiß\ / r ^ + \ ) ( ^ + ß 2^ .
(m,n)eZ;A
P r o o f . Using (1.1) and (2.11) we obtain
+ ßs
Replacing x and y again by xp+1 and yq+1, respectively, we have
(2.14)
lim X~{ Z  amnxmynxmpynq
m, n=0 4
rs
a.s(p+l) + ßr(q+ l)
—  r  S  I" p - ( » s + ß r ) t p - ( a s p + P r q ) t t i - l  J ,
r ( Z ) J
r=
It follows from (2.14) as previously that for fixed r and s and any polynomial g(x, y) 
we may write
(2.15)
^ r ’ s [ g ]  = lim 2-« Z a m n X m y " g ( x m , y n)  =
00 m, n =  0
F (0
J  e~(*s+ßr*g(e xst,e  ßr,)fi 1 dt.
p-r.s js a pOSitive linear functional on the normed linear space of polynomials in 
0  like in the proof of the Theorem 1 with
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Thus we may write once more w(x,y) instead of g(x,y) and taking (2.6) and (2.15) 
into account we have for ßr^ocs
“ rí*« vßr
(2.16) J rr>5[w] =  lim A“« 2  amnxmynw(xm,y n) = - —  J  dt,
X~°° m, n=0 1 (C) S
i.e. for L4= Rfs we conclude from (2.16)
(2 17) AiiL) = ümn = T { í + W '
(2.17) exhibits that A2(L) is independent of /• and a and F 4^  is a unique interval in 
this case (see Fig. 2) further
(2.18) ^  = \F^p\ ßt/(x2i + /F4)1/2.
(2.17) and (2.18) yield (2.13) in this special case.
Hereupon we may draw another conclusion from (2.17). Figure 2 shows that 
jL4 is the union of the basic rectangle F 4S where Qi = (o(./ß)i si and the rectangle Fr4 
which is the difference of F 4S and F |s. In view of (2.17)
(2.19) A2(L) = A2(RQS+Trs) = A2(R J + A 2(Trs) = A2(Res) 
where Trs is the inverse image of Fr4 by (1.2) (ii). Hence (2.19) yields
(2.20) A2(Trs) = 0
for any r if ßr^ocs. Likewise A2(Tsr) = 0 for any ,v if ßr^cis. Tsr has a similar mean­
ing as Trs. These rectangles have a vertex on la/! and a side on Ox or on Oy. We shall 
call them rectangles of type T. Consequently, if S' is a set contained in a family of 
rectangles of type T, then T2(5)=0.
Now we can prove Theorem 2 when L  is a rectangle R with sides parallel to the 
axes and with a diagonal on lxß. The rectangle of this kind will be called of type R*. 
Let us denote the co-ordinates of the vertices of R by (a, b), (c, b), (c, d), (a, d) 
such that b = (ß/ix)a, d —(ß/oi)c (see Fig. 3). Clearly,
( 2 .2 1 ) R cd  =  R a b U T c b U R U T d a .
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Fig. 3
Taking into account (2.20) we obtain from (2.21)
(2-22) A2(R) = A2(Rcd) - A 2(Rab).
n ,  being the diagonal of R( (2.17) and (2.22) imply
(2.23) A2(R) = r * ~ * ßT  = \F U \M l+ l X ^  + P24)1'*.
Thus the theorem is proved for L= R.
At present we are in position to show the statement in the general case. Assume 
first that F£ß is a single interval, then its inverse image by (1.2) (ii) is an interval 
PQ^Lp- Let R be a rectangle with the diagonal PQ of type R*. If L —R can be 
covered with rectangles of type T, so A2(L — R)=0 and A2(L)= A2(R) given under
(2.23) . If some subset of R is not contained in L we make a subdivision of PQ —
k
— (J Jj where the intervals IJ=AJ- 1AJ, /=  1, 2, ..., k, A0=P, Ak=Q are such
7=i
that each rectangle R} with the diagonal Ij and of type R* lies in L.
This is possible in virtue of (2.17) except perhaps at the endpoints P and Q.
_ k
If no difficulty arises at the endpoints, then (L — (J Rj) is included in a family of
k
rectangles of type T and A2(L — (J Rj)=0. So it follows from (2.23) that
At(L) =  a 2( U Rj) = F<ß/r(Z+l)(o<x+ßKy/*,
;=i
which furnishes the proof. If Rx or Rk is not entirely in L, say this is the case of Rk, then 
we choose Ak^k and Ak on the two sides of Q such that |Ak- k Q\ — \QAk\ =e and we may 
write
A2( U  Pj) — A2(L) S  A2( (J Rj)
7=1 7=1
and £-*0 gives the result. Similar procedure may be applied in the neighbourhood 
of P—A„. A simple modification is required if Pis at the origin. This proof holds if F%ß
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is the union of a finite number of pairwise disjoint intervals. Lastly, if F$ß is a Jordan 
measurable set we may use the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Consider still the eventuality when the condition (2.12) is not satisfied, that is if 
l/jpfldL^^-O, in other words when <)1J contains at least an interval of l£ß, see 
Figure 4 where AB — F%ß, AC=Giß and BCczl*ß. In such a case there are no rec­
tangles of type R * with diagonals on BC. Consequently, our preceding argumentation 
is not valid in this place.
3. The third result is a simple corollary of Theorems 1 and 2. 
T heorem  3. Let the series
f ( x ,y )=  z  an,nxmyn, amn S  0
tn,n — 0
be convergent in Q. Assume that we have
f ( x , y ) ~ (  l - * “) - « + ( l - * y ) - «
when (x, y)-* (1, 1) on an admissible curve and in addition that the other conditions o f 
Theorems 1 and 2 are simultaneously satisfied, then
M L )  = limA-« 2  amn = [\Mt\ort+F*t (y2'+őK)-V*]/r(Z+l).
im,n)íLÁ
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MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTIONS SATISFYING 
A CONGRUENCE PROPERTY
BUI MINH PHONG
Let J{  and Jt*  be the set of integer-valued multiplicative and completely multi­
plicative functions, respectively.
In 1966 M. V. Subbarao [4] proved that if /£  J (  satisfies the relation
(1) f(n  + m) = f(m ) (mod n)
for every positive integer n and m, then f(n) is a power of n with a non-negative in­
teger exponent. In 1972 A. Iványi [2] showed that if and (1) holds for a fixed
m and every n, then
(2) /(«) =  rf,
where a is a non-negative integer; furthermore if f ^ J (  satisfies the relation
(3) f(n+ m ) = f(n)+ f(m ) (mod n)
for every positive integer n and m, then (2) holds with a positive integer exponent a.
In this note we extend the above mentioned results of Subbarao and Iványi 
for cases, when (1) and (3) hold for every positive integer n and every prime m, or 
for every prime n and every positive integer m.
We first prove the following result.
T heorem  1. Let /£  J i .  I f  one o f the following assertions holds
(a) f{n  + p) = /(p )  (mod n)
(b) f (m + p )~ f (m ) (mod p) 
for every positive integer n, m and every prime p, then
A n )  = if,
where a is a non-negative integer.
P r o o f . 1. Assume that f^.M  satisfies the relation
(4) / ( « + p ) = / ( p )  (mod n)
Research partially supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research Grant
No. 907.
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for every positive integer n and every prime p. We first prove that for a prime q and 
integer n
(5) q\f(n) implies q\n.
Since we have to show it only for the case, when n is a power of a prime
number.
Let q be a prime and let qb\\f(q), where b^O  is an integer. By Dirichlet’s 
theorem there exist infinitely many primes p(q)^q  of the form qhk + 1. For such 
a prime p(q), using (4), we have
f{p(q))fiq) = f{p(q) • 4) = f(q b+1k + q) = /(? )  (mod qb+1)
and so
(6) f{p(qi) = 1 (mod q).
Let p be a given arbitrary prime, a ä l  be an integer. If q is prime divisor of 
f ( p y) and q^p , then there is a prime p(q) satisfying (6) and there exist positive 
integers x ,y  such that
(7) Cx , p ) = l  and pxx = p (q )  + qy.
Using (4), (6) and (7), we have
0 =  f(P*)f(x) =f(P*x) = f{qy+ p(q )) =f{p(q)) = 1 (mod q),
which is a contradiction, since q is a prime number. So we proved (5).
We now prove that fd J t  with (4) implies We shall show it by proving
that for each prime p and each positive integer a
(8) f(p x) = { f(p if.
We prove (8) by induction on a. Obviously, (8) holds for a =  1. We assume that (8) 
holds for a. Let q~-p be an arbitrary prime. Then there exist positive integers u 
and v such that
(9) (h, p) — 1 and p*u = qv+ 1.
Let p(q) be a prime, which satisfies (6) and
(10) p (q )> p “u.
Using (4), (6), (9) and (10), we have
f{pxu) = f(p(q))f(p*u) = f(p(q)p*u) = f(p(q)qv+p(q)) =
= f(p(q)) = 1 (mod q)
and
f(p x+1 u) = f(pqv+ p) = f(p) (mod q).
From these
f(p x+1 u) = f(p ) f(p x u) (mod q) 
and so, using (5) and (9),
(11) f(p x+1) = f(p ) f(p x) (mod q)
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follows. Since q>p is an arbitrary prime, by (8) and (11) we have
A p°+1) =f(p)f(P°) =  (f(p)T+1-
Thus (8) holds for every positive integer a ^ l ,  and so
Since and (4) holds, by the result of Iványi mentioned above the proof
of the first part is finished.
2. Assume that satisfies the relation
(12) f(m + p) = f(m )  (mod p)
for every positive integer m and every prime p. We note that by (12) it follows that
Am + kp) =  A m) (mod p) 
for every positive integer k, and so
(13) /(m  + n) =  A m) (mod n*)
holds for every positive integer n and m, where n* denotes the product of all distinct 
prime divisors of n.
In this case, using (12), (13) and a little modification of the first part’s argument, 
we also have f£J(*  and for a prime q, a positive integer n
(14) q \A n) implies q\n.
From this for a prime p
(15) AP) =  ±P°
follows, where a^O  is an integer. If /(/> )= —/>“, then applying (13) with m= 1 
and «=/>' — 1, where t is an odd integer, we have
f(p ')  =  (/(/>))' = ( -  Pay = - p a,= 1 (mod (p‘ -  1 )*) 
and so it follows that
2 = 0 (m od(p '-l)*)
for any odd integer t. This is a contradiction, since by the result of G. D. Birkhoff 
and H. S. Vandiver [1] we have
(p '- l)*  ^  i+ i
for any integer 6. Thus A p)~P“- 
For distinct primes p and q, let
A p) = Pa and /(<?) = qb,
where are integers. Then using (13) with m— 1 and n=pqs— 1, we get
f(p q s) = f(p ) fW )  = Paq,b = 1 (mod (pqs- 1)*).
From this it follows that
(16) pa~b = \  (m od(p^-l)* )
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for every positive integer s. But it is well-known that
(pq’ —\)* ■— as s -* °=>
(see, e.g. [3]). Thus (16) implies a=b, and so
(17) ftp )  =  pa
for every prime p, where ussO is an integer.
Finally, f t J i *  and (17) imply f tn )—na for every n. It completes the proof of 
the second part.
From Theorem 1 we deduce the following
T heorem  2. Let f t M . I f  one o f the following assertions holds:
(a') ftn+ p)  = /(n )+ /(T ) (mod n)
(b') ftm + p) = fttri) + ftp) (mod p)
for every positive integer n, m and every prime p, then
ftn )  = tf,
where a is a positive integer.
P roof. 3. Assume that f t J i  satisfies the relation
(18) f tn  +p) = ftn )  +f(p) (mod n)
for every positive integer n and every prime p. Using Theorem 1(a), we prove Theorem 
2 (a') by showing that
(19) ftn )  = 0 (mod n) 
for every positive integer n.
Using (18), by induction on k, we have
(20) ftkq) = kftq) (mod q)
for every positive integer k  and every prime q. I fp is a prime and p ^ q ,  then by (18) 
and (20) we obtain
f{q(p+ q)) = f(q )f(p + q) = f 2(q)+f(p)ftq) = f 2(q)+ftpq) =
= fH q)+ pf(q) (mod q)
and
f(q(p+ q)) =  (p+q)f(q) = pf(q) (mod q).
From these
ftq )  =  0 (mod q)
and so, by (20)
(21) ftkq )  =  0 (mod q) 
follows.
We shall prove that f t M *. First we show that for every fixed prime q there 
exist infinitely many primes p{q)^q  such that
(22) f(p(q)) = 1 (mod q).
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Let q be a prime. We choose the prime pa^ q  and the integer s such that
.yfee+1 and Poiq’+L
where qe\\f(p0). By Dirichlet’s theorem there are infinitely many primes p(q)^p0 
of the form qe+1k + 1 with (A,/?„)= 1. We can choose A: in the form
q , -<e + n (p 0 t + 1).
For such a prime p(q), using (18) and (21), we have
f(Po)f(p(qj) =f(PoP(q)) = f(p 0q‘+1k+ pa) = f(p 0qe+1k)+ f(p 0) =
= f(Po)f(qe+1k)+f(Po) =  /(/>o) (mod q‘+1),
and so (22) follows.
Using (18), (21) and (22), the fact that
(23) q\f(n) implies q\n,
where q is a prime and n is a positive integer, may be proved similarly to the proof 
of Theorem 1 (see (5)).
Finally, using (18), (21) and (23), similarly to the proof of Theorem 1 (a) we also 
obtain that fa j i* .  Thus (21) implies (19). This completes the proof of the first part.
4. Assume that f£ J (  satisfies the relation
(24) A m + p) = f(m )+ f(p) (mod/?)
for every positive integer m and every prime p. Using Theorem 1 (b), we have to 
prove that
(25) A p) = 0 (mod p) 
for every prime p.
By (24) it is easily seen that
A p2) = pA p) = 0 (mod p)
for every prime p. Applying (24) with m = p2, we have
A p2+p ) = A p2) +Ap ) =  A p ) (mod p)
and
A p2 + p) = A p)A p + 1) = A p )+ f2(p) (mod/?).
From these
f 2(p) = 0 and AP) = 0 (mod/?)
follow. Thus we proved (25) and the second part of Theorem 2.
Acknowledgements. I am thankful to Professor I. Kátai for the indication of 
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The system of functions <pj, continuous on (a, b), is called a Markov
system if for every natural number »Sm the system {<?,}"=1 is a Cebyäev system 
which means that every ‘polynomial of degree n — V
p„-i(x) = a1(p1(x) + a2<p2(x)+...+cc„(pn(x), x£(a, b),
Uj real, |ot1|-|-|a2| +  ... +  |an|> 0 , has at most n — 1 zeros.
Associating with each Cebyäev system {v>/}"=i a set of n interpolation nodes
(2) a -c x<n) «= x^"1 «=... «= x<n) <  b,
then given a function /  on (a, b) there exists a polynomial P„-i[f] of degree n — 1 
possessing the interpolation property, i.e.
(3) P n-i[f]V P )  = / (* in)). i = 1, 2, n.
This interpolation polynomial can be written in the form
(4) P,-i[/](*)= i / (* iB))4B)M,*=1
where the polynomials 4 n) of degree n — 1 are uniquely determined by the property
(5) sP(xl">) =  Sk„ 1 S f , k s n .
The so called “Lebesgue-function” Ln is defined by
(6) A ,(*)= 2  k*B)(*)l-*=1
Now for every fixed x ^ x j" \  (/=  1,2, let us suppose the set of n + 1 numbers
{x, x<">, x£">,..., x<")} =  W">}7ÍÍ 
to be ordered by size, i.e.
(7) a <  ^{n) ■«= < . . .<  <  b.
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We then define
(8) ot„ =  max |y ^ - y i ^ .
l s i s n
Finally if co(f, •) denotes the modulus of continuity of/ , /being continuous and 
bounded on (a, b), we prove the following
Theorem 1. I f  cpx (x) = 1 in the Markov system then
(9) \P n -A f](x )-f(x )\ S  J  (Ln(x)+ 1) « ( /  <*„).
Now let
(10) ß„ =  maxOStán
where x^n)=a, xl$ i= b. Of course we have oe„^ /?„ thus (9) remains true if a„ is 
substituted by ßn the latter not depending on x. The following theorem shows that 
the estimate given in (9) is optimal.
Theorem 2. Given a Cebysev system {</>;}"=i and a point xd(a, b), x ^ x f ,  
(i=  1, 2 , n), then there exists a nonconstant function f ,  continuous and bounded on 
(a, b), such that
( 1 1 )  \ P n - x U K x ) - m \  S  ~ ( L n(x)+ \)a )(f /?„).
Of course in (11) ßn may be replaced by a„.
2. Proofs
As f/)j (x) ~  1 in the Markov system {(Pj}f= i and because of (5) we must have
(12) Í 4 n)( x ) = l ,
A : * = l
therefore
(13) Pn-i[ f] (x )- f(x )  =  Í  (/(*<">- f ( x ) )  (x).
Jc =  l
In the following we omit the superscript (n). Now let
(14) xf < x < x i+1, i =  0,1,2, n,
(x0=a, xH+1=b). From (13) we obtain by Abel’s transformation
Pn[ f} (x )- f(x )  = 2  (f(xk) - f ( x k+1))ak+ (f(xi) - f ( x ) )a i +
k = l
+ 2  (A xk)—f (x k- i) )  bk+ (f(xi+1)—f(x)) bi+1,
k =  i-f 2
(15)
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where
( 16)
ak =  ak(x) = 2  ijW -
t=i
K = bk(x) = 2  sj(x)’j=k
lc — 1,2, • • • , K,
(as usual, empty sums have to be replaced by zero).
Lemma. For x£(xi5 x i+]) and i=0, 1, 2, ..., n we have
(17) ( - l ) l+kak( x ) ^ 0 ,  k s i ,
(— l)i+k+1bk(x) ^  0, / -< k.
Proof. Let us show that
(-1  )i+kak(x) >  0, x€ (x t, xi+1), k s  i S n ,  
which in view of (12) is obvious if k = i—n. Now let fc<n. From
rl, j =  1,2, ..., k 
ük(Xj) = lO, j  = k + l , . . . ,n
it follows that in each of the k — 1 intervals (x1; x2), (x2, x3), ..., (xfc_l5 xk) the poly­
nomial ak of degree n— 1 has at least one extremum and the same must happen in 
each of the n — k — 1 intervals (xfc+1, xfc+2), ..., (x„_1, x„) which amounts to at least 
n — 2 extrema. We note that the number of extrema of such a polynomial cannot 
exceed n—2 (cf. [3] or [4]). Apart from xk+1, xk+i, ..., x„ there are no other zeros of 
ak in (xk, x„+1) otherwise this would yield further extrema. But now ak does change 
sign at each of the zeros xk+1,x k+s, ..., xn, otherwise this would lead to further 
extrema at these points, and as ak{xk)— 1, ^ (x k+1)=0, the function ak starts with 
positive sign on the interval (xk, xk+1). The proof of the second part is quite similar 
therefore being omitted. This completes the proof of (17).
To prove Theorem 1 we start from (15) which yields
(18) \P„[f](x)-f(x)\ =§ « ( /, a„) ( 2  \ak(*)\ + 2  \bk(x)|).
fc = l fc = i + l
But now using (16) and the lemma we get
(19)
r ( x )  = 2  \ a k ( x ) \ +  2  IM*)I = Í  [(- l)'+k 2 s j ( x ) ]  +k = 1 fc = i + l k = 1 i=l
+ 2  [ ( - i ) '+l+1 i jy W ]  = ( i iW + v a W + i i - t M + - ) +k=i+1 j=k
+  ( s i+ 1 ( x ) + s i + 3 ( x ) + S i +  5 ( X ) + . . . ) .
9*
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For reasons of simplicity the subindices are assumed to range only from 1 to n, 
(remember that for certain values of i one of these sums may be empty, which of 
course does not upset the proof). Bearing this in mind we conclude from (19)
r(x) =  y ( j iW - j j_1(x) + i i_2( x ) - j i_3(jc)+jj_4(x ) -+ ...)  +
+ 4-Cb(*) + (*)+■••+ (*) + •*( + i(*)+■••+ (*)) s  i  2 \ sk(x)\+-lr2 sk(x) =z ^ *=i ^ *=l
1 _ . . 1
— 2 2 >
which in view of (18) and (19) completes the proof of Theorem 1.
To prove Theorem 2 it is easy to construct a function /  such that for fixed x ^ x k
(20) f(x )  = -  1, f(x k) = sgn sk(x), (k = 1, 2, ri),
f  being continuous on (a, b) and not exceeding 1 in absolute value. Of course 
2 ^ c o (f  J?„)>0 thus we conclude from (4), (20) and (6)
Pn-i[ f] (x )- f(x )  = Ln(x) + 1 S  -1 co(f ß„) (Ln(x)+ 1), 
which proves Theorem 2.
3. Remarks
The estimate given by Theorem 1 has first been suggested in case of ordinary 
interpolation by Kis [2] then proved by Brass—Giinttner [1], To infer algebraic 
interpolation from Theorem 1 on the closed interval [—1, 1] we take (pJ(x)—xJ~1 
and (a, b )= (— 1 — e, 1 + e), e> 0 sufficiently small, but of course we simply can 
choose (a, b) = ( — 1, 1), if —1 or 1 are no points of interpolation.
In [1] it is made use of Rolle’s theorem whereas no differentiability is needed here.
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ON EXTENSIONS OF SYNTOPOGENOUS STRUCTURES I
J. DEÁK
Abstract
I We investigate the possibility of extending a syntopogenous structure compatible on a subspace
of a topological or bitopological space to a compatible structure of the whole space.
We shall follow the terminology and notations of Császár’s book [3], except that
(i) c will be replaced by -1 (or just ~ before another operation), and 1 by 1; (ii) a 
topology in the sense of [3] will be identified with the associated “classical topology”, 
cf. [7]; (iii) a “quasi-uniformity” in the sense of [3] will be called (in conformity with 
current terminology) a quasi-uniform base; the quasi-uniformity induced by y  is the one 
for which the “quasi-uniformity” associated with y  is a base; (iv) if y = y ' p then 
we say that y  induces the topology y ,  or that it is compatible with ST.
Aczx B means that A a B czX  (i.e. ^ x={crx}). p (X) denotes the power set of 
X. For t tc p ( I ) ,  sec a=secx a consists of those subsets of Ä" that meet each element 
of a.
( y ~ tp, y tp) is the bitopology induced by the syntopogenous structure y .  (The 
two topologies are taken in reverse order in [5].) We shall also say that y  is a com­
patible syntopogenous structure in the bitopological space (X; y ~ lp, y lp).
§ 0. The problem
0.1 Let us be given a topological space (X, y ) ,  and a compatible syntopo­
genous structure y o on the non-empty subspace (S , y \ y ) .  We are looking for a 
compatible extension y  of y 0, which means that y lp= y  and y \ S ~ y 0. (So 
density is not required when we speak about an extension of a syntopogenous struc­
ture. The terminology concerning extensions of bitopologies will be different.) 
This question was investigated in [7], and we have very little to add. (In [7], S  is 
assumed to be y -dense, but, as we shall see, this restriction does not make much 
difference.)
The analogous problem in bitopological spaces seems to be unexplored: let 5^ 
be a compatible syntopogenous structure on the non-empty subspace (S ; 2T-^\S, 
y\\S) of the bitopological space (X; J . j ,  yfj;  find extensions y  of y o compatible 
with (^_ i, y j .
Research supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research Grant no.
1807.
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We shall describe in § 1 a general construction, which will be applied to the 
topological case in § 2, and to the bitopological case in § 3.
0.2 The appropriateness of the definition of an extension is open to question: 
why do we not demand 9 \S = 9 0 instead of 9 \S  ~ 9 al  One can argue in favour of 
the weaker requirement that equivalence classes of syntopogenous structures are more 
important than the structures themselves (similarly to the case of uniformities v. 
uniform bases). Should this reasoning not carry conviction, the doubts will be 
settled by the following lemma, in consequence of which the two possible definitions 
are essentially the same: if there is a compatible extension then there exists one in the 
stronger sense as well (because equivalent structures induce the same (bi)topology).
Lemma. L e t9 Ü and 9  be (perfect/biperfect/symmetrical) syntopogenous structures 
on S, respectively on X, and 9 \S  ~ 9 0. Then there exists a (perfect/biperfect/symmetri- 
cal) syntopogenous structure 9 '  suchthat 9 ” ~ 9 ,  9 '\S = 9 0 and \9 '\ ^ \9 \  ■ \90\.
Proof. 1° Assign to each and -<€.9 satisfying the condition
(1) < 0 c < | S
a relation -='= < '( < „ ,  «=) as follows:
(2) A ^ ' B  iff A ^ B  and ^ (T 5 < 05 n S .
«=' is a topogenous order on X, (bi)perfect or symmetrical if <„ and <  are so (the 
simple proof will be given for a more general construction in 1.1). Take the order 
family
^ ' =  { < ' ( < o, < ) :  < „ c = < | S } .
We do not have to prove that 9 '  is a syntopogenous structure, since this will follow 
from 9 ’ ~ 9 .  The statement about \9 '\ is evident.
2° Let us prove that 9 ’~ 9 .  Each < '£ 9 '  is of the form < '(< „ , < ); now 
■^'<z<^9, and so 9 '< 9 .
Conversely, take < ^ 9 .  In consequence of 9 \ S ~ 9 a, there are < 0£90 
such that
(3) < i |5  a
and < 2£ 9  with As 9  is directed, we can take satisfying
< 1U < 2C < - Now < 0c < 2l^c :< l‘S'> thus < '= < '( < 0, < )£ y ',  and so 9 < 9 '  
will follow from < jcr
Assume A < XB. Then A<B, and also by (3), so A ^ 'B
indeed.
3° It is clear from (2) and (1) that for any < '£ 9 ',
(4) -='|S =  < '( < 0, <)lS =
so 9 '\Scz90. To prove the converse, take an order -=0£9a. By 9 \S ~ 9 ^ ,  we 
can choose satisfying (1), and then, according to (4), < 0 is the restriction of
some order from 9 ' , hence 9tic z9 ,\S. □
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R em arks , a )  If an d  Sf a re  finite then \9”\ = \9 ’0\ can  be req u ired : w ith  the  
n o ta tio n s  o f  th e  p ro o f, le t
where -= is the finest element of &.
b) It is clear from the proof that the lemma remains valid for directed order 
families.
1.1 Let < _ j, < , and < 2 be semi-topogenous orders on X, and < 0 a semi- 
topogenous order on S a X .  Define a relation <  —[< _x, < c, < j ,  < 2] between 
subset of X  as follows:
A ^ B  iff A < 2B at}d there exist sets A', B ’czX such that 
A ^ XA \ A 'O S ^o B 'D S , B ' < _x B.
(Such sets A' and B' will be referred to as “showing A-=-B".) Equivalently: A<B  
iff A < 2B and there exist A", B”c.S  such that y4<1/i*U(A'\S'), A"<0B" and 
B”< _lB. (To prove the equivalence, take A" = A 'f)S , B"=B'C)S, respectively 
A '= A * \J(X \S ), B ’=B". The second version of the definition will look more 
symmetrical if we write A-<1A "U (X \S )  in the form S \A " < { ’1X \A .)
L emma . Let <  —[< _ x, < 0, < x, < 2].
a) <  is a semi-topogenous order on X. <  c  < 2 and < |5 c < 0.
b) I f  each (—lSy’^ 2 ) is topogenous, perfect or biperfect then so is < .
c) < _1= [ < f 1, <iT1, < I i ,  c ^ 1]. Consequently, i f  < 0 and are symmetrical 
and < r lr= < - i  {hen <  is symmetrical, too.
P r oof , a) 0<0 and X < X  are shown by A'= B'= 0, respectively A '= B '= X . 
If A< B  then A < 2B, and therefore AczB. If A„czA<BczB0, and A', B ' are 
chosen to show A<B  then they show A0<B0 as well.
If C(<|S)Z) then there are sets A, B with A<B, AD S=C, BH S=D . Take 
A', B ' showing A ^ B ;  then C a A 'r \S < aB'DSczD, hence < |S c -= 0.
b) Let each -*=j be a topogenous order, and assume Ak<Bk (k=  1,2). We have 
to show that Al O A2<Bl n B 2 holds for □ =  () and D =  U. Ak~=Bk implies 
Ak< 2Bk, therefore A1n A 2< 2B1n B 2. Choosing sets Ak, B’k, with Ak< 1A’k, 
/finS ,< n#*n,S' and B’k- ^ . lBk, we take A’=Axn A 2 and B '—B [nB 2\ now 
these sets show that A1U A2<B, OB2 (e.g. Al O A2< 1A' because < x is topoge­
nous). To prove the statement about (bi)perfectness, repeat the above reasoning 
with arbitrary collections instead of pairs.
c) An easy calculation. □
R em ark . With the notation from the proof of Lemma 0.2,
s r  = {<'(< ): -<o£&)},
§ 1. A general construction
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1.3 Let j/_ 15 s ix and si2 be order families on X, and s i0 an order family on S. 
We consider the following order family on X:
[s?-i, s i0, s ix, s i2] = {[<_!, < 0, < !, < 2]: -CjZs/j ( - l S y S 2 ) } .
Lemma. I f  each sij is directed ( — 1S /S  2) then so is [si-x, sin, sé1, si2].
Proof. Lemma 1.2. □
1.4 Lemma. I f  sij<.@j ( - 1  ^y'^2) then
[si_j , si0, s ix, s i3] ^  [á?_l5 , ^ 2]•
Proof. Lemma 1.2. □
1.5 Lemma. I f  each sij is directed (— ls / 's 2 )  then
[si-x, si0, s is, s i j f  = [sili, s i f  s il ,  sii\.
Proof. Let si= [si_x, s iQ, s ix, s i2], &=[si,_1,s i fs i l , s i£ ] .  From s i j< s ij  
and Lemma 1.4 we have s i <á2, which implies s i ‘ because 'M is a simple order 
family.
To prove á?<<«*", we have to show that < c < '  where á?={<} and si'^= 
=  {<'}. Assume A<B. As sij is directed, we have sij= {\Jsij}  ([3] (8.38)). 
A < B  means now that there are A' and B' with A (\Jsi2)B, A (V is ifA \ A'D  
IT 5 (U ^o)^ / n5 ' and B fU s iJ B .  Hence there are <  j^sij for which A' and B' show 
that A<"B  where < * = [< _ x, < 0, < i ,  < ' f s i ,  therefore < "(= < ', and
so A<'B.
si'=Sd follows now from s i ' since both order families are simple. □
1.6. Lemma. Let si=  [si- 1, s iu, s i l , s i j .
a) s i< s i2, s i\S < si0.
b) I f  sia< sij\S (j=  +1, 2) and si0 is a syntopogenousstructure then s i \S ~ s i0. 
Proof, a) Lemma 1.1 a).
b) Given < w£si0, we need ^ jd s ij  suchthat
(1) ^oo C- [*--1» -^0» ~<-i> ^ 2]I
Take <f_si0 suchthat < coc < o -  As si0^ s ij\S , there are < jts ij  with
(2) <0 <= O' = ,± 1 .2 ).
These orders -<j will do in (1).
Indeed, assume C < 00D, and let < = [ < _ i ,  -*=i, < 2]- Pick C \ D ' with
C ^ 0C '^ 0D '< 0D. By (2), C (< ,|S )C ', D,(< _ 1|5')D and C (< 2|5')Z). Thus 
the sets C 'U (X \.S ) and D' show that C < D U (X \S ) ,  and so C(<\S)D . □
1.7 In the most important special case of the general construction, the three 
order families on X  coincide: if s i  is an order family on X, and si0 on S  then define
si+ si0 = {< +  <o; -^dsi, < 0(-si0}
where
<  +  .*=' ,-=■]•
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Lemma. I f  s4 is directed then + s/0 ~[.s/, , sd, s i ]. □
1.8 Lemma. I f  Of is a syntopogenous structure on X  and sd0 an order family on S
then
(1) ~  {<+* <0: «=(>?■</},
where, for A, BczX, T (< + * < 0)Z? iff there are A ',B ' such that A < A '< B '< B  
and A 'n s < aB 'f\S .
Proof. <  +  * < 0c <  + < 0 is evident. Conversely, we are going to show that 
if < c z < '3 and then <  + < 0c: < ' +  *<„.
Assume ,4(< + < 0)F. Then there are A’, B ' such that A<B, A < A \ B '< B  
and As A<B, we may pick A",B" with A<-’A"<-'B"^'B.
Now if A"'= A 'f)A"  and B’"=B'VJB" then A ^ 'A " '^ 'B m«='£ and A'"C\S<0 
<<ß'"C\S, implying A (< '+ *< 0)B. □
R emarks, a) The lemma remains valid if  we replace A '^ B '  by A'czB'. 
b) I f  SP is a topology then equality holds in (1).
1.9 Lemma. I f  Sf and if0 are syntopogenous structures, and then
SA + SAa is a syntopogenous structure, too. Moreover, S f+ 9’a-<,£f and (SA + £ff)\S
P roof. The statements in the second sentence follow from Lemmas 1.7 and 1.6. 
£A+£Ao is directed by Lemmas 1.7 and 1.3. To prove that ■9’+£/’a is a syntopogenous 
structure, it is enough to show (taking Lemma 1.8 into account) that if and
then there are and such that
(1) < + * < 0 c  (<'+-=;)*.
This will hold if we choose <0 and satisfying the following conditions:
( 2 )  < ; c < ' 2| S ,  < c < ' 2 .
In order to check (1), assume A(<  +*<„)5, and take A', B ' with
(3) A <  A' <  B ' <  B
and y4, n 5 ,-=05 / (T5. According to (2), there are C0, D0,E, A", B" such that
(4) ^ 'n s < í c 0<iz>o<ó5'n5,
(5) C0 < '£ « = 'A ,U (Z \S ),
(6) A ^ ' A " ^ ' A ' ,  B ' ^ ' B " ^ ' B .
We claim that if
(7) F = (EU A")nB"  
then
(8) ^ (< '+ < J )F ( -= '+ < i)5 .
The first part of (8) is shown by the sets A' and C0: it follows from (3) and (6) 
that A"<^B", thus A < 'F  by (7) and the first part of (6); we have A-z'A ' from (6);
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A 'D S< 'C on S = C 0 is contained in (4); finally, C0< 'F , because C0< 'F  is known 
from (5), and C0c:B'<'B" follows from (4) and the second part of (6).
An analogous reasoning gives that the second part of (8) is shown by the sets 
D0U ( X \S ) and B'. Thus (1) holds indeed. □
1.10 Lemma . I f  S f is a syntopogenous structure on X  then Sf +  (£f\S)™Sf.
P roof. By Lemma 1.9, it is enough to check that S). Given
<€«S', take with < c < '3; now < c < , + (< '|5 '), sinceif A -^'A '-^ 'B '^ 'B
then the sets A ',B ' show that >4(-=:' + ( < ,|5'))B. □
1.11 For a syntopogenous structure on X, the if-trace filter f(x) of the point 
x £ X  is the trace on S  of the ^^-neighbourhood filter n(x) of x, i.e.
f(x) =  n(x)|S =  {FflS: F€n(T)}.
Let s i  be a directed order family on X. The filter f on X  is si-round [2, 4] if for 
any F£f there are F£f and <  Ssi such that F-=F. f is Ground iff it is si'- 
round.
L emma. I f  Sf is a syntopogenous structure on X, and s i0 a directed order family 
on S  then + ^ /0)tp =  ^ ’tp iff each Si-trace filter is s i  ground.
P roof. Let and (Z*+sia)‘= {<"'}.
1° Necessity. Fix a point x£ X  and take an F£ f(x). Now F U (X \S )  is 
an ^-neighbourhood of x, so {x}<"FU (T \S). From the assumption (Sf+ sin)tp = 
=  {<"} it follows that {x}<",FU(2T\S'). £f+ si0 is directed by Lemmas 1.3 and 
1.7, so, according to [3] (8.38), there are and < üí s ia with
{ * } ( <  + < o ) F U ( * \ S ) .
Hence there are A', B ' such that {x}< A\ B '^ F \J ( X \S )  and T 'n S '< 0.B, nS'. 
A' is an ^-neighbourhood of x, so f(x)G/4, n»S'<oF'nS'cF, i.e. f(x) is siQ- 
round.
2° Sufficiency. Assume that the trace filters are round. We have to show that 
{x}<"2? iff {x}<"£. If (x)< mB then {x}(< + < 0)F with suitable 
and < 06Í/n, thus {x}<2?, and therefore {x}< "B.
Conversely, assume that {x}<"2L Then {x}< 'B with some ■<■'££?. We need 
<  Sfif and such that
(1) {x}(<+ <„)£.
a) If x lies outside the 5^,p-closure of S  then there is a such that {x}<
~= X \S  and now an arbitrary < 0€j/ 0 will do: A '= X \S  and B '—{x)
show (1).
b) If x is in the closure then take and B'czX  with and
£ , n S ’íf(x), so (as f(x) is round) there are A 'c X , < 2£Si and 
such that {x }^ 2A' and yi'IT S’<  of?'PIS'. Choosing <€5^ with -CjU 
U -=2c  < , (1) is shown by the sets A' and B'. □
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R em ark . In this lemma (and in some other statements to follow), p(S) is to 
be counted among the filters on S  (which is in this case evidently a round filter), or 
we have to use the convention that the points outside the closure of S  have no trace 
filter.
§ 2. Syntopogenous extensions in topological spaces
2.1 Let y , bea  compatible syntopogenous structure on the subspace S  of the 
topological space (X, F ) .  If £fa has a compatible extension then each trace filter is
-round ([15] 2.1 or [7] 1.5).
T heorem . I f  the IF-trace filters are -round then there exist compatible exten­
sions o f £fa\ ,T+£fa is the finest compatible extension.
R em ark . The statement of this theorem is contained by [7] 2.1 and 2.2 for the 
case when S  is dense; F  +£fü does not appear in the theorems, but the construction 
given in the proof is in fact the version of F + F 0 described in Lemma 1.8 (cf. Re­
mark 1.8 b)).
P r oof . F + £ f0 is a compatible extension by Lemmas 1.9 and 1.11. Let F '  be 
another compatible extension. Then we have F ' ~ F '+ F 0 from Lemma 1.10, thus 
Lemmas 1.4 and 1.7 imply that £f' < F + F 0 (since F ' < F ). □
2.2 Let ő be a proximity on S c X ,  and e a proximity on X. The following de­
finition can be obtained through the associated topogenous structures:
A e + S B iff AeB and there are A', B ' such that 
A e(X \A '), (X \B ')eB, A'OSSB'OS.
One can arrive at this definition of £+<5 in another way, too, see [11] Remark 2.2 a).
Take now a closed subspace S  of a normal regular space (X, F ) ,  and let <5 be a 
compatible proximity on S. We are going to re-prove the non-trivial part of the 
theorem in [1], stating that <5 has a compatible extension. (See also [12], where totally 
bounded uniformities are used.) The explicit form of £+5 will not be needed.
For A, BczX, let AeB iff the closures of A and B meet. This £ is a compatible 
proximity (in fact the finest one) on X  (e.g. [6] (3.1.13)). If A ,B czS  and AeB then 
clearly ASB, thus e|S is finer than <5, and it follows now from the lemmas of § 1 
that e+(5 is a compatible extension of <5.
R em arks, a) If F n and I f  are biperfect, H  and V  denote the quasi-uniformities 
induced by F0, respectively by F , then, with the notation of [10] 1.1, F  + is the 
same as the quasi-semiuniformity induced by the biperfect order family F + F 0. 
Thus the operation +  introduced in the present paper can be regarded as a generali­
zation of the one defined in [10].
b) See [7] for further results on syntopogenous extensions in topological spaces.
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§ 3 . Syntopogenous extensions in bitopological spaces
3.1 Let now (X; Sff) be a bitopological space, and if0 a compatible syn­
topogenous structure on SczX; we are looking for extensions of compatible 
with {ST_ l5 i f ) .  If there is such an extension then ( A 1? iff) has to be completely 
regular ([5] (1.1); for the sake of simplicity, let “completely regular” mean “quasi- 
uniformizable” by definition; see [14] for the original definition given in terms of 
semicontinuous functions). The .^-trace filters are necessarily 5^-round (i— ±  1), 
because if i f  is an extension of if0 compatible with STX) then i f ' is an exten­
sion of if'0 compatible with
We shall say that the bitopological space (X\ iT_i, iff) is an extension of 
(S; 2fL\, if S=2T{ and S  is dense in both topologies. (f_1(x), fH*)) will denote 
the trace filter pair of the point x f  X  (i.e. f‘(x) is the -trace filter of x). The filter 
pair (f _1, f1) in the syntopogenous space (X, if)  is called round if f  is á^'-round 
(/=  ±  1). Using this terminology, we can say that if a syntopogenous structure has a 
compatible extension to an extension of the induced bitopology then the trace filter 
pairs are round.
To formulate a third necessary condition, we need the following
D e fin itio n . The filter pair (f_1, f1) in the syntopogenous space (X, i f )  is 
compressed if A < B  with some < i i f  and A  sec f_1 imply BZf1.
R em ark , (f-1, f1) is .^-compressed ifif (f1, f-1) is ^  "^-compressed. This is clear 
from:
L emma , (f-1, f1) is if-compressed iff for each < i i f ,  C,£secf‘ ( i = ± l )  
implies C_ j <£ T \ C X. □
Being ^-compressed depends only on i f 1. It follows from the above lemma that a 
filter pair is ^-compressed iff it is compressed (in the sense of [8] Definition 5.1) with 
respect to the quasi-proximity associated with i f '}  An analogous statement holds 
for round filter pairs.
P ro po sitio n . I f  a syntopogenous structure ■% has an extension compatible with 
an extension {2T_x,STf) o f the induced bitopology then each (2T_X, 2Tf)-trace filter 
pair is if0-compressed.
P r oof . Let {X, i f )  be a compatible extension. Assume A f  sec f-1(x), 
and A < 0B. Choose < d if  with < 0c < 2|5 ’ The assumption v4£secf-1(x) 
means that each .^ ■_1=<9:’~tp-neighbourhood of x meets A, hence {x}<£ -1X \ A ,  and 
so
(1) A *
On the other hand, A<„B and the choice of <  imply that there exists a set C with
A <  C <  B U (X \S ).
1 The notion of a proximity associated with a symmetrical topogenous structure has to be
extended here to the non-symmetrical case in the obvious way.
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Now x£C  follows from (1), so B U (X \S )  is a !TX= ^ “’-neighbourhood of x. i.e. 
B £ ? ( x ) .  □
3.2 Our next aim is to prove that the necessary conditions given in 3.1 are suffi­
cient in a special case. (The example in [8] 5.4 shows that they are not sufficient in 
general.) For this purpose, let us recall some facts from [8],
A bitopological space (X; 2T_X, STf) is regular ([13]; a condition weaker than 
complete regularity) if each point has a .^[-neighbourhood base consisting of 3r_r  
closed sets (/ = ±  1). We gave a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of regular bitopological extensions inducing prescribed trace filter pairs ([8], 2.1 (1)). 
Assuming this condition to hold, there is a finest one among such extensions, called 
fine regular, which can be constructed as follows ([8] Theorem 2.2): for x£ X, i= ± l  
and F£ fl(x), define
iV)(x) =  {x}U{y: F£secf~'0>)};
now a base for the ^[-neighbourhood filter of x  (where (&LX, &]) is the fine regular 
extension associated with the trace filter pairs (f_1(x), fl(x))) is given by
b '(x )  =  { N ‘f (x ) :  F € f 'W } .
T heo rem . I f  (S,&o) ' s  a syntopogenous space, (X\ is a fine regular
extension o f (S; 9 ’ö'v, IXf), and the trace filter pairs are round and compressed then 
has extensions compatible with (3T_X, ^]).
&  =  [^-t1, * ? , 9 X\
is one o f the finest compatible extensions.
R em a r k . If round and compressed trace filter pairs are prescribed in a syntopo­
genous space in such a way that the neighbourhood filter pairs are assigned to the 
original points then there does exist the fine regular extension. (Check [8] 2.1 (1) 
directly, or apply [8] Lemma 2.3 to the totally bounded quasi-uniformity compatible 
with the quasi-proximity associated with £F'0.)
P r o o f . 1° is a directed order family by Lemma 1.3.
S, and £f0<,@s =@x\S, so it follows from Lemma 1.6 b)
that S r \ S ^ 0.
2° i f  is a syntopogenous structure. Let &\= {*=;}• It is enough to show that if 
< 0, suchthat < 0cz«=ó3 then < c < ' 2 where
<  =  [ < 2 i i  < 0.  =  [ < 2 j ,  < ó ,  < i ,  c j .
Assume A<B. Then there are A ',B ' such that
A < XA', A 'O S ^„B 'O S, B'<. z\B.
Pick D, E  satisfying
A 'D S ^ '0D ^ '0E ^ '0B'r\S.
We claim that A < 'C ^ 'B  holds with
C = AU {xeX: DCsecf-H*)}.
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D being a subset of S, Ddsec f-1(x) is equivalent to 2 Ddsecn-1(x), hence
c = a u c i ~1 D.
a) A < ’C is shown by the sets A' and D : A a C  by the definition of C; A < XA’ 
was assumed; D < z\C  is equivalent to the statement that Cl“ 'Z)c;C; finally, 
A 'C iS ^D ^D C iS .
b) C-^'B is shown by the sets E '—E \J (X \S )  and B': B '< z \B  means 
that Cl_1B'czB, so CczB follows from D c.B' and AczB\ if x d C \A  then 
D£sec f-1(x), therefore Edf*(x) (because D < ’0E, and (f-1(x), fHx)) is com­
pressed), and so E'dtfiix), implying C \A < XE', whence C < 1£,/, since A < 1A 'c E ';  
B '< z\B  was assumed; finally, E 'd \S —E<'0B'C\S.
3° i f  is compatible. We only show that i f lv = Sfx; the proof of i f~ lv~ if_ x 
is analogous. (Or Lemma 1.1 c) can be applied.)
a) Let us first check that If {x}<B for some
(1) <  =  [ C l .  <  o > ^  i  » ^
then take A ',B ' with {x}<xA \ B '< z \B  and A 'O S ^ a B '^ S -  Now with 
/r=y4, n5 '€f1(x) we have FczB', thus Cl_1F c 5 .  This means that B is a !TX- 
neighbourhood of x, because Np(x) can be written as {x}UCl_1F, and xdB.
b) Conversely, assume {x}<xB. As ( f - x. &[) is regular, there is a S f_ x-
closed set B ' with { x } < ,5 'c ß . Now B'C\Sd fHx), which is i f  a-round, so there 
are GCf^x) and with G < 0Ä 'n S . Defining <  by (1), the sets A' =
= G U (A '\5) and B ' show that (x}<2? {B '< z\B  holds because B' is a 3~_x- 
closed subset of B ).
4° i f  is the finest extension. Let i f ’ be another compatible extension; we have 
to show that i f  < i f . Given < 'd i f ,  take < " d i f  with < 'c :< " 3. As i f ’\S ~ i f0, 
there is suchthat -="|Gc: < 0. Define now <  by (1). Then <'<z < .
Indeed, if A < ’B then take A’, B ’ such that A< "A’<"B’<-"B. These sets A \ 
B ' show that A<B: < ”d i f  and 5^,,p={-<x}, thus < " c :< x, and so A < XA'\ 
similarly, i.e. and therefore B '< z\B ; A'r\S~^0B'C\S
follows from < " |S c < 0. □
3.3 Concerning extensions from arbitrary subspaces, we have only:
T heorem . The following conditions are equivalent for a syntopogenous structure 
.9^  compatible on a subspace o f a bitopological space:
(i) ifa has a compatible extension;
(ii) i f  a has a compatible extension;
(iii) i f  a has a compatible extension i f  with \if\ =  1.
P roof. (i)=>-(ii) and (ii)=>(iii). If i f  is an extension of ifiX or of i f  \ then i f  ‘ is an 
extension of i f  a-
(iii)=»(i). Let i f —if* be an extension of i f ‘0. Take i f =i f  -i i f  a- Now 
ifü K f ' o IS, thus it follows from Lemma 1.9 that i f  is a syntopogenous structure
rt'(x) denotes the ^-neighbourhood filter of x; Cl* is the ^-closure.
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and &”\S~Sf0. By Lemmas 1.7 and 1.5, &,,,=.9’,+&o=Sf + (£f\S), thus Lemma 
1.10 gives and therefore 9” and i f  induce the same bitopology. □
R em arks , a) When proving that 9” is compatible, we could have used Lemma
1. 11.
b) Theorem 3.2 (without its last statement) can be deduced from [8] Theorem
5.3 and (iii)=>(i).
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PREFACE
The M athematical Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences at March 
18-19, 1991 celebrated the 70-th birthday of late Professor A. Rényi, the 
founder of the Institute. The Organizing Committee of this Memorial Meet­
ing invited a few of his friends and a few younger mathematicians whose 
works are strongly connected to, or influenced by Rényi’s research.
The Editorial Board of the Studia Sei. Math. Hung, decided to devote 
a special Issue of the Journal to the memory of Rényi, the founder of the 
Journal. This Issue consists of some of the lectures held a t the Meeting and 
some other papers devoted to the memory of Rényi.
The Organizing Committee is indebted to Prof. D. Kosáry, the Presi­
dent of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences for his valuable help. We also 
acknowledge the support provided by the Hungarian National Foundation 
for Scientific Research Grant No. 1808 and 1905.
The Organizing Committee
M A G Y A R
TUDOMÁNYOS AKADÉMIA 
KÖNYVTÁRA
P R IN T E D  IN HUNGA RY
A kadém iai K iadó  és N yom da V álla la t, B udapest
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PROGRAM OF THE MEMORIAL MEETING
March 18, 1991
10.00 D. KOSÁRY President of the Hungarian Academy of Science: Opening
10.15 J. SZENTÁGOTHAI (Hungary): An early probabilistic model of synap­
tic transmission
11.00 P. ERDŐS (Hungary): My work with Rényi
11.45 V. T. SOS (Hungary): Quasirandom graphs
14.30 N. H. BINGHAM (UK): The work of Alfred Rényi: Some aspects in 
probability and number theory
15.15 I. CSISZÁR (Hungary): Axiomatic justification of the methods of least 
squares and maximum entropy
16.00 G. O. H. KATONA (Hungary): Combinatorial search problems
150 PROGRAM OF THE MEMORIAL MEETING
March 19, 1991
10.00 P. DEHEUVELS (France): Functional Erdős-Rényi-type laws
10.45 M. CSÖRGŐ (Canada): A note on local and global functions of a 
Wiener process and some Rényi-type statistics
11.30 E. CSÁKI (Hungary): Erdős-Rényi laws for local times
12.00 I. BERKES (Hungary): Limit theorems related to the a.s. central 
limit theorem
12.30 I. VINCZE (Hungary): A few words on A. Rényi
14.30 J. L. TEUGELS (Belgium): The region of convergence of the Laplace 
transform: almost sure estim ation"^
15.15 P. MAJOR (Hungary): Poissonian limit law for the number of lattice 
points in a random stripe with finite volume
16.00 P. RÉVÉSZ (Hungary-Austria): On the coverage of Strassen’s set
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ALFRÉD RÉNYI: A TRUE EUROPEAN
D A V I D  K E N D A L L
I think I must first have seen Rényi at the International Congress of 
Mathematicians in Amsterdam in 1954, a delightful meeting taking its colour 
from the fact tha t the activities centred (perhaps appropriately) around 
the Zoo. He startled everyone by reading a paper announcing his recent 
discovery of conditional probability spaces.
Our first personal encounter followed later. I remember asking him  why 
all the references to genetics had been deleted from the Russian language 
edition of Feller’s book, and he teasingly replied with another question: why 
were the references to dialectical materialism deleted from the English lan­
guage edition of Gnedenko’s book? After that, we got on famously.
Rényi often visited us, at our home in Oxford, and later, at our home in 
Cambridge. We saw a lot of him and his daughter when they spent a long 
period in Cambridge during his tenure of a Fellowship a t Churchill College.
Of course we also met frequently a t conferences. I remember inviting him 
to a NATO sponsored conference, and getting a reply saying: ‘Of course I 
want to come, and I think I will indeed be able to come if you will kindly send 
me a slightly modified invitation: ju s t replace ‘NATO’ by ‘North Atlantic 
Treaty Organisation’ - there will then be no problem’.
About this time I started a series of Rényi-type visits on my own account, 
attending meetings in Eastern Europe every year for a long period, until I 
knew all the countries really well, except for A lbania - somehow I never 
managed to get to tha t country. I know that Rényi and I were a t one in 
believing such exchanges to be of the highest importance, and not ju s t for 
mathematical reasons.
My knowledge of the Hungarian language never advanced very far. In 
a journey into the Hungarian countryside I noticed in a small village a sign 
tha t I thought said Matematikai Kutató Intezete, and I expressed surprise 
th a t it too should have a mathematical research institute. ‘Ah,’ said Rényi, 
‘this time it means ‘Beware of the dog’ ’.
Later I had another encounter with this mysterious language. I had been 
invited to write an account of Rényi’s life and work for an international sci­
entific encyclopaedia. I managed to get together a suitable selection of ref­
erences from the enormous corpus of his writings, w ith the titles in English.
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But the  publishers would not have this: they demanded th a t they all be 
transla ted  back into Hungarian.
Rényi told me th a t in the fighting in Budapest during the war he became 
worried about the fate of his mathematical books. These were hidden in 
packing cases in the basement of a house in the battle zone. So he stole a 
G erm an uniform and a wheel-barrow and pushed them to  safety.
I am  sorry to have no mathematical reminiscences to grace this occasion, 
and even sadder th a t I cannot be with you. When I w rote an Obituary 
Notice for Rényi in one of the Applied Probability journals I remarked on 
his passionate belief in the basic unity of Europe, both East and West. How 
happy he would have been, to know tha t there is no longer any need to insist 
upon this. One dream, a t least, came true.
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COUNTEREXAMPLES RELATED TO THE A.S. CENTRAL
LIMIT THEOREM
I .  B E R K E S * ,  H .  D E H L I N G ,  T .  F .  M Ó R I *
1. Introduction
L e t  ( X n ) b e  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  r . v . ’s ,  ( a n ) a  n u m e r i c a l  s e q u e n c e  a n d  G  a  d i s t r i ­
b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n .  W e  s a y  t h a t  ( X n ) s a t i s f i e s  t h e  a . s .  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  t h e o r e m
w i t h  n o r m i n g  ( a n ) a n d  l i m i t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  G i f  s e t t i n g  S n  =  X \  H--------- (- X n w e
h a v e
( 1 )  l i m  ------- —  V '  y l  ( —  <  i l  =  G(x)  a . s .  f o r  a l l  x €  S C q .
N — oo l o g  N  k U *  J V ’
( H e r e  SC q d e n o t e s  t h e  s e t  o f  c o n t i n u i t y  p o i n t s  o f  G.)  I n  r e c e n t  y e a r s  s e v e r a l  
p a p e r s  d e a l t  w i t h  l i m i t  t h e o r e m s  o f  t h e  t y p e  ( l )  a n d  r e l a t e d  a s y m p t o t i c  
r e s u l t s .  F i s h e r  ( 1 9 8 9 )  a n d  L a c e y - P h i l i p p  ( 1 9 9 0 )  p r o v e d  t h a t  i f  X n a r e  i . i . d .  
w i t h  E X i  =  0 ,  E X  J  =  1 t h e n
( 2 )  l i m  ------- —  V '  —I  l  —£= <  =  ^ ( i )  a . s .  f o r  a l l  x.
N -> oo  l o g  N  k \ ^ k  J v ’
( U n d e r  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  f i n i t e  ( 2  - f  5 ) - t h  m o m e n t s  t h i s  w a s  p r o v e d  e a r l i e r  b y  
B r o s a m l e r  ( 1 9 8 8 )  a n d  S c h a t t e  ( 1 9 8 8 ) . )  A  m o r e  g e n e r a l  r e s u l t  w a s  o b t a i n e d  
b y  B e r k e s  a n d  D e h l i n g  ( 1 9 9 1 )  w h o  p r o v e d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g
THEOREM. Let X i ,  X 2 , . . .  be a sequence of independent r.v. ’s and put 
S„ =  X i  +  • • • +  X n; let an > 0  be a numerical sequence such that
( 3 )  an/n'< is nondecreasing for some  7  >  0
‘Research supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research, Grant 
No. 1905.
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 60F15, 60F05.
Key words and phrases. Weak and strong central limit theorem, logarithmic density, 
domain of attraction.
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and either
( 4 )  E \Sn/ a n\p < K  e x p ( ( l o g  n ) 1 _ e ) for some p > 0, e > 0, K  >  0  
or
( 5 )  £ ( ( l o g l o g | S n / a „ | ) 1 + e ) <  K  for some e >  0 ,  K  >  0 .
Then for  any distribution function G the a.s. central limit theorem ( 1 )  holds
iff
( 6 ) l im  -— \ p  ( —  <  aA  =  G (x ) for all x E  S C q -
N —*oo lo g  N  \ a k )
T h e  a b o v e  t h e o r e m  s h o w s  t h a t  u n d e r  m i l d  t e c h n i c a l  a s s u m p t i o n s  t h e  a . s .  
C L T  ( 1 )  i s  a  c o n s e q u e n c e  o f  t h e  w e a k  c o n v e r g e n c e  r e l a t i o n
( 7 )  Sn/ a n ±  G.
T h u s ,  d e s p i t e  i t s  p o i n t w i s e  c h a r a c t e r ,  t h e  a . s .  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  t h e o r e m  ( 1 )  is  
a c t u a l l y  a  w e a k e r  s t a t e m e n t  t h a n  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n a l  r e s u l t  ( 7 ) .  I t  i s  n a t u r a l  
t o  a s k  i f  a n y  c o n v e r s e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  ( 1 )  a n d  ( 7 )  h o l d s  i . e .  i f  t h e  a . s .  
C L T  ( 1 )  y i e l d s  a n y  i n f o r m a t i o n  o n  t h e  w e a k  c o n v e r g e n c e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  Sn/ a n 
o r  t h e  c l a s s  o f  i t s  w e a k  ( d i s t r i b u t i o n a l )  l i m i t s .  T h e  p u r p o s e  o f  t h i s  p a p e r  
i s  t o  s h o w  t h a t ,  e x c e p t  t h e  c a s e  o f  a  l i m i t i n g  n o r m a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  G,  t h e  
a n s w e r  i s  n e g a t i v e  e v e n  i n  t h e  s i m p l e s t  c a s e  o f  i . i . d . r . v . ’s  ( X n ) .  I n  f a c t ,  w e  
a r e  g o i n g  t o  c o n s t r u c t  ( s e e  E x a m p l e s  1 ,2 )  i . i . d .  s e q u e n c e s  ( X n ) s u c h  t h a t  ( 1 )  
h o l d s  w h e r e  G is  a  s t a b l e  o r  m i x e d  s t a b l e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  b u t  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
o f  Sn/ a n f l u c t u a t e s  i r r e g u l a r l y  w i t h o u t  a  l i m i t  a s  n  —* o o  a n d  t h e  t a i l s  
P ( X i  >  t ) b e h a v e ,  a s  t —> o o ,  i n  a  v e r y  e r r a t i c  w a y .  E x a m p l e  1 a l s o  s h o w s  
t h a t  t h e  c l a s s  o f  a l l  p o s s i b l e  l i m i t  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  G i n  ( 1 )  f o r  i . i . d .  s e q u e n c e s  
( X n )  i s  l a r g e r  t h a n  t h e  c l a s s  o f  l i m i t  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  i n  ( 7 )  ( i . e .  s t a b l e  a n d  
n o r m a l  l a w s )  a n d  a l s o  t h a t  u n d e r  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  ( 1 )  Sn/ a n c a n  h a v e  l i m i t  
d i s t r i b u t i o n s  a lo n g  s u b s e q u e n c e s  w h i c h  d o  n o t  e v e n  r e s e m b l e  t h e  l i m i t  G i n  
( 1 ) .  T h e  c a s e  o f  a  n o r m a l  l i m i t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  i n  ( 1 )  is  a n  e x c e p t i o n :  f r o m  
a  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  f u n c t i o n  i n e q u a l i t y  o f  E s s e e n  ( 1 9 6 8 )  i t  f o l l o w s  e a s i l y  t h a t  
i f  a n  i . i . d .  s e q u e n c e  ( X n ) s a t i s f i e s  ( 2 )  t h e n  w e  h a v e  E X \  =  0 ,  E X j  — 1
i . e .  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  n~1/ 2Sn - i  i V ( 0 , l ) .  H o w e v e r ,  E x a m p l e  3  b e l o w  g iv e s  a n  
i n d e p e n d e n t ,  n e a r l y  i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  s e q u e n c e  ( X n ) s a t i s f y i n g  ( 2 ) b u t  
w i t h  S n/ \ / n  h a v i n g  n o  l i m i t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  ( i n  f a c t  t h e  w e a k  l i m i t  s e t  o f  Sn/y /n  
b e i n g  t h e  c l a s s  o f  a l l  n o r m a l  l a w s  N(p ,  1 / 2 ) ,  p. r e a l ) .
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I n  c o n c l u s i o n  w e  n o t e  t h a t  b y  t h e  e x a m p l e s  o f  o u r  p a p e r  t h e r e  i s  a  f u n ­
d a m e n t a l  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  c l a s s i c a l  d o m a i n s  o f  a t t r a c t i o n  a n d  t h e i r  ‘l o g a ­
r i t h m i c ’ c o u n t e r p a r t s  d e f i n e d  b y  m e a n s  o f  ( 1 ) .  B y  t h e  s t a n d a r d  d e f i n i t i o n ,  a  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  F b e l o n g s  t o  t h e  d o m a i n  o f  a t t r a c t i o n  o f  a  n o n d e g e n e r a t e  d i s t r i ­
b u t i o n  G i f  t h e r e  e x i s t  n u m e r i c a l  s e q u e n c e s  ( a n ) , ( 6n ) s u c h  t h a t  f o r  a n y  i . i . d .  
s e q u e n c e  ( X n ) w i t h  d i s t r i b u t i o n  F  w e  h a v e ,  s e t t i n g  Sn =  X i  +  • • • +  X n,
a„ l SN -  bN - i  G (N  —► o o ) .
I n  a n a l o g y  w i t h  t h i s ,  l e t  u s  s a y  t h a t  F  b e l o n g s  t o  t h e  d o m a i n  o f  l o g  a t t r a c t i o n  
o f  G  i f  t h e r e  e x i s t  n u m e r i c a l  s e q u e n c e s  ( a n ) , ( 6„ )  s u c h  t h a t  f o r  a n y  i . i . d .  
s e q u e n c e  ( A n ) w i t h  d i s t r i b u t i o n  F w e  h a v e
l i m  :— V "  \ l  (  —  -  6* <  x l  =  G(x)  a . s .  f o r  a l l  x €  S C q -
N -* o o  l o g  N  k \ a k k f  K 1
A s  i s  w e l l  k n o w n ,  a  d i s t r i b u t i o n  G  h a s  a  n o n e m p t y  d o m a i n  o f  a t t r a c t i o n  i f f  G 
i s  n o r m a l  o r  a - s t a b l e  (0  <  a  <  2 ) a n d  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  d o m a i n s  o f  a t t r a c ­
t i o n  c o n s i s t  o f  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  h a v i n g  r e g u l a r l y  b e h a v i n g  t a i l s  a n d  t r u n c a t e d  
v a r i a n c e s  a t  i n f i n i t y .  A s  o u r  e x a m p l e s  s h o w ,  t h e  s i t u a t i o n  i s  c o m p l e t e l y  
d i f f e r e n t  i n  t h e  lo g  c a s e :  t h e r e  e x i s t  n o n s t a b l e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  w i t h  n o n e m p t y  
d o m a i n  o f  lo g  a t t r a c t i o n  a n d  t h e  d o m a i n  o f  lo g  a t t r a c t i o n  o f  a n y  n o n n o r m a l  
s t a b l e  l a w  c o n t a i n s  m a n y  ‘p a t h o l o g i c a l ’ d i s t r i b u t i o n s  w i t h  i r r e g u l a r  t a i l  b e ­
h a v i o r .  H e n c e  a n y  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  ( i f  e x i s t s )  o f  t h e  d o m a i n  o f  l o g  a t t r a c t i o n  
o f  a  s t a b l e  l a w  G a ( 0  <  a  <  2 )  m u s t  b e  o f  a n  e n t i r e l y  d i f f e r e n t  n a t u r e  t h a n  
t h a t  o f  t h e  o r d i n a r y  d o m a i n  o f  a t t r a c t i o n .
2. Examples
I n  t h e  c o n s t r u c t i o n s  t h a t  f o l lo w ,  w e  s h a l l  m a k e  r e p e a t e d  u s e  o f  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  
i f  r e l a t i o n  ( l )  h o l d s  a l o n g  a  s u b s e q u e n c e  N k s u c h  t h a t  l o g  N k+ i / l o g  N k —► 1 , 
t h e n  ( 1) h o l d s  f o r  a l l  N.  T h i s  r e m a r k  is  i m m e d i a t e  f r o m  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  
d e n o t i n g  t h e  s u m  o n  t h e  l e f t  h a n d  s i d e  o f  ( 1) b y  T V ,  w e  h a v e  \Tm  — T V | <  
<  l o g  N  -  l o g  M  f o r  1 <  M  < N .
EXAMPLE 1 . L e t  a  a n d  ß  b e  p o s i t i v e  n u m b e r s ,  1 >  a  >  ß  >  0. L e t  
ip : R  —► R  b e  a  c o n t i n u o u s  e v e n  f u n c t i o n ,  i n c r e a s i n g  a n d  c o n c a v e  o n  t h e  
n o n - n e g a t i v e  h a l f l i n e ,  i n  a d d i t i o n ,  \p(t) ~  ta a s  t —► 0 a n d  xp(t) tP a s  
t  —► o o .  T h e n  exp(- ip ( t ) )  i s  a  P ó l y a  t y p e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n .  L e t
a * , =  (fc !)2 / ( a + /? ) , k >  1,
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w h i l e  f o r  k\ < n < [k +  1) !  l e t
<■» =  ( 0 ( « . l ) l ) / ( , ) ( « H ) , ‘ / W .
w h e r e  s — ( l o g n  -  l o g  /c ! ) / lo g (A :  +  1) ( t h a t  i s ,  n  =  ((fc  +  l ) ! ) ^ * ; ! ) 1 - *) a n d
f ( s )  =
a  +  ß







a  +  ß  
a
a  +  ß '
F o r  t h e  s a k e  o f  c o n v e n i e n c e  l e t  u s  i n t r o d u c e  c*  =  (& !)(“  t h e n
( 8 ) E  -  =  °
k °° t = i f c + i  c ‘
a n d
i
l i m  —  5 3  c < =  ° -( 9 ) k—*oo Cl 7  f  
K t = l
C l e a r l y ,  k\/a =  l / c *  a n d  k]/a^, =  c * . I t  is
d e c r e a s i n g  a n d  n/a& i s  i n c r e a s i n g .  
F i n a l l y ,  l e t
1
MO =  5 3  ZíM“*!*)» MO =  exp(-A (t)).
fc=i *•
T h e  a b o v e  s u m  i s  c o n v e r g e n t  s i n c e  rp(aic\t)/k\  ~  | t | 0 / c *  a s  k —► o o ,  a n d  y5 
i s  a g a i n  a  P ó l y a  t y p e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n .  W e  s u p p o s e  X i , X 2 , . . .  i . i . d .  
w i t h  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n  <p.
W e  s h a l l  p r o v e  t h a t  ipn( t / a n) d o e s  n o t  c o n v e r g e  f o r  i  ^  0 ,  b u t  a t  t h e  




a  +  ß ex p (- |t |“) +
ß
a  +  ß
e x p ( - | í | ^ )
f r o m  w h i c h  ( 6 ) w i l l  f o l l o w  i m m e d i a t e l y  w i t h  G b e i n g  a  m i x t u r e  o f  s y m m e t r i c  
s t a b l e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  F i n a l l y ,  w e  s h o w  t h a t  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  t h e  T h e o r e m  i n  
S e c t i o n  1 a r e  m e t ,  c o m p l e t i n g  t h e  c o u n t e r e x a m p l e .
F i r s t  w e  s h o w  t h a t  f o r  k\ < n < (k +  l ) !  t h e  s e r i e s
n
OO
A(t/an) =  5 3  
1 =  1
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i s  a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  e q u a l  t o  t h e  s u m  o f  i t s  f c - th  a n d  ( f c + l ) - s t  t e r m s ,  a s  n  —► o o .  
I n d e e d ,
( 1o )  y j  %  ( ^ t ) ~  ^  y  &  <  ^  y  ^  ^  y  cí
1 > f e . - r  U  )  a -  *'! “  “ ?! , t i  *! c * h
w h i c h  t e n d s  t o  0  b y  ( 9 ) .  S i m i l a r l y ,
oo ß
i=k+2 an i=k+2
(k +  l ) ! | t | ^  °° J,  ( * + W  V  < *  | f | i -  V  1^ — ß -------  A, 7T -  1*1 C*+1 2^ ->
a ( * + l l !  i = * + 2  '  » = * + 2  ’
a l s o  c o n v e r g i n g  t o  0 b y  ( 8) a s  n  —► o o .
L e t  u s  d e a l  w i t h  t h e  r e m a i n i n g  t w o  t e r m s .  S u p p o s e  n  —► o o  i n  s u c h  a  
w a y  t h a t  ( lo g  n  — l o g  k \ ) / lo g (fc  +  1) —> s, 0  <  s <  1 , w h e r e  A:! <  n  <  (k +  1) ! .  
T h e n
( 12) 1 +  ( ^ t )  +  7 ...
k r  \ a n J (k +  1) !  \  an J
~  {k +  -f- (it +
' | i | a  i f  s  <
\Aß i f s >
a  +  ß ’ 
a
a  +  ß
T h u s  <pn( t /an) =  e x p ( —n A ( t / a „ ) )  d o e s  n o t  c o n v e r g e  f o r  t  ^  0 .  H o w e v e r ,  
l e t t i n g  n ( s )  d e n o t e  t h e  i n t e g e r  f o l lo w in g  ((k +  l ) ! ) '* (A :!)1—* (0  <  s  <  1 ) w e  




l o g ( f c +  1)
k + 1)! x
y  ( l o g «  -  l ° g ( n  -  1 ))<Pn{t/<*n) =  /  <pn^ { t / a n^ ) d s
-LI L 1 JOn=k\+l
a n d  s i n c e  b y  ( 12 ) a n d  ( lo g  n ( s )  — lo g  k \ ) / log(A : +  1)  - >  s  t h e  l a s t  i n t e g r a n d  
c o n v e r g e s ,  a s  k —> o o ,  t o  e x p ( — | i | a ) o r  e x p ( — | t | ^ )  a c c o r d i n g  a s  s  <  a / ( a  +  ß)  
o r  s > a / ( a  +  ß ) ,  t h e  d o m i n a t e d  c o n v e r g e n c e  t h e o r e m  y i e l d s
Jim Tk = rT~ä « p(-W“) + - r ~ ä  exPHil/,)‘k—► oo Ot +  P OL +  p
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C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  u s i n g  t h e  r e m a r k  a t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h i s  s e c t i o n  w e  g e t
l i m
TV—mx>loS 'v •
l i m  -— —-------7- y  lo g (*  +  1 ) T ,
* - o o  l o g ( f c +  l ) ! t^  1
exp(—|t|“) H-----exp (-|i|^ ).
a  +  ß a  +  ß
T h e  o n l y  t h i n g  l e f t  i s  t o  c h e c k  t h e  m o m e n t  t y p e  c o n d i t i o n  ( 4 )  f o r  Sn/ a n. 
T h i s  c a n  b e  d o n e  o n  t h e  b a s i s  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  w e l l - k n o w n  f a c t  ( Z o l o t a r e v ,  
1 9 5 7 ) :  L e t  f  b e  a  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e  w i t h  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n  %• S u p p o s e  
R e ( l  -  x(i)) =  0(M*) a s  i —> 0 ,  0  <  /? <  1 . T h e n  f  h a s  f i n i t e  m o m e n t s  o f  
o r d e r  l e s s  t h a n  ß.  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  f o r  0  <  7  <  ß  E d f l 7 ) c a n  b e  e s t i m a t e d  i n  
t e r m s  o f  ß ,7  a n d  s u p 0<t<1 | i | ~ ^ R e ( l  — x(0)-
T h u s ,  w e  a r e  g o i n g  t o  e s t i m a t e  s u p 0<i<1 | i | _ ^ ( l  — <pn( t / a n ) )  u n i f o r m l y  
i n  n .  C l e a r l y ,  tp[t) <  K a \t\a a n d  ip(t) <  Kß\t\& f o r  a l l  t a n d  t h u s  f o r  
k\ <  n  <  (k +  l ) !  w e  h a v e
í|Éf^i<r+ír^  td l !  . *! a,.  *!a h *! a (/fc+l)! t=*+l
k 00 1
=  K*\t \a - y c i  +  K fi\ t f c k+l y  -  < K \ t \ ß (o<t<i),
c * , ^ i i = * + i
w h e r e  K  d o e s  n o t  d e p e n d  o n  n  o r  k. S i n c e  1 — <pn( t /a n) <  n A ( t / a „ ) ,  t h i s  
i m p l i e s  t h a t  s u p n E ( | 5 n / o „ | ' T) <  00 f o r  a l l  0 <  7  < ß .
I n  c o n c l u s i o n  w e  n o t e  t h a t  f o r  n — k\ t h e  f i r s t  s u m  i n  ( 1 2 )  i s
rp(t) +  ( k +  1) - V ( ( *  +  l ) 2/ ( a + /? ) i )  =  m  +  o ( l )  a s  k —> 00
f o r  a n y  r e a l  t b y  t h e  c h o i c e  o f  ip a n d  0  <  ß  < a.  T h u s  a l o n g  t h e  s e q u e n c e  n  =  
A:! w e  h a v e  nX(t /an) —* ip(t) f o r  a l l  t, i . e .  a l o n g  t h i s  s e q u e n c e  Sn/ a n c o n v e r g e s  
w e a k l y  t o  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n  e x p ( —ip(t)).  H e n c e  
t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  (1 )  w i t h  a  s i m p l e  G a l l o w s  t h a t  a l o n g  s u i t a b l e  s u b s e q u e n c e s  
Sn/ a n h a s  l i m i t  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  w h i c h  d o  n o t  e v e n  r e s e m b l e  G.
EXAMPLE 2 .  L e t  0  <  a  <  2  a n d  l e t  A  b e  a  s y m m e t r i c  r . v .  t a k i n g  t h e  
v a l u e s  ± 3 ,  ± 4 , . . .  s u c h  t h a t
P{\X\  =  0  =  C Í "“"1 (log i ) _1 « =  3 , 4 , . . .
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f o r  s o m e  ( u n i q u e l y  d e t e r m i n e d )  C  >  0 .  L e t  F d e n o t e  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c ­
t i o n  o f  X .  B y  a  s i m p l e  c a l c u l a t i o n ,
( 1 3 )  P{\X\  > t) ~  C i f - a ( l o g  t ) -1  ( Í  - >  o o ) ,
( 1 4 )  n  f  dF(x)  —» 0  ( n  —► o o ) ,
J |x| ^ n 1/®
( 1 5 )  n 1 - 2 / “  [  x2dF(x ) —> 0  ( n  —► o o ) .
J\x\<nlta
( H e r e ,  a n d  i n  t h e  s e q u e l ,  C \,C 2 , ■. ■ d e n o t e  p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t s . )  L e t  
ck =  2k , dk =  2k +k , Ik =  [ck,dk]
a n d  d e f i n e  t k b y
*  =  / *  * ’" ( ■ ')  /  A  " * “ ) '
C l e a r l y  i*  €  / * ;  a  s i m p l e  c a l c u l a t i o n  s h o w s  a c t u a l l y  t h a t
( 1 6 )  t * ~ C 2 2*‘ + ( 1- “ / 2)*3 .
L e t  / i  b e  t h e  a t o m i c  m e a s u r e  o n  N d e f i n e d  b y  / / ( { n } )  =  P ( | X |  =  n )  ( n  =  
3 , 4 , . . . )  a n d  c o n s t r u c t  a  n e w  p r o b a b i l i t y  m e a s u r e  / /  f r o m  n  b y  c o n c e n t r a t i n g ,  
f o r  e a c h  k >  1 , t h e  t o t a l  m a s s  o f  / i  o n  t h e  i n t e r v a l  [ck,dk] i n t o  t h e  s i n g l e  
p o i n t  t k. L e t  X '  b e  a  s y m m e t r i c  r . v .  s u c h  t h a t  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  | X ' |  i s  p'\ 
l e t  F d e n o t e  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n  o f  X'.  S e t  a l s o
H =  { n e  N : n 1/ “  €  [ j  / * }
Jb>l
I t  i s  e a s y  t o  s e e  t h a t
( 1 7 )  H  is  o f  lo g  d e n s i t y  0 ,
( 1 8 ) n  [  dF'(x)  - + 0  ( n  
J\x\>nl/ a
- * o o ,  7 7 ) ,
( 1 9 ) » ■ - * / «  I
J |* i<
x2dF'(x)  - »  0
n 1/ -
( n  —» o o ,  n  ^  L f ) ,
( 20 ) f  dF'(x)  —♦ o o (fc - »  o o ) .
( 21 ) f  dF'(x)  0
|x |> 6„
( n  - >  o o ) ,
( 22)
w h e r e
( 2 3 )
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nb~2 [  x2d F ' ( x ) —> 0  ( n  —> o o ) ,
J\x\<bn
bn =  n 1 / a e x p  ^ ^ j \ / l o g  n j  .
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T o  v e r i f y  ( 1 7 )  n o t e  t h a t  H  = Nn|J*>i I*k w h e r e  I*k = [2“* \ 2 “ (*4 + * 2) ] .  G i v e n  
n  €  N ,  l e t  fc =  k(n)  b e  t h e  l a r g e s t  i n t e g e r  s u c h  t h a t  11 C  [ 0 , n ] ,  C l e a r l y  
k ~  C 3 ( l o g n ) 1/ 4 a n d
^ i _ 1 ~ a r 2 l o g 2 a s  r  —> o o .
*€/;
T h u s
£ • “ ' <  £  E r l  =  0 ( fc3)  =  0 ( ( I° e - > ) s / * )
*<n r<fc+l t'EJ*
ieH
p r o v i n g  ( 1 7 ) .  ( 1 8 )  a n d  ( 1 9 )  f o l lo w  i m m e d i a t e l y  f r o m  ( 1 4 ) ,  ( 1 5 )  a n d  t h e  f a c t  
t h a t  b y  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  tk a n d  / /  w e  h a v e




[  x2dF'{x) =  f
J\x\<n1/a J\i |<n»/<
x2dF(x)
f o r  n  ^  H.  T o  p r o v e  ( 2 0 )  n o t e  t h a t  u s i n g  ( 1 3 )  a n d  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  /z ' w e  
g e t  P ( | X ' |  >  t k) — P ( |A " |  >  eh) ~  c o n s t .  2~ak*k~4 w h e n c e  ( 20 ) f o l l o w s  i n  
v i e w  o f  ( 1 6 ) .  F o r  t h e  p r o o f  o f  ( 2 1 ) ,  ( 2 2 )  w e  f i r s t  n o t e  t h a t  f o r  t >  to
( 2 4 )
a n d
( 2 5 )
P{\X'\ > t ) <  e2'fi°*ip ( \X \  > t )
[* x2dF'(x)  <  e 2v /i°*7 f* x2dF{x).  
Jo Jo
L e t  H* =  U * > i  h \  i t  s u f f i c e s  t o  p r o v e  ( 2 4 )  f o r  t  G H* s i n c e  P ( | A ' ' |  >  t) =  
P ( | X |  >  t )  f o r  t  £  H * . G i v e n  t €  H *, l e t  k =  k(t)  d e n o t e  t h e  i n t e g e r  s u c h  
t h a t  t  €  Ik] o b v i o u s l y  k ( l o g t / l o g 2 ) 1/ 4 a s  t —► o o .  S e t t i n g
ßk =  P(\X \  >  ck) / P { \ X \  > dk)
w e  h a v e  f o r  t €  Ik
P ( | * ' |  >  f )  <  P(\X\  > ck) =  ß kP ( \X\ > dk) <  ß kP { \X\ > t).
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B y  ( 1 3 )  w e  h a v e  ß k ~  2 a*3 <  e x p ( 2 ( l o g  i ) 1/ 2) f o r  t > to a n d  t h u s  ( 2 4 )  i s  
v a l i d .  T h e  s a m e  a r g u m e n t  y i e l d s  ( 2 5 ) ;  n o w  u s i n g  ( 2 4 )  a n d  ( 1 3 )  i t  f o l l o w s  
t h a t  f o r  n  >  n o  t h e  l e f t  h a n d  s i d e  o f  ( 2 1 )  i s  <  2 C j n 6 “ a  e x p ( 2 ( l o g  6n ) x/ 2) 
w h i c h  i s  o ( l )  b y  ( 2 3 ) .  R e l a t i o n  ( 2 2 )  i s  v e r i f i e d  s i m i l a r l y .
L e t  n o w  G a d e n o t e  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n  w i t h  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n  
e x p ( — | i | a ) a n d  d e f i n e  t h e  i . i . d .  s e q u e n c e  ( X n) b y  X n =  Yn +  Zn w h e r e  
(Yn) , ( Z n) a r e  i . i . d .  s e q u e n c e s ,  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  e a c h  o t h e r ,  w i t h  r e s p e c t i v e  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n s  G a a n d  F'. S e t  Sn =  X \  +  • • • +  X n\ w e  c l a i m  t h a t
( 2 6 )
( 2 7 )
n  1| , a 5 „  G a a s  n  —► o o ,  n ^  H, 
n~1/ aSn h a s  n o  l i m i t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a s  n —► o o .
( 2 8 )  l i m  -— y h (  7Y 7-  <  i l  =  G a (x)  a . s .  f o r  a l l  x.
K ’ N—oo l o g  N  k X fc» /«  /  >
( 2 6 )  i s  i m m e d i a t e  f r o m  n - 1 / “  Y{ =  G a a n d  t h e  r e l a t i o n
n  Z{ 0  a s  n  —► o o ,  n £  H
i<n
w h i c h  f o l lo w s  f r o m  ( 1 8 )  a n d  ( 1 9 )  b y  t r u n c a t i n g  t h e  r . v . ’s  Z{,  1 <  i  <  n  a t  
n 1/ “  a n d  a p p l y i n g  t h e  C h e b i s e v  i n e q u a l i t y .  T o  p r o v e  ( 2 7 )  n o t e  t h a t  s e t t i n g  
rk =  t k — y/tk w e  h a v e  b y  ( 20 ) f o r  k > ko
P ( | * i |  >  rk) > P{ \Z X\ >  i * ) J , ( l * i l  <  V h )
> \P ( \Z! \  > t k) > u kt~k a >  ± u krk a
w h e r e  u>k —► o o .  T h u s  l i m t _ MX)i “ P ( | X i |  >  t) =  + o o  a n d  t h u s  b y  a  c l a s s i c a l
c r i t e r i o n  ( s e e  e .g .  F e l l e r  ( 1 9 6 6 )  p .  5 4 7 )  n~1/ aSn /► G a f o r  n  —► o o .  T o g e t h e r  
w i t h  ( 2 6 )  t h i s  i m p l i e s  ( 2 7 ) .  F i n a l l y ,  t o  v e r i f y  ( 2 8 )  w e  n o t e  t h a t
( 2 9 )  b ^ y Y i Z  0 ,  b ^ y z ^ o  ( n  —+ o o ) .
»< n  ><n
T h e  f i r s t  r e l a t i o n  o f  ( 2 9 )  i s  o b v i o u s  f r o m  Y{ =  G a a n d  n  —» o o  w h i l e
t h e  s e c o n d  f o l lo w s  f r o m  ( 21 ) a n d  ( 22 ) b y  t r u n c a t i n g  t h e  r . v . ’s  Zi,  1 <  * <  n
p
a t  bn a n d  a p p l y i n g  t h e  C h e b i s e v  i n e q u a l i t y .  ( 2 9 )  s h o w s  t h a t  —» 0  a s
n  —♦ o o  a n d  s i n c e  b y  ( 2 3 )  w e  h a v e
bmn/bn <  m 1/ 0I+T(n )
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w h e r e  r ( n )  =  2 a  3/ 2( l o g n )  */2 —► 0 , a  t r i v i a l  m o d i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o o f  o f  
T h e o r e m  ( 6 .1 )  o f  d e  A c o s t a - G i n é  ( 1 9 7 9 )  s h o w s  t h a t
E\Sn/bn\p — 0 ( 1 )  f o r  e a c h  p < a
i . e .
( 3 0 )  E\n 1/ aSn I“/ 2 <  K \  e x p { Ä " 2\ / l o g  n )  f o r  s o m e  K i  >  0 ,  K i  >  0  
W e  a l s o  n o t e  t h a t  s i n c e  H  i s  o f  lo g  d e n s i t y  0 ,  ( 2 6 )  i m p l i e s
( 3 1 )  l i m  ■ 1 Y '  j P  <  x )  =  G a (x) f o r  a l l  x.
K ’ N->oo l o g  N  k W Z “ J v '
N o w  ( 2 8 )  f o l lo w s  f r o m  ( 3 0 ) ,  ( 3 1 )  a n d  t h e  T h e o r e m  in  S e c t i o n  1.
E X A M P L E  3 .  W e  f i r s t  c o n s t r u c t  a  numerical  s e q u e n c e  ( A „ ,  n  >  1 ) 
s a t i s f y i n g  t h e  a . s .  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  t h e o r e m  ( 2 ) .  L e t  ( c n , n  >  1 )  b e  a  u n i f o r m l y  
d i s t r i b u t e d  s e q u e n c e  o f  r e a l  n u m b e r s  i n  t h e  i n t e r v a l  ( 0 , 1) ,  t h a t  i s ,
l i m  —  Y  I{ck < t) =  t  f o r  a l l  0 <  t <  1 .
N —>oo N  L 'k <N
D e f i n e  X n =  $  ^ c , , ) - ^ -  $  X( c n - i ) \ / n ^  — 1 , n  >  1; c l e a r l y  f o r  t h e  s u m s  
Sn — X i  + -------h X n w e  h a v e
5 n / v ^ = $ - 1( c „ )
w h e n c e
vl i m  TF 1 2  I (S k/ \ / k  < t) =  l i m  2-  Y  <  $ ( * ) )  =  $ ( 0
N ^ ° °  N  k %  N ^ ° °  N
f o r  a l l  r e a l  t. T h i s  i s  s t r o n g e r  t h a n  ( 2 ) .
B e i n g  d e g e n e r a t e  t h e m s e l v e s ,  t h e  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e s  Sn/ y /n  c a n  o n l y  
h a v e  d e g e n e r a t e  w e a k  l i m i t s .  B u t  t h e  s e t  o f  l i m i t  p o i n t s  o f  t h e  s e q u e n c e  
( ^ _ 1( c „ ) ,  n >  1) i s  c l e a r l y  t h e  w h o l e  r e a l  l in e  a n d  t h u s  Sn/ y /n  d o e s  n o t  
c o n v e r g e  i n  d i s t r i b u t i o n .
N o t e  t h a t  ( X n , n >  1) c a n  b e  c o n s t r u c t e d  in  s u c h  a  w a y  t h a t  l i m , , - ^  X n =
0 .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  s e t
Ii‘ = ( 1 - á - 2 ( Í T T ) ) « i  +  1>S ^ S) ' 1
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a n d  f o r  fc5 <  n < (k +  1) S l e t
Cfl
^  +  { n - k 5)dk 
1 -------—  ( n  — k5)dk
2k '  ’
i f  k i s  o d d ,  
i f  k i s  e v e n .
T h u s ,  f o r  k5 < n < ( / c + l )5 c „  w a n d e r s  f r o m  o n e  e n d  o f  t h e  i n t e r v a l  ( 0 , 1) 
t o w a r d s  t h e  o t h e r  o n e  b y  e q u a l  s t e p s .  H e n c e  c n  i s  u n i f o r m l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  i n  
( 0 , 1 )  a n d  d e f i n i n g  X n a s  a b o v e ,  i t  i s  n o t  h a r d  t o  s e e  t h a t  f o r  ( k — l )5 <  n < k5
X .\  <  * 5 /! 1) -  * - * ( ^ ) )  +
=  0 ( ( k  l o g  k)~1 2^).
O f  c o u r s e ,  o u r  d e g e n e r a t e  s e q u e n c e  ( A « ,  n >  1 )  c a n  b e  s m o o t h e d  b y  
a d d i n g  i . i . d .  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e s  t o  t h e  t e r m s .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  l e t  ( F „ ,  n  >  1 ) 
b e  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  i . i . d .  N ( 0 ,  l )  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e s ,  a n d  l e t  u s  d e f i n e  X n =  
( X n +  Yn) / V 2 . T h e n  ( X n, n >  1) i s  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  i n d e p e n d e n t  r a n d o m  v a r i ­
a b l e s ,  n o t  i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  b u t  c o n v e r g i n g  i n  d i s t r i b u t i o n  t o  N ( 0 , 1/ 2 ) .  
A s  t o  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  s u m s  Sn, t h e  s e t  o f  w e a k  l i m i t s  o f  Sn/ \ / n  c o i n ­
c i d e s  w i t h  t h e  t r a n s l a t i o n  f a m i l y  { N ( p , l / 2 )  : p  €  R } ,  w h i l e  u s i n g  a g a i n  
&n/\ /n  =  $ - 1( c n ) a n d  t h e  e q u i d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  cn w e  g e t  f o r  a l l  t
jf E  P& /Vk < t)
k < N
= Nlim 4  E  p((yi + • • • + n)/V* < V 2 t -  * - \ c k))
k < N
= Jim T7 E  ®(>/2t-®-1(c*))
Tv—» o o  iV r T Z .
r 1
=  /  $ ( > / 21-< f> - \u ) )du
Jo
/ o o $ ( v / 21 -  z)d<f>{z) =  $ ( t ) .-OO
C o n s e q u e n t l y
l i m
N —.oo
£  \p(Sk/Vk<  1) =  * ( t ) .
T h e  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  t h e  T h e o r e m  in  S e c t i o n  1 a r e  t r i v i a l l y  m e t  s i n c e  
E | 5 n / v ^ |  <  | $ - 1( C n ) |  +  E | ( y 1 +  - - -  +  F „ ) / v^ |  <  | * - 1( c n ) |  +  l  =  0(y/ Íögr i) .
T h u s  t h e  a . s .  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  t h e o r e m  ( 2 )  h o l d s .
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THE WORK OF ALFRÉD RÉNYI: SOME ASPECTS IN 
PROBABILITY AND NUMBER THEORY
N. H. BINGHAM
T h e  m a t h e m a t i c a l  o u t p u t  o f  A l f r é d  R é n y i  w a s  s o  e x t e n s i v e  a n d  s o  d i v e r s e  
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1 .  G e o m e t r i c  p r o b a b i l i t y
I n  g e o m e t r i c  p r o b a b i l i t y ,  o n e  d e a l s  w i t h  a  m e a s u r e  m  ( d e f i n e d  b y ,  e . g . ,  a  s u i t ­
a b l e  i n v a r i a n c e  r e q u i r e m e n t ) ;  t y p i c a l l y  m  w i l l  b e  u n b o u n d e d ,  a n d  d e t e r m i n e d  
u n i q u e l y  t o  w i t h i n  c o n s t a n t  m u l t i p l e s  ( a s  w i t h ,  e .g . ,  i n v a r i a n t  m e a s u r e s  f o r  
M a r k o v  c h a i n s ) .  T h i s  i n d e t e r m i n a c y  v a n i s h e s  o n  t a k i n g  q u o t i e n t s ;  t h i s  q u o ­
t i e n t  o p e r a t i o n  a l l o w s  a n  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  i n  t e r m s  o f  c o n d i t i o n a l  p r o b a b i l i t y .  
T h u s  o n e  o b t a i n s  f o r m u l a e  o f  t h e  t y p e
P ( X e A | I e ő )  =  m ( A ) / m ( B ) ,  A  C  B.
T h i s  p o i n t  o f  v i e w  w a s  a d v o c a t e d  b y  R é n y i ,  i n  h i s  b o o k  Wahrscheinlichkeits­
rechnung ( § § I I .  1 0 ,  1 1 )  a n d  in  h i s  p a p e r s  [1 1 0 ] ,  [1 2 0 ]. T h e  r e s u l t i n g  t h e o r y ,  
w h i c h  h a s  r o o t s  g o i n g  b a c k  t o  B u f f o n  a n d  C r o f t o n ,  f i n d s  i t s  t e x t b o o k  s y n t h e ­
s i s  i n  S a n t a l ó  ( 1 9 7 6 ) .  T h e  s u b j e c t  w a s  d e a r  t o  R é n y i ’s  h e a r t ,  a n d  f o r  g o o d  
r e a s o n :  r e c a l l  t h e  c l o s i n g  p a r a g r a p h  o f  M a r k  K a c ’s  f o r e w o r d  t o  S a n t a l ó ’s  
b o o k :
“ A b o v e  a l l  t h e  b o o k  s h o u l d  r e m i n d  a l l  o f  u s  t h a t  P r o b a b i l i t y  T h e o r y  i s  
m e a s u r e  t h e o r y  w i t h  a  “ s o u l ” , w h i c h  i n  t h i s  c a s e  i s  p r o v i d e d  n o t  b y  P h y s i c s  
o r  b y  g a m e s  o f  c h a n c e  o r  b y  E c o n o m i c s  b u t  b y  t h e  m o s t  a n c i e n t  a n d  n o b l e  
o f  a l l  m a t h e m a t i c a l  d i s c i p l i n e s ,  n a m e l y  G e o m e t r y . ”
O n  a  p e r s o n a l  l e v e l ,  I  c h e r i s h  t h e  m e m o r y  o f  R é n y i  g i v i n g  ( i n  C a m b r i d g e ,  
o n  2 8  M a y  1 9 6 9 )  w h a t  I r e g a r d e d  t h e n  a n d  r e g a r d  n o w  a s  t h e  b e s t  m a t h ­
e m a t i c a l  t a l k  I h a v e  e v e r  h e a r d  ( ‘C o n d i t i o n a l  p r o b a b i l i t y  s p a c e s  d e f i n e d  b y  
u n b o u n d e d  m e a s u r e s ’) .
R é n y i ’s  p a r k i n g  p r o b l e m  - o r  p a c k i n g  p r o b l e m  in  o n e  d i m e n s i o n  -  c o n c e r n s  
l i m z _*oo E N [ x)/x ,  w h e r e  N(x)  i s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  u n i t  l i n e - s e g m e n t s  ( ‘c a r s ’) 
w h i c h  c a n  b e  p a c k e d  ( ‘p a r k e d ’) i n  [ 0 , z ]  ( [ 1 4 9 ] ) .  F o r  a  t e x t b o o k  t r e a t m e n t ,  
s e e  H a l l  ( 1 9 8 8 ) ,  § 1 .1 0 .  F o r  b a c k g r o u n d  a n d  f u r t h e r  d e v e l o p m e n t s ,  s e e  P a l á s t i  
( 1 9 6 0 ) ,  N e y  ( 1 9 6 2 ) ,  M a n n i o n  ( 1 9 6 4 ) ,  ( 1 9 7 6 ) ,  ( 1 9 7 9 ) ,  ( 1 9 8 3 ) .
R é n y i  a n d  S u l a n k e  [2 0 8 ] ,  [2 2 3 ] ,  [3 0 2 ]  a l s o  w o r k e d  o n  c o n v e x  h u l l s  o f  r a n ­
d o m  p o i n t s .  F o r  f u r t h e r  d e v e l o p m e n t s  o n  t h i s  i m p o r t a n t  t o p i c ,  s e e  e .g .  
F i s h e r  ( 1 9 6 9 ) ,  E d d y  ( 1 9 8 0 ) ,  J e w e l l  a n d  R o m a n o  ( 1 9 8 2 ) ,  B r o z i u s  a n d  d e  
H a a n  ( 1 9 8 7 ) ,  D a v i s ,  M u l r o w  a n d  R e s n i c k  ( 1 9 8 7 ) .
F o r  a  s u r v e y  o f  d e v e l o p m e n t s  i n  g e o m e t r i c  p r o b a b i l i t y ,  s e e  B a d d e l e y  
( 1 9 7 7 ) .
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2. Information theory
R é n y i  w r o t e  e x t e n s i v e l y  o n  t h i s  s u b j e c t .  I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  h i s  b o o k  Wahrschein­
lichkeitsrechnung i s  d i s t i n g u i s h e d  f o r  t h e  w e i g h t  i t  g iv e s  t o  i n f o r m a t i o n  t h e o r y  
(Anhang über Informationstheorie,  4 3 5 — 4 9 8 )  a n d  f o r  i t s  p r o o f  o f  t h e  l i m i t  
t h e o r e m  f o r  M a r k o v  c h a i n s 'b y  i n f o r m a t i o n - t h e o r e t i c  m e t h o d s  ( i b i d . ,  § 9 ) .
O n e  p a r t i c u l a r l y  i m p o r t a n t  c o n t r i b u t i o n  i s  [1 8 0 ] . H e r e  R é n y i  c o n s i d e r s  
t h e  q u e s t i o n  o f  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  o f  S h a n n o n ’s  e n t r o p y  b y  f u n c t i o n a l  e q u a ­
t i o n s ,  a s  w e l l  a s  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s  o f  i t .  F o r  a n  a c c o u n t  o f  c u r r e n t  p r o g r e s s ,  
s e e  e .g .  A c z é l  a n d  D h o m b r e s  ( 1 9 8 9 ) .  H e r e  a l s o  (§ 5 )  i s  g i v e n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h e  
l i m i t  t h e o r e m  f o r  M a r k o v  c h a i n s  v i a  i n f o r m a t i o n  t h e o r y ;  c f .  C s i s z á r  ( 1 9 6 3 ) ,  
K e n d a l l  ( 1 9 6 4 ) ,  F r i t z  ( 1 9 7 3 ) .  R é n y i  r a i s e s  t h e  q u e s t i o n  o f  s i m p l i f y i n g  t h e  
i n f o r m a t i o n - t h e o r e t i c  p r o o f  o f  t h e  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  t h e o r e m  i n  L in n i k  ( 1 9 5 9 ) .  
H e  d i d  n o t  r e t u r n  t o  t h i s ,  b u t  s e e  r e c e n t  w o r k  b y  B a r r o n  ( 1 9 8 6 )  a n d  T a k a n o  
( 1 9 8 7 ) .
I n  [1 6 0 ] R é n y i  g iv e s  a  t h e o r y  o f  e - e n t r o p y  r e l a t e d  t o  t h a t  o f  K o l m o g o r o v .  
S e e  C s i s z á r ’s  c o m m e n t s  t o  [1 6 0 ] ( S e l e c t e d  P a p e r s ,  V o l u m e  2 ,  3 4 2 ) ,  a n d  - 
f o r  t h e  K o l m o g o r o v  t h e o r y  - C o v e r  e t  a l .  ( 1 9 8 9 ) ,  § 2 ,  S h i r y a e v  ( 1 9 8 9 ) ,  ‘T h e  
f i f t i e s ’ ( 9 1 0 — 9 2 0 ) .
I n  h i s  l a t e r  w o r k ,  R é n y i  c o n s i d e r e d  t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  i n f o r m a t i o n  t h e ­
o r y  t o  s t a t i s t i c s  -  p r i n c i p a l l y  t o  p a r a m e t r i c  s t a t i s t i c s  b y  B a y e s i a n  m e t h o d s ,  
b u t  t o  n o n - p a r a m e t r i c  s t a t i s t i c s  a l s o .  S e e  i n  p a r t i c u l a r  [2 8 5 ]  ( B a y e s i a n  v e r ­
s i o n  o f  t h e  N e y m a n - P e a r s o n  l e m m a ) ,  [2 8 8 ] ( K a k u t a n i ’s  d i c h o t o m y )  a n d  [3 2 8 ] 
( l a r g e - d e v i a t i o n  t h e o r y ;  c o m m e n t a r y  b y  C s i s z á r ,  5 7 4 — 6 ) .  F o r  b a c k g r o u n d  
o n  i n f o r m a t i o n  t h e o r y  in  s t a t i s t i c s ,  s e e  e .g .  t h e  p a p e r  o f  C s i s z á r  ( 1 9 7 5 )  a n d  
t h e  b o o k s  o f  K u l l b a c k  ( 1 9 5 9 ) ,  K u l l b a c k  e t  a l .  ( 1 9 8 7 ) ,  L i e s e  a n d  V a j d a  ( 1 9 8 7 ) ,  
V a j d a  ( 1 9 8 9 ) ;  c f .  V a j d a  ( 1 9 9 0 ) .
T h e  i n f o r m a t i o n - t h e o r e t i c  a p p r o a c h  t o  s t a t i s t i c s  i s  c o n n e c t e d  w i t h  t h e  
i d e a  o f  s t o c h a s t i c  c o m p l e x i t y .  A g a i n ,  t h i s  i n v o lv e s  K o l m o g o r o v ’s  w o r k ;  s e e  
e . g .  t h e  o b i t u a r y  a r t i c l e  K e n d a l l  ( 1 9 9 0 ) ,  4 4 — 5 , t h e  w o r k s  o f  R i s s a n e n  a n d  
o t h e r s  c i t e d  t h e r e ,  a n d  C h e n t s o v  ( 1 9 9 0 ) .
3. Records
S u p p o s e  t h a t  X \ , X - i , . . .  a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t  a n d  i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  ( i i d )  
w i t h  c o n t i n u o u s  l a w  F.  C a l l  X n a  record i f  X n > m a x ( A i , . . . ,  A n _ i ) ;  w r i t e  
( L(n ) )  f o r  t h e  record times,  d e f i n e d  i n d u c t i v e l y  b y  L ( l )  : =  1 , L ( n )  : =  
m in { A : >  L(n  — 1) : Xk  >  A i ( n _ i ) } ,  ( A i ( n ) )  f o r  t h e  record values.
S o  f a r  a s  t h e  r e c o r d  t i m e s  a r e  c o n c e r n e d ,  m a t t e r s  d o  n o t  d e p e n d  o n  F
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( a r e  ‘d i s t r i b u t i o n - f r e e ’) .  F o r  i f  H := — l o g ( l  -  F)  i s  t h e  h a z a r d  f u n c t i o n  o f  
F, Ui H(X i)  a r e  i i d  w i t h  t h e  u n i t  e x p o n e n t i a l  l a w  £ ( l ) ;  t h e  r e c o r d  t i m e s  
o f  (Xi)  a n d  ( [ / , )  a r e  t h e  s a m e ,  a n d  Rn :=  C^L(n) a r e  t h e  r e c o r d  v a l u e s  o f  (Ui).
T h i s  d i s t r i b u t i o n - f r e e  p r o p e r t y  i s  d u e  t o  R é n y i  [ 1 9 4 ] ,  w h o  a l s o  s h o w e d  
t h a t  ( L ( n ) )  is  a  n o n - h o m o g e n e o u s  M a r k o v  c h a i n ,  w i t h  t r a n s i t i o n  p r o b a b i l i ­
t i e s
P(L(n)  =  k  I L(n  -  1 ) =  j )  =  ^  ( n  <  j  <  k -  1 ) .
R é n y i  a l s o  g a v e  a  l a w  o f  l a r g e  n u m b e r s  ( L L N ) ,  a  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  t h e o r e m  ( C L T )  
a n d  l a w  o f  t h e  i t e r a t e d  l o g a r i t h m  ( L I L )  f o r  ( L(n ) ) .  H e  c o n s i d e r e d  t h e  n u m b e r  
o f  r e c o r d s  u p  t o  t i m e  n ,  i d e n t i f i e d  i t s  l a w  w i t h  t h a t  o f  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  c y c l e s  
i n  a  r a n d o m  p e r m u t a t i o n ,  a n d  f o u n d  i t  i n  t e r m s  o f  S t i r l i n g  n u m b e r s .
R é n y i ’s  i d e a s  h a v e  d o n e  m u c h  t o  f e r t i l i z e  t h e  e x t e n s i v e  s u b s e q u e n t  w o r k  
o n  r e c o r d s .  F o r  i n s t a n c e ,  R e s n i c k  ( 1 9 7 3 )  o b s e r v e d  t h a t  ( R ( n ) )  i s  a  u n i t  
P o i s s o n  p r o c e s s  ( ‘s t r u c t u r e  l e m m a  f o r  r e c o r d s ’) ,  w h e n c e  t h e  L L N ,  C L T  a n d  
L I L  f o r  ( f ? ( n ) ) .  R e s n i c k  a l s o  f i n d s  t h e  l i m i t  l a w s  f o r  ( -X £ ( n ) )  u n d e r  t h e  
a p p r o p r i a t e  c o n d i t i o n  o n  F ;  t h e  a l m o s t - s u r e  b e h a v i o u r  i s  i n  d e  H a a n  a n d  
R e s n i c k  ( 1 9 7 3 ) .  F o r  a  s y n t h e s i s  o f  r e c o r d - v a l u e  t h e o r y ,  s e e  C h a p t e r  4  o f  
R e s n i c k  ( 1 9 8 7 )  ( c f .  B i n g h a m  e t  a l .  ( 1 9 8 7 / 8 9 ) ,  § 8 .1 4 ) .
T h e  m e t h o d  o f  s t r o n g  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  m a y  b e  c o m b i n e d  v e r y  f r u i t f u l l y  
w i t h  t h e  a b o v e  s t r u c t u r e  t h e o r y  f o r  r e c o r d s .  T h i s  i d e a  g o e s  b a c k  t o  W i l l i a m s  
( 1 9 7 3 ) ,  a n d  h a s  b e e n  d e v e l o p e d  b y  D e h e u v e l s  a n d  o t h e r s ;  s e e  e .g .  D e h e u v e l s  
( 1 9 8 3 )  a n d  t h e  r e f e r e n c e s  c i t e d  t h e r e .
I n  h i s  w o r k  o n  t h e  c o m b i n a t o r i a l  a s p e c t s  o f  r e c o r d s ,  R é n y i  weis p a r t i a l l y  
a n t i c i p a t e d  b y  F o s t e r  a n d  S t u a r t  ( 1 9 5 4 ) .  F o r  s u b s e q u e n t  w o r k ,  s e e  e .g .  B a r ­
t o n  a n d  M a l l o w s  ( 1 9 6 5 ) ,  I m h o f  ( 1 9 8 3 ) ,  B i n g h a m  ( 1 9 8 8 ) ,  § 4 .2 ,  G o l d i e  ( 1 9 8 9 ) .
4. Erdős-Rényi laws
L a w s  o f  l a r g e  n u m b e r s  h a v e  t r a d i t i o n a l l y  b e e n  u s e d  t o  a v e r a g e  o u t  t h e  d i s ­
t r i b u t i o n  t o  l e a v e  t h e  m e a n .  T h u s  f o r  X ,  X i , X i ,  i id ,  w i t h  l a w  F,  m e a n  /z 
a n d  v a r i a n c e  a 2 , t h e  s t r o n g  l a w  t e l l s  u s  t h a t  /z i s  a l l  t h a t  s u r v i v e s  a v e r a g i n g  
i n  t h e  a . s .  l i m i t ,  w h i l e  t h e  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  t h e o r e m  t e l l s  u s  t h a t  /z a n d  a  a r e  a l l  
t h a t  s u r v i v e  i n  t h e  l i m i t  d i s t r i b u t i o n .
I t  h a s  b e e n  r e a l i s e d  o v e r  t h e  y e a r s  t h a t  a  l e s s  h a r s h  a v e r a g i n g ,  i n  w h i c h  
m o r e  o f  F  s u r v i v e s  w h e n  w e  t a k e  t h e  l i m i t ,  i s  o f t e n  m o r e  a p p r o p r i a t e .  A  
f l e x i b l e  f r a m e w o r k  i s  p r o v i d e d  b y  t a k i n g  moving averages, o f  t h e  f o r m
f  En n<fc<n+a„
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i n  w h i c h  t h e  l e n g t h  o f  t h e  a v e r a g i n g  b l o c k  a „  i s  a c c u r a t e l y  t i e d  t o  t h e  p r o p ­
e r t i e s  ( e . g . ,  i n t e g r a b i l i t y )  o f  F ; f o r  a  r e c e n t  s u r v e y  s e e  B i n g h a m  ( 1 9 8 9 ) .  T h e  
r e s u l t s  t h e r e  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  g e n e r a l  p r i n c i p l e  t h a t  t h e  m o r e  i n t e g r a b i l i t y  F  
h a s ,  t h e  l e s s  a v e r a g i n g  i s  n e e d e d .
S u p p o s e  n o w  t h a t  F h a s  e x t r e m e l y  g o o d  i n t e g r a b i l i t y  p r o p e r t i e s :  t h a t  
i t s  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n  i s  a n a l y t i c  i n  a  n e i g h b o u r h o o d  o f  t h e  o r i g i n .  T h e n  
w e  m a y  u s e  t h e  m o m e n t - g e n e r a t i n g  f u n c t i o n  i n s t e a d  o r  -  m o r e  c o n v e n i e n t l y  
-  i t s  l o g a r i t h m ,  t h e  c u m u l a n t - g e n e r a t i n g  f u n c t i o n :
k(t)  : =  lo g  E e x p - f t A ) .
T h i s  i s  c o n v e x ,  s o  w e  m a y  f o r m  i t s  F e n c h e l  d u a l  k*:
k*(a)  : =  s u p { a f  -  k{t)},  k(t) =  s u p { a t  — k* ( a ) } .
t a
I n  t h e i r  ‘n e w  l a w  o f  l a r g e  n u m b e r s ’ o f  1 9 7 0 ,  E r d ő s  a n d  R é n y i  [3 4 2 ] c o n s i d e r e d  
m o v i n g  a v e r a g e s  w i t h  an =  c l o g n ,  w h e r e  c =  c ( a )  a n d  a  =  a(c)  a r e  l i n k e d  
b y
1/ c  =  k* ( a ) .
T h e y  s h o w e d  t h a t  t h e n
1
m a x  — --------
0< * < n -c lo g n  C l o g n E  * *»'<A:<»+clogn
a  a . s .  ( n  —> o o ) .
H e r e  t h e  a . s .  l i m i t  a  is  t h e  a ( c )  a b o v e .  S o  b y  v a r y i n g  c  w e  c a n  d e t e r m i n e  
s u c c e s s i v e l y  a ( - ) ;  i t s  i n v e r s e  f u n c t i o n  c ( - ) ;  t h e n  k*(-) =  l / c ( - ) ;  t h e n  i t s  d u a l  
& (•) ; t h e n  F.  T h u s  the entire distribution survives the passage to the limit.
T h i s  v e r y  i n t e r e s t i n g  p h e n o m e n o n  ( c a l l e d  ‘a l m o s t - s u r e  n o n - i n v a r i a n c e ’ , i n  
c o n t r a s t  t o  t h e  m o r e  u s u a l  a . s .  i n v a r i a n c e  p r i n c i p l e s )  g o e s  b a c k  e v e n  e a r l i e r ,  
t o  t h e  w o r k  o f  S h e p p  ( 1 9 6 4 ) .  F o r  a  g o o d  a c c o u n t ,  s e e  d e  A c o s t a  a n d  K u e l b s  
( 1 9 8 3 ) ,  w h o  c o n s i d e r  t h e  t h r e e  c a s e s  a „ / l o g n  —► o o ,  —► c  G  ( 0 , o o ) , —► 0 ,  f o r  
r a n d o m  v e c t o r s  ( t a k i n g  v a l u e s  i n  a  B a n a c h  s p a c e ) .  T h e  c r i t i c a l  g r o w t h - r a t e  
an =  O ( l o g n )  i s  o f  g r e a t  i n t e r e s t ,  a n d  h a s  b e e n  s t u d i e d  i n t e n s i v e l y  b y ,  e . g . ,  
D e h e u v e l s  a n d  S t e i n e b a c h  ( 1 9 8 6 ) ,  D e h e u v e l s ,  D e v r o y e  a n d  L y n c h  ( 1 9 8 6 ) ,  
D e h e u v e l s  a n d  D e v r o y e  ( 1 9 8 7 ) .
F o r  r e c e n t  d e v e l o p m e n t s ,  m o t i v a t e d  b y  p r o b l e m s  i n v o l v i n g  D N A ,  s e e  A r -  
r a t i a  a n d  W a t e r m a n  ( 1 9 8 9 ) ,  A r r a t i a  e t  a l .  ( 1 9 9 0 ) .
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5. Exponentiality
T h e  s p e c i a l  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  e x p o n e n t i a l  a n d  u n i f o r m  d i s t r i b u t i o n s ,  a n d  t h e i r  
r a m i f i c a t i o n s  i n  t h e  t h e o r y  o f  P o i s s o n  p r o c e s s e s ,  e m p i r i c a l  p r o c e s s e s ,  o r d e r  
s t a t i s t i c s ,  s p a c i n g s  a n d  m a n y  o t h e r  f i e l d s ,  h a v e  a t t r a c t e d  m a n y  a u t h o r s ;  s e e  
e . g .  C h a p t e r  I o f  F e l l e r  ( 1 9 7 1 ) ,  o r  C h a p t e r  8 o f  S h o r a c k  a n d  W e l l n e r  ( 1 9 8 6 ) .  
R é n y i ’s  i n t e r e s t  i n  t h i s  a r e a  i s  r e f l e c t e d  i n  h i s  p a p e r s  [8 4 ] ,  [86 ], [1 2 7 ] ,  [2 4 6 ] ,  
[ 2 8 4 ] .  R e l a t e d  t o  t h i s  a r e  R é n y i ’s  i d e a s  o n  t h i n n i n g  o f  p o i n t  p r o c e s s e s ,  ( s e e  
e . g .  [ 8 4 ] ) ,  w h i c h  h a v e  b e e n  d e v e l o p e d  a t  l e n g t h  b y  M o g y o r ó d i  a n d  o t h e r s .
W e  n o t e  i n  p a r t i c u l a r  o n e  r e s u l t  ( w h o s e  s h o r t  p r o o f  w e  i n c l u d e  f o r  c o n ­
v e n i e n c e ) ;  s e e  [84] a n d ,  e . g . ,  K a k o s y a n  e t  a l .  ( 1 9 8 4 ) ,  T h .  2 .4 .1 0 .  I f  ( X n) 
a r e  i i d  w i t h  m e a n  p  >  0 , a n d  v  i s  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  ( X „ )  a n d  g e o m e t r i c a l l y  
d i s t r i b u t e d  w i t h  p a r a m e t e r  p ,  t h e n
V
p Y , X k - E ( p )  ( p  —> 0 ) i n  d i s t r i b u t i o n ,
, t = i
w h e r e  E(p)  d e n o t e s  t h e  e x p o n e n t i a l  l a w  w i t h  m e a n  p .  F o r ,  i f  t h e  X n h a v e  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n  <f>, t h e n  t h a t  o f  p X ) í  x k is
1/ k
E e \ p { i t p J 2 x k} =  I v  -
l  Jt l
= 4>{tp)k (q := i -  p )
k
_ p /q
1 -  q<f>(tp) '
N o w  <j>{t) =  1 +  ipt  +  o(t)  f o r  s m a l l  t,  s o  a s  p  —► 0  t h e  r i g h t  i s
P ( 1  +  ° ( 1 ) )  P 1-----------------------------------------------  -------------------------  --► ------------
1 -  (1 -  p ) ( l  +  ip tp  +  o ( p ) )  p - i p t p  +  o(p) 1 - i p t '  
t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n  o f  E[p) .
T h i s  s i m p l e  r e s u l t  h a s  e x t e n s i v e  a n d  i m p o r t a n t  c o n s e q u e n c e s .  T h e  m o n o ­
g r a p h  o f  K e i l s o n  ( 1 9 7 9 )  d e v e l o p s  t h e  r e l i a b i l i t y  t h e o r y  o f  M a r k o v i a n  s y s t e m s  
w i t h  m a n y  d e g r e e s  o f  f r e e d o m ,  i n  w h i c h  l i m i t i n g  e x p o n e n t i a l  l a w s  a r e  u b i q ­
u i t o u s  i n  v i e w  o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  a b o v e .  S i m i l a r  i d e a s  h a v e  b e e n  d e v e l o p e d  b y  
A l d o u s  ( 1 9 8 2 ) ,  ( 1 9 8 3 )  i n  h i s  t h e o r y  o f  r a p i d l y  m i x i n g  M a r k o v  c h a i n s .  A  g o o d  
i l l u s t r a t i o n  o f  t h e s e  i d e a s  i s  p r o v i d e d  b y  t h e  c l a s s i c a l  E h r e n f e s t  u r n ,  w h i c h  
m a y  b e  v i e w e d  a s  a  r a n d o m  w a l k  o n  t h e  g r o u p  Z 2 ( t h e  d - c u b e ) ,  f o r  d  l a r g e .  
F o r  d e t a i l ,  w e  r e f e r  t o  t h e  s u r v e y  b y  B i n g h a m  ( 1 9 9 1 ) .
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6. Expansions of real numbers
T h e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  r a t i o n a l s  x £  ( 0 ,  l )  p r e f e r r e d  b y  t h e  E g y p t i a n s  w a s  a  
s u m  o f  u n i t  f r a c t i o n s ;  t h u s  |  w a s  w r i t t e n  a s  |  e t c .  S u c h  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  
c a n  b e  e x t e n d e d  t o  i r r a t i o n a l s  a s  s e r i e s  e x p a n s i o n s .  A  n u m b e r  o f  v a r i a n t s  
a n d  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s  ( E n g e l ,  C a n t o r ,  S y l v e s t e r ,  O p p e n h e i m , . . . )  a r e  k n o w n ;  
f o r  b a c k g r o u n d ,  s e e  e .g .  P e r r o n  ( 1 9 2 1 / 3 9 ) ,  G a l a m b o s  ( 1 9 7 6 ) .  R é n y i ,  w i t h  
h i s  d e e p  s e n s e  o f  h i s t o r y ,  w a s  n o  d o u b t  a t t r a c t e d  t o  t h i s  a r e a  f o r  h i s t o r i c a l  
a s  w e l l  a s  m a t h e m a t i c a l  i n t e r e s t .
J u s t  a s  o n e  m a y  a p p l y  p r o b a b i l i s t i c  m e t h o d s  t o  o b t a i n  L L N ,  C L T  a n d  
L I L  f o r  o r d i n a r y  d e c i m a l  ( o r  d y a d i c , . . . )  e x p a n s i o n s ,  o n e  m a y  d o  t h e  s a m e  
f o r  e x p a n s i o n s  o f  t h e  a b o v e  t y p e .  A  d e t a i l e d  t r e a t m e n t  w a s  g i v e n  b y  E r d ő s ,  
R é n y i  a n d  S z i i s z  [1 5 0 ];  c f .  [1 9 9 ] , [1 5 1 ] ,  § § 8 -1 0 .  T h e r e  a r e  i n t e r e s t i n g  c o n n e c ­
t i o n s  w i t h  t h e  t h e o r y  o f  r e c o r d s ;  s e e  W i l l i a m s  ( 1 9 7 3 ) .
C o n s i d e r ,  f o r  i n s t a n c e ,  t h e  S y l v e s t e r  s e r i e s  1 / d n{t)  f o r  t  £  ( 0 , 1 ] ,  w h e r e  
d\(t )  i s  t h e  l e a s t  i n t e g e r  w i t h  l / d i ( t )  < t, a n d  t h e n  dn(t)  i s  t h e  l e a s t  i n t e g e r  
w i t h  1 / d n(t) < t — l / d f c ( t ) .  T h e  r a t e  o f  g r o w t h  o f  t h e  d e n o m i n a t o r s
dn(t)  i s  o f  p a r t i c u l a r  i n t e r e s t .  I n  [1 5 0 ]  i t  weis s h o w n  t h a t
2 ~ n l o g d „ ( t )  —> L{t ) <  o o  ( n  —> o o )  f o r  a l m o s t  a l l  t  £  ( 0 ,1 ] .
A  f u l l  a c c o u n t  o f  t h e  l i m i t  f u n c t i o n  L i s  g iv e n  b y  G o l d i e  a n d  S m i t h  ( 1 9 8 7 ) .  I n  
p a r t i c u l a r ,  L i s  t h e  f i r s t  e x p l i c i t ,  d e t e r m i n i s t i c  e x a m p l e  k n o w n  o f  a  f u n c t i o n  
h a v i n g  a  j o i n t l y  c o n t i n u o u s  o c c u p a t i o n  d e n s i t y  ( p r e v i o u s  e x a m p l e s  i n v o l v e d  
s a m p l e  p a t h s  o f  s t o c h a s t i c  p r o c e s s e s :  t h e  t h e o r y  o f  ‘l o c a l  t i m e ’) .
7. Summability methods
L i n k s  b e t w e e n  p r o b a b i l i t y  t h e o r y  a n d  s u m m a b i l i t y  t h e o r y  a r e  t o  b e  e x p e c t e d ,  
s i n c e  a  s u m m a b i l i t y  m e t h o d  i s  e s s e n t i a l l y  a  ( l i m i t  o f )  a  w e i g h t e d  a v e r a g e ,  a n d  
w e i g h t e d  a v e r a g e s  a r e  e x t e n s i v e l y  u s e d  in  p r o b a b i l i t y  t h e o r y  ( e x p e c t a t i o n s ,  
e t c . )  a n d  s t a t i s t i c s  ( s a m p l e  m e a n s ,  e t c . ) .
T h e  c l a s s i c  b o o k  b y  H a r d y  ( 1 9 4 9 )  p r o v i d e s  a  r i c h  h a r v e s t  f o r  a n y o n e  w i t h  
a  b a c k g r o u n d  i n  b o t h  p r o b a b i l i t y  a n d  a n a l y s i s .  R é n y i  w a s  s u c h  a  p e r s o n  par 
excellence, a n d  a d d r e s s e d  h i m s e l f  t o  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y - s u m m a b i l i t y  i n t e r f a c e  
i n  [ 1 6 8 ] .  H e  c o n s i d e r e d  m a t r i x  m e t h o d s  A  =  ( a „ * ) ,  m a p p i n g  a  s e q u e n c e  
s =  (sn) t o  t — ( £ „ ) ,  w h e r e
In : =  )  [ ankSki 
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t h e  c a s e  o f  g r e a t e s t  p r o b a b i l i s t i c  i n t e r s t  i s  t h a t  o f  A  s t o c h a s t i c ,
ank =  P { v n =  *0 , s a y .
T h e  H a u s d o r f f  m e t h o d s  a r e  t h o s e  w i t h
ank =  Jo xk{\  -  x)n~kdF(x)
w i t h  F  a  p r o b a b i l i t y  l a w  o n  [0 , l ]  ( H a r d y  ( 1 9 4 9 ) ,  C h .  I X ) ;  R é n y i  ( § 2 )  s t u d i e d  
t h e i r  c o m p o s i t i o n  p r o p e r t i e s ,  u s i n g  t h e  p r o b a b i l i s t i c  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  i n  t e r m s  
o f  b i n o m i a l  m i x i n g .  R e p l a c i n g  t h e  b i n o m i a l  b y  t h e  P o i s s o n ,  o n e  o b t a i n s  
t h e  H e n r i k s s o n  m e t h o d s ,  w h i c h  R é n y i  ( § 3 )  i n t e r p r e t e d  s i m i l a r l y .  H e  a l s o  
c o n s i d e r e d  ( § 4 )  l i m i t  d i s t r i b u t i o n s ,  w h e r e  o n e  h a s
( A )  f { s n) -► J  f (y )dS(y )
( c o n v e r g e n c e  in  t h e  s e n s e  o f  t h e  s u m m a b i l i t y  m e t h o d  A )  f o r  a l l  b o u n d e d  
c o n t i n u o u s  / .  T h e  c a s e  w i t h  S  d e g e n e r a t e  r e d u c e s  t o  t h e  c o n c e p t  o f  a l m o s t  
c o n v e r g e n c e  ( Z y g m u n d  ( 1 9 7 9 ) ,  V o l .  I I ,  1 8 1 ) ;  c f .  s t a t i s t i c a l  c o n v e r g e n c e  ( s e e  
e . g .  F a s t  ( 1 9 5 1 ) ) .
W e  n o t e  t h a t  S c h m e t t e r e r  ( 1 9 6 3 )  a l s o  d i s c u s s e d  p r o b a b i l i s t i c  i n t e r p r e t a ­
t i o n s  o f  s u m m a b i l i t y  t h e o r y .
A  r a t h e r  d i f f e r e n t  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  p r o b a b i l i s t i c  m e t h o d s  t o  s u m m a b i l i t y  
t h e o r y  h a s  b e e n  g i v e n  b y  t h e  p r e s e n t  a u t h o r ,  i n  a  s e r i e s  o f  p a p e r s  ( s e e  e .g .  
B i n g h a m  ( 1 9 8 4 a ) ,  ( 1 9 8 4 b ) ,  ( 1 9 8 8 ) ,  B i n g h a m  a n d  R o g e r s  ( 1 9 9 1 ) ) .  T h e  m o ­
t i v a t i n g  e x a m p l e s ,  a s  i n  R é n y i ’s  w o r k ,  a r e  t h e  m e t h o d s  o f  E u l e r  a n d  B o r e l  
( s e e  e . g .  H a r d y  ( 1 9 4 9 ) ,  V I I I ,  I X ) .  I n s t e a d  o f  b e i n g  r e g a r d e d  a s ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  
d e g e n e r a t e  H a u s d o r f f  a n d  d e g e n e r a t e  H e n r i k s s o n  m e t h o d s ,  t h e s e  a r e  h a n ­
d l e d  t o g e t h e r  a s  i n s t a n c e s  o f  t h e  c i r c l e  m e t h o d s  o r  K r e i s v e r f a h r e n ,  f o r  t h e  
t h e o r y  o f  w h i c h  s e e  M e y e r - K ö n i g  ( 1 9 4 9 ) .
I n  [1 6 8 ] § 5 , R é n y i  p r o v e d  a  g a p  ( ‘h i g h - i n d i c e s ’) t h e o r e m ,  u n d e r  a  ( T a u b e -  
r i a n )  c o n d i t i o n  l a t e r  p r o v e d  s u p e r f l u o u s  b y  H a l á s z  ( 1 9 6 7 ) .  R é n y i  w o r k e d  o n  
g a p  t h e o r e m s  e l s e w h e r e  ( [ 1 9 8 ] ,  w i t h  E r d ő s ) ;  s e e  T ú r á n  ( 1 9 8 4 ) ,  2 2 2 .
8. Divisors
W r i t e  f l ( n ) ,  w ( n )  f o r  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  p r i m e  d i v i s o r s  o f  n  e  N ,  c o u n t e d  w i t h  
a n d  w i t h o u t  m u l t i p l i c i t i e s .  I f  B;t ( i )  d e n o t e s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  n < x w i t h  
Q ( n )  — u>(n) =  k, R é n y i  [1 1 2 ]  s h o w e d  t h a t
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w h e r e  t h e  g e n e r a t i n g  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  d e n s i t i e s  pk i s  g i v e n  b y
X > * ‘ =  l i d - ; ) ( !  + r ^ >
*=0 p P P z
(Up  d e n o t i n g  a  p r o d u c t  o v e r  p r i m e s ) .  ( T h u s  i n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  t a k i n g  z  =  0 ,  w e  
g e t  do =  6 / 7T2 , g i v i n g  t h e  w e l l - k n o w n  d e n s i t y  o f  t h e  s q u a r e - f r e e  i n t e g e r s . )  A  
s i m p l e r  p r o o f  w a s  l a t e r  g i v e n  b y  R é n y i  a n d  T ú r á n  [ 1 4 4 ] ,  § 4 . T h i s  e l e g a n t  
f o r m u l a  c l e a r l y  f a s c i n a t e d  M a r k  K a c ,  w h o  p r o v e d  i t  i n  t h e  f o l lo w in g  p a p e r  
( K a c  ( 1 9 5 5 ) ) ,  a n d  a g a i n  i n  b o t h  h i s  b o o k s  ( K a c  ( 1 9 5 9 a ) ,  § 1 .4 , K a c  ( 1 9 5 9 b ) ) .  
T h e  r e s u l t  g e n e r a l i s e s ,  t o  t h e  c o n t e x t  o f  B e u r l i n g ’s  t h e o r y  o f  g e n e r a l i z e d  
p r i m e s ;  s e e  B a t e m a n  a n d  D i a m o n d  ( 1 9 6 9 ) .
T h e  r a t e  o f  c o n v e r g e n c e  o f  t h e  d e n s i t y  c a n  b e  e s t i m a t e d :
B k(x)/x  =  dk +  0 ( z - 1 / ,2 ( l o g l o g  x)k~ l /  l o g 2 x )
( D e l a n g e  ( 1 9 6 5 ) ,  ( 1 9 6 8 ) ,  ( 1 9 7 3 ) ;  c f .  I v i c  ( 1 9 8 5 ) ,  C h .  1 4 ) .  F o r  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s  
-  l o c a l  t h e o r e m s  f o r  a d d i t i v e  f u n c t i o n s  -  s e e  K u b i l i u s  ( 1 9 6 4 ) ,  C h .  I V ,  E l l i o t t  
( 1 9 8 0 ) ,  C h .  2 1 .
I f  E  i s  a  s e t  o f  p r i m e s  ( w i t h  J2PeE^/P  — ° ° ) >  o n e  m a y  c o n s i d e r  t h e  
d i v i s o r  f u n c t i o n s  £Ie > w i t h  d i v i s o r s  r e s t r i c t e d  t o  l i e  i n  E.  D e l a n g e  ( 1 9 5 6 )  
s h o w e d  t h a t  i f  A  i s  a n  a r i t h m e t i c  p r o g r e s s i o n ,  Q ^ 1( A )  a n d  W £ * ( A )  b o t h  
h a v e  a  n a t u r a l  d e n s i t y ,  e q u a l  t o  t h a t  o f  A.  T h i s  w a s  e x t e n d e d  t o  m o r e  
g e n e r a l  A  b y  H a l á s z  ( 1 9 7 1 ) .  T e n e n b a u m  ( 1 9 8 0 )  s h o w e d ,  b y  a n  i n t e r s t i n g  
T a u b e r i a n  a r g u m e n t  a d a p t e d  f r o m  w o r k  o f  h a r d y  a n d  L i t t l e w o o d ,  t h a t  t h e  
n e c e s s a r y  a n d  s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t i o n  o n  A  f o r  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  n a t u r a l  d e n s i t y  f o r  
c u ^ 1( A )  i s  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  d e n s i t y  f o r  A  in  a  s e n s e  ( V a l i r o n ,  E u l e r ,  
B o r e l ,  . . . )  s t r o n g e r  t h a n  t h e  u s u a l  C e s á r o  s e n s e .  F o r  f u r t h e r  d e v e l o p m e n t s  
s e e  B i n g h a m  ( 1 9 8 4 a ) ,  B i n g h a m  a n d  T e n e n b a u m  ( 1 9 8 6 ) .
F o r  t h e  n u m b e r  r(n)  o f  u n r e s t r i c t e d  ( i n s t e a d  o f  p r i m e )  d i v i s o r s ,  f o r  w h i c h  
t h e  t h e o r y  g o e s  b a c k  t o  H a r d y  a n d  R a m a n u j a n  in  1 9 1 7 ,  s e e  E l l i o t t  ( 1 9 8 0 ) ,  
C h .  1 5 ,  H a l l  a n d  T e n e n b a u m  ( 1 9 8 8 ) .
9. The large sieve; Goldbach’s conjecture
T h e  l a r g e  s i e v e  o r i g i n a t e d  i n  t h e  w o r k  o f  L in n i k  ( 1 9 4 1 ) ;  h i s  i d e a s  w e r e  d e v e l ­
o p e d  b y  R é n y i  i n  a  s e r i e s  o f  p a p e r s  [1 7 ] ,  [2 0 ], [2 3 ] , [2 9 ] ,  [1 5 1 ] ,  [1 5 5 ] , [1 6 1 ]  a n d  
( w i t h  E r d ő s )  [3 1 5 ] ,  I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  [3 1 5 ] c o n t a i n s  b o t h  a  c o m m e n t a r y  o n  t h e  
p r o b a b i l i s t i c  a s p e c t s  o f  t h e  l a r g e  s i e v e  ( t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  m o d p  a n d  m o d g  
o f  i n t e g e r s  n <  N  a r e ,  f o r  d i s t i n c t  p r i m e s  P , 7  <  JV 1/ 3 , a l m o s t  i n d e p e n d e n t :
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5 3 2 )  a n d  a n  a c c o u n t  o f  t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  t h e  l a r g e  s i e v e  b y  R o t h ,  B o m b i e r i ,  
G a l l a g h e r  a n d  o t h e r s .  I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  r e f e r e n c e s  c i t e d  t h e r e ,  w e  m e n t i o n  
t h e  a c c o u n t s  in  E l l i o t t  ( 1 9 7 9 )  ( C h .  4  g i v e s  t h e  l in k  b e t w e e n  t h e  l a r g e  s i e v e  
i n e q u a l i t y  a n d  t h e  T u r á n - K u b i l i u s  i n e q u a l i t y ,  w h i l e  p p .  1 8 3 — 4  o u t l i n e s  t h e  
h i s t o r y ) ,  a n d  M o n t g o m e r y  ( 1 9 7 1 ) ,  ( 1 9 7 7 ) .  H i l d e b r a n d  ( 1 9 8 6 a )  g i v e s  a  p r o o f  
o f  t h e  p r i m e  n u m b e r  t h e o r e m  v i a  t h e  l a r g e  s i e v e .
T h e  G o l d b a c h  c o n j e c t u r e  o f  1 7 4 2  -  t h a t  e v e r y  e v e n  i n t e g e r  >  6 i s  t h e  s u m  
o f  t w o  p r i m e s  -  w a s  a t t a c k e d  b y  R é n y i  [9 ] ,  [2 0 0 ] u s i n g  h i s  l a r g e  s i e v e .  H e  
s h o w e d  t h a t  e v e r y  e v e n  A  >  6 is  t h e  s u m  o f  a  p r i m e  p  a n d  a n  ‘a l m o s t - p r i m e ’, 
Pk ( a  n u m b e r  w i t h  a t  m o s t  k p r i m e  f a c t o r s ,  f o r  s o m e  a b s o l u t e  c o n s t a n t  k). A  
d e t a i l e d  c o m m e n t a r y  o n  [200], w i t h  r e f e r e n c e s  t o  s u b s e q u e n t  d e v e l o p m e n t s ,  
i s  g i v e n  b y  T ú r á n .  T h e  b e s t  r e s u l t  k n o w n  i s  t h a t  e v e r y  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  
e v e n  N  i s  o f  t h e  f o r m  p  +  p 2 ( C h e n  ( 1 9 7 3 ) ;  s e e  e .g .  H a l b e r s t a m  a n d  R i c h e r t  
( 1 9 7 4 ) ,  C h .  1 1 ) .
10. Probabilistic number theory
T h i s  s u b j e c t  m a y  b e  s a i d  t o  b e g i n  w i t h  t h e  E r d ő s - K a c  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  t h e o r e m  
( E r d ő s  a n d  K a c  ( 1 9 3 9 ) ,  ( 1 9 4 0 ) )  f o r  t h e  d i v i s o r  f u n c t i o n s :
-  Y ]  I{u[n)  -  l o g  l o g  x <  i > / l o g l o g x )  -*• 3 > (i) : =  —) =  [  e~v*/2dy 
x n < z  \ / 2*- J-oo
(x —> o o )  V i €  1R,
a n d  s i m i l a r l y  w i t h  u> r e p l a c e d  b y  H .  T h i s  m a y  b e  l o o s e ly  p a r a p h r a s e d  i n  
p r o b a b i l i s t i c  l a n g u a g e :  ‘u ; ( n )  i s  a s y m p t o t i c a l l y  n o r m a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  w i t h  
m e a n  l o g  lo g  n  a n d  v a r i a n c e  lo g  lo g  n \  F o r  t h e  o r i g i n s  a n d  e a r l y  h i s t o r y  o f  
t h i s  r e s u l t ,  s e e  E l l i o t t  ( 1 9 8 0 ) ,  2 4 ;  f o r  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s ,  s e e  K u b i l i u s  ( 1 9 6 4 ) ,  
E l l i o t t  ( 1 9 8 0 ) ,  C h .  1 2 .  T h e  r a t e  o f  c o n v e r g e n c e  h a s  b e e n  c o n s i d e r e d  ( b y  L e  
V e q u e  a n d  o t h e r s ) ;  i t  i s  i n  f a c t  O ( ( l o g l o g x ) 1/ 2) ( R é n y i  a n d  T ú r á n  [1 4 4 ]; c f .  
E l l i o t t  ( 1 9 8 0 ) ,  C h .  2 0  a n d  C h .  1 2 , 1 8 — 2 4 ,  K u b i l i u s  ( 1 9 6 4 ) ,  C h .  I X ) .
T h e  b a s i c  i d e a  i s  t o  u s e  s u i t a b l y  d e f i n e d  f i n i t e  p r o b a b i l i t y  s p a c e s ,  a n d  
i n d e p e n d e n t  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e s  d e f i n e d  t h e r e o n ,  t o  b r i n g  t o  b e a r  t h e  p o w e r f u l  
m a c h i n e r y  o f  p r o b a b i l i t y  t h e o r y  o n  n u m b e r - t h e o r e t i c  p r o b l e m s  s u c h  a s  t h e  
a b o v e .  T h i s  is  d u e  t o  K a c ;  s e e  f o r  i n s t a n c e  h i s  b o o k s  K a c  ( 1 9 5 9 a ) ,  ( 1 9 5 9 b ) ,  
t h e  m o n o g r a p h s  o f  K u b i l i u s  ( 1 9 6 4 )  a n d  E l l i o t t  ( 1 9 7 9 ) ,  ( 1 9 8 0 )  a n d  t h e  s u r v e y  
o f  B i l l i n g s l e y  ( 1 9 7 4 ) .  S e e  i n  p a r t i c u l a r  [1 5 1 ] ,  §5  f o r  a  n i c e  a c c o u n t  o f  t h e  
t h e o r y  a b o v e ,  a n d  B i l l i n g s l e y  ( 1 9 7 9 ) ,  3 4 9 — 3 5 1  f o r  a  v e r y  s h o r t  p r o o f  o f  t h e  
E r d ő s - K a c  C L T .
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P r o b a b i l i s t i c  m e t h o d s  m a y  a l s o  b e  a p p l i e d  t o  d i o p h a n t i n e  p r o b l e m s ;  s e e  
[ 1 3 5 ] ,  [1 5 1 ] §6 .
R é n y i  [2 5 1 ]  a p p l i e d  t h e  T u r á n - K u b i l i u s  i n e q u a l i t y  t o  g iv e  a  s i m p l e  p r o o f  
o f  a  t h e o r e m  o f  D e l a n g e  ( 1 9 6 1 )  o n  m e a n  v a lu e s  o f  m u l t i p l i c a t i v e  f u n c t i o n s  g 
w i t h  <  1 . F o r  s u b s e q u e n t  d e v e l o p m e n t s ,  s e e  e .g .  H a l á s z ’s  c o m m e n t a r y  
t o  [2 5 1 ] ,  E l l i o t t  ( 1 9 7 9 ) ,  C h .  6 , ( 1 9 8 0 ) ,  C h .  1 9 , D a b o u s s i  a n d  D e l a n g e  ( 1 9 8 2 ) ,  
D e l a n g e  ( 1 9 8 3 ) ,  H i l d e b r a n d  ( 1 9 8 4 ) ,  ( 1 9 8 6 b ) ,  ( 1 9 8 7 ) .  F o r  g >  0 ,  s e e  E r d ő s  
a n d  R é n y i  [2 5 0 ] .
R e l a t e d  t o  [2 5 1 ]  i s  R é n y i ’s  p a p e r  [2 1 0 ] o n  t h e  E r d ő s - W i n t n e r  t h e o r e m ;  s e e  
H a l á s z ’s  c o m m e n t a r y  o n  [2 1 0 ] , E l l i o t t  ( 1 9 7 9 ) ,  C h s .  5 ,  6 , G a l a m b o s  ( 1 9 7 0 ) .
T o  c lo s e ,  w e  c o n s i d e r  a  s u c c i n c t  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  o n e  o f  R é n y i ’s  i n t e r e s t s ,  
e n t r o p y  ( s p e c i f i c a l l y ,  i t s  r o l e  i n  t h e  t h e o r y  o f  l a r g e  d e v i a t i o n s )  t o  a n o t h e r ,  
t h e  p r i m e  d i v i s o r  f u n c t i o n s  w , n  o f  §8 . I f  t i n  t h e  E r d ő s - K a c  t h e o r e m  i s  
0 ( v / l o g l o g x )  ( f o r  t =  o ( \ / l o g l o g a ; ) ,  s e e  K u b i l i u s  ( 1 9 6 4 ) ,  C h .  I X ) ,  t h e  c e n ­
t r i n g  a n d  s c a l i n g  c o a l e s c e ,  a n d  o n e  c o n s i d e r s
z E n  c u (n )  <  a l o g  lo g  x) (0  <  a <  1) ,
*  r»< X
— ^  I(u>(n) > a l o g  lo g  x) (a >  1) .
n < x
B y  S e l b e r g ’s  f o r m u l a  ( S e l b e r g  ( 1 9 5 4 ) ) ,
I  £  =  ( F ( z ) +  ^ Ü l ) ( l o g n ) R — :1
*•> lo g  nm = l
w i t h  F(-) e n t i r e .
W r i t i n g  Pn, En f o r  p r o b a b i l i t y  a n d  e x p e c t a t i o n  o n  { 1 , 2 ,  . . . , n }  w i t h  
p r o b a b i l i t y  1/ n  o n  e a c h  p o i n t ,  a n d  r e p l a c i n g  z  b y  el, t h e  l e f t  i s  E n e x p { i a ; } .  
S e l b e r g ’s  f o r m u l a  g iv e s
lo g  En e\p{ tuj}  t
----- — :-------------- ► e -  1 (n  —► oo).
lo g  l o g n
I n  t h e  l a n g u a g e  o f  l a r g e - d e v i a t i o n  t h e o r y ,  t h e  l i m i t ,  c(t)  : =  e* — 1, i s  t h e  
free-energy function.  I t  i s  c o n v e x ;  f o r m  i t s  F e n c h e l  d u a l
I(z) :=  s u p { i z  -  c ( i ) } ,
t
t h e  entropy function.  T h u s
I(z)  =  z l o g  z  -  z  +  1 (z >  0 ) ,  + o o ( z  <  0 ) .
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y i e l d s
n
a l o g  l o g  n )  ~  — lo g  lo g  n ( a  lo g  a - a + l )  
l
( n o o )  ( a  >  1) ,
a n d  s i m i l a r l y  f o r  0  <  a <  1 . W i t h  m o r e  w o r k ,  m u c h  s t r o n g e r  r e s u l t s  m a y  b e  
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ON THE INCREMENTS OF ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS
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1. Introduction
L e t  b e  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  i . i . d .  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e s  s u c h  t h a t  { S , } “ 0 > So =
0 ,  S{ =  X \  + ------b X ,- , * =  1 , 2 , . . .  i s  a  r e c u r r e n t  a p e r i o d i c  r a n d o m  w a l k  o n
i n t e g e r  l a t t i c e  Z .  L e t  / ( z ) ,  z  €  Z  b e  a  r e a l  v a l u e d  f u n c t i o n  v a n i s h i n g  o u t s i d e  
a  f i n i t e  s e t .  D e f i n e  t h e  a d d i t i v e  f u n c t i o n a l  b y
N - 1
(1.1) N  = 1 ,2 , . . .
i= 0
A s s u m e  t h a t  0  <  ajy <  N  i s  a  n o n d e c r e a s i n g  s e q u e n c e  o f  i n t e g e r s  a n d  l e t
(1.2) A'n =  -  A y ) .
T h e  l o c a l  t i m e  £(x ,N )  o f  t h e  r a n d o m  w a lk  { S i } ^  i s  d e f i n e d  b y
JV-l
( i s )  £ ( * ,* ) =  E 1!« } ^ ) .
t= 0
w h e r e  1  ^ ( z )  d e n o t e s  t h e  i n d i c a t o r  f u n c t i o n  o f  A. ( 1 .3 )  i s  o b v i o u s l y  a  p a r t i c ­
u l a r  c a s e  o f  ( 1 .1 ) .  P u t
(1-4) Cn  = n< max {Z{0,j + aN) ~  £ (0 ,i)).
I t  w a s  s h o w n  i n  [2] t h a t  u n d e r  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  a 2 =  v a r X i  <  o o  w e  h a v e
( 1 . 5 )  l i m  -  1 a .s .
V '  AT—*oo ß N
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p r o v i d e d  t h a t
( 1.6 )
a n d
( 1 .7 )
w i t h  0  <  c <  o o ,  w h e r e
l o g ( i V / a j v )  
N — oo lo g  l o g  AT




l o g  N
=  c
( 1 .8 )  ß N =  (aN \og(N /aN) )1/2/ a  i f  c =  o o
a n d
( 1 .9 )  ßN =  bc \ogN  i f  0  <  c <  o o
w i t h  c e r t a i n  p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t  b — b(c).
T h e  r e s u l t  ( 1 .5 )  m a y  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s  a n  E r d ő s - R é n y i  l a w  ( s e e  [4 ])  f o r  
l o c a l  t i m e s .  ( 1 .5 )  w a s  e x t e n d e d  in  [7] u n d e r  c e r t a i n  c o n d i t i o n s  o n  X ,,  m o r e  
g e n e r a l  t h a n  b e i n g  i n  t h e  d o m a i n  o f  a t t r a c t i o n  o f  a  s t a b l e  l a w  o f  i n d e x  a  >  1 
a n d  a l s o ,  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  ( 1 .6 )  a n d  ( 1 .7 )  w e r e  r e l a x e d .  I n  g e n e r a l ,  h o w e v e r ,  
w h e n  ( 1 .6 )  d o e s  n o t  h o l d ,  t h e  l i m  i n  ( 1 .5 )  s h o u l d  b e  r e p l a c e d  b y  l i m s u p .  
I n  t h e  c a s e  w h e n  X ,  i s  i n  t h e  d o m a i n  o f  a t t r a c t i o n  o f  a  s t a b l e  l a w  o f  i n d e x  
a ,  1 <  a  <  2 ,  i t  w a s  s h o w n  in  [7] t h a t
( 1 .1 0 )  ~  Ca
a N  1 / a  (  l o g W  a j v ) +  log log N j
l/a
- V
w i t h  c e r t a i n  ( e x p l i c i t l y  g i v e n )  c o n s t a n t  C a a n d  s lo w ly  v a r y i n g  f u n c t i o n  £ i ( ‘) ,  
p r o v i d e d  t h a t  ( 1 .7 )  h o l d s  t r u e  w i t h  c  =  o o .  M o r e  p r e c i s e l y  i n  t h i s  c a s e
( 1 . 11) l i m s u p  =  1 a . s .
IV—*oo P lV
a n d  i f  ( 1 .6 ) h o l d s  t r u e ,  t h e n
( 1. 12) l im  =  
IV—► oo ßj\f
a . s .
I n  t h i s  p a p e r  w e  s t u d y  s i m i l a r  p r o b l e m s  f o r  A*N a n d  s h o w  t h a t  i n  t h e  
c a s e  w h e n  c =  o o  i n  ( 1 . 7 ) ,  t h e  l i m i t  b e h a v i o u r  o f  A*N i s  t h e  s a m e  a s  t h a t  
o f  W e  t r e a t  a l s o  t h e  c a s e  w h e n  0 < c < o o i n ( 1 . 7 )  a n d  s h o w  t h a t  a n  
E r d ő s - R é n y i - t y p e  l a w  h o l d s  f o r  A*N p r o v i d e d  t h a t  a  l a r g e  d e v i a t i o n  r e s u l t  i s
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v a l i d  f o r  A n - W e  d o  n o t  k n o w ,  h o w e v e r ,  a n y  g e n e r a l  c o n d i t i o n  u n d e r  w h i c h  
s u c h  a  l a r g e  d e v i a t i o n  h o l d s .  I t  c e r t a i n l y  h o l d s  i n  t h e  c a s e s  t r e a t e d  i n  [2] 
a n d  [7 ].
S i m i l a r  p r o b l e m s  c a n  b e  i n v e s t i g a t e d  a l s o  f o r  a d d i t i v e  f u n c t i o n a l s  o f  a  
W i e n e r  p r o c e s s .  L e t  ( W ( i )  , t >  0 }  b e  a  s t a n d a r d  W i e n e r  p r o c e s s  a n d  l e t  
L (x , t ) ,  x €  R ,  t >  0  b e  i t s  j o i n t l y  c o n t i n u o u s  l o c a l  t i m e .  A s s u m e  t h a t  g (x ) 
i s  a n  i n t e g r a b l e  f u n c t i o n  h a v i n g  c o m p a c t  s u p p o r t .  T h e  a d d i t i v e  f u n c t i o n a l  
i s  d e f i n e d  b y
( 1 .1 3 )  Bt =  f  $ ( W ( s ) ) d s =  [  g{x)L(x ,t)dx .
Jo J -  oo
L e t  at b e  a  n o n d e c r e a s i n g  f u n c t i o n  o f  t. T h e n  w e  c o n s i d e r
( 1 .1 4 )  B t  =  s u p  {Bt+aT -  Bt ).
0<t<T—a?
P u t
( 1 .1 5 )  L*t  =  s u p  ( L ( 0 , i  +  ax) -  L (0 ,t)) .
0 < t< T -a T
I t  weis s h o w n  in  [ l ]  t h a t
( 1 .1 6 )
r *
limsup —^-  =  1 
r —*oo I t
a . s . ,
w h e r e
( 1 .1 7 )  7 T  =  (^T  ^ l o g  ^  +  2  lo g  lo g
I f  w e  a l s o  a s s u m e  t h a t
( 1 .1 8 ) l im
T~>oo l o g  l o g  T
t h e n  l i m s u p  in  ( 1 1 6 )  c a n  b e  r e p l a c e d  b y  l im .
H e r e  w e  s h o w  t h a t  t h e  s a m e  r e s u l t  i s  t r u e  f o r  B^  p r o v i d e d  t h a t  a y  
l o g T .  W e  i n v e s t i g a t e  a l s o  t h e  c a s e  w h e n  07  =  c l o g T .
2 .  T h e  r a n d o m  w a l k  c a s e
T H E O R E M  2 . 1 .  Assume that is a sequence of i.i.d. integer val­
ued random variables such that So =  0 ,  S i ,S z , . . .  is a recurrent aperiodic 
random walk on Z .  Let A n  be defined by ( l . l )  where f ( z ) ,  z  6  Z  is a real
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valued function having finite support. Let { ü n } ^ = i be a nondecreasing se­
quence of integers. Let furthermore £ ( x , N)  be defined by (1.3) and £*N by
(1.4). Assume that
(2.1) í* N -0 { f iN ) a.s. N  ► oo
where { ß N ^ - i  , a  a non-random sequence of positive numbers. Then we 
have
( 2 .2 )  \A i+aN ~ Aj -  J {Z(0 , j  +  aN) -  £ ( 0 , j ) ) |  =
0 <J ~ a N
— 0 { { ß s  log N ) 1/ 2 +  log IV ) a.s., N  —► oo, 
where J  =  £ z e Z  f ( x )-
PROOF. Since /(• )  has finite support, there exist x\ and X2 -0 0  < x \ < 
X2 <  00 such tha t / (x )  =  0 if x < xi or x > £2- Moreover, since the random 
walk is recurrent, we can define a.s. an infinite sequence {p,}“ 0 such tha t 
Po =  0 and
(2.3) pi =  min{fc : 5* =  0 ,p ,_ i < k}, i = 1 ,2 , . . .
P u t p = pi and let
(2.4) p =  p(x) =  P (((x , p) > 0).
T hen  we have for x =  ±1, ± 2 , . . .
(2.5) P ( t { x , p )  = 0) = l - p
(2.6) P ( € ( x , p )  =  k) =  p2( l - p ) * - 1, k =  1 ,2 , . . .
It is then easy to see tha t
(2.7) E( ( ( z , p ) )  =  1 x e Z  
and
(2.8) =  1 +  i  ^ \ ~ _ Pp)et (cosht -  1), t < l o g o ­
i t  follows from the aperiodicity of the random walk th a t 0 < p(x) < 1 and
therefore there exist constants K  > 0 and to > 0 such th a t for x\  < x < X2
(2.9) £ ( e*(«*.d-i)) < eKt\  | t | < t 0.
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Let
( 2 . 10)
x2
Z=z
X —  Xl
From Jensen’s inequality and (2.9) we conclude tha t
(  52l=x /(*)«(*./>)-!)'
(2.11) £ (e t(z_ /)) = E  et(l2* I,+1) •a - i+ i | <
< 1 £ ( eí(z2-*i+i)/(z)(í(z.p)-i)') <
■ ^2 -  xi + 1
< 1 Y '  eifta(xa-z i+ l)2/ 2(*) <  eA ii2 
~  X2- X1  + 1 xt í (
< to
w ith certain if i  > 0. 
Define
X2
( 2 . 1 2 )  Z i  =  5 3  f { S k ) =  Y 1  f ( x ) ( Z ( x ’ P i )  ~  £ ( x > P « - i ) )>  » =  1 , 2 , . . .
*=#>,-1+1 X =  X l
Then is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables. From exponential
Markov inequality and (2.11) we get
(2.13) P ( m ax | 5 3  (Z\ -  f ) | > u ^ )  <
“ “ 1 = 1
< e - ' ^ r  (E (e‘E;=i(^-7)) +Ä(e-*E^(*-7))) <
tt2
< 2e_<u^ +iiirt:i =  2e~**i





É  ( s  -  /)
<=y+i
=  0 (v r„ lo g n )  a.s. n —♦ oo,
where rn is a nondecreasing sequence of integers. Let
( 2 .1 5 )  Z*i =  5 3  | / ( 5 t ) |  =  £  | / ( i ) | ( e ( x , P . )  -  í ( i , P , - i ) ) .
k=p,_i+i *=*i
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Then Z- , »' =  1 ,2 , . . .  are also i.i.d. random variables having finite 
m om ent generating function in some neighbourhood of zero. Therefore
(2.16) max \Zf\ =  0(log n) a.s., n -> o o .
It is easily seen th a t the estimation
(2.17) IA j+a„ -  A j -  f ( £ ( 0 , j  + aN) -  e (0 ,j)) | <
< max max 
-  0<1<Z(0,N)-Cn 1 <k<VN
l+k
E  ( *  -  n
i=l+1
+ 2 max
i< r < € ( o , iV ) z'i <
< max max 
0 < l< N - f N l<k<t"N
l+k
E  &  -  / )
<=<+1
+  2 max Z i  
1 <1<N 1
holds true for 0 < j  < N  — an - Hence (2.2) follows from (2.1), (2.14), (2.16) 
and (2.17).
Theorem 2.1 and the result of [7], mentioned in the Introduction, imply 
the following
COROLLARY 2 .1 . Assume that X i, I =  1 ,2 , . . .  are i.i.d. integer valued 
random variables being in the domain of attraction of a stable law of index 
a  (1 < a  < 2), E X i — 0, the random walk Sq =  0, S{ — X \  +  . . .  +  A",-, t =
1 ,2 , . . .  is aperiodic and f ( z ) ,  z €  Z is a real valued function having finite 
support. Let apf (0 < ajv < N) be a nondecreasing function of integers such 
that N / on is also nondecreasing and (1.7) holds with c = oo. Then
(2.18) limsup — f  a.s. 
N — oo PN
where A*N is defined by (1.2) and fix  is given by (1.10). 
holds, then
(2.19) lim 4 ^  =  7N - kx> f ix
a.s.
Moreover, if  (1.6)
I f  (1.7) holds with 0 < c < oo, then
(2.20) A*n  =  0(log N ) a.s., N  — oo.
REMARK 2 .1 . In the case when /  =  0, it is an open problem to find 
the right normalizers and constants in (2.18) and (2.19). This is equivalent 
to  finding the sharp limsup (or lim) in (2.2).
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In case when (1.7) holds with finite c, (2.20) and 0-1 law imply th a t
( 2 .21) . .  A*nlimsup -— ~  =  constant a.s.
N-oo log N
The Erdős-Rényi law for local times (cf. [2] and [7]) suggests tha t in fact, 
we should have lim in (2.21). To prove such a result we would need large 
deviations for A n - In the next theorem we show th a t an Erdős-Rényi law 
holds for A*n  assuming large deviations for A n  and also, the extra condition
/(* )  >  o.
THEOREM 2 .2 . Assume that {-X,}?^ is a sequence of i.i.d. integer val­
ued random variables being in the domain of attraction of a stable law of in­
dex a  (1 < a  <  2), EXi  =  0, the random walk So =  0, 5, =  X \-\- • •+.Xj, i  =
1 , 2 , . . .  is aperiodic. Let  / ( z ) ,  z  G Z  be a nonnegative function having finite  
support. Suppose that for fixed x we have
(2.22) -  lim log P z(An  > Ny)  =  tp(y)
N —*oo
where P z(-) denotes the probability under the condition that the random walk 
starts at x and V’(y) ls a decreasing continuous function which does not 




where y is defined by
(2.24)
lim i N->oo clog N = y a.s.
^ W  =  e x p { - 2 i_ i } .
PROOF. F irst we prove the upper bound in (2.23), i.e.
(2.25) lim sup—^ — < y a.s.
N-oo clog N
We follow [2] and [7]. Let
( 2 .2 6 )  =  m in { A : : Sk+j =  i ,  k >  0 } ,  i  G  Z
and
(2.27) Kj =  min /cjz),
Xi<X<X2 J
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where [xi, 12] is an interval containing the support of f ( x ) .  Then 
j + a —l
p ( E  / ( 5‘) ^  °y) =
*=j
o —l  12 j + a —l
=  E  E  p ( E  / ( s 0  -  I =  k > s í+k = x )p (Kí -  k > s i+k = x ) =
k=Ox=xi  i - j
=  E  E  f t ( a E * f ( s <) > «vJJ’f o  =  *> 5i+* =  *) <
fc= 0  *=*l 1=0
< E E p-(E /(5«)  ^*v)p(*i =  k> s j+k = *)<
Jfc=0 *=®i 1=0
< E E  (v>(y(i - e)))ap(Ki = k> s i+k = *) <
Jfc=0 z=zi
<  ( V » ( y ( i  -  e ) ) ) a p i Kj  <  «  -  1 )
for e >  0 provided th a t a is large enough. But
P(/Cj < a  -  1) < E  p ( Kj X^  -  a  ~  1)
X— X\
and th is can be estim ated as in [2]:
p { ^ ] <  a  -  1) =  E  P ^ X) < a ~ l \ S j  =  z ) P ( S j  =  z ) .
Z
It follows (see [5]) th a t
(2.28) p (s ,. =  2) < _ 7| _ ,  2 e Z
w here £i(-) is a slowly varying function, and by considering the reverse ran­
dom  walk one can see th a t
P(/cJz) <  a  -  1 I S j  =  z )  =  P z ( 4 x) <  a -  1) =
=  E  = k) = J 2 p {p> k , S k = z -  x),
<k=0 k=0
hence from [7], Proposition 6.1
p ( « ' - > < « - i ) < 7^ x ; p ( , > a o<
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Here we obtained the following estimation:
( j+a—l
£  f (Si )  > ay
•=]
< C2(V’(y(l -e)))aa1/°‘i 1(a)
j H o r
From this we get
P(A-„ > a„u)  <  C 2W ( y (  1 -  * ) ) ) “ »  £  S
< c , w v ( i  -  . » r » *«**1^ ) ^ * " * 7*
and we can complete the proof of (2.25) by the usual way of taking subse­
quence and applying Borel-Cantelli lemma (cf. [2] or [7]).
To show
(2.29) lim inf - - - --  - > y a.s.
v ’ N—>oo c log N  ~
define
(2.30) r)0 =  0, r)ic =  min{y : j  > + aN ,Sj  =  0}
and
(2.31) v s  =  m ax{r : T)r < N }.





S(r,1 A W ) ~ J v ( ^ ) ‘
h  (N)  
^i(ajv)
MAO
M ° n )
P ( v N < K )  =  P(r)K > N) <
j  K K
-  E ^ Vi ~  A N ) +  H  P (T?‘ _  ^ N ) ^
1=1 1=1
<  C K ( g N y ~ 1 /a  t i { N )  
\ N J  h i a s )
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w i t h  c e r t a i n  c o n s t a n t  C.
S i n c e
» jy + o w - l
( 2 .3 4 ) A*n >  m a x




E  / ( 5 «)> 3 =  0 , 1 , 2 , .
«=rjy
a r e  i . i . d .  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e s ,  w e  h a v e
P(A*n  < aNy) <
< P{A*n  <  aN y, vN > K)  +  P ( vn  <  K )  <
rjy + a /v -l
< P (™ * K E  / ( 5<) ^  au y )  +  P{yN < k ) <
- J~ i=r,j
a" _1 t l [ N )iLZ in  \  J
< ( 1 - P ( E  f ( S i ) > aNy))K + C K ( ^  )
•=o '  '
l-l/o .
< e-K(^((i+«)v))“iV + C X  
N o w  u s i n g  ( 2 .2 4 )  a n d  c h o o s i n g  
( 2 .3 5 )  K  =  K N =  ( J ^ j
w i t h  s o m e  e j  >  0 ,  o n e  c a n  c o m p l e t e  t h e  p r o o f  o f  ( 2 .2 9 )  a s  i n  [2] o r  [7].
^i(ajv)
\  i- l /« -« i
3 .  T h e  W i e n e r  p r o c e s s  c a s e  
W e  h a v e  t h e  a n a l o g u e  o f  T h e o r e m  2 .1 .
T H E O R E M  3 . 1 .  Let  ( W ( i ) ,  t >  0 }  be a standard Wiener process and let 
{ L ( x , t ) ,  —o o  <  x <  o o ,  t >  0 }  be its jointly continuous local time. Assume  
that g(x),  x €  R  is an integrable function vanishing outside a finite interval 
\x \ , 12 ]• Let Bt and B j  be defined by ( 1 .1 3 )  and ( 1 .1 4 ) ,  resp. Let ax, T  >  0  
be a nondecreasing function ofT  such that T / a x  is also nondecreasing. Then
s u p  IB t+aT -  Bt -  g(L(0, t  +  aT) -  £ ( 0 , i ) ) |  =
0 < t< T -a r
( 3 .1 )
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=  0 ( (7 r lo g T )1/2 +  logT) a.s., T  —» oo, 
where 7t  ,s defined by (1.17) and
/OO g{x)dx.-OO
For the proof of this theorem we note that (cf. [6])
(3.3) E(exp{r)L(x,Tr)}) =  exp |  , n < 1/(2®)
where Tr is the inverse local time process defined by
(3.4) Tr =  inf{t : t > 0, L(0, t) > r}, 0 < r.
Moreover, Tr is a process with independent increments, so the proof can 
be given along the same lines as tha t of Theorem 2.1, with the obvious 
modification tha t sums, at times, should be replaced by integrals. Here Z  
defined by (2.10) should be replaced by
(3.5) Z  — [  g(x)L(x,Ti)dx.
JXl
Note tha t (3.3) implies tha t E(L{x,T\ ) )  =  1 for all x G R. Thus
(3.6) E Z  -  [  g(x)dx = g.
Jxi
We omit further details.
Similarly, to the random walk case, we have
COROLLARY 3 .1 . Under the conditions of Theorem S.l. and, in addi­
tion 
(3.7) arlim :----— =  oo.
we have
(3.8)






T —>oo log T
lim sup - I -  =  1 
T — oo I T
a .  S . i
T  —*oo 7 7 -
a.s.
a.s.
am  ;— — < oo,
T  —*oo logT
B j  =  0 (lo g T ) a.s., T —► oo.
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Here again, we consider the case, when ay =  clogT  w ith some positive 
fin ite  c.
THEOREM 3 .2 . Let t > 0} be a standard Wiener process and
let g(x) ,  x  € R be a nonnegative function vanishing outside a fin ite  interval 
[11,0:2] • Let Bt and B £ he defined by (1.13) and (1.14), resp. with a j =  
c lo g T  (0 < c < oo). Assum e that
(3.12) -  lim y log Px(B t > ty) =  tp(y),
t —►OO t
uniform ly in x 6  [11,0:2]; where Px(-) denotes the probability under the condi­
tion that the Wiener process starts at x and ip(y) is a decreasing continuous 
function  which does not depend on x. Then
B*
(3.13) lim , T_  =  y a.s.
v ’ T —*oo c log T  *
where y is defined by
(3.14) t/>(y) =  e x p | - ^ J .
PROOF. First we prove
B*
(3.15) lim sup T < y
X—»oo C log 1
P u t a — at and estim ate the probability
a.s.
/t+a P { B t + a  -  B t >  a y \ r t =  s )dsP(Tt <  s),
w here Tt =  inf{u : t  <  u, W ( u )  E  [*i,X2]}- But 
P { B t+a ~ Bt >  ay \ rt =  s, W  ( s )  =  x) =
=  P x { B t+a -  B s >  a y )  <  P x [ B t + a  -  B t >  a y )  <  ( i /> (( l  -  e ) y ) ) a 
i f  a  i s  l a r g e  e n o u g h .  H e n c e
( 3 . 1 6 )  P ( B t + a  -  B t >  a y )  <  ( ^ ( ( 1  -  e ) y ) ) a P ( r t <  t  +  a )
A n easy calculation shows that
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w ith certain positive constant C .
Hence we obtained
(3.17) P ( B t+a — B t >  ay) <  £ ^ ^ ( ( 1  -  e)y) )a
for 0 < t  and large enough a.
Since
(3.18) sup [Bt+a ~ Bt ) < sup ( B t +a(1+i) -  Bti),
0 < t < T - a  o < , <
where
(3.19) ti =  iae, 
we have from (3.16),
(3.20) P {  sup (Bt+a -  Bt) > ay) <
0<t<T-a 
2^4
‘ « m m
with certain constant C\. Using this estimation, one can complete the proof 
of (3.14), as in [1], proof of Lemma 2.
We show next
B*
(3.21) lim inf , 7' > y a.s.
v ’ T —»oo clogT  “  *
For a > 0, define
(3.22) r)o =  0, Vk =  inf{t : t > +  a, W(i) =  0},
and
(3.23) v j  =  max{A: : rjk < T  -  a).
As shown in [3], we have
(3.24)
Since
(3.25) sup (Ht+a -  Bt) > sup {Br,k+a -  Bnk)
0<t<T-a 0<k<i/T
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and {B ,lk+a -  are i-i-d. random variables, we get
P (  sup (B t+a ~ B t) < ay) <
0 < t< T -a
(  f T \ ( 1 _ e ) / 2 \
< P  sup (B t+a -  B t) < ay, ut > ( -
\0 < t< T -a  \ a /  /
+
+ P  UT <
< P ( sup {Bnk+a -  Bnk) < ay) +  3\/2 ( ^ )  
o<*<(?)(1- ‘)/2 U  '
=  (1 -  B [Ba >  ay)) !? )“ "'’72 +  3v^  <
a j  (V»(y(l +  e ) ) )a |  +  3 v ^  ^
and one can complete the proof of (3.2) as in [l], proof of Lemma 1. 
Now (3.12) follows from (3.14) and (3.20).
' T \  (!—«)/2 
< exp < -  ( — )
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A NOTE ON “THREE PROBLEMS ON THE RANDOM  
WALK IN Z dv BY P. ERDŐS AND P. RÉVÉSZ
ENDRE CSÁKI *
Consider a simple symmetric random walk on the line, i.e.
(1 ) S q =  0, Sn — X i + ------b X n, n >  1
where is an i.i.d. sequence with
(2) P ( X 1 =  1) =  P { X l = -1 )  =  1/2.
In [l] the waiting time needed to meet a new point is defined by
(3) vn -  min{A: : k > 0, Sk+n ±  Sj ( j  =  0 ,1 ,. . . ,n )} .




4 TT2 n->oo n(loglogn)2 7T2
In this note our aim is to show tha t the exact constant in (4) is in fact 
equal to  1/ tt2 .
(5)
THEOREM. For d = 1 we have
lim su p - . .  -  2
n—*oo n(loglogn)'4 it1
a.s.
PROOF. F irst define the following quantities:
(6) m n =  — min S ,•
(7) Mn =  max Sj
0<j<n 3
(8) Rn = M n — m n.
'Research supported by the Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research 
Grant No. 1905.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 60F15; Secondary 
60J15.
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It is then readily seen tha t 
(9) P (u n > N )  =
n  c c —a
=  X IX !  E  p {m n -  - a ,  Rn = C, Sn =  k] - a  < Sj  < c -  a,
c—1 o=0 Jfc=-a
j  = n + l , . . . , n  + N)
n  c c — a
=  E E  E  P{™n =  - a ,  Rn =  c, Sn =  k)
c = l  0 = 0  k =  — a
x P ( - a  -  k < Sj  < c -  a — k, j  =  1 , . . . ,  N).
These probabilities can be obtained from the following formulae (cf. [2]):
P ( - a  < Sj < c -  a, j  =  1 ,2 ,. . .  ,n ; Sn =  k) =
( 10)
—  V  2"
n
|( n  +  k) +  r(c +  2)1 l | ( n  +  fc) +  a +  1 +  r(c +  2)
where the binomial coefficients (£) are understood to be 0 if 6 > a or if b is 
not a nonnegative integer. (10) has also an equivalent expression (cf. [2]):
P ( - a  < Sj  < c — a, j  = 1 , 2 , . . . , n; Sn = k) = 
( 11)
2 f  nr \ n , / r 7 r ( c - a + l ) \  . { rn(c — a + 1 — k)
co s----- - sin 1 1
Cti /
E ‘-—n \ 0 8in (’c +  2 V c +  2 /  V c +  2 /  V c +  2
Summing up for the possible values of k, we obtain
P ( - a  < Sj  < c -  a, j  =  1 ,2 ,. . .  ,n ) =
( 12)
) •






c +  2
V  • ( r * { c - a + l ) \  1 +  cos ^  / I -  (~1)^\  
J V C +  2 )  sin ^  V 2 )
Now we prove the upper bound, i.e.
(13) lim sup a.s.
n—+oo n(loglogn)2 n 2 
It follows from (12) th a t there exists an absolute constant K \  such tha t
n
(14) P ( —a -  k < Sj  < c — a -  k, j  =  1 , . . . ,  N)  < K \  ( cos(  _ ^ \ N
\ OS c +  2 /
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for all 1 < N,  1 < c < n, 0 < a < c and —a < k < c — a. Hence 
(15) P {u n > N) < K x £  P(Rn  = c) (cos .




P(R n  =  c) <  —7=e 2« for 1 < c < n .
V n





log COS X < — — 0 < X <  —
L L
____ ~  1 _ is±*£___
P { v n >  N ) < K \ K 2 - y = e  2" 5 ^ + 5 )*
c = l  V n
^ 3  i° °  e- £ - £ Nd u =  K 4e - ry/% ,  
V n Jo
where i f 3 and Ä”4 are appropriate constants. For the evaluation of the 
integral in (18) see [3]. By putting N  =  ((1 +  £ )/x 2)n(loglog n )2 and using 
th a t vn +  n is increasing, one can complete the proof of (13) by the usual 
Borel-Cantelli argument.
To show
(19) lim su p -r-— j----- s2 > - ~ 2  a s -n-00 n(log log **
we estimate the following probability in (9) from below.
( 20 ) P [y n > N )  >
[,/nlogr»] c -°+ [¥ ]
-  p (m« =  _ a > R ”  =  c > S n  = k )
C=U =-1 a=°k=-*+[i]
[ lo* •» J
x P ( - a  -  k < Sj <  c — a -  k, j  =  1 , . . . ,  N) .
For these values of c, a and k one can see from (10) and (12) tha t there 
exist absolute positive constants K_i and K_2 such tha t
/ jt \ N
(21) P ( - a  -  k < S j < c - a - k ,  j  =  1 , . . . ,  N)  > K_x (cos — — j
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and
(22) X X p (m n =  ~a, Rn = c, Sn = k) >
a=0*= -a + í




(23) P ( r „ > H ) > K 1K ,  • £  _ e - i ^ i- ( c o s — j  .
<=[sSi]
Now for n large enough and n < N  < n log n




2(c +  2)2
provided -y/n/logn < c < ^/n logn, thus
/ •v ^ i lo g n  1 „2 »2 „
(25) P {un > N ) >  K a \  r- ~ e- ^ - ^ Ndn >
y wn
> K^e  2<h-2)2
log  n
^  ( r°° 1 - sL - p- N j r &  i  - A n> ÍO  /  —7=e 2n 2u2^ du — / 2«2
W o  V n  ./o y n
/■°° 1 ^— I —r=e 2n du
J s/n logn  \ n  J
> ik5e v  " ----- S'-n2





Ah = { min Si < Sj  < max S.-, 
T k^ l < i< Tk^ 1+ nk -  1 -  r*_,< ,<rt - i + n *
j  =  7 * -i +  «* +  !)••• ,Tjk}
n k = e*(l°g(*H-l))2
Nk -  -^ n * (l -  e )2(loglogn*)2,
T k  =  Y X n i  +  N t ) .( 2 9 )
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Then the events are independent and (25) implies that
OO
(30) Y ,  P { Ak) =  oo, 
hence
(31) P {A k i.o.) =  1.
This implies tha t
(32) P{^Tk. ^ n k > N k i.o.) =  1.
Since Tjt_i n k, (19) follows, completing the proof of the Theorem.
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NEW AXIOMATIC RESULTS ON INFERENCE FOR 
INVERSE PROBLEMS
I. CSISZÁR
A b s t r a c t
The axiomatic approach to inference for linear inverse problems developed by Csiszár
[3] has led, among others, to intuitively appealing characterizations of the meth­
ods of least squares and maximum entropy. Here some further results with this 
approach are presented, including an axiomatic characterization of the method of 
minimizing an ^-distance (1 < p < oo). We also study selection and projection 
rules for a larger resp. smaller class of possible feasible sets than in the reference 
above. In particular, certain non-linear inverse problems are also covered.
1. Introduction
Often, an unknown function /  has to be inferred from known values of certain 
linear functionals Ri f ,  i  =  1 , . . . ,  k. A typical example of such “linear inverse 
problems” is image reconstruction, e.g., in computerized tomography. In X- 
ray tomography, the unknown X-ray attenuation function /  is inferred from 
its  line integrals R if  along the pathes of the rays. A nother example is 
when a probability density or mass function /  has to be inferred from the 
knowledge of certain moments; then R i f  represents the expectation of some 
known function of the underlying random variable.
Since the known constrains typically do not determine /  uniquely, the 
inference problem is solved by using a more or less arb itrary  selection rule 
to  pick one element of the set of feasible functions. If this selection depends 
also on a “prior guess” of the unknown / ,  the selected function is considered 
an abstract projection of the prior guess onto the feasible set, and we speak 
of a projection rule. The obvious question of what selection (projection) rule 
is best is hard to give a mathematical meaning. Csiszár [3] suggested an 
axiomatic approach, based on the intuitive idea tha t a “good” rule, when
1991 Mathematic» Subject Classification. P rim ary 62A99; Secondary 94A17, 39B99.
K ey word» and phrase». Logically consistent inference, linear inverse problem, m axi­
m um  entropy, non-linear projection, selection rule, updating a prior guess.
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applied to a class of problems, should lead to “logically consistent” infer­
ences. The la tter is interpreted to mean th a t the selection or projection rule 
has to  satisfy certain intuitively appealing postulates. It should be empha­
sized tha t this approach does not involve stochastics. In the above paper, 
selection and projection rules satisfying various postulates were character­
ized. In particular, the “least squares” and “minimum I-divergence” (or 
maximum entropy) rules were arrived a t from small sets of natural axioms.
Here, this axiomatic investigation will be continued. In order to keep 
the paper self-contained, the basic definitions and some results of Csiszár
[3] will be briefly reviewed in Section 2. As there, for technical convenience 
we concentrate on the discrete case (i.e., the functions to be inferred are 
represented by finite-dimensional vectors)and we consider in parallel three 
different choices for the basic set S  of all potentially permissible vectors; 
these three cases represent inverse problems where the unknown function can 
be any real-valued function, or any non-negative function, or a probability 
mass function, respectively.
In the above reference, it was assumed that the available information 
consisted in linear equality constrains, and any set of vectors defined by 
such constrains could arise as a feasible set. In Section 3 we prove some 
further results under the same basic assumptions, including an axiomatic 
characterization of the selection and projection rules defined by minimizing 
an £p-distance (1 < p < oo). We also show how all such results extend to 
the case when the closed convex sets are the possible feasible sets, whereby 
some non-linear inverse problems are also covered.
In Section 4 we study selection and projection rules for a much smaller 
class of possible feasible sets, corresponding to particularly simple linear 
inverse problems, and also prove results about the possibility of extending 
them  to “good” selection (projection) rules for the class of all linear inverse 
problems.
Finally, in Section 5 we indicate some problems for future research.
Our axiomatic approach to inverse problems has been motivated mainly 
by Shore and Johnson [11]. For further relevant references cf. Csiszár [3]. It 
is appropriate to add th a t, indirectly, Renyi’s work on information measures 
also provided motivation for this investigation. Indeed, Renyi’s views on 
the “pragm atic” (operational) and axiomatic approaches to  the problem of 
measuring information substantially influenced the au thor’s thinking. Rényi
[10] wrote: “These two points of view are according to  the opinion of the 
au thor of this paper not as opposed to each other as they seem to be; they 
are compatible and even complement each other and therefore both deserve
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attention. Both of the mentioned approaches may and should be used as 
a control to the other” . Rényi also emphasized tha t the operational sig­
nificance of information measures need not be restricted to communication 
and coding. As inverse problems represent one of the fields where infor­
m ation measures are being successfully applied (even though no intrinsic 
relationship of this field to information theory is apparent), it was clearly 
desirable to complement this “pragmatic” side by an axiomatic approach.
It may be interesting to point out th a t our original goal was to give an 
improved axiomatic “justification” of the method of minimum I-divergence 
and it was a welcome result of this effort tha t axiomatic characterizations 
of other standard (such as “least squares”) or potentially useful methods 
could also be obtained. Needless to say, I-divergence was not distinguished 
by its being an information measure, rather, it emerged as a measure of 
distance whose minimization gave rise to a particularly attractive projection 
rule. Some new families of distances obtained by our approach may also 
be useful in certain applications, cf. the remarks after Theorems 2.3 and
3.2. Of course, not all selection and projection rules we have axiomatically 
characterized are expected to w ithstand a “pragmatic control” . It is likely 
th a t many of our results will remain of mathematical interest only.
2. R ev iew  o f d e fin itio n s  a n d  re su lts  fro m  C siszá r [3]
The real line and the positive half-line are denoted by R  and Ä+, respectively; 
the latter does not contain zero. The vectors in R n whose components are 
all zero or all one are denoted by 0 or 1, respectively. All vectors are column 
vectors. The set of n-dimensional vectors with positive components of sum 
1 is denoted by A n, i.e.,
(2.1) A„ =  { v : v € f i ” , l Tv  =  1}.
We consider three cases in parallel, namely our basic set S  of all po­
tentially permissible vectors is either of R n, R" or An where n > 3 or, if 
S  =  A„, n > 5. According to the three cases, V  will denote R, R+ or the 
open interval (0,1), respectively. Unless stated otherwise, u, v and w will 
always denote elements of V ,  and u ,v ,w  are vectors in V n . Further, C 
denotes the family of non-void subsets of 5  defined by linear constraints. 
Thus L  € C iff
(2.2) L =  {v : Av = b }  ^  <fi
for some k x  n matrix A and some b €  R*; in the case S  =  A n it is assumed 
th a t Av =  b implies l Tv =  1.
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A selection rule (with basic set 5 ) is a mapping H : £  —* S  such th a t 
n (L ) E L for every L E £. A projection rule is a family of selection rules 
n ( » ,  u  E S ,  such th a t u £ i  implies IT(L|u) =  u.
A selection rule Ü is generated by a function F^v), v  E 5 , if for every 
L E £ , n (L ) is the unique element of L where F (v) is minimized subject to 
v  E L. A projection rule is generated by a function ,F(v|u), u  E S, v £ S ,  
if its component selection rules are generated by the functions ,F('|u).
If a projection rule is generated by some function, it is also generated by 
a measure of distance on 5 , i.e., by a function with the property F (v |u ) > 0, 
w ith equality iff v  =  u .
For any set of indices J  = { j i , - - - , j k }  C { l , . . . , n }  and any vector 
a  E R n , we denote by a  j  the vector in R k defined by
(2.3) a j  =  (a; i , . . . ,  a; t )T.
For a selection rule II, we denote (ÍI(L)),/ briefly by IIj (L) .
O ur basic axioms on selection rules are the following:
(1) (consistency) if L' C L and n(L ) E L'  then 11(1/) =  II(L);
(2) (distinctness) if L L' are both n — 1-dimensional (or n —2-dimensional 
if S  = A„) then II(L) II(Z/) unless both L and L' contain v° =  11(5);
(3) (continuity) the restriction of II to any subclass of £  consisting of sets 
of equal dimension is continuous;
(4) (locality) if L E £  is defined by a m atrix A  in (2.2) such th a t for 
some /  C { 1 , . . . , k},  J  C { l , . . . , n }  we have aij =  0 whenever ( t , j )  E 
( / x  J c) u ( I c X J) ,  then IIj(i/)  depends on A  and b  through
and b /  only.
For projection rules, these postulates are required to hold for all com­
ponent selection rules n (- |u ), u  €  5  (notice tha t in (2), II(5 |u ) =  u  by 
definition), and in (4) it is additionally required tha t I lj(L |u )  depends on 
u  through u j  only.
As explained in Csiszár [3], axioms ( l)  and (4) are intuitively compelling 
(though not necessarily for all kinds of inference problems), and axiom (3) is 
an obvious regularity condition. Axiom (2), needed for a technical reason, is 
intuitively less compelling than the others. It would be desirable if it could 
be dispensed with.
The key result of Csiszár [3] was the following theorem. In tha t theorem, 
the term  standard n-tuple with zero at v° means an n-tuple of functions 
(/i>---> fn ) defined on V  such that
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(i) each /, is continuously differentiable and
f i (vi) = f l ( vi)  ~  °> * =  !»•••,*»;
(ii) in the cases S  = i?" or A„, f[{v) —► —oo as t; —► 0;
(iii) F {\)  =  52"_i is non-negative and strictly quasi-convex on 5 , i.e.,
for any v and v ' in S
(2.4) F(a.v + (1 -  a)v ') < m ax (F (v ),F (v ')), 0 < a  < 1.
THEOREM 2 .1 . (a) If a selection rule II : £  —► S  satisfies the basic 
axioms (l)-(4) then it is generated by a function
(2-5) n v )  =  £ / , K )
t—l
where ( f i , . . . ,  /„ ) is a standard n-tuple with zero at v° — 11(5). Conversely, 
i f  (/i> • • •) fn) is a standard n-tuple with zero at v° then (2.5) generates a 
selection rule with 11(5) = v °  that satisfies the basic axioms.
(b) If a projection rule satisfies the basic axioms then it is generated by 
a measure of distance
( 2 .6 ) F{v\u) =  f^fi(vi \ui)
i—l
where the functions / i ( - |u j ) , . . . , /„(.|u„) form  a standard n-tuple with zero 
at u . Conversely, any such measure of distance generates a projection rule 
satisfying the basic axioms.
(c) Two functions F and F as in (a) or (b) generate the same selection 
or projection rule iff their terms fi and fi satisfy fi =  cfi, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, for  
some constant c > 0.
REMARK. If a selection rule II : Ü —* S  satisfies the basic axioms, its 
generating function (2.5) also has the following property:
(iv) gradF(v) ^  0, and in the case 5  =  A„ also gradF (v) ^  Al, for all 
v  G 5  with v  ^  v°.
Indeed, this has been established in the mentioned reference, cf. eq. (5.20). 
On the other hand, for the converse assertion in Theorem 2(a) property
(iv) is needed to check axiom (2). Thus, unless the properties (i)-(iii) in
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t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  a  s t a n d a r d  n - t u p l e  a l r e a d y  i m p l y  ( i v ) ,  t h e  l a t t e r  h a s  t o  b e  
e x p l i c i t e l y  a d d e d  t o  f i l l  a  m i n o r  g a p  i n  T h e o r e m  2 .1 .  I t  r e m a i n s  o p e n  w h e t h e r
( i ) - ( i i i )  i m p l y  ( i v )  i f  S  =  A „ .  I n  t h e  c a s e s  S  — R n a n d  R " ,  h o w e v e r ,  i t  i s  a n  
i m m e d i a t e  c o n s e q u e n c e  o f  T h e o r e m  3 .1  i n  t h e  n e x t  S e c t i o n  t h a t  ( i ) - ( i i i )  d o  
i m p l y  ( i v ) .
T h e  c l a s s  o f  f u n c t i o n s  F o c c u r r i n g  i n  T h e o r e m  2 .1  c a n  b e  r e s t r i c t e d  
b y  i m p o s i n g  so m fe  f u r t h e r  p o s t u l a t e s .  W e  r e c a l l  t h e  i n t u i t i v e l y  a p p e a l i n g  
p o s t u l a t e s  o f  i n v a r i a n c e  a n d  t r a n s i t i v i t y ,  f o r  p r o j e c t i o n  r u l e s .  A n o t h e r  h i g h l y  
i n t u i t i v e  p o s t u l a t e ,  c a l l e d  c o m p o s i t i o n  c o n s i s t e n c y ,  t h a t  l e a d  t o  t h e  p e r h a p s  
m o s t  i n t e r e s t i n g  r e s u l t  o f  C s i s z á r  [3 ], w i l l  n o t  b e  r e c a l l e d  h e r e  b e c a u s e  i t  w i l l  
n o t  b e  u s e d  i n  t h i s  p a p e r .
( 5 a )  ( s c a l e  i n v a r i a n c e ,  f o r  S =  R n o r  R ” )
I 7 ( A L |A u )  =  A F l ( L |u )  f o r  e v e r y  L E C,  A > 0 ,  u  & S
( 5 b )  ( t r a n s l a t i o n  i n v a r i a n c e ,  f o r  S =  R n)
n (L  +  / i l |u  +  / i l )  =  n (L |u )  +  n l  f o r  e v e r y  L E £ ,  f i  E R,  u  E S .
REMARKS. S e l e c t i o n  r u l e s  c a n  a l s o  b e  s c a l e  i n v a r i a n t ,  i . e . ,  s a t i s f y  I I ( A L )  =  
A I I ( L )  f o r  e v e r y  L E C a n d  A >  0 ,  b u t  o n l y  i n  t h e  c a s e  S  =  R n ( b e c a u s e  
L — S  y i e l d s  n(S') =  0). T r a n s l a t i o n  i n v a r i a n c e  is  n o t  p o s s i b l e  f o r  s e l e c t i o n  
r u l e s .
I t  s h o u l d  b e  m e n t i o n e d  t h a t  i n  t h e  c a s e  5  =  Rn, p o s t u l a t e  ( 5 a )  a n d  i t s  
a n a l o g  f o r  s e l e c t i o n  r u l e s  c o u l d  b e  i m p o s e d  a l s o  i n  a  s t r o n g e r  f o r m ,  f o r  A <  0  
a s  w e l l .  T h i s  s t r o n g e r  p o s t u l a t e ,  c a l l e d  strong scale invariance, w i l l  b e  u s e d  
i n  S e c t i o n  3 .
( 6 a )  ( s u b s p a c e  t r a n s i t i v i t y )  f o r  e v e r y  L1 C L a n d  \i E S
n(L'|u) = n(£'|n(L|u))
( 6 b )  ( p a r a l l e l  t r a n s i t i v i t y )  f o r  e v e r y  L a n d  L' d e f i n e d  a s  i n  ( 2 .2 )  w i t h  t h e  
s a m e  m a t r i x  A ,  a n d  f o r  e v e r y  u  E S
n (L »  = n(L'|n(L|u)).
T h e  m a i n  r e s u l t s  i n v o v i n g  t h e s e  p o s t u l a t e s  w e re :
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THEOREM 2 .2 . A projection rule satisfies the basic axioms (l)-(4) and 
the transitivity postulate (6a) if f it is generated by
(2.7) F (v |u ) — $ (v ) ~ $ (u ) -  (grad<i>(u))T(v -  u)
where <l>(v) =  $^ «"=1 ^>,(t>,), the functions <p{ defined on V  are continuously 
differentiable, $ {v) is strictly convex on S , and in the cases S  =  R'f or 
A n, limu_o <p'i(v) =  — oo. Further, subject to the basic axioms (l)-(4), the 
transitivity postulates (6a) and (6b) are equivalent.
REMARK. Measures of distance associated with strictly convex functions 
<f> as in (2.7) were introduced by Bregman [2],
THEOREM 2 .3 . (a) In the case S  = R n, a projection rule as in Theorem
2.2 is location and scale invariant iff it is generated by
(2.8) ^(v|u) = a ,(v ,-  -  u,)2,
•=i
for certain positive constants a i , . . . ,  an.
(b) In the case S  — R'f,  a projection rule as in Theorem 2.2 is scale 
invariant iff it is generated by
(2.9)
where
^ ( v lu ) =
i=l
(2.10) M t> |u) =
and a \ , . . .  ,an are positive constants.
v
v lo g -----v +  u
u, u
log -  H-------1
V u
a
a  < 1
i f  a  =  1 
i f  a  = 0 
u) otherwise
REMARKS. Part (a) is an axiomatic characterization of ordinary orthog­
onal projections for weighted £2-norms. The distences (2.9) with a\ =  . . .  =  
an =  1 resemble the a-divergences of Rényi [9]; still, a closer relationship 
of the two families is not apparent, except that both contain (for a  =  1) 
Kullback’s I-divergence or “information for discrimination” (Kullback [8]). 
The family (2.9) contains the Itakura-Saito [5] distance, as well (a  =  0), 
and there are indications tha t other members of this family may also be 
practically useful, cf. Jones and Trutzer [7].
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3. Some further results
In th is Section, we first show that for selection rules II : £  —* S  satisfying 
the basic axioms (l)-(4), the generating function (2.4) is necessarily convex 
if S  equals R n or R ff; in Csiszár [3] this was mentioned w ithout proof. Then 
we determine how the invariance postulates (5a), (5b) restrict the class of 
possible generating functions when -  unlike in Theorem 2.3 -  a transitivity 
postu late is not imposed. Finally, we show tha t a simple additional axiom 
perm its to uniquely extend any selection or projection rule, satisfying the 
basic axioms, from C to  the class C of all closed convex subsets of S.
THEOREM 3 .1 . Let f i , . . . , f n be continuously differentiable functions 
on V  = R  or R+ having the properties (i) and (iii) in the definition of a 
standard n-tuple. Then each fi is convex and there can be at most one i for 
which fi is not strictly convex.
PROOF. Since F (v ) =  £?= i f i ( vi) satisfies (2.4), for i ^  j  there can 
not exist intervals fi and Ij such tha t fi  is linear in fi and f j  is linear in 
Ij .  Hence it suffices to  prove that each /, is convex and, clearly, this will be 
done if we show tha t f \  is convex.
From the non-negativity and strict quasi-convexity of F (v ) together with 
the assumption tha t 0 is a possible value of fi for each t, it follows that 
F( u , v )  = f \  (tt) -(-/2 (u) is strictly quasi-convex on V 2, and F(u , v )  > 0 except 
for the point (uo,t;o) where /i(uo) =  /2(fo) =  0. It follows, in particular, 
th a t / i (u )  and f í { v) are strictly increasing for u > uo and v > vo, and they 
are strictly decreasing for u < uo and t; < v<j. Further, the level sets
(3.1) Ac =  {(u ,v) : f i(u ) +  f 2(v) < c}, c >  0
of F  are strictly convex, i.e., any convex combination of any two points of 
A c are in the interior of Ac. We denote
(3.2) Ie =  (u  : / i (u )  < c}, c > 0.
F irs t we show that
(3.3) lim A (v) = oo.t>—>oo
Supposing, indirectly, th a t lim ^oo f i (v)  = c < oo, we would have (uo,v) £ 
A c for all v > t>o, and also we could find u j > uq, t>i > i>o such th a t / i (u i)  +  
/2(t>i) =  c. But then (ui,t>) ^  Ac if v > vi, and this gives the desired 
contradiction. Indeed, if (uq, v) £  A c for all v > vq, the convexity of Ac
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implies tha t also (ui,t>) €  A c for all v > Vo, because (u,vo) €  A c for all
u G I c .
Consider now the function v = vc(u)  defined in the interval Ic by
(3.4) f i (u)  + f 2{v) =  c, v > v0;
on account of (3.3), this function is well-defined for any c > 0, and its graph 
is the upper boundary of the set A c. Thus v =  vc(u) is a strictly concave 
function, in particular, its derivative can vanish only at its unique maximum,
i.e., at u =  uq. As
dvc _  / | ( u
du f^Vc
if f' i(vc) y^  0, this proves tha t f [ (u ) ^  0 if u ^  uo (because, given u yt u0) 
picking any t; > uo with f ^ v )  0, (3.5) certainly applies with the choice 
c = / i ( u) +  f i iy Y ) ’ Since /i(u )  is strictly increasing (decreasing) for u >  Uq 
(u < Uo), it follows tha t f [ (u ) >0 as u>uo- By symmetry, we thus also have 
m  > 0 if v > t;o, and it follows tha t (3.5) holds for all u in the interior of 
Ic-
Now let u and 11 be arbitrary such tha t I  < u < uo or uo < u < Ü. The 
convexity of / i (u )  will be proved if we show that in both cases
(3.6)
Let v and v satisfy
< l.
(3.7) /i( ti)  +  h { v )  = /i(tt)  +  / 2(v), v > v 0, v > v 0.
Taking for c the common value of both sides of (3.7), the stric t concavity of 
the function vc(u) and (3.5) imply tha t
m
i f  U <  U <  Uo
and the reversed inequalities hold if uo < u < u. 
cases
(3.8)
f [ ( u )  / 2 H '
It follows tha t in both
The right hand side of (3.8) equals the derivative of the function V = v(v)  
defined by (3.7) (on account of (3.3), this function is well defined for any 
fixed u and ü  if v is sufficiently large). Since (3.7) implies t> < v in both
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cases ü  < u < uo and uo < u < ü, this derivative can not have a lower 
bound greater than 1. Thus, (3.8) proves (3.6), and this completes the proof 
of Theorem 3.1.
We recall from Csiszár [3] the notation
(3.9) L,y(t) =
{v : Vi +  Vj =  t} if S  =  R n or
{v : Vi + Vj = t, 'Etyi j  vt  = l - t }  if S  =  A„.
For a selection or projection rule generated by F(v) resp. F(v|u) as in (2.5), 
(2.6), the j'-th and jf-th components and Vj of Il(L,-J-(t)) resp. n(L,; (f)|u) 
are determined by the equations
(3.10) f l (vi) = fj{vj),  v,- +  Vj =  t
(3.11) /i(v<|«<) =  f j{vj \uj) ,  Vi +  tH = t.
A projection rule will be called smooth if for every » ^  j  and t G V , 
the t’-th  and j’-th components of n(LjJ (i)|u) depend continuously on u, and 
U j .  While smoothness is a natural regularity postulate, it was not needed 
in Csiszár [3], It will be used here, in assertions (b) and (d) of Theorem 3.2 
below. In tha t Theorem, by “selection rule” or “projection rule” we mean 
selection or projection rule satisfying the basic axioms (l)-(4).
THEOREM 3 .2 . (a) A selection rule with basic set S  =  R n is scale in ­
variant iff it is generated by
n
(3.12) F (v ) =  ^C j(sign t;j) |u ,|p, p > 1,
•=i
where Cj(s ignv ,)  denotes a positive coeff icient depending on i and the sign of 
Vi. Further, this selection rule is strongly scale invariant iff the coefficients 
do not depend on the sign of u,-, i.e., iff
(3.13) F (v ) =  ] T a t> <|p, p > l .
«'=1
(b) A projection rule with S  — f?" is smooth and scale invariant iff it is 
generated by
(3.14) F(v|u) =  £ > “ / , ( ^ ) ,  a  E R,
i=l
where ( / j , . . . ,  f n) is a standard n-tuple with zero at 1 .
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(c) A projection rule with S  =  R n is scale invariant iff it is generated by
(3.15) f (v |u ) =  / . H u)
«'=1
r f f t C - )  i f  u > 0
h i pf ~ C - )  i f  u < 0
c, (signv, ) I Vi |p i f  u =  0
where ( f i ,  ■ ■ ■, f „ )  and are standard n-tuples with zero at 1,
the c,(signu,) are as in part (a), and p > 1. This projection rule is strongly 
scale invariant iff here /+  =  f ~  and the coefficients c, (signi»f ) do not depend 
on signv,.
(d) A projection rule with S  =  R n is smooth and translation invariant 
if f  it is generated by
(3.16) F(v\u) = ' £ e ßUifi(vt - u i ),
»=i
where ( / j , . . . ,  f n) is a standard n-tuple with zero at 0.
(e) A projection rule with S = R n is both scale and translation invariant 
if f  it is generated by
n
(3.17) -F(v|u) =  ^c,(sign(t/,- -  ti,))|vi -  u<|p, p > 1.
«'=1
It is also strongly scale invariant iff here the coefficients do not depend on 
the sign of v,- — ttj, i.e., iff
n
(3.18) F (v |u ) =  -  u ,|p, p > l .
i'=i
REMARKS. Assertions (a) and (e) provide axiomatic characterizations of 
the families of (weighted) tp- norms and £p-distances, respectively. We notice 
th a t the projection rules characterized in (c) are not necessarily smooth 
because the functions /,(t>|u) in (3.15) may be discontinuous in u at u =  0. 
The straightforward conditions needed for smoothness are omitted.
Among the families of projection rules characterized in Theorem 3.2, only 
those generated by £p-distances, viz. (3.18), look familiar. It appears to this 
author that the distances (3.17), whose p-th root may be called a “skewed t p- 
distance” , also deserve interest. They might turn out useful in such problems 
where positive and negative discrepancies from the “prior guess” u  are not 
equally significant.
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PROOF OF T heorem  3 .2 . (a) Consider a scale-invariant selection
rule n  w ith basic set S  — R n , generated as in Theorem 2.1 by F (y) — 
Z)r=i where ( f i ,  ■ ■ ■, f n) is a standard n-tuple. The scale-invariance
ri(AL) =  An(L) means tha t F (v) is minimized subject to v €  XL by v  =  Av* 
iff m inV6 i  F (v) is attained at v =  v*. Thus Pa(v ) =  F (Av) also generates
II. Since the scale invariance of II implies 11(5) =  0, the standard  n-tuple 
( / i , . . . ,  /„ )  has zero at 0, and therefore the functions /i(A v ),. . . ,  / „ ( Av) also 
form a standard  n-tuple with zero at 0. It follows by Theorem 2.1 (c) tha t
(3.19) /»(Av) =  c(A)/,(u), i =  1 , . . . ,  n.
Clearly, this implies th a t the factors c(A) satisfy
(3.20) c(AiAa) =  c(Ai )c(A2)
for all Ai > 0, A2 > 0, and c(A) is a continuous function of A. Hence (cf. 
Aczél [l], Section 2.1.2)
(3.21) c(A) =  A“ , a e R .
Substitu ting  in (3.19) A =  |v |_1, it follows with (3.21) th a t /,(v ) equals 
</*/,(!) if v > 0 and |v|a / , ( - l )  if v < 0. Writing p — a, this establishes
(3.12); the condition p > 1 comes from the property of a standard n-tuple 
th a t its  component functions are continuously differentiable. Conversely, it 
is clear th a t the function (3.12) generates a scale-invariant selection rule, 
and the  la tter is strongly scale invariant iff c,(signv,) does not depend on 
signv,.
(b) Consider a scale invariant projection rule with basic set 5  — i?", 
generated as in Theorem 2.1 (b) by F (v |u ) =  X),"=i /,• (v,-1it,). It follows as in 
part (a) th a t .F\(v |ii) =  F(Av|Au) also generates this projection rule, hence 
by Theorem  2.1 (c)
(3.22) /,(Av|Au) =  c(A)/j(v|u), i =  l , . . . , n  
for every A > 0.
A gain, (3.22) implies the functional equation (3.20) for c(A) but unlike 
in p a rt (a), the continuity of c(A) does not follow from (3.22). We claim, 
however, tha t the smoothness postulate already implies the continuity of 
c(A).
To verify this, fix i ^  j ,  u, u and t, and denote the t-th  component 
of n (L jj( f ) |u )  by vx if the i-th  and j- th  components of u  are Au and tt, 
respectively. Then by (3.11)
(3.23) / / ( va|Au) =  f j ( t  — va|u).
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Next, differentiate (3.22) by t> and then substitute v =  A to obtain
(3.24) Xfl(vx\Xu) =  c(X)fl(X~1v\  |u).
Since v\ is a continuous function of A, by smoothness, and /,-(u|u) is con­
tinuous in v for every fixed u, it follows from (3.23) and (3.24) tha t c(A) is 
continuous, as claimed.
Having established the continuity of c(A), we again have (3.21). Then, 
substituting A =  u _1, (3.22) gives that
A H U) =  “ “ /«(“ I1)-
Denoting /,-(f|l) by /,( i) , this completes the proof of (3.14).
(c) Changing the setup of (b) to S  =  R n, the proof remains alm ost 
identical except tha t now we get for free (without requiring smoothness) 
th a t c(A) =  Ap for some p > 1, namely by applying the result of part (a) to 
the scale invariant selection rule n(-|0).
(d) Consider a translation invariant projection rule with basic set S  =  R n 
generated, as in Theorem 2.1 (b), by .F(v|u) =  )T"=1 /,( f , |u ,) .  It follows as 
in (a) and (b) th a t /^ (v fu ) =  jF(v +  /í 1 |u +  /í 1) also generates this projection 
rule (for any p  €  R), and therefore by Theorem 2.1 (c)
(3.25) f i (v  + p\u + p) =  c ( m ) / , ( v | u ) ,  t =  l , . . . , n  
This implies th a t c(p) satisfies the functional equation
(3.26) c{m  +  p 2) =  c(m i)c(/í 2),
and as in part (b), smoothness implies the continuity of c(/i). Hence (cf. 
Aczél (1966), Section 2.1.2) we have c(/z) =
Finally, substituting /x =  —u in (3.25) results in
fi[v\u) = eßufi(v -  tx|0).
Writing f i(t)  =  /,(i|0 ), this establishes (3.16).
(e) If a projection rule with basic set 5  =  R n is both scale and trans­
lation invariant then, by (c) and (d), its generating function .F(v|u) can be 
represented both as in (3.15) and as in (3.16). For the la tter, the smoothness 
postulate is now not needed, because (3.15) implies th a t the terms /,(v |u ) of 
F (v |u )  are continuous in u except possibly at u =  0, whence the continuity
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of c(/i) in (3.25) follows. Since from (3.15) /,(t>|0) =  c,(sign)|u|p, we obtain 
th a t in (3.16)
(3.27) f i(v \u )  =  e^uc,(sign(v — u))|v — u|p.
Com paring (3.27) with (3.15) for v = 2u > 0 yields tha t e^uCj(+) =  (2)
for all u > 0. Thus ß  — 0 and (3.27) gives (3.17). Finally, it is clear th a t 
F (v |u )  as in (3.17) generates a scale and translation invariant projection 
rule, and this is strongly scale invariant iff the coefficients c,(sign(t>,- — «,•)) 
do not depend on sign(v,- — u,).
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete.
We conclude this section by a result about the possibility of extending 
the domain Z of selection and projection rules to the class C of all (non-void) 
closed convex subsets of S  (when 5  equals Ä" or A„, the sets C  E C are 
closed in the relative topology of 5). Selection and projection rules with 
dom ain C are defined analogously to those with domain Z considered so far; 
when needed to avoid ambiguity, we will speak about C- and ^-selection 
(projection) rules, respectively. The need for considering the larger domain 
C arises, e.g., in inverse problems where the available information consists in 
linear inequality constraints; then the feasible set consists of those v  E S  tha t 
satisfy the given inequality constraints. More generally, non-linear inequality 
constraints also often lead to convex feasible sets.
For C-selection rules II : C —i► 5 , we adopt the following modification of 
the consistency axiom (l).
_(1’) If C  C  C are in C and 11(C) € C  then II(C') =  11(C). In addition, 
if C  is determined by one linear inequality constraint, i.e.,
(3.28) C = {v : arv >6} if S  = R n or Ä*{v : aTv > b, l Tv = 1} if S  = A n
and C  does not contain v° =  11(5) then 11(C) =  n(L), where L E £  is the 
boundary of C defined by changing > to =  in (3.28).
THEOREM 3 .3 . Every Z-selection rule satisfying the basic axioms (l)-
(4) can be uniquely extended to a C-selection rule satisfying axiom (1’). This 
extension is still generated by the function F (v )  of Theorem 2.1 (a), i.e., 
n(C) for  C  E C is that element of C  where F ( \ )  attains its m in im um  on C .
PROOF. The function -F(v) generating II : C —> S  as in Theorem 2.1
(a) a tta ins its minimum on each C E C, at a unique point v* E C; this
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follows from properties (i)-(iii) of a standard n-tuple in the same way as it 
was shown in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (in Csiszár [3]) th a t F ( \ )  attains 
a unique minimum on each L G L. If v° € C then v* =  v°. Otherwise 
F(v*) = c > 0 and A — {v : F (v)  < c} (or A =  {v : F (v )  < c, l r v  =  1} if 
5  =  A n) is a convex subset of S  such th a t AC\C =  {v*}. Hence there exists
_  Í {v : a r v =  6} if S  = R n or f?”
( (v  : a Tv =  b, l r v =  1} if S  =  A„
containing v* th a t separates C  and A, i.e., C  C C , A  C  C', where C  is
defined by (3.28) and C" is defined by reversing the inequality in (3.28). 
Then the minimum of ^ (v )  on C  or on L is also attained a t v =  v*.
It follows tha t if n  : C -+ S is an extension of n  : £  —► S  satisfying 
postulate (1’) then necessarily n (C ) =  v*. On the other hand, it is obvious 
th a t letting n (C ) =  v* gives rise to an extension of n  : £  —> S  to C satisfying 
( ! ’)•
Of course, a similar result holds for the extension of ^-projection rules 
to C-projection rules, subject to the obvious analogue of postulate (1’) for 
projection rules. Further, if an ^-projection rule is scale and /o r translation 
invariant then so will be also the C-projection rule obtained as its (unique) ex­
tension. A somewhat weaker assertion holds for transitivity, as well. Namely, 
if an C-projection rule satisfies the transitivity postulate (6a) then for its 
unique extension to C satisfying the analogue of (1’) the following holds: For 
any L  €  C and C  €  C with C C  L, we have for every u  €  S
n ( c |u )  =  n (c |n (L |u ) ) .
This is an immediate consequence of the fact that every measure of distance 
as in (2.7) has the “Pythagorean property”
(3.29) F (v |u ) +  ,F(w |v) =  F (w |u ) if n (L |u ) =  v, w  €  L, L €  L.
Notice th a t for jF(v |u ) =  ||v — u ||2, (3.29) reduces to the Pythagorean theo­
rem. Recently, Jones and Byrne [6] showed that the Pythagorean property
(3.29) was equivalent to an intuitively desirable postulate called projectivity 
(unlike us, they used a continuous framework).
4. Selection and projection rules with a restricted domain
Perhaps the simplest special case of linear inverse problems is to infer an 
unknown function /  from its mean values on the atoms of a given partition
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of th e  domain of / .  For probability density or mass functions this means th a t 
the  probabilities of certain mutually disjoint sets are known. The solution 
offered in the literature for this case is “Jeffrey’s rule” , cf. Diaconis and 
Zabell [4], which means the choice <7j(u|u) =  J in (4.22) below.
Formally -  restricting attention to the discrete case as before -  the class 
of inverse problems we have in mind is determined by the following family 
P of possible feasible sets.
Let P denote the family of all those non-void sets E  C  S  (where S  is 
e ither of and A n) which are of form
(4.1) E  =  < v  : ^ 2  vh = t>t, i =
{ heJi
where (J i , . . . ,  J m) is a partition of { 1 , . . . , n} and b \ , . . .  ,bm are constants.
A P-selection rule is a mapping II : P —* S  such th a t II(2£) G E  for every
E  G P . A P-projection rule is a family II(-|u), u  G S', of T-selection rules 
such tha t Il(E\u)  =  u  whenever E  contains u.
Selection (projection) rules with domain £ as before will be referred to 
as £-selection (projection) rules.
In this Section we study P-selection rules and T-projection rules. We 
adop t as basic postulates consistency (same as postulate (1) in Section 2, 
th e  family £ being replaced by P) and locality (viz. postulate (4) in Section 
2) which now means th a t for E  as in (4.1), IIj t [E) depends only on bi and, 
for projection rules, I I j<(^ |u )  depends only on bt and u / r
Recall that V  denotes R ,R + or (0,1) according as S  equals or
A „.
Given a /’-selection (projection) rule that satisfies the locality postulate, 
for any i ^  j  and t G. V  we denote by q(i,j , t)  and q (i , j , t \u ,u ')  the t-th  
component of II(f£) and FI(£J|u), respectively, for E  as in (4.1) such th a t 
Je — {*>.?}> bi = t for some t, and for any u  G S  whose i-th and j -th  
components are equal to u and u'. By the locality postulate, this definition 
of q ( i , j , t )  and q[t, j , t \u ,u ')  is unambiguous. Of course,
(4.2) q[i,j,t)  +  q { j , i , t )  = t, q ( i , j , t \u ,u )  +  q{ j , i , t \u ' ,u )  = t.
(4.3) q(i, j , t \u ,  u') =  u if t — u + u1.
If the given / ’-selection or T-projection rule is the restriction to P of 
an  £-selection or £-projection rule then q[i,j,t)  equals the t-th component 
of n (£ ,j( i) ) , and q[ i , j , t \u ,u ')  equals the t-th component of fI(Liy(i)|u) if
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u, =  u, Uj = u ' , where L,y(t) E C is defined by (3.9) (notice that L,; (t) ^  P
except when S  — A n). Having this in mind, we extend the notation &  of 
Csiszár [3] to arb itrary  /’-selection and /’-projection rules that satisfy the 
locality postulate, writing
v &  v' iff v = q ( i , j , t ) ,  v1 =  q(j, i , t ) ,  t =  v +  v'
(v|u) &  (v '|u () iff v = q ( i , j , t \u ,u ') ,  v1 — q [ j , i , t \u ' ,u), t — v +  v'.
(4.4)
The third basic postulate we adopt in this Section is 
(M) (monotonicity) for every i ^  j ,  q ( i , j , t)  is a non-decreasing function 
of t, resp. q ( i , j , t \u ,u ')  is a non-decreasing function of t for every fixed u 
and u'.
On account of (4.2), (M) implies tha t the functions in question are con­
tinuous.
Clearly, postulate (M) is intuitively very appealing, and so is also the 
stronger postulate
(SM) (strict monotonicity) the functions above are strictly increasing. 
For the main results of this Section, the “natural” mathematical condi­
tions will be intermediate between (M) and (SM). In particular, the following 
(intuitively not too suggestive) postulates will be useful:
(QM) (quasi-strict monotonicity) in addition to (M), to any» € { 1 , . . . ,  n} 
and v E V  (and u €  V) there exists at most one j  such tha t for some t' E V  
(and u' E V ) satisfying q(i, j , t ')  — v resp. q(i , j , t ' \u ,u ')  = v, the function 
q(i, j , t )  resp. q ( i , j , t \u ,u ')  is not strictly increasing a t t = t'\
(RM) (restricted strict monotonicity) in addition to (M), the functions 
q ( i , j , t )  resp. q ( i , j , t \u ,u ')  are strictly increasing except possibly for a fixed 
j  E { l , . . . , n } ;  for projection rules, q(i, j , t \u ,u ')  is strictly increasing a t 
t =  u +  u' even for the exceptional j .
With the notation (4.4), postulate (M) means th a t for any v > v, the
relations v &  v', v &  v1 (or (v|u) &  ( ^ l 1^ ) and (v|u) &  (v^u')) imply 
v' > v'. Postulate (SM) is satisfied iff, in addition, v &  v' and v &  v1 (or
(v|u) (t/ |u ')  and (v|u) &  (v'lu')) imply tha t v' =  u'. Postulate (QM)
requires the same except possibly for one index j  depending on » and v 
(and u), whereas (RM) means tha t this exceptional index j  (if any) m ust be
fixed (and, for projection rules, (u|u) (vf|t/)  implies v' =  u' even for the
exceptional j ,  cf. (4.3)).
We notice th a t the restriction to P of an ^-selection or ^-projection rule 
satisfying the basic axioms (l)-(4) in Section 2 necessarily satisfies (RM) if
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the  basic set is equal to R n or 7Í"; indeed this follows from (3.10), (3.11) 
by Theorem 3.1. On the other hand, in the case 5  =  A n not even (M) is 
necessarily satisfied by such a restriction.
A nother kind of monotonicity postulate, intuitively very natural, would 
be to  require the lim it relations
(4.5) lim q { i , j , t )  =  ±oo, lim q(i,j , t \u ,u ')  = ±oo
t—*ctoo t-+±oo
if the basic set is S  =  R n, and the same for t —► +oo if S  — R n. These would 
make sure, for any i  ^  j  and v E V  (and u E V, u' € V ),  the existence of 
v' E V  satisfying v &  v' or (v|u) ( t/ |u ') , respectively (in the cases when S
equals R n or Ä"). The limit relations (4.5) will not be used as postulates in 
our main results. The following “non-degeneracy” property, however, which 
is substantially weaker than the above consequence of (4.5), will enter some 
of our results as a postulate:
(N) (non-degeneracy) given any v Ä  v' or (v|u) &  (t/ |u ') , there exist 
k j  and v" (and u") such that t; v" or (t>|u) &  (vw|uM), respectively.
LEMMA 4 .1 . Given a P-selection rule II : P —► S  satisfying the postu­
lates of consistency, locality and monotonicity, and a set E  as in (4.1), write 
n (£?) =  v*. Then
(a) for every i ^  j  in the same Jt in (4.1), we have vf &  v*
(b) i f  certain Vj ’s satisfy Vi & Vj for some i E Jt and all j  E Ji \  {»’}, and 
also Y^jeJivi  = Y l je J ivj> then necessarily v^  = v f .
COROLLARY. To any distinct i , j , k  and any s E V ,  there exists a 
unique triple (v i,V j,vk) such that
Ia *i ik jk(4.6) Vi <-> vj, Vi <-► vk, Vj <-*• vk , Vi +  Vj + vk = s.
I f  v ,v '  and v" with v &  v', v & v" are given then for the triple (v i,V j,vk) 
satisfying (4.6) with s — v +  v' + v" we have t =  v. In particular, i f  (QM) 
holds then v &  v ', v &  v" imply v' &  v" provided, in the case S  =  A n, that 
V +  v1 +  v" < 1.
PROOF, (a) Let E  be as in (4.1), and II(i2) =  v*. For given i and j  
b o th  in J\ ,  say, let J '  =  { i , j } ,  t = vf +  i>;*, and consider
E ' =  {v : Vi + Vj  =  t, Y  vh = b i - t ,  Y vh = b t ,£  = 2 , . . . ,m } .
h€Ji\J‘ h£ji
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Then E' C E , v* €  E!1, thus n (£ ')  =  v* by consistency. This means, by 
definition, tha t q ( i , j , t )  =  v*, q ( j , i , t )  =  v*, proving th a t vt* &  i>y.
(b) Comparing the hypothesis tha t v, &  Vj for all j  E Ji \  {1} with
the relations vf* &  i>y just proved, it follows by (M) th a t if we had v,- > 
v,*, this would imply Vj > v * for each j  £  J / \  {»}. This contradicts the 
hypothesis tha t J2jeJivi =  ^2jeJt vj- The assumption u, < uf* leads to  a 
similar contradiction, hence necessarily t;,- =  v* as claimed.
The Corollary follows by applying the Lemma to  E  as in (4.1) w ith 
m =  2, J\ = { i , j , k } ,  J% = J{, bi — s, 62 arbitrary if S  — R n or ii"  and 
62 =  1 — s if 5  =  A„. To obtain the last assertion of the Corollary from the 
previous one, notice that since v &  v' and v & v" imply th a t (4.6) holds with 
Vi =  v, it follows by (QM) that at least one of v1 = u,- and v" = u* must hold. 
E ither of these inequalities implies the other, as v,- +  Vj +  fjt =  s = v + v' + v " ,
j k
and then (4.6) gives that v' *-> v".
On account of Lemma 4.1, ^-selection rules satisfying our three basic
postulates are uniquely determined by the corresponding relations of 
course, so are P-projection rules, too. We henceforth concentrate on char­
acterizing these relations.
THEOREM 4 .1 . In the cases S  =  R n and R ” , for a P-selection rule II 
satisfying the postulates of consistency, locality and monotonicity, the fo l­
lowing are true:
(a) There exist strictly increasing, left continuous functions g i , . . . , g n 
such that
(4.7) v & v1 i f f  g{(v) < gj(v' +  0), g{{v +  0) > gj(v')
(b) i f  II satisfies (QM) and, in addition, for every i j  and t' at least 
one o f  the functions q ( i , j , t ) and q ( j , i , t )  is strictly increasing at t = t', then 
there exist continuous non-decreasing functions g i , . . .  ,gn such that
(4.8) v &  v' i f f  gi(v) = 0y(u);
these functions gi are strictly increasing i f f  II satisfies (SM)
(c) i f  II satisfies (RM), it can be extended to an £.-selection rule satisfying  
the basic axioms (l)-(4) in Section 2, provided in the case S  =  R n that 
neither component of the vector II(£ ,(i)) is independent o f  t, where E ( t)  =
{v : £ h = =  t}.
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REMARKS, (i) The functions <7, appearing in Theorem 4.1 are not unique; 
clearly, if certain gi are suitable then so are also </, =  t/>(</,•), for any strictly 
increasing continuous function ip.
(ii) In part (a), it may be assumed (by (i) above) tha t </,•( v°) < 0 < y,-(ttf +
0) where v° =  n(F7(t)) for some fixed t, E(t)  being defined in part (c). Then 
it follows tha t II can be extended to the ^-selection rule generated by F(v) = 
E JL i f i ( v ) ,  f i ( v )  =  /Jo g i { t ) d t ,  where the functions /, are non-negative and
t
strictly  convex with f i ( v ° )  =  0, but not necessarily differentiable; thus the 
£-selection rule generated by F(v) need not satisfy axiom (2) in Section 2.
(iii) The sufficient condition for extendability to an ^-selection rule sa t­
isfying axioms (l)-(4), given in part (c), is necessary, as well (the necessity 
of (RM) has already been established). Notice tha t the ex tra condition im­
posed in the case S  =  R n is automatically satisfied if S  = i?” .
(iv) For the assertion of part (b), the sufficient conditions given there 
are easily seen to be necessary, as well. It can be shown by an example tha t 
the condition imposed in addition to (QM) can not be dropped, i.e., it is 
not implied by (QM). On the other hand, (QM) and (N) already imply tha t 
additional condition. Notice also tha t the assertion of (b) does not imply an 
extendability result, because if the functions gi in (4.7) were used to define 
F (v )  as in (ii) above, this F(v)  would not necessarily generate an ^-selection 
rule.
(v) No similar results hold in the case S  =  A n. On the other hand, 
our results on projection rules -  to which some additional conditions will be 
needed -  will cover also that case.
PROOF, (a) Given II, define
(4.9) aik{v) in i{q (k , i , t )  : q { i ,k , t )  > v} if k ^ i  u if k  =  »
(with the understanding tha t the inf of the empty set is +oo). Further, let 
<p(x) be any strictly increasing, continuous and bounded function defined on 
the extended real line, e.g., <p(x) = arctgx. We claim tha t the functions
n
(4.10) S,-(v) =  X ^ ( a'* (v))
*=i
satisfy the assertion.
Notice first th a t the functions a,*(u) are obviously non-increasing and 
left continuous and ait/u) =  v is strictly increasing. Thus <7t (t>) defined by
(4.10) is strictly increasing and left continuous.
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Observe next th a t the sets
(4.11) Iik(v) = { w : v & w }  = { q { k , i , t ) :q [ i ,k , t )  =  v} {k ±  i)
are either void or singletons or (possibly infinite) intervals tha t contain their 
finite endpoints. It follows from (4.9) that in the case /,•*;(v) 0 the left and 
right endpoints of /,*(t;) are a,jt(v) and a„fc(t> +  0), respectively (with some 
abuse of terminology, if /jjt(v) is a singleton {in} then its “endpoints” are 
meant to equal w). In the case Uk{v) =  0, a,*,(u) and a,k(v +  0) are equal 
and infinite.
We will show th a t for every k
(4.12) a,,k{v) < + 0 )  if v v1.
This and the similar inequality with i and j  exchanged will prove th a t the 
functions defined by (4.10) satisfy the inequalities in (4.7) if t; Ä  v '.
Now, (4.12) clearly holds for k — i and k = j .  Suppose therefore th a t 
k ^  i, k ^  j  and a„t(u) > -oo . Then either q ( i ,k , t )  < v for every t (thus 
a,k(t>) =  +oo) or /,*(u) 0 and o,jfc(u) is the (finite) left endpoint of /,*,(v).
In the latter case, set v" — a{k(v) and apply the Corollary of Lemma 4.1 
to obtain v,,Vj,Vk satisfying (4.6) with s =  v +  v' +  v" and t;,- =  t>. Then 
Vk €  fik(v) implies th a t > v" =  a,jk(u), hence u,- +  vy -)- v* =  v +  v' +  v" 
w ith Vi = v yields Vj < v'. Thus, in this case, there exist Vj and v* satisfying
j k
(4.13) Vj vk, vj < v1, vk > aik{v).
In the remaining case when q(i ykyt) < v for every t, use the Corollary 
of Lemma 4.1 to obtain (w,vy,u*) satisfying (4.6) w ith s arbitrarily large.
Then t>, £  Vk implies by definition, cf. (4.3), tha t t>, < v. This and ut- &  vy
together with v v' imply by monotonicity that uy < v'. Since vy +  vy +  v* =  
s can be arbitrarily large, we have shown that in this case there exist vy and 
Vk satisfying
j  k I(4.14) Vj <-> vk, Vj < v , Vk arbitrarily large. 
j k
Since Vj *-> Vk, i.e., Vk €  Ijk{vj)  means tha t v* < ay*(vy +  0), cf. the 
passage containing (4.11), by the monotonicity of the functions ay*(u) it 
follows from (4.13) tha t ay*;(v,+0) > a,jfc(v) and from (4.14) tha t ay*(t/+0) =  
+oo. This completes the proof of (4.12).
We still have to show tha t if v v' does not hold then either gi(v) > 
gj(v' +  0) or g,(v +  0) < ffy(v'). If t; &  v' does not hold, it may be assumed
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by sym m etry that for t =  +  xv =  q{ i , j , t ) ,  xv' = q ( j , i , t ) we have w < v.
We claim  tha t in this case gj(v) > gj{v' +  0). This will be proved by showing 
th a t
(4.15) xv xv', v > xv, v' < xv' 
implies
(4.16) dik[v) > ajk(.v' +  0)
for all k, with the stric t inequality for k = i and k =  j .  Since the assertion 
for k =  i and k =  j  is obvious, suppose tha t k ^  i, k ^  j  and apply (4.12) 
to xv' and xv in the role of v and v' (interchanging i and j ) .  It follows that
(4.17) a j k (xv') <  aik(xv +  0);
since the  functions a,fc(i>) are non-decreasing, (4.15) and (4.17) imply (4.16). 
T he proof of part (a) is complete.
(b) Given a ^-selection rule satisfying the hypothesis of p a rt (b), we can
define an equivalence relation on { l , . . . , n }  X V by letting (i, t>) ~  (j, v)
iff e ither i yt j  and v &  v' or i =  j  and there exist £ and xv such that
v <-*• xv, v' X-* xv or i — j ,  v =  v '. To show that then (t, u) ~  (j,xj')
and ( t , v) ~  (k,v") imply (j, v') ~  (k,v"),  first use (QM) to  cover the case
i j ,  i k (by the last assertion of the Corollary of Lemma 4.1) and notice
th a t of the remaining cases it suffices to deal with i =  j ,  i A:; for tha t
case use the previous result if v xv, v' &  xv hold with t  y^  k and use the
“additional condition” in the statement of the Theorem to check tha t if the
iklast relations hold w ith £ =  k then v <-» v" and v y^  v' imply th a t v" = xv.
Now, for any k G { 1 , . . . ,  n}, a subset of V  is the A:-section of an equiv­
alence class of the relation ~  iff it either equals /,jt(u), cf. (4.11), for some 
i y^  k  and v G V ,  or it is a singleton {in} such tha t no t and t; exist
w ith  v xv. Let ipk(•) be a continuous and bounded fuction defined on
the extended real line, constant on those intervals which are A:-sections of 
equivalence classes of the relation ~ , and strictly increasing outside these 
intervals.
For t y^  k, define /i,jt(u) as the value of <pk on Iik(v) if /,jt(u) y^  0, and 
otherw ise let ht*;(v) equal ^*(±oo) according as q(i,k ,t)  < v for all t or 
q { i ,k , t )  > v for all t (of course, the la tter is possible only if S  =  Rn). 
F u rther, let ha[v) = £>»(*>)• Then, clearly, the functions h{k are continuous,
non-decreasing, v v' implies hik(v) — h jk(v') for all k, and (4.15) implies 
hik (v) > h jk{v') for all k, with strict inequality whenever the A:-section of
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the equivalence class containing ( t, v) and (j, v') is non-void, thus a t least 
for k  =  I and k =  j .  It follows tha t the functions
n
(4.18) gi(v) = ^ 2  hik[v)
k= 1
satisfy the assertion of Theorem 4.1 (b).
(c) Suppose th a t n  satisfies the hypothesis of part (c) and let j  denote 
the exceptional index of postulate (RM), or any fixed index if there is no 
such exceptional one (i.e., if (SM) holds). Consider the functions gi as in 
part (b). Then these are strictly increasing except possibly for i = j .
We need to find v° €  S  such th^ t t>? &  Vj, i.e.,
(4.19) Si(t>°) =  9j{v°) for each t
and gj(v) is strictly increasing at t; =  v°-. Clearly, these properties hold for 
v° =  n ( £ ( t0)) if the j - th component of I~I(R(í)) as a function of t is strictly  
increasing at t = to (cf. Lemma 4.1). The existence of such a io is obvious 
if S  =  R ” and has been assumed if S  — R n.
Now, by remark (i), we may assume without any loss of generality th a t 
in (4.19) actually gi(Vj) — 0 for each i. Further, in the case S  = R ” the 
limit of each gi(v) as v —► 0 must be the same, on account of (4.5). Again, 
this common limit may be assumed to be — oo. Then
/< (« )=  /
J«°
defines a standard n-tuple ( / i , . . . ,  f n) and it is clear th a t the given n  is the 
restriction to P of the ü-selection rule generated by R(v) =  Z)r=i f i ( vi)-
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
For P-projection rules we do not have available an exact analogue of The­
orem 4.1. Still, we will prove results similar to parts (b) and (c) of Theorem
4.1, under some additional hypotheses, that represent, in a practical sense, 
hardly any restrictions. Unlike in Theorem 4.1, also the case S  = A n will 
be covered. We will need the following postulates for T-projection rules.
(S) (separability) there exists a sequence {u(m)} C V  such tha t for every 
fixed t €  { 1 ,. . .  ,n} and u G V , the supremum and infimum of q ( i , j , t \u ,u ')  
for all permissible j ,  t and u1 remain unchanged if u1 is restricted to be from 
the sequence {u(m)}.
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Here the infimum has to be considered in the case S  = R n only because 
otherwise always inf* q ( i , j , t \u ,u ')  — 0.
(P) (prior regularity, for the cases S  =  R f  or A„) for every i ^  j ,  t G
V, u E V
(4.20) \ im q { j , i , t \u ' ,u )  = 0.
u'—*0
The separability postulate is technical but /’-projection rules not satis­
fying (S) can hardly have practical interest. Obvious sufficient conditions 
for (S) are, e.g., the lim it relations (4.5) or the continuous dependence of 
q ( i , j , t \u ,u ')  on u'; postulate (P) also implies (S), cf. below. The intuitive 
meaning of postulate (P) is clear and it certainly appears desirable.
LEMMA 4 .2 . Given a P-projection rule satisfying (P) (with basic set 
S  — 5 ” or A n), to any i ^  j ,  u E V, v G V, e > 0, a 8 > 0 can be found 
such that to every u' G (0,5) there exists v' G V  satisfying
(4.21) (u|u) (t,,|u,)> v> < £-
COROLLARY. Postulate (P) implies both (N ) and (S ) .
P R O O F . Apply (4.20) to t =  v + e (in the case S  =  A n, we assume 
w ithout any loss of generality that e < 1 — v). It follows th a t for a suitable 
S > 0, for u G (0,5) we have q ( j , i ,v  + e\u ',u) < e. On account of (4.2), this 
means th a t q ( i , j ,v  + e\u,u ') > v. Hence, by continuity, there exists t < u +  e 
with q ( i , j , t \u ,u ')  = v, and then v' — q (j , i , t \u ' ,u )  satisfies (4.21).
The Corollary is obvious.
TH EO R EM  4 .2 . Let us be given a P-projection rule satisfying consis­
tency, locality and (QM). In addition, in the cases S  =  R n or R f  we assume 
(N) and (S), and in the case S  = An we assume (P). Then there exist func­
tions <7,-(u|u), v G S, u G S, continuous and non-decreasing in v for every 
fixed u,  with <7,-(u|u) =  0, such that for every i ^  j
(4.22) (u|u) ^  (t/|u ') i f f  gi{vi\ui) = gj(vj\uj),
provided in the case S  =  A n that u +  u1 < 1, u +  t/ < 1. Further, i f  also (RM) 
is satisfied then this P -projection rule can be extended to an C-projection rule 
satisfying the basic axioms (l)-(4) in Section 2.
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REMARK. It is easy to see tha t (QM) and (S) are also necessary for
(4.22) , and in the cases S  = R n or R ", (RM) is necessary for extendability. 
In particular, if S  — R n or S  = R” then consistency, locality, (RM) and (S) 
represent the necessary and sufficient conditions for extendability w ithin the 
class of /’-projection rules satisfying (N). A general necessary and sufficient 
condition for extendability remains elusive, particularly in the case S  =  A n.
PROOF. Our first claim is tha t under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2 we 
can define an equivalence relation on { l , . . . ,n }  X V x V  as follows (actually, 
here the separability hypothesis is not needed). Let us say tha t two triples 
( i ,v ,u )  and ( j ,v ' ,u ' )  are comparable if they are either identical or else i  ^  j  
and in the case S  = A n also u +  u' < 1, v +  v' < 1. Write ( t,u ,u )  ~
( j ,v ' ,u ')  if these triples are identical or (v|u) (t/|t*#) or the two triples are
incomparable but there exists (£, t7, tz) such that
( 4 . 2 3 )  ( t > | u )  ( í ’l ^ ) j  ( t / | t / )  ( v | t l ) .
We have to  show tha t if ( i,v ,u ) ~  ( j ,v ' ,u ')  and (i,v , u) ~  (k ,v" ,u")  
then also ( j ,v ' ,u ')  ~  [k, v",u"). The following consequence of the Corollary 
of Lemma 4.1 will be used: If postulate (QM) holds then for any distinct
i , j , k
(4.24) (t>|u) &  ( t / |t / )  and (v|u) &  (v,,|u”) imply (v^u*) Ü  (vw|u") 
provided in the case S  = A„ tha t
(4.25) u -f- u1 -f- u" < 1 ,  v -f- v1 -)- v11 < 1.
Now, we distinguish several cases.
(i) (v|u) Ä  (v '|u '), (v|u) &  (v"|u"). In this case ( j ,v ' ,u ')  ~  (k ,v" ,u")  
holds by definition if these triples are incomparable, and (4.24) ap­
plies if j  j í  k provided in the case S  = An th a t (4.25) holds. In the 
remaining subcase (S  = A„, the triples and [k,v",u")  are
comparable, but (4.25) fails) pick any i  distinct from i , j ,  k ; by Lemma
4.2, there exist tZ,v such tha t (v|u) &  (t>|u) and are sufficiently 
small to make sure that replacing in (4.25) either of u ,u ',u"  by ü  and 
either of v ,v ' ,v "  by v, the inequalities will hold. Then, by the result
already proved, we first obtain (v|tl) A  ( u '|u '), (ü|ü) ~  (u"|«") and
jk
hence, in tu rn , tha t (t/|tt') *-> (v"\u").
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(ii) (t>|u) &  (t/ '|uM), while (i , v , u ) and (j, v ',u ')  are incomparable and
(4.23) holds for some £,v, ü. Suppose first that S  — R n or f?” , then 
th e  incomparability assumption means tha t i = j .  If i  ^  k  in (4.23),
i t  follows as above first tha t (v|u) ^  (v,,|ttw) and then th a t (v^u^) 
( t/ '|u " ) . If £ =  k in (4.23), we use postulate (N) to pick £' (distinct 
from  t — k and from t =  j )  and ti', t/ such tha t (t>|u) «-» (ü '|ü '). Then 
by (4.24), also (£', v ', tl') will satisfy (4.23), and (v'|u ') ü  (uM|u") holds 
by the previous result. Next, if 5  =  A n , pick any £' distinct from
i , j ,  k , £, and use Lemma 4.2 to find u ',v ' such that (tJ|u) <-> (t£|ü') and 
(£',!»',ü') is comparable to each of (t, u, u), (j, t / ,u ') ,  (k ,v" ,u " ) .  Then, 
applying the result of (i) repeatedly, we first obtain th a t (£',^,11')
also satisfies (4.23), hence tha t (ü'|ü ') Í4  (t/"|u"), and finally that 
( i , t / , u ' ) ~  (* ,!/ ',« " ).
(iii) (*, v, u) and (j, v ' , u') are incomparable and so are (t, v, u) and (k , v", u") 
b u t both pairs of triples are related by ~ . In this case, consider 
(£, t7, tZ) satisfying (4.23). By the result of (ii), it follows th a t (£,tJ,u) ~  
(fc, v",u"). This and (4.23) imply by (i) or (ii) that (t, v, u ) ~  (k , v", u").
Having established our first claim, we notice some easily checked facts about 
the equivalence classes of the equivalence relation introduced above.
(a) All triples of form (i,u , u) belong to the same equivalence class, say 
Ao (it is not claimed th a t these triples are the only members of Ao).
(b) For any equivalence class A ^  Ao, if (i, v, u) and (j, v ' , u') are both in 
A (where t and j  are not necessarily distinct) then v>u according as v'>u'. 
If, in addition, xv satisfies u < w < v  or v < w < u  ana the equivalence class 
of (i , w , u ) is distinct from A and Ao then there exists w' w ith u' < w' < v' 
resp. v' < w' < u1 such th a t (i,w ,  u) (j, U)',u').
(c) For any equivalence class A, every section of form
(4.26) á (j , u) =  {t> : ( i,u ,u ) € A}
is e ither void or a singleton or an interval tha t contains its endpoints except 
for th e  eventual ±oo, or 1 if S  =  An (in the case S  =  A„, Lemma 4.2 can 
be used for checking this).
We will also need the following property tha t depends on the separability 
postu la te  (S); recall the Corollary of Lemma 4.2, by which the hypothesis of 
Theorem  4.2 implicitly include (S) and (N) also in the case S  =  A n.
(d) If an equivalence class A is not a singleton then there exist k £ 
{ 1 , . . . ,  n} and some u(m) from the sequence appearing in postulate (S) such
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th a t A(k,u^m )^ is non-void and it is not an infinite interval, resp. not an 
interval with right endpoint 1 if S  =  A n.
To check (d), suppose that (», v,u) G A  with v > u, say (the case v < u 
is similar, and tha t of v =  u is trivial by (a)). Since A  is not a singleton, 
it follows by postulate (N) that there exist (j, v ',u ')  and (£,v",u") such 
th a t i , j , £  are distinct and (v|u) Ä  ( t/ |t /) ,  (u|u) (t/'|u"). Then for
t' > v +  v', t" > v + v", at least one of <7(1, j ,  t' \ tt, tt') and q(t,£, t"\u,u")  m ust 
be larger than v , by (QM). Thus, by postulate (S), there exist u^m\  k  and 
t such tha t q(i, k, i|u , u^m') > v. Hence, by monotonicity, there exists t w ith 
q(i, k, i|u , u(m)) =  v and any such t satisfies u +  u(m) < t < t. Then by (4.26) 
we have v G A(k, u C (u^m\  q(k, i, u)), proving (d).
Now, we proceed similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (b). For every 
k G { 1 ,...  ,n} and tt G V, let <pk,u{') be a function defined and continuous 
on V, constant on each interval (if any) which is the section A(k,ü)  of some 
equivalence class A, cf. (4.26), strictly increasing elsewhere, and satisfying
(4.27) =  0, jn f ¥>*,ü(t>) =  - 1 ,  sup <pk,n{v ) = 1.vev üev
Further, for every t G { l , . . . ,n } ,  define the function (v|tx) as the value 
of <Pk,\i{y) f°r v such tha t (t,t>, u) ~  (fc,ü, tt) if such t; exists, and as ±1 
otherwise according as t»>u.
By (b) above, hi,*. u(t;|u) is a continuous, non-decreasing function of v (for 
any fixed u G V), and if (*, v, u) and (», w, u) are not in the same equivalence 
cIeiss then
(4.28) ^í,Jk,ü(v|«)>/i.,ib,ü(^|u) according as v>w,
providing not both hi k,ü{v \u) an^ /i,,* „(tt;|u) are equal to ±1. Notice th a t 
hi,k,ü(w \u ) — ü  holds iff for the equivalence class A  containing (x ,w ,u ), its 
section A(A:,u), cf. (4.26), is either void or it is an infinite interval or, in the 
case S  =  A n, an interval whose right endpoint is 1.
We claim tha t the functions
n  00
(4.29) gi(v\u) = ^ 2  2 - mhitktUim)(v\n)
k— 1 m = l
satisfy the assertions of Theorem 4.2, if {u(m)} is a sequence as in postulate 
(S). '
The function (4.29) is continuous and non-incresing in v because each 
term  of (4.29) is, and the series in (4.29) converges uniformly. Also, <7,-(u|u) =
0, by (4.27) and (a) above. Further, (t>|u) &  (^ lu ')  implies ^ (v |u )  =
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g j ( v ' \ u ' )  since each term  of (4.29) depends on (t,v ,u ) through its equivalence 
class only. To show th a t ^  gj(v'\u') if (i,v ,u ) and ( j ,v ' ,u ')  are com­
parable but (v|u) Ä  (v'|u ') does not hold, consider w =  q ( i , j , t \u ,u ') ,  w' =  
q(j, i, t \u ', u) with t =  v +  v'. By (4.2) we have w + w' = v + v' and by 
sym m etry we may assume that v > w, v' < w '. Then
(4.30) hiikin(v\u) > /i,,fc,ü(u>|u) =  h jtkiü{w'\u') > hjik^{v'\u')
for every k £ { l , . . .  ,n }  and ü £ V , and we have to show th a t for at least one 
k  and ü  =  \Am\  a t least one of the inequalities in (4.30) is strict. By (4.28), 
a k  and u =  u w i l l  be suitable if the common value of the middle term s 
in (4.30) is different from ±1, because the assumption th a t (v|u) &  (t/|u ')  
does not hold implies tha t at least one of (t,v ,u ) and ( j ,v ' ,u ')  does not 
belong to the equivalence class containing (i,vu,u) and (j , w ' , u '). Denoting 
the la tter equivalence class by A, we have by the last observation in the 
passage containing (4.28) that a k and ü  =  u w i l l  be suitable if the 
section A (k ,u (rn'>) of A  is non-void and it is not an infinite interval or, in the 
case S  =  A n, an interval whose right endpoint is 1. Since such k and 
do exist by (d) above, the proof of (4.22) is complete.
Finally, if (RM) holds then the functions <7j(v|u) satisfying (4.22) must 
be strictly increasing in u except possibly for one index j  (not depending 
on u), and even for th a t exceptional index (if any), <jy(u|u) must be strictly 
increasing at v — u. Further, in the cases S  — i?” or A n it can be attained 
by a suitable transformation that <7j(ti|u) —> — oo as v —► 0 (as in the proof 
of Theorem 4.1 (c)). Then the desired ^-selection rule th a t extends the 
given T-projection rule is the one generated by F (v |u )  =  X)i=i /t(v ,|itt), 
w ith  /»(t>|ti) =  / J  gi(t\u)dt, cf. (3.11).
5. Open problems
The axiomatic theory of inference for inverse problems is still in its beginning 
stage, and there are so many open questions that it is hard to select only a 
few. Below we hint to some general directions for further research.
Undoubtedly the most im portant would be to extend the axiomatic ap­
proach to inverse problems involving errors, at least to the extent of covering 
the methods used in practice for this kind of inverse problems (more com­
m on than those w ithout errors), and possibly to arrive a t new methods, as 
well. For some comments on this problem cf. Csiszár [3], Section 1. Even 
if th e  possibility of errors is discounted, it may still be desirable to perm it
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“solutions” tha t are not “data consistent” , i.e., do not necessarily belong to 
the feasible set determined by the available constraints. At present, it is not 
clear how this situation could be treated axiomatically.
Within the framework adopted here, there are at least three natural 
directions for further research. First, other choices of the basic set S  could 
be considered. Optimistically, one might try a “general” S  (say any convex 
subset of R n), but already the natural modifications of our choices S  = 
f?" and S  =  A„ by adding the boundary to S  lead to substantial new 
m athem atical problems.
Second, one should study selection (projection) rules whose domain is not 
the whole Z  (or C)  but a perhaps small subfamily thereof. If an inference 
method is “good” for a particular class of inverse problems where the pos­
sible feasible sets are of some restricted form (such as in X-ray tomography, 
cf. the Introduction) but it cannot be extended to a “good” selection (pro­
jection) rule with domain Z, it remains elusive in an axiomatic study dealing 
only with the latter. A problem whose positive solution would significantly 
enhance the power of our results is to show, for a possibly large class of sub­
families of Z, tha t “good” selection (projection) rules whose domain is such 
a subfamily of Z  must be restrictions of “good” selection (projection) rules 
with domain Z ■ Our study of / ’-selection (projection) rules in Section 4 rep­
resents a first step in this direction. Of course, further study of / ’-projection 
rules would be desirable, in particular to specialize the permissible functions 
<7 i (u|u) in Theorem 4.2 by imposing intuitively appealing further postulates. 
We recall from Csiszár [3], Section 1, tha t inverse problems involving errors 
can be interpreted within our framework by letting the errors be part of the 
vector to be inferred; this interpretation, however, leads to feasible sets of 
a restricted type. Thus, a sufficiently general positive answer to the above 
problem might also perm it coverage of inverse problems involving errors.
Third, even for the present choices of the basic set and domain, the 
basic axioms might be challenged. Since axiom (2) ( “distinctness” ) is in­
tuitively less compelling than the others, the consequences of dropping it 
(and perhaps introducing some other axiom) should be considered. It may 
be conjectured that Theorem 2.1 would still remain valid, except tha t the 
“generating function” were not necessarily differentiable. One hint in this 
direction is provided by Theorem 4.1, cf. Remark (ii) to tha t Theorem. 
Another natural question is whether if axiom (4) (“locality” ) were dropped, 
could still a result like Theorem 2.1 be proved, with a “generating function” 
not necessarily of a sum form as in (2.5). Even if w ithout axiom (2) or (4) 
a meaningful result could not be obtained in general, this might become
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possible when imposing some other intuitively attractive postulates, such as 
invariance and/or transitivity.
The author intends to return to some of these questions elsewhere.
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A NOTE ON LOCAL AND GLOBAL FUNCTIONS OF A 
WIENER PROCESS AND SOME RÉNYI-TYPE STATISTICS
M IKLÓS C SÖ R G Ő 1, QI-M AN SH AO 2 and BA R B A R A  SZYSZKOW ICZ3
We give an im proved single characterization for a class of local and global functions 
of a standard Brownian m otion starting at zero. We also detail an application to  
R ényi-type statistics.
1. Introduction and review of results
Here we give some definitions and discuss a few known, as well as new results.
A function q defined on (0,1] will be called positive if inf$<4<i q(s) > 0 
for all 0 < 8 < 1.
Let Q be the class of those positive functions on (0,1] which are non­
decreasing in a neighbourhood of zero.
Given a standard Wiener process (W (t) , t > 0} and a function q E Q, 
by B lum enthal’s 0-1 (cf. Ito and McKean [14]) or by the direct 0 - 1  law for 
Brownian motion as in Doob [12], we have
(1.1) P{lim sup IW (i) l/? (0  < °°} =  0 or 1.
no
The class of functions q € Q for which the latter probability is 1 was 
called the Erdős-Feller-Kolmogorov-Petrovski (EFKP) upper-class of W  in
M. Csörgő, S. Csörgő, Horváth and Mason [8]. Here we will call these 
functions simply local (t [ 0) functions of W . This is due to one of the 
aims of this paper, which is to discuss the la tter functions of W , as well as 
their global (f —> oo) duals, in terms of the classical definitions of upper and 
lower-classes of W .
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Given a function r €  Q, by BlumenthaPs 0-1 law we have P { |W (í)| < 
r ( í) , í  j  0} =  0 or 1; r is said to  belong to the local upper-class if this 
probability is 1 and to  the local lower-class otherwise.
We note in passing that excluding from Q all positive functions which 
are not nondecreasing near zero, i.e. the decreasing ones, constitutes no loss 
of generality in the above definitions and statements when t j  0, since we 
s ta r t W  a t zero w ith probability one.
As in Ito and McKean ([14], p. 33), Kolmogorov’s test states th a t i f  r 
is a positive function in C (0 ,1], non-decreasing near zero and i / r ( t ) / i 1/ 2 is 
non-increasing for small t > 0, then r belongs to the local upper or to the 
local lower-class according as
f  t~s^ r ( t ) e x p (  — r2(t)/(2t))dt
Jo
converges or diverges.
In agreement w ith our just mentioned convention, a function q & Q  will 
be called a local function of a standard Wiener process (W (i) , t > 0} i f
(1.2) lim sup \W(t)\/q(t) < oo a.s.
tio
An application of BlumenthaPs 0-1 law shows th a t (1.2) holds true if and 
only if there exists a constant 0 < ß  < oo such tha t
(1.3) limsup |W (t)|/g (f) =  ß  a.s.
no
i.e., a positive function q on (0,1] which is non-decreasing in a neighbourhood 
of zero, is a local function of a standard Brownian motion starting at zero if  
and only if  (1.3) obtains.
A local function will be called a Chibisov-O’Reilly local function i f  ß  =  0 
in (1.3).
The statem ent (1.3) with ß  > 0 is equivalent to saying tha t for any e > 0
we have
(1.3a) P { \W ( t ) \< ( ß  + e ) q ( t ) , t i  0} =  1
and
(1.3b) P { \W ( t ) \< ( ß - e ) q ( t ) ,  i i  0} =  0,
i.e., q G Q is a local function for W  i f  and only i f  (ß  + e)q belongs to its local 
upper-class and (ß  — e)q belongs to its local lower-class.
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We introduce the following integrals:
(1.4) E 0(q,c) : = [  t~3^ q ( t ) e \ p { - c t ~ 1q2(t))dt
Jo
and
(1.5) Io(q,c) := f  t~ l e x p e c t -1 q2(t))dt
Jo
w ith some constant 0 < c < oo.
The integral Eo(q,c) appeared in the works of Kolmogorov, Petrovski, 
Erdos and Feller. For details we refer to Itő and McKean ([14], Section 1.8).
The integral Io(q,c) appeared in the works of Chibisov [3] and O ’Reilly
[21].
For further comments on these two integrals, as well as for the proof of 
the next three theorems we refer to [8]. We have (cf. Proposition 3.1, and 
Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, respectively, of [8]):
THEOREM A. (i) Whenever the integral Io(q,c) < oo for q G Q, then 
Eo(q, c +  e) < oo for every e > 0 and ,(!)/!■/* —* oo as t I 0.
(ii) Whenever Eo[q,c) < oo and q ( t ) / t l l 2 —► oo as t [ 0 for q E Q, then 
I0(q,c) < oo.
THEOREM B. A function q £  Q is a local function of a standard Wiener  
process starting at zero i f  and only i f  the integral Io(q,c) < oo for some c > 0 
or, equivalently, i f  and only i f  the integral Eo(q,c) < oo for some c > 0 and 
limtio <7(0/il/2 -  oo.
THEOREM C. A function q £ Q is a Chibisov-O’Reilly local function  i f  
and only i f  the integral Io(q,c) < oo for all c > 0 or, equivalently, i f  and only 
i f  the integral Eo(q,c) < oo for all c > 0 and \\m t[oq{i)/t l l 2 =  oo.
By making the connection between the two integrals, Theorem A enabled 
the authors of [8] to prove Theorem B and C, which amount to saying th a t 
there can be only one characterization of local functions.
We note tha t in O’Reilly [21], as well as in [8], a Chibisov-O’Reilly local 
function q on (0,1) is defined by requiring q(t) and g(l — t) to be Chibisov- 
O ’Reilly local functions on (0,1/2], The definition of a local function is 
extended to (0,1) in a similar way in [8]. This convention in the la tter paper 
is only for the sake of enabling ourselves to talk about local functions of a 
Brownian bridge as well.
While proving Theorem B (cf. Proof of Theorem 3.3 of [8]), [8] actually 
established more than  what the second part of the latter theorem claims. 
Namely they proved also
THEOREM D. Let q €  Q, andW(-) be a standard Wiener process starting 
at zero. Then Io(q,c) < oo implies
(1.6) lim sup |W (t)l/?(0  < (2c)1/ 2 a.s.,
n  o
and i f  (1.3) holds true for some 0 < ß  < oo, then Io(q,c) < oo for any 
c > 8ß2.
Hence [8] conjectured tha t (1.3) holding true for some ß  > 0 should 
imply Io(q,c) < oo for any c > ß 2/2, for then the la tter combined with (1.6) 
and Theorem A would amount to saying th a t when testing for (1.3a) and 
(1.3b), the assumptions inherited from the classical EFKP local upper-lower 
functions integral test th a t q be continuous, and be such tha t q{t) / t1!2 is 
non-increasing for small t > 0, could be dropped.
We prove in our Section 2 here tha t this conjecture is true. Namely we 
have
THEOREM l . l .  Let q G Q, and W(-) be a standard Wiener process start-
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ing at zero. Then (1.3) holds true with some ß > 0 if  and only if
(17) Io[q,c) < oo for any c > ß 2/2
and
(1.8) I0{q,c) = oo for any c < ß 2/2,
or, equivalently, i f  and only if
(1.9) E 0{q, c) < oo fo r any c > ß 2/2.
(1.10) E 0{q, c) = oo fo r any c < ß 2/2,
while limtjo q{t)/tl f2 =  oo.
A nother, somewhat more convenient version of Theorem 1.1 reads as 
follows.
THEOREM 1.1*. Let q £  Q and W (•) be a standard Wiener process start­
ing at zero. Then with some c > 0 we have
(1.11) lim sup |W (i)|/g(t) =  (2c)1/2 a.s.
no
i f  and only if for any e > 0 we have Io{q,c + e) < oo and Io[q,c — e) =  oo 
or, equivalently, i f  and only if Eo[q, c +  e) < oo and Eo(q, c — e) = oo with 
limt|o q{ t) / t l l 2 =  oo.
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Consequently, requiring only that q E Q, with e > 0 we conclude that 
((2c)1/ 2 +  e)<7 belongs to the local upper-class (resp. ((2c)1/ 2 — e)q belongs to 
the local lower-class) fo r W  if and only i f  Io(q,c-\-e) < oo (resp. Io(q,c — e) =  
oo) or, equivalently, if  and only i f  Eo(q,c + e ) < oo (resp. Eo(q,c — e) = oo) 
with limt|o qr(i)/ i 1/2 =  oo.
REMARKS. Theorem B constitutes a test for the two statements in (1.1) 
by saying tha t with q E Q
(1.12) P { lim su p \W (i)|/g (t) < oo} =  1,
no
i.e. q E Q is a local function of W , if and only if there is a c > 0 such th a t 
Io{q,c) < oo (or, Eo(q,c) < oo and \\mt[Qq{t)/tl l 2 =  oo), while we have
(1.13) P { lim su p \W(t)\/q(t) < oo} =  0,
no
i.e. q E Q is not a local function of W, if and only if Io(q,c) = oo (or 
Eo[q,c) = oo) for all c > 0.
Theorem C is an extension of O ’Reilly’s [21] Proposition 2.1 for possibly 
discontinuous functions in Q.
Naturally, if with q E Q we have
(1.14) P { \W (t ) \< q ( t) ,  U 0 }  =  1,
then we have also (1.12), i.e. all EFKP local upper-class functions q E Q 
of W  are local functions of W  and hence, for any local upper-class function 
q E Q of W  there is a c > 0 such tha t Io{q,c) < oo (or, Eo(q,c) < oo 
and lim*jo ^(OA1' 2 =  °°)- Conversely, however, we can only conclude (cf. 
Theorem B) tha t q E Q is a local function of W , i.e. th a t we have (1.12) 
but not necessarily also (1.14) at the same time. Thus, such a q E Q may 
not be an EFKP local upper-class function of W . If it is, however, then it 
does not have to be in C (0 ,1], nor does it have to be such tha t ^(i)/*1/ 2 is 
non-decreasing for small t > 0, as required by the classical EFKP test as 
quoted above from Itő and McKean [14]. What Theorem 1.1 achieves is to 
test for (/? +  e)q(t) E Q, respectively for (ß — e)q(t) E Q, with e > 0 and ß  
as in (1.3), being a local upper-class, respectively local lower-class function 
of W ,  i.e. that q E Q is a local function of W , without requiring the jus t  
mentioned continuity and monotonicity assumptions of the classical E F K P  
test. W hether such a test is feasible along the lines of Theorem 1.1 also for
( 1 .1 5 ) P{|W(i)|  <?(*),  t | 0 }  =  0 o r l ,
assuming only tha t q € Q, remains an open question. In the light of Theorem
1.1 one should like to  believe tha t the answer to this question is in the 
affirm ative.
In Section 3 we translate these local (t j  0) form results to  their global 
(t —> oo) forms and obtain a single characterization for bo th  of these forms.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1.
F irst we show th a t (1.3) implies (1.7). From the second part of Theorem D 
we find  that it suffices to show tha t (1.3) implies (1.7) when ß  > 0. For 
a rb itrary  but fixed c > ß 2/2, let e > 0 be such that
(2.1) ( l +  e ) V 7 ( 2 ( l  - e ) ) < c .
We have
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P { W (t) > q(t)( 1 +  e)ß for some t in (0,6]}
> P{W (b)  > (1 +  e)ßq(b)} = 1 -  $((1 +  e)ßq(b)b~1/ 2),
where <!>(•) is the unit-normal distribution function. The left-hand side of 
the la tte r  inequality tends to zero as 6 j  0 by (1.3). Hence we have
(2.2) l im ,( i ) / ( ‘/ ! =  oo
for any local function q of W . Let us assume that 6 is so small tha t we have
(2.3) P {  sup \W(t)\/q(t) < (1 +  e)ß} > 1/2,
0<t<b
and th a t q is non-decreasing on (0,6], We introduce the following notations:
bi,k = 6eJ (1 +  e)k, j  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  k = 0 , l , . . . , k o, 
k0 -  1 + [log (l/e )/log (l +  e)].
T hen, for each 0 < k < ko
P{|W (i)| > (1 +  e)ßq(t) for some t in (0,6]}
> P  { > (1 + £)*(»«))I
N - 1
> Ijm Y ,  P{\W (bjlk)\ > ( l  + e)ßq(bitk) and 
_*°0 j =2
(2.4)
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|W(&i,k)| < (1 H- for all j  < i  < N }
Jim £  / • • • /  P {\W (b jik) - W ( b j+lik) +  x j+1\
7=2 |*.-|<(l+*)/3i(6,-,t) 
j  <i<N
> (1 + e)ßq{bjtk)}dP {W {b itk) < x t = J + 1,. . . ,  N } ,
where the last equality holds because W(bj ik) — W(bj + !_*) is independent of 
{ W( b iilc), j  < i  < N }.  Noting tha t 1 — (3>(a +  x) — $ (  — a +  i) )  as a function 
of x  w ith a > 0 has minimal value at x =  0, we obtain
(2.5)
P {\W (b jtk) -  W (bj+i |Jfc) + xj+1\ > (1 + *)ßq{bjtk)}
> P { \W (b j<k) -  W (b i+l,k)I > (1 + e)ßq(bjtk)}
= 2(1 -  *((1 + e)ßq(bjtk)/(bjik -  bj+1,*)1/2))
>  (  (6i | t  -  bi+lik)'/* _  f  (6i|fc -  bjtky/> y \




2(6;,* -  fry+i.t) /
( l ± i ) W M )
2(t ;,* ~ bj+i,k) )  ’
where the first before the last inequality is the well known lower estimation 
of the function 1 — $(•) (cf., e.g, Feller [13], p. 175), while the last one is 
obtained via (2.2) by taking b small enough, after adding and subtracting the 
exponent of the exponential function of the last inequality to the exponent of 
the exponential function in the first before the last inequality. Consequently, 
from (2.4), (2.5) and (2.3) we get
P{ |W (i)| > (1 +  e)ßq(t) for some t in (0,6]}
(1 +  « ) W  (bjlk)'
( 2 .6 )
N - 1
> ^ im  £  « p  ( -
3 =2 2{b3,k ~ bj+l,k) J
xP{|Py(6,iJt)| < { l  + e)ßq{bi,k) for ally  < . < N }
> 1^  £e,pf-<1 + e>Wfe,A
3=2 2M  I “ «)
X P ^ h m <i < (! + £)/?)0<bi'k<bi}ko
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>
N  — l
lim 2  exP N —>oo .—íj= 2
(  (1 +  £) W {bjik) \
{  2bjik( l - e )  )





í =2 V %*(* ~ £) )
> í
2 log(l +  e)
í 1 exp
^ 2(1 - « ) <  ^
> í 1 exp( — cq2(t)/t)dt,
where in the last inequality we made use of (2.1). On summing now in k, 
from  0 to  ko, on both sides of (2.6) we obtain
ko +  1 > t 1 exp (~cq2(t) / t)d t
± rj=2Jb>’°




t 1 exp(—cqi (t)/t)dt,
which, in turn, implies th a t Io(q,c) < oo for any c > ß 2/2.
Assuming (1.3), by (1.6) we conclude also (1.8), and using now Theorem 
A, we obtain (1.9) and (1.10) as well. From here the converse direction is 
obvious, and hence the proof of Theorem 1.1 is now complete.
3. Global forms of local functions
In th is  section we show th a t global functions for a standard Brownian mo­
tion are equivalent to local functions, and give a single test for these under 
conditions which are duals of those of Theorem 1.1.
A function h defined on [1, oo) will be called positive if in fi< i< i/i h{t) > 0 
for all 0 < 6 < 1.
Let M be the class o f those positive functions h on [l,oo) for which h{t)/t  
is non-increasing in a neighbourhood of infinity.
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REMARK 3.1. If q G Q then q ( l/ t)  is well defined for t G [l,oo), positive 
and non-increasing in t as t —* oo. Hence tq (l / t)  G R .
Given a standard Wiener process (W (t) , t > 0} and a function h G H, 
by the 0-1 law as earlier, we have that
(3.1) P{lim sup IW (i)|//i(i) < °°} =  0 or 1.
t—>00
The functions h £  H for which the latter probability is 1 will be called 
global (t —► oo) functions o f W , i.e. if for h G we have
(3.2) lim sup |W (t)|//i(i) < oo a.s.,
t—+oo
then h is said to belong to the la tter class.
Applying again 0-1 law for Brownian motion, we have (3.2) i f  and only 
i f  there exists a constant 0 < 7 < oo such that
(3.3) lim sup |W (i)|/h (i) =  7 a.s.
(—►00
Those global functions of W for which we have 7  =  0 in (3.3) will be 
called Chibisov-0’Reilly global functions.
Using the time-inversion property of the Wiener process, namely tha t 
t > 0} being a standard Wiener process implies that
W'(t) tW (1/f), t > 0,
0, t = 0,
is again a standard Wiener process, we get
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let q G Q. Then q is a local function if  and only if  
tq { \ / t)  is a global function of a standard Wiener process. Also, q G Q is a 
Chibisov-0’Reilly local function if  and only if tq ( l / t )  is a Chibisov-0’Reilly 
global function.
OBSERVATION. Obviously, h G U being a global function of W  is equiv­
alent to saying that th ( l / t )  is a local function for W .
REMARK 3.2. We noted tha t for q G Q which is a local function of 
{W  (t), t > 0}, the fact th a t for some 0 < ß < oo we have
lim sup IW(t)\/q{t) =  ß  a.s.
<10
implies not only that t q ( l / t )  is a global function for W  but also tha t 
l im s u p \W (i)\/[tq(\/t))  =  ß  a.s.
t —*oo
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The most well-known example of a local function is 
q(t) =  (2 ilog log (l/f))1/2.
The famous Khinchin [15] local law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) states 
limsup |lV (í) |/(2 ílo g lo g (l/í))1/ 2 =  1 a.s.
no
Combining Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.2 we obtain th a t tq ( l / t ) ,  namely 
(21 log lo g t)1/2, is a global function and hence
lim su p \W(t)\/[2t log log i ) 1/ 2 =  1 a.s.
t—*oo
The la tte r is known as K hinchin’s global LIL (cf. also Levy [17], [18], and, 
for fu rther considerations along these lines, Révész [23] and Bingham [1]).
O ur Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.2 amount to saying th a t the duality 
of K hinchin’s laws is valid in a more general context for standard  Brownian 
m otion starting at zero.
Since any global function can be viewed as a simple transformation of 
a local function, the characterization of local functions of W  as given in 
Theorem s B and C is the characterization of global functions as well. Namely 
we have
COROLLARY 3.1. A function tq (l/t) ,  where q E Q, is a global function 
of a standard Wiener process i f  and only i f  the integral Io(q,c) < oo for some 
c > 0 or, equivalently, i f  and only if the integral Eo(q,c) < oo for some c > 0 
an d lim tj0 ? (i) /il/2 =  oo.
COROLLARY 3.2. A function tq[\/i) , where q €  Q, is a Chibisov-O’Reilly 
global function if and only i f  the integral Io(q,c) < oo for all c > 0 or, 
equivalently, if  and only i f  the integral Eo(q,c) < oo for all c > 0 and 
lim t| 0 ? (* )/i1/2 = oo.
In term s of a function h(t) — tq ( l / t) ,  q G Q, the integrals Eo{q,c) and 
Io(q,c) will be transformed into
E0 t 3/ 2h(t) exp( — ct xh2{t))dt(3.4)
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and
(3.5) exp (—ct 1h2(t))dt
respectively.
Consequently, corresponding to Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2, we have the fol­
lowing equivalent ways of characterizing global functions.
COROLLARY 3.1*. A function h E H is a global function for W i f  and 
only i f  the integral M M  < oo for some c > 0 or, equivalently, i f  and only 
if, the integral Eoo(h,c) < oo for some c > 0 and ítm i_>0OA (í)/í1/ 2 =  oo.
COROLLARY 3.2*. A function h E M is a Chibisov-O’Reilly global func­
tion for W i f and only if the integral Ioo{h,c) < oo for all c > 0 or, 
equivalently, i f  and only if, the integral Eoo(h,c) < oo for all c > 0 and 
limt-,00 h( t ) / t l l 2 =  oo.
Given a function r €  1/, by the 0 —1 law as earlier, we have P { |f7 (t) | < 
r(t) , t "I" oo} =  0 or 1, and we will say tha t r belongs to the global upper-class 
if th is probability is 1 and to the global lower-class otherwise.
We note in passing tha t Remark 3.2 also implies th a t any global upper 
(resp. lower) class function h E H can be transformed into a local upper 
(resp. lower) class function and vice versa.
Since, for q E Q,
limsup |W(i)|/gi(i) =  ß  a.s. 
ijO
is equivalent to
limsup |W (i)|/(i<7(l/t)) =  ß  a.s.,
t —*oo
Theorem 1.1 translates into
THEOREM 3.1. Let q E Q. Then we have
limsup |W (t) |/( ig (l/t))  =  ß a.s.
t —>oo
for some 0 < ß  < oo i f  and only i f  (1.7) and (1.8) hold true, or equivalently, 
i f  and only if  (1.9) and (1.10) hold true.
Theorem 1.1* has the following translated form.
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THEOREM 3.1*. Let q €  Q. Then with some c > 0 we have 
lim sup IVV (i) 1/(£g( 1 /i) )  =  (2c)1/2 a.s.,
t—+oo
i.e. ((2c)1/ 2 +  e)(i^( 1 /i)) belongs to the global upper-class (resp. ((2c)1/ 2 —
e) ( tq ( l / t ) )  belongs to the global lower-class) for W , i f  and only if, for any 
e > 0 we have Io(q,c-{-e) < oo (resp. Io(q,c—e) =  oo) or, equivalently, i f  and 
only i f  Eo(q,c +  e) < oo (resp. Eo(q, c — e) =  oo) with limt|o q{t)/ t l l2 =  °o.
In terms of h{t) — tq{\ / t ) ,  q €  Q, these theorems read as follows.
THEOREM 3.2. Let h e  M. Then
limsup |W (i)|//i(i) =  ß a.s. 
t—*oo
i f  and only if
I<x>(h,c) < oo fo r  any c > ß 2/2
and
Ioo{h,c) = oo
or, equivalently, i f  and only if
fo r  any c < ß 2/2
Eoo{h,c) < oo fo r  any c > ß*/2,
Eoo{h,c) = oo fo r  any c < ß 2/2
and limt_oo /i(i)/ f1/ 2 =  oo.
THEOREM 3.3. Let h e  M. Then with c > 0 we have 
lim su p \W {t)\/h(t) =  (2c)1/2 a.s.,
t —*oo
i.e. for any e > 0, ((2c)1/ 2 +  e)h{t) belongs to the global upper-class (resp. 
((2c)1/ 2 -  e)h(t) belongs to the global lower-class) for W  i f  and only i f  for 
any e > 0 we have I ^ i k jC  +  e) < oo (resp. Ioo[h,c — e) =  ooj or, equiv­
alently, i f  and only i f  Eoo(h,c +  e) < oo (resp. E ^ h ,  c — e) =  oo) with 
limt-,00 h( t ) / t1/ 2 =  oo.
We note th a t Remarks of Section 1 can be repeated also here, relating 
now our notion of global functions to tha t of the classical EFKP global 
upper-class and lower-class functions of a Wiener process.
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Sometimes it is more convenient (cf., e.g., Révész [23]) to talk about 
upper and lower functions for the process { W ( t ) f t1/ 2, t > 0} where W  is a 
standard Wiener process starting from zero with probability one.
Let §  be the c la s s  o f  th o s e  p o s i t i v e  f u n c t i o n s  on (0,1] w h ic h  a r e  s u c h  
t h a t  t x12g[ft) i s  n o n - d e c r e a s i n g  n e a r  z e r o ,  i.e. t l l 2g { t )  E  Q.
Let 7  be the class of those positive functions on [l,oo) which are s u c h  that 
/ ( i j / t 1/ 2 is non-increasing in a neighbourhood of infinity, i.e. t l !2f { t )  E  M.
Introducing exactly the same way as before the notions of global and local 
functions for the process { W (£)/i 1/2, t > 0}, as well as those of EFKP global 
(resp. local) upper and lower-classes, we arrive at the following conclusions.
REM ARK 3.3. If g E  Q then <?(l/t) is well defined for t E  [l,oo) and 
g { \ / t ) / t l l2 is non-increasing in a neighbourhood of zero, and hence g ( l / t )  E
7.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let g E £.  Theng is a local function for {W (t) f t 1!2, 
t > 0} if and only if  g{l/ t )  is a global function for the same process.
The first example one should have in mind is g(t) = (21og log(l/i))1/ 2, 
which is a local function for W  (t) f t 1!2, and hence g ( l / t )  = (2 log log t ) 1/ 2 is 
a global function for the same process.
Exactly the same way as before, we have a single characterization for all 
these functions of W ( t ) / t */2. We introduce the following integrals:
~Ío{g,c) = [  t~ l exp ( -cg2(t))dt,
Eo{g,c) = f  t~1g( t)exp(-cg2(t))dt,
Jo
/OO r 1 exp ( ~ c f 2(t))dt,
/OO t~ 1f ( t ) e x p [ - c f 2{t))dt.
T H E O R E M  3.4. For local and global functions of the process {W { t ) / t 1/ 2, 
i >  0} we have the following characterizations.
(i) Let g E  $ .  A function g(t) is a local function and g ( l / t )  is a global 
function if  and only if Io(g,c) < oo for some c > 0 or, equivalently, i f  
and only i f  Eo(g,c) < oo for some c > 0 and lim^oS1^ )  =  oo.
(ii) Let f  E  7.  A function f ( t )  is a global function and f ( l / t )  is a local 
function i f  and only if  /«>( / ,c )  < oo for some c > 0 or, equivalently, 
i f  and only i f  £ ’00(/,c )  < oo for some c > 0 and limf_,oo f ( t )  = oo.
(iii) Let g €. 5■ A function g(t) is a Chibisov-O ’Reilly local function and 
g ( l / t )  is a Chibisov-O’Reilly global function i f  and only i f  Io(g,c) < 
oo for all c > 0 or, equivalently, Eo{g,c) < oo for all c > 0 and 
limtjo g(t) = oo.
(iv) Let f  € 7.  A function f( t )  is a Chibisov-O’Reilly global function and 
/ (1 /f )  is a Chibisov-O’Reilly local function if and only i f  foo(/>c) < 
oo for all c > 0 or, equivalently, i?oo(/>c) < oo for all c > 0 and
limt-,00 /(f)  — 00.
For the process { W ( f ) /f1/ 2, t > 0} Theorems 1.1*, 3.1* and 3.3 read as 
follows.
T h e o r e m  3 . 5 .
(i) Let g €  Q. Then for some c > 0 we have
n™őup =  (2e)I/2
i.e. for any e > 0, ((2c)1/2 +  e)g(t) is a local upper-class function and 
((2c)1'* -  > M ‘) is a local lower-class function, and
li!n.s“ p ii7 M V ij =  (2c),/! o s "
i.e. for any e > 0, ((2c)1/ 2 ~he)g(l/t) is a global upper-class function and 
((2c)1/ 2 — e)g[l/ t)  is a global lower-class function, i f  and only if, for any 
e > 0 we have Io(g,c  +  e) < oo and Io{g,c -  e) =  oo or, equivalently, 
Eo (g, c +  e) < oo and Eo(g,c -  e) = oo with limj|off(i) =  oo.
(ii) Let f  E 7.  Then for some c > 0 we have
n ™ » p ^ m  =  (2c)1/! o s "
i.e. for any e > 0, ((2c)1/ 2 +  e)f( t) is a global upper-class function and 
((2c)1/ 2 — e)f( t )  is a global lower-class function, and
“ T o “p m m  = (2c)1/! ° '8"
i.e. for any e > 0, ((2c)1/ 2 +  e ) / ( l / i )  is a local upper-class function and 
((2c)VJ -  , ) / ( l / t )  is a local lower-class function, i f  and only if, for any 
e > 0 we have I 00( f , c  + e) < oo and Ioo{f,c — e) =  oo or, equivalently, 
Eoo( / ,c  +  e) < oo and Eoo(f,c -  e) =  oo with lim ^oo /( f )  =  oo.
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4. A pplications to R ényi-type s ta tis tic s
Let U\, U2 , . . .  be independent uniform-(0,1) random variables and, based on 
the first n > 1 of these random variables, we define the uniform empirical 
process a n by
a n(s) := n 1/2(En(s) -  s), 0 < s < 1,
where E n is the uniform empirical distribution function, i.e. with 1{A} being 
the indicator function of the set A, En(s) := 1{^«' < «}• Rényi
[22] studied the asymptotic behaviour of statistics like
sup a n(s ) /s  and sup a „ ( s ) / ( l  —s),
a<5<l 0<a<6
as well as tha t of their two-sided versions. His idea of introducing these 
modifications of the classical Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics was to make 
them  more sensitive to detecting deviations on the tails from a hypothesized 
distribution.
We quote here Theorem 2.8 of Csáki [2], where he proves several further 
results, which were also inspired by Rényi [22],
THEOREM E. Let an be any sequence of positive constants such that, as 
n —* oo,
(4.1) an —♦ 0 and nan —» oo.
Then, as n —► oo,
(4.2) (  Q- - - )  sup a n( s ) / s - ^  sup W(t)
\ 1  -  an )  an<»<l o<t<i
a m i
(4-3) ( . ° n )  sup |a n( s ) |/s -^  sup |W (t)|,
\ l - a n /  o„<»<i 0<K1
where W is a standard Wiener process.
In the special case when an — a, a positive constant, then (4.2) and (4.3) 
are due to Rényi [22], [See also M. Csörgő [4] and page 165 of M. Csörgő 
and Révész [11].] A slight generalization of Theorem E, requiring only th a t, 
instead of an —* 0, we have 0 < an < a, for all large enough n for some 
0 < a < 1, is Theorem 4.5.1 of [8]. For further results along these lines we 
refer to Mason [19], M. Csörgő and Mason [9], and M. Csörgő and H orváth
[7]. Here we prove the following weighted version of Theorem E.
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THEOREM 4.1. Let an be a sequence of positive constants as in (4.1). Let 
q e  Q be a Chibisov-O’Reilly local function of a standard Wiener process. 
Then, as n —+ oo, we have
(4.4) ^  sup W(t) /q(t )  
0<t<l
and
(4.5) (  °n





1 -  an
^  sup \W(t)\ /q(t).  
0<t<l
Also, i f  an of (4.1) is decreasing in n — 1 ,2 , . . . ,  then (4.4) and (4.5) hold 
true for any local function q € Q of a standard Wiener process.
T he right-sided versions of (4.4) and (4.5) for
a„(s) j  j ( l  -  s)q rb)}
can be easily formulated. Similar results hold true for the uniform quantile 
process, as well as for general quantile process under further conditions on 
its  underlying distribution function like in M. Csörgő and Révész [10], and 
M. Csörgő and H orváth [7],
As an example for Theorem 4.1, with the local function
q(t) =  (ilo g lo g (l/f))1/2 £ Q
we have
SUp |«n(s) |  / ( « ( l  — s ) l o g l o g ^ — ^ 4 )
On<*<l-an /  '  an ( l  s ) /
-b sup |W (t)| /  ( t  log log M  
0<t<l /  \  t /
For the sake of proving Theorem 4.1 we first state some known results.
LEMMA A. We can define a sequence of Brownian bridges (R n(s), 0 < 
s < 1} such that, as n —* oo,
(4.6)
]an(s) -  B n(s)j 
0<i<! (S( l - 5 ) ) 1 / 2-
Í O p [ n  1/ 2 logn), i f  v  = \ / 2  
lO p in - " ) ,  i f  0 < v < 1/2,
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and
(4.7)
|an(s) -  B n(s)I 
A/n<S,<?-A/n (-(1 “  s))1/2' "
=  O p ( n - ) ,
for all A > 0.
i f  0 < v  < 1/2,
The statem ent 9f (4.6) is Lemma 7 in M. Csörgő and Horváth [6]. In the 
case of i/ =  1/2, this result follows from Komlós, Major and Tusnády [16]. 
For 0 < v < 1 /4 , (4.7) is by the [8] inequality, and a new direct proof in 
this case is given by M. Csörgő and Horváth [5], Mason and van Zwet [20] 
established (4.7) for 0 < v < 1/2 (cf. also Remark 2.1 in [8]). We note also 
th a t the [16] inequality gives (4.7) immediately with O p(n~l/ log n), 0 < v < 
1/ 2 .




|a n(s) -  £„(<01
(4.8)
a „ < « < l - q »  c q  í  ü n  1 ___
\1 ~  a„  S J
/  /  an \ 1/2 _ |a„(s) -  £„(s) |
- V I  - a j  a„<Uf<5 ^  «n l - « \
( r ^ t )+
+
1/2 la n(s) -  £ „ (s ) |sup —----—  — -
><><1-6 sq f . . an
\  1 -  a„ s J
Í  V /2 su la n(a) ~ £n(^)|
\1 — a n /  l - 6 < i < l - a „  ( a n {  1 — s ) \
8q \ s ( l  -  a„) J
=  /i(n )  +  / 2(n) +  h{n) .
Let n be so large, and hence a„ so small, tha t q(-) is already non-decreasing. 
Then
1 _________ 1_________
Í< í< l-Í  / Qn(l ~ g)\  ~  g (  a”S \
9 \ s ( l - a „ ) J  \ ( 1  -  5)(1 -  a„)J
Consequently, by (4.6) and (2.2), as n —> oo we obtain
q { ( l - S ) ( l - a n)J
(4.9) J2(r
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=  O p(n  1/ 2 log n )o (l).
Next, with 0 < v  < 1/2, we have
|a„(s)  -  B „(s ) |  / an(l -  s ) X 1/2
Vs(l -  anI i(n)  =  sup — , >
- « ' M i - . ) ) * / > ,  ( $ ^ j )
^ /I c\ —1/2 -®n(s)|
<  (1 -  s ) '  su p  l i - z —  SUP
) J
n{1
Í1 - O n ) J
( On(l__s)X ^
W  -  '
: < r<6  m i * - »  .;< r < *  g / m i - * ) x
On) /
(4.10) < (1 -  S ) - xl ia - vOP{ n ->') sup




V«(l-a») S 1 K E
=  0 p ( (n a „ )_1/)0 ( l)  =  o p (l) ,
f i / 2 t 1/ 2
sup
X
on account of (4.1), (4.6) and (2.2).
We have also
T < n\ <• „ „ r ,  la " ( s )  ~  B n ( s )
l - i < 4 < l - a „  ( « ( I  -  S ) ) 1 / 2
(4.11) =  O p (l)o ( l)  =  op(l),
sup
( l - a „ )  (1
by (4.7) and (2.2).
A combination of (4.8), (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) yields
(4.12) ( - ^ - Y ' ’ sup
\1  — a n J  a n < i < l - a „  ( a n ( l  s )
q \ s ( l  -  an)
=  o p (l) , n -* oo.
We note th a t, by Doob’s transformation (cf., e.g., (1.4.5) in M. Csörgő 
and Révész [11]), we have for each n =  1 ,2 ,. . .
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° n} ’
and, therefore, for each n =  1 ,2 , . . .
(  an \ 1/2 Bn(s) p , i , i aM ~ 8) \sup I -------- I ---------  =  sup W  I —--------— I
<j„ V 1 ~ anJ S 0„<i<l-On \ ( l  — an )s /
(4.13)
sup ÍV (t) .
(ä ) ^
Hence, in order to  obtain (4.4) and (4.5), by (4.12) and (4.13) it suffices to 
show th a t we have
(4.14) sup W{t)/q(t)  sup W{t)/q(t)
t e ) ’<‘<!
and
(4.15) sup \W{t)\/q{t)^> sup \W(t)\/q(t).  
í  a V  0<t<l
( ä ) ^{<1
Now if q E Q is a Chibisov-O’Reilly local function of W  then (4.14) and
(4.15) are immediate, for in the la tter case we have by definition
(4.16) lim sup \W{t)\/q{t) = ' 0.
o < t <
On the other hand, if q 6  Q is a local function of W , then, on assuming 
th a t an of (4.1) is decreasing in n =  1 ,2 ,. . .  to zero, the proofs of (4.14) and
(4.15) can be easily established along the lines of the proof of Lemma 4.2.2 
of [8],
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Abstract
We present the functional form of the Erdős-Rényi “ new law of large num bers” .
1. Introduction
Let X , X i , X 2 , . . .  be a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
random variables. Let <j>(t) =  £(exp(tA )) be the moment-generating func­
tion of X ,  and let to =  sup{f : cf>(t) < oo} and t\ =  inf{t : <f>(t) < oo}. We 
will assume, at times, tha t the following conditions hold:
(A l) E ( X )  = : n G (—oo, oo);
(A2) X  is nondegenerate, i.e. P ( X  =  x) < 1 for all x;
(A3) t0 > 0;
(A4) t \  < 0;
(A5) Var(X) =: <r2 6 [0,oo).
Note for further use that (A3)-(A4) => (Al)-(A5). On the other hand, 
(A3) (resp. (A4)) alone is not sufficient to ensure (A l) or (A5).
Denote by So =  0 and Sn = X i  -f • • • +  X n for n > 1 the partial sums of 
X i , . . .  , X n and set S(t)  =  5[t] for t > 0, where [i] < t < [í] +  1 denotes the 
integer part of t. In this paper, we are concerned w ith the limiting behavior 
as T  —y oo of the standardized increment functions, defined for x > 0 by
(1.1) Vx,t {s ) = a ^ 1(S(x  +  sä?) — -S(x)) for 0 < s < 1, 
where 0 < ar  < T  is a function of T  > 0. We will use the notation
(1.2) 7t  =  {Vx.T ■ 0 < x < T  -  clt},
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and assume, at times, th a t the following conditions are imposed upon 
{ar ,  T  > 0}:
(K l) ax  t  and T ~ l ax j;
(K2) a x /  log T  —► c €  (0,oo] as T  —♦ oo;
(K3) (log(T / aT) ) / log2 T  -* d E (0, oo] as T  -► oo.
Here, and in the sequel, we set log2T =  log(log(max(T, 3))). We will make 
use of the following notation. 0 (0 ,1 ) (resp. C (0 ,1)) denotes the set of 
all bounded (resp. continuous) functions on [0,1]. These spaces will be, at 
tim es, endowed with the topology U of uniform convergence on [0,1] defined 
by the  sup-norm ||/ | |  := sup0<3<1 |/ ( s ) |.  In general, we will denote by (£ , T)  
the set i , endowed with the topology T . For any S > 0 and /  G A C  .0(0, l) , 
we will set
(1 3 ) N e( f )  = { g € B ( 0 , l ) : \ \ f - g \ \ < e } ,
and
(1.4) A e =  {h G 5 (0 ,1 ) : \\h — g|| < e for some g G A} =  ( J^ N e(g).
geA
W henever (Al-2-3-4-5) and (Kl-2) hold with c =  oo, the description of 
the lim iting behavior of 7x follows from the corresponding results for the 
W iener process. Namely, the strong invariance principle for partial sums 
due to  Komlós, Major and Tusnády (1976) (see also Einmahl (1989)) shows 
the existence of a probability space on which is defined a standard  Wiener 
process {W(t) ,  t > 0} such that, under (Al-3-4-5)
(1.5) sup |5 (i) — fit — aW[i )I =  O (logT) a.s. as T  —► oo.
o <t<T
By combining (1.5) with the results of Révész (1979) and of Deheuvels 
and Révész (1991), one obtains readily the following Theorem 1.1. For the 
s tatem ent of this theorem, we need more notation. It will be convenient to 
set (under (Al-2-5))
(1.6) Xx = b ^ [ 7 x  ~ ß l )  -  {bxl {r]xj  ~ ß l )  : 0 < x < T  -  aT}, 
where I  is the identity function on [0,1], and bx := a a ^ 1^ {2[ \og{T/ ax)  +
log2 T )} 1/ 2.
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Let further, for /  €  2J(0,1),
J ( f )  — fo f 2(s)ds if /  is absolutely continuous on [0,1]
(1-7) with Lebesgue derivative /  =  d f /d s ;
J ( f )  =  oo if /  is not absolutely continuous on [0,1].
For any A > 0, consider the Strassen-type sets (see e.g. Strassen (1964) for 
A = l ) :
(1.8) S\ = { f  € C{0,1) : /(0 ) =  0 and J { f )  < A}.
Note for further use tha t S\ is a compact subset of (C(0,1),{7) (see e.g. 
Varadhan (1966) and Lemma 2.1 and Example 2.1 in Deheuvels and Mason 
(1990)).
THEOREM 1.1 . Assume that (Al-2-3-4-5) and (Kl-2-3) hold with c =
oo. Then:
1°) Whenever d = oo, for any e > 0, there exists almost surely a T (e) < 
oo such that for all T  > T(e)
(1.9) Si c  Hi c  S2e.
2°) Whenever d < oo, for any e > 0, there exists almost surely a T (e )  < 
oo such that for all T  > T(e)
(1.10) 5(_i_) C C Si*.
Moreover, we have
(1.11) lim C ^ C  S ^ J  =  1,
and for any f  €  Si, there exists almost surely a sequence T(n,  
n —► oo, such that f  € ^T(n f) f or n -
PROOF. By (1.5) and the assumptions imposed upon {aj ,  
proof of (1°) is a consequence of the results of Révész (1979), while (2°) 
follows from the results of Deheuvels and Révész (1991). □
REMARK 1.1 . Let K (•) denote a continuous functional on ( ß ( 0 ,1), U ). 
A direct application of Theorem 1.1 is that, under the assumptions of this 
theorem, we have:
f )  —r oo as 
T  > 0} the
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1°) For d — oo, almost surely
(1.12) lim { sup K (/)}  =  sup K ( / )  a.s.;
T ^ ° °  f e n T  / e s i
2°) For d < oo, almost surely
(1.13) lim inf{sup AT(/)} =  sup AT(/)
7 -° °  f e»r  f e S ^
< lim su p { su p  AT(/)}  =  sup X ( f ) ,
T  —*oo f e H r  f e S i
and
(1.14) lim { sup AT(/)}  =  sup AT( /)  in probability.
r ~ ”  /€S(JÍ,)
Typical examples of functionals AT(-) are AT( /)  =  ± / ( l ) ,  | / ( l ) | ,  
sup0<5<i ± / ( s) and suPo<a<i | / ( s)l> in which case (1.12)-( 1.13) yield well- 
known results due to Csörgő and Révész (1979, 1981) and Book and Shore 
(1978), for increments of Wiener processes (and partial sums via (1.5)).
W henever (Al-2-3) and (K2) hold w ith c < oo, the fact th a t Theorem
1.1 does not hold in general is easily deduced from Remark 1.1 and the 
famous Erdős-Rényi law of large numbers which we will now discuss. We 
refer to  Csörgő (1979), de Acosta and Kuelbs (1983), Deheuvels, Devroye 
and Lynch (1986), and Deheuvels and Devroye (1987) for general references 
and refinements of the original statement of Erdős-Rényi (1970). We will 
need the  following notation. Denote by ip(-) the so-called Chernoff function 
(see e.g. Chernoff (1952)) of X ,  defined for all -o o  < a  < oo by
(1.15) tp(ct) = sup{a:t -  log <f>(t)},
t
where the  supremum in (1.15) is evaluated over all t ’s such th a t 4>{t) < oo 
(i.e. over an interval with end-points t\ and to). It is noteworthy (see 
Lem ma 2.1 in the sequel) tha t i/>(-) is a convex function of (—00,00) onto 
[0,oo], satisfying (under either (Al-3) or (A l-4)) 1p(n) = 0. Therefore, for 
any v > 0, there exist —00 < ot~(v) < /i < a + (v) < 00, defined by
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The following theorem gives a general version of the Erdős-Rényi theorem 
for partial sums.
THEOREM 1.2 . Assume that (A l )  and (KS) hold with c < oo. Then: 
1°) Whenever (AS) (resp. (A4)) holds (i.e. to > 0 (resp. ti < 0)), we 
have, almost surely,
(1.18) lim { sup r;IiT(l)} =  a + (c)
T —OO 0<X< T -a r
(resp. lim { inf »Jz.H1)} =  oT(c)).
1 —>oo ~&t
2°) Whenever (AS) (resp. (A4)) does not hold (i.e. to =  0 (resp. t\ — 
0)), we have, almost surely,
(1.19) limsup{ sup >7z,r(l)} =  oo
T —*oo 0 < x < T —ax
(resp. lim inf{ inf Vz,t (^)} =  ~oo).
T —>oo Ov i m  — a>r
PROOF. (1.19) is due to Steinebach (1978) (see also Lynch (1983)), 
while (1.18) is the so-called “full form” of the Erdős-Rényi theorem due to 
Deheuvels and Devroye (1987) (see also Csörgő (1979)). □
REMARK 1.2. In the original statement of their “new law of large 
numbers” , Erdős and Rényi (1970) assumed that (A3-4) (and consequently 
(Al-3-4-5)) hold. Moreover, they also assumed tha t £**(c) in (1.18) is re­
stricted to vary within the set {m ( t ) := <f>'( t )  /  <f>(t) : t i  < t < to}- De­
heuvels, Devroye and Lynch (1986) showed that this condition entails th a t 
c > co :=  fo°  t m ' ( t ) d t  in the “+ ” case, and c > ci :=  / Qtl t m ' ( t ) d t  in the 
case, and characterized the distributions for which Co > 0 (resp. c\ > 0 ) .  De­
heuvels and Devroye (1987) proved tha t (1.18) holds for all c > 0. Following 
an observation of Steinebach (1978), it may be verified th a t the assumption 
(A l) th a t -o o  < p < oo may also be relaxed in Theorem 1.2.
REMARK 1.3. In the degenerate case where P ( X  =  p) =  1, we have 
t/>(a) =  oo for a  /  /j and tp(p) = 0. Thus, by (1.18)-(1.19) a ± (c) =  p. 
for all c > 0. Theorem 1.2 is then a trivial consequence of the fact th a t 
ll^z.T — 0 a s- as T  —► oo, uniformly over 0 < x < T  — ay. We will
not consider this case further and assume throughout the sequel tha t (A2) 
holds.
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REMARK 1 .4 . In view of Remark 1.1 taken with K ( / )  =  ± / ( l ) ,  and 
Theorem  1.2, we see th a t the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 is invalid for c < oo 
when X  is not normally distributed. This is essentially the solution of the 
so-called “stochastic geyser problem” proved originally by Bártfai (1966) 
(see e.g. §2.4 in Csörgő and Révész (1981), Erdős-Rényi (1970) and Grill 
(1989)).
In view of Theorem 1.1 and 1.2, it is natural to seek functional versions 
of the Erdős-Rényi Theorem 1.2. We will obtain these results in Theorems
3.1 and 3.2, stated in Section 3, and which constitute the main contributions 
of this paper. Before stating these theorems, we will need several technical 
results, concerning large deviations and functional spaces, which will be 
proved in Section 2. In Section 4, we mention briefly some applications of 
these functional laws.
We conclude this introduction by mentioning the following relevant refer­
ences on the topic of Erdős-Rényi theorems. The list is far from exhaustive, 
bu t shows evidently th a t this topic has received a continuous interest in the 
last decades. We refer to A rratia and Waterman (1989), A rratia, Gordon and 
W aterm an (1990), Book (1973), Book and Truax (1976), Csáki, Földes and 
Komlós (1987), Csörgő and Steinebach (1981), Deheuvels (1985), Deheuvels, 
Erdős, Grill and Révész (1987), Erdős and Révész (1975), Földes (1979), 
Guibas and Odlyzko (1980), Révész (1983), and the references therein.
2. Large d ev iations and m om ent-generating  functions
2 .1 . T he C hern off function
We inherit the notation of Section 1, and let t/>(•) be as in (1.15). The 
following lemma describes some useful general properties of rp(-).
LEMMA 2 .1 . Under (A l), the Chernoff function rp(-) is a (possibly in­
finite)  non-negative convex function on (-00 ,00), such that V'(m) =  0;
(2.1) lim (t/>(a)/a) =  to and lim (tp(a)/a)  — U.a —►oo "  '  a —»-0 0  v / /  /
PROOF. The case where ti =  to =  0 is trivial for then ip(a) — 0 
for all a  e  (-0 0 ,0 0 ), and (2.1) is satisfied. For t\ < to, the convexity of 
1/>(•) is straightforward since ip(-) is the supremum of the linear functions 
a  —► a t  — log<£(f), when t varies in the interval (with end-points tj and to) 
in which <f>(t) < 0 0 . If t\  — 0 (resp. to =  0), then ip(a) =  0 for all a  < /z
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(resp. a  > ß). It remains to consider the cases t i  <  0 < to and ti  < 0 < to, 
which are equivalent after the formal change of X  into —X .  Thus, all we 
need for (2.1) is to show tha t, whenever tj < 0 < to, we have
(2.1a) lim (rp(a)/a) = to-
v a —+oo
To prove (2.1a), it is convenient to set c(cc) =  l/i/>(a), or equivalently 
(2.1b) e x p ( - l /c (a ) )  =  inf{<?!.(i)e- t“} =  e x p (- tp{a)).
The study of the functional relation (2.1b) is made in Deheuvels, Devroye 
and Lynch (1986). By setting A  =  lim^t,, m(f), where m(t) =  <f>'[t)/ <f>(t), 
they show (see their §2 and Theorem 2) that, under (A l), c(a) varies between 
oo and co =  1 / / 0<0 tm'(t)dt  when a  varies between ß  and A. Moreover, if 
t*(a) is the solution of the equation m(i) =  a , then t*(a:) =  ip'(ot) and varies 
between 0 and to when a  varies between ß and A. Finally, Co =  0 except in 
the following two cases:
(i) A  < oo, to < oo, in which case ess sup X i  =  oo and co =  l/(A to  — 
log i(io ));
(ii) A < oo, to =  oo, in wh ch case ess sup X \  = A, P ( X  = A) > 0 and 
c0 =  -1 / lo g  P ( X  =  A).
Consider the remainder case:
(iii) A — oo, in which case tp(a) — l / c (a)  varies between 0 and oo 
as a  varies between ß  and oo. Here, limQ_oo(i/i(a)/a) =  l im c - ^  ip'{a) = 
lim a_,oo t*(a) =  to, yielding (2.1a) as sought.
In case (i), 4>(to) < oo and <j>{t) =  oo for all t > to- It is readily verified 
here tha t t/>(a) =  ato — log^(to) for all a  > A, so th a t again (2.1a) holds.
Finally, in case (ii), log^(t) =  (1 +  o(l))A t as t —> oo, so th a t, by
(1.15), tp(a) =  oo for a  > A,  tp(A) = -  log P ( X  =  A). Since then 
lima_t0o(V'(a ) / Q!) =  oo and to — oo, we have (2.1a).
Combining the preceding three cases, we obtain readily the proof of (2.2). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. □
LEMMA 2 .2 . Under (A l-2), the Chernoff function tp(-) is always finite 
on a non-empty sub-interval of  (—00,00). This sub-interval has upper (resp. 
lower) end-point equal to a (resp. b) if and only i f  a — ess sup A  < 00 
(resp. b = e ss in fX  > —0 0 ), and an infinite upper (resp. lower) end-point 
otherwise.
PROOF. Excluding the trivial case where ti =  to =  0 and rp(a) =  0 
for all a,  we see tha t for ti  < to, the function m(f) =  cf>'(t)/ <f>(t) is strictly
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convex and increasing on ( i i , io) (see e.g. Deheuvels, Devroye and Lynch 
(1986)). Let, accordingly,
(2.1c) B  =  lim m(t) and A  =  lim m (i).
tj.ti <tfo
D enoting by t*(a!) the solution of m(i) =  a  for B < a  < A,  we see that
(2.Id ) ^ (a ) =  at* (a)  — log <f>(t*(a)) < oo for B < a  < A.
By (2 .Id), t/>(•) is finite on a non-empty sub-interval of (—00,00). The 
conclusion of Lemma 2.2 corresponds to the fact that, by the just-given proof 
of Lem m a 2.1, tp(a) =  00 for a > A  in case (ii), while t/»(a) < 00 for all 
a  >  n  in the other two cases. □
2.2 . Functional spaces
Let B V (0,1) denote the space of all right-continuous distribution functions 
of bounded Lebesgue-Stieltjes measures on [0,1], Namely, any /  €  B V ( 0 , 1) 
is of th e  form
f ( s )  =  i/([0,s]) for — 0 0  < v  < 0 0 ,
where v  =  U\ — 1/2 is the difference of positive measures on ( — 00, 00), satis­
fying i/,-([0,1]) > 0 and 0 0 ,-1 ) U (l,oo )) =  0 for » =  1,2. In general, 
such a  decomposition is not unique, and we are led to choose a specific 
representative. For this sake, we set
k
/± (s )  =  s u p { ^ ( / ( r , )  -  /( r ,•_!))(*) : r0 =  0 -  < tx < . . .  < rk =  s} for s > 0, 
«=1
( 2 .2)
where th e  sup is taken over all k > 2 and 0 < T\ < . . .  < r*,_i < a, ( tt)^ ) := 
m a x (± u ,0 ) , and 0 -  denotes an arbitrary value of t < 0 (for which f ( t )  = 0). 
By le tting  further
(2.3) / ± ( s )  =  0 for s < 0, and /± (0) =  ( /(0 ))(±),
it is readily verified th a t /  =  / + - / _ ,  and tha t both / + and /_  belong to the 
subset I R ( 0,1) of B V (0,1) which consists of all right-continuous distribution 
functions of non-negative and bounded measures on [0,1]. Moreover, f ±  (s) =  
i/± ([0 ,s]), where df =  i/+ — is the Hahn-Jordan decomposition of df (see 
e.g. R udin (1979) p. 173). This decomposition is such th a t there exists 
m easurable sets A+ and A -  with
(2.4) A+ n A -  = 0, A+ U =  [0,1], i^+(A_) =  1/_(A +) =  0.
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A direct consequence of (2.3)-(2.4) is stated in the following lemma.
LEMMA 2 .3 . For any decomposition f  =  /(+) -  /(_) of f  G B P (0 ,1), 
with G 772(0,1), we have, letting v± =  df± and =  df(±), for each 
measurable subset B  o /[0 ,l] ,
(2.5) v±{B) < V(±){B).
PROOF. By (2.4), if v  =  d f , we have v±(B) = v±{B  Pi A ±) =  ± i/(B  n  
A±) < V(±)(B n  A±) = i/(±)(B) for B  C A±,  and v±{B)  =  0 < i'(±)(B) for 
B  C hence result. □
Write the Lebesgue decomposition of the non-negative measure df as 
follows. Let
(2.6) /± ( s ) =  /  f±(u)du  +  f ± \ s )  for -  oo < s < oo,
Jo
where f±  — j i f±  denotes the Lebesgue derivative of f± ,  defined uniquely 
up to an a.e. equivalence, and / ( 5) denotes the distribution function of a 
measure orthogonal to the Lebesgue measure on [0,1]. In view of (2.4), 
we will assume, without loss of generality, that f± is a finite measurable 
function such that
(2.7) f±{s)  =  0 for s [0,1],
/_  (s) =  0 for s € A +, 
f+(s) =  0 for s G A_.
Following (2.6), we will set for /  €  B P (0,1),
(2.8) /(s )  =  [  f ( u ) d u +  f ( s \ s )  for -  OO < 8 < O O ,
Jo
where /  =  / + - / _  and =  f ^  — f[_S\
It will be convenient to denote by | / | u(s) := f +(s) + f - ( s )  for —oo < s < 
oo the to tal variation of /  in the interval [0,s].
We will consider the following topologies defined on B V  (0,1) and 772(0,1). 
We denote by W  the weak (abbreviated from weak*) topology on either 
B P (0,1) or 772(0,1). On 772(0,1), the weak topology may be metricised by 
the Levy metric d/, defined as follows. For any /  G 772(0,1) and g G 772(0,1), 
set
(2.9) d L ( f , 9 )  =
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=  inf{y > 0 : / ( x  -  y )  -  y  < g(x) < f ( x  +  y) +  y  for -  oo < x < oo}.
The weak convergence of f n  E  77?(0,1) to f  E  772(0,1) is equivalent to 
the (pointwise) convergence of / n (s) to f ( s )  for each s, continuity point of 
/ .  Such a simple characterization does not hold for the weak topology on 
72V (0,1). Given a net f a  E  f?V (0,1), the weak convergence of f a  to /  E  
B V (0,1) is equivalent to the convergence of 7 (s)dfa (s) to 7 (s)df(s)
for each continuous function 7 (recall th a t dfa and df have support in [0,1] 
so th a t no restriction on 7 is needed). The following result, due to Högnäs 
(1977), gives a simple characterization of this convergence. Introduce the 
metric
(2.10) dw (f ,g)  =  [  | / ( u )  — g(u)\du +  | / ( l )  — ff(l) | ,
J 0
for /  E  B V (0,1) and g E  B V (0,1).
We will denote by B V c ( 0,1) the set of all /  E  B V (0,1) such tha t |/|„ (1 ) < C.
LEMMA 2 .4 . A net f a E  BV^(0,1) is weakly convergent to f  E  ÖV (0,1) 
i f  and only if:
(i) There exists a constant 0 < C < 00 such that f a is ultimately in 
BVC( 0 ,1);
(ii) dw ( f a ,  f )  -* 0.
PROOF. See e.g. Högnäs (1977). □
The nice properties of the weak topology on IR(0,1) are not always sa t­
isfied on BV(0,1) as shown in Example 2.1 below. Denote by 0  the null 
function, and set “—>7” for the convergence in the topological space ( S , T ).
EXAMPLE 2 .1 . Let {un} be a bounded positive sequence such th a t 
un /*  0. If f n denotes the distribution function of the measure with mass 
un and I  — £ and - u „  at |  +  n> we see ^hat fn ~^w 0 .  On the other hand, 
I  is a continuity point of 0 ,  and / „ ( | )  =  un /*  0 ( | )  =  0.
LEMMA 2 .5 . For any 0 < C < 0 0 , (BVc(0 ,1),W ) is a compact met­
ric space (with the specific choice of dw)- Moreover, from any sequence 
{ f n} C BVc(0,1), one can extract a subsequence { / „ .} such that {(/„ )+ } 
and {(f n, ) - }  are convergent in both (7 i?(0 ,l),W ) and (^Vc-(0 ,1 ),W ).
PROOF. The result immediately follows from the Helly selection lemma 
and the observation th a t, if ( /n,)±  ~^w /(±), then f nj —'‘w /(+) -  /(-)• □
The following lemma gives a useful inequality.
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LEMMA 2 .6 . For any f  E B V (0,1) and g E B V (0,1), we have 
(2.11) f±  -  g± < ( /  -  g)±.
PROOF. For r,_i < Ti, we have
(/(>'i) - / ( rj- l ) ) ± - (9 ( r0 -9 ( '- i- l ) ) ± < { ( / ( r i ) - / ( r i- . ) ) - ( s ( r, ) - 9 ( r i - 1))} ± ,
so th a t (2.11) follows readily from (2.2). □
REMARK 2 .1 . For 0 < C  < oo, denote by Wi  (resp. W 2 ) the topologies 
defined on R V c(0 ,l) as follows. A net f a E BVc(0,1) satisfies f a —>Wi f  
(resp. f a / )  if and only if (f a)± -*w f(±) and /  =  /(+) -  /(_)
(resp. (/a )±  —*w /±)- Note here tha t Lemma 2.3 implies th a t /(±) — f±  E 
BVc (0 ,1) n  I R ( 0 , 1) =  IR c { 0,1) := { /  e  IR (0,1) : /(1 )  < C }. Since 
a compact metric space is totally bounded (or precompact), Lemma 2.5 
implies the existence of a sequence {hn , n > 1} C I R c (0,1) whose clo­
sure in (/i? (0 ,1 ),W ) is equal to I R c ( 0,1). Moreover, for any e > 0, 
there exists an N(e)  < 00 such tha t, for any k E I R c ( 0,1), we have 
m ini^n^jv^) dL(hn, k) < e. Let now, for any /  E B V c ( 0,1) and g E
BVC( 0,1),
D c ( f , 9 )  — inf {dL( f + + q h m,g+ + qhn) + dL( f - + q h m , g - + q h n)}.
m>l,n>l tq>l
It is readily verified tha t (f a)± —>w f(±) &  D c ( f a>f) 0. Moreover, for
f , g , l E  B V c(0,1) and e > 0, there exist m j, ni,q\  and m 2 ,ri2 ,q2 such th a t
D c ( f , 9 ) +  Dc  (g, t) > dL( f + +  q1hm i ,g+ +  qihni)
+ ^l (<7+ +  q2hm2, t + +  qihni)
+  dL( f -  +  q\hm i ,g -  +  q\hni)
+  dL(g- +  q2hm^ , t -  +  92h„3) — c 
> <^i(/+ +  ii^m ! +  q2hm i , t + +  qihni +  92^5)
+  dL(1-  +  <lihmi +  92^m2)i -  +  q\hni -f- 92^n2) ~  £•
where we have used the triangle inequality and the fact tha t d i ( f , g )  =
dL( f  + k,g + k).
Since our assumptions imply tha t there exist m 3 , « 3  and 9 3  (we m ay 
choose 93 =  9i +  92) such tha t dL(qihmi +  92^m2,93*m3) +  dL(qihni +
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92^n2 j <73^ n3) < £> it follows from the triangle inequality tha t
D c [ f ,9) +  Dc(g,£)  > dL( f + + qzhm3,l+ + ?3hn3)
+ ^l (/_  +  93h m3> +  ?3h„3) -  2e
> Dc { f , t ) ~  2c.
Since e > 0 may be chosen arbitrarily small, we see th a t D c satisfies 
the triangle inequality. By all this, BVc (0 ,l)  is, when endowed with the 
topology defined by W\,  a metric space. Since Lemma 2.5 implies th a t 
(BVc(0,  l),W^i) is sequentially compact, it follows tha t (BVc(0 , l ) ,Wx)  is a 
com pact metric space.
Likewise, we may define on BVc{0,1) the topology W 2 by means of the 
m etric
D'c{ f ,9) = dL{f+,g+) +  dL{ f - , g - ) .
Obviously, Wi  is stronger than W\,  which is in turn  stronger than W.  
Even though (BVc(0,1), W)  and (BVc(0 ,1), W\) are compact metric spaces, 
it is not the case for (BVc(0,  l),W 2) as follows from Example 2.1.
In view of the characterization given in Lemma 2.4, it is convenient 
to extend the definition of W\ (resp. W 2 ) to SV (0,1) as follows. A net 
f a £  B V (0,1) will be said to satisfy f a —»nq f  (resp. f a —»wq / )  if and only 
if there exists a 0 < C  < 00 such th a t f a is ultimately in BV’c'(C), 1), and 
fa ~>w1 f  (resp. f a -*w2 f )  in BVC(0,1).
In the sequel, we will consider a function ’i(-) , defined on (-00 ,00) and 
taking values in [0,oo], which satisfies the following properties.
(C l) $  is convex and non-negative;
(C2) < 00 on some nondegenerate interval, and 'I'(O) =  0;
(C3) To :=  lima_,O0( í '( a ) / a )  > 0 and T\  :=  lima_>_00( i '( a ) / a )  < 0.
For any 't(-) satisfying (Cl-2-3) and /  G W (0 ,1 )  being as in (2.6)-(2.8), 
let
(2.12) J® (/) =  7 b /j5)(l) -  T r / i ^ l )  +  / 1 ¥ ( /(u ))d u ,
Jo
w ith the convention th a t To/+S^(l) =  0 if To =  00 and /+ ^(1 ) =  0 (resp. 
T i / i 5^(l) =  0 if Ti =  —00 and / i 5^(l) =  0). Set further, for any v > 0,
(2.13) J* ,„ (/)  =  v M f / v )
= T0f l S\ l )  -  T x /i5)( l)  +  I '  v * ( f (u ) / v )d u .
Jo
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It is readily verified that the definitions (2.12)-(2.13) of J * ( / )  and 7 * >u( / )  
do not depend of the specific representative of /  (recall th a t /  is defined 
uniquely up to an a.e. equivalence, with respect to the Lebesgue measure).
LEMMA 2 .7 . Under (Cl-2-3), we have, for any v > 0 and f  €  7?V(0,1), 
(2.14) 7 * (/)  =  ./# (/+ ) +  7 * ( - /_ )  and
PROOF. Consider a Hahn-Jordan decomposition of df  as in (2.4) w ith 
df± =  v±.  We have, by (2.6) and (2.8),
[ V { f [u ) )d u =  f ' t>(f(u))du+ [ * ( f ( u ) ) d u
Jo Ja + JA-
=  [  *(/+(«))<*“ +  [  *(-/-(«))<*«>Jo Jo
which, in view of (2.12) and (2.13), yields readily (2.14). □
For any u > 0 and 0 < A < oo, consider the sets
(2.15) A a =  { /  €  B V (0,1) : ( /)  < A} and
A a,u =  { / €  W ( 0 ,1 ) :  J * t„ ( / ) <  A}.
LEMMA 2 .8 . Under (Cl-2-3), for all A > 0 and v > 0, the sets A \  and 
A a,u are compact in (B V (0 , l ) ,W i ) .  Moreover, i f  To = oo and T\ =  —oo, 
these sets are also compact in ( B V ( 0 , 1), Í7).
PROOF. By convexity of 'F(-) and making use of the assumption th a t 
Ti < 0 < To, we obtain readily from (2.12) that there exists a C < oo such 
th a t A a C  BVc (0, 1) (resp. A \ iV C  B V c (0 ,1)).
In the remainder of our proof, we will make use of the following facts.
FACT 1. The function /  €  772(0,1) —► 7 * (± /)  is a lower semi-continuous 
mapping of (772(0,1),W) onto [0,oo]. Moreover, for any 0 < A < oo, the 
sets A j  =  { /  e  772(0,1) : 7 # (± / )  < A} are compact in (772(0,1), W).
The proof of Fact 1 is due to Lynch and Sethuraman (1987) (see e.g. 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4). Recall th a t when (£ ,T ) is a metric space, a map­
ping 0  : £ —► [0,oo] is lower semi-continuous whenever, for each sequence
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en —>r e in £, we have 0 (e) < lim in f^o o  0 (e„). Denote by J\  the clas- 
sical Skorohod topology (see e.g. Skorohod (1956) and Billingsley (1968), 
pp. 111-123). This topology is metrizable and such th a t, whenever /  is 
continuous, /„  — f  is equivalent to /„  f .  Note in general tha t
fn yU f  ^  fn yJi f  fn ~*W f •
FACT 2. When To =  oo and T\ =  —oo, /  —► J y i f )  is a lower semi- 
continuous mapping of (01^(0, l ) ,J i )  onto [0,oo]. Moreover, for any 0 < 
A < oo, the set A * =  { /  €  B V  (0,1) : J * ( / )  < A} is compact in (C (0 ,1), U).
The proof of Fact 2 is due to Varadhan (1966). It follows readily from
(2.12) tha t, for To =  oo and Ti =  -o o , A* is composed of absolutely con­
tinuous functions on [0,1]. Thus, the compactness of A \  in ( B V ( 0 , 1), J i)  is 
equivalent to tha t of A> in ( B V ( 0 ,1),Í7).
Consider now a sequence /„ = (/„ ) + — ( fn ) -  €  S V (0, l ) , and assume 
th a t f n -qv j / ,  or equivalently, that (/„)±  ->w /(±) and /  =  /(+) -  /(_). 
Applying Fact 1 to (/„ )  + and (/„ )_, we obtain, by semi-continuity of on 
( I R ( 0 , 1), W) and by (2.14),
(2.16) J * ( /(+)) +  J * ( - / ( _ j )  < lm in f  J* (( /„ )+ )  +  lim inf J * ( - ( /„ ) _ )
< lim inf{J4r((/„ )+ ) +  • /* ( - ( /„ ) - ) }n—►oo
=  liminf Jyi fn )-n—*oo
Consider now the decomposition (2.6) applied to /(±)- We have namely 
(2-17) f(±){s) =  j  / (±)(u)du +  / ((f j( s )  for -  oo < s < oo.
By (2.4)-(2.7), we see tha t, without loss of generality, we can choose the 
representatives of /(±) and f±  in such a way tha t the following inequalities 
hold:
(2.18) /± (u ) < /(±)(u) for — oo < u < oo.
[Notice that if B± = { u £  [0,1] : /± (u ) > /(±)(u)}, B±  is measurable and 
such th a t, by (2.4)-(2.5), i^±(B±) < i/(±)(B±). By eventually extracting from 
B±  a set of Lebesgue measure 0 corresponding to the singular components 
of v± and i'(-j-), we see th a t this implies tha t the Lebesgue measure of B± is 
0.] '
It follows from (Cl-2-3) and (2.18) tha t
Jq V{±f±{u))du < ^ (± /(± ))(w )du.(2.19)
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By (2.12), (2.14), (2.19) and the obvious fact that — / i 5  ^ =
/(+} -  / ( f j ,  we have
(2.20) J ’i / i f )  — ^ * (/+ ) +  < J*(/(+)) +  J * ( ~ /(-))■
Combining (2.16) and (2.20), we obtain
(2.21) • /* ( / ) <  lim inf •/*(/„),
so th a t J*  is lower semi-continuous on (BV(0, 1), Wj), which, in turn, implies 
th a t and u are closed in (BVc(0 , l),VFi) [recall th a t 0  : Í  —+ [0,oo] is 
lower semi-continuous on a metric space (£, T) iff the set {e €= i  : 0(e) < A} 
is closed for each A > 0 ],
Since by (2.14),
(2.22) A x = { f e  B V (0,1) : J « ( /+ )  +  • /* ( - / - )  < A}
C { / €  W(0,1) : J * ( /+ ) < A and J # ( - / _ )  < A}.
Fact 1 implies tha t from any sequence { f n} we can extract a subsequence 
{/r»y} such th a t {fn-)± -»vv /(±) e  7 /?(0 ,l). Therefore / n> -»wq /  :=  
/ ( +) -  /(_) and A* is relatively compact in [BVc(0,1 ),W\).  Since A \  is 
closed in (BVc(0, l),VFi), it follows tha t A^ is compact. A similar argument 
proves that A \ iV is compact in (BV(0,  l),W i).
The fact th a t A^ and A*iV are compact in (B V (0,1), 17) when To =  oo 
and Ti =  -o o , is a direct application of Fact 2. The proof of Lemma 2.8 is 
now complete. □
LEMMA 2 .9 . Under (Cl-2-3), the mapping Jy : f  G BV(0,  l) —♦ T * (/)  
is lower semi-continuous on (BV(0,  l) , W).
PROOF. Observe tha t, the topology W\ being stronger than W ,  a 
set may be closed (or open) with respect to W\ w ithout being closed (or 
open) with respect to W . Thus, the just proven fact th a t 7* is lower semi- 
continuous on (B V (0 ,1), W i) is not sufficient to prove th a t the same holds 
on (£ P (0 ,1 ) ,W ).
Fix a A > 0. By convexity of ^  and since To > 0 and Tj < 0, we 
obtain readily from (2.12) tha t there exists a C  =  C \  < oo such th a t 
A \  C  BV c{0 ,1), where B V c(0 ,l) is as in Lemma 2.5. By this lemma, 
(B V c(0,1),IF) is a compact metric space. Therefore, all we need is to show
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th a t A* is complete in (BVc(0 ,1 ) ,PV), with respect to a metric defining W . 
Consider therefore a sequence {/„} C A* such that
Jim  sup dW[fm,fn)  =  0.
N->oo m >N, n>N
Since, by Lemma 2.8, A \  is compact in (BV(0,  l) ,W i) , the set £  of all 
possible Wi-limits of subsequences of {/„} is non-void. Moreover, if /„». —*Wi 
f  and f nii —>w. f " ,  then we have also f n> —>w f  and /„<» — f " ■ Since
i i 3
dw fn'l) 0) it follows that / '  =  / " ,  and tha t £  =  {/} consists of 
one single function /  €  B P (0 ,1). If d\y (fn, f ) ~h 0, then, there exists a 
subsequence { /ny} such tha t lim infJ_ 00 dw { fnj, f ) > 0. However, since A> 
is compact in (BVjO, l) ,W i), one can then extract a further subsequence 
which converges to /  in [BV{0,1), W). Since this is impossible, we see tha t 
fn  —►w /• This proves tha t A^ is complete (and hence closed), as sought.□
In the sequel, we will use the following notation. Let P =  {to < 0 < 
t\ < . . .  < rn-1 < rn =  1} define a partition of [0,1], and set d{P) =  
m ax {q , 7$ -  J i , . . . ,  r„ — rn_!}. We will denote by d(P)  —+ 0 the fact th a t 
P belongs to a directed net M, under the partial order defined by inclusion, 
and th a t d(P) —* 0 (in the usual sense) along >/. Let further






~ f{T j-1)\  , 
{  w(r.- -  r,-_x)
VTl ) n  +  5 3 ’#r•=2
/ *(/(»-,•) - / ( I j - x ) ) *
V v ( r ,- r ,_ x )
LEMMA 2 .1 0 . Under (Cl-2-3), we have, for any v > 0, P, partition of 
[0,1], and f e B V ( 0,1),
(2.25) =  j ' + ( /)  +  ( / )  < j £ „ ( / +) +
^  d < i , v { f -(-) +  J \ j l itl (  — / - )  =  J < t i V [ f ) .
PROOF. Since 'P(O) =  0 by (C2), we see that for any — oo < x < oo, 
'i'(z) =  ^(a: + ) +  í (—x  ). Therefore, the first equality in (2.25) follows
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directly from (2.23)-(2.24). For the next inequality, observe tha t /  =  /+  — /_ ,  
so th a t for r,_ i < r, we have
(2.26) ( / ( r.) -  / ( r , - , ) ) *  =  ( ( /+ (r,) -  /+ (* _ ,) )  -  ( / - ( r , )  -  / - ( r , - , ) ) ) *
< /i(l) -  /±(r.-l)-
By (Cl-2), '!'(•) is non-increasing on ( —oo,0] and non-decreasing on 
[0,oo). Thus, the first inequality in (2.25) follows from (2.23), (2.24) and
(2.26) .
Since the last equality in (2.25) is stated in (2.14), all we need is to prove 
the inequalities
(2.27) j £ „ ( ± / )  < J* ,u( ± / )  for all /  G 772(0,1).
The proof of (2.27) is due to Lynch and Sethuraman (1987), who showed 
(see e.g. their Remark following Theorem 3.2) tha t
(2.28) sup j £ v[ ± f )  = J y iV( ± f )  for all f  €  I R ( 0,1).
□
LEMMA 2 .1 1 . Under (Cl-2-3), for each f  G BV(0,  l ) ; there exists a 
directed net M of partitions of [0, l] such that d(P) —> 0 along M, and
(2.29) a* d(P)  —» 0.
PROOF. For any P as given above, define
(2.30) / ' ( . )  = £ ( / ( * )  -  / ( . ! - , ) ) *  +  — ( / W  -  / h - i ) ) *
for < s < Tk, 2 < k < n,
/ ± ( s ) =  — / ( r i ) ± for 0 <  s < tv
n
It follows readily from (2.2) and (2.30) tha t one may define a net U  such 
th a t
(2.31) f l  -+w f ± as d{P) -  0.
A weak neighborhood of f±  in / ß ( 0 ,1) is defined by a finite set {ry, 1 < 
j  < K }  of continuity points of f± and e > 0 as N ( f± )  = {g G I R ( 0 , 1) :
19{Ti)  ~ /± ( ri)I < e, 1 < j  < 7Í}. Since the weak topology on 772(0,1) is
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m etrizable, for each / ,  there exists a countable basis of such neighborhoods, 
which may be defined by an increasing sequence of continuity points {tj} 
defining partitions P\ C  Pi C  . . .  C Pn C  . . wi th d(Pn) —► 0, and a sequence 
e = en i  0. Obviously, the net defined by Pi, Pi, . ■., satisfies (2.31).
Since Jy  is lower semi-continuous on (.BV(0,1)W) by Lemma 2.9, it 
follows readily from (2.31) tha t, along M ,
(2.32) J* ,u(± /± ) < Jm in f J * iV( ± f ± )  =  ljm inf j £ v( ± f± ) .
Combining (2.27) and (2.32), we obtain tha t j £  v(± f± )  —+ v(± /± )  as
d(P)  —> 0. In view of (2.14), this proves (2.29) and completes the proof of 
the lemma. □
2.3. L arge deviations
We now assume that — ip, so that, by Lemma 2.1, (Cl-2-3) hold if (Al-2) 
are satisfied with ß =  0. We will assume here that these conditions hold.
Let P =  {ro < 0 < ri < . . .  < rn_i < r„ =  1} define a partition of [0,1]. 




J* A B )  =  jnf Jl A B) =  jnf J { M ) ,/cr* /Er»
K  =
{ (* ! ,- •• ,* » ) € R " : v {A ^ )n  +  A v(r . ^ T._x) ) (r* ~ r«~0 }  > J l v ( B ) } -
Note for further use th a t for /  G BV(0,1) and B  C B V (0,1),
(2.35) j ' A f )  > J ' A B )
o  ( / ( d ) , f f a )  -  / ( r i ) , . . . , / ( r „ )  -  / ( r n _ i ) )  €  F % .
LEMMA 2 .12 . Assume that (Al-3-4) hold. Then, for any closed subset 
F of  R, we have
(2.36) limsup A-1 logP(X~1S (A) G F) < -I<,{F),
X—*oo
and for any open subset G o /R , we have
(2.37) liminf A-1 log P(A-1S(A) G G) > - I J G ) ,
A—*oo
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where we set, for each H  C R,
(2.38) =  injj xp(x).
PROOF. Cramer (1937) and Chernoff (1952) (see e.g. Theorem 3.1 of 
Lynch and Sethuraman (1987)) have shown that, under the assumptions of 
Lemma 2.12, for F, closed subset of R,
(2.39) limsup n_1 log P ( n ~ 1Sn E F) < —I^(F),
n—+oo
and for G, open subset of R ,
(2.40) liminf n -1 log P ( n ~ 1Sn € G) > -7 ^ (G ),
where, in (2.39) - (2.40), n is integer. For each H  C R, set to±(H)  =  
±  in f(± y  : y £  H}  and H =] — oo,u>- (H )\U [u>+(/7), oo[. Observe th a t, when 
F  C R is closed, F C F and /y,(P) = I^(F) = min{t/>(u>+ (P)),i/>(ci;_(P))}. 
Thus, we have the inequalities for n < A < n +  1 and w _(P) < 0 < w +(F)
(2.41) P (A -X5(A) e  F) < P(A _1S„ > w+{F)) +  P fA "1^  < w _(P))
< P i n - ' S n  > u;+(F)) +  P (n -1 5n < w _(P))
=  P{n~1Sn e J ) .
Thus, by combining (2.39) and (2.41), we obtain (2.36). The proof follows 
along the same lines when u>_(F) =  0 (resp. u;+(F) =  0).
Assuming now that G is an open subset of R, fix any e > 0 and choose 
F  =  [a, 6] C G with — oo < a < 6 < 0 < o o o r  —oo < 0 < a < b < oo, and 
I ^ (F )  < 7^(G) +  e =  oo if 7^,(G) =  oo). It is readily verified from
the Cram er (1937) and Chernoff (1952) theorems th a t in this case we have
(2.42) Jhrn^ n -1 log P(n~1Sn €  F) = - I ^ F )  €  [-7*(G ) -  e ,-J* (G )] .
Since, uniformly over n < A < n  +  l,w e  have ultimately as n —> oo
(2.43) P ÍA - ^ Í A J e G )  > P (n ~ 15 „ €  P ),
we obtain (2.37) by combining (2.40), (2.42) and (2.43) and by choosing 
e > 0 arbitrarily small. □
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REMARK 2 .2 . The Cramér (1937) and Chernoff (1952) theorems show 
th a t for any u>+ > 0 (resp. < 0), we have
(2.44) lim n -1 log P(n~1S n > w+) =  -ip(oj+)
(resp. lim n -1 log P(n~1Sn < u>~) = -ifi(aj-)).
Since t/>(-) is convex, it follows readily from (2.44) tha t for any sequence un 
such th a t un > 0 and u„ —♦ 0 as n —♦ oo, we also have
(2.45) lim n _1 log P (n _1Sn > u>+ -  un) =  —t/>(w+)
(resp. lim n ~ x log P (n -15n < +  u„) =  —t/>(u;_)).
n —► oo
On the other hand, (2.45) is not true in general if un is negative [consider 
the example where P ( X  =  l) =  P ( X  =  —1) =  1/2; we have P (n _15„ >
l)  =  2“ " while P (n _15 n > 1) =  0].
By combining (2.45) with the first inequality in (2.41), we obtain the 
following extended version of (2.36). Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.12, 
for any closed subset F  of R , we have
(2.46) lim sup A-1 log P(r(A )-1 S(A) G P) < - I ^ F ) ,
X —>oo
where r(A) is any function of A such tha t A_1r(A) —> 1 as A —> oo.
Likewise, the argum ents used for the proof of Lemma 2.12 show tha t, 
under the assumptions of this lemma, for any open subset G of R, we have, 
for any such function r(-),
(2.47) lim inf A-1 log P(r(A)-1 S(A) G G) > - I ^ G ) .
X —*oo
LEMMA 2 .13 . Assume that (Al-3-4) hold. Fix n > 1 and uq > 0 , . . . ,  
wn > 0, and set for A > 0
i  «—1
(2.48) VXii = A-1 { S ( ] r  AWj) -  S(% 2 Atu; )} fo r  1 < t  < n,
3=1 3=1
with the convention that X)o(') =  0- Then, for any v > 0, and F , closed 
subset of  R ", we have
(2.49) lim sup A-1 log P ( ( v V \ i , . . . ,  vVXn) G P) < - u _1/^,;u1Ul....VWn(F )>
X —*oo
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and for any open subset G o /R n, we have
(2.50) lim inf A-1 log P ((vVa,i , • • • .vV^.n) <£ G) > - v _1 ....vwn(G),A—»00
where we set, for each H C  Rn and > 0 , . . .  ,wn > 0,
n
(2.51) / v ; w i .....w n ( t f )  =  inf{53w ,-^(— ) : ( * i ,  . . . , * „ )  G  # } .
.=1
PROOF. Following Lynch and Sethuraman [LS] (1987), we will say th a t 
the measures {Pa} satisfy the large deviation principle [LDP] with rate  func­
tion /(•) if the following conditions hold, with 1(H) infx^ h / ( x):
(i) /(•) is positive, lower semi-continuous, and such tha t for each c < oo, 
{x : I(x)  < c} is compact;
(ii) For each closed set F, limsupA_,00 A-1 logP*(P) < - 1(F) ;
(iii) For each open set G, lim infa- ,oo A-1 log P a(G) > -1 (G ).
We will say also tha t the measures {Pa} are large deviation tight [LD tight] 
if for each M  < oo, there exists a compact set K m  such tha t the complement 
of K m  satisfies
limsup A-1 \og Px(K m ) < - M .
A—»00
We will consider first the case where Pa =  P{ is the probability dis­
tribution of the random variable vV\,f-. In view of (2.48), an application of 
Lemma 2.12 and Remark 2.2 shows tha t P{ satisfies the LDP with rate  func­
tion 7(x) =  ^ e  fact tha t the above conditions (i) are satisfied
for this choice of /(•) is a consequence of Lemma 2.1. Moreover, Theorem
3.1 of LS (1987) shows tha t P{ is also LD tight.
The proof of Lemma 2.13 now follows from Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 of LS 
(1987). By these lemmas, if P a : =  P f  X . . .  X P ” , and if the P{ are LD tight 
and satisfy the LDP with rate functions /*(•) for 1 =  1 , . . . ,  n, then, so does
P a w ith rate function ^ (x i)  -|------ K I n(xn). The conclusion follows from the
observation tha t Va,1> • • • >^A,n are independent. □
LEMMA 2 .1 4 . Assume that (A-l-3-4) hold. Let v > 0 be fixed, and 
denote by Z \  G BV(0, l) the function defined by Zx(t) — A_15(At) for
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0 < t  <  1, an d  A > 0. T hen,  for  a n y  C  >  0 a n d  fo r  a n y  c lo se d  s u b s e t  7  o f  
( W C (0 ,1 ),W ), we h a v e
(2.52) lim sup A-1 logP{ y Zx €  7 )  < - v ~ 1J^tV(7) ,
A—>oo
a n d  f o r  a n y  open s u b s e t  §  o f  ( B V c ( 0 , 1), W ) ,  we have
(2.53) lim inf A-1 log P [ v Z x €  Q)  > - v ~ l
PROOF. For any P =  {ro < 0 < t\ < . . .  < rn =  1}, set in,- =  r,- -  r,_x 
for t =  2 , . . . ,  n, and (see e.g. (2.48)) VX}i =  Z X{Y.)=i wj) ~ ^ a(E }= i ™j) for 
t =  1 ,__, n. In view of (2.33)-(2.35), we have
(2.54) P { y Z x €  7 )  < P { J ^ { Z X) > J p<v{ 7 ) )  = P ( ( V X>1, . . .  , V XiH) €  F p ).
Since F j  , as defined in (2.34), is closed in R " , it follows from (2.23),
(2.51) and (2.54) tha t
(2.55) lim sup A-1 log P ( v Z x e  7 )  < ~ v ~ l I^.VV}u...tVWn (F1/ )  =  - v -1 < /£ „ (/) .
A—kx>
We now make use of the assumption th a t 7  is closed, which, by Lemma 
2.5, ensures that 7  is compact in [B V c(0 ,1),W). Consider a directed net 
A/ of partitions P such tha t d(P) —► 0 along A/. Noting th a t tp is a convex 
function and that 7  is compact, for any P G A/, there exists an fp  such 
th a t j £ v {fp) — J$iV(7).  Recalling the notation (2.30), set f p =  f p — f p 
for any partition P and /  £ 5 P (0 ,1 ). Recalling that the to tal variation 
of /  €  13P(0,1) on [0,í] is I/|t,(i) =  f+{t) + f - { t ) ,  we have the following 
inequality, where d\y is as in (2.10).
(2-56) dw{f j P ) < á p .  | / | u ( l) .
For the proof of (2.56), we observe that, by (2.10) and (2.30),
d w { f , f P) =  [ 1 \ f ( s ) - f p (s) \ds= r \ f ( a ) - - f ( r l )\da 
Jo Jo Ti
+  t  P I/ ( * )  -  / ( r , - i )  -  -  / ( « - . ) ) \ i s
i = 2  J t > - i  t '  ~  r*-l
< ;{I/Un)n + B l/M *) -  l/I.Oi-iHfa -  *.,)}
«=2
| / |v ( l ) .
2
d ( P) {
2
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It follows from (2.56) and from the definition of f p , th a t dw{f ,  f p ) < 
for each /  €E 7  C BVc^O,!). Moreover, we have
(2.57) J Í A 7 ) = J Í A f r )  = J * A f p ) -
Since 7  is compact in ( B V c ( 0 ,1 ), W ) ,  there exists a sub-net X of X , and 
and f  E 7 ,  such tha t fp —>w / ,  or equivalently by Lemma 2.4, d w { f , f p ) —» 
0 along X . Since d(P) —► 0 along X , we have by the triangle inequality 
dw{ f ,  f p )  < dw {f,  f P) +  ^ p C  —► 0 along X. Since, by Lemma 2.9, is 
lower semi-continuous, this, in combination with (2.57), implies th a t, along
On the other hand, (2.25) readily implies that J § v ( 7 )  < J^,v { 7 ) ,  so 
th a t, by (2.58), we have, along X ,
Combining (2.55) and (2.59), we obtain readily (2.52) by choosing P  such 
th a t v{ 7 )  is arbitrarily close to J^  v{ 7 ) .
Consider now an open subset G  of (SVc(0,1),V^). Since (2.53) is ob­
viously true when J^,v{5) =  °°> we may limit ourselves to the case where 
J^,v { 5 ) <  ° ° -  Fix an arbitrary e >  0 ,  and select g E Q such th a t J ,^iV(g) <  
J e,v{5) +  £- Since Q is open, by Lemma 2.4, there exists a /? > 0 such tha t 
V'fi : =  { /  e  B V c ( 0 , 1 )  : d w{ f , g )  < p)  C Q. Let now P be an arbitrary  
partition of [ 0 ,1 ]  such tha t d(P)  <  £ ,  and set V" : =  { f p E B V c (0 , 1 )  : 
d w [ f P , gP) < \ p }• By (2.56), for any f p €  V",  we have
so th a t V "  C Vj, C Q.  Observe that, for any /  E J3Vc(0,1) and h E 
5V c(0.1), we have
(2.59)
1 1 oC
(2.60) dw [ f p ,g) < dw { f P, gP) +  dw (gp ,g) < - p  + = p,
(2.61)
L i=2
d w { f P ,9P)
Ti+l -  Ti)K{f[Ti) -  g(Ti),f[Ti-i) -  g{Ti-1))}
+  1 /(1 )-0 (1 )1 ,
where
2
if |tt| +  |t>| > 0, and K (u ,v )  =  0 otherwise.
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Set now xi =  / ( r j ) ,  x{ = /( r ,)  - /( r ,_ i) ,  yi =  y(ri), y, =  y(r.) -  y f a - i ) ,  
and observe by (2.61) th a t
(2.62) dw { f P, gP) < 2n max |x,- -  y,|.l<t<n
Moreover, we have
(2.63) =  " W  (%)+ £ *  ( v [r . <* -
= :  H ( x l , . . . , ! „ ) .
Since H ( y i , . . . ,  yn) -  J^,v (gP) = J$iV(g) < Jrl>,v(g) < oo by (2.25), we see 
th a t # (•)  is continuous in the neighborhood of (y i, .. .,y n )-  Therefore, we 
may select a Í  < ^  such tha t, if Gg =  { ( z i , . . .  , z n) €  R "  : maxi<,<n |z,- — 
y,| < £}, the following conditions hold:
(i) Gg is an open subset of R n;
(ii) ( l i , .  . . , * „ )  E G s => f P €  V "
(Üi) l }. . . , V W n  ( G s )
=  inf{E,"=i v w i ^ ( ^ : )  ■ ( z i . • • • .*»)  €  Gi}  €  [•/£„($) - e , ^ iU(«7)],
where u>i =  T\ and =  r,- — r,_i for a =  2 , . . . ,  n.
Next, using the notation of Lemma 2.13, we see that
p { x ~ l z x e g )  >  p ( ( a - % ) ; 6 v ; )  >  p ( ( vái1, . . . , v á >» ) € G í ),
which, when combined w ith (2.50)) and (i-ii-iii) above, yields
(2.64) lim inf A-1 log P ( X ~ 1Z \  €  Q)  > - v -1 /^ ;t)1U|.....utu„ (G5)
A—*oo
> —v~1J ^ v(g) > - v - ' j + p i g ) .
Since we have chosen y in such a way th a t —J^ ilV(g) > ~J^lv ( 5 )  -  «, 
(2.53) follows from (2.64) by letting e > 0 become arbitrarily small. □
3. F unctional E rdős-R ényi theorem s
Throughout this section, we will assume th a t (Al-2-3-4-5) hold with p  =  0. 
We will let rjXiT and 7t  be as in (1.1) and (1.2), and assume tha t {ax, T  > 0}
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satisfies 0 < ax < T, together with (K2) with 0 < c < oo. We assume 
specifically that
(3.1) a j / lo g T  —* c €  (0,oo) as T —► oo.
For each c > 0, we will set Z t  =  c?T =  {c f  : /  G 7r}, and
( 3 . 2 )  J W  =  { / e B V ( 0 , l ) :  • / * , * ( / ) <  1 ) ,
where c is as in (2.13), with $  = xp, v =  c, To = to and Ti =  ti .
It follows from Lemma 2.8 and Facts 1-2 in Section 2 th a t D^ ,iV is a 
com pact subset of (BV^O, l) , W ).  Moreover, if in addition to = oo and 
=  —oo, Drp>v is also a compact subset of (B V (0,1), U). It will be convenient 
to  use the following notation, with dw as in (2.10). For any B C  BV(0, 1) 
and e > 0, set
(3.3) Be — { /  € B V (0,1) : dw[f ,g)  < e for some g G B}.
THEOREM 3 .1 . Assume that (Al-2-3-4-5) hold with ft = 0, and that 
(K l-2) hold with 0 < c < oo. Then, for any e > 0, there exist almost surely 
a C  < oo and a T(e) < oo such that, for all T  > T(e),
(3.4) Dy,<c C t eT C D ^c and Z t  C B V c(0 ,l).
PROOF. The proof will be achieved through the following successive 
steps.
STEP 1. Set An =  [clogn], and 7m,n(s) =  cA“ 1(5(m -|-A ns ) - S (m )) for 
0 <  s < 1 and m  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  n. Let further Kn =  {7m,n : 0 < m < n — en}, 
for en =  A n or en =  1. For any Z c  B P (0 ,1),
(3.5) P(Kn £ t )  = P{ U  {im,n £ £ } ) <  nP (cZAn <£ £),
0< m < n - e „
where Z \  is as in Lemma 2.14, and n > e1'®.
STEP 2. Observe tha t |7m,„|„(l) =  cA~l |^m+»|- Set 0 ( i)  =  
E(e*W ). Obviously,
/ 0- r oo
e~txd P (X  < *) +  /  etxd P (X  < x)
■oo Jo
< <p(t) +  <f>[-t) < oo for |i| < min(to, — *i).
( 3 . 6 )
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Thus, by applying Theorem 1.2 to the partial sums of the sequence 
{\Xn\, n > l} , we readily obtain tha t there exists a constant C  =  C(c) < oo 
such tha t
Jim  { max |7m,„|u(l)}  =  - C  a.s.,n—+oo 0<m<n—en £
which in turn implies tha t, almost surely for all n sufficiently large
(3.7) Kn c  BVC(0,1).
Throughout the sequel, C  will denote a generic positive constant such 
th a t (3.7) holds. We will make use of the following variant of (3.3). Let, for 
B € B V c { 0,1),
(3.8) B e =  { /  €E B V c(0,1) : dw( f , g)  < e for some g E B}.
Note that B e as defined in (3.8) depends upon C . However, and in view 
of (3.7), this dependence will not affect our arguments in the sequel. We 
will choose without loss of generality C < oo (this is possible by Lemma 2.8 
and Fact 1) so large tha t
(3.9) 5Vc /2 (0 ,l) .
STEP 3. W ith the conventions of Step 2, and by assuming C  sufficiently 
large, it is readily verified by the triangle inequality th a t X-* is almost surely 
ultim ately included in P^ec whenever
(3.10) P{Kn £  K e i-o-) =  0.
Denote by 7  the complement of D£ c in B V c(0,1). Obviously 7  is closed, 
and therefore compact, in (B V c[0 ,1),W). Moreover, 7  satisfies J^,iC{7) =: 
1 +  <5 > 1. An application of (3.5) with i  =  D^c and of (2.52) with v = c 
and A =  A n now shows tha t for all n sufficiently large
(3.11) P (K n t  p ; <c) < n e x p (-A „ c -1( l +  v ) )  <
4
Introduce now the sequence of integers n* =  max{n : A n — k}. Recalling 
th a t A n =  [clogn], we see that n* is properly defined for k > ko, where 
ko is large enough. Moreover, e */c < nk < e(fc+1)/c, and Kn C  Knt for 
n^_i < n < n/c and k > ko + 1. Thus, (3.11) is equivalent to
P ( < n k t  K c  i-0 ' (in k )) =  0.( 3 . 1 2 )
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By (3.11), we obtain that, for M  sufficiently large,
OO OO OO i c
(3.13) £  P (Knk t  fy.c) < £  n i 6/2 < £  eXP(- ^ : )  < °°>
k = M  k = M  k - M
so th a t (3.12) follows by Borel-Cantelli. This, in turn, proves th a t (3.10) 
holds.
STEP 4. Let Rn = [ ( n -  An) /A n}, and set Mn =  {7rA„,n : 1 < r < R„}. 
Observe th a t _Mn C Kn■ Select now any /  €  P^tC and e > 0, and set 
K { f )  =  { 9  €  BVC(0,1) : dw ( f ,g)  < e}. Since Q =  Ke(f )  is open in 
[BVc(0, 1),W ) and =: 1 — 5 < 1, by (2.53) and making use of
the independence of the 7rAn ,n for r =  1........fin, we obtain
(3.14) P { f t M ‘n) = P{ f l  (7r An, n t M f ) } )
1 <r<Rn
= (1 -  P {cZAn e  >/,(/)))*»
< exp{ - R nP{cZAn e
36
< e x p (-Ä „ e x p (-c -1 A „(l -  — )))
4
< ex p t-n * /2)
for all n sufficiently large. Since by (3.14) J2n p [ f  £  .M*) < 00, the Borel- 
Cantelli lemma, when combined with .Mn C Kn, shows tha t
(3.15) P { f i < n  i.o.) =  0.
STEP 5. Since P^_c is a compact subset of (B V c (0 ,1),W) by (3.9), 
for any e > 0, there exists a finite sequence with /, €  P^>c for
t =  1 , . . .  ,m , such tha t P^ c C ( J £ i  -Ne/2(/«)• By applying repeatedly (3.15) 
with the formal replacements of /  by /, and e by e /2 , for i =  l , . . . , m ,  we 
obtain by the triangle inequality tha t
(3.16) P(£V,C t  K'n i.o.) =  0.
STEP 6. By combining (3.7)-(3.9) with (3.10)-(3.16), we obtain a version 
of (3.4) corresponding to the formal replacements of a j ,  T  and Ct  by A n , n 
and Kn. To obtain the original statem ent (3.4), some more work is necessary. 
In the first place, we observe tha t the arguments given in Steps 1,2,3,4,5
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rem ain valid when we assume tha t A n =  [un], where uy is a function of 
T  > 0 such that
(3.17) u j / lo g T  I c and ut T °° as T  f oo.
We now choose ut to be any function of T  > 0 such th a t ut > a j  +  3 
for T  > 0 and satisfying (3.17). To prove tha t such a function exists is 
rou tine analysis. Consider now g =  ct)Xit  = c a j l (S[x +  J a j )  — S^z)) for 
0 < x < T  — ax,  an arbitrary element of Ct - Let n =  [T], m  = [x], and 
g — cA “ x(5 (m +  I A n) — S(m))  =  7m n. It is readily verified tha t
(3.18) g(s) = {An/ a T)g(A~l {[x + a ns\ -  [1])) for 0 < s < 1.
For 0 < p < 1, A > 0  and /  € BVc(  0 ,1), let
(3.19) H(p, \ - , f )  = dw ( \ f ( p l ) , f ) .
If /  G D^ec, then, we obtain by (3.19) and (2.10)
(3.20) H{p,  A; / )  < 2(A +  l)e +  sup d w {^h (p l) ,h ) .
Since for each h E D^ >ic, the mapping (p, A) —* d \y{ \h {p l) ,h )  is continu­
ous, the compactness of P^iC entails tha t the RHS of (3.20) can be rendered 
less than  an arbitrary 0  > 0 for all 0 < e < eo, Po < P < 1 and Ao < A < 1, 
w ith eo > 0 sufficiently small and po < 1, Ao < 1 sufficiently large.
It follows readily from (3.18) that, for all n sufficiently large, we have
(3.21) sup dw {g,g) < ©•
We now apply (3.10) (with en = 1) and (3.16) (with en =  A n), combined 
w ith (3.21) and the fact tha t e > 0 and 0  > 0 can be chosen as small as 
desired to conclude tha t (3.4) holds. □
THEOREM 3 .2 . Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold, and 
that to =  oo and t\ =  —oo. Then, for any e > o, there exist almost surely a 
C  < oo and a T(e)  < oo such that, for all T  > T(e),
( 3 . 2 2 ) ÍVc c  £ €t  C V l % .
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PROOF. We will show tha t Theorem 3.2 is the consequence of Theorem
3.1 when combined with the following two statements.
STATEMENT 1. For any e > 0, there exists a 8 > 0 such th a t, uniformly 
over 0 <  s' <  1, 0 <  s" <  1, |s' -  s"\ < 8 and g E D^tC, we have
(3.23) \ g ( s ' ) - g ( s " ) \ < e .
STATEMENT 2. For any e > 0, there exist almost surely a 8 > 0 and a 
Tc < oo such tha t, uniformly over 0 < s' < 1, 0 < s" < 1, \s' — s"| < 8, T  > 
Te and /  E Ct , we have
(3.24) | / ( 0  -  / ( O l  < «•
We conclude the proof in three steps.
STEP 1. We show tha t Statements 1 and 2, when combined with The­
orem 3.1, imply Theorem 3.2. Let e > 0 be fixed, and let 8 > 0 be such 
th a t both (3.23) and (3.24) hold for g €  P^iC and /  E Z t , T  ^  Tt . We 
will show tha t these conditions imply that, uniformly over g E and
/  €  Ct , T  > Te,
(3.25) dw {f ,g)  < e8 => \\f -  g\\ < 6e.
To prove (3.25), set c =  \\f — y||. There is nothing to  prove if c = 0. 
When c > 0, let 0 < s < 1 be such tha t |/( s )  -  <?(s)| > c /2, and let [a, 6] be 
an interval of length 6 with 0 < a < s < b < 1. By (2.10), we have
d w { f , g )  > j  |/(« ) -  fif(u)|du > 5 |/(s )  -  j(a ) | -  28e > 8{ |  -  2e),
which in turn  readily implies (3.25).
Assume now tha t (3.4) holds with the formal replacement of e by e6. By
(3.25) , we have then
P * , e c  C p  c  P f f ,
which, since e > 0 may be chosen as small as desired, suffices for (3.22).
STEP 2. To show tha t Statement 1 holds, it suffices to  combine Fact 
2 with the fact tha t the mapping (f , 8 ) —* sup{ |/(s ') — f(s") \  : 0 < s' < 
1, 0 < s" < 1, I s' -  s"\ < 5} is continuous on (C (0 ,! ) ,[ /)  x R .
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STEP 3. By Section 2 and Theorem 5 of Deheuvels and Devroye (1987), 
we have
(3.26) max max {5,+1- -  5 ,}/(log n) —> n a+ (u) a.s. as n —► oo,
when k = kn — [t> log n] and v > 0 is arbitrary. Under the assumptions 
of Theorem 3.2, it is readily verified from (2.1), (2.2) and (1.17) tha t i0 — 
oo => u a + (v) —> 0 as v J. 0. Repeating a similar argument with the formal 
replacements of max by min and of c*+ (t>) by o:_ (t>) in (3.26), we see th a t 
S tatem ent 3 is a direct consequence of the fact tha t u a ± (u) —> 0 as v |  0, 
and (3.26).
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is now completed. □
REMARK 3 .1 . In view of (1.19), there is no possible functional form of 
the Erdős-Rényi (1970) theorem with the topologies U and W  when t\  =  
0 < to °r ti < 0 =  to. The problem of finding a topology which would render 
such a law possible is open.
4. A pplications
Let K (•) be a functional defined on B V (0,1) and continuous on (B V (0, l) ,  T) 
where T  will denote either the weak topology W , or the topology U of uni­
form convergence. A direct application of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 is stated in 
the following corollary.
COROLLARY 4 .1 . Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, i f  T  — W ,  
then
(4.1) lim { sup >C(ca^1(5(x +  J a j )  -  5(x)))}  =  sup K(g) a.s.
T—oo 0<i<T-aT
Likewise, (4.1) holds under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 when T  =  U .
PROOF. Straightforward (see for instance Section 5 in Deheuvels and 
Mason (1991a)). A typical example of functional K is given by A' ( f )  = 
± / ( l ) .  An application of Corollary 4.1 in this case yields directly Theorem
1.2. Interestingly, by using the convexity of rp and (2.13), it is readily verified 
th a t the functions g which maximize the right-hand-side of (4.1) are linear 
in this case, and of the form
g ( s )  =  sca± (c) for 0 < s < 1.(4.2)
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The computation of the constant on the right-hand-side of (4.1) leads to 
a variational problem in an Orlicz-type space. Deheuvels and Mason (1991) 
have treated this problem in the special cases of the Poisson and of the 
exponential distributions, the latter being of great impotance for applications 
to empirical processes. However, their methods can be adapted to the general 
case considered here.
Extensions of these results to other processes which may be derived from 
partial sums, such as renewal and cumulated renewal processes will be con­
sidered elsewhere.
5. Discussion and further comments
The essential part of this paper originated from discussions I have had with 
David M. Mason in 1987. We were working on tail processes (see e.g. Mason 
(1988), Einmahl and Mason (1988), and Deheuvels and Mason (1990)), and 
made use of the remarkable large deviations results of Lynch and Sethu- 
ram an (1987), which were instrum ental in the study of quantile processes. 
Because of the similarities of empirical and partial sum processes, it weis 
obvious tha t one could obtain a functional form of the Erdős-Rényi theo­
rem of the form given in Theorem 3.1 by the same arguments. In fact, the 
large deviation principles of Lynch and Sethuraman (1987) are sufficient to 
obtain such a result for partial sums of nonnegative random variables. Like­
wise, one may use Varadhan (1966), but here the restriction tha t to — oo 
and ii  =  -o o  is needed. In 1989, I attem pted to join efforts with James 
Lynch and Jayaram Sethuraman, and to write a joint paper concerning these 
Erdős-Rényi laws in the general case. However, we ended up in shifting our 
interests to different aspects of this problem, James Lynch and Jayaram  
Sethuram an being more interested by large deviations for the positive and 
negative parts of the partial sums, while my own concern was limited to 
the study of the fluctuations of partial sum processes. It is likely th a t their 
results will enable in the future to obtain refined versions of Theorem 3.1, 
as far as the topological aspects are concerned. By all this, it turns out th a t 
these two authors have in hands, to my best knowledge, unpublished results 
which come close to Theorem 3.1. I wish also to mention that, after I had 
subm itted this paper, I learned from Endre Csáki th a t K. A. Borovkov had 
made in June-July 1989 a communication at the Fifth International Vilnius 
Conference, in which he obtained a result essentially identical to Theorem
3.2 for R evalued  random vectors (see e.g. Borovkov (1989)). The list of 
authors who may have good reasons to share parts of Theorem 3.1 and 3.2
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is very likely not complete. To whom must go the credit of the discovery of 
these functional laws will be judged by history and is not very im portant to 
my point of view. The Erdős-Rényi theorem in the case of partial sums is 
only a piece of a very large puzzle in a much wider setting. W hat is however 
extremely im portant to  point out is tha t the first paper which motivated 
all these developments is the “new law of large numbers” discovered by Pál 
Erdős and Alfred Rényi. Interestingly, a version of the Erdős-Rényi law 
had been given by Shepp (1964) quite a few years before was published the 
afore-mentioned Erdős-Rényi (1970) paper. However, the interest into these 
results really began in 1970, which fully explains why these strong laws are 
named after these two scientists.
It is a great priviledge for me to dedicate this paper to the memory of 
Alfréd Rényi whose example has greatly stimulated my own work in the field 
of probability and statistics.
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THE ISLAMIC MEAN: A PECULIAR L-STATISTIC
H. G. D EH LIN G , J. N. KALM A, C. MOES and W . SCH AAFSM A
Abstract
We study the lim it behavior of the islamic mean Tn , a certain L -statistic w ith  
m oving weights. Under some regularity conditions, Tn is a consistent and asym p­
to tica lly  norm al estim ator of the m edian. Nonstandard lim it results are obtained  
in case the regularity conditions are violated.
1. Introduction
Let X i , . .. , X n be a sequence of independent random variables, each having 
the same distribution function F(x)  = P ( X  < x).  Let A[n:1] , . . . ,  A[„.n] 
denote the order statistics of the first n observations. If n =  2fc then the 
arithmetic mean can be computed by taking pairwise averages. The first
run results in 2 (-”^ [n:l] ”1” -^ [r»:2])> 2 (- [^n:3] ~b ^[n:4])> • • • > 2 ('^[n:n—1] "b A[n:n]). 
The second run is executed by applying the same procedure as above to  the 
2fc_1 pairwise averages in the first run. In this way one obtains an increasing 
sequence of 2*~2 numbers and one can continue the procedure until after k 
runs a single number is obtained, which is the arithmetic mean.
The islamic mean is obtained if the above-described procedure is modified 
by allowing overlap. More precisely, we define inductively
M>,1, • • ■ > Fio<n . . . , Ajn:n]
and Mh+i'i =  It is easy to see th a t
for 1 =  1 , . . . ,  n  — h. The final result Mn_i i is the islamic mean. Henceforth 
it is denoted as
n
Tn — )  ] u,ni-^(n:i]
1=1
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where the weights are given by
wni = 2— 9—n+1
T he islamic mean was brought to our attention by S. A. M ahmoud (1987). 
He gave a theological motivation, derived from the fact th a t the prophet 
prays a t one third, one half and two thirds of the night. He also noted the 
representation of the islamic mean as a linear combination of order statistics.
N ote tha t the weights tum correspond with the probabilities of a binomial 
d istribu tion  with param eters (n -  1, | ) .  As this distribution centers around 
we are led to conjecture tha t Tn is close to the sample median
T i _  Í -*[n:2±l] n odd
n 1  2 ( * [ » : “ ] +  * [ n : f + i ] )  « e v e n
We th u s  try to establish asymptotic properties of Tn by studying the differ­
ence T n — T'n and by using the well-known asymptotic properties of T„. Under 
some regularity conditions we can indeed prove that
n 1/2 ( rn -  T'n) -  0 in probability
w ith as a consequence th a t
in distribution. Obviously, we have to assume that the median £1/2 =  
F -1 ( l /2 )  is well-defined and that /  =  F 1 exists and is continuous in a 
neighborhood of £1/2- I« addition a weak moment bound is required. We 
will prove these results first for the special case of a uniform distribution 
on [0,1]. This is needed for some of the proofs in the general case. In the 
final section we study the limit behavior in some cases where the regularity 
conditions are violated.
REMARK. The extensive literature about L-statistics is surveyed in 
Shorack-Wellner (1986). However, all known results are either concerned 
w ith a single quantile or with linear combinations of the form
n + 1
where the score functions J n : [0,1] —> R  converge pointwise to a limit 
function J(x) .  The islamic mean is peculiar in the sense th a t its weight 
generating function J n converges to a Dirac delta function.
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2. T h e  case of a u n ifo rm  d is tr ib u tio n  on  [0,1]
Suppose now tha t the random variables X{ are uniformly distributed on [0,1]. 
The Glivenko-Cantelli theorem implies tha t supo^*^ | -  x\ tends to  0 
with probability 1. Here Fn denotes the empirical distribution. It follows 
immediately tha t almost surely
max ~ n +  1
and hence
which is equivalent to




PROPOSITION 1. If the underlying distribution is uniform on [0,1] then
n3/*(r„ -  T'„) -  JV(0,
in distribution.
REMARK. Since the sample median is known to be asymptotically nor­
mal, we can infer from Proposition 1 the asymptotic normality of T n . This 
can also be deduced from a general result of Hecker (1976). However, the 
statem ent of Proposition 1 is strictly stronger than asymptotic normality 
and we will need later that n 1/ 2(Tn -  T'n) =  op(l).
PROOF. Let Y i, . . .  ,y„+i be independent random variables with an ex­
ponential distribution with probability density /(y ) =  e_vl[0,oo)(y)- Let 
Z j =  Y i + ... + Y j be their partial sums. It is well-known (see e.g. Breiman 
(1968)) tha t the vector ( z ^ j ,  ■ ■ •, ^ ^ 7 )  has the same joint distribution as 
the uniform order statistic (X[n;i] , . . . ,  X[n:nj). For notational convenience 
we restrict the attention to odd n so tha t we can write
n3/4(Tn -  T') A -  Z ^ ) .
Zn+1 ,=1
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As nZ n+i —> 1 in probability, it suffices to  show that
Dn ~  n - 1/4f > m(Zt- -  Za±i)  -  A T ( 0 , ^ ^ )
2
t ' = l
in distribution. As J?f =  ^ J .=1 T*, we get
£  «"ni-Zi = £(wm X  = S C  
«'=1
and thus
Ű» =  n “ 1/ 4
1 =  1  J f c = l A:=l i=k
re +1
2 /  n
£  ( £  ~ 1 ) yfc + X ( £  wn< )
A:=l \ i= J t  / k=!1±3 \ i=k
= n -1/4
fc—1
X - X + X] X
*:=! \  t=i k=n±A \i=k
.
To th is sum of independent random variables we can apply the Lindeberg 
central limit theorem for triangular arrays. The Lindeberg condition is easily 
checked, it remains to  compute the variance. By symmetry we have
<k- 1
tUni
var(D”) = ^ ? , l £
Now let B n- 1 and B'n_ l be two independent binomial (n — 1, | )  random vari­
ables and define Mn- i  =  max(i?n_i, B '^ ^ ) .  Then we can write (X^=i wni)2 
= P { M n- l  < k — 2) and hence
n+1 
2 2
( Dn) =  - = £  P (M n- i  < k -  2) =
V n jt=1
re+ 1 ,
9  2 k - 2
=  7 j E E w - . = i  =
V n *=iy=o
re — 3 re +  l
= -  ^X X P(Mn-l = i) =
* j —0 k = j + 2
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a=i3
=  4 ;  £  ( ^  -  0  +  2) +  =  Í )  =
V "  < 3  2
2 f i _J
=  ^ E { ~ 2  =
yjn -  1 „ fo /------r ,M n.  i 1 -
- ^ = - £ { 2 v /n ^ T ( — y  -  - ) } l{!(M ^ _ j )V S ris_ i , ) .
Observe tha t
2^ ( ^ r  -  -  - x (2^ T ( f ^  -  i ) , s ^ n ( m  - 1 ) )
converges in distribution to V = max(M^, W ) ,  where W  and W' are two 
independent standard normal random variables. So finally we get
var(D„) -♦ - E V l { V<0y
The density of V being 2<p(x)<&(x), where <f> and $  are the standard normal 
density and distribution function, respectively, we find
r0  r0
— EV\^y<o}  — - 2  /  x4>{x)<b(x)dx =  2 / (f> [x)<b(x)dx =
J — oo J — oo
=  24 .(x )* (x)W  -  2 f^  =  A =  -  ^  ' - * i x  =
_1___ _  y / 2 -  1
\Z2tt 27t 2>/7r
A  SMALL SAMPLE COMPARISON. If one postulates a location model 
and tries to estimate the point of symmetry of a uniform distribution on 
[6, 6 +  1] from a sample of size 3, then various estimators can be considered 
and their exact variances can be calculated. The variance of the median T 1 
is equal to the variance of the Beta{2,2) distribution, i.e. The variance 
of the islamic mean T  =  j(^ [i]  +  2X[2] +  X[3j) is equal to tha t of the 
ordinary mean is while that of the mid-range |(X [1] +  A[3j) is smallest, 
namely
3. The general case; consistency
To prove convergence of the islamic mean towards the population median 
we have to assume tha t the median is uniquely defined in the sense th a t
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f i  =  f t  (Assumption A), where 2 2
f i  =  inf{x : P { X  < x ) >  ^}, 
f í  =  inf{x : P ( X  < x ) >  ^}.
2 L
THEOREM 1. Suppose that Assumption A holds. Then
(a ) Tn converges to f i  in probability i f  and only if
2
P ( |X | > x) — o(-—-—) as i - t o o .  
log a:
(b ) If for some e > 0
OO
£ n P ( |X |  > ene) < oo
n= 1
then Tn converges to f  i almost surely.
REMARK. It is easy to see that the assumption in (b) holds for all e > 0 
if and only if it holds for some e > 0. Moreover the assumption is equivalent 
to  the moment condition P(log(X  V l ) ) 2 < oo.
The proof of the theorem requires an estimate of the tails of the weights 
vuni, a sharper version of which is needed in the following sections. We 
therefore state this result as a lemma for future reference. Let for 0 < x < 1
I(x)  = x  log x +  (1 -  x) log( 1 -  x) +  log 2
denote the large deviation rate function of a symmetric Bernoulli variable. 
Note th a t I{x) is strictly convex with minimum at x =  |  and / ( | )  =  0.
LEMMA 1. For r < +  1 we have
_ / ( I — I )  _  ——— (^ log 27T-J- 
n — 1 n — 1 2
2 n — 1 '  +  1 2 ( r -  l ) (n  -  r)
1
12n -  11 ) <
, 1 . ^  . r — 1
1 =  1
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PROOF. The right-hand side is a well-known basic inequality in large 
deviation theory. It can be proved by observing that
r
X  Wni = P i Bn~l < r ~ l ) =
i= 1
=  P(e t B n - 1 > <
< e_<(r_1) EetBn~l =
=  exp[-(n  -  l ) { t - ----y -  log(~ +  Ye‘)}]
holds for all t < 0. Thus log(]Ci=i wni) is bounded from above by 
— supt<0{ i^ Y  — lo g ( | +  | e ()} which using elementary calculus is seen to  be 
equal to - / ( ^ ) .
The left-hand inequality is a consequence of
X  Wni > w nr
i= l
_  n - n + 1  ( " - ! ) !
( r - l ) l ( n - r ) !
and a sharpened version of Stirling’s formula, which can e.g. be found in 
Feller (1968):
^ n n+1/ 2e_,1e ü ^ l  < n! < v/2^nn+1/ 2e_neT^.
PROOF o f  T heorem  1. Given e > 0, let Si =  F(£i  +  e) -  1/2 > 0 and
62  = 1 /2  — F (£  1 — e) > 0. Then by the law of large numbers Fn(£ 1 +  e) —► 
2 2





< £1 +  e
2
> u  -  £.
2
* f  V M ITS
Let 8  — min{<5i,52}- Since by Lemma 1 we know th a t wni —*• 1 as
n 2n —♦ 00, these inequalities imply
U ~ e <  lun inf X  t"i>^[n:i] < limsup X  +  e.
The sufficiency part of the proof can be finished by showing convergence of 
the tails of the sum to zero in probability under the conditions of part (a)
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and almost surely under the conditions of part (b). By Lemma 1 we have 
w ith a = / ( ^ ^ )  > 0:
f n l j i
K
t=l . l + S  
2
< P ( max |A,-| > eena) =  1 -  (1 -
t=l,...,n \
< nP( \ Xi  \ > eena)
nP{\Xi\ > eena) \ n <
n
Under the assumption of part (a) we have n P (|X i| > eena) —+ 0, which 
proves convergence in probability. Under the assumptions of part (b), we 
have th a t
OO
> eena) < oo
n = l
and hence almost sure convergence follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma.
The proof of necessity in part (a) is more delicate. We will give the proof 
for non-negative random variables X{. In this case Tn > 2~nX[n:nj and hence
P{Tn > c ) > P {  max X> > c2~n)
nP( Xj  > c2~n) \  n 
n )
Thus, if Tn converges to in probability, then n P ( X i >  c2n) —> 0 for
2
some c > 0. But this is equivalent with P { X i > x) =  ° ( te h ) -  The pr°of 
for random  variables tha t take both positive and negative values uses the 
same idea, combined with the asymptotic independence of the left and right 
extrem e order statistics. Details are left to the reader.
4. T h e  g en era l case: a sy m p to tic  n o rm a lity
To prove asymptotic normality of the islamic mean, we need a stronger
assum ption than assumption A, namely tha t the density /  =  F 1 exists and
is positive and continuous in a neighborhood of £i (Assumption A*).
2
THEOREM 2. Under assumption A ’ the following are equivalent:
(i) n ' l \ T n -  T ') -  0 in probability.
( ii)
( ii i)  P ( |X ,| > x) =  . ( t L ) .
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PROOF. It is well-known tha t Assumption A’ implies asymptotic nor­
mality of the sample median, i.e. n 1/ 2(T^ — £1) N ( 0, 4(/(^1 j)2 )• This
proves tha t (i) =>• (ii). If (ii) holds, Tn converges to f  i in probability and 
hence by part (a) of Theorem 1 we have (iii). For the remaining part (iii) 
=>• (i) note tha t under assumption A’ the quantile function
F *(u) =  inf{z : F{x)  > u}
is continuously differentiable at u =  1/2 with ^ F _1( l/2 )  =  . Hence
2
given any e > 0 there exists a 6  > 0 such that
|f"'M - f"‘H - 7^7]<01 í  - “I
if |v — | |  < 6  and |u — i |  < 6 . We represent the underlying random variables 
X{  as F ~ 1 (U{) where the Í/, are independent random variables, uniformly 
distributed on [0,1]. We assume again for notational convenience tha t the 
sample size is odd, so tha t we may write
n ' l \ T n -  T'n) =  n 1/ 2 £  u/ni( * M  -
i- 1
We split the right-hand sum into its central part
n 'L2á
n   ^ w m(^[n:»'] — -^[n:a± l])
<=nV
and the two tail parts. That both tails converge to zero in probability can 
be established as in the proof of Theorem 1 (the extra factor of n 1/ 2 gets 
swallowed by the negative exponential). In the central part we write
^[n:.] “  ^ [„ ;a±ij =  f / e \  ( [^n:«] ~ ^ [n :^ ] )  +
' 2  '
where < e2|{/[n:t-j -  f/[n;tt±j.j| if Cf[n:»] and are in [ |  -  6 , |  +  5].
Note tha t by the law of large numbers
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converges to 1. Thus we get
P { n l / 2  ^ 2  tüm |.Rm | >  e) <
_, 1 - 6l~n —
7*
< P { n 1 / 2e2 ^ 2 wm\U[n:i] -  U[n.n±ij| > e) +  o (l) <
t=i
< - E (e 2 n 1 / 2  J2 ^ni\U[n:i] -  i/[n:a±i]|) +  o (l) <
6  i= 1
< en 1/2^ u / m | ^ - j -  -  ^ | +  o(l) <
t '= l
<  e n~1/,2E\ Bn- i  -  ” - ■* ! +  o(l) <
<  m - l / * (E(Bn- l  -  ^ ) 2) 1/ 2 +  0(1) <
< e / 2  +  o(l).
From Proposition 1 we get tha t the linear part
tl
7
converges to 0 in probability and thus the proof is finished.
5. Som e nonstandard lim it theorem s
In the previous sections we have shown consistency and asymptotic normality 
of the islamic mean under regularity conditions. W hat happens if these 
conditions are violated? We will give an answer to this question in two cases. 
F irst assume tha t the median is not uniquely defined, i.e. th a t there is a non­
degenerate interval of medians [^1/2» C1/2]• this case the sample median
has a limit distribution tha t attaches mass 1/2 to each of the endpoints of 
the interval.
THEOREM 3. I f  £1/2 < £i / 2 > an^ if  the tail probability assumption
p m  < . )  =  o ( j ^ )
is satisfied, then Tn converges weakly to the uniform distribution on the in­
terval of medians.
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PROOF. We begin by showing this for a symmetric Bernoulli sequence. 
Note tha t in this case
n Sn
Tn - ^  wnj — ^  wnj
j=n-Sn+1 j - 1
where Sn =  £ " =1 X, has a binomial (n, distribution. By the de Moivre- 
Laplace limit theorem we know tha t
converges to zero, uniformly in k, as n —♦ oo. Hence
r » =  * ( í ( ^ M + o ( , )
almost surely. The distribution of the random variables in brackets converges 
to N ( 0,1). Hence th a t of Tn converges to the uniform distribution on [0,1]. 
The proof of the general case follows now by approximating by
X -  =  t l / 2 l { X i < U / * }  +  ^1/21{AT.>€Í>2}
and by proving tha t the difference between Tn and the islamic mean of the 
new variables tends to 0 in probability.
EXAMPLE. Finally, we want to treat Bernoulli random  variables w ith 
P( Xi  = 1) =  p < 1/2 as an example where £1/2 =  ^ 2, bu t F is discontinu­
ous at £i / 2. In this case of course Tn converges to 0 quicker than any power 
of n and it seems appropriate to look for the exponential ra te  of convergence. 
Precisely, we obtain the following result:
n 1/2( i lo g T „  +  J(p)) N ( 0 , [log —^ ]2p (l -  p))
n  1 — p
where I (p) is the large deviation rate function introduced in section 3.
To prove this assertion, we make use of the result of Lemma 1, which 
shows tha t
1 rn -  1
converges to 0 provided tha t
0 < lim inf r„ /n  < lim sup rn/n  < —.
T hus it suffices to show that
» I/2( / (  -  U p )) -  N(o, [log -  p))-
This can be established using the familiar delta method.
N O T E  ADDED IN PR O O F. The statistic Tn was also introduced by N . 
L. H jort {Ann. of Statistics 14, (1986), p. 54) in the context of Bayesian 
estim ation of the median based on the Dirichlet prior process. Hjort states 
(w ithout proof) th a t n 1/ 2(T„ -  T'n) — o p (l) under regularity conditions on 
the ta ils of the distribution of X .  We thank R. Helmers for this remark.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. We would like to thank R. Helmers, G. Shorack 
and D. Weiner for their comments on an earlier draft of the paper tha t 
helped improving the presentation, and P. Révész for a conjecture that gave 
Proposition 1 its present form.
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T H R E E  P R O B L E M S  O N  T H E  R A N D O M  W A LK  IN  Z d
P. ERDŐS and P. RÉVÉSZ
A bstract
Let {S„; n = 0, 1, 2 ,...}  be the simple, symmetric random walk in Z d and let
i'(n) = min{ifc : k > 0, Sk+n ± S3 (j = 0 ,1 ,2 ,... ,n)}
be the waiting time needed to meet a new point. The limit behaviour of i/(n) is 
investigated. Two further similar problems are also treated.
1. In tro d u c tio n
Let X i ,  X 2, . . .  be a sequence of independent, identically distributed random  
vectors taking values from Z d with distribution
P { A X =  e,} =  P { X 1 =  -e ,}  =  (‘ =  1,2, • • •, d)
where {ei, e%,. . . ,  e^} is a system of orthogonal unit vectors of Z d. Let 
S 0  =  0 =  { 0 ,0 , . . . ,  0} and S(n) =  Sn = A i +  X 2 +  • • • X n [n =  1 ,2 , . . . )
i.e. {£„} is the simple symmetric random walk in Z d. Further let 
£(x,n) = # { k  : 0 < k < n, 5* =  x}
(n — 1 ,2 , . . . ;  x — (*i> • • •, z-d) i — 0, ±1, ± 2 , . . . ,  j  1 , 2 , . . .  ,d)  be
the local time of the random walk. We say that the ball
Q ( N , u; d) | x  =  ( x i , x 2 , . . . , x d) : ||x -  u|| < N
1980 M athematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). P rim ary 60G50; Secondary 
60F15.
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tim e.
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(where u =  (tij, u2). . . ,  ud)) is covered by the random walk in time n if 
£(x, n) > 0 for every x  G Q[N,  u; d).
Let Rd(n)  be the largest integer for which there exists a random variable 
u =  u (n ) G Z d such th a t Q(Rd(n),u\ d) is covered by the random walk in 
time n  i.e.
f  (x, n) > 0 for every x G Q (R d(n), u; d).
Révész [5], [6] proved
THEOREM A. (i) For any e > 0 and d > 3
( lo g n ) ^ í - í  < i?d(n) < (logn)^r 2+* a.s.
for all but finitely many n,
(ii) Let
xjj0 = —  and xo =  0,42. 
ou
Then for  any 0 < t/' < V>o Xo we have
< Ri(n) < nx a.s.
for all but finitely many n.
Here we prove
THEOREM 1. For any e > 0 and d > 3
Rd(n) > (log «)<<-* * 
for all but finitely many n.
Theorems A and 1 combined imply 
THEOREM 1*. For any d > 3 we have
log Rd(n) _  1
a.s.
lim a.s.
n-*oo log log n d — 2 
(ii) of Theorem A suggests the following 
CONJECTURE. There exists a < Of < Xo such that
log_R2Mhm —---------  =  a  a.s.n—oo log n
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Our second problem is to investigate the time needed to meet a new 
point. In order to formulate this question introduce the following notation:
i/(n) =  v{n,d)  =  min{fc : k > 0 ,Sk+n ^  Sj (j  =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  n)}.
Since clearly
lim inf i/(n, d) =  1 a.s. (< 2 = 1 ,2 ,...)n—>oo
we are interested in the limsup of i/(n). This question seems to be very hard 
and we can present only partial results. In fact we have





4tt2 -  h™ P n(loglogn)
16
< —r  a.s.2 -  jj-2
logi/(n ,2) ^ 2
lim su p — ;---------  > — a.s.
n—►oo log a 50
i/(n, 2)
lim su p ---------=  0 a.s.
n—oo n
vin ,d )
lim su p —------- = 0 a.s. fo r  any e > 0, <2 =  3 ,4 ,. . .
n—oo ne
v(n,d)
(5) lim sup 77------— =  oo a.s. f  or any e > 0 d = 3 ,4 , . . .
n—oo (log
Our last problem is concerned with the favourite values of a random 
walk. We say tha t x n is a favourite value of { S i , S 2 , .. , S n} if
£(x„, n) =  max £(*, n) =  £(n). 
xezd
Let 7n be the set of favourite values i.e.
7n -  {x : x G Z d, £(®, n) =  max ^(x, n)}
x e z d
and let /„  =  \7n \ be the cardinality of In our paper [2] we proposed to 
study the properties of the sequence { /n}- It is easy to see tha t
/„  =  1 i.o. a.s. <2=1,2, . . .
/„  =  2 i.o. a.s. <2=1,2, . . .
Hence we proposed the question
(6) P { /n =  3 i.o.} =? <2=1.
This question is still open. Now we prove
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T heorem  3. I f  d >  3 then
(7) limsup f n = oo a.s.
n —► oo
Hence beside the question (6) we also propose the questions
P { /„  = 3 i .o .  } =? d — 2 .
2. P ro o f  of T h e o re m  1
In the  proof the following lemmas will be used
LEMMA A. ([4]). For any d > 3 there exists a positive constant Cd such 
that
P {S n =  x for some n = 1 ,2 , . . . }  = P ( J (x )  =  l) =  (R  00)
where R  =  ||z|| and
j ( x \ _  f 0 *7 £(*>«) =  0 for every n =  1 , 2 , . . . ,
'  '  I 1 otherwise.
LEMMA B. ([5]). There exists a constant K  > 0 such that 
P { e ( x , n ) > 0 } > ^ i ? 2- d R = \\x \\
i f  n > KR? where C 4  is the constant of Lemma A.
Let L = L[n) =  [(logn)1-e] and define 
n  =  ri(n) < 0 i =  0 i(n )  < r2 = r2(«) < 02 =  02(") < . . .  <  tl  =  rL(n) 
b y
2
Tl = n + [(logn)«*-*],
01 =  inf {A: : k > ti , S n = Sk},
2
T2 =  01 +  [(log n) 3=5],
02 =  inf {A: : k >  t2, S n = Sk} , . . .
Clearly with a positive probability (depending on n) 0 i is not defined. How­
ever we have
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LEMMA 1. For any S > 0 there exists a constant M  =  M ( 6 ) > 0 such
that
( 8) P {  — r, < M(logn)<i-2} > n s .
PR O O F. Clearly for any N >  0 there exists a constant 0  <  p =  p(N)  <  1 
such tha t
P{||«Sri - Sn| < N(log n) } > P > 0.
Observe that by Lemma B we have 
P{t/»i < M (logn)i-ä}
> P{V>i < M (lo g n )A  I ||5T1 -  5„|| < N ( \ o g n ) t t }  x 
P { ||5 n - 5 n || < iV (logn)ä^}
provided that M  > K N 2 where Cd and K  are the constants of Lemma B. 
Since rpi, f a , . . .  are i.i.d.r.v.’s we get
c dP \ ( |ogn)1F i m a x ^ i  < K f lo g n ) * }  > J > n - 6
which implies (8).
Let
A n  =  A(n) =  { m a x ^ t  <  M ( \ o g n ) ^ }  
and x  be an arbitrary element of Z d for which
(9) II* — Sn || < (logn)T^3_2t.
Then applying again Lemma B we have
P{f(*>n +  [ ( lo g n )A |)  -  £ (x ,n) =  0} < 1 -





Hence the conditional probability (given A(n)) that x  is not covered is less 
than or equal to
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Consequently the conditional probability tha t there exists a point for which 
(9) is satisfied and which is not covered is less than or equal to
O ((log n ) ^ - 2) - 2^ )  exp ( - ^ ( l o g n ) 2^ - 2) - ' )  .






< exp —n i—1—6 —«>
for any £ > 0 where T (n) =  na -1 (logn)_ 3^::2+1_e).
Consequently with probability 1 for all but finitely many k between 2k 
and 2fc+1 there exists an n for which A n holds. Given this n the conditional 
probability that Bd(n ) < ( l o g n ) ^ -2* is less than or equal to
O ((log„)*/(*-*)-»«<*) exp ( - ^ ( l o g n ) 2i(d- 2) - e)  .
Hence among these n ’s there are only finitely many for which i?d(n) < 
(log n )1/ ^ -2)-2* i.e. between 2* and 2k+1 there exists an n (if k is big 
enough) for which f?d(n) > (log n )1/ ^ -2 )-2®. This implies Theorem 1.
3. P ro o f o f T heorem  2
( i)  THE PROOF OF THE UPPER PART OF (1 ) .  Let the  range of 
{ f i r (0 ) ,Ä ( l ) , . . . ,S ( « ) }  be
R(n) — max S(k)  — min S(k).
0<k<n 0<k<n
It is well-known th a t for any e > 0
(10) K{n ) — ((1 +  e)2n log log n )1/ 2 a.s.
for all but finitely many n. It is also well-known that
/  N  N 1/ 2 7T
(11) max |Sfc — 5n | > ( (1 — £)-— ——  ) —=
V J n<k<N ~ V 'lo g lo g iV / y/%
for all but finitely many N.  Choose N  such that
*_ (  n  y / 2
\/8 \  1 £ log log n )
> ((1 + £)2n log logn)1/ 2
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i.e.
. 1 +  e 16 , 2N  > --------- ^n(loglog n) .
1 — e 7T2
Then (10) and (11) combined imply the upper part of (1).







max Sk > (2cm log log n )1/ 2 (0 < a  < 1)0</e<n
$(0,2n) — f(0 ,n ) > 0 
min Sk < -(2cm  log log n )1/2
£(0,4n) — f(0 ,3n) > 0
max \Sic\ < (2an log log n )1/ 2 (Q > 0).
4 n < Á :< < 3 n ( lo g lo g n )2
A simple calculation implies tha t the probability to get such a path  is
0 ( ( l o g n ) - 4a- ^
2
16a





and by the usual way one can see tha t there exist infinitely many n for which 
conditions (12)-(16) are satisfied.
Let N  =  4n. Then
i/(iV, 1) > Q n(loglogn)2 > NQog log N ) 2
i.e. the lower part of (1) is proved.
(ill) PROOF OF (2 ). In order to prove (2) we have to present the 
stronger version of (ii) of Theorem A.
THEOREM B. ([6]). Let V*o =  1/50. Then for any 0 < tp < rpo there 
exist a sequence of random vectors u =  u(n) 6 Z 2 (n =  1 ,2 ,. . .)  and an 
e > 0 such that
limsup sup||x-u||<n* £(u,n) < 1 -  e a.s.
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and
,• • r  f ( U>n ) ^l im in t ---- 5—  > e a.s.
n-.oo log* n
Following the proof of Theorem B one can easily prove
THEOREM C. For any 0 < rp < rpo there exists a sequence of random 
vectors u = u(n) €  Z 2 (n = 1 ,2 ,...)  and an e > 0 such that
f f K n )lim in l---- i—  > e a.s.
n - o o  l 0 g ^  n
and
t ( x , N ) >  0
for every x €  Z 2 with ||z — u|| < where
N  =  inf{A: : £(u,k) > - lo g 2n}.
Clearly Theorems B and C tell us th a t if we are waiting till the time 
when the point u will be visited (e/2)log2 n times then the disc Q(n^,u]2)  
will be covered and if after tha t we wait till n then u will be visited at least 
e log2 n times.
Having Theorem C it is clear that v (N ,2 )  > n 2^  with positive probabil­
ity. This proves (2).
( iv )  PROOF OF (3 ) .  The proof of (3) is based on the following
THEOREM D . ([1]). Let L(n) be the number of different vectors among 
5 (0 ), 5 ( 1 ) , . . .  ,S[n) (d = 2). Then
lim (log n)L(n)
n->oo  7T n
1 a.s.
This result implies th a t for any e > 0
L ((l +  e)n) > L(n)  a.s.
for all bu t finitely many n. This, in turn, implies (3).
(v )  PROOF OF (4 ) .  At first we prove
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L emma  2. Let
~(Q (R ,u;d),oo) =  f(*,oo) (d > 3)
x £ Q ( f í , u ; d )
be the occupation time of Q(R,u \d)  (R  =  1 ,2 ,. ..) .  Then for any e > 
T  >  0
sup E(Q(R,u]d),oo)  < R 2+t a.s.IMI <*T
for all but finitely many R.
PROOF. Define the following r.v .’s
ni — ni(.R ,u) =  min{A: : k > 0, S ( k ) G Q (.ff,u;d)},
n2 =  U2(i?,u) =  min{A: : A: > n\,  ||S(A;) -  5 (n i) || > 4R},
n 3  =  M3( R , u) = min{/c : k > n3, S(k)  E Q(2R,  S'(rii); d)},
n4 =  n4(f?,u) =  min{/c : k > n3, ||S(k)  — S (n i) || > 4R},
715 — n s ( R , u) =  min{A: : k > n4, S(A:) G Q(2R,  S (n i); d)},
fi6 =  ne(R,u) — min{A: : A: > n$, ||S(A:) — 5 (n i) || > 4J?)},. . .
Observe tha t
P{ri2 — Mi > R 2+e} < e x p ( -0 (R £)),
P { n 3 < 00} < p < 1,
P { n 4 -  ri3 > R 2+c} < exp (-0 (Ä *)),
P{ri5 < 00} < p < 1,
P { n 6 -  n5 > /?2+*} < e x p (-0 (f? * )) ,. . .
Consequently
P {E (Q (ß ,u ;d ),oo ) > R 2+e} < e x p ( -0 ( fW 2))
and
P{ sup E(Q(R, u; d), 00) > R 2+e} < e x p (-0 ( /? e/4)).
NI<*T




Q i =  Q ( n ‘ , S ( n ) ; d ) .
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By Lemma 2 it consists of at most n5i/ 2 elements of the sequence 5(0), 5(1), 
. . .  ,5 (n )  (with probability 1 for all but finitely many n). Let
7i(n) =  inf{& : k > 0, S ( k  +  n) ^  Q{)-
Then
T\(n)  < n5*/2 a.s.
if n is big enough. Clearly the probability th a t the sequence 5 (n  +  1),
5 (n  +  2 ) , . . .  ,5 (n  +  ri(n ))  does not contain any new points is less than or 
equal to nW 2_ed.
Now we consider the ball
Q 2 = Q[ne, 5 (n  +  ri[n))-,d)
and define
r2(n) =  inf{& : k > 0, S (n  + Ti(n) + k) Qi}.
Similarly as above one can see that the probability that the sequence 5 (n  +  
7"i(n) + 1 ) , 5 (n  +  ri(n ) +  2 ) , . . . ,  5 (n  +  ri(n ) -f72(n)) does not contain any new 
points is less than or equal to n5e/2_i<1. Repeat this procedure ne times we 
obtain  th a t the probability that we do not get any new points is less than or 
equal to  n (5e/ 2- ed)n' . Since during the procedure the number of steps made 
by the random walk is less than n5i/ 2ne =  n 7e/ 2 we obtain (4).
(Vi) PROOF OF (5 ) .  Repeating the proof of (2) but using Theorem 1 
instead of (ii) of Theorem A we get (5).
4. P ro o f  o f T h e o re m  3
Let A  C Z d and x €  Z d. We say that A  is blocking x if any path going from 
x  to  infinity hits A. For example
A — {(0,1), (1,0), (0, — 1), (—1,0)} C  Z 2
is blocking x =  (0,0).
Let A C  Z d with |A| =  / < oo. Assume tha t A is not blocking 5n (n is 
fixed). Then there exists an aj > 0 such th a t
(17) P {E (A ,oo )  =  5(A ,n)}  >  a; > 0 (d > 3)
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where
E(A,n) =  f f { k  : 0 < k < n, Sk €  A}.
By (17) it is also easy to see that
(18) P{m ax f k > j  and 7K is not blocking SK \ B} > 0
n<k
where « > n is the smallest integer for which f K =  j  +  1 and 
B =  {/„ =  j  and Jn is not blocking Sn}.
(18) clearly implies tha t for any i  =  1 ,2 ,. . .
P{lim sup f n > t} > 0.
n—♦ oo
This, in turn, by the zero-one law implies (7).
5. T w o questions
We recall the following
THEOREM E. ([3]). Let d - 2 .  Then we have
—  < liminf n ^ n\o  < limsup ^   ^ r  < — a.s.
4 7r "-»oo (log n )z n-.oo (logn)'2 n
Theorems D and E combined easily imply
THEOREM 4. Let A[n,d)  C Z d be the largest set on which £(-,n) is a 
positive constant i.e.
£(x, n) =  £(t/, n) ^  0 i f  x E A(n,d)  and y G A{n,d).
Then for any e > 0




for all but finitely many n.
Similarly one can see that for any d > 3 there exists a C j  > 0 such that
|A (n,d)| > a.s.
log n
for all but finitely many n.
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The analogous result for d — 1 is not clear. We present the following
C o n j e c t u r e .
lim |A (n ,l) | =  oo a.s.
and
P {lim sup  min £ (x ,n )< o o }  =  l ( d = l ) .
n — * o o  { ® : £ ( z , n ) > 0 }
Note th a t it is easy to see that for d > 2
min £(x, n) =  1 a.s.
{z:£(z,r»)>0}
for all but finitely many n.
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1. Introduction
There has much been written on the metric theory of series expansions of real 
numbers. One usually chooses, as we shall do here, Lebesgue measure on the 
Borel subsets of the interval (0, lj as the underlying probability space, and 
asks about metric (distributional) properties of digits in an expansion by a 
specified algorithm. For a variety of results on this line, see the monograph 
Galambos (1976). In this paper we return to the Oppenheim algorithm 
(see Oppenheim (1972) and Galambos (1970)), and extend an “imbedding” 
method of Williams (1973), developed for a particular case known as Engel 
series, to the metric theory of digits in Oppenheim expansions. This will 
simplify proofs of known results as well as lead to new ones.
The Oppenheim algorithm is as follows. Let hn(j) , n > 1, be a sequence 
of rational valued functions on integers j  > 2. We assume tha t hn(j)  > 1 
for all n and j .  Let 0 < x < 1, and define x\ = x, and, for n > 1,
( 1 ) Xn + 1 = (*■ ^  i )
dn(dn -  1) 
hn(dn) '
where the digits dn =  dn(x) are defined as positive integers satisfying
( 2)
1
Tn ^  2-n 5Í d n ~  1




y{x) =  — +
di d\(d\  -  1) di
" 1
C  +  -  +  HLJ i  da(d„ -  1 ) d n +  . . .
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(4) y(x) = x for all x.
In order to see this last claim, put yn(x) for the first n term s of y(x) in (3). 
T hen  the algorithm (1) and (2) entails
(5) 1 ~ y*(x) =  x"+i n  da(d[ _ \)>
and thus, by the right hand side’s being positive, we get 0 < y„(x) < x, 
yielding
y(x) =  lim yn(x) < x (n -> oo).
B u t then from the convergence of y(x) we have that the general term in (3) 
converges to zero which, on account of (2), is of the same magnitude as the 
righ t hand side of (5). This proves (4).
Upon applying the upper bound of xn in (2) to the right hand side of (1), 
we get xn+i < 1 / h n(dn), while by the lower bound in (2) xn+i > l / d n+l- 
Consequently, for every n,
(6) dn+\ > hn(dn).
Therefore, by the choice of a fast growing sequence hn(j) ,  one can autom at­
ically guarantee a fast growth for dn(x) for all x. This is satisfied in several 
classical cases, out of which we mention (i) Engel series corresponding to 
h n ( j ) =  h(j) = j  — 1 for all n, (ii) Sylvester series obtained by choosing 
h n ( j )  =  h(j)  =  j ( j  -  1) and (iii) Lüroth expansions which we obtain via 
h n ( j )  = h(j)  =  1 for all n and j .  Note th a t, in terms of (6), Lüroth se­
ries stands out as an expansion in which the value of dn does not impose 
a condition on dn+1, while in the cases of Engel and Sylvester dn and dn+i 
are strongly dependent. Therefore, if one can expect a unified approach to 
all Oppenheim series from a probabilistic (metric) point of view, one can­
no t s ta r t with the direct investigation of the sequence dn bu t rather with 
some relation between dn+\ and hn(dn). The present au thor’s previous tool 
was an integer approxim ation to the ratio  dn+x/hn(dn), which reduced ev­
ery Oppenheim series to  th a t of Lüroth (see Chapter 6 in Galambos (1976)). 
However, while this approximation proved to be very powerful for proving 
a variety of strong laws of large numbers and central lim it types of theo­
rem s, it is not sufficiently fine to be comparable with imbedding methods 
firs t proposed by Williams for the Engel series which, in a modified form, is 
fully exploited in a paper of Deheuvels (1982), and more recently, adopted
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to the Sylvester algorithm by Goldie and Smith (1987). The present paper 
is devoted to the extension of the method of Williams to the general case of 
Oppenheim expansions with the single restriction of assuming tha t hn(j)  is 
integer valued for all n.
2. A new  m ethod  for studying the m etric  theory
As alluded to earlier, we use Lebesgue measure as the underlying probability 
over Borel sets. In other words, we view the initial value x as a uniformly 
distributed random variable over the interval (0,1]. Then, by looking at 
cylinder sets of the form
{x : di = j i , d 2 = j i , - . . , d n = jn},
which are intervals whenever (6) is not violated, the algorithm (1) and (2) 
immediately yields tha t the sequence d\,d2, .. . forms a Markov chain with 
initial distribution
(7) p ( i í = j )  = l ö '— y  J' - 2’
and with transition probabilities
(8) P{dn = k I dn_x =  j )  =  (  k(k -" l)  l í k >
[ 0 otherwise.
Now, since the distributional properties of a Markov chain are uniquely 
determined by its initial distribution and its one step transition probabilities, 
one can study the metric theory of the sequence dn through any Markov chain 
Dn to  which (7) and (8) apply when dn is replaced by D n. Upon utilizing 
an idea of Williams (1973), we shall introduce the following Markov chain 
Dn in place of dn.
Let X i , X 2). . .  be independent random variables on some probability 
space with common distribution function F(x) =  1 — e~x , x > 0. We shall 
refer to this distribution as unit exponential. Set
(9) Dn+i = [hn(Dn) exp(An+i)] +  1, n > 0,
where Do — 2, ho(2) =  1, and [y] signifies the integer part of y. Clearly, the 
sequence Dn is a Markov chain, and since, for k > hn U),
P[[K[ j )  exp(Xn+i)] +  1 =  k) = P(k  -  1 < hn(j) e \ p ( X n+i) < k)
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= F
_  h n ( j )
k(k  — 1) ’
while this same probability equals 0 if hn( j ) / k  < 1, we have th a t both (7) 
and (8) apply to Dn, n  > 1. Hence, our method for proving metric results 
on dn is that we prove a similar statem ent for the Markov chain Dn, n > 1. 
The term  Do plays no rule other then defining the first term  D\.
T he following two properties of the sequence Dn will repeatedly be uti­
lized. F irst, note th a t if hn[Dn) —♦ +oo with n then (9) entails




Furtherm ore, the elementary inequality log(l + z) < z, z > 0, yields from
( 1 0 ) ,
(11) Rn = log
D n+1
hn{Dn) — Xn+1 +
cn e x p (-X n+i)
K { D n)
0 < cn < 1.
A nother consequence of our new method for proof is th a t it gives a new 
light to  the earlier approximation method of the present author, which has 
already been mentioned in connection with (6). Define the positive integers 
Tn by
(1 2 )  Tn < T^TTfT < T n + l
hn\Dn )
and let
(13) Un = [exp(Xn+1)].
The present authors’s previous tool was to utilize tha t the Tn are independent 
and identically distributed random variables whose common distribution is 
the one given at (7). Since (8) reduces to (7) for Liiroth expansions, tha t is, 
the  Liiroth digits are independent, one actually has tha t the approximation 
by Tn to the ratios in (12) is a comparison of these ratios to the Liiroth 
digits. We can now understand this so far unexplainable phenomenon: it 
tu rn s  out that Tn = Un for every n > 1. Indeed, if we write
exp(X n+i) =  Un + r„, 0 < r„ < 1,
and if 0 < gn < hn(Dn) is an integer such tha t
9 n  ^  ^  (<7n "I“ l)>
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th a t is, gn = [rnh„(£>n)], then
D n +1 _  [ M P n)exp(An+i)l +  1 _  ,j  9 n  +  1
h n ( D n )  h n ( D n )  ~  n +  hn{Dny
Since the last fraction on the extreme right hand side is positive and does 
not exceed one, we got tha t Un does satisfy the inequalities of (12), th a t is, 
Un = Tn.
3. A pplications of the new  m eth od  for proof
An essential part of estimating speed of convergence is the establishment 
of a strong law of large numbers for Rn of (11). From our new m ethod 
we immediately have that if hn(Dn) —> +oo with n almost surely then the 
arithmetical mean of Rn of (11) converges almost surely to one. Simply 
apply (11) and the classical strong law of large numbers to A„+i. This short 
argument now replaces the proof of Theorem 6.17 in Galambos (1976), which 
theorem in turn  plays a fundamental role in several other estimates, including 
those for speed of convergence.
In an equally simple manner can one get several new results concerning 
the sequence R n  of (11). Before we state such results we assume that h n { j )  >  
j  — 1, and conclude tha t in such a case h n ( D n ) ,  and thus D n  itself (recall
(6)), diverges to infinity with n, for almost all x. We just have to observe 
th a t for all n, with the exception of perhaps of a finite number of its values,
(14) P n + i  >  h n ( D n )  +  2  >  D n  +  1 .
Indeed, by (6), the violation of (14) means tha t T>n+i =  h n ( D n )  +  1, which, 
on account of (9), is equivalent to
exp(*”+ ,)< 1 + M k r
By one more appeal to (9) we see that X n+i and Dn are independent, and 




k =  2
P { D n  =  k )
h n { k )  +  1
However, by an induction argument, using the Markov property only, it is 
shown on pp. 101 - 102 in Galambos (1976) tha t the right hand side above is
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bounded by (5/6)n . Hence, its sum over n is finite, entailing, via the Borel- 
Cantelli lemma, th a t, for almost all x, (14) fails at most for a finite number 
of n. Consequently, when we choose such hn(j)  which satisfies hn(j)  > j  — 1 
for all n, we can ignore the error terms in (10) and (11) in most asymptotic 
results. The following theorem summarizes a selective list of results utilizing 
the ju s t mentioned possibility.
THEOREM 1. Let hn( j ) > j  — 1. Then, putting Sn = dn+i / h n(dn) and 
Rn ~  log Sn, we have almost surely
(i) ( l /n ) (S i  +  Si  +  . . .  +  Sn) —> +oo;
(ii) i f  bn —* +oo and such that (Si +  S2 +  . . .  +  Sn)/bn does not converge 
to zero then its limsup equals +00;
(iii) ( l/n )(f? i +  f?2 +  • • • +  Rn) —* 1;
(iv) Rn > log n +  log log n infinitely often; Rn < log n +  (1 +  a) log log n for 
all but a finite number of n, whatever a > 0.
One could go further and include the iterated logarithm theorem in order to 
extend (iii), or even finer results are obtainable by approximating the sum of 
Rlc by a Wiener process. But the power of the new method for proving results 
on the  sequence dn is adequately dem onstrated by the collection in Theorem 
1. D etails of proof are not needed; one has to appeal to (14) and then to
(10) and (11) w ithout their error terms. Well known results on independent 
and identically distributed random variables then entail Theorem 1.
Weak convergence results also follow from (10) and (11).
THEOREM 2. Assuming that hn(j)  >  j  — 1 for all n, we have
(i) (Si -f S2 +  . . .  +  Sn)/n log  n —» 1 in probability;
(ii) (Ri  +  i?2 +  • • • +  Rn ~ n ) l n xl ‘l is asymptotically standard normal;
(iii) max(f?i, R 2 , . . Rn) — logn has the asymptotic law exp(— exp( — z)).
W hile there is a proof for (ii) in Galambos (1976), it is quite lengthy; by our 
new method it is immediate. Part (iii) is new, and indeed, it was attem pted 
by previous methods but the errors were always too disturbing. By our new 
m ethod it follows from (14) and (11) upon observing th a t the maximum of 
the set /?i, i?2, • • •, Rn has the same asym ptotic behaviour as the maximum 
of Rm, Rm+1 , . . . ,  Rn, where m  is an arbitrary  large, but fixed number.
In concluding we wish to point out th a t both Williams’s approximation 
m ethod and tha t of Deheuvels heavily rely on Rényi’s (1962) work. These
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authors restrict their investigation to the Engel series. In addition, much of 
the early research on series expansions was influenced by the paper of Erdős, 
Rényi and Sziisz (1958).
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ON T H E  IN C R E M E N T S OF THE W IE N E R  PR O C E SS
KARL GRILL
A b s t r a c t
Let W ( t )  be a standard Wiener process and a(i) a p ositive nondecreasing fu nction  
w ith  a(t) <  t .  We investigate the a.s. asym ptotic behaviour of som e increm ent pro­
cesses defined in term s of W ( ) and a( ) (the “large” increm ents in the term inology  
of O rtega and W schebor [20]), obtaining an integral test for the upper classes and  
also som e resu lts on the lower classes.
1. Introduction
Let ( W ( t ) , t  > 0) be a standard Wiener process. Furthermore, let a(t) be 
a positive nondecreasing function tha t is regularly varying as t tends to 
infinity. Define the following types of increments:
F i( i,a ( t))  =  a(i)_1/2 sup (W(u +  a(i)) -  W (u)),
0<u<t—o(t)
*2(*>a(0) =  a (0 ~ 1/2 SUP |W(u +  a(t)) -  W (u)|,
0 < u < t - a ( t )
Y3(t ,a( t ) )  =  a(i)-1 / 2 sup sup (W(u  +  s) -  W (u)),
0<a< a ( t)  0 < u < t — »
Yi(t ,a ( t ) )  = a(t)~1/ 2 sup sup |W(tt +  s)  — W (u)|.
0 < i< a ( t )  0 < u < t - a
We are concerned with the strong limiting behaviour of these quantities as 
t  —> oo. We shall make use of the following definitions (see, e.g. Révész [21, 
22]):
Let Z ( t ) be a stochastic process. Then we formulate:
DEFINITION 1 .  The function f ( t )  belongs to the upper-upper class of 
Z(t)  ( f  €  UUC(Z(t)))  if for almost every oj E Cl there is a to =  to(oj) such 
that Z(t)  < f ( t )  a.s. for all t > to.
1980 M athem atics Subject Classification. Primary 60J65; Secondary 60F15.
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DEFINITION 2. The function f ( t ) belongs to the upper-lower class of 
Z ( t )  ( f  E U£C(Z(i )) )  if  for almost every u  E ft there is an increasing 
sequence tn — tn{oS) tending to infinity such that Z( tn) > f ( t n) for all n.
DEFINITION 3. The function f ( t )  belongs to the lower-upper class of 
Z{t)  ( f  €  CUC(Z(t))) i f  for almost every u  E ft there is an increasing 
sequence tn =  t'n(u>) tending to infinity such that Z( tn) < f ( t n) for all n.
DEFINITION 4. The function f ( t )  belongs to the lower-lower class of 
Z ( t )  ( f  E CZC{Z{t)))  i f  for almost every u> E ft there is a to =  io(^) such 
that Z( t)  > f [ t ) a.s. for all t > to.
The limiting classes of Y j(t,a(i)) have been investigated extensively since 
the  pioneering work of Lai [17, 18], Taylor [26], Csörgő and Révész [4] and 
Csáki and Révész [3]. A study of the weak limit behaviour of these statistics 
is given in Deheuvels and Révész [8], while related increments have been 
investigated by Hanson and Russo [12, 13]. Among the m ost sophisticated 
results on the subject are those of Révész [22] and Ortega and Wschebor
[20], the latter of whom having proved the following Theorems A and B, 
close to  a complete characterization of UUC(Yi(t,a(t))), i =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 .
THEOREM A . Let <l> be a positive, continuous, nondecreasing function 
such that <f>(t) —> oo as t —> oo. Then for i — 1,2,3,4
/oo <f>3 ( t)a~1 (t)exp(-<f>2 ( t) /2 )d t  < oo => <f>(t) E UUC(Yi ) .  
Suppose in addition that
a{t) = C0  exp( f  dy),
J c l y
where rj(-) is a continuous function such that <f2 [t)r}[i) is ultimately bounded 
as t —» oo. Then for i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4
r oo
(2) h{4>) — J  0 ( t)a -1 (i) exp(-<£2(f)/2 ) dt < oo => cf>(t) E UUC(Yi ) .
On the other hand, i f  r)(t) j  0 and <f>2 (t)rj(t) |  then for i =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4
/OO T72(i)<£3(t)a -1 (t) exp(-<f>2 ( t) /2 )d t  < oo => 4>{i) E UUCfYi).
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THEOREM B . Let <j> be a positive, continuous, nondecreasing function 
such that <j>{t) - to o  as t —► oo. Then for i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4
(4) I 1 (4>) = 0 o= xf> eU CC(Yi(t,a(t))).
M otivated by (2), (4), and the similarity of with the Erdos-Kolmogorov- 
Petrowski upper class test for the Wiener process (see, e.g., Ortega and 
Wschebor [20], Theorem A), Ortega and Wschebor [20, p. 332] conjectured 
th a t the finiteness of h(<p) might be a necessary (as well as a sufficient) con­
dition for <f> €  UUC(Yi(t,a(t))), i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 . It is the purpose of Section 2 
of the present paper to give an integral characterization of U U C a ( t ) ) )  
which will show tha t this conjecture is not true in general, and the following 
statem ent holds instead:
THEOREM 1. Let <t> be nondecreasing and positive. Let also
a(t) =  C0 exp( [  T^ - d y )
JCi y
be as in Theorem A, where r)(y) is slowly varying as y —* oo and a(t) < 71 
with some 7 < 1. Then for i =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4
K{4>) = +  exP(- ^ 2 ^ ) *  < 00 ** <*>e UUC{Yi{t,a{t))).
( 5 )
R em ark  1.
1. Theorem 1 is in agreement with Theorems A and B, and shows th a t 
the range of the above-mentioned conjecture of Ortega and Wschebor 
corresponds to the case where 4>2 {t)r](t) is ultimately bounded.
2. It is easy to construct a positive slowly varying function t] such th a t
r]{y) -* 0 as y -♦ 00, / “  r7(y)y_1dy =  00, and r/(y)logy a  as
y —► 00, where 0 < a < 00 is arbitrary. For a =  0, we see th a t 
J(<f>) < 00 y4>- <j> E UUC(Yi(t,a(t))) while if a = 00,we have likewise 
h{<t>) < o o &  4>eUUC{Yi{t,a{t))).
3. The form of the function a as demanded in the statem ent of Theorem 1 
may seem very restrictive. However, most functions th a t one quickly 
thinks of happen to fit this description. A few examples follow, giv­
ing also “typical” upper and lower class functions (We use the usual 
notation logn for the n-th iterate of log).
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(a) a(f) =  (logf)“ , (a > 0). Here 77(f) =  a / lo g f. The function
C m  =
=  (2 log £ + (3 -2 a )  log log í+ 2  log3 í+ 2  log4 í + .. .+ (2+ e) logn £)l / 2
belongs to  the upper-upper class of Yj(f,a(f)) iff e > 0. This can 
also be obtained from Theorem A.
(b) a(t) =  exp((logf)“), (0 < a  < 1). Here 17(f) =  a(log f)“-1 . The 
function
C m  =
=  (2 log i-2 ( /o g i)“+ (3+ 2a) log log í+2 log3 Í + . . ,+ (2+e) log„ i ) 1/ 2 
belongs to the upper-upper class of Yi(t,a(t))  iff e > 0.
(c) a(f) — ta , (0 < a < 1). Here 77(f) =  a. The function
C m  =
=  (2 (l-a )lo g i+ 5 1 o g lo g i+ 2 1 o g 3 t \ 2 log4 1 [ . .+ (2+ e)logn i ) 1;/2 
belongs to  the upper-upper class of Yi[t,a(t)) iff e > 0.
(d) a(f) =  at,  (0 < a  < 1). Here 77(f) =  1 The function
C m  =
=  (2 log log Í +  5 log3 1 + 2 log4 t + . . .  +  (2 +  e) logn t ) 1 / 2  
belongs to the upper-upper class of y ,(f,a(f)) iff e > 0.
ACKNOW LEDGEM ENT l .  While this paper was w ith the editor, the 
au thor learned th a t N. Kőno [16] obtained a result tha t contains Theorems 1 
and 2 of the present paper.
We now turn our attention to the lower class for which the following 
theorem  has been stated  by Révész [22, Theorem 2.1].
THEOREM C . Let a(t) be such that (log(f/a(f))/log  log f) -* 00 as f -+ 
00. 5ef A(f) =  f/(a (f)  log log f). Then for i =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4
1 . For C < log(7r/512)
(2 log A(f) +  loglogA(f) -  C )1/ 2 6  £UC(y;-(t,a(t))),
and
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2. For C  > log(7r)
(2 log A(i) +  log log A(i) -  C )1/2 6 Z£,C(Yi(t,a{t))).
Révész’ proof of the lower class result, however, contains a slight error. 
Namely, for the sequence t* used in his proof of formula (2.6) in th a t paper, 
the use of his formula (2.3) yields an error term tha t is too large to give the 
desired result. This can be mended by using the same argument w ith the 
sequence £* =  exp(A:1/3_Ä), resulting, however, in a larger constant (log(9^) 
instead of log7r) in the final result.
In Section 3 we precise this result, namely by showing th a t there exist 
constants C,, i =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4  such th a t, under suitable assumptions on a(i),
C  < Ci =>■ (2 log A(f) +  log log A (t) — C )1/ 2 €  CUC(Yi[t, a(t))), i =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,
and
C  > C{ => (2 log A(i) +  log log A (t) — C )1/ 2 € £CC{Yi(t,a(t))),  i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 .
For a restricted range of a(t), we find the explicit values of C\  =  log7r 
and C2 =  log(7r/4), and bounds for C3 and C4. In view of the limiting weak 
laws of Deheuvels and Révész [8], we may only conjecture at present th a t 
C3 and C4 could be also equal to  log(?r/4) which is in agreement with our 
bounds stated  as follows
7T n
log — < C3 < log 4ir and log — < C4 < log^.
4 16
Our methods may be applied to cover increments of partial sum pro­
cesses which can be treated by invariance principles for large increments, 
and by direct evaluation for increments of the order of some power of log n, 
where n is the length of the observed series. This problem has been studied 
recently by Deheuvels, Devroye, and Lynch [6], Deheuvels and Devroye [5], 
Deheuvels and Steinebach [9, 10] and Mason [19] among others. This will 
appear elsewhere.
In the sequel C,  with or w ithout index, will denote an absolute constant 
whose actual value may differ from one occurrence to the next, so th a t 
notations like C  =  C  +  1 are possible. As usual, f ( t )  ~  g(t) will denote 
asymptotic equality and f[ t)  x  g{t) will mean th a t the ratio f ( t ) /g ( t )  is 
ultimately bounded away from both  zero and infinity as t —► 00.
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2. The upper classes
The proof of Theorem 1 rests on the following
LEMMA 1. Let 0 < a < b < 6 t and x > 1 be given and assume that 
b < Ka,  where 0 < 9 < 1 and K  are some constants. Then there are positive 
constants K\,K% (depending on K  and 6 ) such that
, W ( u + v ) - W ( u ) .  .
P (  sup sup sup I------------------ —----1 > X) < Kip,
a < s < b  0 < v < s  0 < u < t—v  V s
y,  , o\ -rw W ( u +  s) -  W(u) ^  .
Kz{p -  p2) < P (  sup sup ------------------------ > x),
a < 3 < b 0 < u < t - s  V S
where
p — p(a ,b ,x , t )  = t (  1 +  ------ x 2') — exp( —x2/2).
V a /  a
PROOF. First observe that, by a standard reflection argument,
W  (ti +  v) — W  (u)
P (  sup sup sup I r
a<s<b 0< v< s 0<u<t — v V s
> x) <
< 2P( sup sup
a < s< b 0< u < t - s
\W{u + s) -  W (u)|
> *),
so it is sufficient to prove the upper inequality for the double sup.
We shall only prove the lemma for the case (b — a)x2 > a since otherwise 
it would be a trivial consequence of Lemma 1 in Ortega and Wschebor [20], 
In this case, define
A jk = { \Ja{k — j )  < W ( ^ )  -  W ( ^ )  < \Ja{k -  j ') ( l +  ~ ) }
and ___________
B jk = { sup |W(u) -  W (u)| > J a ( k - j  -  2)}.
j a x ~ 2< u < v < k a x ~ 2
Furtherm ore, let
x Lt x 2 b .
S  =  {(j,  k) : 0 < j  < k < —  , x 2 < k -  j  < ----}
a a
x 2t x 2 b
S'  — {(j, k) : 0 < j  < k < ------ f- 1, x 2 < k — j  < ------ b 2}.
a a
and
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It is readily obtained that, for (j, k) E S  resp. S',
C ix ~ l exp(—z2/2) < P { A jk ) < P(ßjjfc) < C2 x ~ x e x p (-x 2/2 ),




A j k  C { sup sup
a<s<b0<u<t—a
W (u  +  s) -  W  (u)
~ 7 i
> x )  C U B j k ,  
U,k)es>
we get
P (  sup sup 
a<5<6 0<u<t — 6
W [ u +  s) -  W(u)
y ß
> x ) <  £  p (5 ;*)
U ,k)€S ‘
„  tx3(b -  a) , 2
< C2 -------5---- ~ exp(—i 2/2)
aL
which proves the first part of our lemma. In order to prove the second part, 
we use the inclusion-exclusion formula to obtain
P (  sup sup
o<i<6 0<u<t—a
W (u +  s ) - W ( u )
> *)
-  Y ,  P (-^ J*) 2 ^  P {Ajk Aim).
( j . k ) e s  (j , k ) e s
(l ,m)€S
We now estim ate the second sum on the right-hand side. To this end, ob­
serve tha t the correlation coefficient between W [ k a / x 2) — W ( j a / x 2) and 
W ( m a / x 2) -  W {la /z2) is just
P =  P Ü , k , l , m )
min(A:, m) -  max(y, /)
V i k ~
if the intervals [j, A:] and [/, m] intersect, and 0 otherwise.
In the first case, if (j, k) and (/,m ) are both in S,  this can be upper 
estim ated by
( 6 ) 1 -  K
|j  —f| +  |fc —m| 
-2
where K  is a suitable constant.
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Namely, let us assume w.l.o.g. tha t j  < l. Then, as the intervals [j,k] 
and [/, m] intersect, we must have l < k. If now m < k  then m  — l — 
k — j  —  \ j  — / j — j/c — m| and
( m - (  j j - j H t - m i y /2 _  |j  -  /| +  \k -  m|
P \ k  — j  J  l  k - j  )  2(fc -  j )  '
On the  other hand, if m  > k,
k — l _  m — j  — \k — m\ — \j — l\
P V { k -  j ) ( m -  l) s j{m -  j  - \ k -  m |)(m  - j  -  \ j  -  /|)
_ \k -  m | +  I j  -  /[
2 ( m - j )  ■
In b o th  of the above inequalities the denominator of the last fraction is 
bounded above by a fixed multiple of x2 which proves assertion (6).
Now, as W (kax~2) — W ( ja x ~2) and W^(max-2) — W (/ax-2 ) are jointly 
norm ally distributed, we have
, r +e/x r +e/x 1 , s2 - 2 Ps t + t \ ,P  ( A i t A lm) =  J '  J '  ^ - j = = = e x r í -  ) i s d t .
substitu ting  s =  x + u ,  t =  x +  v, the fraction in the argument of the 
exponential equals
(2x2 +  2x(u +  v))(l -  p) + u2 — 2puv +  t;2
W = ? )  "
— I l2  _l x(u +  v) u2 — 2puv + v 2 ^
1 +  p ' 1 + p ' 2(1 -  p2) J  ‘
As bo th  u and v are bounded above by e/x , and by our estimate (6), we see 
tha t the  second and th ird  terms of the last sum are bounded by constants, 
so, using again (6) to  estim ate \ / l  -  p2, we obtain the estim ate
P [AjkA lm) < —  e x p ( - - ^ — ).
x 1 + p
Observing tha t P(A,>) x  ex~l ex p (-x 2/2 ) and
x2 x2 (1 -  p)x2
l  + p -  2 4
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we finally obtain by another application of (6),
P { A jk Aim) < Ce  exp(—c(|j -  l\ +  \k -  m |))P (A j t ),
where c and C  are suitable positive constants.
If the intervals [j, &] and [/, m] do not intersect, clearly
P ( ^ A im) =  P (A jJk)P(A im).
If we now fix (j, k) €  S , we get
X! F  {Ajk Aim)
( i ,m)es
< ?{Ajk)  (C e e x p ( - c ( |y - / | +  |f c - m |) )  +  P(j4jm))
(l,m)es
< P { A jk ){Cs + £  P  {Aim)).
(i , m )e s
Applying this result to (2), we obtain,
W { u  +  a ) - W { u )  ^  x P (  sup sup —  ------- -=-----—  > X )
a<s<bO<u<t-a  V s
> (l -  c , )  £  p (a,*) -  h E  p (a,,))!.
(j'.fc)es 0' ,* ) e s
By choosing e small enough, we finally obtain the second part of our lemma.
Let us now proceed to the proof of Theorem 1. Define tr =  AP w ith 
some M  > (1 — 7 )-1 and let
D r = { sup sup sup
a ( L )< i< o ( l r+ 1 )  0<V<3 0 <U <ír+l
E r — { sup sup
a ( t , ) < i < a ( ( l + i ) t r )  t r - i < u < t , - a
fT(u +  u) -  IP(u)
- v  y / s




w ith e < 1 -  7 — M -1 .
By Lemma 1 and the trivial relations tr x  fr+i, a(tr) x  a (tr+i), we get 
the estimates




P ( £ r) -  (1 + r?(ír+i ) ^ 2(ír+i) ) - J f ±1-T</>(ír+i ) e x p ( - ^ 2(ír+i) /2 ) .
a ( ír+ ij
T hus, it is seen th a t both £)P (.D r) and £ P ( £ r) converge or diverge as 
K{<f>) converges or diverges, respectively.
Furtherm ore, the events Er are independent.
Now, if K{<t>) is finite, the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies th a t only finitely 
m any of the events D r occur with probability one. We are going to show 
th a t th is  implies tha t <f>(t) €  U.UC(Y±(t, a(t)). To this end, let us look at a 
t for which Y4 (t,a(t)) > There is an r such tha t t r < t < ir+i. As <f>
is nondecreasing, we have V4(i,a(i)) > 4>(tr), and, since also o(tr ) < a(t) < 
a(tr+i) ,  we see that the event Dr occurs. Now, as only finitely many of the 
events D r occur with probability one, one half of our theorem  is proved.
If K(<f>) is infinite, infinitely many of the events Er occur w ith probability 
one by the second Borel-Cantelli lemma.
Let r be such tha t E r occurs. This means that we can find an s between 
a(tr) and  a (( l+ e ) ir) and a u < tr- s  such tha t W (u + s )-W (u )  > s1//2<^ )(ir+i). 
By th e  continuity of a(t),  we can find a t between tr and t r+i such tha t 
s = a(t) .  For this t we have F i(i) > <f>[tr+1) > Thus, Theorem 1 is
proved.
A case of special interest tha t is not covered by Theorem 1 is a{t) /t  —> 1. 
For th a t  case we state  the following theorem which can be proved by the 
m ethods used in proving Theorem 1.
THEOREM 2. Let a(t) =  f(l — b(t)), where b[t) is decreasing to 0 and 
slowly varying ast  —+ oo, and (£(•) be positive, nondecreasing and continuous. 
Then 4>{t) €  UUC{Yi{t, a{t)), i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4  iff
f  (1 +  b(t)4>2 {t))^-^~ exp(-<j>2 ( t) / 2 )dt < oo.
J l t
3. The low er classes
R egarding the lower classes, the picture currently is far less complete than 
for th e  upper classes. For an account on the subject, see, e.g., Deheuvels, 
E rdős, Grill, and Révész [7].
O ur investigation branches into two cases. First, we shall consider the 
case where A(i) =  a(t) log lo g i/t tends to zero, then the other extreme, 
where A (f) tends to infinity. The intermediate case where A (i) remains 
bounded poses too many problems to be handled by our crude methods.
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Before going on to the theorems, let us prove some lemmas which will 
be useful in bo th  cases. To this end, first recall the following
LEMMA 2. Let M + (t) =  max{W(u) : 0 < u < i} and M ~ ( t )  =  
min{W (u) : 0 < u < i}. Then it holds for a , b > 0  and —b < c < d < a :
P (M + (i) < a \ f t ,M ~ ( t )  > - b \ f t , c \ f t  < W[t)  < d\ft)
= Y  { * { d + 2 k{a + b ) ) - * { c  + 2 k(a + b)))
/c£Z
— Y ,  ($(2a -  c +  2k(a +  b)) -  $ (2a -  d +  2k(a +  b))).
/c£Z
For a proof, see, e.g., Billingsley [1], p.79.
LEMMA 3. For 0 < t < 1 it holds true:
P (F : (1 +  t, 1) < x\W[l)  =  y ,W ( t  + 1) -  W{t) = z)
Í 0 i / i < y V 2
I  1 -  e x p ( - i / i > y V 2, 
P ( y 2( l + i , l )  < x\W{l)  = y ,W {t  + l ) - W { t )  = z)
_ Í o »71*1 < |y| V \z\
' |Gt(x|y,z) »71*1 > jyj V \ z \ t
where
, x v -  / 4 /cV  +  2kx{z -  y )N 
G t[x\y, z)  =  Y  exP(-------------- :------------- )
k e z  1
^  yz -  {2 k + l)z (y  +  z) + (2 k  +  l ) 2x2.
-  2 -, exP(-------------------------- :------------------------ )
kez
^  2 \ / n i  A y  ~ z ) 2 n 2?r2t .  . n n ( x - y )  . nn(x -  z)
=  )  ------- expp---------------------— s in — —^------- s in -------------
^  x  FV 41 4x2 ’n=l 4Í 2x 2x
PROOF. We shall only prove the second assertion here; the first one can 
be proved in a similar way.
To this end, let Y(u) =  W  ( u + 1) -  W  (u) and observe that for 0 <  t, u <  1 
B(u) =  ( 2 t ) “ 1/ 2( P ( u t )  -  uY[t)  -  (1 -  u ) P ( O ) )  
is a Brownian bridge independent of Y(0) and Y ( t ) .
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T his implies tha t
P ( y 2( l +  t , l )  < x \W {\ )  = y ,W { l  + t) -  W(t)  = z)
- P (  sup |F (tii) | < x |T(0) =  y ,Y ( t )  =  z )
0 < u < l
=  P (  sup 1(1 -  u)y  +  uz  +  (2t)1/ 2ß (u ) | < x |7(0) =  y , Y ( t )  = z)
0 < u < l
=  P (  sup 1(1 — u)y  +  uz  +  (2i)1/ 25 (u ) | < x)
0 < u < l
=  P (  sup |W (u) +  (2 t)_1/2y| < (2i)~1/2x |lV (l) =  (2 f)-1/2(z -  y)).
The last equality follows from the fact th a t W (u) -  tiW (l) is a Brownian 
bridge independent of W (l). This conditional probability is readily obtained 
using Lemma 2 to calculate
.. ty(1) - M i
i™  P ((2 i) -* /2( z - y ) < W ( l ) <  [ 2 t ) ~ ' l \ z  -  y) + 6 )
yielding the first expression for Gt[x\y,z)  given above. The second form is 
ob tained  from the first by an application of Poisson’s formula.
Integrating the formulas of Lemma 3 w ith respect to the joint distribution 
of F (0 )  and Y(t) ,  we obtain the following two lemmas:
LEMMA 4. I f  t < a and x 2 t /a  —> oo, then the following asymptotic 
relations are true for all a > 0:
P ( Y i ( i  +  a, a) > x ) -------^ = x e x p ( - x 2/ 2 )
a \ / 2 n
and
P ( Y a ( i  +  a, a) > x) ~  — ~==zx e x p ( —x 2/ 2 ) .
a \ / 2 ir
The firs t of these assertions can also be obtained from Slepian’s [24] result 
(see also Shepp [23], pp. 348-350).
We shall again only proof the second assertion. It suffices to carry out 
the proof for a =  1 as by the scale-change property of the Wiener process the 
d istributions of Yj(i, a) and Yi(t/a,  1) agree. So, as W (1) and W (f+ 1 ) — W[t)  
are jo in tly  normally distributed with correlation coefficient p =  1 — t, the 
probability in question can be calculated as
[  [  (1 - G t(x |y,z))
J — X J — X
1 , y2 -  2(1 -  t )yz  +  x2 J
2 , 0 ( 2  -  1) ” P (---------- ------------------- ) V
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Using the first form of Gt(x\y,z)  given in Lemma 2, we see th a t in the firs t 
series the summand for k = 0 cancels against 1. In the same series, all 
terms w ith \k\ > 2 are readily seen to be negligible. The contribution of the 
summand with k  =  1 can be estimated by extending the inner integral over 
the whole real axis, yielding $>(3x) — <£(1) which, too, is of smaller order 
than our asymptotic formula. In the second sum, the only summands th a t 
are not negligible are those for k =  0 and k  =  — 1.
The integral of the term with k =  0 evaluates as
r rJ —x J — a
i
X e x p ( —:
2 7 T \ / f ( 2  -  t )
y2 -  2(1 -  t)yz  +  z 2 +  2(2 -  t){yz -  x(y + z) +  x2) ,
2i(2 -  i)
, 2 , x f 2* 1 / I l\ , (u -  (2 ~ t ) x ) 2
=  e x p (-x  /2 ) f _ u  W t ^ T ) ^ X 1U|)eXp(-  2 , ( 2 - , )
where we have used the substitution u =  y +  z. In the latter integral, the 




x e x p ( -x 2/2 )( l +  o(l)).
The integral for k =  — 1 can be obtained from the one for k = 0 by substi­
tuting y for —y and z for — z. Summing up, we finally get the assertion of 
our lemma.
REMARK 2. It is readily seen from our proof of Lemma 4 and from  
Lemma 1 tha t if we only assume th a t x 2 t /a  is bounded away from zero, we 
still have
P(V;(1 +  t, 1) > x) =  0 ( — exp(—x2/2))
a
for t =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4  (for « =  3,4 use a reflection argument).
LEMMA 5. For t < 1 and x2/ t  —> 0
p(y2(i + t , i ) <x ) ~ 16X , 7T2t .
PROOF. We use the second form of Gt(x,y) .  It is obvious th a t the 
dominating term  of the series is the one for n =  1. This yields the integral
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By our assumptions on x, the exponential within the integral is 1 +  o (l), so 
we get
1 , (y + 0 \  *y * z j  jexp(.---TT*--- \ )  cos 77~ cos -77-d y d z2x 2x
=  i 1 +  «(OH j  cos ^ y ) 2 =  Í1 +  ° (1))
4 ( 2 - 0 '
16x2
O > r *
so our assertion is proved.
From Lemma 4 we obtain the following
LEMMA 6. I f  x  —* 00 , t and a < t vary in such a way that
a 1ix e x p (-x 2/2 ) —► 00
then
P(Yi( t ,a )  < x) =  exp(—(1 +  o( l ) ) — e x p ( - x 2/2 )),
a \ / 2 n
P (y 2(t,a )  < x) =  e x p (-( l +  o ( l) )—^ =  exp(—x2/2 )),
ay/2 n
Of T
P (* 3 (i,a ) <  x) > e x p (-( l +  o (l)) y =  exp(—x2/2 )),
ay  2 ir
At T n
P(Yi( t ,a)  < x) > e x p (-( l +  o ( l) )— = e x p ( - x 2/2)).
a\f 2 ir
If, in addition, 0 < ß  < 1 and 0 < d < 1 then
P ( n l n L y i ( í , a ( 1 +  S ) )  -0 < 8 < d
< exp( —(l +  o ( l) ) ( l  -  0 ) ^ | =  exp( —x2(l +  d )/2 )(l -  ^  exP ( ~ ^ ) ) )  
and
r ( 0 M Y Á t A i  + s)) < x)
*2 fr  1 /?2
< exp(—(1 +  o ( l) ) ( l  — /?)—^== exp(—x2(l +  d )/2 )(l -  -  ex p (-
Again, by the scale-change property of the Wiener process, we may assume 
w ithout loss of generality that a = 1. We shall only prove the assertions for 
Y\  in detail; the remaining can be proved in a quite analogous way.
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As the upper half of the first assertion is a consequence of the second, we 
only have to prove the lower half. In order to do so, let G(t)  =  W ( t+ 1 )—W (f) 
and G'(k +  t) =  Gjt(i) for 0 < t < 1 and A: €  IN, where G*(-) is a sequence of 
independent copies of G(-). The one-dimensional marginals of both G(f) and 
G'( t ) are standard normal. Their correlation functions p [ t i , t z )  and p ' { t i , t i )  
agree if [ti] =  [ij], and otherwise we have tha t (£i, £2) =  0 < p { t i , t 2)- Thus 
Slepian’s lemma [25, Theorem 1] is applicable, yielding
P(Y i(í, 1) < x) =  P (  sup G(u) < x) > P (  sup G'(u) < x) 
0<u<<—1 0<u<t-X
[<1 tx
> I J  P (  sup G(u) < x) > exp(—(1 +  0 ( 1 ) ) - =  e x p ( - i2/ 2))»
fc=i o<u<i V2»r
which proves this assertion. For the other one, choose m  in such a way th a t 
m  —♦ 00 and m x e x p (-x 2/2) —► 0. Define
Bk =  { inf sup W (t  +  1 +  s) — W( t )  < xy / l  + d}.
0<s<d (j._ i ) m<i <*m— l - d  
The events B are clearly independent, and
[t/m]-l
( 7 )  P y n f ^ n l M  +  s J S x I S P f  f |  Bic)
= n  p ( ß * ) = (p (ß i) ) [t/mi_i.
Jt=l
Now, in order to estimate P (B i) , we proceed as follows: First, we want to 
get rid of the infimum. To this end, observe that
{ sup W[t  +  1) -  W (£) > xv^l +  d H— }
C B ? U { inf sup W  (£ 4- 1 +  s) -  W  (£) < x \ / \  +  d,
0<s<d t < m - l - d
sup W (£ + 1) -  W (£) > x \J \  +  d + —},
t< m —l — d X
and by a simple reflection principle argument the probability of the last 
event is overestimated by
P (  sup W(t  +  1) -  W(t )  > x \ / l  + d +  - ) P (  sup W ( s ) > - ) ,
t < m —l —d X 0 <s<d X
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so it follows that 
P ( B f )
> P (  sup W( t  +  1) -  W(i) > x \ / \  + d +  - ) (1  — P (  sup W ( s ) > - ) )
t < m —l —d % 0<»<d %
> P (  sup W( t  +  1) -  W(t)  > xy / l  + d +  - ) (1  -  ^ e x p ( - - ^ - ) ) ,
t < m —l —d X L LX a
where we have used the inequality 1 — <E>(u) < |  exp(—tx2/2 ) that holds for 
all u > 0.
In order to achieve somewhat simpler notations, let us define y = x \J \  +  d 
+ b /x  and B  =  {supt<m_1_d W (t + 1) -  W  (i) > y}. Furthermore, let
Dj =  { sup W (u  +  1) — VF(u) < y,
m a x ( 0 J - l ) / 2 < u < y / 2
sup W (u  +  1) -  W (u) > y}.
y / 2 < u < ( j  +  l ) / 2
Clearly,
[2m-2d—3]
B d U  Dit
i=o
and it follows from the inclusion-exclusion formula tha t
( 8 ) P ( B ) >  £  P  { Dj ) ~  J 2  *{D jD r) .
0< j< 2 m —2d—3 0<j<r<2m—2d—3
Now, for j  < r, the events Dj and Dr are disjoint if r =  j -HI, and independent 
if r  >  j  + 4. In the remaining cases we have
P {D jD j+i) < P {Dj{ sup W{u  +  1) -  W{u)  > *})
r / 2 < u < ( r + l ) / 2
=  P (ű ,-)P (A »j
and
P(D,D,«)<P({ sup |1V ( ^ ) - I V ( ^ - U) | > ^ } )
0 < u < i / 2  2  2  4
+  P(Dj)P({ sup IW -íá-t*  +  u) -  l V ( i ± i )  > Í »
0<u<l  2 2 4
= o(P(Dj) ) .
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T h i s  y i e l d s
[2m.—2d—3] [2m—2d—3]
£  P ( ¥ r) < P ( űi)( £  p (A-) + o(i))
r =  J + 1 r = 0
a n d
[ 2 m —2 d —3] [ 2 m —2 d —3]
E  P {Dj Dr) < {  E  P(o,))! + °( E  p (D>))-
0<j<r<  [ 2 m —2 d —3 ] j =0 j ' = 0
N o w ,  i n  o r d e r  t o  e s t i m a t e  2<* 3^ P ( D 0 >  o b s e r v e  t h a t
P ( D 0 ) +  P ( Z ? i )  =  P{ D0 U  D O  =  P ( y i ( 2 ,  l ) > ! / ) ~ +  e x p ( - y 2 / 2 ) ,  
b y  L e m m a  4 ,  w h e r e a s  f o r  j  >  2  w e  h a v e
P ( D ; ) =  P ( n ( 2 , 1 )  >  » )  -  P ( V x ( | ,  1)  >  y )  ~  e x p ( - y 2 / 2 ) .
P u t t i n g  e v e r y t h i n g  t o g e t h e r ,  w e  o b t a i n
P ( P )  >  ( l  +  o ( l ) ) - ^ = = e x p ( - y 2 / 2 ) .
T h i s  i m p l i e s
P ( P f )  >  ( l  +  ° ( l ) ) ^ e x p ( - y 2/ 2 ) ( l  -  ^ e x p ( - ^ ^ ) ) )
>  ( l  +  o ( l ) ) ( l - 2 6 ) - ^ e x p ( - x 2 ( l  +  d ) / 2 ) ( l -  \
a n d  i n s e r t i n g  t h i s  e s t i m a t e  i n t o  ( 7 )  c o m p l e t e s  t h e  p r o o f .
W e  a r e  n o w  a b l e  t o  s t a t e
THEOREM 3. Let a(t) be chosen in such a way that a(t) j  oo and A (t) =  
t /(a(t)  l o g l o g  t) j  o o .  Then for i =  1 , 2 , 3 , 4  there are constants K{ which 
may still depend on a, such that
= (2 log A(t) + log log A(«) - K)1!1 € j \'l K < K,
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and
log n < K i < log 4tt,
7T
log 7  < K 2 < log 7T,
4
7T
log -  < K 3 < log47T,
4
7T
log —  < K 4 < log 7T. 
lb
//, *n addition, either a(t) is of the form
(9) a ( t ) = C 0 e x p ( í  dy)
JC, y
uuí/i lim su p lo g rj(í)/lo g lo g í < —1 /í/us is roughly equivalent to a(í) — 
o(exp((log í)e) /or a// e > 0 /, or
(10) log lo g (í/a (t))/ log log í —► 0, 
then
Kl  =  log 7T,
7T
#2 =  log
7T
log -  < K 3 < log 7T,
4
7T 7T
log — < K 4 < lo g - ,  
lo  4
We shall again only carry out the proof for t =  1, the other cases are 
similar.
F irs t observe that if we find both an upper class function and a lower class 
function of the form <£#-(•) then the existence of the constants Kj  already 
follows from the Hewitt-Savage zero-one law.
Assume now that K  =  log(4?r) +  6  with 0 > 0. We are going to prove 
th a t <t>K{t) is in the lower-lower class of Y i(f,a(f)). To this end, let t k =  
exp(k1/ i ~e) and
D k =  {  . . i n f  Y i { t k , u )  <  <j>K { t k + 1)->
a(í*)<u<a(í*+,)
By Lem m a 6, we have
p (£>*) < «xp(-(i + o(i))(i -2 *
a(tjt)v 2rr
x e x p ( -$ r ( t* +1)(l +  d )/2 )(l -  C  exp(—
{tk+i)d ))),
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for any b > 0, where we have put d =
a{tk+i) < tk+1 
a(t*) ~ t k
and some calculation, we obtain that
a(tk+i) /a ( tk) — 1. Using that
< 1 + CÄT
P [Dk) < exp(—(1 +  o (l))(l -  2ß)e6/2(l -  26) log k),




and the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that <f>x(t) €  CCC(Yi(t,a[t)).
If a satisfies condition (9) then, for any e > 0 and t < u < 2t we have 
a(u)/a(t) < 1 +  c(log í)£_1(u — i) / i ,  whereas if condition (10) is satisfied, we 
have 5: (logf)*. In either case, we can use the sequence tk =  exp(fc1_Ä)
instead of exp(/c1/ 2 -'5) in the above proof, yielding the sharper estimates on
Ki.
It remains to prove the upper class result. So, let now K  =  logx- — 0, 
t k =  exp(fc1+i), and
Ek =  {Y i(tk ,a(tk)) < <f>K{tk)}.
By Lemma 6, it is readily verified that the series
OO
E p (^ )
k = l
is divergent if 6  is small enough.
In order to show tha t with probability one infinitely many of the events 
E k occur, we shall use the following Borel-Cantelli
LEMMA 7. Let (A k, k 6  IN) be a sequence of events satisfying the 
following conditions
OO
(0 E p (A*) =  °°
k = l
Y . Z P  (At Ar)





P(Ajfc i.o.) =  1.
So, now we are going to estimate the sum
£  V W r ) .
1 <k<r<N
For sake of simplicity, in the following few lines, we omit the argument tr in 
bo th  a(tr) and <f>K[tr)- It holds:
P { E kEr) < P [ E k{ sup W [u + a ) - W [ u )< 4 > K ^ } )
t*<u<ir -a
=  P(Fijt)P({ sup W (u  + a ) - W ( u )  < 4>K\/a})-
tk^U<tr —a
The la tte r  probability can be estimated in the following way:
P ({  sup W[u + a) -  W[u) < 4>K\fai})
—a
< P ({  sup W [u +  a) — W (u) < <j>K\/a})
0 < u < t , —a
+  P ({  sup W{u + a ) - W { u ) >  (l>K y/ä ,W {tk + a ) - W { t k)<<l>K y/ä}).
0<u<í(fc
Here, the first probability is just P ( £ ’r). If tk > a/<f>2K then, with the help 
of Lemma 4, the second probability can be overestimated by
C —<j>K e x p (-< ^ /2 )  < C ^-  log logtr
CL Zy
< C  log r exp(A:1+i -  r 1+Ä),
and it is readily verified tha t the sum over all r > k is bounded by a constant 
not depending on k.
On the other hand, if tk < then we have for all z
P (  sup W [u  +  a) -  VF(u) > <t>K\fä,
0 <u<íjt
< 2exp(—
W {tk + a) -  W {tk) < 4>Ky/a\W(a) -  W ( tk) = z) 
(z ~ <t>K\fo)2,
8 tk
Namely, if z > «^-a1/ 2, then we have to assume that W[tk + a) — W[a) be 
less than  f e a 1/2 — z , whereas in the opposite case there m ust be a u < tk
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such th a t either W (a +  u) -  W (a) or W (í*) — W (u) exceeds (z — <^*a1/ 2)/2 . 
Using the reflection principle and the estim ate 1 — $(x) < I  exp(—x2/2), 
the sta ted  bound is obtained. Integrating this conditional probability with 
respect to  the distribution of W  (a) — W (f*), we obtain
P ({  sup W ( u - \ - a ) - W ( u )  > 4>Ka}l2 ,W (tk  + a ) - W ( t k )  <
0<u <t/fc
< C \ j ~ exP (-^ K -/2)-
It is readily verified tha t the sum of these expressions over all r > k  is 
bounded by a constant not depending on k. Summing up, we see th a t
£  P(£*ß,)<( £  P ( E k ) f  +  c (  £  P(E*)).
1 <k,r<N l<k<N  1 <k<N
* 4
Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 7 are satisfied, so we can conclude tha t 
infinitely many of the events E * occur, which clearly implies th a t 6
CUC(Yi ( t ,a( t ) ) .
Now, let us turn to the case where a(t) is large, namely that A (i) —> 0. In 
this case, it seems more convenient to consider a(í)) =  a 1/ 2(i)y ,(i, a(t)) 
instead of Yi(t ,a( t)) .  For these a(i), even the first-order asym ptotic be­
haviour is known only for J\\ Namely, it has been proved in Csáki-Révész 
[3, Theorem 2]:
T h eo rem  D. If A(t)  -» 0 then
where
and
lim inf - ^ 4 = = ^ =  =  ~ /?(a(t)/i), <-*oo ^ 2 i log log t v "  "
r = [I/*].
REMARK 3. The original proof is given only for the case th a t a ( t ) / t  — 
a  > 0. However, it is easily extended to the general case.
For the remaining increments, we shall need some additional lemmas:
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LEMMA 8. As in Lemma 2, let
M +(t) = sup W  (u),
0<u< i
M ~ lt)  =  inf W (u),
M (t)  =  sup |W (u)|. 





PROOF. To obtain (11), observe tha t by putting c — —b and d =  
a in Lemma 2, we get the joint distribution of M +(t) and M ~ (t) .  By 
differentiating this distribution function we get its density, and integrating 
this density over the domain M ~  < 0 < M + <  M ~ + xy/t yields the first 
p a rt of (11). The second half of this equation follows by another application 
of Poisson’s formula.
For (12), we use the fact tha t by a well-known theorem of P. Levy the 
processes W (i) — M ~ (t)  and |W (i)| are identical in distribution. Thus, in 
particu la r, the distributions of sup0<u<t W  (u) — M ~  (u) and of M [t)  are the 
same. The latter is well-known to be of the form given in (12), cf., e.g., 
Feller [l 1], pp. 340-343.
From  Lemmas 5 and 8 we obtain
P (  sup |W(t/) — VF(u)| < x \ / t )
0 < u <v< t
=  P (M + (t)  -  M ~(t) < xy/t)
= 2 £  ( ( - ! ) >  + !)(* ((»  +  l)x ) -  #(»*)))
n£ Z
ooo ^ / l  1 \  (2n + l ) V 2.
~  U 2 + {2 n + l ) W j  GXP  ^ 2x2 ^
P (  sup W  (u) -  W  (u) < x\ft)
0< u< v< t
=  P (  sup W (u) — M~  (u) < x \ f t ) =  P (M (i) < x \ f t )
0 < u < t
= E ( ( - i m ( 2 H l ) x ) - $ ( ( 2 1 ; - l ) i ) ) )
ngZ
4 ^  1 (2n +  1)27t2
= i ^ e ip ( — s ? — :>•
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LEMMA 9. If x /y/a  —» 0 then it holds:
P ( J 3(t,a )  < x) =  e x p ( - ^ ( l  +  o(l)))
and
P ( J 4(i,a )  < x) =  e x p ( - ^ | ( l  +  o(l))).
If, in addition x /y / t  — a —> 0 then
P {J 2 {t, a) < x) < e x p ( - ?r ° ^ (1 +  o(l)).
PROOF. To prove the first statement, observe that 
^3(i, a) < sup (VF(v) -  W (u)).
0<U<V<í
By Lemma 8 this implies that
n2t
P ( J 3(t,a )  < x) > e x p ( - ^ ( l  +  o(l))).
For the other inequality, let n =  [t/a] + 1, a1 = t / n  and
Dj = { sup (Py(v) -  W (u)) < x}.
(j — l)a'<u<v<ja'
The events D j  are independent, and by Lemma 8
P(Dy) =  e x p ( - 0 ( l  +  o (l))).
So,
P ( M t ,  a) < x) > P (  f )  D j )  = P ( D 1) n = ex p (- 0 ( 1  +  o (l))) .
The second assertion is proved along the same lines as the first one. 
In order to prove the last assertion, let n =  [t/a] and
_  Í {suPu_ 1)a<u<j a \W(u + a) -  W{u)\ < x )  if 1 < j  < n,




{J 2 (t,a) < x}  =  Pl Ej C P | E 2j - i .
3 = 1  3 = 1
So using Lemma 5 and independence, we get th a t
[(n+i)/2] 2 (f — \
P ( J 2(í,a ) < i )  < [ J  P ( £ 2j- i ) < exp(------L j - ^ ( l  +  o (l))).
3 =  1
T hus, Lemma 9 is proved.
By another standard Borel-Cantelli argum ent, we can derive the follow­
ing theorem  from Lemmas 5 and 9.




18  log log t 
7r2t =  1,
lim inf J\{t, a[t))
12 log log t 
n2t 1,
and i f  a(t) < t then
1
< lim inf J 2 (t, a(t))\
t —>oo
I 4 log logi 
K2(t -  a(t))
<  2 .
If, in addition, a(t) > t /2  then
lim inf J 2 (t, a(t))
4 log log t
«W )
=  1.
REMARK 4. We conjecture that the last statem ent is true in the general 
case.
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ON SOME LARGE DEVIATION PROBABILITIES FOR 
FINITE MARKOV PROCESSES
K. HORNIK
A b s t r a c t
For a continuous-time, finite state space Markov process, we investigate the tail 
behavior of the numbers of jumps between different states before time T  and the 
amounts of time spent in states before time T  as T  tends to infinity.
1. Introduction
Let £ =  (£(*),f > 0) be a continuous-time Markov process w ith finite state 
space X  =  { l , . . . , n }  and infinitesimal generator 7. For T  > 0, let z(T)  =  
[zij{T),i ±  j \  and p(T) =  [p,(T),i e  X \ ' , where
Zij(T) = T ~ l [number of jum ps from i to j  before time T], 
p,(T) =  T -1 [total amount of time spent in t before tim e T],
and ' denotes transpose. The statistics z(T)  and p(T) are of basic interest in 
both  theory and applications of finite Markov processes; in particular, they 
compactly summarize the whole information which the sample ( f  (t) ,0  < t < 
T)  contains about the underlying generator.
If for simplicity we assume th a t all off-diagonal entries of 7 are (strictly) 
positive, then (Albert [1, theorem 6.9])
lim Z{j(T) =  ^,(7)7,; a.s., lim p,(T) =  *,(7) a.s.,
T —► 00 T—»00
where ^(7) =  [*1(7),... ,^„(7)]' is the stationary distribution of 7 (i.e., 
the unique probability vector p on X  which satisfies 7'p  =  0), and it is 
very natural to ask how “feist” the above convergence occurs, in the sense of 
exponential rates of convergence. Of course, the tail behavior of the empirical 
measure p(T) is easily identified using the elegant Donsker-Varadhan theory
AMS Subject Classification: Primary 60F10; Secondary 60J27.
Key words and phrases: continuous-time, finite state space Markov process; large 
deviations; information distance between infinitesimal generators.
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(see e.g. Donsker and Varadhan [2] and Varadhan [8]), which however cannot 
be applied to the jum p-type statistic z(T).
In this paper, we show th a t the joint tail behavior of z(T) and p(T) can 
be identified by means of more or less standard large deviation-theoretic 
tools. We explicitly compute the rate function and show tha t it is intimately 
related to  the (Kullback-Leibler) information distance between generators. 
The main result is given in section 2; section 3 discusses three particular 
cases of special interest.
2. The Main Result
Let Z  be the set of all arrays z =  [z,-y,i ^  jf] which satisfy z,y > 0 for all 
i j ,  and let P be the set of all probability vectors on X .  Then for all
T  >  0, ( z(T ),p (T ) )  E  Z  x  P . For z  E  Z,  it will also be convenient to write 
Zi. — zij and similarly z.,- =  zj i■ Finally, for u > 0 and v > 0,
let H (u ,v )  = u log(u/u) — u +  v; then H (u,v) > 0 with strict inequality for 
u ^  v.
We have the following main result.
THEOREM. (z(T’),p (T )) satisfies a large deviation principle with rate 
function
n\ _ /  X/»':p,->0 PiH(zij/pi,'Hj), i f  (z, p) e  R,
^ Z' P ) - \ o o ,  otherwise,
where R is the set of all (z,p) E  Z  X  P for which z,-. =  z.,- for all i E  X  and 
Zij =  0 whenever pi =  0, i.e., for all open subsets U of Z  X P ,
Ijjninf log P{(z(T ),p (T )) E  U }  >  -  inf S(z ,p ) ,
T  —too U
and for all closed subsets C of Z  X P ,
lim su p T -1 logP{(z(T ),p(T )) € C )  < -  inf 5(z ,p ).
T —»oo c
PROOF. Let W be the set of all arrays w = [wij,i ^  j], for w ,w  E W, 
let (w, tű) =  f t  wij™ij, and let
Qw,b{z ,p) = (w,z) +  b'p.
By using the method in A lbert [l], cf. also Grenander [5, theorem 2, p. 311], 
E t -r exp [TQWtb(z(T),p(T))}  =  p exp (T A (w ,b )) l ,
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where 1 =  [ l , . . . , l ] ' ,  p  is the initial distribution of f, and A(w,b)  =  
[oij (w, 6)] is an n x n m atrix with entries given by
7
7ii +  bi,
if * 7* J .
if » - j .
Clearly, for all (tn, b) €  W X IRn, A(w, b) £ A, the set of all nx  n matrices with 
(strictly) positive off-diagonal entries. By the celebrated Perron-Frobenius 
theorem (cf. e.g. Ellis [3]), for every A €  A there exists a unique real and 
simple eigenvalue A (A) of A, the so-called principal eigenvalue of A, such 
tha t 5R(A) < A (A) for all other eigenvalues of A  and
lim T  1 log(exp(TA)),; =  A(A) Wi,j.
T  —>oo
To A(A) there corresponds a unique right eigenvector r(A) €  P with strictly 
positive entries. In particular, if A1 =  0, then A (A) =  0 and r(A) =  n _ I l .  
Furthermore, if for some s, A =  A(t>) is an ^-valued C°° function of v G IRS, 
then A(A(i>)) and r(A(t>)) are C°° in v. Hence,
lim T - M o g ^ e x p l r g ^ í z í r j . p í T ) ) ]  =  A(A(tn, b))
T  —+ o o
is C°° in (w, b) 6  M> x lRn. By lemma 1.1 and 1.2 in Gärtner [4], it follows 
tha t ( i(T ),p (T )) satisfies a large deviation principle with rate function
S ( z ,p ) =  sup 3v<,(z,p), <f>w b(z,p) = Qw b(z,p) -  \ (A (w ,b )) ,
Wx  J?"
and it remains to compute S[z,p).
To s ta rt w ith, suppose tha t (z ,p ) €  R. Denote the t-th  component of 
r(A(w,b))  by 6) and let
*w,b(z ,p):= Pi H ^ - , a i j (w,b)
Pi
f v K 6 ) \
r»(tn, b))
and
V { z , p ) ~  £  H  Pi H (zij/Pi>lij)-
i:pi>0j:j&
Then, as £ , :P|.>o Zij lo g fo /x .)  =  £ , :Pi.>o(*-i ~  *.'•) log x, =  0 for arbi­
trary Xi, . . . ,  xn > 0 and




V (z ,p )  -  <HWib(z,p)
— (w, z) + b'p -  A(A(w, b)) 
=  &w,b(z >P)-
+  Pilij -  Piaij{w,b) r i(w ,b)J
Hence, as 'f>U) b(z,p) > 0, we immediately deduce tha t S(z ,p )  < V (z ,p ) .  On 
the o ther hand, if for e > 0, w(e) is such tha t u>tJ(e) =  log(max(z,y,e)/pt7»y) 
whenever p, > 0 (and e.g. zero otherwise), and we choose 6(e) in a way tha t 
A(u;(e), 6 (e))i =  0, then r(A(w(e), 6(e))) =  n -1 l  and lim£_ 0 ^,u(e)t»(e)(*>p) =  
0, such th a t we actually have S (z,p ) =  V (z,p).
N ext, suppose tha t for some i, Zj. ^  z.,-. Then, for a €  1R, construct 
tu (er) G W as follows. For j  ^  :, let iu,y(er) =  a and Wji(a) =  —er, and let 
all o ther entries of tu(er) be zero. Then A(u;(or),0) =  D (a)^D (a )~ l , where 
D(a)  is the diagonal m atrix w ith t'-th entry equal to ea and all other diagonal 
entries equal to one. Hence, for all a , A(tn(cr),0) has the same eigenvalues 
as 7, in particular, A(A(tn(cr),0)) =  0 and thus
$«,(<7),o0Z>P) = ° { zi■ ~ z i )•
Hence, by either letting a —> oo if z,-. > z.t- or a —> —oo if z,\ < z.,-, we 
conclude th a t S(z,p) =  oo if for some t, z<. ^  z.,-.
Finally, suppose tha t there exists two distinct states k and / such tha t 
zu > 0 and pjt =  0. In this case, define tu(a) €  W and 6(<r) €  IRn by
a,
0,
if (*\i) =  (M )>
otherwise,
(1 ~ e 
0,
if t =  k, 
otherwise.
Then A(tn(er), 6(<r))l =  0, hence X(A(w(a), 6(a))) =  0 and ^ w(a),b(o){z ,P) =  
tTZki ■ By letting a —* oo, we conclude that S (z,p) — oo if Zki > 0 and Pk = 0 
for some pair (k , l ), and the proof of the theorem is complete.
3. Three Special Cases
Let © respectively 0 °  be the set of all generators on X  with nonnegative 
respectively positive off-diagonal entries. For í  G 0 ° ,  the (Kullback-Leibler) 
inform ation distance between 0 and 7 is given by (see Hornik [6])
K(»,l) =  E  *iV)H(0ijt7,y).
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where 7r(0) is the (uniquely determined) stationary distribution of 6 . .
Let the mapping t  : 2  x P —* 0  be defined by letting the («,jT)-th 
entry, i ^  j ,  of £(z,p) be 2,y/p, if Pi > 0 and zero otherwise (and letting 
t i i(z ,p)  =  —Zi./pi if pi > 0 and zero otherwise to make £(z,p) a generator). 
Then 6 {T ) =  t(z (T ) ,p (T ))  is the so-called standard maximum likelihood- 
estim ator of the underlying generator from a sample (f(f), 0 < t < T). If Z° 
denotes the interior of Z,  i.e. the set of all pairs (z, p) €  Z  X P such tha t all 
Zij and all p,- are positive, then £ is a bijection between Z°  and 0 ° ,  and, as 
clearly
Y , P j t j i { z ,p)  =  ZH ~ z ' =  *•< “  z< =  ° »
3
n(t{z ,p ))  — p and thus
S{z,p)  =  K(l (z , p) , n) .
Unfortunately, l  is not continuous (or lower semicontinuous) a t the boundary 
of Z; hence, with the aid of our theorem, we can only describe the asymptotic 
behavior of P{0(T) €  A} for subsets A of 0 ° . Using different methods, the 
tail behavior of 0 ( T)  has completely been described in Hornik [7] where it 
was shown tha t 0( T)  “basically” satisfies a large deviation principle with a 
rate function which is given by
K { 0 , ' i ) =  min Pi H( 6 i j , ' i i j )
and is the unique lower semicontinuous extension of K (9 ,7) =  S(£_1(0)) 
from 0 °  to 0 . It is quite remarkable to mention tha t the level sets of this 
rate function are not necessarily bounded.
Next, let us consider linear combinations of the form QWit,(z(T),p(T)). 
The statistics Q Wib play an im portant role in statistical inference for finite 
Markov processes. Choosing e.g. Wij = 1 and b = 0 we get T _1 [total number 
of jum ps before time T\, and, more general, choosing 6 =  0 and u>tJ- =  1 if 
» £  Y , j  €  Z  (where Y  and Z  are subsets of X )  and 0 otherwise, we get 
T ~ l [total number of jumps out of Y  into Z  before time T]. The choice 
Wij = log(Oij/Sij), bi — da — 6 a gives T ~ l [log-likelihood ratio between Pt j  
and Pt ,s], where Fy,« denotes the probability law of (£(t),0  < t < T) with 
generator 6 . Finally, taking w =  0 gives
Qo,b(z (T ),p (T ))  =  £  biPi(T) = T - 1 [ T b(£(t))dt, 
i= 1 Jo
»which is the empirical mean of the function b = [6,-,t E X]* based on the 
sample (£ ( t) ,0 < t < T).
COROLLARY 1. Qw b(z(T) ,p(T)) satisfies a large deviation principle with 
rate function
Sw,b{u ) =  inf S(z ,p ) .
Qu.,fc(*,p)=u
I f  UWib denotes the image of 0 °  under the mapping QWib o £_1, then for all 
u $  dUWib (and thus in particular for all u if UWib = IR),
Sw,b(u) = inf { k (0 ,7 ) : 9 E e ° ,Q Wib ( r 1 (0)) = u} .
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PROOF. The first assertion follows immediately by an application of the 
contraction principle (see e.g. Varadhan [8]), and it remains to establish the 
formula for the rate function.
To s ta r t  with, let (z ,p ) €E R and 9 E 0° be such th a t Qw b(z,p) = u and 
Qw,b{t~l {0)) — v. For 0 < e < 1, define 2(e) E Z  and p(e) E P by means of
*ij ( 0  == (1  — c) Zij +  e i T i ( 0 ) 9 i j  
Pi(e) =  (1 -  f) Pi + €TTi{9),
and let 6 (e) =  £(z(e),p(e)). Then for all e E (0,1], 6 (e) E 0 ° , 7r(6(e)) =  p(e), 
Qw,6(^_1(6(e))) =  QWib(z(e),p(e)) =  (1 -  e)u +  ev, and lim ^ o  K ( 6 (e),'i) = 
S (z ,p ) .
Let us write RWib(u) = in f{ K (9,7 ) : 9 E @° ,Q Wib(£~1 (9)) — tt}. If 
u E UWib, we may take v =  u in the above construction to conclude tha t 
for all (z ,p )  E R such tha t Q w>b(z,p) = u, S (z ,p )  > and thus
5 tu,i(n) > Rw,b(u); °n the other hand, it is trivial tha t Rw b(u) > Sw b(u), 
hence S Wib(u) =  Rw,b(u) for all u E UWib- If u is in the complement of the 
closure of UWib, then by definition no 9 E 0 °  exists such tha t Q w f,(£-1 (0)) =  
u, and the above construction shows that there is also no (z ,p ) €  R such 
th a t Q w,b(z,p) = u, hence, in this case, SWib(u) =  00 =
Finally, we have the following result. For vectors u = [u,-,í €  X]' let us 
w rite u > 0 iff u, > 0 for all 1.
tion
C O R O LLA R Y  2 . p(T) satisfies a large deviation principle with rate func- 
/(p) =  m | 5 (2 ,p) = -  inf
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If P > o, then I(p) is the information distance between the set of all gen­
erators in 0 °  with stationary distribution p and the underlying generator 
1 -
PROOF. Again by an application of the contraction principle, it is im­
mediate tha t p(T)  satisfies a large deviation principle with rate function 
I(p) = infzeZ S(z ,p) .  That J(p) equals J[p) := -  infu>0 pi (7u),/u , fol­
lows from results in Donsker and Varadhan [2], but can also very easily be 
established directly. On the one hand, for arbitrary u > 0 and (z ,p ) €  k ,






i :p i> 0
Pilij
~ Zij +  Pilij
Zj j Uj
PilijUj -  Zij +  Pilij
=  za  I  Pi > 'in uj / u. )
i:pi>0 j:jfr 
> 0
and thus /(p) > J(p ). On the other hand, as (cf. the proof of the theorem) 
b 'p -  X(A(0,b)) = - E P i l i j < J(p)
and clearly I (p ) =  supjjfc'p — A(A(0,6))], we have I(p) = J(p) as asserted.
Finally, let p > 0 and consider an arbitrary z 6  Z  such tha t zt. =  z.,- 
for all i. If we choose some 9 €  0 ° with tt(0) — p and apply the construc­
tion in the proof of corollary 1, we obtain a sequence 5(e) €  0 °  such tha t 
7r(5(e)) =  p and S(p ,z )  = lim£_o A (5(e),7), whence /(p) =  infze/  S (z,p) = 
ini6ee°:x(6)=p K[6, i) .
CONCLUDING R em a rk s . If the underlying generator 7 is not in 0 ° , but 
ergodic in the sense tha t all states in X  communicate, the theorem continues 
to hold, with k  now the set of all pairs (z,p) G Z  X P such th a t z,-. =  z \  for 
all i and z,y =  0 whenever pilij  =  0.
Finally, as pointed out by Pál Révész, it should be possible to generalize 
the results of this paper to the case of a countable sta te  space X ,  at least 
when H7II :=  Yli^ j Uj < 00. This question will be investigated elsewhere.
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RÉNYI AND THE COMBINATORIAL SEARCH PROBLEMS
G. O. H. KATONA *
1. Introduction
The whole story has started with the Hillman, Rényi’s car. It was a kind of 
a member of his family. That time, in the early sixties, very few people had 
cars in Hungary, the gasoline weis cheap, there was no parking problem. Once 
he gave me a ride from the Institute to the cafeteria, less than 200 meters. 
One day, however, the Hillman stopped its smooth services. Obviously, there 
was some electrical problem with it. The electrician, however, was unable to 
find the source of the trouble. Rényi had to find it, himself. He has found 
it, and in the mean-time he has developed a general mathematical model for 
the situation.
The car can be considered as a finite set of its parts. The car does not 
work since one (hopefully exactly one, so we suppose it) of its parts does not 
work properly. When trying to find it, tests are performed. One test tries 
to function a subset of the parts. If it does not work then the defective part 
is in this subset, otherwise it is not contained in it. After performing several 
such tests we have to determine the defective part.
Let us formulate it a little more mathematically. A finite set X  of n 
elements is given. A distinguished element z of X  is given but it is unknown 
by us. Furthermore, a family A of subsets of X  is given. We can ask the 
questions if “x is in A” or not, for members A  of A. We have to  identify x 
on the basis of the answers for the above questions. We call the members of 
A question sets. They are the potential questions.
There are two basically different models. If the sequence A %,. . . ,  A m of 
actual questions (a subfamily of A) is fixed in advance then we say th a t this 
is a linear search. The obvious mathematical aim is to minimize the number 
m of questions. On the other hand, the choice of the next question may 
depend on the answers to the previous questions. The first question set is
"The work of the author is supported by the Hungarian National Foundation for Sci­
entific Research Grant No. 1909.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. 68E05; 94A15.
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A £  A. If the answer is x  ^  A  then the second question set is A q €  A while 
in th e  case of the answer x  €  A  the second question set is A\  £  A . The th ird  
question set is Aoo £ A, Aoi £  A, Aio £  A and A n  £  A, resp. depending on 
the tw o previous answers, etc. This is called a tree search. In this case the 
m axim um  number of questions (the length of the longest path of the tree) 
should be minimized. The tree search seems to be more practical, however 
the linear search is much simpler to organize, so in the era of fast com puters 
it m igh t be equally im portant.
W ith  this model Rényi [27] initiated an area, the combinatorial search 
problem s. He and his followers have written many papers. However his work 
was no t the only source of these investigations. Now we show some other 
sources.
Let X  be a set of soldiers in World War II. A sample of blood is drawn 
from  every person. The ones .containing syphilitic antigen should be found 
using th e  Wasserman test. It was an original idea tha t the blood samples 
could be poured and tested together. In this way it can be decided if a 
certain  subset of soldiers contains an infected person or not. This model 
is basicly identical with the previous one, the only difference is th a t the 
num ber of elements to be identified is not known, in advance. (See [10] and 
[31].) T his kind of models are called group testing and considered to belong 
to  M athem atical Statistics.
A n even older question was raised by Steinhaus [30]. A set of n table 
tennis players is given. Suppose tha t their abilities are constant, it can be 
described with a real number, there is no randomness, so the be tte r one 
always defeats the weaker one. The aim is to  determine their to ta l order 
by pairw ise comparisons, th a t is, table tennis matches. Although it is not 
clear a t  the  first sight, this problem is also covered by the above model. Let 
X  be th e  set of n! perm utations of the players. One of these perm utations 
is searched. One match determines if this unknown permutation belongs to 
the se t of n!/2 permutations where player a is better than player b.
So, one can say tha t the area has three sources (Fig. 1). The present 
au thor wrote a survey paper [16] containing 66 references, the book by 
Ahlswede and Wegener [l] has 166 references and finally the most recent 
sum m arization of the area, the book of Aigner [2] quotes 198 papers. These 
num bers show that the area became quite large, a small paper cannot survey 
it. Therefore the aim of the present paper is to  survey those papers which 
were w ritten  (mostly by Hungarian authors) under a direct or an indirect 
influence of Rényi.
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GROUP TESTING
Fig. 1
2. Qualitatively independent sets and partitions
Let A, B  C X  be two question sets. Suppose that they are disjoint. First 
ask if the unknown x is in A or not. If the answer is no, we have to  ask B, 
as well. However, if the answer is yes then there is no need to  ask B,  we 
know th a t x is not in B. If one of
(1) A U B ,  A u B ,  Ä U B ,  Ä U B
is empty, the situation is similar, tha t is, one of the possible answers to  the 
first question makes the second question superfluous. We say th a t A  and B 
are qualitatively independent if none of the sets in (1) is empty.
Rényi [28] raised the question what is the maximum of |>I| on an n- 
element set if any two different members of A are qualitatively independent.
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The answer is very easy for even n-s. It is easy to see that the sets in (1) 
are all non-empty iff there is no inclusion among the sets A, A, B, B.
A family S  of subsets is called a Sperner family iff there is no inclusion in it, 
th a t is, C  2  D holds for any two distinct members of S. Using this notion, 
we can sta te  that any two members of A = { A \ ,  A y , . . .  ,A m} are qualita­
tively independent if and only if A* =  {A i, A 2 , . . . ,  A m, A\, A%,. . . ,  Am} is a 
Sperner family. However, the maximum size of a Sperner family is known:
n
Therefore, if A is a family of pairwise qualitatively independent sets then 
A* is a Sperner family and 2m is less than equal to the above binomial 
coefficient, so
This inequality is true for any n but it is also sharp for even n-s, due to 
the following construction. Take all n/2-element subsets containing a fixed 
element / .
The odd case is non-trivial, but easy. It was independently discovered 
by many authors [17], [6], [7], [20],
THEOREM l .  The maximum size of a family of pairwise qualitatively 
independent sets on n elements is
The construction coincides with the even case.
[20] also contains good estimates on a more general problem. We say th a t 
r > 2 sets are qualitatively independent, if they divide X  into 2r non-empty 
sets. The maximum size of a family in which any r sets are qualitatively 
independent is estimated.
One may consider a more general condition. If all the sets in (1) are of 
size a t least d then we say th a t A and B  are qualitatively independent of 
depth d.
PROBLEM 1. W hat is the maximum size of a family of pairwise quali­
tatively independent sets of depth p on n elements?
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It might be true tha t the obvious generalization of Theorem 1 holds for 
fixed d and large n. The case when d =  cn seems to be hard.
In what follows, we will consider another generalization. Before th a t a 
further motivation will be presented. It can be considered as the fourth 
source of the area of combinatorial search problems. Given n coins, one of 
them  is counterfeit. It is known th a t the counterfeit coin is lighter than the 
good ones and it should be found by the minimum number of weighings using 
an equal arm balance. (No additional weights can be used.) The novelty 
in this problem is that one question (weighing) devides the groundset into 
three parts: the set of coins in the left arm, the set of coins in the right arm 
and the rest. In our earlier model the groundset was devided into two sets: 
the question set and its complement. This example of the equal arm  balance 
suggests to introduce the notion of the question partition: P  =  { A i , . . . ,  Ar}, 
where A i , . . . , A r is a partition of the groundset X .  The answer to this 
question determines the unique i satisfying x G A,. In this case a family P 
of partitions is given and the partitions for a linear search or tree search are 
chosen from this P . If the number of parts in a partition does not exceed r 
we call it an r-partition.
The notion of the qualitatively independent partitions is straightforward. 
Pi and P^  are qualitatively independent r-partitions  if they divide X  into r2 
non-empty subsets. One cannot expect tha t the exact maximum number 
m (n ,r)  of the pairwise qualitatively independent r-partitions could be de­
term ined, only its exponent. Poljak and Tuza [25] proved th a t
1 ,  . . 2 
limsup — log m (n, r) < - .  
n r
A recent great achievement is
THEOREM 2 (Gargano, Körner, Vaccaro [13]).
limsup — log m in , r) =  - .  
n r
One should mention the preliminary work of Körner and Simonyi [22].
The following result does not belong to this section, but it is a surprising 
development in the area of the counterfeit coin problem and this is the best 
point to mention it. Suppose tha t n coins are given, m '<  n of them  are of 
weight 1 — £ (counterfeit coins) the rest of them are of weight 1 (good coins). 
Find the shortest tree search determining all the counterfeit coins. As the 
number of possibilities is (^) and one question has three different answers,
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the minimum number of questions (in the worst case) is at least log3 (^). 
This lower estimate is not the best because we cannot always divide the 
possibilities into 3 equal parts. The exact result, in general, expected to be 
quite complicated as it depends on number theoretical properties of n and
m. The cases m  =  1,2,3,4,5 are considered in [8], [32], [33], [34], [35].
It is surprising tha t the above lower estimate is still almost sharp in the 
following sense.
THEOREM 3 (Pyber [26]). If exactly m (lighter) conterfeit coins are to 
be found among n coins then it can be done in at most
l°g3 I +  15mW
steps in all cases.
3. Optimal search with constraints on the sizes of question sets
Let us tu rn  back to the original question. Suppose, again, tha t there is 
exactly one unknown element x E X ,  the family of question sets is the 
family of all subsets in X  and a tree search is used. Let k denote the length 
of the longest branch of the tree, that is, the num ber of questions in the 
worst case. Then the number of sequences of answers is at most 2k since a 
sequence cannot be an extension of another one. For different x  the sequence 
m ust be different. Hence 2k > n holds. This implies k  > [log2 n ] . Now we 
show a construction of a (very special) tree search whose length is [log2 n ] . 
It will be a linear search. Label the elements of X  by 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n. These labels 
can be w ritten with [log2 n] binary digits. Let A j  consist of the elements of 
X  whose label’s j th  digit is 1. The answers to these questions determine all 
digits of the label of the unknown x. Thus we can formulate the following 
theorem.
THEOREM 4 (Folklore). The minimum number of questions in a linear 
(tree) search to find the only unknown element in an n-element set is
[log2 n].
Rényi asked what the situation is if A — {A : A G  X, |A| < k}. The 
situation is considerably different here. E.g. the results for the tree search 
and the linear search do not coincide any more. The case of the tree search 
is easier both to describe and to prove.
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Observe tha t any question set can be replaced by its complement. Thus, 
k  <  n /2  can be supposed. Furthermore, if after some questions in a tree 
search it is known tha t the unknown x is in a subset of size s < 2 k  then x  can 
be found by [log2 s] further questions, using Theorem 4. Now let us give an 
optim al tree search. Write n in the form n =  qk +  s where k < s < 2k and 
take a partition B j, B2, ■.., Bq, Bq+1 where |B i| =  . . .  =  |B9| =  k, |B i+ i| =  
s. Ask B\, B 2 , . . .  until the answer is “yes” , x  € B, (1 < q). Then x  can be 
found by [log2 fc] further questions. If the first such case is 1 =  q +  1 then 
we need [log2 s] more questions. It is not hard to prove tha t this is (one of) 
the  best tree search [16].
THEOREM 5. Suppose that the question sets are the subsets of size at 
most k < n. Then the shortest tree search needs
n
k
When, in his seminar, Rényi asked what the minimum number of ques­
tions in a tree search is, many students (B. Bollobás, J. Galambos, T. 
Nemetz and D. Szász) brought the solution for the next seminar for the 
case +  1 < n. Then the result is The present author has
constructed ([15]) the best linear search for all k. This leads to the following 
estimates.
THEOREM 6. Denote by l(n ,k) the minimum length of a linear search 
finding an unknown element in an n-element set using question sets of size 
at most k. Then
_________ log n_________
k n n — k n
~  log T + -------  log -------n k - n n — k





(See also [23] and [37].) As it is pointed out by Dyachkov, the lower 
estim ate is asymptotically sharp when k = cn.
Baranyai [5] generalized the construction for r-partitions whose parts 
(except the last one) are bounded in size. Proving this result he proved a 
“small lemma” which turned out to be a 120 year old conjecture of Sylvester:
THEOREM 7 (Baranyai [4]). Suppose that k divides n. Then the set of 
all k-element subsets of the n-element set X  can be partitioned into such 
classes that each class forms a partition of X .
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Although this famous result does not belong to the Combinatorial Search 
Theory, it was created under an indirect influence of Rényi. It is obvious 
to  ask w hat can be said if k does not divide n. To formulate a conjecture 
concerning this general case, a new definition is needed. Suppose th a t the 
elements of the groundset X  are ordered: X  =  {xi, 12, ■ ■ . ,  xn}. Define 
Ai =  {x(*_i)fc+ i, . . .  ,*(,•-!)*+*} where the indices are considered
m odn. The family A \,  A 2 , . . . ,  Aw where w =  n /gcd(n , k) is called a wreath. 
(Neighboring ifc-element subsets are taken after each other until the end of 
one fits  to the beginning of the first set.)
CONJECTURE (Baranyai and Katona). There are permutations of the 
groundset in such a way th a t these perm utations of the wreath give all k- 
elem ent sets exactly once.
It seems to be hard to settle this conjecture. Sylvester’s conjecture was 
earlier attacked by algebraic methods and an algebraic way of thinking. 
B aranyai’s brilliant idea was to use matrices and flows in networks. This 
conjecture, however, seems to  be too algebraic. One does not expect to  solve 
it w ithout algebra. (Unless it is not true.)
Let us turn back to the search problems with restrictions on A. We will 
use the problem of Steinhaus to obtain motivations. The problem actually 
became an im portant problem of computer science (with numbers rather 
than  table tennis players). It is the simplest one of the so called sorting 
problems (see [21]). It is obvious by Theorem 4 th a t a tree search to find 
the actual permutation needs at least flog2 n!] pairwise comparisons. This is 
n log2 n-fcin-fo(n). The tree search given by Ford and Johnson [12] (which is 
belived to  be the best) needs n log2 n+C2n+o(n) steps. T hat is, the first term  
is determined, but not the second one. Let us see the reason why the lower 
estim ate [log2 n!] cannot be realized by a tree search. To reach this bound 
we have to  halve at each stage the set of possible cases, therefore the question 
sets should divide the groundset (of permutations) into 4 equal parts. This 
is, however not always possible. Consider the comparisons a <? < b and 
b < ?<  c. Denote by A  and B  the set of perm utations giving positive answer 
to  the first and the second question, resp. Then two of the sets in (1) have 
size n !/3  and the other two have size n!/6. This is the motivation to  the 
following investigations.
THEOREM 8 ([18].) The minimum length of a linear search using ques­
tion sets satisfying
\A n B \  < l
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is
V 8  n -  7 -  1 
2
Let us mention th a t this strange formula is equal to the smallest m such
tha t
n < 1 +  m +
[18] also gives the exact minimum up to an additional constant 1 for the case 
I A n  B\ < 2. Fairly good estimates are given for the cases |A n  B | < k  where 
k < c-^/n.
For the case of tree search let us s ta r t with an observation of Sebő [29]. 
If the first question set is A and the answer is x e  A  and the second question 
set is A i  then it can be replaced by A n  A \.  On the other hand, when x ^  A  
then Ao can be replaced by A n  Ao- Continuing in this way we obtain a 
modified tree search where the question sets on different branches of the 
tree are disjoint while the ones along the same branch are in inclusion. Of 
course the lengths of the branches are unchanged. Thus, when looking for 
the shortest tree search, this strong property may be supposed. E. g. if A: =  1 
then the original condition becomes simply the condition th a t all question 
sets, w ith exception of the very first one, are of size 1.
Sebő [29] has determined the length of the shortest tree search under 
the condition |A n  B\ < k for all k < n /4 , however the formula is rather 
complicated so we give only the case k  =  1 here.
THEOREM 9 (Sebő [29]). The minimum length of a tree search using 
question sets satisfying
| A n  B\ <  1
is
\/8 n -  7 — 1 
2 '
Compare it with Theorem 8. The best linear search is not longer than 
the best tree search, in this case. For k — 2, however, the former one is 
about \/3 /2 -tim es larger than the la tter one.
[29] contains good estimates also for the case when the intersection of 
any m  question sets is bounded.
The combination of the previous two types of constraints has not been 
studied, yet:
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PROBLEM 2. Determine the length of the shortest linear and tree 
searchs, resp., under the conditions
|A| < k, IA n  P | < / for all A, B  E A.
Let us see the situation a t the search of a perm utation by binary com­
parisons. We observed tha t the comparisons a <? < b and 6 <? < c imply 
the existence of two question sets dividing the set of permutations in to  four 
parts containing one third, one third, one sixth, one sixth of the whole set, 
instead of the “good” proportion one fourth, one fourth, one fourth, one 
fourth. However, this is not true for all pairs of questions! W hat we can 
say is th a t  among any f  +  1 questions there is one such pair. One way of 
expressing the fact that two question sets are not intersecting each other in 
a “good” proportion is the use of the entropy function of the Inform ation 
Theory. T he entropy of the partition A\  U A i  U A3 U A4 of X  is
£ MIAI'
This expression is 2 for the case when A, =  | |X | .  It is known from Inform a­
tion T heory th a t it is smaller in all other cases. This suggests the following 
problem.
PROBLEM 3. Determine the length /(£, E ) of the shortest linear search 
under th e  condition tha t among any t question sets there is a pair such th a t 
the 4-partition  induced by them  has an entropy a t most E.
We have only estimates. To formulate them  some more definitions are 
needed. P u t h(x) =  - x l o g 2x -  (1 -  x)log2( l — x). The inverse of h is 
defined using the interval 0 < x  < 1/2 where it is monotone.
T h e o r e m  10.
\  log2 n -  (t -  < f{ t ,  E) < - |  log2 n + 0 { log2 n).
PROOF. Start with the lower estimate. Let f  be a random variable 
taking on values from X .  Define the probabilities to  be equal: P ( f  =  x) =  
1 /n . D enote the question sets by A i , . . . , A m. They define some further 
random  variables:
0 if £ $ A i
1 if Í  €  A, .
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Now define the entropy of a random variable r) taking on its different values 
with probabilities p \ , . . .  ,pn:
n
H i rl)  =  ~  S  Pi log  P i­
ts: 1
Observe th a t £ determines the random vector (Ci , . . . , £m)- On the other 
hand, as the answers to the questions “x E A,” determine x, therefore the 
converse is also true, (£1, . . . ,  f m) determines f . Consequently the  distribu­
tion of the two random variables are identical and
(2) ÜT(0 =  f f ( (e  ! , . . . ,& * ) )  =  log, n.
Here we need an elementary lemma from Information Theory (see any text­
book on Information Theory, e.g. [11], [9]):
(3) H ((m , m ) )<  H i n ^  + Hir,2).
(2) and (3) imply
(4) log2 n  <  H (((  i ,  6 ) )  +  f f ( t s )  +  f f ( ( (  4 , ( 7 )) +
for any partition of the set . . . ,  ^m} into one and two-element subsets. 
If they are all one-element sets then (4) leads to log2 n < m, only, since the 
entropy of one f, is bounded by one. However if we find M  such disjoint 
pairs th a t f ; )) < E(<  2) then (4) results in
(5) log2 n -(- M (2 — E) < m.
To find the best M ,  the problem will be reformulated for graphs in 
an obvious way. Define a graph whose vertices are £, and two vertices 
are connected iff < E. The following graph theoretic lemma is
needed:
LEMMA. Given a simple graph G on m  vertices, there is at least one 
edge among any t vertices. Then it contains at least
(6 )
m — t + 1 
2
vertex-disjoint edges in G. This result is sharp.
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PROOF. Take the largest set L of vertex-disjoint edges. Let \L\ — l. If 
m  — 21 > t then there are t vertices not contained in any member of L. By 
the conditions of the lemma there is an edge among these t edges which is 
vertex-disjoint to the members of L. This contradicts the maximality of L. 
The contradiction proves m  — 21 < t and the first part of the lemma.
Now consider the graph G of m  vertices consisting of a complete graph 
on m  — t +  2 vertices and isolated vertices. This graph obviously satisfies 
the conditions of the lemma and cannot contain more vertex-disjoint edges 
than (6). □
The lem m a and (5) imply
, m — t +  1 _.
l°g2 n H-------------- (2 -  E) < m
and the lower estimate in Theorem 10.
The upper estimate will be proved by a simple construction. Define 
k — [nh - 1  (E /2 ) \ .  Question sets of size at most k  will be used. Then, by 
the m onotonity of h[x), we have #(£,-) < h(k/n )  <  h{h~l (E/2))  =  E /2 .  (3) 
implies H (£i E, as needed.
Use th e  construction mentioned after Theorem 6 as k /n  is a constant. 
Then the  lower estimate is sharp in Theorem 6. It gives the upper estim ate
/ . ( Ä - W 2 ) )  + 0(108 n)
which coincides with the one given in the Theorem. □
Let us have some remarks concerning this Theorem.
1. It gives an approximate solution to the problem of Theorem 8 in a 
new case.
2. Problem  3 and Theorem 10 are not intended to help finding the 
shortest linear search for a permutation by pairwise comparisons. Ft is a 
trivial problem , one has to compare all (£) pairs. However the solution of 
the analogous problem for the tree search might give a better lower estim ate 
on the perm utation problem.
4. Miscellany
As it was mentioned earlier, a tree search needs n l o g 2 n +  0 (n ) steps to find 
the proper permutation of n objects (numbers) by pairwise comparisons. 
Modern com puters have complex hardwares able to  execute many operations 
simultanously. This is called parallel com putation. As one object can be
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used only in one comparison at each moment, not more than n /2  parallel 
operations are possible. Therefore at least O(logn) steps are needed even if 
parallel steps are allowed. Ajtai, Komlós and Szemerédi [3] proved th a t this 
can really be done in this many steps.
A. Varecza has proved many interesting results of sorting type. Let us 
mention only one of them here. Let x \ , . . . ,  x n- 2 >yi, V2 be distinct integers. 
It should be decided by pairwise comparisons if y\ are 1/2 neighboring in the 
natural order of all these numbers. It is easy to see that 2(n — 2) steps are 
enough. However it is not at all trivial to prove that there is no shorter tree 
algorithm. It is proved in [36].
If there are more unknown elements in X  then one question set A  may 
give different answers. One of the natural models is when there are two 
possible answers: either a) there is one unknown element in A  or b) there 
is none. Hwang and Vera Sós [14] gave good estimates for the minimum 
length of a linear search when the number d of unknown elements is known 
in advance.
J. N. Srivastava’s following idea connected search theory w ith the theory 
of statistical factor analysis. The usual aim of factor analysis is (roughly 
speaking) to determine the weights of the influence of different factors for 
the investigated quantity. Now suppose th a t there are many possible factors, 
very few of them  have a real influence the other ones have no influence (or 
are negligable). However it is not known which ones are the non-negligable. 
Thus in this model two things are done simultanously: a) determ ination of 
the non-negligable factors, b) determination of the weights of them. [19] 
contains results on the tools used to solve this problem, the so called search 
designs. These investigations led to the problem of finding the largest family 
S  closed under the operation symmetric difference and such th a t S  — {0} is 
a Sperner family [19]. Generalizations can be found in [24].
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WAITING FOR THE COVERAGE OF THE STRASSEN’S SET
P. RÉVÉSZ
Abstract
Let {W(t), t > 0} be a Wiener process and for any e > 0 define
= inf{s : 3 > t,  W(s) > ((1 — e)2s log log s)1/2}.
The limit properties of u(t, e) (t —+ oo) and some other similar waiting times are 
investigated.
1. Erdős - Rényi strong law of large numbers
Let (W (t), t > 0} be a Wiener process and let a(t) < t (t > 0) be a real 
valued function satisfying the conditions
(i) a(t) is a positive nondecreasing function,
(ii) t -1 a(f) is a nonincreasing function.
Further let
/ ( T ,a ( T ) ) =  sup (W(i +  a (T ) ) -W ( t ) ) .
0 < t < T - a ( T )
Then a special case of the Erdős - Rényi strong law of large numbers [5] 
runs as follows
THEOREM A. For any C > 0 we have
/ (T .C lo g T )  / 2
r —oo logT v ‘
A generalization of this special case is the following
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THEOREM B. (Csörgő - Révész, [2].) Assume that a(-) satisfies condi­
tions  (i) and (ii). Then
( 1. 1)
where
lim su p 7  (T ,a (T ))I (T ,a (T ))  = 1 a.s. 
T — o o
7 (T ,a (T ))=  (2a(T ) (log +  log log t )  )
- 1/2
I f  a (T ) also satisfies the condition 
r -:s lo g ( r ( a (T )) - ‘ ) oo
then
( 1.2) lim 7 (T ,a (T )) /(T >a(T)) =  l a.s.
1  —► OO
N ote th a t in case a(T ) =  C  log T  we obtain Theorem A as a special case 
and in case a(T) =  T  we m eet the classical law of iterated logarithm (LIL):
( 1 3 )
where
lim sup b(T)W  (T)
T—»oo
a.s.
b(T) =  (2T log logT )-1/ 2.
Theorem  B gives the best possible result in the sense tha t if condition
(iii) is no t satisfied then (1.2) does not hold true. In fact we have
THEOREM C. (Book - Shore, [l].) Assume that a(-) satisfies conditions 
(i) and  (ii). Assume also that
lo g ir fa fT ) ) -1)




a.s.(1.4) l im m f7( r , a ( r ) ) / ( r , a ( r ) ) =  ( - Í - )
T  —»oo \ r  +  1 /
We also mention th a t a somewhat stronger version of the lower half of 
(1.3) is also valid:
THEOREM D. (Erdős [4], Feller [7], Kolmogorov - Petrowsky [8].) For 
any p — 2 ,3 , . . .  there exists a random sequence 0 < 7 \ =  Ti(w,p) < T<i = 
^ ( ^ jP) <  • • ■ with limn_>00 Tn =  oo a.s. such that
(1.5) W  (Tn) > (2Tn (log2 Tn +  I  log3 Tn + log4 Tn + . . .  + logp T„) )  ^  . 
Here and in what follows
log! x =  log x and  logp x =  log(log x x).
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Consider the process
£(t) =  sup{s : 0 < s < t, VF(s) > (6(s))-1 }.
(1.5) w ith p = 2 implies
lim f(f) =  oo and limsup =  1 a.s.
t - > o o  Í - .0 0
The lim inf behaviour of £(0 is described in the following 
THEOREM E . (Erdős - Révész, [6].)
( 1 .6 ) l im in f« Í L , „ g í W  =  - C
í-*00 (logg t) log t t 
where C  is a positive constant with
2~ 2 < C < 214
Let
i/(t) = inf{s : s > t, IV(s) > (6(a))-1 }.
Then a trivial reformulation of Theorem E is the following 
THEOREM F . For any e > 0 and t big enough we have
i / ( i )  <  t 1+'W a.s.
where
e(t) =  (214 +  e)(log3 t)(log2 t ) ~ 1 / 2
and there exists a random sequence 0 < ti =  t\(w) < Í2 =  Í2(w) < . . .  with 
limn-Kx, tn = oo a.s. such that
H Q  > í i+í(tn)
where
m  = ( J  -  e ) (log30 (lo62 0 - 1/2.
It is natural to ask how Theorem F should be changed if the definition 
of i/(t) is changed as follows. For any 0 < e < 1 let
v( t ,e )  =  inf{s : s > i, W (s) > (1 — e)1/ 2(6(s))-1 }.
Then we have
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THEOREM 1. For any t big enough and 0 < /x < 1 we have
(1.7) < / ( i , e )  =  iexp ^(logi)1_M£^  a.s.
Further for any 1 < A < e ~ 1 there exists a random sequence 0 < ti — 
t i(u j,e ,  A) < Í2 =  e, A) <  . . .  with tn — oo a.s. such that
( 1 .8 ) v ( tn ,e)  > tn exp ((login)1 Ae) •
We are also interested to  find the analogue of Theorem 1 when we replace 
the process W(-) by the process /(•,•) in it. Let
v(t,a (t) ,e )  = inf{s : s > t ,  7 (s, a(s))I[s, a(s)) > (1 -  e)1,/2}.
Then by Theorem B we have
lim inf í _1i/(í,a (í),e ) =  1 a.s. 
t—»00
If a{t) satisfies condition (iv) with
r > 1 -  e
r +  1
then by Theorem C we have: for any i big enough
v ( t ,  a{t),e) — t a.s.
Hence we are only interested in the limsup behaviour of v  when
r +  1
< 1 -  e.
In th is  case we have
THEOREM 2. Assume that a(t) satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iv) with
r > 0 and
r + 1
< 1 — £.
Then for  any 6  > 0 and t big enough we have
(1.9) v{t, a (t) ,e ) < t exp ((log i)(r+1H1- ‘) - r+<^
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2. Strassen’s theorem
Define the Strassen’s set S C C (0 ,1) as follows: a function /  6  C (0 ,1) is an 
element of 5 if and only if
(a)  /(o) = o,
(b) /(•) is absolutely continuous in [0,1] and
[  ( f ' ( x ) ) 2 d x  <  ! •Jo
For any e > 0 and for any set G C C (0 ,1) let
G‘ =  { / ( . ) e C ( o , i ) ,  | | / ( 0 - G | |< « }
where
11/(0 ~ G ll =  M  SUP l / ( * ) - s ( * ) l -
0 < z < l
Consider the stochastic process
w t ( x )  — b ( t ) W ( x t )  (0 <  x  <  1, t  >  0).
Then Strassen proved in [10]
THEOREM G . (1) F o r  a n y  e >  0 t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e  t o  =  
t o ( e ,u > )  >  0  s u c h  t h a t
(2.1) vut ( x )  €  5* i f  t  > to
(2) F o r  a n y  s(-) €  S t h e r e  e x i s t s  a r a n d o m  s e q u e n c e  0 < t \  =  ti(s,cu) < 
Í2 =  Í2(s >w) <  • • • w i t h  limn_oo t n  =  oo a . s .  s u c h  t h a t
(2.2) Urn sup |u/tlt(z) -  « (i) | =  0.
M -.OŰ 0 < Z < 1
(2) of Theorem G implies that the net {u;t(z), 0 < x  < 1} ( t  >  0) 
eventually “covers” the Strassen’ set 5. In fact we say th a t a set of functions 
7  C C (0 ,1) e-covers a set G C  C(0,1) if for any p ( - )  €  G there exists a 
function /(x )  =  /(x ; (/(•), e) €  7  such that
sup |/(x )  - s ( x ) |  < e.
0 < z < l




p(t)  — inf{u >  t : ?t ,u =  (u>z(-)> t < z < u}  e —covers  $ } .
Then for  any t big enough and  0 <  p  <  1 we have
(2.3) p(t) <  t  exp ((log i)1_M£) a.s.
N ote th a t Theorem 1 implies th a t (2.3) is the best possible result in the 
same sense as (1.7) gives the best possible rate in Theorem 1.
A common generalization of Theorems B and G is the following
THEOREM H. (Révész, [9].) Let
T  ( x , t )  =  r { x ]t ,a{T))  =  -í {T ,a {T )) {W { t  +  x a { T ) ) - W ( t ) )  0 < x <  1
and define the random set Vj  =  V (T, a(T)) C C(0, l) as follows 
VT =  V { T , a { T ) )  =  ( r (x ,i )  : 0 <  t < T  -  a{T)} .
Assume that a(T) satisfies conditions  (i) and (ii). Then
( 1 ) for  any e > 0 there exists a random variable To =  T o ( e , w )  >  0 such 
that
(2.4) VT C Se i f  T > T0
(2) for  any s(-) E  S and e >  0 there exist random variables
T  =  T(e,s(-)\uj) >  0 and  0 <  t =  t(e,s(-);u>) < T  — o(T) 
such that
(2.5) sup | r ( x , t )  -  s(x)| < e.
0 < z < l
If a {T )  also satisfies condition (iii) then for any e >  0 there exists a random 
variable To — T o ( e , s ( - ) ; w )  >  0  such that
(2.6) S C CVT y  for  all T > T0.
As Theorem 3 is a sharpening of (2) of Theorem G we can give a sharp­
ening of (2.5) and (2.6) as follows
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T h eo rem  4. Let
p(T, a (T ),e )  = inf{tf > T  : 7{U,a{U)) =  ( J  V (Z ,a[Z ))  e - c o v e r s  S }.
T < z < u
(a) Assume that  a(i) satisfies conditions  (i), (ii), (iv) with 
—-— > 1 -  e (0 < e < 1).
Then for any T  big enough
(2.7) p(T ,a(T ),e )  = T  a.s.
(/?) Assume that a(t) satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iv) with
—-— < 1 -  £ (0 < e < 1, r > 0).
r +  1 v ’
Then for any S > 0 and T big enough we have
(2.8) p[T,a{T),e) < T exp ((log a.s.
3. Proof of Theorem 1
At first we prove (1.7). In order to do so introduce the following notations: 
for any t > 0 and £i > 0 define the sequences
Tk =  rk{t ) =  tek (k =  0 ,1 ,2 ........[(log í ) 1 - '1*] =  K ) ,
A k =  Ak(t) =  {W(rk) >  (1 -  e i ) 1/ 2( i > ( r t ) ) - 1 } .
Observe tha t
K
P {A 0Ai . . . A k }  =  P { Ä o} I ]  ? M *  I A k-1 . . .  A0}
*=i
K
= (i - p {a 0>) n ( i - P M * M * - i - - . Ä o »
*=i
and
P{A* |Ä * _ i . . .Ä o }  >P{A*,|W rf o - i ) |  < T lJ _ \ |Ä t_ i . . .Ä o }
=  P { A k I |W (r*_i)| < T1k/_ \ ,Ä k- 1 . . .Ä o}P {\W (T k- l )\ < t1J\  \ A k- X ...A o} 
> P { A fc I W{rk- X) =  - r ^ l P d ^ - O I  < t 1J_\ I Ä k - 1 - . .Ä o}
l o g  l o g r t O o g r * ) 1- ' »
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for any k  big enough. Hence
K
P{A 0Aj . . .  A k } < J J  ( 1 “  \— \------ 7j— \^=1 \  log log r k (log Tk ) l-e i )
<  exp —(log*)
ci-ne
(log log t )2
Choosing ei > fie and applying the above inequality with tf = (£ —
1 , 2 , . . . ;  0  > 1) we obtain
sup 6(s)IV(s) > (1 — ex)1/ 2 a.s.
t l < a < T k ( t i )
for all b u t finitely many Í. T h a t is (1.7) is proved for ti. In order to prove it 
for any t i  < t < t(+i it is enough to prove tha t if IT (tk) > (1- £ i ) 1/ 2(6(t*;) )_1 
then W ( t k+i) > (1 -  e )1/2(6(ifc+1))_1. Clearly
W ( tk+1) = W ( tk+1) - W ( t k) + W {tk)
> W {tk+1) -  W ( tk) + (1 -  e i ) 1/ 2^ ) ) " 1
> (1 -  e i ) 1/2(6(*fc))_1 -  (1 -  e )1/2(6(i*+1 -  Í* ))-1
> (1 -  £)1/ 2(6(ifc+1) ) - i
if 0  — 1 is small enough and e i < e .  Consequently (1.7) is proved.
Now we turn to the proof of (1.8). Introduce the following notations: for 
any t > 0 let
=  trp k [ip > 1, k  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , (log t)
l —\e
logt/> = K  = K (t)
B k =  B k (t) = {W(rPk) >  (1 -  e2)1/2( 6 ( ^ ) ) " 1}.
O bserve th a t
K
P { H 0P i  • • • B k )  =  (1 -  P{£0}) Í J  (! -  P { B k I B k. t . . .B o )
k= 1
and
P { B k I B k^ . . . B 0} < P { B k} < (logt/>*)-1+‘2 < ( lo g i)_1+e2
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Hence
K
V { B 0 B X. . . B K } > XI (! “
Jt=o
> (1 -  (logt)_1+e2)(logt)1_A' /log^ > 1 -  (I° gt)g2 - -log V»
if £2 < Ae which implies tha t there exists a random sequence 0 <  t i  < t? 
< . . .  with limn_oo tn — co a.s. such tha t
o<m &x tn]b ( M t n) )W ( M tn ) )  < (1 -  .,)>/» (n =  1 ,2 , . . . )
Choosing £2 > £ and tp close enough to 1 we obtain (1.8).
4. Proof of Theorem 2
Let
W ( i , j ,T )  = W (e’T  +  (i +  l)a (e ,+1T)) -  W(ej T  + tia(eJ+1T )) ) 
(Í =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  [(e '+1 -  eJ)T(a((eJ+1 -  e ^ T ) ) " 1], 
J =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (log y )(r+1)(1-£)_r+i ) )
= 7(eJ+1T, a(ei+1T)).
Then we have
P {  max
(e-i)r(a ((e- i) r ) ) - ‘
= 1 -  I !  W *\0,T) < (1 -  ei)1/a(7(0,T))"1}
»=0
(«-J)T(a(«T))-‘ j
-  1 "  n  ~ (logT)(r+l)(l-«»)
1________ ^r+ l)(l-e3)-r  J> 1 — exp I —(logT)(




W ( i , j ,T )  > (1 -  £1)1/,2(7 (y ,T ))-1}
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- 1 GXP(  (logT)(r+1)(1_*2)- r )
Consequently
P {m ax  max 7(j, T )W { i , j ,  T )  < (1 -  e i)1^ 2} < exp( — (log T )í - r^+1^ e_*2^).
i  »'
Assuming tha t S > (r +  l) (e  — £2), T* =  0*, © > 1 we obtain
max max i ( j ,  T*) W  (í , j ,  7*) > (1 -  e x) 1/2 a.s.
3 *
for all bu t finitely many k. Choosing © close enough to 1 we easily obtain 
Theorem  2.
5. P r o o f  of T h eo rem  3 
Let
V (t)  =  ^ (0 1 ,0 2 ,. . .  , a d\t)
= a { W (t) +  a 2 {W(2t) -  W (i)) + . . .  +  a d(W (dt)  -  W(d  -  l)i))
( a 2 +  a 2 +  . . .  +  a 2d — 1, t  > 0),
x ( 0  =  x ( a i>a 2 , • • • >& d \ t )  -  inf{s : s >  t ,  V ( s )  >  (1 -  £)1/2(6(s))- 1 }. 
Then
LEMMA l .  For any t big enough and 0 < p < 1 we have 
X{t) < texp((log i)1_M*) a.s.
PROOF is essentially the same as that of (1.7). It will be omitted.
Let
C =  C{d) =  { ( x i , i2)..  • , x d) : x\ + X2 +  . . .  +  x d =  1},
V  =  V ( d , t )  =  ( W ( t ) , W ( 2 t )  -  W i t ^ . ^ W i d t )  -  W ( ( d - l ) t ) ) ,
x  — x{d,t)  =  inf{s : s > t, 7S ~  (K (d,u); t < u < s) 
e-covers the set C}.
Then
LEMMA 2. For any t big enough and 0 < fi < 1 we have 
X <  t exp((logi)1-,ie) a.s.
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PROOF. We give the proof for d = 2. For larger d the proof is similar 
and immediate. Lemma 1 implies tha t the set
{y(2 ,u)i t < u < x (2 ,t)}
e-covers the circle {(xi,X2) : x? +  x\ =  1}. In the same way one can prove 
tha t the set
{ y (3 ,u ),i < u <  x (3 ,t)}
e-covers the sphere {(*1, X2, X3); x^+ x^+ xf — 1}. These two facts combined 
imply the statem ent for d =  2. Hence we have Lemma 2.
For any real valued function /  £ C (0,1) and positive integer d, let / ^  
be the linear interpolation of /  over the points i / d  i.e.
( d  -  X -~ d ~ '  * =  °> '>2 ...........d -  l )  .
Then, as it is well-known, we have
sup |u»f(x) — < sup sup lu ^ x  +  s) — < d a.s.
0 < i < 1  0 < I < 1 0 < J < 1  / d
if t is big enough. Hence we have Theorem 3.
6. P ro o f  o f T h e o re m  4





Then Theorem C implies that Vt  will not e-cover S i.e. p(T ,a[T ) ,e )  > T  
(cf. (2.7)) for infinitely many T. It is also easy to see that Vt  will not e-cover 
5 for any T  big enough. However it is natural to think th a t Vt  e-covers a 
big subset of S for every T  big enough. In fact we have
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T H E O R E M  I. (Deheuvels - Révész, [3].) Assume ( iv ) .  Then for any 
£ > 0 there exists a random variable Tq =  To(e,w) such that for any T  > To 
the set Vt  e-covers (^ jjj)1/ 2 S where
f  r \  . ( r +  1 \
/  € f - — ) S i f  and only i f  f —-— j  f  € S .
In other words (cf. Theorem 4) if
p{T,a{T),e, A) =  in f{U > T, T(U,a{U))e-covers\S}.
Then for any T  big enough
(7.1) P T ,a (T ) ,e ,
r +  1
l/2>
=  T  a.s.
(2.8) told us that
(7.2)
p{T,a{T),e, 1) =  p{T,a{T),e)
< T e x p ((logT)(r+1)(1- i ) - r+ i) .
Com paring (7.1) and (7.2) it is natural to ask about the limsup behaviour 
of p (T ,a (T ) ,e ,  A) whenever a(T)  satisfies (iv) and
r +  1
1/2
< A < 1.
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THE REGION OF CONVERGENCE OF THE LAPLACE 
TRANSFORM: ALMOST SURE ESTIMATION
ANN VANMARCKE and JOZEF L. TEUGELS
1. Introduction
Let X  be a non-negative random variable with distribution function F  on 
[0, oo) and with Laplace transform
r  oo
L(s) := E ( e - X ) =  /
Jo
e~‘xdF(x).
We assume th a t L(s) converges for s > —a, 0 < a < oo. To any sample 
X i ,  X 2 , .. ■, X n of X ,  let X i :n, X 2 :n, . . . ,  X n:n denote the corresponding set 
of order statistics where X i :n < X 2 .n < . . .  < X n n.
There are different ways to obtain estimators for a or <7- 1 . One of them 
is looking at the way a is calculated if F  is known. Theorem 2.4.d. of Widder
[9] gives us tha t
lim . u p l0g(1 - F (* »  =  -<,.
x —*00 X
If we replace in this formula the distribution F by its em pirical version Fn 
and choose x — X n-k:n, we get an estim ator for 1/cr, namely
/ T \  =
U )  lo g s  •
We can look a t this estimator for fixed k or for kn —► 00 as n —► 00. To 
prove any property of this estimator we will need at least th a t
(1) lim — log [ 1 — F(x)l =  —a.
x—»00 x
This assumption tells us tha t we may find a slowly varying function l(x) 
such that
(2) -  log[l -  F(x)] =  axl(x)
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and l{ x ) —> 1 as x —► oo. If in addition to (1) F  is ultimately continuous, 
then  we can use a result of J . Beirlant and M. Browniatovsky [2] to obtain 
th a t roo i  _  p i  \ 1
e(l):=A I ~*°°
and
(3) lim e(x) — —.Z-.00 a
We get a Hill-type estim ator for 1/cr by replacing F  by Fn and x by X n-k.n- 
A fter some calculations this leads to
1 *
e k,n =  k : n )  — T ^  , X n —t+l:n A n —k :n •
i- 1
To prove a.s. convergence for both estimators we will need results which 
found their inspiration in results by Rényi [8].
2. Almost sure convergence for  ^ and
Letting n tend to oo while k  remains fixed, we get a.s. convergence of 
when (1) fulfilled.
THEOREM 1. Assume that F is a distribution function satisfying (1) for  
some 0 < a < oo. If k is fixed and n —► oo, then
X n - k - . n  1 -------------► — a.s.
lo g ?  -
To prove this we make use of a result of Barndorff-Nielsen [1]. He men­
tioned in the preliminaries of his paper Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 of Rényi
[8] -
LEMMA 1. If An is the event { X n > X n- i n - i } ,  then A i ,A 2 , . . . , A n , . . . 
are independent and P(A*) =  £ for k = 1 ,2 ,__
LEMMA 2. If F is continuous and r* is the rank of Xk in the set 
X \ , X<i, . . . ,  Xk, then the random variables r i , r<i, . . . ,  r* , . . .  are independent 
and P { r k =  j )  =  j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  k.
L etting  kn tend to oo w ith n, but controlling it such tha t ^  —► 0, we 
also get a.s. convergence of if (l) is fulfilled.
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THEOREM 2 .  Assume that F is a distribution function satisfying (1)  for 
some 0 < a < oo. I f  kn —► oo as n —* oo and kn =  o(n), then
X n - kn.n 1—----------- ► — a.s..
lo& ^
If we put stronger conditions on F, we can say even more about the 
relation between X n- nk:n and ^ log -jr according to the rate of growth of kn.
THEOREM 3 .  Assume that F is ultimately continuous and satisfies 
(4) lim [ax +  log(l -  .F(x))] =  C
with C finite; then
(i) i f  kn ~  A log log n as n —► oo; where 0 < A < oo; then
j  ^ j  Q
liminf[X„_*„;„ -----l°g T- ] =  — l°g(l +  ) +  a.s.,
n->oo (7 rCfi (7 (T
j  ^ ^
lim sup[Xn_fc„:n -----log — ] =  —  log(l +  ot\) +  — a.s.,
n —*oo a Kn  a a
where — 1 < c*A < 0 < a A are the roots of the equation
1
(5) a A -  l o g ( l  +  a A ) A’
(ii) if  fcn/lo g lo g n  —> oo as n —* oo and kn — o(n) as n —* oo, then 
lim [Xn- kn:n -  -  log — a.s.;
(Hi) if  kn/  log log n —+ 0 as n —* oo and kn > 1 for all n >  l, then
liminf[Xn_*; :n -  -  log =  -o o  a.s.. 
n-*oo " a kn
To prove Theorem 3 we use Theorem 6 of Kiefer [7] which we also need 
in the proof of the next result on a.s. convergence for é j^ .
THEOREM 4. Assume that F is a distribution function satisfying (1) for 
some 0 < a < oo and that F is ultimately continuous; then
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(i) U K  A log log n as n —> oo, where 0 < A < oo, then
l im s u p ± ( é í^ -----) =  ± —a*  a.s.
n —»00 ’ O <7
where — 1 < a A < 0 < a j  are the roots of the equation (5);
(ii) i f  £n/lo g lo g n  —> 00 as n —► 00 and kn =  o(n) a « n ->  00, then
(Hi) i f  A:„/loglogn —► 0 as n —* 00 and kn > 1 for all n > 1 , then
lim inf ejt „ =  0 a.s.
n —*00 ’
and
lim sup ejfen =  00 a.s..
n —*oo
Note th a t e ^  is a strongly consistent estimator of ^ only in case (ii).
The proof of this theorem follows along the same lines as th a t of the 
Theorem  in [6], For (i), P. Deheuvels, e.a., first prove this result for random 
variables with an exponential distribution with mean one. To obtain this, 
they choose two subsequences of {n}. These subsequences are suitable to 
enclose all with probability one. For the proof of the la tter result, 
they need to introduce an exceedence number. To get limit results for this 
exceedence number, they use Lemma 1 [8] and a variant of Lemma 1; i.e. the 
fact th a t the events {X„ > J£n_,-:ri_i} are for n =  1 +  1 ,t +  2 , . . .  independent 
and of probability
3. Proofs
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Theorem 4.1. and 4.3. of Barndorff-Nielsen [l] 
tell us th a t  a.s. convergence will hold if Vs > 0,
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It follows from (1) th a t V7 > 0, 3 x q  such tha t Vx > x q :
(6) — a — 7 <
log[ 1 ~ -F(z)]
x
< - a  +  7.
For the first sum take x — +  e) log ^ in (6), then we get for n > M ,
log ^  +  log[l -  P ( (^  +  e) log ^ )] < (7 (^  +  e) -  * 0  log
Choose 7 < such tha t - S  := + e) -  ae < 0 and
1 -  F ( ( -  +  e)log y )  < for n >  M.
a k k
For the second sum note that
-  <?)log^) < ex p { -[l -  F [{^  - e ) lo g ^ ) ] } .
Taking x =  (^ — e) log |  in (6), we get for n > M,
log ^  +  log[l -  P ( (^  -  e) lo g -)}  > { ~ l ( ~  “  e) +  ° e) l°g j,- 
Choose 7 < such tha t <f> := — e) +  ae > 0 and
1 -  F ( ( -  -  e) log y )  > for n > M.
(J AC K
We also have th a t 1 -  F’((^ -  e) log x ) <  1. Now the boundedness of the 
second sum follows immediately. □
PROOF of THEOREM 2. We can write condition (l)  as in (2). We use 
Theorem 1.5.12 and Proposition 1.5.15 of [3] to obtain th a t inverse function 
satisfies
F,<-(1 — s) ~ — log sl^  ( - log s) for s i  0.
<7
Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 1.5.13 [3] that if/(x) —+ 1 as x —► 00 so 
does l*{x). This leads to the fact tha t there exists a slowly varying function 
L(x)  such tha t
F * ~ ( l - s )  = — log s L ( - logs) and 
a
L (-lo g s ) 1 as s I 0.
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We also know that X n- kri:n =  F*“ (l -  (1 -  :n)), where is the
(n — A:n)-th  order statistic from  the sample U\, U?,. . . ,  Un of uniformly (0,1) 
d istribu ted  random variables. Now we can write our estim ator as
X n —kn:n 1 - log (1 ~ Un—kn :rt) 
o lo g f -Kfx
L{~  lo g ( l  — Un- kn:n)).
From Theorem  6 in [7] we derive that for ^  —► 0 as n —> oo
-  log (l -
I™ -------- r~  n---------
"-*00 loS
1 a.s..
This fact also implies tha t 1 — Un- kn:n —> 0 a.s. as n —> oo, so tha t
L { -  log (l -  Un- kn:n)) -*• 1 a.s. as n —» oo. □
PROOF o f  THEOREM 3. We can write x n- kn :n -  ± log as
(7) r - (  1 -  (1 -  Un—krt:n)) -  F ^ ( l  -  ^ )  +  F ^ ( l  -  i  log f  •
n n a kn
From (4) and the fact tha t F  is ultimately continuous it follows tha t
, \ , 1 TX C k n
(8) F  (1 ------ ) ----- log -------♦ — as —  -» 0 .
n a kn a n
(4) also implies by Fact 1.4 [4] th a t
(9) F*~(l -  s) =  —  logs +  loga(s) +  [  du ,
for s sufficiently small, where a and b are functions on (0,1) which satisfy
limo(s) =  ao where 0 < ao < oo,
s J 0
lim6(s) =  0.
*|0
It follows immediately from (9) th a t
(10) F <_(1 — —) — F * ~ ( l-----) —♦ — log u as x —► oo,
ux x a
for all u > 0, uniformly in u. Using Theorem 6 in [7] (see also [5], [6]) and 
(7), (8) and (10) we obtain the three results. □
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PROOF OF T heorem  4. Using (9) we can write eic,n as
k
=  - - 7 T  “  Un- i+1:„) +  - lo g ( l  -  Un- kn:n)
j  k>n
+  T~ log[a(l — Un-i+i-n)/ a{\ — Un-k„:n)]
Kn <= 1
-  —  V  r 1~Un~i+im H u ) du 
k n f r [ J i - u n- kn.n u
Note tha t in the first line of the sum is the Hill estimator. From here 
on the proof is exactly the same as th a t for the Hill estimator [6]. □
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ON LÉYY-BAXTER THEOREM FOR GENERAL 
TWO-PARAMETER GAUSSIAN PROCESSES
CHEN XIONG and PAN XIA
A b stra c t
This note extends to a broad class of two-parameter Gaussian processes the 
theorem of G. Baxter: for a two-parameter Gaussian Process X ,  under some con­
ditions,
2 "  2 "
E E
fc,=ifca=i
v i kl , v l kj -  1 k2 — l x 
A ^2n ’ 2 n + A 9» ’
' 2n 1 2n v 2n * 2n
2n 2n 
T 2




As we know, P. Levy [4] proved almost sure convergence to 1 of the quadratic 
variation X)kli[-ß(^2_n) -  B ( ( k -  1)2—”)]2 of the Brownian motion on [0,1]. 
This result was extended to other processes with Gaussian increments defined 
on [0,1] by G. Baxter [1].
In two-parameter case, there have been many results on quadratic vari­
ation of two-parameter martingales, which have played central role in this 
theory [2]. On the other hand, it seems tha t there is little discussion about 
the quadratic variation of other two-parameter processes. In this paper, for 
two-parameter Gaussian processes we shall give a result similar to th a t of 
Baxter. And as a corollary, we get the quadratic variation of Brownian Sheet 
and Two-Parameter Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process either.
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2. Results and proofs
LEMMA 2 .1 . Let R (s \ ,  s2; t i , f 2) a rea* valued continuous function 
defined on [0,1]2 X [0 ,l]2, having continuous and bounded third derivative on 
[0, l ]2 x [0, l]2 -  A, where A  — {(s,i; s, t), s , t  £  [0,1]}. Then the following 
limits exist and are bounded, for any fixed ( s i , s 2) €  [0, l]2
( 2 . 1)
a2 p
D ++( s i , s 2) = lim - - --
íilai Ot2dti
h ils2





D + (s i> «2) — lim




D (si, s2) A  hm
ti ta i 
*2l*2
d2R
|«i dt2 d t i
( s i , s 2 \ t i , t 2)
( s \ , s 2 \ t i , t 2)
( s i , s 2 ; t i , t 2)
( s i , s 2 ] t i , t 2)
furthermore, we have
(2.2) |D ++(s i , s2) -
d 2R
d t 2 dt\ (s i,S 2;íl,Í2 )| < c(|«l -  ill +  |s2 -  f2|)
the similar results like (2.2) holds for jD±:fc( s i , s 2).
PROOF. We only prove (2.2), the others are easy. 
For any (i* ,^ ) € [0, l]2, by the mean value theorem,
d 2 R . , d 2 R . .
(«1 , s 2 ',t1 , t 2) -  - - - - -  ( s i ,s 2; t \ , t 2)d t 2 dt\ 
d3R
d t2dt i
d t2d t \ {Sl,S2’ t *1 ,t*2)
< c d t i - t i l  +  lt'a - i 2|),
l*i ~ *1 +
d3R  , ,
1*2 -  *1
where c is the bound for the third derivative. In the inequality, let t \  j  ti ,  
*2 1 f2, we can prove (2.2).
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THEOREM 2 .2 . Suppose {X(i), t £  [0, l]2} is a mean zero Gaussian 
process, whose covariance function R(si,  s2] i j ,  t2) satisfies the conditions 
stated in Lemma 2.1, then
2n 2"
(2.3)
lim V  V  +
n —*oo ^  ^  v 2 n  2n  v 2n 2nki —1 &2 — 1
y ( k i -  1 ^2, _  y ( k i k2 -  1 12
"M on * o n ' ' on ’ On '12n 2r
.s.= [  [  f { s i ,S 2 )dsids2 a i
Jo Jo
where, f { s i , s 2 )= D ++(s 1 , s 2) + D ~ ~ ( s i , s 2) -  D + ~ { s i , s2) -  D ~+(s 1 , s 2).
PROOF. Our method is similar to B axter’s, but more complicated.
(a) Denote Y ^ kj= A ^  ^ X ,  where, £ = (£ * ,  f*), * ^ ) ;
Z n =  £jfc"=l £fc"=l [Yt L ]  ■ Ifc is easx to See that Okiba* ki = l , 2 , . . . , 2 n,
i =  1,2} is a Gaussian system, which can be ordered as { Y ^ \  k' =
1 ,2 , . . . ,  22"}. Then
Z n H  = E  [n-n)] 2 =  (Vn.Vn),
fc' = l
where Yn= (Y i" \  • • • a Gaussian random vector with mean zero and
covariance matrix Vn = { v f y , f , A:' =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  22rl), v f y = E ( Y ^ ).
By J. Yeh [3] Th.16.16, we have
(2.4) EZn = E[(Yn,Yn)} =  Tr(Vn) =  E  Á'l
k'=l
E Z l  =  E[(Y„,Y„)2]
2^ n 22n
= 3E (»$)’ + 2E E [»$»&+2(^)2]
; ' = i j'=l j'<k'
So,
2*n 22
a2(Z„) = E Z l  -  [EZn)2 = 2 E E (”$')"
;'=1 <fc'=l
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2" 2" 2n 2"
= 2 Í Z  ÍZ  ÍZ  (vj*)2 = A"
Jl = l J2= 1 *1=1 *2 = 1
where, v ^ ^ E Y ^ Y ^ ,  j  =  ( j i , j 2), * =  (*i,*2)- 
(b) By the Chebyshev inequality,
(2.5) P (u  : IZ n -  E Zn\ > -^ j^ )  < ^ 2 Afl
Since limn-.oo ^75 =  0, if we can prove An =  O ( ^ ) ,  then by the Borel- 
Cantelli lemma,
lim {Zn - E Zn} =  0 a.s.
(c) Hence, we hope to estimate An. Since,
E Y i n} Yk ÍJl]2 * 1 * 2
EA ^i-i j_->} ) 2" ’2" 1 X]J 2n ’ 2n J
=  R { k i ,k 2\j i , j2 )  +  R {k i ,k2-,ji -  1, J2 -  1)
-  R { k i ,k 2-,ji -  1 ,J2) -  R [k i ,k2; j i , j 2 -  1)
+  R(ki -  l , k 2 -  1; j i ,  J2) + R{ki -  l , k 2 -  1; j i  -  1,j'2 -  1) 
(2.6) -  R(kx -  l , k 2 -  l ] j i  -  1 , j 2) -  R (k i  -  l,fc2 -  1; Ji, J2 -  1)
-  R(ki -  l , k 2; j \ , j 2) -  R { h , k 2 -  l ; j i  -  l , j 2 -  1)
+  R ( h  -  l , k 2-,ji -  1 , j2) +  R (ki  -  1 ,k 2\ j \ , j 2 -  1)
-  R ( k \ ,k 2 -  1; J i , J2) -  R {k i ,k2 -  l;y i -  1, j'2 -  1)
+  R(ki, k2 -  l-,ji -  l , j 2) + R(k\, k2 -  I J 1 J 2 -  1)
=  h  +  h  +  I[ +  I 2
where, R ( k u k2 -,ji,j2 )= R (^k ,  $ ) .
(d) By Taylor’s expansion formula,
h [R{ki,  k2\ j i ,  j 2) -  R(k i ,  k2-,ji -  1 , j 2)]
+  [Ä(fci, k2\ j i  -  l , j2  -  1) -  R(k\, k 2 \ j i , j 2  -  1)]
1 d R fl , . 1 d2R , ,  , .
- - ^ { k ^ n  ~  I .J 2 ) +  ^ - ^ [ . k x , k 2 \ j i  -  l , j 2)
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1 d R „  1 d 2R n  , . ,  .





-  1 . Í 2) -  | ^ ( * i , * 2 ; i i  -  i , j j  -  1)
22n
ö2Ä ,, , • , ^  , . , . „
^2i Jl -  1,J2) ~ -^2"(« l,«2 ;jl -  1,J2 ~  1)
+  ° ( ^ )
2”
23ri
————(ki, fc2; j i  — 1, j 2) ■ — 
ŐÍ2ŐÍ1 2 '  2"
1 a 3i? „ ...................... 1 1 x
+  . .  n.9 (ku k2\3i -  1,J2 ) - ^  +  ° ( ^ )l23n22n a í2ő í2!
(2-7) =  ^ ä t ^ ^ 1^ 2’-71"  1»^*) +  ° Í 2 5")»
where, j 2 £  (j2 -  1, J2), ÍV  €  (j2 -  1, J2) •
(e) By the same method,
where y2*' G (.72 -  1, J2)- So,
7l +  4  =  ^
a2p  s2 p  ,
- (k i ,k 2;ji  -  1,J2) “  ä7~£7~(fcl ~  fc2; J i -  l , i 2 )5 í2<9íi
1
+  ° ( ^ )
(2-8) =  5 c
d3fi
ŐÍ2ŐÍ1
1  f  d3R \h -  32
5siőÍ2Ö íi 2n d t ld t i  2n
For the same reason, I2 +  I'2 =  0 ( 33^). Hence
(2.9) = o ( ± ) .26rl
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(f) We hope to estim ate . Now,
h  = [R{kii k2;k1,k 2) -  R ( k i , k 2\k i -  1, /c2)]
+  [R{ki, k2, k i -  1 , k 2 -  1) -  R{ki, k2\k i ,  k 2 -  1)
=  [ ^ { k u k ^ k i -  l , k 2) ■ ^  +  ~ - ( k 1, k 2]k 1 -  1 , * 2) ~  +  0 ( ^ ) 1
d~R \ c)^~R 1
-  [ ^ ( * i>  kr , k i - l , k 2 - l ) -  —  + k2] k! -  1 , k 2 -  1 ) ^
+  0 ( ^ ) 1
a2 ~5 1 1
+  * Ä * , ^ “ 1 , * ) ' i = l +  0 ( 5 = )
1 ,92 1? 1
=  ^ d ^ d i ; ( k h k i ; k i - 1’k i ) + 0 ^
By the  same approach as for I \ ,  we can evaluate I[, I 2, I 2, hence,
( 2 . 10)
So,
Finally,
* i?  =  ^ [ ß + + ( £ . £ )  + o - - ( £ , £ )
l2n 2"
— f ( —  —  ) +  0 ( — )22n ■’ ' 2n ’ 2” ' ' 93n ^
l23fl
W\2 _  1 r2( ^2
K ? ) 24rn-^ ^2"’ 2n ^  ^ 95 r» ) ^ (9 4 « ) '25r l24r
2"A„ =  2 " « { 2 J“ • 0 ( 5 ^ )  +  2J"(2J" -  l )O (^ ) }  =  0 (1 ).
Hence, An =  O ( ^ ) ,  we have Z n -  E Z n —> 0 (n —* oo) a.s. or, limn-*oo Zn == 
limn—>oo E Z n a.s.
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By (2.10)
2" 2n 2" 2" , , , . 
E E i ) = E Eös;/(ä.öi) + o(i).
*1=1 *2 = 1 *i =1 *2 = 1 22n ' 2n ’ 2n J l2 " J
From (2.4),
2 n 2 n
É  É  ^ / ( f b  £ )  + <>(£)•
*1 = 1 *2 = 1 
r í  r lLet n -> oo, -» / 0 /„* / ( s 1,s 2)^5icis2- So,
Z n —> l / / ( s i ,  S2 )dsids2 a.s. the end. 
JO Jo
NOTE. The condition E X { t)  — 0 is not basic. One can replace it by 
some weaker conditions.
3. Corollaries
COROLLARY 3 .1 . Let {w (t), t E [0,1]2} be a Brownian Sheet, then
2" 2"
E E
*! = 1*2 = 1
fcl ~  1 ~ V *
2« ’ 2n '2 "  ’ 2” J 1 a.s. n —► oo.
P r o o f . Now
R { s i , S 2 ] t i , t 2) -  £ ' lF ( s 1,S2)M/ ( i1,t2)
= («1 A ii )  • (s2 A t2), (si,S2) t  (^1, Í2>-
For any fixed ( s i , s 2) E [0, l]2
(i) When ij > s x, t2 > s 2, R  = s i s 2, =  0, ű + + (s1,s 2) =  0
(ii) When t x < s x, t2 > s2, R = t xs 2, =  0, D~+(a1,s 2) = 0
(iii) When ix < s lt t2 < s2, R = t xt 2, =  1, D~~ ( s i ,s 2) =  1
(iv) When tj > s x, t2 < s 2, R  = s i t 2, = 0, L>+ _ (s i ,S2) =  0
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So, / ( s i , s 2) =  1, by Th. 2.2:
2n 2n r 
E E
ki=l *2=1 v 2n * 2n v 2n J 2n y
-  W(
A:i -  1 fc2
2n ’ 2n
) - W (
ki k2 -  1 
2n’ 2n
1 a.s. (n —► oo).
COROLLARY 3 . 2 . Let {X (t) ,  t 6  [Q,l]2} be two-parameter Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process,
X(t)  =  ae





E  E  a -s - ( ” - ° ° ) -
ki — 1 2^ — 1
P r o o f . Now,
R [ s i , s 2-,ti,t2) = E X ( s i , s 2) X ( t i , t 2)
—  ^ . í g - O i S i — 0 2 S2 . g - 0 : i t l - “ 2 Í 2  .
(i)’ When t\  > s\, t2 > s2)
e 2 a i ( s i A t i )  _  j  e 2o2(*2At2) _  j
2a x 2 a 2
, , , , _  1 »202*2 _  1
Ä («i,«2;t i, i2 )  =  a 2e - Q>(“ +tl) -a^ +t*} • — ------ -
2ax 2a2
f)Tt , »2011*1 _  1 »202*2  _  1
_  —  a 2 / - _ a  \ e - O i ( a i + t i ) - a i 2(*2+ t 2) . £________ i i ________ t
d t i  v ' 2ai 2 a 2
d 2R  o 2
D + + (s u s 2) =  U m  - ^ -  =  - ( l - e - 2 “ l i ‘ ) ( l - e - 2“ ^ )  
íiÍ3i o t2ot\ 4 
ial*j
(ii)’ When t\ < s \,  t 2 > s2,
D ~ + ( s i , s 2) = -^-(1 +  e_2“2,J) ( l  — e-2“3*3).
(iii)’ When *i < »i, i 2 < s2,
D  (s i, s2) =  ^-(1 + e_2“ lÄl) ( l  +  e~2a^ ) .  
4
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(iv)’ When i j  > Sj, i2 < s 2,
D +- ( s u s2) =  ^ ( 1  -  e - “ 141 )(1 +  e - 2“
So,




*!=1 *2 = 1
^  1 t í i r . y  Í2.- J: ) ( Í L  i l ) | ^2n » 2n /•' 2n ’ 2n
a.s.
REMARK. After we finished this paper, Professor P. Révész called our 
attention to C. M. Deo’s work related to the topic. Deo’s result is more 
general. He considered general partitions of [0, l]9, while we only discuss 
nested partition case. Anyway, for the nested partition case, our condition 
is weaker than tha t of Deo. We only require the covariance function has third 
continuous bounded derivative, but Deo’s conclusion need fourth derivative 
and some other conditions. Since the methods and forms of our results are 
different from Deo’s it seems that our paper has somewhat independent 
interest.
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ON THE COINCIDENCE OF SOME NOTIONS OF 
QUASI-UNIFORM COMPLETENESS DEFINED BY FILTER PAIRS
J. DEÁK
Abstract
Four types of quasi-uniform completeness coincide in uniformly regular spaces satis­
fying a common generalization of symmetry and equinormality.
The aim of this note is to answer a question raised by Fletcher and 
Hunsaker [5]. First we have to recall some definitions; see [5] for the sources, 
and [6] for basic definitions; see also [2, 3].
A filter pair (f, g) in a quasi-uniform space (X ,tf)  is (i) convergent if there 
is an x 6  A  such th a t f W~tp-converges and g  £ftp-converges to x; (ii) Cauchy 
if for any U £ l i  there are F  G f and G  G g with F  X G  C U ; (iii) linked if 
F n G / 0  whenever F  G f and G  G g.
The quasi-uniform space (X ,U ) is (i) pair complete (equivalent to the 
double completeness of [1]) if each linked Cauchy filter pair is convergent;
(ii) D-complete  if the second element of each Cauchy filter pair is Wtp-con- 
vergent; (iii) strongly D-complete if the first element of each Cauchy filter 
pair has a Wtp-cluster point; (iv) quiet if for any U £ U  there is a V  G U 
such th a t xU y  whenever there is a Cauchy filter pair (f, g) with V x  G g and 
V ~ xy  € f (in the terminology of [3]: the system of all the Cauchy filter pairs 
is uniformly weakly concentrated); (v) uniformly regular if for any U £ U  
there is a  V  G U such th a t V x C U x  for each x G l  ( always denotes the 
U tp-closure); (vi) equinormal provided th a t if C  is i / tp-closed, H  is Wtp-open, 
C  C H  then there is a U £U  with U[C]  C H ; (vii) locally sym m etric  if for 
any U ClU and x G X  there is a V  G U with V ~ X\V  x] c U x .  Observe th a t, in 
contrast to [4, 5], T i is not assumed, not even in the definition of quietness.
According to [5] Corollary 3.2, the three notions of completeness defined 
above coincide in uniform spaces as well as in equinormal uniformly regular 
quasi-uniform spaces. Now [5] Questions 4.1 runs as follows:
Does there exist a natural class o f quasi-uniform spaces containing all 
uniform spaces and all equinormal quiet spaces in which the concepts of D-
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 54E15.
Key words and phrases. Quasi-uniformity, pair complete, (strongly) D-complete, half- 
complete, uniformly regular, quiet, equinormal, locally symmetric.
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completeness, strong D -completeness and pair completeness coincide? In 
particular, do the locally sym m etric quiet spaces comprise such a class?
We are going to  give a counterexample for the second part of the question, 
and offer a solution to th e  first part, with quietness replaced by the more 
general notion of uniform regularity.
(By [4] Proposition 1.2, any quiet quasi-uniformity is uniformly regular: 
the  entourage V in the definition of quietness will also do in the definition of 
uniform regularity; indeed, if y  € Vx then let f be generated by {{y}}, and 
ß by the trace on Vx of th e  Wtp-neighbourhood filter of y.)
E x a m p l e . Let X  — R  \  {0}, and define U  by the quasi-metric
{ m in { y -x ,l}  i f x < 0 < y ,
0 if x =  y,
1 otherwise.
Both U tp and U~ip are discrete, therefore U is locally symmetric (and so is 
U ~ 1). U is quiet (even if T i is required in the definition), pair complete, 
bu t not D-complete, because if f is generated by {] — £,0[: £ > 0} and ß by 
{]0,£[: e > 0} then (f, ß) is Cauchy, but ß is not Mtp-convergent.
D e f in it io n s . A quasi-uniform space ( X , U )  is
a) half-complete (equivalent to completeness in the sense of [1] p. 228) if 
the  second element of each linked Cauchy filter pair is U tp-convergent;
b) sem i-sym m etric  provided that if C  is i / tp-closed, H  is ZYtp-open, C  C 
C H ,  and U~l [C] C H  for some U &U then there is a V  £ l l  with V [ C ] C H.
THEOREM. The notions of D-completeness, strong D-completeness, pair  
completeness and half-completeness coincide in sem i-sym m etric uniformly 
regular spaces.
R e m a rk s , a) It is evident that equinormal or symmetric spaces are 
semi-symmetric.
b) A semi-symmetric uniformly regular (or ju s t regular) quasi-uniform­
ity  is locally symmetric: for x £ X  and U € U  with Ux  open, take a V  £ U  
such tha t Vx is closed and V 2 C 17; let C  = X  \  Ux  and H  = X  \  Vx; now 
V - 1 [C] C H, thus there is a W  6 U with W [C ] C H ,  i.e. W -1 [Vx] C Ux.
c) Parts of the proof below could be cited from [4, 5]; we prefer, however, 
to  give a complete proof, mainly because T i is assumed (although not used) 
throughout [4, 5].
P r o o f . 1° Strong D -completeness implies D-completeness w ithout any 
further assumption, since if (f, ß) is Cauchy and x is a t / tp-cluster point of f 
then taking F  €  f and G  €  ß with F  x G  C U, we clearly have G  C U2x.
2° A D-complete uniformly regular quasi-uniformity is pair complete: 
Assume that (f, ß) is a Cauchy filter pair, and let the filter ß be generated
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by {G: G e  5}. is Cauchy, too, because if V x  C Ux ( i £  X ) then
F x  G C V ,  F  € f, G G g  imply th a t F x  G C U.  Let p £/tp-converge to  x; 
taking F G f and G € g with F x  G C U  £ U,  we have F C U~l x from i GG. 
This means that each Cauchy filter pair is convergent, whether linked or not.
3° It is evident th a t pair completeness implies half-completeness.
4° Assume now th a t U is half-complete, and let (f, p) be a Cauchy filter 
pair; we have to show th a t f has a ZYtp-cluster point. We have already seen 
in 2° th a t (f,fl) is Cauchy; but so is (f,g), too, since if F £ f, G € g and 
F x G c U  then F x G c U 2^
If F £ f, G £ 0 and F  fl G = 0 then we have U[F] fl G /  0 (U £ U)  from 
the Cauchy property, and hence t / - 1  [F] H G ^  0 (U £ U)  from the semi­
symmetry; the last statem ent is evidently valid in the case F f l  G /  0, too. 
Thus a  filter f) is generated by
{ F D  U\G]: F £ f, G e g ,  Ue U} .
If F x  G C U €U,  F e  f, G £ g and x, y £ F  n  U[G] then x U 2y; so (fj, fj) is 
linked and Cauchy, f) is £/tp-convergent by the half-completeness, therefore 
f C f) has a Wtp-cluster point, and then so has f itself.
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ON POWERS OF /-DIVERGENCES DEFINING A DISTANCE
P. KAFKA, F. ÖSTERREICHER and I. VINCZE
Summary
This note deals with conditions on the value a  € (0, oo) and the convex function /  so 
that the power 7 /  of the /-divergence I j  defines a metric on the set of probability distri­
butions on a measurable space. In Section 2, for a given a  € (0, 1], a sufficient condition on 
/  is stated, whereas in Section 3, for a given / ,  two necessary conditions on a  are given.
1. Preliminaries
Let (fi, A) be a nondegenerate measurable space (i.e. |.4| > 2 and hence 
|fl| > 1) and let p ( i l , A )  be the set of probability measures on Fur­
therm ore let F  be the set of convex functions / :  R+ —>R which are contin­
uous at 0. And let the function /*  £ T  be defined by
/* (u ) =  for uG (0 ,oc).
R e m a r k  1. Owing to the continuity of /  and /*  at 0 and by setting 
0 • / ( § ) := ( )  V /e JF  it holds
=2/^ ( y )  V x ,t /€  R+-
D e f in it io n  (cf. Csiszár [4] and Ali and Silvey [1]). Let P,Q  G p (£ l,A ). 
Then
I f ( Q , P )  =  J  f { l ) - P d P
is called /-divergence of P  and Q. (As usual q and p denote the R adon- 
Nikodym-derivatives of P  and Q with respect to  a dominating cr-finite mea­
sure p.)
We are interested in conditions on a  G (0, oo) and on /  6 T  so th a t
9 a ( Q , P )  =  [ I f ( Q , P ) ] a
defines a metric on p ( f l , A ) ,  i.e. tha t g a  has the properties 
(M i) qq(Q, P) ^  0 with equality iff Q =  P VP, Q 6 p(i), A ),
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 94A 17.
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(M 2) ga(Q ,P ) = 0a(P ,Q )
and
(M3,a) ga ( Q , R )  +  ga ( R , P ) > g a ( Q , P ) VP,Q,äg
P ropo sitio n  1. The above definition is justified and
i f ( Q , P ) > f ( i )  v p , Q e p ( n , A ) ,
where equality holds i f  Q — P. Moreover, Q = P  follows from equality iff f  
is strict convex at 1.
P r o o f . This follows from the property of the (convex) function f  £ T
3c £ R : f {u )  > / ( l )  + c(u — 1) V u£R +,
where strict convexity of /  at 1 is by definition equivalent with the fact tha t 
equality above implies u =  1. □
P roposition  2. Let f £ i F .  T h e n I f ( Q , P )  = I f (P,Q)  is equivalent with 
the condition 3c £ R : f * ( u ) =  f (u)  + c(u — 1).
For the proof we refer to the Uniqueness and Symmetry Theorem 1.13 
in [8]. Note, however th a t owing to Remark 1 I f ( Q , P ) = I f ( P , Q ) holds, 
so th a t the converse direction is obvious.
REMARK 2. The properties (M l) and (M2) are equivalent with the fol­
lowing properties on the function /  € T:
( f l)  / ( l )  = 0 and /  is strict convex at 1 and 
(f2) 3c € R: f*(u)  = f ( u )  + c(u -  1).
Unless otherwise s ta ted  we will assume in the sequel that /  £ T  has the 
properties (fl) and /*  =  / .  The latter since we can restrict ourselves to c =  0 
in (f2) without loss of generality.
R emark  3. Let /  £  T  satisfy / ( 1 )  =  0 and /*  =  / .  Then
f (u )  ^ 0  Vu G R+.
This follows from the subceeding consequence of Jensen’s inequality
f ( u) + f m(u)
u - 1-1 u +
2. A sufficient condition concerning /  for some power a  £ (0,1]
P roposition  3. Let a £ (0,1] and let f  £ T  satisfy f ( u )  > 0  Vu £ R+ . 
Then
( * .“ > = ( p / ( p ) )  V M ’r € R + '
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is a sufficient condition for the validity  o/(M 3,a).
P r o o f . Let P, Q , R £  p ( i l , .4 ) ,  p  be a dominating cr-finite measure and 
p , q , r  be the corresponding Radon-Nikodym-derivatives of P , Q , R  with re­




=  ( /  [(r/© )  + (p/^ )) ] / ■'") s 
= ( / [ ( r/(r ))T /”‘i,‘) + ( / [ ( p/(;))
=  ( / , ( ( ? ,  R ))°  +  ( / / ( « , ? ) ) "  □
1/a
Summarizing Propositions 1, 2 and 3 and Remark 3 we get Theorem 1.
T heorem  1. Let a  £  ( 0 ,1] and let f  £ T  satisfy  (fl) ,  /*  =  /  and  (*, a ) .  
Then
ga( Q, P )  = [If (Q,P)]a 
is a m etric on p ( Q, A) .  □
Let a  £ ( 0 ,1] and let ^2 (0 ) be the subset of functions f  £ T  satisfying 
/ ( 1) =  0, /*  = /  and
f ( u )
|ua -  l j 1/0 
h(u )
where h:  R+ —*• R satisfies h(0) < 00 and is decreasing on [0,1] and continuous 
at 1. (In view of the class of Examples (E2), s < 1/2, it is not appropriate 
to assume in addition h( \ )  ^  0).
R em ark  4. /*  = /  and (** ,a ) yield h(u) = Hence h is increasing
on [1,00).
T heorem  2. Let f  £ T f i a ) f or a  €  (0,1]. Then f  satisfies ( f l)  and
(* ,«)•
P r o o f . Proof of  (fl): In view of Remark 3 a function /  £ ^ 2 (0 )  is 
nonnegative. This yields together with (** ,a)
0 < h ( u ) Z h ( 0 )  V ue [0,1)
and, consequently, in view of the continuity of h at 1 and Remark 4
f ( u) h(u)
|uQ -  l l 1/“
K 0) + •V ueR
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Because of h(0) € (0, oo) this implies f ( u )  > 0 for u ±  1. □
Proof of (*, a ): We can and do restrict ourselves to the case q < p since 
p <  q can be led back to the above case by exchanging p and q and observ­
ing /*  = /  and since for p  = q (* ,a ) follows immediately from /(1 )  = 0 or 
0 • /  (5) = 0, respectively.
Proof of (*, a )  fo r  the cases (i) q < p ^  r and (ii) r ^  q < p: Since /  is 
decreasing on [0,1] and /  is nonnegative,
(i) i.e. -  < -  <  1 implies and
(ii) i.e. ^  ^  < 1 implies P / ( ~ )  =
Consequently (* ,a )  holds in either case.
Proof of (*, a )  fo r  the case (iii) q < r < p: For q — 0 < r < p (*, a )  reduces 
to  f ( u )  ^  /(0 ) |u “ — l l 1/"  or, equivalently, to  h(0) > h(u). Hence, let us 
assume further on q > 0.
The form of /  implies
'(*) =
Ip « _  q<* |i/«
p« — ra
Now let 7 = ---------- . T hen (*, a) reduces to
' pa -  qa v '
< * »
However, because of — < - < l  it holds h ( - ) > h ( - )  and because of -  
p r V x>/ \  r / v
q r 




( i _ 7)A( 2 )  + 7 f c Q < A( i ) .
Together with the fact th a t the function x —> x “ is decreasing and convex 
this and the application of Jensen’s inequality yield
( i - 7 )  ( ' ■ ( ’ ) )  "  +  7  ( * ( £ ) )  a
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Let a  G (0,1] and let ^3(0) be the subset of functions /  G T  satisfying 
/(1 )  =  0, /*  =  /  and
(* * *, a ) / (« )
| t t -  l j 1/Q
(u -1- l ) 1/a -1 /lo(«)
where h0 : R+ —> R satisfies ho(0) < 00 and is decreasing on [0,1] and 
continuous at 1.
R emark  5. /*  =  /  and (* * * ,a )  yield h0(u) =
Hence ho is increasing on [1, 00).
P r opo sitio n  4. Let a G (0,1]. Then ^ 3 ( 0 ) is a subset of o.). 
P r o o f . Let / G J F 3 (a) .  Then
I N
]u° -  1|X/Q 
h0(u )h i(u )
with h\(u)
i u a -  1 
V u -  1
l/a
(u + l ) 1/ " - 1
If ho and h\ are nonnegative and decreasing on [0,1] then so is h =  h0 ■ h\.  
However, h0 has these properties by assumption and the nonnegativity of h0 
is obvious. To see tha t ho is decreasing on [0,1] let u G (0,1). Then
h i ( u ) a
with k(u) =  2 — a  +  era — a u a~l — (2 — a)ua . Since k is concave and &(1) =  0, 
fc'(l) = 0 it holds k(u)  < 0 and hence, h\{u) ^  0.





/* (« )= 2 
1
u1/k _  1 k G [1,00)
/* (« ) = -  u +  l - ( u *  + u(1 **) s G (0,1)
*k(u) =
1 ju — 1|
2 (u + l ) fc_1
f ( u ) =  \Ju 2 +  1 -  (u  -(-1 ) / \ /2  =  \
k G [l,oo)
( n - 1 ) 2
2 v/Í2 T T  + (w + 1)/V2
obviously /<; belongs to ^ ( l / k )  but not to  ^3(1 /fc), 4>jt belongs to  To{ \ / k )  
and for (E4) /  belongs to ^3(1 /2). Finally, it can be shown tha t for the class 
(E2), for which Z1/ 2 = / 2 from (E l), /* belongs to JF2( min(s, 1 — s)).
For /fc from the class of Examples (E l) ,  introduced by Boekee in [2], 
Example 4.1.2, it is an immediate consequence of Minkowski’s inequality that
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Qx/k is a metric. According to [3], Bemerkung 3.1, the so-called Hellinger- 
distance, given by / 2, can even be related to the norm of a Hilbert space on 
th e  set of bounded signed measures on ( il ,.4 ) .
For /* from the class of Examples (E2) Csiszár and Fischer have shown 
in [3], §4 that ^^(* ,1 -*) is a metric.
For $2 from the class of Examples (E3), introduced by Puri and Vincze 
in [10], a direct proof of (M3, 1/2) may be found in [7], chapter 4.2. For 
fu rther information see also [11].
The /-divergence associated with Example (E3) has a geometric meaning 
because
J  v V  + P 2  d f i  +  y / 2
is th e  perimeter of the risk set
Ä (P,Q ) = co({(P(A ),<2(A c) ) :A e A  and P(A)  + Q(AC) < 1})
of the  testing problem (P , Q ). It has been used in [9] to construct least 
favourable distributions. The conjecture th a t the corresponding g1/ 2 is a 
m etric was made in [6], Example 8.
3. Two necessary conditions concerning the power a
Once more, let /  E F  satisfy / ( l )  = 0 and /*  =  / .  Now we discuss some 
necessary conditions concerning the power a E (0, oc) so that ga is a metric, 
or equivalently, so tha t (M 3,a ) is satisfied.
The first part of the following remark deals with the existence of such a 
pow er a.
R em a rk  6. Owing to  [5], Theorem 3 / ( 0 )  <  oc is, in essence, a necessary 
condition for the existence of a power a E (0, oo) such that ga is a m etric on 
p ( il ,-4 ) .
Furthermore, if gg is a metric for ß — a E (0, oo) then it is a m etric for 
all ß  E (0 ,o]. This holds owing to the following general fact.
Let <f>: R+ —> R+ be increasing, concave, continuous at 0 and satisfy 
</>(0) =  0. And let g be a metric. Then so is 4>g.
Now let a 0 be the maximal power for which gao is a metric on p(Q,A) .
Finally we mention two upper bounds for c*o, reflecting the behaviour of 
/  a t 1 and, respectively at 0.
P r o po sit io n  5. Let f  E T  satisfy f*  =  f ,  / (0 )  E (0, oo) and 
(&i) f ( u ) ~ c \ u - l \ kl fo r  u —► 1, ki E (0, oo), c€ (0 ,oo).
Then  Ari > 1 and op ^  1/fcj.
P r o o f . k\ > 1 is obvious by observing f ( u ) < /(0 ) |u  — 1|.
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Evaluating (M3,a )  for ÍÍ =  {0,1}, P — (p, 1 — p), Q = (1 -  p ,p), p G [0,1] 
and R  =  (1 /2 ,1 /2 ) gives owing to /*  = /
21- 2“ [/(2p) +  / ( 2 ( 1 -  p ) ) f > (‘ - ^ ( r r ; )
Of
or, equivalently, a <  [2 -  2log (in f{^ (p ): p G [0,1]})] 1 whereby
_ /(2p) + / ( 2 ( l - p ) )
( ! - ? ) / ( * )
Since f*  — f  the function ip: [0,1] —► R+ is symmetric with respect to p =  1/2. 
Furthermore it can be shown to be convex. Hence
inf {ip(p): p G [0,1]} = lim tp(p) =  22 kl,
the la tter being a consequence of (k \ ). □
Let /  G T  satisfy / (0 )  +  /*(0) < oo or, equivalently, /(0 ) , /*(0) < oo and 
let the function g: R+ —► R be defined by
g(u)  = f ( 0 )  +  u /* (0 ) -  f ( u ) .
R emark  7. If, in addition, /(1 )  = 0 and /*  =  / ,  then for u 6 [0,1] holds 
f {u)  ^  /(0)(1  -  u) and hence g(u) > 2 /(0 )u  (and hence ko G (0,1], ko from 
below) and 0 ^  /(0 )u  — / ( I  — u).
P roposition  6. Let f  t i T  satisfy (fl), f  * =  / ,  / ( 0) < oo and
(k0) g ( u ) ~ c u k° for u j  0, fcoG(0,l], cG (0,oo).
Then ao ^  ^o-
P r o o f . By considering f ( u ) / 2 f ( 0 )  we can restrict ourselves to /(0 )  = 
= 1/2. Then the evaluation of (M3,a), a  G (0,1], for ÍÍ = {0,1}, P  =  (0,1), 
Q = (1,0) and R =  (r, 1 — r), r G (0,1) gives owing to /*  = /
(1) [ f ( r ) +  (1 -  r)/2 ]°  +  [ / ( l  -  r) + r/2]“ > 1  Vr G [0,1],
The application of
f ( r )  + (1 -  r ) /2  =  1 -  [(r + l) /2  -  / ( r ) ]  =  1 -  g(r),
/ ( I  — r) r / 2  = r — [r/2 — / ( I  — r)] ^  r
and the inequality (l +  z ^ ^ l - f - a x  gives
[ /( r ) + (1 -  r)/2]a -  1 + [ f ( \ -  r) + r /2 ]°  < - a g ( r )  + ra .
Hence
ra > atg(r) Vr G [0,1]
is a necessary condition for the validity of (1). Taking into consideration 
(Ifeo) this implies a<ko-
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Since for the classes of Examples (E l) and (E3), fk € /&) and £
£ ^3(1  /k) ,  Proposition 5 implies qq = 1 /k .  For Example (E4), /  £ IF3( l/2 )  
and hence a0 = 1/2. For the class of Examples (E2), finally, Proposition 6 
implies Oo ^  min(s, 1 — 5). Together with f a £ jT2(min(s, 1 — s)) this yields 
ao =  m in(s, 1 -  s).
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MARTINGALES CONDITIONNELLES
B. BRU, H. HEINICH et J. C. LOOTGIETER
S u m m ary
Let (f2,v4,P) be a probability space, ß  a sub-algebra of A, and E be a Köthe space 
of ß-measurable real variables. We say that X , a real random variable on (fi, .4, P), is 
E-integrable if E ^ (|X |)6 E . When E is weakly sequentially complete such a variable is a 
real analogue of E-valued random with Pettis integrable absolute value. Then we study in 
a real setting generalization of Banach lattice-valued martingales, amarts and measures.
Introduction. Sóit ( f i i , .F i ,P i)  un espace de probabilité et E un espace 
de Banach. II est classique de considérer les variables aléatoires vectorielles 
X  de fii dans E Pettis intégrables et de lier les propriétés géométriques de 
E a celles de ces variables. Lorsque E est de plus un bon espace réticulé, 
il est isomorphe ä un espace de variables aléatoires réelles — v.a.r. — sur 
un au tre  espace de probabilité (ÍI2, X 2 , P2) ce qui permet de considérer X  
comme une v.a.r. définie sur l ’espace produit (fii X ÍI2, T \ % T i ,  P i ® P2) 
dönt l ’espérance conditionnelle par rapport a une sous-tribu appartien t ä 
E. Cet aspect nous a conduit ä l ’étude des variables conditionnellement in­
tégrables c’est-ä-dire celles dönt l’espérance conditionnelle appartient ä un 
espace déterminé. D ’autre part la notion d ’am art a permis de développer 
simultanément la géométrie des Banach et la convergence des suites de vari­
ables aléatoires réelles ou vectorielles.
Une propriété fondamentale des am arts est la réticulation. Nous nous 
sommes attaches a étudier la réticulation des v.a. conditionnellement inté­
grables pour obtenir les meilleures convergences possibles.
La partié I donne les définitions de base et les premieres propriétés de 
convergence des martingales et des am arts conditionnels.
La partié II s’intéresse ä l’étude des mesures vectorielles et des densités 
conditionnelles.
La réticulation est abordée dans la partié III. On y trouve outre les 
propriétés de convergence, une version vectorielle du théoréme d ’Andersen 
et Jensen.
La partié IV traite  de la théorie classique des bimesures qui trouvent ici 
un cadre natúréi.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classifications. Primary 60G48, 28B05.
Key words and phrases. Köthe spaces, vector-valued martingales, vector-valued mea­
sures, Riesz decompositions.
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Enfin nous étudions en V le cas des tribus indépendantes qui correspond 
au schéma traditionnel des v.a. vectorielles.
Nous avons adopté la présentation de [18] pour les espaces de Köthe et, 
celle de [19], pour les espaces de Riesz.
1-1. Variables conditionnellement intégrables
Soit ( f l ,X ,  P) un espace de probabilité et B une sous-tribu de X .  Soit 
E un espace de Köthe de v.a.r. ß-mesurables c’est-à-dire un Banach tel que 
L°°(iî, B, P) C E C L l {$l,B, P) les injections étan t continues. On note E* le 
dual topologique de E et E' = [У  € L 1( B ) ; X Y  G L l (B), pour tout X  G E} 
son dual de Köthe.
D efinition  1. Une v.a.r. définie sur (Çl ,X,  P) est conditionnellement 
E-intégrable ou, plus rapidement, E-intégrable si E B(\X\)  G E.
Faisons quelques remarques.
a — Reprenons les notations de l’introduction et posons Í2 = flj x f l2, 
A  = X  ® B et P =  P i ® P 2. Identifions B avec { { 0 ,  flj} ® B) et T  avec { X  (x) 
{ 0 , f^}}- Une v.a. X  de (fli, X,  P) dans E C L 1(fl2, P) définit une v.a.r. 
sur ( f l , .4, P) que nous noterons de la même façon. Supposons que |X | soit 
Pettis-intégrable [6] alors, pour Y  G E+ E ( Y E B(\X\))  =
= E { E B(Y\X\))  = E{Y \ X\ )  donc Y  ■ E B{\X\)  G L 1. Si E possède la pro­
priété de Fatou [18] i.e. (Е'У =  E, on en déduit que £ 'S(|A '|) G E : X  est 
E-intégrable.
Inversement, supposons E à norme continue pour l’ordre — n.c.o. — i.e. 
E ' =  E*, et soit X  une v.a. E-intégrable, alors pour tout uG E+ E {u \X \)  — 
— u(2?(|X |)) donc |X | est Pettis-intégrable. P ar suite, si E est faiblement 
séquentiellement complet — f.s.c. — nous pouvons identifier l’ensemble des 
v .a.r. X  ® ß-mesurables telles que £ ß( |X |) E E ,  et l’ensemble des v.a. X-  
mesurables à valeurs dans E qui sont de valeur absolue Pettis-intégrables par 
la correspondance
X ( u ,u ' )  = X ( u ) ( u ’).
b — Soit X  une v.a.r. E-intégrable, E n.c.o., l’apphcation A -*  Е в (1д) 
définit une mesure vectorielle à valeurs dans E signée, à variation bornée 
dans L1(N), mais qui, bien qu’elle soit absolument continue par rapport à 
P , n ’a généralement pas de densité, — prendre X  =  1 —. Le point de vue 
adopté ici est donc, d ’une certaine façon, plus général que l’aspect vectoriel 
classique. Rs coïncident lorsque les tribus X  et B sont indépendantes, voir 
§V.
c — Lorsque E =  L1(ß ) les v.a.r. E-intégrables qui sont aussi de valeur 
absolue Pettis-intégrable sont aussi Bochner-intégrables et l’identification du 
a — précédent est classique.
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De manière évidente on voit que le théorème de Lebesgue est valable 
pour les v.a. E-intégrables:
L e m me  2. Soit (X „) une suite croissante de v.a. E-intégrables, positives, 
telles que Sup E B{ X n) E E, alors Sup X n est E-intégrable et Sup E B{ X n) = 
= E B( S upX n).
L e m me  3. Soit (X n) une suite de v.a.r. E-intégrables, telles que Sup|X n| 
soit E-intégrable. Si X n —* X  p.s. Alors X  est aussi E-intégrable et, si E est 
n.c.o., E B( X n) —► E B{ X ) p.s. et dans E.
Signalons en outre la possibilité d ’étendre la définition 1 aux espaces 
intermédiaires entre L 1 et L ° ,  comme cela a été fait dans le cadre abstrait 
de [4]. En effet soit E un idéal complètement réticulé de L ° ( ß )  tel que 
L ° ° ( ß )  soit dense pour l’ordre dans E. Une v.a.r. X  € L ° ( f i , , 4 . ,  P) est dite 
E-intégrable si sup E B(\X \ A n)  6 E. Le lemme 2 montre que cette définition 
coïncide avec la précédente, celle des espaces de Köthe. On retrouve ainsi 
l’intégrale pour l’ordre de [4].
1-2 Martingales conditionnelles
On pourrait examiner, pour les v.a. conditionnellement intégrables les 
versions adaptées des théorèmes classiques comme la loi des grands nombres 
ou le central-limite. Nous nous limiterons aux martingales et aux notions 
adjacentes.
Soit (fi, .4, P) un espace de probabilité, B  une sous-tribu de A  et E un 
espace de Köthe de v.a.r. ^-mesurables. Soit (Xn) une filtration croissante 
de sous-tribus de A ,  telle que Xo =  (0 , fi) et \/X„ =  X .
D é f i n i t i o n  4. Une suite (X n) de v.a.r. adaptées à la filtration (X n V B) 
est une E-martingale conditionnelle, ou plus simplement, une E-martingale 
sachant B , si les X n sont E-intégrables et si
E B( X n ■ 1д) = E B( X m ■ 1л) pour tout Л е Х пАт.
En notant Ti la famille des temps d’arrêts bornés liés à la filtration 
(X „ ) et, T2 celle relative à la filtration (X n V B) on obtient la caractérisation 
suivante:
L e m m e  5.  Soit  ( X n) une suite de v.a. adaptées à (Xn V B) E-intégrables 
où E  est un espace de Köthe n.c.o. de v.a.r. В -mesurables. Les assertions 
suivantes sont équivalentes:
(i) (X n) est une E-martingale.
(ii) E B( X T) = X q pour tout г  e T\.
(iii) E B(X T) = Xo pour tout г  E T .
(iv) E B(X n ■ U )  =  E ( X m • U )  pour tout A e  Х пЛт V B.
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E n  particulier (X „ ) est une martingale pour la filtration (Xn V B).
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Il suffit de montrer (i) =» (iv). Soit p n la mesure 
associée à X : pn(A) = E B( X n ■ 1^) pour Prenons alors A  € T n
et B  EB:  pour m > n on a:
p n(A -B) = l B - E B{ X n ■ 1A) = 1 в  ■ E B( X m ■ 1A) = p m(A ■ B).
Donc p n et p m coïncident sur l ’algèbre engendrée par T  et B. Comme E est 
n .c.o ., p n et pm sont rr-additives, elles coïncident sur X V  B. □
Comme dans le cas réel nous obtenons une convergence p.s. ce qui cons­
titu e  un résultat curieux.
P r o p o s i t i o n  6. Soit (X n) une E-martingale positive, E n.c.o ., il existe 
une v.a .r. X ,  E-intégrable, telle que X„ —► X  p.s.
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . (X n) est une martingale ordinaire, d ’après le lém­
mé 5, elle converge donc p.s. vers X .  Le lemme de Fatou conditionnel 
m ontre que E B(X )  < Xo, par suite, X  est E-intégrable. □
П est naturel de considérer l’extension des notions bées aux martingales: 
Une suite (Xn) de v.a.r. E-intégrables adaptées à (Xn V B) est une E-sous- 
m artingale — resp. E-sur-martingale — si:
(i’) n ^  m et A  G X n im pbquent E ( X n ■ 1д) < E ( X m ■ 1^) — resp. > — . 
Comme dans le lemme 5, cette condition est encore équivalente à l’une 
des trois suivantes, lorsque E est n.c.o.:
(ii’) E B( X T) У  lorsque т /  dans 7j — resp. décroit —
(iii’) E B( X r ) У  lorsque т У  dans T2 — resp. décroit 
(iv ’) n < m e t  A e X V  B = ^  E B( X n ■ l e) < E B( X m • l A) —  resp. > — . 
Les E-sous- ou sur-martingales sont en particuber des sous- ou sur- 
m artingales ordinaires. П en résulte:
P r o p o s i t i o n  7. Soit E un espace de Käthe f.s.c. et soit (X n) une E- 
martingale telle que Sup ||U e ( |X n|)||E < 00. Alors X„ —> X  p.s. et X  est 
E-intégrable.
Soit (X n) une m artingale à valeurs dans un Banach réticulé f.s.c. Si pour 
to u t n, |X„| est Pettis-intégrable et de norme Pettis bornée, en représentant 
E comme un espace de K öthe, la Proposition 7 assure que X„ converge p.s. 
vers X , avec X  Pettis-intégrable. Nous reviendrons sur cet aspect. Si, de 
plus, E vérifie la propriété de Radon-Nikodym et que les X„ sont Bochner- 
intégrables et bornées pour cette norme, alors X  est la bmite usuebe.
1-3 Amarts conditionnels
Soit E un espace de K öthe f.s.c. et soit (X „) une suite E-intégrable de 
v .a.r. adaptées à la filtration (X n V B).
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D é f i n i t i o n  8. (X „) est un E-amart fort — resp. faible — (am art con­
ditionnel pour E) si la famille ((E B( X r ))reTi converge fortement — resp. 
faiblement — dans E selon le filtre T\.
R e m a r q u e . Contrairement à ce qui se passe dans la cas des martingales, 
les E-amarts ne sont généralement pas des am arts réels, comme le m ontre 
l’exemple suivant. Choisissons B = A  ei Xn =  X  = {$,£1}. La famille T\ se 
réduit aux temps constants. Dire que (X„) est un E-am art fort signifie que 
la suite (X „) converge dans E. Si maintenant E =  L 1 et que 0 <  X n <  1 ,  X„  
convergeant vers 0  dans L 1 mais pas p.s.; ce n ’est pas un amart ordinaire 
pour la filtration constante.
La théorie des E-am arts diffère donc de la théorie des martingales vec­
torielles. Nous allons montrer cependant qu’il est possible d ’étendre des 
résultats de la théorie des am arts réels au cadre adopté ici.
Soit ( X n) un E-am art faible, pour A G (J T ( ) B ,  la famille
<re7i
( E B( X T - 1л))те7-1 converge faiblement dans E vers une limite m (A).  C ’est 
en effet évident si B  E B et si A  E T aQ.
L’argument classique de la théorie des am arts réels, permet d’écrire, pour 
tout Y  E E' et сг0 ^  a < r  E T\ ,
E ((X r -  X v) \ a Y )  = E ( ( X T -  X Ti)Y)  —» 0, en posant t ' = a • 1д +  r • 1дс.
La limite, m (A )  est une fonction additive d ’ensembles de l’algèbre engendrée 
par (J B-i à- valeurs dans E, et dont les restrictions à chacune des sous-
<7
tribus T a sont <T-additives.
On a de plus:
P r o p o s i t i o n  13.  Soit ( X „ )  un E-amart faible (resp. fort), tel que 
Sup ||jEe ( |X „ |) ||E < oo. Alors (X„) s ’écrit de manière unique sous la forme  
X n = M„ -f Z n dans laquelle (Mn) est une E-martingale et (Z„) un E-amart 
faible (resp. fort), vérifiant E B(Z„ -1^) —» 0 faiblement (resp. fortement) dans 
E.
D ém on stration . Soit (X n) un E-am art faible et soit no E N. Pour tout 
A € X no, la suite E B(X„ ■ 1^) converge faiblement dans E. П existe donc 
une v.a., M„0, Х По V ß-mesurable et E-intégrable telle que E B( X n ■ 1^) —> 
—► E B(M no • 1д) faiblement dans E. H est clair que la suite (M n) est une 
E-martingale et, si l’on pose
Zn —  Xn ~ AIn,
la suite (Zn) est un E-am art faible vérifiant
E B(Z T • 1д) —»• 0 faiblement dans E, pour tout A e T„.
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Le cas des am arts forts est analogue. □
R emarques  1. Sous les hypothèses de la proposition précédente, la 
deuxième partie de la Proposition 11, m ontre que la E-martingale (M„) 
vérifie Sup | |£ ß( |M |) ||E < oo et, par conséquent, converge p.s. vers une v.a.
П
X , E-intégrable (Proposition 7), qui apparait alors comme une limite de 
l ’am art (X n) en un sens très élargi. En effet on ignore généralement si la 
suite (Z„) converge vers 0 p.s. (reprendre le contre-exemple du début pour 
lequel M n = 0 et Z n = X n ne converge pas p.s. vers 0).
2. Dans le cas réel, les potentiels (Z„) intervenant dans la décomposi­
tion de Riesz des am arts, convergent vers 0 dans L 1. Nous ignorons si, dans 
le présent contexte, { E B (\Z<r\))a^  converge vers 0 en un sens raisonnable. 
Nous verrons plus loin que E s (|Z<r|) —+ 0 pour cr(E,E') sous des conditions 
plus fortes.
3. Si E possède la propriété de Radon-Nikodym, toutes les v.a. mises 
en jeu s’interprètent comme de vraies variables vectorielles (si les mesures 
associées sont à variation bornée) et on retrouve le théorème d ’Edgar et 
Sucheston [11] classique. L’artifice utilisé ici permet d’étendre ce théorème 
à des espaces de Köthe qui, tel L 1 , ne possèdent pas la propriété de Radon- 
Nikodym.
II-1 Mesures E-conditionnelles
Afin d ’étudier les propriétés de réticulation des E-amarts, nous allons 
aborder maintenant l’aspect mesures E-conditionnelles. Notons P 0(E) l ’en­
semble des v.a.r. E-intégrables avec la norm e P o(^) = ||£ ’ß( |X |) ||E• Cet 
espace est complet seulement si E = L1( 5 ) .  Par contre Po(E) est com­
plètem ent réticulé et l ’injection X  —► E B( X  • 1) de P0(E) dans l’ensemble 
M o ( A ,  E) des mesures signées de A  dans E est un isomorphisme d ’ordre:
si h(A) = E b ( X - \ a ) alors p +(A ) = E B( X + - l A).
Les propositions 6 et 7 permettent de situer la place de Po(E) dans 
M.q( T ,E ) .  C’est l ’objet du corollaire suivant qui est à rapprocher des 
résu lta ts  de [2] et [4].
. Soit E un espace de Köthe faiblement séquentiellement complet de v.a.r. 
B -mesurables (l’espace M o (X ,E )  muni de la norme ||/z|| = |||/x(iî)|||E est aussi 
faiblement séquentiellement complet). Soit T  une sous-tribu séparable de A  
et (JF„) une filtration atomique engendrant T .
C o r o l la ir e  14. Soit p  E M o (X ,E )  telle qu ’il existe Y ,  E-intégrable 
avec |/i(A )| ^  E B(Y  ■ l A), pour tout A e T  . Alors on peut écrire de manière
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unique p (A ) = E B( X  ■ \ A) où X  est E-intégrable et de plus |/г|(>1) =
=  E B( \X \ - 1 A).
D é m o n s t r a t io n . Supposons p  0 ,  la restriction de p  à  T„  s’écrit 
p (A )  = E B(X„ ■ l A) pour A E T n et X n = Yï, *a somme portan t
sur les Ai atomes de T n. (X n) est alors une E-martingale positive adaptée 
à la filtration (T„  V B) et sa limite p.s., X ,  vérifie:
E B( X n - l A) = E B( X - l A) tout A e  VTn.П
Donc
p (A) = E b{ X - 1a ) tout A E T .
Pour p  = p + — p~ on applique ce schéma à chaque composante. Supposons 
m aintenant que p{A) = E B{X  • 1^) = E B{X ' ■ \ A ). On voit que l’égalité de­
meure pour A E T  U B et donc pour TM  B. La dernière partie n ’offre guère 
de difficultés. □
De ce corollaire il résulte que P0(ТМ B, E) se plonge canoniquement dans 
M q{T,E) .  Plus précisément, si P s est la mesure définie par F -* E B(\p) ,  
F E T  alors:
P r opo sitio n  15. L ’espace Po(T M B,E) est isomorphe à la bande en­
gendrée par P ß dans Mo( T, E) .
D é m o n s t r a t io n . Soit p  une mesure vectorielle positive telle que 
p  Л n ■ P ß /  p E Mo(T, E) .
П existe X n E Po(-^ V B, E) avec p A n -  P S(A) =  E B(X„ • 1^). La suite (Z „) 
est croissante et sa limite p.s., X , vérifie
p(A) = E B( l A). □
Nous aurons besoin en outre de propriétés de compacité faible, ce que 
nous examinons m aintenant.
П-2 Convergence faible dans Po et M o
Dans toute cette partie nous nous donnons un espace probabilisé 
( iî ,.4 ,P ) , A  séparable, T  et B deux sous-tribus de A , E un espace de 
Köthe faiblement séquentiellement complet de v.a. ^-mesurables. L ’espace 
M o  =  M o (T ,E )  n ’est pas complet pour la converge simple faible ou forte 
induite par E. On dispose cependant du résultat suivant:
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P roposition  16. Soit (pn) une suite de mesures de M o  vérifiant 
Sup |||Mn|(iî)||E < oo et, pour tout AÇl T , la suite (pn(A)) converge faible­
m ent dans E. Il existe p  E  M o telle que
P n ( A )  —*• p ( A )  pour £t ( E , e ' )  et A Ç l T .
D é m o n s t r a t io n . La limite, p(A), de la suite (pn(A)), définit une me­
sure de F  dans E.
Pour montrer qu ’elle est signée, il suffit d ’établir que, pour toute famille 
finie, (j4q, . . .  , A n) de F  on a:
V mU .) S. C  pour une certaine constante C.о




La suite V/î„(A,) est donc bornée dans E.
Pour montrer qu’il existe une sous-suite convergeant faiblement dans E, 
il suffit d’établir cette propriété dans L 1 , corollaire 3 de [7]. Comme chaque 
suite ( р „ Ш ) п converge faiblement dans E donc dans L 1 , la suite (V/x„(yl,))
est faiblement compacte dans L1. Ainsi: ||V/x(A,)||E < Sup |||/in |( il) ||E (hem ­
me 1 de [7]). □
R e m a r q u e . C ette proposition s’étend aux famille de mesure de M o  
en utilisant le théorème d ’Eberlein. Donnons, en application, l ’analogue de 
cette  propriété pour les v.a. de Po(FW B,E).
P roposition  17. Soit  (X „) une suite de v.a. J  V B-mesurables, telles 
que Sup | |£ ß(|X „ |) ||E < oo et pour tout AÇ: IF, (Е в ( Х п\ а )) converge faible-
П
m en t dans E .  Alors il existe une v.a. X  de P o ( ^ r V ß , E )  telle que: 
E B( X nl A) E B( X  ■ U )  et de plus
| | E ß ( X ) | |E < S u p | | E ß( X n )| |E.
П
D é m o n st r a t io n . Posons p n(A) = E B( X nl A) les hypothèses et la propo­
sition précédente assurent qu ’il existe p E M o { F , E) telle que p n{A ) converge 
faiblement vers p(A).  Pour tou t Y  E  E'+ , la suite (Y |X „|) est équi-intégrable 
dans L 1. Ainsi, pour une sous-suite convenable, |X n,| et |X„. | Y  convergent 
faiblement dans L1, vers respectivement Z  et Z  - Y .  Le Corollaire 3 de [7], 
assure que Z  est E-intégrable et que
E B(X ni) converge, pour ct(E ,e ') , vers E B{Z).
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En particulier, | |£ ß(Z)|| < Sup | |£ ß(|X n|)||. Enfin, en passant aux mesures 
associées, nous avons: |^(A )| ^  E B(Z  ■ 1д). Le Corollaire 14 permet alors de 
conclure. □
Afin de généraliser la Proposition 13, introduisons les E-amarts mesures. 
Soit (pn), Цп £ M (E n, E) une suite adaptée de mesures vectorielles [5, 6]. 
Nous dirons que (/1„ ) est un faible — resp. fort — E-am art mesure, si la 
famille (/хг (0 ) )геТ1 converge faiblement — resp. fortement — dans E. De 
même, c’est une E-martingale mesure si /х„(^4) = p m( A ) pour tout A G f „ Am.
P r o p o s it io n  18. Soit (p n) «n E-amart mesure faible — resp. fort — 
tel que Sup |||/zn |(fi)|| < oo. Alors (pn) s ’écrit de manière unique comme
П
p n = m„ +  Qn où (m„) est une E-martingale mesure et (g„) un E-amart 
mesure, vérifiant pour tout A E (J
<tGTi
re7i
qt{A)-------- >0 faiblement — resp. fortement —.
III-1 Famille de Riesz
Comme auparavant on se donne un espace de probabilité séparable 
(fl, A ,  P), B  une sous-tribu et E un espace de Köthe f.s.c. de v.a ^-mesurables.
Soit I  un ensemble d ’indices, filtrant croissant, et (J r,)tg/ une filtration 
croissante de sous-tribus de A .  Pour chaque i, donnons nous une mesure 
signée p i  G Mç>(!Fi, E) —  par exemple si I  =  N, ( p n ) est la famille de mesures 
associées à un E-amart (X n) — . Nous voulons déterminer, dans cette partie, 
des conditions sur la famille (/z,)lg/, assurant la convergence — au moins 
faible — de
( N ( î î ) W -
H est évidemment nécessaire que Sup |||/z,|(fl)|lE < oo. Supposons, pour sim-
t
plifier, que I  =  N  et T  — T n - Soit T une topologie d ’espace vectoriel sur 
М о (Е ,Е )  telle que p n —* 0 pour T, implique |/zn |( f î ) —>0 pour zr(E,E'): la 
topologie T est plus fine que celle induite par M q(!F,E*(B)). D ’autre part 
comme Sup |||/zn |(fl)|| < oo, la faible convergence de (|/z„|(f))) dans E est
П
équivalente à la faible convergence dans L1 (B).
Ainsi la plus faible définition acceptable est:
DÉFINITIONS 19. — Une famille adaptée de E-mesures, (Mi),e / ,  14  £ 
G A 4o(^i,E), est une E-famille de Riesz si
a) Sup |||/ii|(Îl) ||E < oo
I
b) Pour tout e > 0 il existe ie G I  tel que j  > t>  ic impliquent
Sup \(pj -  /zt )(A)|l <e.
AZT, 1
E
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— Une famille (X ,)Jg/ de v.a. adaptées à la filtration (X, V B) est une 
E-famille de Riesz si, la famille de mesures associées par Pi(A)  =  XS(X ,-1^), 
A G X,, est une E-famille de Riesz de mesures.
E x e m p l e s . Avec les notations de la partie précédente soit (X n) une 
suite de v.a. adaptées à  (Xn Vf?) et telle que Sup ||.E,ß(|X T|) ||E < oo.
r € T i
* Si (X„) est une sous- ou sur- E-martingale, alors (X T)rçri est une 
E-famille de Riesz.
* On dit que (X „) est un E-o-amart si (E B(X r ))r€Ti est convergeant 
pour l ’ordre dans E, (voir [15] pour une version vectorielle), alors
Sup \Е В( Х < , - Х Г) -1 Л\---------->0
А е т а r ï i r g T i
pour l’ordre de E et par suite ( X ^ ) ^ ^  est aussi une E-famille de Riesz.
* On dit que (X n) est un uniforme E-am art (voir [2] pour une version 
vectorielle) si
(*) varE (fi, -  n T\jr ) ---------- >0;
r><reTi
en posant varE(/r) = Sup ||/î (A,-)||e ; (A,) partition finie de T  et où p r \X(r
i
est la  restriction de la mesure p r (A)  =  E B( X T • 1^), à la tribu X -^.
De (*) il résulte que v a r ^ g ^ / v  — p T\jra)-------- >0.
r  ><r
Maintenant il est aisé de voir que la norme varLi est équivalente à celle 
de M.q(X , \ - l {B)): ||/r||o =  X (|/i|(fl)) (voir [6] pour détails). Il s’ensuit que 
(X r )TeTi est une E-famille de Riesz. Inversement si (et seulement si) E = 
=  L 1(ß ), (Xr ) est une E-famille de Riesz, alors (X„) est un uniforme E- 
am art.
* P ar contre, si (X n) est un faible E-am art tel que
Sup||X s ( |X r |) ||E <oo.
reTy
Alors (X r )reTi n ’est pas en général une E-famille de Riesz.
Donnons à présent le principal résultat de cette partie:
T h é o r è m e  20. Soit (pi)içI une E-famille de Riesz adaptée à la filtration
( % ■
1) pi s ’écrit de manière unique /r, = m, +  p, où (m,) est une E-martingale 
mesure et |р ,|(П )-*0  faiblement dans E.
2) ( p f )  est une E-famille de Riesz et p f  = (m +)|:r + и,- où m + est la 
partie positive de m  dans l ’espace complètement réticulé de toutes les fonc­
tions additives, à valeurs dans E, et définies sur (J X, et, enfin, |u,|(Q) —► 0
«e/
faiblement dans E.
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En particulier rn+ est limite de la E-famille de Riesz ( p f  ).
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Fixons i G I  et A G T p  alors la famille (p j (A ) ) jeI
converge dans L1(ß) vers une limite, m ,(A). La condition a) de la définition
assure que Pj ( A) ------ >m,(A) faiblement dans E.
>€/
Ceci montre, avec la Proposition 16, que mi € M o(E i,È ).  Posons p, = 
= pi -  mi. Comme Sup |||p i|(iî) ||E < oo. Pour montrer que |p,|(Q) —*• 0 faible-
I
ment dans E, il suffit d’établir que £ ( |p ,|( iî))  —► 0. Ce qui résulte de l’inéga­
lité:
£ (S u p  I(pj -  m ;)(A )|) ^  £, pour j  > i assez grands.
Azr,
П est clair que (m ,) est une E-martingale mesure de la forme m; =  m \p  , où 
m  est additive sur l’algèbre engendrée par les П est également clair que 
( m f )  est une E-sous-martingale mesure. Donc ( m f  (D))<6/ est une famille 
croissante convergente dans L1 (ß).
De là, il résulte que ( m f )  et donc (|m ,|) sont des E-familles de Riesz. 
Montrons qu’il en est de même pour ( p f  ). Comme \ m f  — p f \  ^ |p,| l’inégabté
IT . -  H Î I ^  I \yr. -  m f  I г, I +  |m t  |^  -  m f  | + \m f  -  p f  |
implique que E (\p f\  -  /î^ |( î î )) ^  e pour j  > i > ie. E t, par conséquent,J i
( p f )  est une E-famille de Riesz. Finalement, montrons que la limite, dans 
L ^ ß )  et pour A G |J  Tp  de ( p f  (A)) est m +(A).
Soit A  G Fia ; pour tout e > 0, il existe B  j , . . .  , 5дг, € -, et f e G L 1 tels
que
N .
B, Ç A , E ( f ' ) < : £ / 2 et m +( A ) < \ / m ( B , )  + f ' .
Nous pouvons supposer, pour jo assez grand, que tous les R, appartiennent 
à !Fj0. Donc pour j  grand, on peut écrire: m(R/t) < pj(Bk) + où дь G L^j_
~ N .
est telle que E(gk) % H en résulte que: m +(A)   ^V Pj(B.)  + S  Як + /« ^  
< p f  (A) +  he où E(hc) ^  e. Or
|/ r+ (A ) -m t(A ) |<  |р7|(П)-чО dans lJ (ß ) .
Ainsi nous avons montré que pour tout £ > 0 et tout A G Ei0, il existe jo  G /  
et h ^  0 avec E(h)  ^  £, tels que, si j  > j 0:
m f ( A )  < m +(A) < m f ( A )  + h + |p>|(iî).
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C ’est-à-dire: p1f{A) —* m +(A) fortement dans 1_г($). □
Nous allons donner maintenant une condition assurant une convergence 
forte de la partie potentielle, p, = pi — rrii, |||p t |(iî) || —*• 0. Pour l’obtenir nous 
devons établir un lemme technique similaire à ceux de [7]. Rappelons qu’une 
suite (X„) de v.a. à valeurs dans un espace de Köthe E est E-équi-intégrable 
si
Ve3r) te l que: P( B)  S  rj =>• ||X„ • lg || < oo.
L emme 21. Soit ( X n ) une suite bornée en norme d ’un espace de Köthe 
f.s .c.. Alors elle converge fortement si, et seulement si, elle converge dans 
L 1 et elle est E-équi-intégrable.
D é m o n s t r a t io n . Supposons que X n —* X  dans L1. Alors X  Е Е  car 
Sup ||X„|| < oo. Posons Yn = |Xn -  X \.  La suite (Y„) converge vers 0 dans 
L 1 et pour п (Е ,Е '). Le lemme de [16] m ontre que ||Y„ •1(уп<^)|| —> 0 pour 
to u t k. Si (X „) est en outre E-équi-intégrable il en est de même pour (Y„) et 
on a: ||Y„ • l(yn>fc)|| S  £ pour к suffisamment grand, ce qui achève la preuve. 
□
Remarquons qu’une famille est E-équi-intégrable si, et seulement si, pour 
to u te  suite (г„) il existe une sous-suite extraite , (г*), telle S116 (X,-*) soit E- 
équi-intégrable.
On déduit du lemme précédent:
C orollaire  22. Soit une E-famille de Riesz telle que la famille
( M ( i l ) )  soit E-équi-intégrable. Dans la décomposition de Riesz, fi, = m, + gt , 
les familles ( |m ,|(iî))  et ( |p ,|(fi)) sont E-équi-intégrables et |||p t |(fl)|| =>0.
D é m o n s t r a t io n . П suffit de considérer des sous-suites, que nous note­
rons pour simplifier, encore (pn). Nous avons: |^n|jrpl(^) ~1> lmpl(^) dans 
L 1 et faiblement dans E. Donc
|||m p|( i î ) | |< l im |||/ in |( i î ) - l s | | ^ £  si P{ B ) < q .
Ce qui montre la E-équi-intégrabilité des familles considérées. Enfin comme 
|pn |( i î ) —*■() dans L 1 , le lemme précédent m ontre que |||pn|(fi)|| —► 0. □
I I I -2 Décomposition de Lebesgue
Les E-famille de Riesz ont aussi une décomposition de Lebesgue. En 
effet si est une telle famille, il est possible d ’écrire de manière unique
Pi =  p] + Pi où (pi  ) est une E-famille de Riesz de mesures appartenant à 
la bande engendrée par P  dans Х1о(Х,,Е), i E / ,  i.e. p] = V^, A nP,  pourП
to u t г, et (p'i) est aussi une E-famille de Riesz, orthogonale pour l’ordre à 
P: p] A P  = 0.
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La démonstration de cette décomposition est standard, par exemple [15]. 
A p p l i c a t i o n s . 1 — Les propositions précédentes permettent de retrou­
ver tous les résultats classiques de la théorie des am arts pour l’ordre: ré ti­
culation et décomposition de Riesz.
2 — Si (X n) est un uniforme E-am art, (X t )tÇ7- , est, nous l’avons vu
une E-famille de Riesz. Б en est de même de (X +). La fonction additive 
d ’ensembles limite de (X +), m , est la partie positive de la limite de (X r ). 
En considérant les mesures associées on voit que: |/r+ — m + \^t | < |fiT — m\jrT | 
donc varE(^ x+ — m + |Xr )------ >0. П en résulte que l’espace des E-am arts uni-
formes est réticulé lorsque E est un espace de Köthe f.s.c..
3 — Soit (X n ) un E-amart faible tel que ( X T)reTi soit une E-famille
de Riesz. Alors on peut écrire de manière unique X n = M„ + Zn où (M n) 
est une E-martingale convergeant p.s. et (Z n) est un E-amart faible tel que 
||ZT| | i ------ >0. En particulier (ZT)reTi converge vers 0 en probabilité. Mais
r€ T i
la suite (Zn) ne converge pas, en général, p.s..
4 — Soit (M n ) une E-martingale de limite, m, ( m(A)  = E B(M n ■ 1д), si 
A g X„). On vérifie facilement que les énoncés suivants sont équivalents:
(i) M n = E ßvjr"(M ) pour une v.a. M E-intégrable.
(ii) (M„) est équi-intégrable.
(Ш) m 6
5 — Soit (X ,) une E-famille de Riesz, alors (X ,) converge en probabilité. 
En effet par le Théorème 20, on se ramène au cas 0 ^  X, £ 1, et on utilise 
le Corollaire 22. Remarquons enfin que dans le cas B  triviale, on obtient la 
propriété classique de convergence p.s. des am arts L 1 bornés [10].
III-3 Le théorème d’Andersen et Jessen pour les familles de Riesz
Soit (fi, (Xn), T ,  P) un espace probabilisé filtré, T  — VX„. Soit ц  une 
mesure positive réelle et bornée sur X, notons fin sa restriction à T n et 
цп =  X nP  - f  i/n sa décomposition de Lebesgue. Le théorème d’Andersen et 
Jessen [1] affirme que X„ converge p.s. vers la dérivée, X , de ц sur X  par 
rapport à P: fj, =  X  • P  +  u. Ce théorème s’étend aux fonctions additives 
d ’ensembles réelles et bornées voir [3] et [9].
Réciproquement, si une surmartingale positive (X n) converge p.s. vers 
X , la fonction additive d ’ensemble limite, notée ц: ц(А)  = lim E ( X „ I a ), à 
une décomposition de Lebesgue du type:
fi = X  • P + V.
Donnons tout d ’abord quelques précisions sur les limites de Banach de v.a.r.. 
Pour cela notons S l’espace des suites (X„) de v.a.r. qui sont équi-intégrables 
dans L1.
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P r o p o s i t i o n  23. Il existe une application L de S dans L 1 telle que:
a) lim X„ 5: L( ( Xn)) S limXn
b) Щ Х я+х)) =  Щ Х „))
c ; | |L ( ( X n))||1 <H m ||X n ||1.
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Pour A  E A  la suite (£ (Х „1д)) est bornée. Si Lq est 
une lim ite de Banach sur I °°, la fonction d ’ensemble m(A)  = Ьо( ( Е ( Х п1а ))) 
est cr-additive et absolument continue par rapport à P. Définissons L ( ( X n)) 
comme la dérivée de m. Il est aisé de vérifier les assertions de la proposition. 
□
Soit (X n) une suite de v.a. E-intégrables adaptées à la filtration crois­
sante ( Хп V B),  formée de sous-tribu de A  et où E est un espace de Köthe 
f.s.c.
Supposons que ( X r )r^ Ti soit une E-famille de Riesz. Ecrivons la décom­
position de m (A ): m(0) =  E ( X  -lo) + i/(0) (limite faible dans E de Е ( Х т\д),  
pour A  E UJFn) dans la bande engendrée par P ß . La version vectorielle duП
théorèm e d ’Andersen et Jessen devient:
T h é o r è m e  24. Sous les conditions précédentes on a:
a) La suite (X n) converge en probabilité vers X .
b) 1/(0) = lim L  ( (E B ( X n . lon(|*n|>*)))) •
De plus lorsque E = R i.e. B — (0, fi) nous avons:
c) Il existe une v.a. Y  = X  p.s. telle que
m(0) =  E B(Y  ■ 10) +  1/(0 П (\Y\ = oo));
e i m < P  si, et seulement si, X n —>X  fortement dans L 1 .
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . N ous pouvons supposer X„ > 0, avec le Corollaire 14 
et le Théorème 20; l ’assertion a) s’ensuit avec l ’application 5 ci-dessus.
M ontrons b). Si p n est la E-mesure associée à X n: (/x(0) =  E B( X n • lo)) 
on a:
(pn — Pn A kP) ( 0) — E B X n ■ lon(x„>*)^ — к ■ E B( l on(xTl>k)j •
Ce qui montre que (p n — p n A kP) (0) converge faiblement dans L 1 vers 
(m  — m Л к • P B)(0) et la suite est trivialement équi-
intégrable.
Prenons les limites de Banach, il vient:
('m - m A k ■ P B)( 0) =  L {e b (x „ lo n (jfn>*))) = k - L ^ E B ( lon(Xn>k)))  
d ’où pour к assez grand:
limA:П ^ ß (lAn(Arn>fc))||i ^ ^ - n X > f c ) < E .
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Par conséquent
lim(m -  m A k ■ P )( 0) =  E B( X  ■ 10) =  lim ь ( е в ( х п • lon(;rn>fc))), 
c’est l’assertion b).
Montrons c). Supposons m  ст-additive, v et P  sont étrangères, et il existe 
A e  T  tel que v(A)  = 0 et P(A)  = 1. On pose Y  = X  ■ + oo • 1дс. H est
clair que Y  vérifie la première partie de l’assertion c). Si, enfin, m <C P  alors 
I/ =  0 et E ( X n) —» E ( X )  ce qui, avec la convergence en probabilité, équivaut 
à la convergence dans L1. La réciproque n ’ofFre guère de difficultés. □
IV Bi-mesures
P a r  a n a l o g i e  a v e c  l ’i n t é g r a b i l i t é  c o n d i t i o n n e l l e  d e s  v . a . r .  o u  l a  t h é o r i e  
r é e l l e  d e s  v . a .  v e c t o r i e l l e s ,  i l  e s t  n a t u r e l  d e  c o n s i d é r e r  d e  l a  m ê m e  f a ç o n ,  l a  
t h é o r i e  r é e l l e  d e s  m e s u r e s  v e c t o r i e l l e s .  C e t t e  é t u d e  n o u s  p e r m e t t r a  n o t a m ­
m e n t  d e  c a r a c t é r i s e r  s i m p l e m e n t  l a  b a n d e  e n g e n d r é e  p a r  PB d a n s  AIo(E).
S o i t  d o n c  ( i î , * 4 , P )  u n  e s p a c e  p r o b a b i l i s é ,  T  e t  B d e u x  s o u s - t r i b u s  d e  
A.  N o t o n s ,  e n  a c c o r d  a v e c  l e s  é c r i t u r e s  p r é c é d e n t e s .  Mo( B)  l ’e n s e m b l e  d e s  
m e s u r e s  r é e l l e s ,  s i g n é e s ,  d é f in i e s  s u r  B e t  M .( T , M q(B))  —  r e s p .  
X to (X , Mo{ B) )  —  l ’e n s e m b l e s  d e s  m e s u r e s  v e c t o r i e l l e s  —  r e s p .  d e s  m e s u r e s  
v e c t o r i e l l e s  s i g n é e s  —  s u r  T  à  v a le u r s  d a n s  A d o  (B).
S o i t  C l ’a l g è b r e  e n g e n d r é e  p a r  X u B  e t  L <r( C )  —  r e s p .  L 0 ( C )  -—  l ’e s p a c e  
d e s  f o n c t i o n s  a d d i t i v e s  d ’e n s e m b l e s ,  r é e l l e s ,  d é f i n i e s  s u r  C —- r e s p .  a d d i t i v e s  
s i g n é e s ,  d é f in i e s  s u r  C e t  t e l l e s  q u e  l e u r s  r e s t r i c t i o n s  à  c h a c u n e  d e s  s o u s -  
t r i b u s  X  et B s o i e n t  « r - a d d i t i v e s .  O n  a u r a  r e c o n n u  l a  v e r s i o n  e n s e m b l i s t e  d e s  
b i - m e s u r e s ,  é t u d i é e s  d a n s  [2 2 ] .  I n t r o d u i s o n s  e n f i n  l e s  n o t a t i o n s  s u i v a n t e s :
М Ц Х ,  M ( B ) )  =  {n G Mo ( X ,  Mo(B)) ;  f i (F) (B)  =  0  d è s  q u e  F  Л  B  =  0 )
M * ( X , M { B ) )  =  (n €  M ( X ,  Mo(B)); f i (F) (B)  =  0  d è s  q u e  Fil B =  0 ) .
П  e x i s t e  d e s  i s o m o r p h i s m e s  c a n o n i q u e s ,  p r é s e r v a n t  l ’o r d r e ,  e n t r e  
M ( X , M 0(B))  e t  M { B , M 0{X))\  M * { X , M 0{B))  e t  M * ( B ,M 0(X))-,
e t  M q( X , M o(B))  e t  M q( B , M q(X)).  D e  p l u s  o n  a :
T h é o r è m e  25. Il existe un isomorphisme (p préservant l ’ordre entre  
M * ( X ,  Mç>(B)) et VX{C). De plus, pour cet isomorphisme, les espaces 
M q{ X , Mo( B) )  et  L q ( C )  se correspondent.
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . I l  s u f f i t  d e  m o n t r e r  q u e ,  p o u r  p  €  M * ( X , M q{B)),  l a  
f o n c t i o n  a d d i t i v e  d ’e n s e m b l e s  m ( F П B) =  p ( F) ( B)  e s t  b i e n  d é f in i e  e t  p e u t  
s e  p r o l o n g e r ,  d e  m a n i è r e  u n i q u e ,  e n  u n  é l é m e n t  d e  L <r( C ) .  S u p p o s o n s  q u e
FDB = ^  FiDBi.
I fin i
(1)
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Posons F* =  F  П F, ; B* =  В  П 5 ,  ; F, =  F* -fi A, et F, =  B* fi- C i. Des relations 
F  П B = ^ 2 (F *  + Ai) П (F *  -fi Ci) =  Y ,  К  П F*.
On déduit
А,- П F,- =  0 =  F, П C,-.
Donc
K F ) ( F )  = M F *)(F ) +  M n ( 5 * ) .
P a r suite nous pouvons supposer, dans (1) que F  = (J F, et F  =  (J F, et ainsi, 
que les F, sont disjoints. De sorte que: F, fl F  = Fi П F,. Б vient
M (F)(F) = £  /i(F ,)(F ) =  5 > ( f l ) ( F , - ) .
t I
Soit maintenant les atomes de <7(F,, 1 < i < A:) et (C /)re£ ceux de
<t(F,-, 1 ^  t ^  fc). On a alors
F  =  ^  Aj et F  = ^  С/
J,
et l ’égalité: F  П F  =  £ )  A_, Л Cf =  ]T)( ]F A; П Cf) montre que A j  Л Ci — 0 si
* «/» X h \
j ,  £  £ (JJ,- X F, . Par ailleurs 
«
F  П F  =  ^  Aj П F
i
et par conséquent
mf)(b) = = E E /х^ -хед-
i Ji X L,
П ne reste plus qu’à remarquer que /x(F,)(F,) = X) /r(A j)(C /) pour
i  J i X L f
achever la première partie de la preuve.
Appelons tp l’isomorphisme ainsi construit. Б préserve l’ordre. Remar­
quons enfin que Lq est un espace de Banach réticulé pour la norme: ||m || =
=  Sup |m (C )|. Б en est de même pour A4q(F, M o(B)) avec la norme ||/r|| =
c
=  |/x |(il)(iî) qui est équivalente à la norm« variation. Б en résulte que 
(V’( » ) + =  V?(h+ ) etc. . . .  □
Considérons m aintenant, comme dans les paragraphes précédents, un 
espace de Köthe E de v.a.r. F-mesurables, f.s.c.. Nous supposerons que les
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sous-tribus T  et B sont complètes pour P. Toute mesure, p,  sur T  à valeurs 
E, est alors nécessairement absolument continue par rapport à P.
Si Y  6 E' la v.a.r. Y  • p(F)  appartient à L ^ ß ) ,  pour tout F ë T .  Ce 
qui permet d ’identifier Y  -p comme mesure de T  dans L1(ß ). En effet si 
F „ \ 0  \\Y ■ /x(Fn)|| < ||/x(Fn)||E • ||У ||Е/ —> 0. Il est clair, d ’autre part, que si 
p  G M o ( F ,  E) et У G E'+ , alors |У -p\ =  Y  ■ |/x|. Nous pouvons aussi considérer 
У • p  comme un élément de M ( F ,  par la relation
У • p(F) (B)  =  E ( Y  • /x(F) • lß ).
Ainsi pour toute v.a.r. У G E', strictem ent positive p.s., nous avons construit 
une injection фу de M ( ^ ,E )  dans , \-x(B))  ou , A fo(ß)), définie
par фу(р) — Y - p .  Cette injection préserve l’ordre et de plus
фу ( Мо( З г,Е))  C Mo( F, L- l (B))
et
(2) ф у ( М * ( Г , E ) ) C  M*0( F , O ( B ) )
où M q(F,  E) désigne l’espace des mesures p G M o ( F , E )  telles que 
p ( F ) - 1 b  = 0 dès que P ( 0 f lF )  = O.
L’inclusion (2) résulte du lemme plus précis suivant:
L emme  26. Soit p  G M o ( P, E) .  Alors p £ AAq(F , E), si et seulement si, 
pour tout Y  G E', У • p  G l ' ( ô )).
D é m o n s t r a t io n . Comme les espaces considérés sont réticulés, on peut 
supposer Y  et p positives. Le lemme est alors évident en approchant У par 
des suites croissantes de v.a. étagées. □
Remarquons que les injections ф et фу pour У G E'+ sont liées par la 
formule:
Ф О фу = фу О Ф О фх.
On obtient enfin:
T h é o r è m e  27. Soit p G M q { T , E ) ;  p peut s ’écrire p(F)  = Е в {X  -1^) ,  
si, et seulement si, фофу(р)  est une mesure sur C absolument continue par 
rapport à P.
D é m o n s t r a t io n . La condition est évidemment nécessaire. Montrons 
qu’elle est suffisante. Soit p € M q( F , E )  telle que фоф1(р)  soit une mesure 
absolument continue par rapport à P. On peut en outre supposer que p 
est positive. Par hypothèse ф(ф\(р))(ГГ\ B) = E(p(F)  ■ lß )  =  E ( X  • 1 f h b )- 
Pour toute v.a. étagée, Z,  ß-mesurable, on a:
E(p( F)  • Z)  = E ( l p  • Z  • X ) ,  pour tout F  G F .
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C ette  égalité se prolonge, par approximation croissante, à toute v.a. Y  G E+. 
Avec la propriété de Fatou sur E, on en déduit que X  est E-intégrable et que 
p ( F )  = E B( X - l F). □
Notons М Рв ( Х ,  E) la bande engendrée par P B dans M q{ F  , E), on déduit 
du résultat précédent:
C orollaire  28. Soit p  G M.o{X ,È); les énoncés suivants sont équiva­
lents:
(i) fi G A ip e ^ ,  E)
( ü )  f i e M p e ( x , L \ B ) )
(iii) E ( f i ( F)  ■ \ g )  définit une mesure surC.
V -l Cas T  et B indépendantes
Soit (fi, A, P) un espace de probabilité, T  et B deux sous-tribus in­
dépendantes, E un espace de Köthe f.s.c. de v.a.r. В-mesurables. Nous 
avons clairement P s  =  P et par suite M pb(X ,  E) est identique à la bande
Л4р( Х ,  E). Notons P o ( F , E )  l’espace des v.a. ^-m esurables à valeurs E, 
X , telles que | X  | soit Pettis-intégrable. Sur P 0( F ,E )  nous considérons 
la  norm e ||.E(| X |) | |E. Soit Д l’application de fi dans f i x f i  définie par
Д(и>) =  Si A' G P o ( X , E) il est clair que X  = X  о Д G Po{F  V B, E)
espace des v.a. N-mesurables, E-intégrables avec la norme ||£® (|X |) ||E. 
Plus précisément:
L e mm e  29. L ’application X  —► X  = X  о Д  est une isométrie pour l ’ordre 
de P o(X,  E) sur Pq( X  V B , E) et on a E B{ X  ■ \ p )  = E ( X  - I f ) pour F  Ç.X.
D é mo ns t r at io n . L’unique chose à m ontrer est que X  —► X  о Д est 
surjective. Soit X  G Po(^" V N,E). Définissons p  G M q{X, E)  par p(F)  = 
— E B( X  ■ I f ); donc p  G М .р в (Т  ,E)  = M p ( F ,  E). Comme E est f.s.c. il existe
X  G P o (^ ,E ) unique telle que
p(F)  = E ( A - I f ).
Posons X  = X  о Д. Or |X |  est Pettis-intégrable dans E, donc Bochner- 
intégrable dans L1(N). Ainsi
E ( X - l F) = J  X(u) (u ' )dP(u)  = E B( X - l F)
F
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et les deux variables X  et X  définissent la même mesure p. On achève la 
preuve avec le Corollaire 14. □
R e m a r q u e . Soit ( Fn) une filtration croissante engendrant T ,  et soit 
( * » )  une martingale adaptée à cette filtration et à valeurs E telle que
S u p ||£ ß( |^ „ | < oo.
Posons X n = X  n о Д , (X „) est clairement une E-martingale telle que
S u p ||£ ß(|X n|) ||< o c .
Ainsi elle converge p.s. vers une v.a. réelle X  appartenant à P0(^ 'V  B,  E). 
Avec le Lemme 29, on lui associe une unique variable vectorielle
I Ç  P o ( ^ ,E )  telle que X o A  = X  p.s..
Donc X „  о Д - * 1  о Д  p.s.. Comme précédemment, on peut aussi consi­
dérer ( X n(u;)(u/)) comme une martingale réelle, adaptée à (Fn ® B),  dans 
l’espace de probabilité (fl x fl, F ® B ,  P® P) et, dans cet espace, X „(u))(a/) —► 
—► (u;)(ü/ )  p.s..
У-2 Enveloppe de Snell
Soit (X „ ) une suite de v.a. E-intégrables, adaptées à la filtration ( Fn V B)
et telle que (X r )r67-1 soit une E-famille de Riesz. Nous notons //„ et X n 
respectivement la E-mesure et la v.a. à valeurs E associée à X n. On a:
/x„(F) = E B{ X n • 1^) = E ( X n ■ l F) pour F e F n.
T h é o r è m e  30.  Si  V £ ß( |A r |) € E  alors ( X n ) est contrôlable au sens 
T€7ide Snell. C ’est-à-dire qu’il existe deux suites (i/n) et (gn) respectivement sur 
et sous-martingales-mesures, adaptées à (F„) à valeurs dans E et telles que:
Vn ^  Mn ^  Qm n E Nj vT — ^y ( Per I F r)
<7>T
et Qr = V I Tr),  r  G 7 i; vn et gn appartiennent à M p ( F n,E) .  De plus,
< T > T
si on écrit vn =  E (s^  ■ lp )  =  E B(sn • 1^), et
gn = E ( S n - l F) = E B(Sn - l F) pour F e X n.
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A lors s ï < X n < S n et en outre Sn =  V S Tn( X r ); ~s „ =  Д Е Тп( Х г ). Nous
т>п r>n
obtenons aussi les m êm es relations avec s, X  et S  : sn S  X n ^  S„ . . .  etc.
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . {р т)тегх est une famille de mesures pour l’ordre pre­
nant ses valeurs dans la bande engendrée par e0 =  V (|Мт|(И) V 1) dans E.
re-îi
C et idéal est isomorphe à L°°. Par suite pour chaque r, p T € M p ( X T, L°°). 
Appliquons le Théorème 5-3 de [17]: il existe deux familles (pr ) et (gT) re­
spectivement sous et sur martingales mesures, contrôlées par (pT) et |pT|(iî) V 
|p r |( iî )  < во- П est aisé de vérifier que vT et gT 6 A tp (^7r , L°°). De là on en 
déduit leurs appartenance à A i p ^ r ,  E). La preuve s’achève alors de manière 
s tandard . □
Un cas particulièrement intéressant est celui où: gn — un —*• 0. Dans ce 
cas (pT) est un o-amart et la réciproque est également vraie, (Corollaire 5-5 
de [17]). On obtient une généralisation de la caractérisation des am arts réels 
de [14].
C o r o l l a i r e  3 1 .  Sous les hypothèses du théorème précédent, ( X „ )  est 
un  E -o-amart si et seulem ent si, E(S„ — sn ) —> 0; de plus X„ converge p.s..
V-3 Hypomartingales
Dans cette partie nous considérons uniquement des variables à valeurs E, 
Bochner-intégrables, et des E-mesures à variation bornée. Rappelons que p G 
G A io (E ,  E) est à densité Bochner-intégrable, par rapport à P, si et seulement 
si, elle est à variation bornée et appartient à X i p ( X , E )  (comme d ’habitude 
E est supposé f.s.c.) [6]. Pour simplifier les écritures, nous noterons X  (sans 
flèche) une v.a. à valeurs dans E.
D é f i n i t i o n s  32. Une suite (X„) de v.a. positives, E-Bochner-intégrables 
est dite
—  équi-intégrable au sens de Bochner (ou e.i.) si la suite ( ||X n(iî) ||E) est 
équi-intégrable (dans L1);
—  équi-intégrable pour l ’ordre (ou o.e.i.) si
lim[Sup E(\ \Xn — X„ f \ k - 1||)] =  0 [15];
к n
—  faiblement équi-intégrable pour l’ordre (f.o.e.i.) si pour tout и G E',
lim[Sup u ( E( Xn — X n Л к ■ 1))] =  0.
fc n
R e m a r q u e s  1. Ces notions s’étendent aux suites non nécessairement 
positives, en considérant les suites valeurs absolues.
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2. L’espace LX(E) des variables Bochner-intégrables est un nouvel espace 
de Köthe. Il est aisé de voir qu’une suite (X„), positive, de LX(E) est o.e.i., 
si et seulement si, elle est Lx(E)-équi-intégrable. De plus nous avons les 
implications suivantes: (X n) converge dans LX(E) => (X „) est o.e.i. => (X „) 
est f.o.e.i. et si E ( X n) —>0 alors (X „) est f.o.e.i..
Soit maintenant (X n) une suite à valeurs dans E, adaptées à une filtration 
croissante (Xn) et Bochner-intégrables.
D é f i n i t i o n s  33. (X„)  est une hypomartingale — resp. épimartingale 
— si on peut écrire X n =  Mn — Z n — resp. X n = M n + Zn — où (M„ ) est 
une martingale (à  valeurs dans E) et (Zn) un potentiel positif, faible.
Donnons quelques propriétés:
a) Si V E ( Z T) G E, où T est l ’ensemble des temps d’arrêts finis, alors
те T
(Z n) est un potentiel fort: \\ZT\\ —► 0. En effet, comme 0 < E( ZT) < V ^£(Z T)
et E ( Z T) —> 0, il suffit d’utiliser le lemme de [16].
b) (X„)  est une hypomartingale — resp. épimartingale — si et seulement 
si, pour tout A  G U ^n , la famille (E ( X T • 1л))гет converge faiblement dans
П
E en restant en dessous — resp. au dessus — de sa limite.
c) Soit (X n) une hypomartingale ou une épimartingale positive. Alors 
pour tout i G E + , (X n A:r) est un amart convergeant fortement p.s. dans 
l_x(E).
En effet, pour une épimartingale: X n = M n +  Zn on écrit 
M„ Л X ^  X n A X < M n A X + Z„ Л X.
Or (Zn A X) est un potentiel fort (assertion a) à valeurs dans le compact 
faible [0,x], donc la Proposition 6 de [8] assure la convergence faible p.s. de 
ce potentiel, et le lemme de [16] montre la convergence forte p.s., et aussi 
celle dans LX(E ), vers 0.
De même, (M „ A x ) est une surmartingale positive et on recommence le 
raisonnement, ce qui prouve l ’assertion pour les épimartingales. Si, m ain­
tenant, (X„) est une hypomartingale positive, l ’inégalité
M „  Л x — Zn <  X n A x <  M„ A x
montre, en utilisant la méthode précédente, que (X n A x) est un am art fort 
à valeurs dans un compact faible, et on conclue de même.
Lemme 34. Soit (X„) une hypomartingale positive  à valeurs dans  E, 
LX(E) bornée. Alors (||X n ||) est une hypomartingale réelle, Lx-bornée et 
lim ||Xn(u;)|| =  Sup lim u (X n(c;)) P-p.s..
DÉMONSTRATION. П s’agit en fait d ’une extension du Lemme V. 29 de 
[21] et d’une version vectorielle d ’un résultat de [12] sur les sous-martingales.
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Soit uÇ E + , il est clair que (|u (X n)|) est une hypomartingale réelle; par 
suite le lémmé résulte de la propriété suivante.
Soit ((Л'Д)„), i € / ,  une famille dénombrable d ’hypomartingales posi­
tives, réelles, et telle que Sup E(Sup ХД) < oo. Alors (Sup ХД)пеы est une
n i  i
hypomartingale L 1 bornée, et
lim Sup X ^  = Sup lim p.s.. 
n I  I  n
On achève la preuve de manière classique. □
T héorème 35. Les assertions suivantes sont équivalentes:
(i) E a la propriété de Radon-Nikodym.
(ii) Toute hypomartingale positive, L ^ E )  bornée, converge fortem ent P-
p .s . .
(iii) Pour toute hypomartingale (X n), positive, L ^E ) bornée, les proprié­
tés suivantes sont équivalentes “(AV,) est f.o .e .i.”; “(X n) est o.e.i.”; 
\ X n) est e .i .”.
(iv) Même assertion que (iii) en remplaçant “hypomartingales” par “mar­
tingales”.
D ém onstration , (i) =► (ii): Dans la décomposition X n =  M„ -  Zn 
d ’une hypomartingale positive, lJ (E )  bornée, la partie martingale est aus­
si L 1(E) bornée et donc converge p.s.. De l’inégalité 0 < Z n < M n et, en 
u tilisan t un raisonnement similaire à la partie  c) ci-dessus, on voit que Zn 
converge fortement p.s. vers 0.
(i) => (iii) Soit (X „) une hypomartingale L 1(E) bornée, positive et f.o.e.i.. 
Б  existe M GL*(E) telle que
X n A к ■ e —» M  Л к ■ e p.s. et dans LJ(E),
e é ta n t un point quasi-intérieur de E (que nous pouvons supposer séparable). 
E n  effet les arguments de c) assurent que
X n / \ k - e - + M k p.s. et dans L ^E ),
avec
M k+1 Л к ■ e = M k p.s. et \ / \ \ M k \\Ll{E) < oo.
к
Ce qui prouve l’existence de M  car E est f.s.c.. Enfin, si nous supposons 
que (A'n) est e.i., alors la  convergence p.s. de X n assure sa convergence dans 
L 1 (E ) donc que la suite est o.e.i..
(iii) => (iv) et (ii) => (i) sont triviales car tou te  martingale est la différence 
de deux hypomartingales positives.
(iv) => (i): Soit (M n) une martingale positive o.e.i., alors M n = E ^ n(M) .
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En effet, (M„ Л к • e) converge p.s. et dans l '(E ) vers une v.a. Y*. 
L’inégalité:
| |Yp Yjt ||i_i (e ) ^  ||YP — M n Ap-e\\  +  \\Mn hp-e  — M n Ak-e\\  + ||A/„ A A: • e — VJt ||
montre qu’il existe M  G La(E) telle que Y* —» M  dans L^E) .  Par ailleurs la 
suite (Yjt) vérifie
Yfc+i Л к • e = Yjt p.s., d’où Yk = M A k - e .
Enfin, l’inégalité:
||M„ -  M || < ||M„ -  M„ Л A: • e|| +  ||Mn ЛА:-е-Л/ЛА;-е | |  +  ||M  Л к ■ e — M ||
montre que A/n —► M  dans L! (E) donc M„ = E jr,l( M) ,  ce qui achève notre 
preuve. □
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Let {-X’n}n>1 denote a sequence of independent k-dimensional random vectors, having 
the same strongly nonlattice respectively lattice distribution. Using moment generating 
function techniques and refinements in the central limit theorem a uniform asymptotic 
expansion of the probabilities of large deviations for the sum Sn =  X i  + . . .  +  X n is proved. 
This result is a multivariate analogue of a well-known large deviation theorem on the 
real line due to Petrov (1965). As an application the limit distribution of X i  under the 
condition Sn -í na (a > E X \  component-wise) is determined. The result is a multivariate 
analogue of a conditional limit theorem on the real line proved by Bártfai (1972).
1. Introduction
Petrov (1965) proved the following im portant large deviation theorem  on 
the real line:
T h e o r e m  A (Petrov). Let ( A ' n } n > 1 be a sequence of independent identi­
cally distributed (iid.) real-valued random variables with moment generating 
function
<p(t) =  E  exp(fA i) < oo, te [0 ,< i) .
Then one has uniformly in a (E [ao,ai] C A := : tß  (0 ,íi)}
(1.1) P (5„ ^  na) =  £>"(a)(27rn)-1/,26n(a ) ( l- f  o(l)) (n -* o o )
with
bn(a ) = (hoh) 1 for nonlattice distributions and 
bn(a ) = T f - e x p l f or a^^ ,ce distributions with span d.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classifications. Primary 60F10; Secondary 60F05, 94A17. 
Key words and phrases. Multivariate large deviations, uniform asymptotic expansions, 
Petiov-theorem, maximum entropy distribution.
^This research is based on part of the author’s Diplomarbeit written under Professor 
J. Steinebach at the University of Marburg.
A k a d é m i a i  K i a d ó ,  B u d a p e s t
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Here h = h(a) denotes the unique solution o f the equation <p'(t)/ip(t) =  a, 
g(a)  := inf </?(f) exp(—ta)  =  <p(h) exp (—ha) (Chernoff-function),
2 _
h -~ df2 t=h
and
0 „(a) i f  P (X  i = a:o)> 0 .
The goal of the present paper is to prove a multivariate analogue of 
Theorem A. As on the real line, we have to distinguish between the lattice 
and nonlattice case. A random  vector X  is called a lattice random vector 
if there exists a lattice L  =  A Zk with a nonsingular k x k m atrix A, so that 
P ( X  £ xo + L) = 1 for some xo £ Rk. X  is called strongly nonlattice if the 
modulus of its characteristic function equals one only at the origin. We will 
tre a t only these two cases, noting that for k > 2 there exist nonlattice random 
vectors which are not strongly nonlattice.
Before stating our m ain result in Section 3 we collect some (well-known) 
facts about moment generating functions, conjugate distributions and the 
Chernoff-function. In Section 4 a refinement in the central limit theorem 
is discussed, which is used in the proof of the main result in Section 5. In 
Section 6 we apply our result to generalize B artfai’s (1972) conditional limit 
theorem .
2. Conjugate distributions and some related functions
Let X  be a A:-dimensional random vector on a probability space (fi, 21, P ) 
w ith  moment generating function
y?(í) =  E  exp((<, X )), t £ Rfc.
Define Dv := {t £ Rfc : <p(t) < oo}.
The family { X ( t ) } teDo of random vectors on (Í2,21, P ) is said to be 
conjugate to X  if
( 2 . 1 )  P ( X ( t ) e B ) =  f  e x P ( ( * ; X ) )  d P  f o r  a l l  # £ 0 3 * .
J  <pV>
{xeB}
PX (t) is called the conjugate distribution.
F o r  fixed t £  we have:
(2.2) ift( s ) : =E  exp({ s , X( t ) ) )  = <p(s + t)/<p(t) for s £ -  t.
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(2.3) E X ( t )  = grad <p(t)/<p(t) = (grad log
Co vX( t )  = (Hess log ¥>)(<)
(Here Hess /  denotes the Hessian m atrix of second partial derivatives of the 
function / :  Rk —► R).
(2.4) P ( X e B )  =  Px ( B)  = <p(t) J e x j >( - ( t , x ) ) Px{t)(dx),  B e ® 1.
B
The Chernoff-function g of the random vector X  is defined by
(2.5) p (a ):=  inf V>(0 exp (-(f, a)).
t£D%
If we define A  := {(grad log : t € L>° } and X  is nondegenerate we have 
for a G A the following assertions:
(2.6) The equation grad (p(t) =  cup(t) has a unique solution t = t(a ) in A.
All partial derivatives of the function t = t ( a ) : A —► exist.
(2.7) e(a) =  <p(t(a)) exp(~(t(a),  a)).
(2.8) grad g(a) =  - t (a)g(a).
(2.9) — logp(a) is strictly convex on A.
(2.10) 0 < g(a) < 1 for all a £ A  with t ( a ) ^ 0 .
3. Main result
In the sequel we write for a = ( o i , . . .  , a^), b = (6 j , . . .  , bfc) € Rfe : a ^  b 
(a < b) iff a, < bi (a, < 6,) for all i = 1 , . . .  , k. R* : = { i £ R t : i >  0}.
The following multivariate extension of Petrov’s Theorem A will be 
proved for strongly nonlattice as well as for lattice random vectors.
Note th a t, if X  is a nondegenerate lattice random vector, there exists 
a unique minimal lattice L  for X  in the sense (see e.g. Bhattacharya and 
Ranga Rao (1976), Lemma 21.4 and 21.5)
(i) P ( X  € x + L) = 1 for all x £ Rfc with P ( X  = x)  > 0;
(ii) If M  is any closed subgroup of R* such th a t P ( X  G yo + M ) =  1 for 
some yo € R*\ then L C M;
det L := |det A| if L = AZk .
and
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THEOREM 1. Let {Xn : n > 1} be a sequence of iid. k-dimensional strong­
ly nonlattice respectively nondegenerate lattice random vectors on some prob­
ability space ( í l , 2 l , P ) and let D be an open, convex subset o f Rk with




and I C A be a compact set.
P ut Sn - X \  +  X n, n = 1 ,2 , . . . .  Then uniformly for a £ I  respectively 
fo r  a £ ID  (xq +  L / n )  i f  X \  is a lattice random vector with m inimal lattice L 
and P (X i = Xo) > 0 :
(3.1) í> ( í„ > „ a )  =  ^ i ^ j í s r ^ I7 ii(a )( l + 0( l) )  (b - oo),
with
b(a) = (hi ■... ■ h k ) - 1 j f X l  is strongly nonlattice, and
6(a) = (det L) exp(—(h, a )) i f  X \  has a lattice distribution with 
<*£L m inim al lattice L.
cr > 0
Here h=h(a)=(hi , . .. ,hk) denotes the unique solution of a=gT&d(p(h) /  <p(h), 
Q(a ) =  inf V»(0 exp(-(* , a))  =  <p(h) exp(-(A , a))
and Vh is the covariance matrix o f a random vector X\ (h)  conjugate to X \.
R e m a r k  1. a) By definition of A  the solution h = h(a) is strictly positive 
for a £ I ,  h(a) is continuous in a and 0 < g(a) < 1 for all a £ I .  Condition (ii) 
is always satisfied if 0 £ D.
b) If X i  is strongly nonlattice the distributions of X \  and X\ (h )  are 
nondegenerate. Hence Vf, is positive definite with det Vh > 0.
4. Expansions in the central limit theorem
N o t a t io n . Let / :  Rfc —> R be a bounded, measurable function. Then 
we set with B(x  :e) :=  {y £ Rfc : ||x -  y|| <  £}, x £ Rk, e >  0, ||.|| :=  ( . , . ) 1/2:
wf (x : e) :=  s u p { | / ( z )  -  f (y) \  : z , y £ B ( x :  £)},
w : p ) f  uj f (x :e)p(dx),  p  a  finite measure on Rfc,
cj}(s:p):= sup ü fy(e:p) ,  f y(x)  := f ( x  + y), 
ye*k
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M /(x :e ) := s u p { /(y ) :  y £  B(x : e ) } ,  
m f {x :e):= in f{ /( j/) : y € B(x:e ) } .
The proof of Theorem 1 is mainly based upon the following lemmas (cf. 
also [4], Theorem 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3):
L emma  l a .  Let  {X n(h ): n ' t  1 }heH be a fam ily of sequences o f iid. k- 
dimensional random vectors on a probability space (ÍI,2l, P), satisfying the 
following conditions:
(i) E X l (h) = 0, C o v Xi (h )  = Vh, £ ||X 1(/l) ||3 < p 3.
(ii) There exist constants 7 , T € R+, independent o f h, so that the eigenvalues 
7j (h)  o f Vh satisfy
0 < 7 > 7 j ( h ) ^ r  {j = 1 , . . .  ,k).
(iii) For 61,62 G R+ there exists a ©(61,62) < 1, so that
(4.1) sup \E exp(i ( t ,Xi(h))) \  < 0 (6 i, b2) f o r a l l h e H .
6l<||t||^i>2
Then, for all bounded measurable functions f : Rfc —► R,
(4.2) ,v h ) < c, n - ^ 2M f (Sn) + 2W;(2 6n : $ „ ,v j
where Qh,n is the distribution of n~l^ { X \ { h )  T . . .  + X n(h)), 4>o,v„ is the 
k-dimensional normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance m atrix Vh, 
ci is a positive constant independent o f f  and h,
Sn =  o ( r a - 1 / 2 )  ( n  —* 00)  independent o f f  and h £  H ,
M f (6n) := max 6„)|Afc(dz), J I m j ( x : 6 n
provided these integrals exist (Xk denotes the Lebesgue-Borel measure on Rk ). 
In the lattice case we make use of
L emma  lb .  Under the assumptions (i), (ii) of Lemma la ,  however with 
E Xi (h)  = mh, let the following conditions be satisfied for h £ II :
(iii’) X\ (h )  is a nondegenerate lattice random vector with m inim al lat­
tice L, fundamental domain F* = { x : | (£_,-, x)| < 7r for all j  =  1 , . . .  , k} and 
P(Xi (h )  e x 0 + L )  = l (x0 e  Rfc, (Ci, •• • ,0fc) a basis of L).
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(iv) For d £ R+ with E j  := { x : ||x|| < cf} C F* there exists a Sd < 1, such 
that
(4.3) sup{ |£  exp(i<<, * !(* )))!: t £ F* \  E d) =: 6d(h) <6d < 1.
Then, for  £„ £ n x o +  L and h £ H :
(4.4) SVLp\Ph,n(ya,n) ~  9h,n(2/a,n)| ^  h fin )  =  0 ( n _(*+1)/2) ( n -* Oo)
ot£L
with h i(n) independent o f f n and h,
ya,n ■= n~1/2 (a  +  {„ -  n m h)
Ph,n(ya,n) : = P ( * i ( * )  + • • • +  ^ n ( /» )= a  +  i „ ) = J > ( » - 1/2 £ ( X , ( / i )  -  a )= y a ,n)
j=i
9/.,n(l/a,n) := (det L)(27rn)_fc/2(det VJ,)_1/2 exp (~(ya,n, V),"1 ya ,n)/2)  .
R emark  2. a) For the properties of the fundamental domain F* we refer 
to  B hattacharya and Ranga Rao [2], p. 229. Note that
F * D { t £ R k : IE  exp(i'(<,X1(/i)» | =  1} = {0},
so th a t Sd(h) < 1 for all h £ H . 
b) Lemma lb  yields
f ( a )(Ph,n(ya ,n) -  qh,n{ya,n)) = 0 ( n _(fc+1)/2) (n
aeL
oo)
uniformly in n £ H  for / : Rfc —> R with ^  | / ( a ) |  < °°-
aeL
For the proof of Lemma 1 we need the following auxiliary facts (see e.g. 
B hattacharya and Ranga Rao [2]):
L emma  2. Let p ,v  be finite measures on R*. Let e be a positive number 
and K e be a probability measure on Rk satisfying
a  =  K c ( B ( 0 : e ) ) > l / 2 .
Then fo r  any bounded measurable function f : R* —> R,
(4.5) 1 / / d ( / x - i y ) | < ( 2 a - l ) _1(7 * ( / : i : )  +  w}(2£:i/))
where 
7 f ( f : e ) sup  ^max I J  M fy(. :e)d(p -  v) * K e, -  J  m fy(.:e)d(p
P r o o f . See Lemma 11.4 in [2].
The next lemma provides an expansion of the characteristic function of 
a normalized sum of iid. random vectors:
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L em m a  3. Let X  be a k-dimensional random vector with mean zero, pos­
itive definite covariance matrix V, finite third absolute moment p$ =  £ | |X | |3 
and characteristic function tp. Then,
(4.6) |V>"(n 1/2t ) - e x p ( - ( t , V t ) / 2 ) \ < n  ' l2P * { ~ )  '  IN|3 e x p ( - y | | i | | 2)





Here T ,7  denote the largest, smallest eigenvalue o f V .
P r o o f . See Theorem 8.4 in [2].
P r o o f  of L emma  la . Let K e be a probability measure on Rk with
(4.8) K e(B(0 :£ ) )>  3/4 and K e{t) = 0 for ||<|| > c2/ e
where K c denotes the characteristic function of K e. (This is possible due to 
Theorem 10.2 in [2].)
Let gh,n,e denote the density of the finite signed measure (Qh,n ~ $o,Vh)* 
*Ke with respect to \ k. By Lemma 2, for e > 0,
(4 -9) | y  f d (Qh,n -  $0,Vh) <2\\gh,nJ ooM J(E) + ^(2e:< i> o,vh)
With ||5/,,n,e||oo= SUp |< 7 /i,n ,e (2 /) |-  
ye*k
We now set £ = 7/n-1 / 2 and show tha t for all rj > 0 there exists an 71( 77) £ N 
so th a t for n ^  71(77)
(4.10) I l f lW l lo o  ^  CiTl 1 /2 .
This will complete the proof.
Using Fourier inversion we obtain
(4.11)
\\9h,nA°o Í  (27t)~k I  IQh,n(t) -  exp(-<«, Vht ) / 2 ) |\Ke(t)\Xk(dt) <
Hk
j  V>h(rc~1/20  -  e x p (-(i, Vht ) / 2)| Ak(dt)i ( 2 n ) ~ k
{||t||<c2^ -in+W2}
where iph(t):= E  exp(i(t,  X\ (h))) .
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'•Phi71 1^ t) - e x p (  —(i, Vht)/2) Xk( d t ) <c 5n 1/2.
Now by condition (iii) of Lemma la  for small r/ > 0
sup {|Vv>(n-1/2i) | :c 4n1/2< ||*|| <C27/_1n 1/2|  < 0 (c4, c2r?_1) < 1, 
so tha t
J  \r h( n - 1/2t ) \ \ h( d t ) i c 6(r,)nk/*Qn(c4, c2r,~k) <
(4.13) {C4H1/ 2 < | | t | |< C 2 T 7  —1 n 1 / 2 }
^  n -1 2^ for n>n(r) )  (say).
Thus (4.10) follows from
J  e xp( - ( t , Vht ) /2)Xk(dt)<
, A i A\ {||i||>c4nl/2}
eXP ( ~  2 Hi l|2) ^ fc(^<) = C7n_1/2-
{||i||>c4n1/2}
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  l b .  Let iph denote the characteristic function of 
X \ ( h ) and VVi.n th a t of n ~ 1/2(Xi (h)  +  . . .  +  X n(h ) -  nm/,). The inversion 
formula in the lattice case (see e.g. [2], p. 230) yields:
Ph,n{ya,n) = (det L)(2it)~k J  ipjftt) exp(—i(i, a  + £n))Xk(dt) =
F*
= (det L)(2n)~kn ~ k/2 J  rphtn(t) e x p ( - i ( t , y ain))Xk(dt).
„1/2F*
Also by Fourier inversion
qh,niVcx,n) = (det L) (2w) -kn - k/2 J  exp Vht) -  *(i, ya,n) j^ Xk(dt).
Rk
3/2
Now choose d > 0 such th a t Ej  C F* and d < --^qy-2- (see Lemma 3). Hence
(4.15) |p/i,n(3/a,n) -  g/i,n(3/a,n)| ^  (det L)(27r)-fcn~fc/2 (7i +  h  + h )
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with
h  ■= j  |v»fc,n(i) — ex p (— Vfci)) Xk( d t ) ^ c 8n 1/2,
rf-l'Ei
eg independent of h G H  and £„ by Lemma 3 together with conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Lemma 1.
h : =  J  \ ^ h , n m k ( d t )
ni/2 (F*\Ed)
<nk'H nd J  1Ak(dt) (by condition (iv) of Lemma lb)
F*
= n fc/ 2^(27 r)fc(det L ) - 1 (see e.g. [2], p. 230) 
= o (n _1/ 2) (71-+00) independent of h and £n.
I 3 J  e x p ( - l- ( t , V ht ) ) x k(dt)
R*\nl/2£á
S /  e x p ( - | | | l f )A * (* )  =
R''\n1/2Fd
—o{n~1^ 2) (n -+  00) independent of /i and £n.
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
5. Proof of Theorem 1
Let a G I  respectively a G I Cl (x0 + L/n )  in the lattice case and h = h(a ) 
be the unique solution of the equation grad<^>(/i) =  a<p(h). By the definition 
of A , h £  R*.
Further for each n £ N let X \ ( h ) , . . .  , X „(/i) denote iid. random vectors 
conjugate to X i , . . .  ,X „ , so tha t in distribution
(5.1) Sn(h)  =  X\ (h)  + . . .  +  X n(h)
where Sn(h ) is conjugate to Sn = X \  +  . . .  +  X „. For B e*Bk we define with 
m-h : E X i ( h )  =  grad <p(h)/ ip(h) =  a
(5.2) Ph,n( B ) := P(S„(h)  e B )  = P ^ h )  +  . . .  + X n(h) G B)
Qh,n(B) = P( n~ l / 2(X i (h )  +  . . .  + X n(h) -  n m h) G B)  = Ph,n{nx' 2B  +  n m h).
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Then, by the inversion formula (2.4) for conjugate distributions,
P{Sn >na)  = J  dP =
(5.3) {Sn="a}
= <fin(h) J  exp( — (h, x))Ph,n(dx) = gn(a)In(h)
{ x > n a }
w ith
(5.4)
U h ) =
J  exp( - n l l 2{h,x) )QKn(dx),
{i>0}
< £ e x p ( - ( / i ,a ) ) P ( X i( h ) + . . .-}-X „(h )= n a+ a),
a£L
a >  0
if X i  is strongly 
nonlattice, 
if X \  has a lattice 
distribution with 
P ( X i £ xq-\- L )=l ,
and g(a) = inf </?(/) exp( — (t, a)) = exp( — (h, a)).
Note that in the lattice case X\ (h )  has the same minimal lattice as X\ .  
The above representation of In(h) in this case is possible only when na £ 
£ n x o +  L and hence P ( S n ~ na £ L) = 1.
The following lemma shows that we can use Lemma 1 in the preceding 
section to get a precise estimate of In(h(a )) uniformly in a £ I  respectively 
in a £ I  n (zo  +  L/n) .
L emma 4. Let X  be a nondegenerate k-dimensional random vector on 
( í i ,2 í, P) with moment generating function <p(t) = E  ex p ((t,X )) < oc for 
t £ D  C Rfc, D open and convex. Further let H C D, H compact and for 
h £ H  let X ( h )  be a random vector conjugate to X  with characteristic func­
tion ifrh- Then we have:
(i) I f  X  has a strongly nonlattice distribution, for every 61,62 € R+ there 
exists some ©(61,62) < 1, independent o f h £ H , so that
(5.5) sup |V’/>(i )l ^  0 (6 i, 62) for all h e H .
6l<||t||<f>2
(ii) I f  X  has a lattice distribution with m inim al lattice L and fundamental 
domain F*, for d £ R+ and Ej = {x:  ||a;|| < d} C F* there exists some 
0 (d )  < 1, independent o f h such that
(5.6) sup (|V>fc(t)|: t £ F* \  Ed} <; 0 (d )  for all h e  H.
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(iii) There exist positive constants p„, 7 ,T  € R+, so that £ ||X (/i)||*  ^  ps for  
all h e  H and s > 0, and the eigenvalues l j {h)  o f the covariance matrix 
Vh of X ( h )  satisfy 0 < 7 ^  7 j (h)  < T for j  =  1 , . . .  , k and all h e  H .
P r o o f , (i) Since P x  is absolutely continuous with respect to Px(h) ,  
|^ h(t0)| =  1 implies \ip(itQ)\ = 1. Hence X'(h) is also strongly nonlattice and 
for bi, l>2 e R+ there exists a 0 (h , b 1, b?) < 1 so that
(5.7) sup < 0 ( h , b u b2).
Now note tha t by the dominated convergence theorem
(5  8 )  m ^ h + sit)= \ \ ^ o {(p{h +  8^ ~ Xj e x p ^ * ’ x ) + ( h+ S' X) ) p x ( d x )  =
=  ip h ( t )  u n ifo rm ly  in t e  f t k ■
Consequently for all h0 € H  there exists a neighbourhood U(ho) of h0 and a 
0 (h o, bx, 62) < 1 such tha t
(5.9) sup \iph(t)\ ^ Q ( h 0,bi ,b2) for all h e U ( h 0)
and (5.5) follows from the assumption tha t H  is compact.
(ii) Since Px  ~  Px(h)i X  and X ( h )  have lattice distributions with same 
minimal lattice L and therefore with same fundamental domain F*. Let 
d e  R+ be such that Ej  =  { x : ||x|| ^  d} C F*. By definition of F* we have for 
h e  H: F* C\ {t e Rk : \iph{t)\ =  1} = {0}. Thus there exists a 0 (/i, d) < 1, so 
tha t
(5.10) sup {|Vv»(0l ■ t e  F * \ Ed) < 0(/i, d).
Hence assertion (5.6) follows from (5.8) as in (i).
(iii) Let ip, <fh be the moment generating functions of X , X ( h ) .  Then 
iph{t) = <p(t + h)/ip(h) for t e  Dh := D — h. Since h e  D° = D it follows 
0 e  D£ = Dh- Hence all moments of X ( h )  exist and F||X(/i)||® ^  p„ follows 
from
lim  £ | |X ( / i  +  £ )||*  =
= Jjm J.ipih + S ) ) - 1 J  ||x||* exp((/i +  6, x ) )Px(dx)  = F ||X (/i)||*  
and the compactness of H .
Moreover V/, is positive definite since X ( h )  is nondegenerate. Hence 
the eigenvalues 7j(h) of Vh are real and positive. Since V/, =  Cov X ( h )  =
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=  (Hess logy?)(h) the eigenvalues of VJ, are continuous functions of h G H 
and the assertion follows again from the assumption tha t H  is compact.
We now come back to  the
Estimation of I n(h) in the strongly nonlattice case 
Let
(5.12) H : = { h ( a ) : a € l } .
\
Since h(a) :A —► D + is a continuous function and I  is a compact subset of A 
it follows that H  is com pact. Since E\ \Xi (h)  — £^^1(71)11* < 2a+lE \\X i(h )\\s 
Lemma 4 allows for using Lemma la  to estimate:
(5.13) In(h) = J  exp ( - n 1/2{h, x)J $ 0,vh(dx) + R„(h)
{ * > 0 }
w ith
(5.14) |Ä„(Ä)| <  c1TO_1/2M/n(i„) +  2cj*fn (26n : 
where Sn - o(n -1/2) (n —*■ oo) independent of /„  and h £  H, 
f n(x)  =  exp ( ~ n +1/2(h, x))T{y>0}(x), x £ Rk 
Vh = C ovX i(h), ci £ R+ independent of /„  and h. Now
J  exp(—n +1/2(/i, x ) ) $ 0y h(dx) =  (27rn)“ fc/2(det Vh)~l In(h)
{ * > 0 }
w ith
(5.15) In( h ) = J  e x p ^ h , * ) - ^ * , ^ " 1* ))  Afc(dz).
{ x > 0 }
Thus the first part of Theorem  1 is proved if we can show that
(5.16) /„(h) = (hi ■.. .  • hjt)-1 ( l + o(l)) (n  —► oo) uniformly in h £ H  
and
(5.17) \Rn(h)\ = o(n~k/ 2) ( n —> oo) uniformly in h £ H .
P r o o f  o f  (5.16). Since VJ, is positive definite we have
/f»(h) ^  J  e x p ( - ( h , x ) ) \ k(dx) = (h1 - . . . - h k)~1.
{ x > 0 }
(5.18)
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Now ||Vh J || ^  7 -1 for all h  G H  (by Lemma 4) and hence 0 ^  {x,Vh *x) ^  
= 7_1||xll2-
Since H  is a compact subset of R+ there exists a /i„ € R, so th a t with 
h  = ( / i . , . . .  , h , )  e  R k+ : 0 < h  <  h  for all h  £  H . Thus, by the dom inated 
convergence theorem
(h1 - . . . - h k) - 1 - I n(h)\ =
= J  e x p (-( /i ,x ))  ^ 1 -e x p  Afc(dx)<
{ x > 0 }
< J  exp( —(fc,x)) ^1 -e x p  ( - ^ ~ l | x i r ) )  \ k ( d x )  =
{ x > 0 }
= o (l) ( n —+oo) uniformly in h £ H .
This proves (5.16).
PROOF of (5.17). Recalling the definitions of M f n and in Section 4 
we see tha t
(5.19) M fn(S„) < 2 j  M/n(x : <5n)Afc(dx), 
since f n  ^  0, and
(5.20) u*jn(26„ : * „ ,v j  < (2tt7 )"*/2 j  w/n(x : 2,Sn)Afc(dx), 
since det VJ, > 7 fc by Lemma 4.
Let 6n =  (£„, . . . , i fl) € R *  and /i = (h* , . . .  , h*), h. = (/i„  . . .  , h„) G R 
such tha t 0 < h < h < h for all h £  H. We write
k
(5.21) R1 =  M . u [ J M ,
1=0
with
A// !=  {x =  ( l i , . .  . , I t )  ! X ^  - i n t  ${* ’ > / = 0 , l , . . . , f c
M -  := Rk \  {x : x > —<$„}
where denotes the number of elements of the set M . Now 
(5.22) Ufn( x : 6 n) = M fn(x:Sn) = 0 for x 6 M _ ,
+*
•
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(5.23) w/„(x :S„) ^  M /„(x :S„) < 1 for x € Mfc, since 0 ^  /„  ^  1,
(5.24) M /n(x : Sn) < e x p (-n 1/,2(/i, x — Sn)) for x £ Mq,
w/„(® : ^n) ^  exp(—n1/2(/i, x -  <$„)) -  e x p (-n 1/2(/i, x +  £„)) =
(5.25) =  e x p (-n 1/2(h, x -  £„))(1 -  e x p (-n 1/2(h, 2£„))) <
^  exp(—n1/,2(/i, x — &n))Akv}l2h*6n
for x € Mo, n > no, which is possible since 6„ = o(n-1/ 2),
(5.26) w/„(x : Sn) < M /n(x : 6n) ^  e x p ( -n 1/2/i,((x /+1 -  £„) +  . . .  +  (x k -  £„)) 
for x 6 M i, 0 < / < k and, for example,
®1 ? • • • , X/ <  <5n , ®J+l» • • • i x k ^  ■
Relations (5.21)-(5.26) yield
/  u,/n (x :£ n)A*(dx)< /  M ín{x-.Sn) \ k(dx)<
Mi Mi
(5 ,27) < « '('> .»1/2f  (‘ ' °  ( * )  = 0 ( „ - ‘ / í ) ,
= 0 ( re- ‘ / ! ), 1 = 0,
(5.28)
/  u>/n(x : <ün)Afc(dx) <4kh*n}l28n{ha,n}l2)
M 0
=o(n  fc//2), since 6n — o{n x/ 2).
(5.27) and (5.28) hold uniformly in h e  H.  Thus assertion (5.17) follows with
(5.19), (5.20) and (5.14).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 in the strongly nonlattice case. 
Estimation o f In(h) in the strongly lattice case
As before let H  =  { h(a ) : a £ /} , i.e. H  compact. Now Lemma 4 again 
allows for using Lemma lb  to estimate In(h)  as follows: By Lemma lb , with 
f n =  na  for all a £ /  D (x0 +  L/n)  C I  (note: E X \ ( h )  = a):
P ( X\ ( h )  +  . . . • +  X n( h ) =  na +  a )  =
= (det Z)(27rn)-fc/2(det Vh)~1/2 exp ( - (a, F " 1« ))  +  Rn(h)
(5.29)
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where |Ä„(/i)| ^  rn = o(n k!2) (n —> oo), r„ independent from o € L and h €
£ Hn := { h ( a ) : a e  IC\ ( x0 + L / n ) }  C H.  Since exp -  1 ^
^  — ||a ||2 for n > na (by Lem ma4) and ^  exp( —(7t, a )) converges uniformly 
n'1 aeL
a >  0
in h 6 i f  we get
(5.30)





uniformly in h G H  if n —► oo, and hence by (5.4), (5.29) for h 6 Hn C H :
(5.31) In(h) = (27rn)-fc/2(det Vh) ~ ^ 2b{a){\ +  R n(h(a)))
where |Ä„(/i)| ^  r n =  o (l)  (n —*■ oo), r„ independent of h £ Hn and thus 
independent of a £ /  fl (zo +  X /n), and 6(a) :=  (det X) YlaeL exp( — (h, a )) .
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
6. An application
Bártfai (1972) proved the following conditional limit theorem on the real 
line:
T heorem B (Bártfai). Let { A n } ^  be a sequence of iid. real-valued 
random variables with moment generating function
if(t) = E  exp(iA'i) < oo, t e [ 0 , / i ) .
Then, for x £ R and
a £ A : =  {<p\t)/<p(t) : t £ ( 0 ,fi)}
(6.1) lim P ( X i  < x  I Sn > n a ) ~  - } - r  [  exp(hz)PXl (dz)
n—oo V { h )  J
(-oo,x]
where h = h(a) denotes the unique solution o f the equation p' (h)/(p(h) = a.
a
Thus the limit distribution is equal to the distribution Px(h) ° f  a random 
variable X ( h )  conjugate to X\ .  Note tha t E  X ( h )  = a > E X \  for a £ A.
The problem of determining the conditional limit above is interesting 
from the point of view of statistical mechanics and has many physical inter­
pretations (see e.g. Vincze (1972)).
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Recently Csiszár (1984) gave an elegant proof of a much more general 
resu lt than Theorem B, considering random  variables taking values in a 
convex topological vector space and making only use of the Sanov property 
(see Sanov (1957)) and generalized /-projections.
In the present section, as an application of Theorem 1, we prove a mul­
tivariate  analogue of Theorem B in the case of strongly nonlattice or lattice 
random  vectors and show tha t the convergence in (6.1) is uniform in a £ I C  
C A  for any compact I.
As before we write a < 6 iff a, < 6, for all i =  1 , . . .  , k.
T heorem  2. Under the assumptions o f Theorem 1 one has, uniformly 
in a £ I  respectively in a £ I  fl (xo +  Z /n )  :=  In in the lattice case, for all 
x £ R*:
(6.2) lim P ( X x <[ x  I Sn > na) = —j—  [  exp((h, z))PX l (dz)
n-*oo VH'V J
(-oo,x]
where h = h(a) £ R .^ denotes the unique solution of the equation grad ip(h) = 
=  a<p(h).
P r o o f  of T h eo r em  2. The proof follows the lines of Bártfai (1972), 
using Theorem 1 instead of Petrov’s large deviation theorem (Theorem  A). 
By Theorem 1, for a £ I  (resp. /„), P ( S n > na ) > 0 for n > n0. Hence, for 
n > n 0 and x £ Rfc:
(6.3) P( Xi  < x \  Sn >na)  = P ( X ! < x , S n > na ) 
P ( S n > na)
By th e  definition of conditional probabilities we can write
P (X i < x, 5n > na) = J  P { X x <, x , Sn > n a \ X l = z)PXl (dz ) = 
= J  P ( S n > u a \ X 1 = z )PXl (dz) =
( - o o , x ]
=  J  P ( X 2 +  . . .  +  X n > n a - z ) P Xl (dz) =
( - o o , x ]
= J  Z (5„_i > na — z ) P Xl (dz).
( - o o , x ]
Hence, for n > no,
(6.4) P (X 1 < x |5 n > n a ) =  /  7 Z)PXl (dz).
J  P( S n >  na)
( - o o , x ]
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Let us first consider the strongly nonlattice case:
Dividing the num erator in (6.4) by P (Sn- \  > na  — y ) (y G R* fixed) The­
orem 1 yields (uniformly in a G /) :
(fi = \ P ( S n- i ^ n a -  z) 
[ ’ P (5 „_ 1 > n a - y )
e - '  ( °  -  B t )  ' ( “ -  B t )  
e " - ‘ ( “ - S T ) < » - H )
( i + » 0 ) ) (n oo),
with c(a) := (det V/,)_1/ 2(/i1 • . . .  • fit)-1 and h = h(a) defined by grad ip(h) = 
= cup(h). Since h= h(a ) is continuous on /I and det V), is continuous on 7/o= 
= { h (a ) : a 6 A} we have
( 6 .6 )
z — a 
n — 1 71 — 1 /
= 1
uniformly in a G /  for all fixed j/, z € Rfc.
Since grad logp(a) =  —h(a ) we can write
log = (n “ 1)(k>* i (a -  ^t t ) - lo* -  S ) )  =
(6.7)
=  (—h(a), y -  z)(l +  o (l)) (n — oo) 
uniformly for a € /  and y, z £ R^ fixed. Thus, for y, z £ Rfc:
P (5 n_i ^  na -  z)
( 6 .8 ) lim . .n-oo P (5„_ i > n a - y ) = ex p (-(/i, y — z))
uniformly for a £ / .
Now let y ^ . x .  Then for all z ^  z and large n
P (S n_i ^  na -  z)
£ 1 ,P (5„_ i > n a - y )  
and we can change the order of limit and integration to achieve
(6.9) lim f  p /f" ~ ..1 = ™— Z1 Py (rfz) =  /  ex p (-( /i ,j / — z ) )P x l (dz)
n—oo _/ F{bn- i > n a - y )  J
( — o o , x ]  ( — CX),x]
uniformly in a £ I . Theorem 1 also yields, uniformly in a £ I,
( 6 . 10)
P(Sn > na) gn(a) c(a)
P (5 n_i > na -  y) ^n -i _  i t i )  c ( a _
(1 +  o (l)) (n —► oo).
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By substituting z  = a in (6.7) and using the continuity of c(a) it follows 
P ( S n > na)
(6.11) lim
r>-*oo P (s n- 1 > n a - y )
Combination of (6.9) and (6.11) yields
P (Sn- i  > na -  z)




P( Sn > na) Pxi (dz)  =
= , 7 ...~77T—77 /  exp( (h, z ) )PXl (dz)Q(a)exp( (h,a) )  J
( oo,x]
uniformly in a 6 / .
Taking into account th a t p(a) = <p(/i) ex p (-(/i, a)) this proves Theorem 2 
in the strongly nonlattice case in view of (6.4).
In the lattice case we have to show (6.12) uniformly in a G /„  : = 
:=  I  fl (xo + L / n ) C / .  Choose r/ £ xo + L and also assume z £ xq + L.  Then 
a — —t  , a — € xn H— ^ r ,  and we can use Theorem 1 in the lattice case to
obtain (6.5) uniformly in a € /„  with
c(a) := (det T)(det V/,)-1^2 ^  exp( — (h, a)).
a£L
a^O
Since h = /i(a) and c(a) are continuous on yl and In C  I  C A  we get (6.8) 
uniformly in a € /„ for almost all 2 with respect to Px1 and thus (6.9) 
uniformly in a £ In.
In the same m anner we get (6.11) for y € xo +  L uniformly in a € 
Combination of (6.9) and (6.11) completes the proof of our theorem in the 
la ttice  case.
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ON it-INDEPENDENT SUBSETS OF A CLOSURE
A. HAJNAL and E. C. MILNER
1. Introduction
A closure operator on a set E  is a function p: P(E)  —> P( E)  such that 
X  Q <p(X) =  p ( p ( X) )  ^  p( Y)  whenever X  ^  Y Q E.  The dimension of p  is
dim(<^) =  min{| A \: p{A)  = E}.
A subset X  ^  E  is independent for p  if x  ^ p (X  \  {x}) for all x £ X ;  and we 
say tha t X  is n-independent, where k is a cardinal, if
p ( Y )  U X  = Y  for all Y  € [X ]-* =  { Y  Q X : \Y\ ■< «}.
The closure p  is n-generated if, for every X  Q E ,
p ( X )  = ö { p ( Y ) : Y e [ X } ^ } ]
and p  is said to be algebraic if it is (<  H0)-generated, i.e.
v>(x) =  u M Y ) :  y e  [*]<*»} (x c e ).
Note th a t, if p  is K-generated, then «-independence is the same as indepen­
dence.
If (E , <) is a partially ordered set and we dehne p ( X )  =  {y £ E : y -<x for 
some x 6 X }  ( X  Q E),  then p  is a 1-generated closure on E  and, in this case, 
the independent subsets are the antichains, and the dimension, dim(y?) = 
=  cf(£ ,;< ), is just the cohnality of the partial order. Milner and Pouzet [3] 
considered the question whether it is possible to extend to arb itrary  closures, 
the following known result for partial orders (i.e. 1-generated closures) (see
[1], [2], [4]):
T h e o r e m  \ . I f ( P , < ) is a partially ordered set and the cofinality, c f ( P ,  X ) ,  
is a singular cardinal X, then (P, <) contains an antichain o f size p = 
= m in { //: A > A).
It is not known if p  can be replaced by cf(A) in Theorem 1, although p  = 
=  cf(A) if we assume, for example, tha t A is a (singular) strong limit cardinal.
Milner and Pouzet [3] proved:
1991 M athematics Subject Classifications. Primary 03E05; Secondary 06A07.
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T heorem  “2. I f  if  is a closure relation which has singular dimension, 
then there are arbitrarily large finite independent subsets for f .
This result is best possible since they also showed that there is an No­
generated closure <p, such tha t dim(</?) is a singular cardinal and there is no 
infinite independent subset for p. (In fact, they noted that it is consistent, 
e.g. \ f V  = L, th a t there is even an algebraic such p.) On the other hand, 
Theorem 1 clearly implies tha t, if <p is a 1-generated closure with dimension 
dim(</p) = A > cf(A), then  there are infinite independent sets, in fact of size 
p  =  min{/z': A  ^ > A}. They asked if the same is true if p  is 2-generated.
We do not know the answer to this question for arbitrary singular A, 
bu t there is a positive answer in the case when A is a singular strong limit 
cardinal. We prove the following theorem.
T heorem  3. I f  X is a singular strong limit cardinal, and if p  is a closure 
relation on a set E  with dimension dim(<^) =  A, then, for each k < u , there 
is a k-independent subset o f E having cardinality cf(A).
2. Proof of Theorem 3
Let A be a singular strong limit cardinal and let p  be a closure relation 
on E  with dimension dim(y>) = A. Let E ' G [£]* be such that p(E' )  = E.  For 
any set X  Q E,  we define
6 ( X)  = min{|Y| : Y Q E ' , X < g  y?(Y)}.
Thus, in particular, S(E' )  =  A, and <$(X) < A for X  G [£ ']<A.
Note first tha t, if A' < A and X  G [£’,]<A, then there is a set Y  G 
G [E'  \  v?(Af)]<A such th a t 6(Y)  > A'. To see this, write E ' \ p { X )  = 
=  U {Y ,: a  < cf(A)} where |Y ,| < A (a  < cf(A)). If 6(Ya ) < A' for each a  < 
< cf(A), then we obtain the contradiction
6(E' )<:6(X)  + \ ' - d { \ ) < \ .
From the above observation, and the fact th a t A is a strong limit, it 
follows tha t there are sets A a G [F ']<A (a  < cf(A)) such that
Aa g E ' \ p ( A a ),
where A a = |J  ^ß'  ai*d
(3<a
S(Aa ) > X a = { 2 ^  + d ( X ) y  .
(As usual, k+ denotes the cardinal successor of k .)
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L e t  A  =  U { A Q q  <  c f ( A ) }  a n d  l e t
S = {B  Q A: 6(B (1 Aa ) > \ a f o r  a l l  a < c f ( A ) } .
F o r  a  <  c f (A )  a n d  B E S  w e  w r i t e  Ba =  B f l  Aa a n d  Ba =  B f t  A a . L e t  
I  =  { T  Q A:  | T n  A a | <  1 f o r  a l l  a  <  c f (A ) }  b e  t h e  s e t  o f  p a r t i a l  t r a n s v e r s a l s  
o f  t h e  s e t s  Aa (a  <  c f ( A ) .  F o r  T  E l  w e  d e f in e  L(T)  =  U { A Q : Aa f l  T  ^  0 } .  
F o r  V  Q A  a n d  k < u>, w e  s a y  t h a t  a  s e t  B C  A is  ( V ,  k)-good i f
ip(V U T J f l f l C  L(T)  ( V T € [ f l ] = fcn / ) .
W e  w i l l  p r o v e ,  b y  i n d u c t i o n  o n  k < u ,  t h a t  t h e  s t a t e m e n t  P(k):  V F  E [ A ] = cf(A) 
V 5  E S3B '  C  B (B' E S  a n d  B 1 i s  ( V , / c ) - g o o d )  i s  t r u e .
N o t e  t h a t  t h e  t h e o r e m  f o l lo w s  i m m e d i a t e l y  f r o m  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  P ( k )  h o l d s  
f o r  k < u.  F o r ,  g i v e n  k <  w ,  t h e r e  i s  B' ^  A  s u c h  t h a t  B' E S  a n d  B'  i s  ( 0 ,  k)- 
g o o d .  C h o o s e  t h e  s e t  Hk Q B' s o  t h a t  \HkE\ B'a \ =  \ f o r  a l l  a  <  c f ( A ) .  T h e n  
\Hk\ =  c f ( A ) .  A l s o ,  i f  X  E [Hk]=k, t h e n
v ( X ) n H k Q L ( X ) r \ H k =  x ,
a s  r e q u i r e d .
I t  r e m a i n s  t o  p r o v e  P (k)  (k < u).  C l e a r l y ,  P ( 0 )  h o l d s ;  w e  s i m p l y  p u t  
B' =  B \  <p(V) .  S u p p o s e  P (k)  h o l d s  f o r  s o m e  k <  u>. W e  h a v e  t o  s h o w  t h a t  
P(k  +  1 )  a l s o  h o l d s .
L e t  V E [.<4]=cf(A) ,  B E S.  F o r  a  < c f (A )  a n d  U E [Ba]<u d e f in e  a  p a r t i t i o n  
A a (U)  o f  Ba s o  t h a t  x =  y  ( m o d  A a (U))  h o l d s ,  i f  a n d  o n l y  if ,
<p(VuU U  { x } )  n B a =  <p(V l)U ll  { y } )  f l  Ba .
L e t  A q  =  J J A a ( f 7 )  b e  t h e  c o m m o n  r e f i n e m e n t  o f  a l l  t h e  A Q( Í / )  (U E [ Ü ar] < “'’)- 
U
T h e n  | A a |< A a  ( a < c f ( A ) ) ,  a n d  s o  t h e r e  is  a  s e t  CQ Q Ba s u c h  t h a t  6(C a ) >  Xa 
a n d  x =  y  ( m o d  A a ) f o r  a l l  x , y  E Ca . C h o o s e  ca E C a ( a  <  c f ( A ) )  a n d  p u t  
V  =  { c a : a  <  c f ( A ) } .
S i n c e  C  =  U { C a : a  <  c f ( A ) }  E 5 ,  i t  f o l lo w s  f r o m  t h e  i n d u c t i o n  h y p o t h e s i s  
t h a t  t h e r e  is  C  Q C  s u c h  t h a t  C  E S  a n d  C  is  ( V  U V ,  f c ) - g o o d .  P u t  B'a — 
= C'a \< f (V U F ' U Ä a )  ( a  <  c f ( A ) ) .  T h e n  B'=U{B'a a < c f ( A ) }  Q B a n d  B' E S. 
W e  c l a i m  t h a t  B' i s  a l s o  (V ,k  +  l ) - g o o d .
C o n s i d e r  a n y  T  E [ ß ']<fc+1 f l  I.  I f  |T |  <  k, t h e n ,  s i n c e  C  i s  ( V  U  V ',k )-  
g o o d ,  w e  h a v e
<p(v u T ) n f l ' c  <p(v u v ' u r j n c ' i  L ( X ') .
S u p p o s e  | T |  =  k +  1 . L e t  a  =  m a x { / 3 :  T  n  B'  ^ ^  0 }  a n d  l e t  T  n  B'a — { i } ,  
T' =  T \  { i } .  F r o m  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  s e t s  B^  (7  <  c f ( A ) ) ,  i t  is  c l e a r  t h a t
^ ( y u T ) n ß ' C ß ' u ß ' .
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M o r e o v e r ,  s i n c e  t  =  ca ( m o d  A a ( T ' ) ) ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
<p(V UT'U { < } ) n B ’a =  <p(V UT'U { c Q} )  n B'a c
g <^( v  u f ' u t ') n c'a g l(t ') g l {t ),
s i n c e  C  i s  (V  U  V 7 , f c ) - g o o d .  S in c e  B'a g  L ( T ) a l s o ,  i t  f o l lo w s  t h a t
< p ( V u T ) n B 'g  L (T )
a n d  s o  B1 is  (V, k +  l ) - g o o d ,  a s  c l a i m e d .  □
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REMARK ON SUBDIRECT REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
FOR ECE-VARIETIES OF PARTIAL ALGEBRAS
M. PALASINSKI
O n e  o f  t h e  m o s t  i m p o r t a n t  t h e o r e m s  in  u n i v e r s a l  a l g e b r a  is  t h a t  o f  
B i r k h o f f  f o r  v a r i e t i e s  w h i c h  r e a d s  t h a t  e a c h  v a r i e t y  i s  g e n e r a t e d  b y  i t s  s u b -  
d i r e c t l y  i r r e d u c i b l e  m e m b e r s .  I n  t h e  c a s e  o f  p a r t i a l  a l g e b r a s  t h e r e  a r e  a l s o  
t h e o r e m s  o f  t h i s  k i n d  ( s e e  [ 1 ] ) .  H o w e v e r ,  i t  s e e m s  t o  t h e  a u t h o r  t h a t  f o r  E C E -  
v a r i e t i e s  o f  p a r t i a l  a l g e b r a s  i t  i s  i m p o s s i b l e  t o  p r o v e  a n  e l e g a n t ,  n o n - t r i v i a l  
a n d  i n t e r e s t i n g  a n a l ó g o n  o f  B i r k h o f f  T h e o r e m .  T h e  b e s t  p o s s ib l e  r e s u l t  f o r  
E C E - v a r i e t i e s  i n  a u t h o r ’s o p i n i o n  i s  T h e o r e m  2  b e l o w .
W e  s h a l l  f r e e l y  u s e  n o t a t i o n  a n d  t e r m i n o l o g y  o f  [1 ] .
L e t  u s  s t a r t  w i t h  t h e  f o l l o w in g  t h e o r e m  p r o v e d  b y  P .  B u r m e i s t e r  a n d  M .  
S i e g m u n d - S c h u l t z e  i n  [1 ] .
T h eo r em  1 . Each ECE-variety K  of partial algebras is the class of all 
(Hc, Sc)-subdirect products of  ( Hc, Sc)-subdirectly irreducible K-algebras.
T h i s  T h e o r e m  l o o k s  v e r y  e l e g a n t .  H o w e v e r ,  a s  t h e  e x a m p l e s  b e l o w  s h o w ,  
t h e  i d e a  o f  B i r k h o f f  T h e o r e m  t o  s e p a r a t e  a  p r o p e r  s u b c l a s s  o f  r e l a t i v e l y  
s i m p l e  a l g e b r a s  o f  a  v a r i e t y ,  g e n e r a t i n g  t h e  w h o l e  v a r i e t y  is  m i s s e d .
E x a m p l e  1 . L e t  K \  d e n o t e  t h e  c l a s s  o f  p a r t i a l  a l g e b r a s  A -  (A , V, A ,->, 
0 , 1 ,  / ,  g) o f  t y p e  ( 2 ,  2 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 )  a x i o m a t i z e d  b y  t h e  f o l lo w in g  s e t  o f  E C E -  
i d e n t i t i e s
( 1 )  x =  x => x V y  =  x V y, x =  x => x A y =  x A y\
( 2 )  x =  x =>■ ->x =  —’X ;
( 3 )  x  =  x  =*> 0  =  0  x =  x = > l  =  l;
( 4 )  x =  x =>ti =  t 2 , f o r  e v e r y  a x i o m  t\  =  Í2 o f  B o o l e a n  a l g e b r a s ;
( 5 )  f x  = f x = > x A y  =  x, f x  =  f x = > f x A y  =  y;
( 6 ) x =  x =>■ fO =  / 0 ;
( 7 )  gx =  g x = > x A y  =  y, gx =  gx  =>• gx A y =  gx;
( 8 ) x =  x => g \  =  g \ .
T h e  c la s s  K \  i s  a  n o n - t r i v i a l  E C E - v a r i e t y .
I t  i s  o b v i o u s  t h a t  i f  A  €  K \  t h e n  A* =  (A,  V, A, 0 , 1 )  is  a  B o o l e a n  a l g e ­
b r a  a n d  t h a t  a n y  c o n g r u e n c e  r e l a t i o n  o n  A  i s  a l s o  a  c o n g r u e n c e  r e l a t i o n  o n
1980 M a th e m a tic s  S u b je c t  C la ss ifica tio n s  (1985 Revision). Primary 08A55; Second­
ary 03C05.
K e y  w ords a n d  p h ra s e s . Partial algebra, homomorphism, full homomorphism, closed 
homomorphism, closed subalgebra, category, morphism, object.
Akadémiai  Kiadó, B u d a p es t
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A*.  A s  f o r  a n y  n o n - t r i v i a l  c o n g r u e n c e  r e l a t i o n  R o n  t h e  a l g e b r a  A * t h e r e  is  
a n  e l e m e n t  a £ A, a /  1 ( i n  c a s e  A  is  n o n - t r i v i a l )  s u c h  t h a t  (a, 1 ) £ R  i t  f o l ­
l o w s  t h a t  A —  t h e  i d e n t i t y  r e l a t i o n  —  is  t h e  o n l y  c lo s e d  c o n g r u e n c e  r e l a t i o n  
o n  A  a n d  c o n s e q u e n t l y  A  i t s e l f  is  t h e  o n l y  c lo s e d  h o m o m o r p h i c  i m a g e  o f  A. 
T h u s  w e  h a v e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g
Fa c t . Every element of the ECE-variety K\ is (Hc , Sc)-subdirectly irre­
ducible.
C o r o lla r y . A direct product of any family of members of R \  is 
( H c , Sc)-subdirectly irreducible.
T h e  a b o v e  f a c t  m e a n s  t h a t  i n  t h i s  c a s e  t h e  c la s s  o f  ( H c, 5 c ) - s u b d i r e c t -  
l y  i r r e d u c i b l e  p a r t i a l  a l g e b r a s  i s  t o o  w i d e  t o  b e  a n  a n a l ó g o n  o f  a  c l a s s  o f  
s u b d i r e c t l y  i r r e d u c i b l e  a l g e b r a s  f o r  a  v a r i e t y  o f  t o t a l  a l g e b r a s .  L e t  u s  n o t e  
t h a t  t o  o b t a i n  a  g o o d  s u b d i r e c t  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  t h e o r e m  f o r  t h e  E C E - v a r i -  
e t y  K \  o n e  s h o u l d  c o n s i d e r  t h e  c l a s s  o f  a l l  s u r j e c t i v e  f u l l  h o m o m o r p h i s m s  
i n s t e a d  o f  c lo s e d  o n e s ,  i . e .  (H f,  5 c ) - s u b d i r e c t l y  i r r e d u c i b l e  a l g e b r a s .  T h e n  
i t  a p p e a r s  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  e x a c t l y  o n e  n o n - t r i v i a l  ( Hf ,  Sc)-s u b  d i r e c t l y  i r r e ­
d u c i b l e  p a r t i a l  a l g e b r a  Q i n  F f i - t w o - e l e m e n t  o n e  a n d  i t  g e n e r a t e s  K i ,  i .e .
K \  =  ( s i (H / ’Sc) ( Q ) y
E x a m ple  2. L e t  u s  c o n s i d e r  E C E - v a r i e t y  K i  o f  p a r t i a l  a l g e b r a s  c o n ­
s i s t i n g  o f  a l g e b r a s  A —  (A,  V, A, 0 , 1 ,  / ,  g, h, k) o f  t y p e  ( 2 , 2 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 )  
s u c h  t h a t  A ' = ( A ,  V, A, — 0 , 1 ,  f , g )  £  K \ ,  s a t i s f y i n g  t h e  f o l l o w in g  E C E - i d e n -  
t i t y
( 9 )  hx =  hx k  kx =  kx  => hx = kx.
I t  i s  e a s y  t o  s e e  t h a t  e a c h  m e m b e r  o f  K 2 is  ( H c, S c ) - s u b d i r e c t l y  i r r e ­
d u c i b l e .  T h u s  a s  i n  E x a m p l e  1 w e  c a n  t r y  t o  r e p l a c e  t h e  c l a s s  H c  b y  a  c la s s  
o f  f u l l  s u r j e c t i v e  h o m o m o r p h i s m s .
N o w  l e t  B_ =  ( { 0 ,  l , a , 6} , V ,  A , - q 0 , 1, f , g ,h ,k )  £ K 2  b e  a  f o u r - e l e m e n t  
p a r t i a l  a l g e b r a ,  w h e r e  d o m / i  =  { a } ,  ha  =  6 , d o m f c  =  { 1} ,  fc l =  1 . I t  i s  e a s i l y  
v e r i f i e d  t h a t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a r t i a l  a l g e b r a s  5 l t  B_2 a r e  f u l l  h o m o m o r p h i c  
i m a g e s  o f  B_ b y  f u l l  h o m o m o r p h i s m s  F j ,  F2 , r e s p e c t i v e l y ,
B_x = ( { 0 , 1 } ,  V, A, - 1, 0 , 1 ,  / , g, h, k) w h e r e  d o m  h =  d o m  A: =  { 1 } ,  h l  =  0 ,  
k l  =  l
B_2 = ( { 0 , 1 } ,  V, A, - 1, 0 , 1  , f , g , h ,  k) w h e r e  d o m  h =  { 0 } ,  hO =  1 ,  d o m  k =  { 1 } ,  
k l  =  1 .
M o r e o v e r ,  E C E - i d e n t i t y  ( 9 )  f a i l s  t o  h o l d  i n  a n d  i t  d o e s  h o l d  i n  B_2 , i . e .  
B_\ Í  K 2 , B_2 G K i - N o t e  t h a t  F 2 is  n o t  c l o s e d  a n d  B_ is  i s o m o r p h i c  t o  B_x xB_2.
L e t  u s  o b s e r v e  t h a t  s u c h  a  s i t u a t i o n  c o u l d  n o t  h a p p e n  i n  t h e  c a s e  o f  a  
v a r i e t y  V  o f  t o t a l  a l g e b r a s ,  f o r  t h e  p r o d u c t  o f  a  f a m i l y  o f  a l g e b r a s  b e l o n g s  
t o  V  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  a l l  m e m b e r s  o f  t h i s  f a m i l y  b e l o n g  t o  V .
( T a k i n g  Bf a n  i n n e r  e x t e n s i o n  o f  B_, w h e r e  d o m  k — { 1 } ,  d o m  h — ( a ,  6) ,
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hb — a o n e  c a n  e a s i l y  c h e c k  t h a t  Bf is  a  p r o d u c t  o f  t w o  ( i s o m o r p h i c )  p a r t i a l  
a l g e b r a s  n e i t h e r  o f  w h i c h  b e l o n g s  t o  K-f).
T h e  a b o v e  e x a m p l e s  s h o w  t h a t  i t  w i l l  b e  v e r y  d i f f i c u l t  o r  e v e n  i m p o s s i b l e  
t o  f i n d  a  u n i f o r m  e l e g a n t  s u b d i r e c t  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  t h e o r e m  f o r  E C E - v a r i e t i e s .  
T h e r e  a r e  t w o  r e a s o n s  o f  s u c h  a  s i t u a t i o n .  I f  w e  h a v e  g i v e n  E C E - v a r i e t y  K  
t h e r e  c a n  b e  n o n - c l o s e d  h o m o m o r p h i s m s  p r e s e r v i n g  t h e  a x i o m s  o f  K . T h e  
s e c o n d  r e a s o n  is  t h a t  i t  m a y  h a p p e n  t h a t  t h e  a x i o m a t i z a t i o n  o f  a n  E C E -  
v a r i e t y  c a n  b e  r e p l a c e d  b y  a n o t h e r  o n e  c o n s i s t i n g  o f  e .g .  E - i d e n t i t i e s .  H e r e  
t h e  s i t u a t i o n  is  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  c o n c e r n i n g  q u a s i v a r i e t i e s  a n d  v a r i e t i e s  o f  
t o t a l  a l g e b r a s .  T o  a n s w e r  t h e  q u e s t i o n  w h e t h e r  a  g i v e n  q u a s i v a r i e t y  o f  t o t a l  
a l g e b r a s  i s  a  v a r i e t y ,  i . e .  i f  a  s e t  o f  q u a s i i d e n t i t i e s  a x i o m a t i z i n g  V  c a n  b e  
r e p l a c e d  b y  a  s e t  o f  i d e n t i t i e s  i s  u s u a l l y  v e r y  d i f f i c u l t .  T h e  s a m e  is  p r o b a b l y  
f o r  d i f f e r e n t  k i n d s  o f  v a r i e t i e s  o f  p a r t i a l  a l g e b r a s .
R e m a r k . I n  t h e  c a s e  o f  t h e  E C E - v a r i e t y  K 2 i t  f o l lo w s  f r o m  t h e  s u b d i r e c t  
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  t h e o r e m  f o r  E - v a r i e t i e s  t h a t  i t  c a n n o t  b e  a x i o m a t i z e d  b y  a n y  
s e t  o f  E - i d e n t i t i e s .
I n  a u t h o r ’s o p i n i o n  t h e  b e s t  p o s s i b l e  b u t  n e i t h e r  e l e g a n t  n o r  u s e f u l  i s  t h e  
f o l l o w in g
T h e o r e m  2. Let K  be any ECE-variety of partial algebras, Hr  a class 
of all surjective full homomorphisms such that H k ( K )  C  K . Then
K  =  ? s(Hk ’SJ  ( si{Hk 'Sc\ K ) ^  .
H e r e  i t  s h o u l d  b e  n o t e d  t h e  f o l l o w in g
T h e o r e m  3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 if Hk  =  Hc then K  
is a class of total algebras.
P r o o f . L e t  u s  n o t e  t h a t  i n  a n y  E C E - v a r i e t y  o f  p a r t i a l  a l g e b r a s  t h e r e  
i s  a t  l e a s t  o n e  t o t a l  a l g e b r a  —  o n e  e l e m e n t  a l g e b r a  T .  N o w ,  l e t  A  b e  a n y  
m e m b e r  o f  K .  T h e n  T x A  b e l o n g s  t o  K  a n d  p r o j e c t i o n  p : T  X A  —► T  b e l o n g s  
t o  Hk - B y  a s s u m p t i o n  p  i s  a  c lo s e d  h o m o m o r p h i s m  w h ic h  is  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  
t h e  t o t a l n e s s  o f  A.
W e  e n d  t h i s  p a p e r  w i t h  t h e  f o l l o w in g
Q u e s t i o n . I s i t  t r u e  t h a t  i f  Hk  =  H /  t h e n  K  is  a n  E - v a r i e t y ?
T h e  a n s w e r  i s  p r o b a b l y  n e g a t i v e .
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RANDOM MEASURES WITH VALUES IN 
TOPOLOGICAL ABELIAN GROUPS
CZ. G Ó Í D Í  and M. POLAK
Abstract
Let A  be a random measure defined on a cr-ring R of subsets of a set £  with values in a 
topological Abelian group (G , r ) .  The purpose of this paper is to describe the distribution 
of X ( E ) ,  E e  R.
The main theorem presented in this note can be considered as a generalization of the 
results given in [1], [3].
1 .  I n t r o d u c t i o n
L e t  (S l ,A ,P )  b e  a  p r o b a b i l i t y  s p a c e ,  ( £ , R )  a  m e a s u r a b l e  s p a c e  ( t h u s  R  
is  a  <7- r i n g  o f  s u b s e t s  o f  X).  A  c l a s s i c a l  r a n d o m  m e a s u r e  X  i s  a  r e a l - v a l u e d  
f u n c t i o n .  X ( E , uj) d e f i n e d  f o r  E  £  R a n d  w f i l  w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  t h a t  f o r  a  
f i x e d  u  i t  i s  a  m e a s u r e  o n  ( £ ,  R ) ,  a n d  f o r  a  f i x e d  E , i t  i s  a  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e .  
W e  c o n s i d e r  g r o u p - v a l u e d  r a n d o m  m e a s u r e s  t h a t  i s ,  X(E,u>) £ G  f o r  s o m e  
a b s t r a c t  A b e l i a n  g r o u p  G.  M e a s u r e s  X ( - , o ; ) ,  u  a r e  c r - a d d i t i v e  t h u s  w e  
n e e d  t o  c o n s i d e r  i n f i n i t e  s u m s  o f  e l e m e n t s  o f  G : t o  t h i s  e n d  w e  a s s u m e  t h a t  
G  is  a  t o p o l o g i c a l  g r o u p ,  e n d o w e d  w i t h  a  H a u s d o r f f  t o p o l o g y  r .
F o l l o w i n g  K i n g m a n  [6 ] ,  w e  d e c l a r e  X  t o  b e  c o m p l e t e l y  r a n d o m  i f ,  f o r  
a n y  f i n i t e  c o l l e c t i o n  E i , E 2 , . . .  , E n o f  d i s j o i n t  m e m b e r s  o f  R, t h e  r a n d o m  
e l e m e n t s  X ( E i ) ,  X ( E 2 ) , . . .  ,X ( E „ )  a r e  m u t u a l l y  i n d e p e n d e n t .
I n  a d d i t i o n  w e  a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  c o m p l e t e l y  r a n d o m  m e a s u r e  X  i s  s u c h  
t h a t :
( A )  T h e r e  e x i s t s  a n  o p e n  n e i g h b o u r h o o d  U o f  9 (9 i s  t h e  n u l l - e l e m e n t  o f  
t h e  A b e l i a n  g r o u p  G ) ,  s u c h  t h a t  =  0 ,  w h e r e  u ,  £  U a n d  u ,  a r e  possible 
values of the measure X ( E , uj), i m p l i e s  t h a t  u ,  =  9.
W e  s h a l l  s a y ,  t h a t  a  s e t  E  G R i s  small  ( w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  X  a n d  U) i f ,  f o r  
e a c h  p o i n t  u i£ Í l ,  X(E,u>) £  U, a n d  i f  X ( E )  =  6 a . s .
F o r  E £ R, l e t  (P„(E), n >  1} b e  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  f i n i t e  p a r t i t i o n s  o f  E ,  i . e . ,
E  =  ^2 E jU\  w h e r e  E ^  £ R a n d  E jn  ^ f l  E =  0, f o r  i /  j .
£<n)eP n(E)
1991 M a th e m a tic s  S u b je c t C la ss ifica tio n s . Primary 28C10, 60G57; Secondary 54H11, 
28BXX.
K e y  w ords a n d  p h ra ses . Random measures, topological abelian groups.
A kadém ia i  Kiadó, Budapest
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T h e  s e q u e n c e  (P„(J5),n >  1 }  w i l l  b e  c a l l e d  a  f u n d a m e n t a l  s e q u e n c e  o f  
p a r t i t i o n s  o f  E ,  i f  f o r  a l l  n  >  1 ,  t h e  p a r t i t i o n  P„+i(.E) r e f i n e s  Pn{E )  a n d  s e t s
o f  t h e  f o r m  H  E ^  a r e  s m a l l .1 ' Jn
n = l
I t  i s  e a s y  t o  s e e ,  i f  E\  fl E? =  0 a n d  Pn(J?i), P„(£,2 ) a r e  f u n d a m e n t a l  s e ­
q u e n c e  o f  p a r t i t i o n s  o f  E \,  E 2 , r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  t h e n  P n ( £ i ) U P „ ( £ l2)  c o n s t i t u t e  
t h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  s e q u e n c e  o f  p a r t i t i o n s  o f  E\  U  E 2 .
T h e  p u r p o s e  o f  t h e  p r e s e n t  p a p e r  i s  t o  d e s c r i b e  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  r a n d o m  
e l e m e n t s  X ( E ) ,  E  £ R .
T h e  m a i n  t h e o r e m  o f  t h e  p a p e r  c a n  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  a s  a  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n  
o f  t h e  r e s u l t  o b t a i n e d  b y  B r o w n  a n d  K u p k a  [1 ]. I n  p a r t i c u l a r  c a s e s  w e  
o b t a i n  t h e  P o i s s o n  m e a s u r e  ( s e e  [4 ] )  a n d  t h e  b i v a r i a t e  P o i s s o n  m e a s u r e  ( s e e  
[ 1 0 ] ,  [ 5 ] ) .  T h e  m e t h o d  o f  t h e  p r o o f  u s e d  i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  p a p e r  i s  n o t  q u i t e  
e l e m e n t a r y ,  s i n c e  i t  u s e s  b o t h  o p e r a t o r  t h e o r e t i c  m e t h o d s ,  w i t h  r e l e v a n t  
c o n c e p t s  d e s c r i b e d  b y  L e  C a m  [7] a n d  R a m s e y ’s t h e o r e m  [9 ] . W e  a l s o  u s e  
t h e  t e c h n i q u e  g i v e n  b y  G ó z d z  a n d  P o l a k  [3 ].
I n  t h e  n e x t  s e c t i o n  a  s i m p l e  c o m b i n a t o r i a l  p r i n c i p l e  w i l l  b e  u s e d  k n o w n  
a s  R a m s e y ’s t h e o r e m  [9 ] .
TH EOREM . Let each pair  ( i , j ) of disjoint positive integers he coloured 
either “red” or “blue” in any arbitrary fashion. Then there exists a strictly 
increasing sequence ( n , ,  i >  1} of positive integers such that all of pairs from 
this sequence have the same colour.
2. The parameter of a random measure X
I n  w h a t  f o l lo w s  w e  a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  f o l l o w in g  a s s u m p t i o n s  h o l d :
( a )  f o r  e v e r y  E £  R ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  f u n d a m e n t a l  s e q u e n c e  o f  p a r t i t i o n s  
{ P „ ( £ ) , n >  1}  o f  E,
( b )  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  n e i g h b o u r h o o d  Xg o f  t h e  n u l l  e l e m e n t  6 £  G  s u c h  t h a t
l i m  P [ X ( £ n ) e  V e \ { 0 } ]  =  O
n —hdo
p r o v i d e d  { E „ ,  n  >  1}  i s  a  d e c r e a s i n g  s e q u e n c e  o f  e l e m e n t s  E n £  P „ ( £ ) .
THEOREM 2 .1 .  If  X  is a random measure satisfying the assumption  ( a ) ,  
then for every u  £ t i ,  there exists an integer  n u  such that, for  every integer 
n >  nu , and for every E j n '  £ P „ ( £ ) ,  we have X ( E f , u )  £  U .
P r o o f . I n  o r d e r  t o  p r o v e  T h e o r e m  2 .1 ,  w e  s u p p o s e  t o  t h e  c o n t r a r y  t h a t  
t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  s u b s e q u e n c e  P „ , ( £ )  o f  P „ ( P )  c o n t a i n i n g  s e t s  E ni £ P „ , ( £ )  f o r  
w h i c h  X ( E n i ) £ U c . B y  R a m s e y ’s  t h e o r e m  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  s t r i c t l y  i n c r e a s i n g  
s e q u e n c e  { m , - , i >  1} o f  p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r s  s u c h  t h a t  e i t h e r  Enrn n £ „ m 7^0
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o r  Enm C  Enjrx f o r  m ,  < m j.  S u p p o s e  t h a t  £ nmi n  Enrn^  ^  0 .  T h e n  t h i s  
c o n t r a d i c t s  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t
£  * ( £ n m, , « )  =  * ( £  £ n m,
«>1 I >1
( t h e  n e c e s s a r y  c o n d i t i o n  o f  c o n v e r g e n c e  o f  t h e  s e r i e s  ^2 X (E „ m , w )  i n  t o p o l -
i > l
o g y  t  i s  n o t  s a t i s f i e d  f o r  t h e  n e i g h b o u r h o o d  U ) .
N o w ,  s u p p o s e  t h a t  Enirii C  E„m^  f o r  m ,  <  m j.  T h e n  t h e  s e t s  E„m. f o r m  
d e c r e a s i n g  s u b s e q u e n c e  o f  { £ „ . }  w h o s e  i n t e r s e c t i o n  f )  EUjn i s  s m a l l  b y  ( a ) .
I>1
I t  f o l lo w s  t h a t
r  — l i m  X ( E mni, u) =  X  ( f l  Enm >)  €  U ,
• > i
w h i c h  c o n t r a d i c t s  t h a t  t h e  s e t  U c is  c lo s e d .  T h e r e f o r e  T h e o r e m  2 .1  i s  e s t a b ­
l i s h e d .
C o r o l l a r y . For each point u £ Í l  and for  every E e R ,  we have X ( E ) £  
£ ( U ) ,  where ( U )  is a semigroup generated by U .
T h e o r e m  2 .2 .  If  X  is a completely random measure satisfying the as­
sumptions  ( a ) ,  then the set function
p ( E)  =  - \ n P [ X ( E )  =  8], E e R  
is well defined and it is a finitely additive measure on R .
P r o o f . A t  f i r s t  w e  s h a l l  s h o w  t h a t  t h e  s e t  f u n c t i o n  p  is  f i n i t e  f o r  e v e r y  
s e t  E ^ R .
S u p p o s e  t h a t  P [ X ( E ) =  8] =  0  f o r  a t  l e a s t  o n e  s e t  E £ R .  T h e n  X ( E ) ^  8 
a . s .  L e t  ( P n( E) , n  >  1 }  b e  a  f u n d a m e n t a l  s e q u e n c e  o f  p a r t i t i o n s  o f  E  £  R .  
T h e  i n e q u a l i t y
0  =  P [ X ( E )  = 8] =  P
> n
£  * ( e < . , ) ) = *
P[X(Et-l ) ) =  0]
£j-1}e P i ( £ )
>
s h o w s  t h a t  X ( E ^ )  ^  8 a . s .  f o r  a t  l e a s t  o n e  s e t  E ^  £ Pi(E). W e  r e p e a t  t h i s  
a r g u m e n t  w i t h  E ^  i n  p l a c e  o f  E  a n d  c o n t i n u e  b y  i n d u c t i o n  t o  p r o d u c e  a  
d e c r e a s i n g  s e q u e n c e  o f  s e t s  E ^  € P„(£), n > 1 s u c h  t h a t  X ( E ^ )  ^  8 a . s .
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B y  ( a )  t h e  s e t  f )  P j "  i s  s m a l l  a n d  t h e r e f o r e  X  (  f )  )  =  6 a . s .  S in c e
n > i ” 'Kfl= i "
f o r  e a c h  p o i n t  u  G Í Í
r - l i m A ( £ « ; l ) =  x ( n  e £ > ) ,
n= 1
i t  i s  e a s y  t o  s e e  t h a t ,  f o r  e v e r y  n e i g h b o u r h o o d  Xg o f  9,
p [ x ( E ^ ) e \ o 1 a s  n —► o o .
B u t ,  f r o m  a s s u m p t i o n  ( b )  i t  f o l lo w s  t h a t  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  n e i g h b o u r h o o d  Xg o f  
0 s u c h  t h a t
p [ x ( E ^ ) e X g =  p [x ( £ £ ) ) g V , \ { * } ] 0 , a s  n —» o o .
T h i s  i s  a  c o n t r a d i c t i o n .
N o w  w e  w i l l  s h o w  t h e  f i n i t e  a d d i t i v i t y  o f  ^i .
T a k i n g  i n t o  a c c o u n t  T h e o r e m  2 .1  i t  c a n  b e  p r o v e d  t h a t
( 2 . 1 ) n  p [ x ( E ^ ) e  u ]  —  1 , n - o o .
4 n )e P „ ( £ )
I n d e e d ,  f o r  e v e r y  u  G Í I ,  w e  h a v e
n
' M n ) e P „ ( £ )
[X ( p jn) G U] I ( a ; )  —*■ 1
w h e r e  I [ A] d e n o t e s  t h e  i n d i c a t o r  o f  a n  e v e n t  A.
I n  v i e w  o f  t h e  l a s t  r e l a t i o n  a n d  L e b e s g u e ’s t h e o r e m  w e  m a y  w r i t e
[ ]  p [ x ( E ^ n)) e  u =  P
£}n)eP„(£) -£jn)GP„(£)
[ X ( ^ (n ) ) e u d P  —*■ 1 , a s  n —► o o .
£Pn(£)
H e n c e  t h e  p r o o f  o f  ( 2 . 1 )  i s  c o m p l e t e .
F o r  d i s j o i n t  s e t s  E i , E 2 G R .  L e t  P „ ( F i )  a n d  P n ( £ 2 ) b e  f u n d a m e n t a l  
s e q u e n c e s  o f  p a r t i t i o n s  o f  E\  a n d  E 2, r e s p e c t i v e l y .
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I t  is  k n o w n  t h a t  F„(£j +  E2) = P„(£i) U P„(JS2 ) is  a  f u n d a m e n t a l  s e ­
q u e n c e  o f  p a r t i t i o n s  o f  E\ +  E2.
L e t  u s  p u t
A n = f l  [x(Fjn))eu .
Fj^eT^Ei+Ei)
S i n c e  P ( A „ )  - »  1 , a s  n  —► o o ,  t h e r e f o r e
P  [ X { E x +  Ei )  =  0, An] - >  P [ X( El  +  £ 2 )  =  0 ] ,  a s n - .  o o .
N o w ,  f o r  e v e r y  e >  0  a n d  n  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e ,  w e  h a v e
P  [X(Ei  +  E 2) =  0] -  e í  P  [X{Ex +  Ei )  =  0, A n\ =
= P I y . xajn))=i>, n
' 'F jn)€Fn(Ei+E2) F feF„(F ,+F2)
X ( F j n)) G U
n  [ x ( F j n)) = e . n i ( f { n ) ) e u
M n)eF„(£:l +£;2) F<]n)eFn(E1+E2) -
= p
T h e  l a s t  e q u a l i t y  f o l lo w s  f r o m  ( A ) .  
F u r t h e r m o r e
f )  [ x ( F j n ) )  =  0 ] i A n ,
t h u s
P  [ X ( E 1 +  E 2) =  6 ] - e i P  [ X ( E l ) =  9 ] P  [ X( E2) = 9) .
T h e  i n v e r s e  i n e q u a l i t y  i s  o b v i o u s ,  s o  t h e  p r o o f  o f  f i n i t e  a d d i t i v i t y  o f  p  i s  
c o m p l e t e .
N o t i c e  t h a t ,  i f  a  s e t  E  €  R  is  s m a l l ,  t h e n  p ( E)  =  0 .
T h e o r e m  2 .3 .  If X  is a completely random measure satisfying the as­
sumptions  ( a ) ,  ( b ) ,  then for every number e >  0, there exists an integer nc
such that, for  every integer n >  nc, and every set E ^  €  P n ( £ ) ,  we have 
P(E\n)) < e .
T h e  p r o o f  o f  t h i s  t h e o r e m  is  e s s e n t i a l l y  t h e  s a m e  a s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o ­
r e m  2 . 1 .
P r o o f . W e  s u p p o s e  t o  t h e  c o n t r a r y  t h a t ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  e >  0  a n d  s u b s e ­
q u e n c e  P n , ( £ )  o f  P n( E)  c o n t a i n i n g  s e t s  E n> €  P n , (E)  f o r  w h ic h  p ( E n>) > e. 
F r o m  R a m s e y ’s t h e o r e m  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  s t r i c t l y  i n c r e a s i n g  s e q u e n c e  { m ,- ,  i > 
^  1} o f  p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r s  s u c h  t h a t  e i t h e r  E„m. D  E„m^  =  0  o r  E„m. C
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f o r  m , ' <  rrij. S u p p o s e  t h a t  EUrn. D  E nm =  0  t h e n  t h i s  c o n t r a d i c t s  t h e  f a c t  
t h a t  t h e  m e a s u r e  /z i s  f i n i t e .
N o w ,  s u p p o s e  t h a t  C  Enrn f o r  m ,  <  m j.  T h e n  t h e  s e t s  Enrri> f o r m
a  d e c r e a s i n g  s u b s e q u e n c e  o f  t h e  s e t s  Eni w h o s e  i n t e r s e c t i o n  (") i s  s m a l l
. > i
b y  ( a ) .  S o  w e  h a v e
=  l .
B y  t h e  c o u n t a b l e  a d d i t i v i t y  o f  X ,  w e  m a y  w r i t e
P [ r - ] i m X ( E nrni) =  e} =  l ,
a n d  i n  c o n s e q u e n c e  f o r  e v e r y  n e i g h b o u r h o o d  Xg o f  9, w e  h a v e
( 2 . 2 )  l i m  P  [ X ( F , ,  )  ^  V # ]  =  0 .
I—*oo '
I t  i s  e v i d e n t  t h a t
P  [ X { E nmi) =  9] =  1 -  P  [X (E nm> ) e X e \  {9}]  -  P  [ X ( £ nm , ) i  X 0\ ,
w h e r e  Xg i s  c e r t a i n  n e i g h b o u r h o o d  o f  9 G G.
F r o m  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n  ( b )  a n d  t a k i n g  i n t o  a c c o u n t  ( 2 .2 )  w e  o b t a i n
l i m  P [ X ( E nm.) =  9] =  l.
F i n a l l y
l im  n (E n )  =  -  l n  l i m  P  [ X ( E n ) =  9] =  0 .
I—►oo * *—*•00 •
T h e  l a s t  e q u a l i t i e s  c o n t r a d i c t  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  / x ( F „ m ) /  0 .
3. Construction of the probability measure Ge
N o w  w e  a s s u m e  t h a t  {9}  £ G ,  i . e . ,  t h e  s e t  t h a t  c o n t a i n s  o n l y  t h e  n u l l -  
e l e m e n t  o f  t h e  g r o u p  G  i s  a n  e l e m e n t  o f  t h e  c r - f ie ld  G  g e n e r a t e d  b y  r .
L e t  u s  p u t  S(E)  =  P [ X ( E ) ^ 9 ]  a n d  C X ( E )  d e n o t e  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  
t h e  r a n d o m  e l e m e n t  X ( E ,  • ) .  F o r  e a c h  E £ R ,  l e t  u s  p u t
( 3 . 1 )  C X ( E )  =  I + S ( E ) ( M e - I ) ,
w h e r e  I  i s  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  m e a s u r e  w h o s e  m a s s  i s  e n t i r e l y  c o n c e n t r a t e d  a t  
t h e  p o i n t  9 £ G  a n d  M e  i s  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  m e a s u r e  s u c h  t h a t
( 3 . 2 ) M e {9) =  0 .
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F o r  e a c h  E  £  R ,  w e  d e f in e
( 3 .3 )  A ( P  n( E ) ) =  E  Ä( ^ n ) )-
^ n )€ P n ( E )
T a k i n g  i n t o  a c c o u n t  T h e o r e m  2 .3  a n d  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  6(E)  <  p ( E ) ,  i t  is  
e a s y  t o  s e e  t h a t  f o r  e v e r y  £ e R
( 3 .4 )  l im  A ( P „ ( £ ) )  =  / z ( £ ) .n—►oo
N o w  l e t  u s  d e f in e
( 3 .5 ) M (P„(£)) =
A ( P n ( ^ ) ) E
.(n).
£ 'n)ePn(E)
L e t  v  b e  a  f i n i t e  s i g n e d  m e a s u r e  o n  G .  F o r  a n y  f i n i t e  s i g n e d  m e a s u r e  v 
o n  G  l e t  11 v \ | b e  t h e  n o r m  d e f in e d  b y
I M I « M ( G ) ,
w h e r e  | u | ( G )  i s  t h e  t o t a l  v a r i a t i o n  o f  v.
L e t  M  b e  t h e  s y s t e m  o f  a l l  f i n i t e  s i g n e d  m e a s u r e  o n  G .  I t  i s  n o t  d i f f i c u l t  
t o  s h o w  t h a t  M ,  w i t h  t h e  n o r m  d e f i n e d  a s  a b o v e  is  a  B a n a c h  s p a c e .
I t  m a y  a l s o  b e  s h o w n  t h a t
(3 .6 )  su p  |t?(A )| <  IMI <  2 su p  |v (A ) |
AGG A e G
( s e e  G i h m a n ,  I .  L ,  a n d  S k o r o h o d ,  A .  V .  [2 ] f o r  d e t a i l s ) .
T h e or em  3 .1 .  If  X  is a completely random measure satisfying the as­
sumptions  ( a ) ,  ( b ) ,  then for every E  £  R
( 3 .7 )  Ge =  l i m  M ( ¥ n( E) )n—hx)
is a well defined probability measure on G  such that G E ( U  \  { # } )  =  1 .
B e f o r e  t h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3 .1 ,  w e  w i l l  p r o v e  t h e  f o l lo w in g  L e m m a s :
L e m m a  3.1. If X  is a completely random measure satisfying the assump­
tions  ( a ) ,  ( b ) ,  then for every disjoint set E i ,  Ei £ R ,  we have
( 3 . 8 )  I\6(Ei + 'E2)M El+Ei -  6(E1)MEl -  6(E2)M e ,\\ < 2 p( Ex)p(E2),
where 6, M E and p  are defined as above.
P r o o f . L et u s p u t
v =  6(Ei + E2)M Eí +Eí -  6(E\)MEl -  6(E2)ME2.
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T a k i n g  i n t o  a c c o u n t  ( 3 . 1 )  a n d  ( 3 .2 )  i t  i s  e a s y  t o  s e e  t h a t  f o r  e a c h  0 ^  A, 
v ( A)  =  v(A  \  { 0 } ) .  N o w ,  w e  m a y  w r i t e
/  P [ X ( E 1 +  E 2) e A ] - P [ X ( E 1) € A ] - P [ X ( E 2) e A ]  if A ?  6, 
t ’( A ) = \ o  i f
H e n c e  f o r  e a c h  A  ^  9,  w e  h a v e
v(A)  > P [ X ( E \ )  G A , X ( E 2) =  9] A P [ X ( E l ) =  0, X { E 2) G A] +
- P [ X { E \ )  G A] -  P [ X ( E 2) e A ]  =  P [ X { E x) €  A}+
- P [ X ( E 1) G A , X ( E 2) /  0] +  P [ X ( E 2) €  A]+ 
- P [ X ( E 2) e A , X ( E 2) j i O ] >
- 2  P [ X ( E x) t  9} P[X(E2) j é d ] >  —2fi(Ei )f i (E2).
F o r  e v e r y  Aj f  9, w e  p u t
k(A) =  P [ X ( E \  +  E 2) £ A] — P [ X ( E i ) G A , X { E 2) =  6] +
- P [ X ( E l ) =  9 , X ( E 2) e A \ .
I t  m a y  b e  s e e n  t h a t  k ( A )  ^  0  a n d  a ls o  u ( A )  ^  k ( A ) .  H e n c e  
| u ( A ) |  <  m a x [ 2p( E\ ) p( E2), k ( A ) ]  .
T h e r e f o r e
s u p  | v ( A ) |  <  m & x[2p(E \)p(E2), k (G \  { 0 } ) ] .
0ÍACG
I t  i s  o b v i o u s  t h a t  i f  X  i s  a  c o m p l e t e l y  r a n d o m  m e a s u r e ,  t h e n  
k(G  \ { 9 } )  =  P [ X ( E 1 +  E2) /  9} -  P[ X( E\ )  #  0 ] +
+ P [ X ( E 1) jL 9 , X ( E 2) ± 9 ] -  P [ X { E 2 ) ±  0 ] +
A P Í X i E J  *  9 , X ( E 2) ^  0] ^  n (E i)f i(E 2), 
w h i c h  p r o v e s  t h a t
s u p  \ v ( A) \ <2 f i ( Ei ) n ( E2). 
e^AcG
T a k i n g  i n t o  a c c o u n t  ( 3 . 6 )  a n d  t h e  l a s t  i n e q u a l i t y ,  w e  o b t a i n  ( 3 . 8 ) .
L em m a  3.2. If  X  is a completely random measure satisfying the assump­
tions  ( a ) ,  ( b ) ,  then for  any disjoint sets E \,  E 2, . . .  , £ „ g R
6
1 — 1
M  n Y / s( e j )m Ej
j = i
í V ( É e , ) .
3 = 1
( 3 . 9 )
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P r o o f . T h e  p r o o f  o f  t h i s  L e m m a  w i l l  b e  s e t t l e d  b y  i n d u c t i o n  a r g u m e n t .  
L e t  E \, E2 €  R  a n d  E\  f l  £7  — T h e n  u s i n g  L e m m a  3 . 1 ,  w e  h a v e
| | i ( £ i  +  E2)M Ei+e2 -  6 { Ex) MEl -  6(E2)M e ,I I  <  2h2( E x +  E 2).
F r o m  ( 3 . 9 )  a n d  ( 3 . 8 ) ,  w e  o b t a i n
< ( E E - ) M v . r - ' Z m w B ,
j - 1 L  E] j = 1
j= i
n —1
s Q T e J m ^  - £ 6 ( E j ) A f Ej





6 ( j 2 E j ) M  „ - S f e E ^ M ^  - 6 ( E n) M En
Ei j —1j = i
j=i j = i
<
A—1 n—1 n
< 2h(J2 Ei)+2KE = 2^2(E E>)-
3 = 1  3 = 1  j= i
T h e  l a s t  i n e q u a l i t y  e n d s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  L e m m a  3 .2 .
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3 .1 .  T a k i n g  i n t o  a c c o u n t  t h a t  M  is  a  B a n a c h  s p a c e  
i t  i s  e n o u g h  t o  p r o v e  t h a t  ( M( P„ ( E) ) ,  n > 1}  is  a  C a u c h y  s e q u e n c e .  S u p p o s e
t h a t  E jU\  j  =  1 , 2 , . . .  , n  a r e  e l e m e n t s  o f  t h e  p a r t i t i o n  P „ ( £ ' )  o f  t h e  s e t  E ,
a n d  l e t  Ej™ \ k =  1 , 2 , . . .  , nj, j  =  1 , 2 , . . .  , n  b e  e l e m e n t s  o f  t h e  p a r t i t i o n  
P m ( £ ) ,  m  > n o f  t h e  s a m e  s e t  E.
nj
A s s u m e  ( w i t h o u t  l o s s  o f  g e n e r a l i t y )  t h a t  E  ^  ^  E^m\  j  =  1 , 2 , . . .  , n .
fc=i
F r o m  L e m m a  3 .2  w e  o b t a i n
£ £ ( * r ) m £ , „ , - £ ( e «
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<2 í>2 (E 4”’’)=2E^(4’)s m  e )
j = i  fc= i j = i
m a x  u iE 1-).
l < i < n
T h e o r e m  2 .3  e n d s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  l im  M ( P n ( F ) ) .
n —+oo
N o w ,  w e  w i l l  s h o w  t h a t  Ge  d o e s  n o t  d e p e n d  o n  t h e  c h o ic e  o f  t h e  f u n ­
d a m e n t a l  s e q u e n c e  o f  p a r t i t i o n s  { P n ( F ) , n >  1} . W e  s u p p o s e  t h a t  ( Q n ( F ) ,  
n >  1} is  a n o t h e r  f u n d a m e n t a l  s e q u e n c e  o f  p a r t i t i o n s  o f  t h e  s e t  E.
L e t  Z n(E)  b e  t h e  s e q u e n c e  o f  p a r t i t i o n s  o f  t h e  s e t  E  c o n s i s t i n g  o f  a l l  s e t s
o f  t h e  f o r m  E j n )  D  F \n\  w h e r e  E\n) <E P n ( F ) ,  F_Jn ) €  Q n{E) .
I t  i s  e a s y  t o  s e e  t h a t  f o r  a l l  n , t h e  p a r t i t i o n  Z „ ( F )  r e f i n e s  t h e  p a r t i t i o n s  
P n{ E)  a n d  Q „ ( F ) .  H e n c e ,  a n d  f r o m  t h e  f i r s t  p a r t  o f  t h e  p r o o f ,  w e  h a v e
| |M ( P „ ( F ) )  -  AL(Q„(F))|| < | |M ( P „ (F ) )  -  M (Z n(F )) | |  +
+  | |M (Z „ (F ) )  -  M (Q „ (F )) | |  <  2fi (E)  [ m a x /i(F*n)) +  m a x / i ( F j n ) )
T h e r e f o r e  G e  d o e s  n o t  d e p e n d  o n  t h e  c h o ic e  o f  t h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  s e q u e n c e  
o f  p a r t i t i o n s  P „ ( F ) .
I n  f a c t  G e  i s  c o u n t a b l y  a d d i t i v e ,  w h i c h  f o l lo w s  f r o m  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  
M ( P ( F ) )  is  u n i f o r m l y  c o u n t a b l y  a d d i t i v e  [8 ].
I n  o r d e r  t o  f i n i s h  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h i s  T h e o r e m ,  w e  w il l  s h o w  t h a t  
G e ( V \ { 8 } )  = 1.
T a k i n g  i n t o  a c c o u n t  ( 3 .1 )  a n d  ( 3 . 5 )  i t  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  p r o v e  t h a t
( 3 . 1 0 ) E  ' ’ K ' l i »
E^ePniE)
=  0 .
T o  p r o v e  ( 3 . 1 0 ) ,  w e  c o n s i d e r  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  i n e q u a l i t y
N o w  p u t t i n g  x  =  P  [ x ( F ^ )  f  U
0 <  J 2  P  [X ( ^ j n ) ) 6  U
x ^  — l n ( l  — x).
, w e  o b t a i n
E^ePniE) E^ n)ePn(E)
X( E^n)) e  U< - l n  n
*6
F i n a l l y  ( 2 .1 )  p r o v e s  ( 3 . 1 0 ) .  T h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3 .1  i s  n o w  c o m p l e t e .
4 .  T h e  m a i n  r e s u l t
W e  c a n  n o w  s t a t e  t h e  m a i n  t h e o r e m  o f  t h i s  p a p e r .
T h eo r em  4 . 1 .  If  X  is a completely random measure satisfying the as­
sumptions  ( a ) ,  ( b ) ,  then
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CX(E) = expn(E)(GE- I ) ,
where p  and G e  are defined as above.
F i r s t  w e  w i l l  p r o v e  t h e  f o l l o w in g
L em m a  4.1. If X  is a completely random measure satisfying the assump­
tions  ( a ) ,  ( b ) ,  then
IIC X ( E )  -  e x p  A ( P n ( £ ) )  ( M ( P „ ( £ ) )  -  7 ) | |  <  2  ] T  p \ E j n ) ) ,
E^ePnlE)
where X and M  are defined by ( 3 . 3 )  and  ( 3 .5 ) ,  respectively.
P r o o f . T h e  m e t h o d  u s e d  i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h i s  L e m m a  is  e s s e n t i a l l y  t h e  
s a m e  a s  t h e  o n e  g i v e n  b y  L e  C a m  [7 ] .
F o r  t h e  s a k e  o f  s i m p l i c i t y  w e  a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  s e q u e n c e  o f  
p a r t i t i o n s  Vn( E)  c o n s i s t s  o f  n s e t s .  L e t  u s  p u t
FE(n) =  e x p  6(E^n)) -  i ' j  , j  =  1 , 2 , . . .  , n
n — 1
a n d  l e t
V )=ri'£x<E‘n))’ **>-n-v>-
J =2 i = l  1
F o r  1 <  k < n,  w e  d e f in e
v ,=( n •*>>)*( nl ^j £k—l 1
T h e n ,  f o r  k =  1 , 2 , . . .  , n ,  w e  h a v e
# E ( n) * Fgi”) — ^ E(kn+\  * ^ ( ^ k + l ) ‘
N o w ,  i t  i s  e a s y  t o  s e e  t h a t
n - £ * ( £ j n i ) - n  • * > > = £  * £ < • > *
j= i  j = i  1 j = i  J
S i n c e  R^n)  i s  a  p r o b a b i l i t y  m e a s u r e ,  t h i s  i m p l i e s
C X ( E f )  -
n - « < 4 v n  •*•.<■>
j = i j = i
C X ( E j ' )  — FE(n) 
i = i  J
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T h e  d i f f e r e n c e  F  („> — C X ( E ^ )  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  a s  f o l lo w s
/ +FE(n) -  CX{E\n)) = e~6(E>" } -  1 +  S(Ejn))
+ S(E \n)) ( e ~ S^ n)) -  l) M ^  + e - ^ ^ S ^ E ^ )  ( m ^ / k\.
\  /  1 jfc>2 \  -> /
H e n c e
F£ („) -  £ X ( £ j n)) ^ 26 { E (p ] ) ( l  -  e - 8(E^  <  2 ^ { E (^ ) .
T h i s  p r o v e s  t h e  d e s i r e d  r e s u l t .
P roof o f  T h e o r e m  4.1. A t  f i r s t  w e  n o t e  t h a t  f r o m  L e m m a  4.1, w e  h a v e
IIC X ( E )  -  e x p h {E){Ge  -  / ) | |  ^  2 ^  ^ ( ^ W ) +
E^ n)ePn(E)
+  11 e x p  A ( P n ( £ ) ) [ M ( P „ ( £ ) )  -  I] -  e x p  h( E) ( G e  ~  / ) | | .
T a k i n g  i n t o  a c c o u n t  ( 3 .4 )  a n d  T h e o r e m  3 .1  i t  i s  e a s y  t o  s e e  t h a t  t h e  
r i g h t - h a n d  s i d e  o f  t h e  l a s t  i n e q u a l i t y  t e n d s  t o  0 .
T h e  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  4 .1  is  c o m p l e t e .
R em a rk . I f  th e  topology r  is discrete, then the assum ption (a) implies 
(b ) and all the resu lts  are  valid under (a).
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t . T h e  a u t h o r s  w i s h  t o  t h a n k  t h e  r e f e r e e  f o r  h i s  
h e l p f u l  c o m m e n t s .
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